
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
Call Greg to InventSomething!Call Greg to InventSomething!Call Greg to InventSomething!Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!  ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!  ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!  ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women! 

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested +14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested +14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested +14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of  convicted for the murder of  convicted for the murder of  convicted for the murder of 
Mary in the Kennedy Barn! Mary in the Kennedy Barn! Mary in the Kennedy Barn! Mary in the Kennedy Barn! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for  B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for  B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for  B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for 
BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion + Obama's end! Holocaust  + Obama's end! Holocaust  + Obama's end! Holocaust  + Obama's end! Holocaust 
II, facing great uncertainty about a diplomatic way outII, facing great uncertainty about a diplomatic way outII, facing great uncertainty about a diplomatic way outII, facing great uncertainty about a diplomatic way out of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do  of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do  of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do  of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do 
you get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasolineyou get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasolineyou get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasolineyou get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews in Israel  Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews in Israel  Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews in Israel  Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews in Israel 
for wanting more settlements andfor wanting more settlements andfor wanting more settlements andfor wanting more settlements and greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin!  greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin!  greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin!  greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary B. will get... On 'Late' B. will get... On 'Late' B. will get... On 'Late' B. will get... On 'Late'----InInInIn----Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon 
Fortenbury.Fortenbury.Fortenbury.Fortenbury. "Those who don't have sex during their teen years are in the minority, but the "Those who don't have sex during their teen years are in the minority, but the "Those who don't have sex during their teen years are in the minority, but the "Those who don't have sex during their teen years are in the minority, but the
reasons forreasons forreasons forreasons for————and effects ofand effects ofand effects ofand effects of————waiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Diseasewaiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Diseasewaiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Diseasewaiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Disease Control and  Control and  Control and  Control and 
Prevention, the average age Americans lose their virginitiesPrevention, the average age Americans lose their virginitiesPrevention, the average age Americans lose their virginitiesPrevention, the average age Americans lose their virginities (defined here as vaginal  (defined here as vaginal  (defined here as vaginal  (defined here as vaginal 
sexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and women. Thesexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and women. Thesexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and women. Thesexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and women. The CDC also reports that virgins  CDC also reports that virgins  CDC also reports that virgins  CDC also reports that virgins 
make up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percentmake up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percentmake up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percentmake up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percent of males aged 20 to 24. That number  of males aged 20 to 24. That number  of males aged 20 to 24. That number  of males aged 20 to 24. That number 
drops below 5 percent for both male anddrops below 5 percent for both male anddrops below 5 percent for both male anddrops below 5 percent for both male and female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as  female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as  female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as  female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as 
0.3 percent for virgins aged 400.3 percent for virgins aged 400.3 percent for virgins aged 400.3 percent for virgins aged 40 to 44." Failure as a writer is one thing but writing a Virgin  to 44." Failure as a writer is one thing but writing a Virgin  to 44." Failure as a writer is one thing but writing a Virgin  to 44." Failure as a writer is one thing but writing a Virgin 
article for thearticle for thearticle for thearticle for the Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I  Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I  Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I  Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I 
wouldwouldwouldwould guess 101 few Yale + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the guess 101 few Yale + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the guess 101 few Yale + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the guess 101 few Yale + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the
Atlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon Fortenbury fired for no HPV AnusAtlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon Fortenbury fired for no HPV AnusAtlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon Fortenbury fired for no HPV AnusAtlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon Fortenbury fired for no HPV Anus Cancer  Cancer  Cancer  Cancer 
statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as Thestatistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as Thestatistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as Thestatistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as The Atlantic did the  Atlantic did the  Atlantic did the  Atlantic did the 
opposite of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow!opposite of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow!opposite of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow!opposite of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow! Jon Fortenbury "Observers"  Jon Fortenbury "Observers"  Jon Fortenbury "Observers"  Jon Fortenbury "Observers" 
can sent Jon email... about this! can sent Jon email... about this! can sent Jon email... about this! can sent Jon email... about this! 

3333----29292929----14141414 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie
"Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... $114 Hero Mary B. will get... $114 Hero Mary B. will get... $114 Hero Mary B. will get... $1 Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why  Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why  Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why  Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why 
Microsoft Is Charging YouMicrosoft Is Charging YouMicrosoft Is Charging YouMicrosoft Is Charging You $99 A Year To Use Office For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad  $99 A Year To Use Office For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad  $99 A Year To Use Office For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad  $99 A Year To Use Office For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad 
People" who bought aPeople" who bought aPeople" who bought aPeople" who bought a 2nd house in Mecca, not Key West!  2nd house in Mecca, not Key West!  2nd house in Mecca, not Key West!  2nd house in Mecca, not Key West! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that  poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that  poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that  poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that 
could split... Thecould split... Thecould split... Thecould split... The Guardian Guardian Guardian Guardian
Navy must geNavy must geNavy must geNavy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!t a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!t a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!t a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley Cyrus really have  Cyrus really have  Cyrus really have  Cyrus really have 
ruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to have been theruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to have been theruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to have been theruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to have been the case, as she recently met with a  case, as she recently met with a  case, as she recently met with a  case, as she recently met with a 
brave 7brave 7brave 7brave 7----yearyearyearyear----old cancer patient named Mileyold cancer patient named Mileyold cancer patient named Mileyold cancer patient named Miley Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly fight  Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly fight  Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly fight  Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly fight 
with Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Herowith Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Herowith Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Herowith Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Hero Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New  Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New  Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New  Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New 
Manhattan Project for BreastManhattan Project for BreastManhattan Project for BreastManhattan Project for Breast Cancer + Stage IV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad  Cancer + Stage IV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad  Cancer + Stage IV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad  Cancer + Stage IV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad 
People" little overPeople" little overPeople" little overPeople" little over protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become  protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become  protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become  protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become 
the Yalethe Yalethe Yalethe Yale Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution!  Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution!  Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution!  Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero14 Hero14 Hero14 Hero Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more
so I bike around KW and all the cats are out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats,so I bike around KW and all the cats are out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats,so I bike around KW and all the cats are out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats,so I bike around KW and all the cats are out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats, couple each  couple each  couple each  couple each 
morning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of coursemorning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of coursemorning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of coursemorning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of course will work 24/7 on a Rx  will work 24/7 on a Rx  will work 24/7 on a Rx  will work 24/7 on a Rx 
Overnight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that willOvernight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that willOvernight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that willOvernight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that will end the 1 million deaths in 2014,  end the 1 million deaths in 2014,  end the 1 million deaths in 2014,  end the 1 million deaths in 2014, 
2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from London. LONDON)  London. LONDON)  London. LONDON)  London. LONDON) ———— EnglandEnglandEnglandEngland’’’’s public health s public health s public health s public health 
agency says two people have caughtagency says two people have caughtagency says two people have caughtagency says two people have caught tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the bacterial  tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the bacterial  tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the bacterial  tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the bacterial 
disease has beendisease has beendisease has beendisease has been documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published  documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published  documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published  documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published 
Thursday, PublicThursday, PublicThursday, PublicThursday, Public Health England said it concluded TB samples taken from the cat and  Health England said it concluded TB samples taken from the cat and  Health England said it concluded TB samples taken from the cat and  Health England said it concluded TB samples taken from the cat and 
from twofrom twofrom twofrom two people in contact with the animal were  people in contact with the animal were  people in contact with the animal were  people in contact with the animal were ““““indistinguishableindistinguishableindistinguishableindistinguishable”””” and that the cat wasand that the cat wasand that the cat wasand that the cat was
considered to be considered to be considered to be considered to be ““““the likely source of infection.the likely source of infection.the likely source of infection.the likely source of infection.”””” Between December 2012 andBetween December 2012 andBetween December 2012 andBetween December 2012 and last April,  last April,  last April,  last April, 
veterinarians identified TB in nine pet cats in Berkshire andveterinarians identified TB in nine pet cats in Berkshire andveterinarians identified TB in nine pet cats in Berkshire andveterinarians identified TB in nine pet cats in Berkshire and Hampshire, west of London.  Hampshire, west of London.  Hampshire, west of London.  Hampshire, west of London. 
Public Health England said the two people who caughtPublic Health England said the two people who caughtPublic Health England said the two people who caughtPublic Health England said the two people who caught TB were recovering and said the  TB were recovering and said the  TB were recovering and said the  TB were recovering and said the 
risk of further spread from cats to humans isrisk of further spread from cats to humans isrisk of further spread from cats to humans isrisk of further spread from cats to humans is very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills  very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills  very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills  very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills 
more than 1 million peoplemore than 1 million peoplemore than 1 million peoplemore than 1 million people annually worldwide.  annually worldwide.  annually worldwide.  annually worldwide. 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth  confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth  confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth  confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth 
W. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky HeW. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky HeW. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky HeW. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky He is largely responsible for the preservation of Key West  is largely responsible for the preservation of Key West  is largely responsible for the preservation of Key West  is largely responsible for the preservation of Key West 
and the prevention ofand the prevention ofand the prevention ofand the prevention of high high high high----rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, 
Abraham Wolkowsky,Abraham Wolkowsky,Abraham Wolkowsky,Abraham Wolkowsky, moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing  moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing  moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing  moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing 
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store onstore onstore onstore on Duval Street. The late Edna Wolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. Ruth Duval Street. The late Edna Wolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. Ruth Duval Street. The late Edna Wolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. Ruth Duval Street. The late Edna Wolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. Ruth W.  W.  W.  W. 
Greenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg withGreenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg withGreenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg withGreenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg with Mary B. gave  Mary B. gave  Mary B. gave  Mary B. gave 
Dr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.comDr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.comDr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.comDr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.com address and I talked to  address and I talked to  address and I talked to  address and I talked to 
Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on her Yacht witch Dr.Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on her Yacht witch Dr.Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on her Yacht witch Dr.Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on her Yacht witch Dr. Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht.  Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht.  Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht.  Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht. 
I told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at DavidI told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at DavidI told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at DavidI told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at David Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several times and  Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several times and  Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several times and  Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several times and 
asked if he could call and get me aasked if he could call and get me aasked if he could call and get me aasked if he could call and get me a job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel.  job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel.  job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel.  job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel. 
Here is the Key WestHere is the Key WestHere is the Key WestHere is the Key West Citizen story I just read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777  Citizen story I just read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777  Citizen story I just read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777  Citizen story I just read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor"
dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Frontdinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Frontdinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Frontdinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Front St. The  St. The  St. The  St. The 
event is a major fundraising event for the 501(c)(3) nonprofit, whichevent is a major fundraising event for the 501(c)(3) nonprofit, whichevent is a major fundraising event for the 501(c)(3) nonprofit, whichevent is a major fundraising event for the 501(c)(3) nonprofit, which provides safe and  provides safe and  provides safe and  provides safe and 
sober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women withsober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women withsober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women withsober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women with small children, as well as  small children, as well as  small children, as well as  small children, as well as 
longer term housing for women and children, andlonger term housing for women and children, andlonger term housing for women and children, andlonger term housing for women and children, and intact families. As in years past, the  intact families. As in years past, the  intact families. As in years past, the  intact families. As in years past, the 
fundraiser is being held to honor some offundraiser is being held to honor some offundraiser is being held to honor some offundraiser is being held to honor some of the local men and women whose philanthropic  the local men and women whose philanthropic  the local men and women whose philanthropic  the local men and women whose philanthropic 
efforts have helped to make Key Westefforts have helped to make Key Westefforts have helped to make Key Westefforts have helped to make Key West a better place for all its citizens. At the same time, the  a better place for all its citizens. At the same time, the  a better place for all its citizens. At the same time, the  a better place for all its citizens. At the same time, the 
gathering is angathering is angathering is angathering is an opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds  opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds  opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds  opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds 
ofofofof items to choose from. "After 14 years, in recognition of this event, we would items to choose from. "After 14 years, in recognition of this event, we would items to choose from. "After 14 years, in recognition of this event, we would items to choose from. "After 14 years, in recognition of this event, we would like to say  like to say  like to say  like to say 
thank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves tothank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves tothank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves tothank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves to our community,"  our community,"  our community,"  our community," 
said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto.said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto.said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto.said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto. "We hope the community  "We hope the community  "We hope the community  "We hope the community 
will come to salute their efforts as well." This year'swill come to salute their efforts as well." This year'swill come to salute their efforts as well." This year'swill come to salute their efforts as well." This year's honorees, many of whom will be on  honorees, many of whom will be on  honorees, many of whom will be on  honorees, many of whom will be on 
hand for the occasion, include Christopherhand for the occasion, include Christopherhand for the occasion, include Christopherhand for the occasion, include Christopher Elwell, for the arts category; John Anderson, for  Elwell, for the arts category; John Anderson, for  Elwell, for the arts category; John Anderson, for  Elwell, for the arts category; John Anderson, for 
children's advocate; Estrellachildren's advocate; Estrellachildren's advocate; Estrellachildren's advocate; Estrella "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for  "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for  "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for  "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for 
education; theeducation; theeducation; theeducation; the Rev. Darryl Robinson, for faith Rev. Darryl Robinson, for faith Rev. Darryl Robinson, for faith Rev. Darryl Robinson, for faith----based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, 
humanitarian;humanitarian;humanitarian;humanitarian; Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for philanthropy;  Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for philanthropy;  Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for philanthropy;  Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for philanthropy; 
Edward,Edward,Edward,Edward, Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous. Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous. Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous. Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous.

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $77714 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $77714 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $77714 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $777 first before Samuel's  first before Samuel's  first before Samuel's  first before Samuel's 
House with... Official delivery of third new Coast GuardHouse with... Official delivery of third new Coast GuardHouse with... Official delivery of third new Coast GuardHouse with... Official delivery of third new Coast Guard cutter... Key West Citizen  cutter... Key West Citizen  cutter... Key West Citizen  cutter... Key West Citizen ----
Saturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard becameSaturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard becameSaturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard becameSaturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard became the official owner of its newest cutter  the official owner of its newest cutter  the official owner of its newest cutter  the official owner of its newest cutter 
Friday morning as one of the highestFriday morning as one of the highestFriday morning as one of the highestFriday morning as one of the highest ranking civilians in that service signed the  ranking civilians in that service signed the  ranking civilians in that service signed the  ranking civilians in that service signed the 
paperwork from the bridge of thepaperwork from the bridge of thepaperwork from the bridge of thepaperwork from the bridge of the Fast Response Cutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K  Fast Response Cutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K  Fast Response Cutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K  Fast Response Cutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K 
women murdered by drunkwomen murdered by drunkwomen murdered by drunkwomen murdered by drunk men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow!  men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow!  men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow!  men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get...14 Hero Mary B. will get...14 Hero Mary B. will get...14 Hero Mary B. will get...

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will14 Hero Mary B. will14 Hero Mary B. will14 Hero Mary B. will get...  get...  get...  get... 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 

Navy mustNavy mustNavy mustNavy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks! get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks! get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks! get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks!

Navy must get a Navy must get a Navy must get a Navy must get a 

10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks!10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks!10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks!10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Libya has in Swiss Banks!

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather were four were four were four were four----star admirals in the star admirals in the star admirals in the star admirals in the 
U.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of theU.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of theU.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of theU.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... McCain14 Gas from Mecca... McCain14 Gas from Mecca... McCain14 Gas from Mecca... McCain institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently  institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently  institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently  institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently 
released a study examiningreleased a study examiningreleased a study examiningreleased a study examining sex sex sex sex----trafficking... Sex Slaves SWF in Mecca! trafficking... Sex Slaves SWF in Mecca! trafficking... Sex Slaves SWF in Mecca! trafficking... Sex Slaves SWF in Mecca! 
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3333----28282828----14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti----
overdoseoverdoseoverdoseoverdose drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B. Mary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. did drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B. Mary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. did drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B. Mary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. did drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B. Mary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. did
heroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillionheroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillionheroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillionheroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillion spent on  spent on  spent on  spent on 
heroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them andheroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them andheroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them andheroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them and none with 10K  none with 10K  none with 10K  none with 10K 
windmills on their decks and H @ windmills on their decks and H @ windmills on their decks and H @ windmills on their decks and H @ ----254 C below decks! Hero Mary B.254 C below decks! Hero Mary B.254 C below decks! Hero Mary B.254 C below decks! Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy  will get Robert Kennedy  will get Robert Kennedy  will get Robert Kennedy 
Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in theJr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in theJr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in theJr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  Kennedy Barn!  Kennedy Barn!  Kennedy Barn! 

Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks! Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks! Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks! Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!

Navy must get a Navy must get a Navy must get a Navy must get a 

10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Mecca10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Mecca10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Mecca10% kickback of the $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  has in Swiss Banks!  has in Swiss Banks!  has in Swiss Banks! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are Classified by the McCain, who sits on the  Classified by the McCain, who sits on the  Classified by the McCain, who sits on the  Classified by the McCain, who sits on the 
Senate Armed Services and ForeignSenate Armed Services and ForeignSenate Armed Services and ForeignSenate Armed Services and Foreign Relations committees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube  Relations committees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube  Relations committees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube  Relations committees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube 
viewers outside ofviewers outside ofviewers outside ofviewers outside of Mecca.  Mecca.  Mecca.  Mecca. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in Washington, is among the  Washington, is among the  Washington, is among the  Washington, is among the 
newest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rxnewest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rxnewest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rxnewest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Breast  Penicillin Overnight Cure for Breast  Penicillin Overnight Cure for Breast  Penicillin Overnight Cure for Breast 
Cancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressedCancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressedCancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressedCancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressed by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when  by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when  by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when  by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when 
Cindy McCain gets Breast Cancer!Cindy McCain gets Breast Cancer!Cindy McCain gets Breast Cancer!Cindy McCain gets Breast Cancer!

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather were four grandfather were four grandfather were four grandfather were four----
star admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the Navy givestar admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the Navy givestar admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the Navy givestar admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the Navy give Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10%  Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10%  Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10%  Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10% 
cut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking iscut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking iscut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking iscut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking is poisonous... Did McCain warn his wife  poisonous... Did McCain warn his wife  poisonous... Did McCain warn his wife  poisonous... Did McCain warn his wife 
and not your wives? and not your wives? and not your wives? and not your wives? 

3333----28282828----14141414 London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than
Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia----Herzegovina Herzegovina Herzegovina Herzegovina ———— British Foreign Secretary British Foreign Secretary British Foreign Secretary British Foreign Secretary 
William Hague and Hollywood star Angelina Jolie sayWilliam Hague and Hollywood star Angelina Jolie sayWilliam Hague and Hollywood star Angelina Jolie sayWilliam Hague and Hollywood star Angelina Jolie say Bosnia Bosnia Bosnia Bosnia’’’’s decision to include s decision to include s decision to include s decision to include 
prevention of sexual violence in military trainingprevention of sexual violence in military trainingprevention of sexual violence in military trainingprevention of sexual violence in military training is  is  is  is ““““groundbreakinggroundbreakinggroundbreakinggroundbreaking”””” and should and should and should and should 
become standard for any armed forces serving inbecome standard for any armed forces serving inbecome standard for any armed forces serving inbecome standard for any armed forces serving in U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison  U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison  U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison  U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison 
Gasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks willGasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks willGasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks willGasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks will give the Bosnia women breast cancer, Angelina  give the Bosnia women breast cancer, Angelina  give the Bosnia women breast cancer, Angelina  give the Bosnia women breast cancer, Angelina 
Jolie suppressed this comment onJolie suppressed this comment onJolie suppressed this comment onJolie suppressed this comment on her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina  her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina  her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina  her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina 
incest news is old news butincest news is old news butincest news is old news butincest news is old news but new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and  new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and  new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and  new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and 
this could leadthis could leadthis could leadthis could lead to murder of the sister, not brother. So Angelian should have mentioned  to murder of the sister, not brother. So Angelian should have mentioned  to murder of the sister, not brother. So Angelian should have mentioned  to murder of the sister, not brother. So Angelian should have mentioned 
this newthis newthis newthis new incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother
Wyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. HeWyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. HeWyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. HeWyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. He killed his  killed his  killed his  killed his 
sister and her new husband as he could not let his sister have sex!sister and her new husband as he could not let his sister have sex!sister and her new husband as he could not let his sister have sex!sister and her new husband as he could not let his sister have sex! Gail and Rick Brink who  Gail and Rick Brink who  Gail and Rick Brink who  Gail and Rick Brink who 
were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan.were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan.were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan.were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan. Gail, 22, and her husband Rick  Gail, 22, and her husband Rick  Gail, 22, and her husband Rick  Gail, 22, and her husband Rick 
Brink, 28, were found murdered in their ParkBrink, 28, were found murdered in their ParkBrink, 28, were found murdered in their ParkBrink, 28, were found murdered in their Park Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say  Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say  Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say  Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say 
Gail's older brother killed them outGail's older brother killed them outGail's older brother killed them outGail's older brother killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe.  of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe.  of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe.  of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing technology to help students  technology to help students  technology to help students  technology to help students 
conduct simulated crisis management exercises at theconduct simulated crisis management exercises at theconduct simulated crisis management exercises at theconduct simulated crisis management exercises at the McCain institute's facilities in  McCain institute's facilities in  McCain institute's facilities in  McCain institute's facilities in 
Arizona and Washington, D.C., Not for theArizona and Washington, D.C., Not for theArizona and Washington, D.C., Not for theArizona and Washington, D.C., Not for the Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key  Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key  Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key  Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key 
West! West! West! West! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca!  Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca!  Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca!  Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca! 
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$777$777$777$777 confiscated from the Saudi King for free health care in the USA and salary for confiscated from the Saudi King for free health care in the USA and salary for confiscated from the Saudi King for free health care in the USA and salary for confiscated from the Saudi King for free health care in the USA and salary for USA  USA  USA  USA 
students at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their Kingstudents at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their Kingstudents at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their Kingstudents at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their King Today!  Today!  Today!  Today! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl,14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl,14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl,14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl, 17, and having friend record  17, and having friend record  17, and having friend record  17, and having friend record 
attack... Verizon records all this and even theattack... Verizon records all this and even theattack... Verizon records all this and even theattack... Verizon records all this and even the SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca.  SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca.  SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca.  SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In  renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In  renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In  renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In 
the News Today when "Gas From Meccathe News Today when "Gas From Meccathe News Today when "Gas From Meccathe News Today when "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get  is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get  is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get  is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get 
more than the Navy's 10%more than the Navy's 10%more than the Navy's 10%more than the Navy's 10% kickback of $777 Trillion!  kickback of $777 Trillion!  kickback of $777 Trillion!  kickback of $777 Trillion! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the Consequences of 1 Trillionth  Consequences of 1 Trillionth  Consequences of 1 Trillionth  Consequences of 1 Trillionth 
ElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assemblyElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assemblyElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assemblyElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assembly lines... LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh  lines... LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh  lines... LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh  lines... LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh 
taking a .01% kickback of $777taking a .01% kickback of $777taking a .01% kickback of $777taking a .01% kickback of $777 Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin.  Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin.  Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin.  Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas14 Gas14 Gas14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America  from Mecca... Voice of America  from Mecca... Voice of America  from Mecca... Voice of America ---- """"Counterproductive" is what Russia is calling Counterproductive" is what Russia is calling Counterproductive" is what Russia is calling Counterproductive" is what Russia is calling 
aaaa United Nations resolution that refuses to recognize its annexation of the United Nations resolution that refuses to recognize its annexation of the United Nations resolution that refuses to recognize its annexation of the United Nations resolution that refuses to recognize its annexation of the Crimean  Crimean  Crimean  Crimean 
peninsula from Ukraine. peninsula from Ukraine. peninsula from Ukraine. peninsula from Ukraine. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell  "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell  "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell  "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell 
Society getting its Gas from Mecca whileSociety getting its Gas from Mecca whileSociety getting its Gas from Mecca whileSociety getting its Gas from Mecca while Voice of America suppresses all news about the  Voice of America suppresses all news about the  Voice of America suppresses all news about the  Voice of America suppresses all news about the 
1980 Model1980 Model1980 Model1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord... Escort  ElectricWindmillFord... Escort  ElectricWindmillFord... Escort  ElectricWindmillFord... Escort ---- Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999
Ford Escort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman andFord Escort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman andFord Escort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman andFord Escort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman and Deborah  Deborah  Deborah  Deborah 
Barrett evicted me for writing + inventing as this is not a job...Barrett evicted me for writing + inventing as this is not a job...Barrett evicted me for writing + inventing as this is not a job...Barrett evicted me for writing + inventing as this is not a job... gossip I heard the cat Teddy  gossip I heard the cat Teddy  gossip I heard the cat Teddy  gossip I heard the cat Teddy 
Kennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... IKennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... IKennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... IKennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... I will file a suit for torturing Teddy  will file a suit for torturing Teddy  will file a suit for torturing Teddy  will file a suit for torturing Teddy 
Kennedy the Cat... grin. Kennedy the Cat... grin. Kennedy the Cat... grin. Kennedy the Cat... grin. 

3333----28282828----14141414 Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress)  Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress)  Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress)  Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress) ———— Women who always or mostly eat organicWomen who always or mostly eat organicWomen who always or mostly eat organicWomen who always or mostly eat organic
foods have the same likelihood of developing cancer as women who eatfoods have the same likelihood of developing cancer as women who eatfoods have the same likelihood of developing cancer as women who eatfoods have the same likelihood of developing cancer as women who eat conventionally  conventionally  conventionally  conventionally 
produced foods, according to an Oxford University study... Londonproduced foods, according to an Oxford University study... Londonproduced foods, according to an Oxford University study... Londonproduced foods, according to an Oxford University study... London Poison Gas... "Gas From  Poison Gas... "Gas From  Poison Gas... "Gas From  Poison Gas... "Gas From 
Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford studyMecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford studyMecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford studyMecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study above suppressed this for a 25%  above suppressed this for a 25%  above suppressed this for a 25%  above suppressed this for a 25% 
kickback of $777 Trillion! kickback of $777 Trillion! kickback of $777 Trillion! kickback of $777 Trillion! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas"14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas"14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas"14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study  worst than Hitler's! Oxford study  worst than Hitler's! Oxford study  worst than Hitler's! Oxford study 
suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas Commercial the women actress  Commercial the women actress  Commercial the women actress  Commercial the women actress 
knows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes itknows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes itknows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes itknows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes it for your Mother's cooking of pancakes,  for your Mother's cooking of pancakes,  for your Mother's cooking of pancakes,  for your Mother's cooking of pancakes, 
deadly cooking with gas and its not fromdeadly cooking with gas and its not fromdeadly cooking with gas and its not fromdeadly cooking with gas and its not from a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in  a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in  a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in  a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in 
cooking with gas. 1980 Presidentcooking with gas. 1980 Presidentcooking with gas. 1980 Presidentcooking with gas. 1980 President of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year...  of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year...  of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year...  of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year... 
wow! wow! wow! wow! 

3333----28282828----14141414 Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has  Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has  Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has  Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has 
knownknownknownknown this for years and years, yet today Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON  this for years and years, yet today Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON  this for years and years, yet today Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON  this for years and years, yet today Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON ----
The Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashingThe Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashingThe Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashingThe Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashing emissions of  emissions of  emissions of  emissions of 
methane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattlemethane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattlemethane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattlemethane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattle and leaks from oil and  and leaks from oil and  and leaks from oil and  and leaks from oil and 
natural gas production. natural gas production. natural gas production. natural gas production. 
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3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas 
from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! 

3333----27272727----14 Latin14 Latin14 Latin14 Latin of the seven deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, of the seven deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, of the seven deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, of the seven deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira,
acedia... Latin at the top of Greg's web is for the George Orwell Top Brass inacedia... Latin at the top of Greg's web is for the George Orwell Top Brass inacedia... Latin at the top of Greg's web is for the George Orwell Top Brass inacedia... Latin at the top of Greg's web is for the George Orwell Top Brass in Rome Today...  Rome Today...  Rome Today...  Rome Today... 
Comprehension IQ. Comprehension IQ. Comprehension IQ. Comprehension IQ. 

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas 
from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! 

3333----27272727----14 Can14 Can14 Can14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No,  the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No,  the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No,  the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No, 
ScaliaScaliaScaliaScalia is mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 is mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 is mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 is mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 million  million  million  million 
more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects andmore than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects andmore than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects andmore than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood cancers...  childhood cancers...  childhood cancers...  childhood cancers... 
Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAKSaint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAKSaint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAKSaint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses to leak the  this, Snowden refuses to leak the  this, Snowden refuses to leak the  this, Snowden refuses to leak the 
Holocaust II by Scalia! Holocaust II by Scalia! Holocaust II by Scalia! Holocaust II by Scalia! 

3333----27272727----14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams"  Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams"  Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams"  Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams" 
in all cars, with mic + speaker... so thein all cars, with mic + speaker... so thein all cars, with mic + speaker... so thein all cars, with mic + speaker... so the cops with the flashing lights on or off can "Observe"  cops with the flashing lights on or off can "Observe"  cops with the flashing lights on or off can "Observe"  cops with the flashing lights on or off can "Observe" 
you in your car and recordyou in your car and recordyou in your car and recordyou in your car and record video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world  video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world  video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world  video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world 
wide, as this is awide, as this is awide, as this is awide, as this is a world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make  world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make  world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make  world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make 
NewNewNewNew York Safer" another article by Donald Braman at the Atlantic when Braman knows York Safer" another article by Donald Braman at the Atlantic when Braman knows York Safer" another article by Donald Braman at the Atlantic when Braman knows York Safer" another article by Donald Braman at the Atlantic when Braman knows
about the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes aabout the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes aabout the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes aabout the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes a Scam Story  Scam Story  Scam Story  Scam Story 
and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!

3333----27272727----14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The Atlantic is worst than the  Atlantic is worst than the  Atlantic is worst than the  Atlantic is worst than the 
NY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! NewNY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! NewNY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! NewNY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! New $8 $8 $8 $8----perperperper----month 'NYT Now' subscription will month 'NYT Now' subscription will month 'NYT Now' subscription will month 'NYT Now' subscription will 
debut first on Apple's iPhone... Thedebut first on Apple's iPhone... Thedebut first on Apple's iPhone... Thedebut first on Apple's iPhone... The New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will  New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will  New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will  New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will 
expand its digitalexpand its digitalexpand its digitalexpand its digital subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a "core"  subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a "core"  subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a "core"  subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a "core" 
packagepackagepackagepackage dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light readers, and it will debut exclu dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light readers, and it will debut exclu dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light readers, and it will debut exclu dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light readers, and it will debut exclusively onsively onsively onsively on
Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014,Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014,Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014,Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014, government to move  government to move  government to move  government to move 
all Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1all Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1all Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1all Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1 million Post Office workers to GM +  million Post Office workers to GM +  million Post Office workers to GM +  million Post Office workers to GM + 
Ford assembly lines on the 2015Ford assembly lines on the 2015Ford assembly lines on the 2015Ford assembly lines on the 2015 ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow!  ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow!  ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow!  ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow! 

3333----27272727----14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A Invention?" Women are God's best  Invention?" Women are God's best  Invention?" Women are God's best  Invention?" Women are God's best 
Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg! Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg! Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg! Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg! 

3333----27272727----14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy would add 1 "Star," not a  would add 1 "Star," not a  would add 1 "Star," not a  would add 1 "Star," not a 
Pope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light YearsPope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light YearsPope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light YearsPope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light Years and the way it burns H, it will shine  and the way it burns H, it will shine  and the way it burns H, it will shine  and the way it burns H, it will shine 
for 4 Trillion more years, I really don'tfor 4 Trillion more years, I really don'tfor 4 Trillion more years, I really don'tfor 4 Trillion more years, I really don't think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a  think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a  think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a  think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a 
high IQ on "Reading" between thehigh IQ on "Reading" between thehigh IQ on "Reading" between thehigh IQ on "Reading" between the lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for  lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for  lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for  lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for 
the next 4 trillion yearsthe next 4 trillion yearsthe next 4 trillion yearsthe next 4 trillion years and if I could I would write how the "Little Star" burns H... order  and if I could I would write how the "Little Star" burns H... order  and if I could I would write how the "Little Star" burns H... order  and if I could I would write how the "Little Star" burns H... order 
used by Popeused by Popeused by Popeused by Pope Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265 Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265 Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265 Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265----1321) centuries later in his 1321) centuries later in his 1321) centuries later in his 1321) centuries later in his 
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epicepicepicepic poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows: poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows: poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows: poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows:

1.luxuria1.luxuria1.luxuria1.luxuria (lechery/lust)  (lechery/lust)  (lechery/lust)  (lechery/lust) 

2.gula (gluttony) 2.gula (gluttony) 2.gula (gluttony) 2.gula (gluttony) 

3.avaritia (avarice/greed)3.avaritia (avarice/greed)3.avaritia (avarice/greed)3.avaritia (avarice/greed)

4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)

5.ira (wrath)5.ira (wrath)5.ira (wrath)5.ira (wrath)

6.invidia6.invidia6.invidia6.invidia (envy) (envy) (envy) (envy)

7.superbia (pride) 7.superbia (pride) 7.superbia (pride) 7.superbia (pride) 

3333----27272727----14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME----President Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joined Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a  Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a  Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a  Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a 
meeting of two world figures withmeeting of two world figures withmeeting of two world figures withmeeting of two world figures with radically different politics but a shared concern that the  radically different politics but a shared concern that the  radically different politics but a shared concern that the  radically different politics but a shared concern that the 
global economy isglobal economy isglobal economy isglobal economy is dangerously dividing rich and poor.  dangerously dividing rich and poor.  dangerously dividing rich and poor.  dangerously dividing rich and poor. 

3333----27272727----14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME----President Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joined Pope Francis...  Pope Francis...  Pope Francis...  Pope Francis... 

3333----27272727----14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the Moslems will hang 524 of them... no  Moslems will hang 524 of them... no  Moslems will hang 524 of them... no  Moslems will hang 524 of them... no 
mention of the 19K SWF who will be murderedmention of the 19K SWF who will be murderedmention of the 19K SWF who will be murderedmention of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the  in 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the  in 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the  in 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the 
Egypt NBC Nightly News or China... ChinaEgypt NBC Nightly News or China... ChinaEgypt NBC Nightly News or China... ChinaEgypt NBC Nightly News or China... China defends death penalty after report. Updated:  defends death penalty after report. Updated:  defends death penalty after report. Updated:  defends death penalty after report. Updated: 
21:00, Thursday March 27, 2014.21:00, Thursday March 27, 2014.21:00, Thursday March 27, 2014.21:00, Thursday March 27, 2014. China defends death penalty after report. China has  China defends death penalty after report. China has  China defends death penalty after report. China has  China defends death penalty after report. China has 
defended the death penaltydefended the death penaltydefended the death penaltydefended the death penalty as a traditional deterrent, after a report said its annual  as a traditional deterrent, after a report said its annual  as a traditional deterrent, after a report said its annual  as a traditional deterrent, after a report said its annual 
executions has againexecutions has againexecutions has againexecutions has again far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in  far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in  far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in  far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in 
China inChina inChina inChina in 2014 will be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs web 2014 will be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs web 2014 will be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs web 2014 will be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs web
page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of a Chinese women,page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of a Chinese women,page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of a Chinese women,page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of a Chinese women, one  one  one  one 
upmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in theupmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in theupmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in theupmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in the Summer of  Summer of  Summer of  Summer of 
2014, another statistic that will not be on the front page of the NY2014, another statistic that will not be on the front page of the NY2014, another statistic that will not be on the front page of the NY2014, another statistic that will not be on the front page of the NY Times this Summer! 3 Times this Summer! 3 Times this Summer! 3 Times this Summer! 3----
27272727----14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041  PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041  PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041  PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041 
for Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBookfor Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBookfor Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBookfor Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in  Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in  Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in  Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in 
the USA + China" 1,001 Inventionthe USA + China" 1,001 Inventionthe USA + China" 1,001 Inventionthe USA + China" 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.  Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.  Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.  Projects preinstalled with links to get you started. 

3333----27272727----14 Husbands +14 Husbands +14 Husbands +14 Husbands + Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects,  Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects,  Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects,  Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects, 
90% of the90% of the90% of the90% of the time, and only 10% of the time for "Domestic Conversations" this will save the time, and only 10% of the time for "Domestic Conversations" this will save the time, and only 10% of the time for "Domestic Conversations" this will save the time, and only 10% of the time for "Domestic Conversations" this will save the
lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg...lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg...lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg...lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg... and the  and the  and the  and the 
iPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's williPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's williPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's williPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's will invent a 100% save  invent a 100% save  invent a 100% save  invent a 100% save 
your life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the "Arrest" of Marloyour life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the "Arrest" of Marloyour life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the "Arrest" of Marloyour life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the "Arrest" of Marlo Thomas... God will arrest her and  Thomas... God will arrest her and  Thomas... God will arrest her and  Thomas... God will arrest her and 
send her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, havingsend her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, havingsend her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, havingsend her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, having received approval in U.S., Europe, and other  received approval in U.S., Europe, and other  received approval in U.S., Europe, and other  received approval in U.S., Europe, and other 
markets, is releasing its newmarkets, is releasing its newmarkets, is releasing its newmarkets, is releasing its new high high high high----voltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based voltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based voltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based voltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based 
on the companyon the companyon the companyon the company’’’’ssss Durata lead, but with extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead.  Durata lead, but with extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead.  Durata lead, but with extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead.  Durata lead, but with extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead. 
ItItItIt’’’’ssss compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICD) and  (ICD) and  (ICD) and  (ICD) and 
cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators 

3333----27272727----14 1,00114 1,00114 1,00114 1,001 Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstellar" Shuttle's with a Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstellar" Shuttle's with a Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstellar" Shuttle's with a Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstellar" Shuttle's with a
Gravity Engine and links SF one's how it was invented... MattGravity Engine and links SF one's how it was invented... MattGravity Engine and links SF one's how it was invented... MattGravity Engine and links SF one's how it was invented... Matthew McConaughey inhew McConaughey inhew McConaughey inhew McConaughey in his new  his new  his new  his new 
movie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's setmovie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's setmovie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's setmovie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's set in the near future  in the near future  in the near future  in the near future 
where corn has become the only growable crop in the world.where corn has become the only growable crop in the world.where corn has become the only growable crop in the world.where corn has become the only growable crop in the world. The movie "chronicles the  The movie "chronicles the  The movie "chronicles the  The movie "chronicles the 
adventures of a group of explorers who make use of aadventures of a group of explorers who make use of aadventures of a group of explorers who make use of aadventures of a group of explorers who make use of a newly discovered wormhole to surpass  newly discovered wormhole to surpass  newly discovered wormhole to surpass  newly discovered wormhole to surpass 
the limitations on human space travel andthe limitations on human space travel andthe limitations on human space travel andthe limitations on human space travel and conquer the vast distances involved in an  conquer the vast distances involved in an  conquer the vast distances involved in an  conquer the vast distances involved in an 
interstellar voyage," reads theinterstellar voyage," reads theinterstellar voyage," reads theinterstellar voyage," reads the official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne  official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne  official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne  official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne 
Hathaway, Matt Damon andHathaway, Matt Damon andHathaway, Matt Damon andHathaway, Matt Damon and Jessica Chastain, is released on 7th November. Interstellar,  Jessica Chastain, is released on 7th November. Interstellar,  Jessica Chastain, is released on 7th November. Interstellar,  Jessica Chastain, is released on 7th November. Interstellar, 
which the directorwhich the directorwhich the directorwhich the director has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original
concept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the Theconcept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the Theconcept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the Theconcept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the The Dark  Dark  Dark  Dark 
Knight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs to be rewritten forKnight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs to be rewritten forKnight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs to be rewritten forKnight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs to be rewritten for the Gravity Engine...  the Gravity Engine...  the Gravity Engine...  the Gravity Engine... 
"Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin! "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin! "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin! "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin! 

3333----27272727----14141414 Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data
gathering applications. The ECG (electrocardiography) component provides agathering applications. The ECG (electrocardiography) component provides agathering applications. The ECG (electrocardiography) component provides agathering applications. The ECG (electrocardiography) component provides a five five five five----wire, wire, wire, wire, 
fourfourfourfour----channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 –––– V6V6V6V6 chest placements.  chest placements.  chest placements.  chest placements. 
The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography)The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography)The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography)The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography) using a common reference  using a common reference  using a common reference  using a common reference 
electrode. MD wife for Hemingway would have given theelectrode. MD wife for Hemingway would have given theelectrode. MD wife for Hemingway would have given theelectrode. MD wife for Hemingway would have given the world a Medical Novel!  world a Medical Novel!  world a Medical Novel!  world a Medical Novel! 

3333----27272727----14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too.  Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too.  Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too.  Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too. 

3333----27272727----14 India declared polio14 India declared polio14 India declared polio14 India declared polio----free, butfree, butfree, butfree, but global risks persist...The World Health Organisation  global risks persist...The World Health Organisation  global risks persist...The World Health Organisation  global risks persist...The World Health Organisation 
News. News. News. News. 

3333----27272727----14 USA,14 USA,14 USA,14 USA, Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks
persist...The World Health Organisation News. WHO MD's need to write a iPhonepersist...The World Health Organisation News. WHO MD's need to write a iPhonepersist...The World Health Organisation News. WHO MD's need to write a iPhonepersist...The World Health Organisation News. WHO MD's need to write a iPhone app for  app for  app for  app for 
brainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnightbrainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnightbrainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnightbrainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for  Miracle Cure for  Miracle Cure for  Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ...Breast Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ...Breast Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ...Breast Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ... Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps  Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps  Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps  Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps 
When You Near a Bar... University of WisconsinWhen You Near a Bar... University of WisconsinWhen You Near a Bar... University of WisconsinWhen You Near a Bar... University of Wisconsin Madison researchers have designed a  Madison researchers have designed a  Madison researchers have designed a  Madison researchers have designed a 
smartphone app that aims to preventsmartphone app that aims to preventsmartphone app that aims to preventsmartphone app that aims to prevent alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow  alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow  alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow  alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow 
can put it in the water...can put it in the water...can put it in the water...can put it in the water... make Vodka taste like Hell... E make Vodka taste like Hell... E make Vodka taste like Hell... E make Vodka taste like Hell... E----Z invention they will never work Z invention they will never work Z invention they will never work Z invention they will never work 
on!on!on!on!
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3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  GM on 9/11... for using gas  GM on 9/11... for using gas  GM on 9/11... for using gas 
from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! 

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas 
from Mecca!from Mecca!from Mecca!from Mecca!

Pope Pope Pope Pope ---- Obama Obama Obama Obama ---- Scalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" soScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" soScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" soScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" so they "Spit at God" by  they "Spit at God" by  they "Spit at God" by  they "Spit at God" by 
killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasolinekilling 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasolinekilling 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasolinekilling 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and  Exhaust via birth defects and  Exhaust via birth defects and  Exhaust via birth defects and 
childhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospitalchildhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospitalchildhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospitalchildhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, 
Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II bySnowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II bySnowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II bySnowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!  Scalia!  Scalia!  Scalia! 

Pope Pope Pope Pope ----

Obama Obama Obama Obama ---- Scalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" so theyScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" so theyScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" so theyScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" so they "Spit at God" by  "Spit at God" by  "Spit at God" by  "Spit at God" by 
killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaustkilling 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaustkilling 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaustkilling 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and  via birth defects and  via birth defects and  via birth defects and 
childhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlochildhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlochildhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlochildhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Thomas will not LEAK this,  Thomas will not LEAK this,  Thomas will not LEAK this, 
Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas  9/11... for using gas  9/11... for using gas  9/11... for using gas 
from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! from Mecca! 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed  now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed  now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed  now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed 
On Chevy Cobalt and the ChevyOn Chevy Cobalt and the ChevyOn Chevy Cobalt and the ChevyOn Chevy Cobalt and the Chevy 1980 to 2015 ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not  1980 to 2015 ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not  1980 to 2015 ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not  1980 to 2015 ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not 
on Comcast's NBC!on Comcast's NBC!on Comcast's NBC!on Comcast's NBC!

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 214 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 214 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 214 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 2 Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2  Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2  Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2  Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2 
French Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN employeesFrench Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN employeesFrench Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN employeesFrench Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN employees with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts  with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts  with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts  with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts 
from BP Oil's $777 Trillion. from BP Oil's $777 Trillion. from BP Oil's $777 Trillion. from BP Oil's $777 Trillion. 

3333----26262626----14141414 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will not  not  not  not 
make a "Orwellian" comment about how the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980make a "Orwellian" comment about how the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980make a "Orwellian" comment about how the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980make a "Orwellian" comment about how the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980 would  would  would  would 
have prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcast'shave prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcast'shave prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcast'shave prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcast's NBC Today Show  NBC Today Show  NBC Today Show  NBC Today Show 
and Nightly News! and Nightly News! and Nightly News! and Nightly News! 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Sta14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Sta14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Sta14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Starrrr that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas  that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas  that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas  that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas 
from Mecca is the Soulfrom Mecca is the Soulfrom Mecca is the Soulfrom Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass. And Smog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not  of the Top Brass. And Smog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not  of the Top Brass. And Smog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not  of the Top Brass. And Smog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not 
in the newsin the newsin the newsin the news like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7 like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7 like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7 like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7
million dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's weremillion dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's weremillion dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's weremillion dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's were sucker  sucker  sucker  sucker 
punched in a gas station robbery last night, UN agenda for Today, NO.punched in a gas station robbery last night, UN agenda for Today, NO.punched in a gas station robbery last night, UN agenda for Today, NO.punched in a gas station robbery last night, UN agenda for Today, NO. WHO's 7 million  WHO's 7 million  WHO's 7 million  WHO's 7 million 
was all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gaswas all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gaswas all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gaswas all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gas Station Robberies are World  Station Robberies are World  Station Robberies are World  Station Robberies are World 
Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math,Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math,Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math,Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math, as Hillary + Bush were watching them!  as Hillary + Bush were watching them!  as Hillary + Bush were watching them!  as Hillary + Bush were watching them! 

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo’’’’s s s s 
Official U.S. Return AtOfficial U.S. Return AtOfficial U.S. Return AtOfficial U.S. Return At 2014 New York Auto Show, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11  2014 New York Auto Show, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11  2014 New York Auto Show, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11  2014 New York Auto Show, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11 
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ElectricWindmillAlfaElectricWindmillAlfaElectricWindmillAlfaElectricWindmillAlfa Romeo.  Romeo.  Romeo.  Romeo. 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz Rocket Launches New US Rocket Launches New US Rocket Launches New US Rocket Launches New US----
Russian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian SoyuzRussian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian SoyuzRussian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian SoyuzRussian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian Soyuz Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in  Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in  Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in  Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in 
Orbit, Delays 3Orbit, Delays 3Orbit, Delays 3Orbit, Delays 3----Man Crew's... Soyuz RocketMan Crew's... Soyuz RocketMan Crew's... Soyuz RocketMan Crew's... Soyuz Rocket Launches New US Launches New US Launches New US Launches New US----Russian Crew Toward Space Russian Crew Toward Space Russian Crew Toward Space Russian Crew Toward Space 
Station Station Station Station 

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca14 Gas from Mecca14 Gas from Mecca14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes----Benz S63 Benz S63 Benz S63 Benz S63 
AMG Coupe:AMG Coupe:AMG Coupe:AMG Coupe: 2014 New York Auto Show Preview. Gas fueled 2015 Mercedes 2014 New York Auto Show Preview. Gas fueled 2015 Mercedes 2014 New York Auto Show Preview. Gas fueled 2015 Mercedes 2014 New York Auto Show Preview. Gas fueled 2015 Mercedes----Benz S63 AMG Benz S63 AMG Benz S63 AMG Benz S63 AMG 
Coupe:Coupe:Coupe:Coupe: not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes----Benz S63 AMG Coupe. Benz S63 AMG Coupe. Benz S63 AMG Coupe. Benz S63 AMG Coupe. 

3333----26262626----14 Soul14 Soul14 Soul14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation...  of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation...  of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation...  of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation... 
NewNewNewNew US US US US----Russian Crew head for Space Station and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk,Russian Crew head for Space Station and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk,Russian Crew head for Space Station and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk,Russian Crew head for Space Station and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk, the  the  the  the 
world's largest naval base! Now New USworld's largest naval base! Now New USworld's largest naval base! Now New USworld's largest naval base! Now New US----Russian Crew at Space Station haveRussian Crew at Space Station haveRussian Crew at Space Station haveRussian Crew at Space Station have the Navy's  the Navy's  the Navy's  the Navy's 
Norfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out withNorfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out withNorfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out withNorfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out with 10K Windmills on  10K Windmills on  10K Windmills on  10K Windmills on 
their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ ----254 C. Then254 C. Then254 C. Then254 C. Then 43 Super Shuttles that can  43 Super Shuttles that can  43 Super Shuttles that can  43 Super Shuttles that can 
fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base...fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base...fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base...fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base... Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a  Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a  Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a  Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a 
Ocean of Stars, many that willOcean of Stars, many that willOcean of Stars, many that willOcean of Stars, many that will shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul----Mate inspiration for Mate inspiration for Mate inspiration for Mate inspiration for 
Greg + Mary B.Greg + Mary B.Greg + Mary B.Greg + Mary B.

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post Office is the 2nd Soul  Office is the 2nd Soul  Office is the 2nd Soul  Office is the 2nd Soul 
of the Top Brass but not for long as Apple Revolutionaryof the Top Brass but not for long as Apple Revolutionaryof the Top Brass but not for long as Apple Revolutionaryof the Top Brass but not for long as Apple Revolutionary innovation... iPhone5s will get all  innovation... iPhone5s will get all  innovation... iPhone5s will get all  innovation... iPhone5s will get all 
your mail from the Post Office. Oneyour mail from the Post Office. Oneyour mail from the Post Office. Oneyour mail from the Post Office. One "General" invention, few "Major" inventions...  "General" invention, few "Major" inventions...  "General" invention, few "Major" inventions...  "General" invention, few "Major" inventions... 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News  Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News  Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News  Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News 

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard  the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard  the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard  the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard 
profited the most fromprofited the most fromprofited the most fromprofited the most from Mecca not ObamaCare set up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in  Mecca not ObamaCare set up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in  Mecca not ObamaCare set up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in  Mecca not ObamaCare set up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in 
the USA" withthe USA" withthe USA" withthe USA" with $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st  $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st  $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st  $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st 
deadlinedeadlinedeadlinedeadline approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us, Obamacare), many of you may haveAffordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us, Obamacare), many of you may haveAffordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us, Obamacare), many of you may haveAffordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us, Obamacare), many of you may have missed some  missed some  missed some  missed some 
of the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversialof the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversialof the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversialof the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversial

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious ---- Ironic Ironic Ironic Ironic ---- NonNonNonNon----
Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER will be picked!!! TheBrainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER will be picked!!! TheBrainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER will be picked!!! TheBrainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER will be picked!!! The Yale New Haven Children Yale New Haven Children Yale New Haven Children Yale New Haven Children’’’’s s s s 
Hospital is looking to create a design theme to beHospital is looking to create a design theme to beHospital is looking to create a design theme to beHospital is looking to create a design theme to be used on a mural and throughout the  used on a mural and throughout the  used on a mural and throughout the  used on a mural and throughout the 
hospital to beautify the environment. The newhospital to beautify the environment. The newhospital to beautify the environment. The newhospital to beautify the environment. The new decor will be chosen through an art contest  decor will be chosen through an art contest  decor will be chosen through an art contest  decor will be chosen through an art contest 
hosted by Inspire Yale. Anythinghosted by Inspire Yale. Anythinghosted by Inspire Yale. Anythinghosted by Inspire Yale. Anything goes as long as it is  goes as long as it is  goes as long as it is  goes as long as it is ““““uplifting, colorful, timeless and uplifting, colorful, timeless and uplifting, colorful, timeless and uplifting, colorful, timeless and 
appealing to all ages.appealing to all ages.appealing to all ages.appealing to all ages.”””” Surreptitious Surreptitious Surreptitious Surreptitious ---- Ironic Ironic Ironic Ironic ---- NonNonNonNon----Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational 
WINNER will beWINNER will beWINNER will beWINNER will be picked!!!  picked!!!  picked!!!  picked!!! 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook Pro. Greg needs to start a  Pro. Greg needs to start a  Pro. Greg needs to start a  Pro. Greg needs to start a 
rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have therumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have therumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have therumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will  "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will  "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will  "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will 
want to make its $1K profit margins onwant to make its $1K profit margins onwant to make its $1K profit margins onwant to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this  each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this  each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this  each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this 
Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion isRumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion isRumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion isRumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for  deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for  deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for  deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for 
everyone in the USA" account.everyone in the USA" account.everyone in the USA" account.everyone in the USA" account. Rumors add to claims that Apple is planning to launch a  Rumors add to claims that Apple is planning to launch a  Rumors add to claims that Apple is planning to launch a  Rumors add to claims that Apple is planning to launch a 
new MacBook Air with anew MacBook Air with anew MacBook Air with anew MacBook Air with a high high high high----resolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same resolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same resolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same resolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same 
pixelpixelpixelpixel----packingpackingpackingpacking power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to
start astart astart astart a rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel  Intel  Intel  Intel 
will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course,will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course,will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course,will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this  ruining this  ruining this  ruining this 
Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for  Trillion MacBook Pro's for  Trillion MacBook Pro's for  Trillion MacBook Pro's for 
everyone in the USA" account. everyone in the USA" account. everyone in the USA" account. everyone in the USA" account. 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of14 Soul of14 Soul of14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News,  the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News,  the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News,  the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News, 

ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 
and this was the End Toand this was the End Toand this was the End Toand this was the End To the Electric Inspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  the Electric Inspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  the Electric Inspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  the Electric Inspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched 
Mary B. inMary B. inMary B. inMary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul of a 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul of a 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul of a 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul of a
Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary... Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary... Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary... Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary... 
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Nancy Nancy Nancy Nancy 

Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this wasGibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this wasGibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this wasGibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To Marriage for  the End To Marriage for  the End To Marriage for  the End To Marriage for 
Greg until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we haveGreg until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we haveGreg until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we haveGreg until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric  to make up for LOST Electric  to make up for LOST Electric  to make up for LOST Electric 
Inspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! CheerInspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! CheerInspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! CheerInspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Cheer Leaders with pom poms!  Leaders with pom poms!  Leaders with pom poms!  Leaders with pom poms! 

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in 1980 with the ElectricWindmillCar  1980 with the ElectricWindmillCar  1980 with the ElectricWindmillCar  1980 with the ElectricWindmillCar 
Invention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallonInvention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallonInvention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallonInvention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallon Today, according to GasBuddy's daily survey of  Today, according to GasBuddy's daily survey of  Today, according to GasBuddy's daily survey of  Today, according to GasBuddy's daily survey of 
5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary B's were sucker punched in a gas station robbery is not  B's were sucker punched in a gas station robbery is not  B's were sucker punched in a gas station robbery is not  B's were sucker punched in a gas station robbery is not 
reported with price ofreported with price ofreported with price ofreported with price of gas, why?  gas, why?  gas, why?  gas, why? 

3333----25252525----14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM ElectricWindmillCar Era...  ElectricWindmillCar Era...  ElectricWindmillCar Era...  ElectricWindmillCar Era... 
General Motors Misled Grieving Families on a LethalGeneral Motors Misled Grieving Families on a LethalGeneral Motors Misled Grieving Families on a LethalGeneral Motors Misled Grieving Families on a Lethal Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC,  Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC,  Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC,  Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC, 
DANIELLE IVORY DANIELLE IVORY DANIELLE IVORY DANIELLE IVORY 

3333----25252525----14141414 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980
by Hillary + JFK congregation who are building today the Super Carrier JFKby Hillary + JFK congregation who are building today the Super Carrier JFKby Hillary + JFK congregation who are building today the Super Carrier JFKby Hillary + JFK congregation who are building today the Super Carrier JFK without 10K  without 10K  without 10K  without 10K 
Windmills on its Decks! Windmills on its Decks! Windmills on its Decks! Windmills on its Decks! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more14 Smartphone innovation + more14 Smartphone innovation + more14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway 
House in Key West has suppressedHouse in Key West has suppressedHouse in Key West has suppressedHouse in Key West has suppressed Hemingway Writing Classes on your "Smartphone"  Hemingway Writing Classes on your "Smartphone"  Hemingway Writing Classes on your "Smartphone"  Hemingway Writing Classes on your "Smartphone" 
iPhone5s that lets you speak of aiPhone5s that lets you speak of aiPhone5s that lets you speak of aiPhone5s that lets you speak of a Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime  Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime  Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime  Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime 
against humanityagainst humanityagainst humanityagainst humanity world Literature Classes at Yale will document.  world Literature Classes at Yale will document.  world Literature Classes at Yale will document.  world Literature Classes at Yale will document. 
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3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years.  slowed over the past years.  slowed over the past years.  slowed over the past years. 
But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years.  the past years.  the past years.  the past years. 
1980 to Today 31980 to Today 31980 to Today 31980 to Today 3----25252525----14. Revolutionary innovation 14. Revolutionary innovation 14. Revolutionary innovation 14. Revolutionary innovation 

3333----25252525----14141414 Revolutionary innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Revolutionary innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Revolutionary innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Revolutionary innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four
Reasons the Government IsnReasons the Government IsnReasons the Government IsnReasons the Government Isn’’’’t Going to Sell Off the Post Office. Revolutionaryt Going to Sell Off the Post Office. Revolutionaryt Going to Sell Off the Post Office. Revolutionaryt Going to Sell Off the Post Office. Revolutionary innovation at  innovation at  innovation at  innovation at 
Apple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post OfficeApple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post OfficeApple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post OfficeApple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post Office lines are to long and Postal  lines are to long and Postal  lines are to long and Postal  lines are to long and Postal 
Employees don't move at Warp Speed until they headEmployees don't move at Warp Speed until they headEmployees don't move at Warp Speed until they headEmployees don't move at Warp Speed until they head for Hard Rock on Duval.  for Hard Rock on Duval.  for Hard Rock on Duval.  for Hard Rock on Duval. 

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian fatally shot a sailor aboard a docked U.S.  fatally shot a sailor aboard a docked U.S.  fatally shot a sailor aboard a docked U.S.  fatally shot a sailor aboard a docked U.S. 
Navy destroyer in Virginia on MondayNavy destroyer in Virginia on MondayNavy destroyer in Virginia on MondayNavy destroyer in Virginia on Monday night before he was shot dead. Naval Station  night before he was shot dead. Naval Station  night before he was shot dead. Naval Station  night before he was shot dead. Naval Station 
Norfolk, the world's largest navalNorfolk, the world's largest navalNorfolk, the world's largest navalNorfolk, the world's largest naval base!  base!  base!  base! 

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval Station Norfolk, the world's  Station Norfolk, the world's  Station Norfolk, the world's  Station Norfolk, the world's 
largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel Base...largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel Base...largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel Base...largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel Base... Revolutionary innovation... one 1  Revolutionary innovation... one 1  Revolutionary innovation... one 1  Revolutionary innovation... one 1 
invention to hear + observe Aliens will pilotinvention to hear + observe Aliens will pilotinvention to hear + observe Aliens will pilotinvention to hear + observe Aliens will pilot 15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion  15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion  15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion  15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion 
Aliens in the Universe like theAliens in the Universe like theAliens in the Universe like theAliens in the Universe like the Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but  Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but  Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but  Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but 
Spitting on God withSpitting on God withSpitting on God withSpitting on God with the Supreme Court Justices of the USA! Revolutionary innovation... the Supreme Court Justices of the USA! Revolutionary innovation... the Supreme Court Justices of the USA! Revolutionary innovation... the Supreme Court Justices of the USA! Revolutionary innovation...

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  the Hemingway  the Hemingway  the Hemingway 
House... World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that airHouse... World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that airHouse... World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that airHouse... World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that air pollution caused the  pollution caused the  pollution caused the  pollution caused the 
deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News!deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News!deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News!deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  Not in Kuwait!  Not in Kuwait!  Not in Kuwait! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  incremental novelty as the Hemingway  incremental novelty as the Hemingway  incremental novelty as the Hemingway 
House... Arab League summit kicks off inHouse... Arab League summit kicks off inHouse... Arab League summit kicks off inHouse... Arab League summit kicks off in Bayan Palace Bayan Palace Bayan Palace Bayan Palace in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital  in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital  in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital  in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital 
of Kuwait city with NO Womenof Kuwait city with NO Womenof Kuwait city with NO Womenof Kuwait city with NO Women MD's...  MD's...  MD's...  MD's... 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway 
House... World Health Organization (WHO) has reportedHouse... World Health Organization (WHO) has reportedHouse... World Health Organization (WHO) has reportedHouse... World Health Organization (WHO) has reported that air pollution caused the  that air pollution caused the  that air pollution caused the  that air pollution caused the 
deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according todeaths of 7 million people in 2012, according todeaths of 7 million people in 2012, according todeaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  BBC News! Not in Kuwait! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  incremental novelty as the Hemingway  incremental novelty as the Hemingway  incremental novelty as the Hemingway 
House... Disney said that it is buyingHouse... Disney said that it is buyingHouse... Disney said that it is buyingHouse... Disney said that it is buying YouTube channel operator Maker Studios for $500  YouTube channel operator Maker Studios for $500  YouTube channel operator Maker Studios for $500  YouTube channel operator Maker Studios for $500 
million as the familymillion as the familymillion as the familymillion as the family entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are
increasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make aincreasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make aincreasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make aincreasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make a short  short  short  short 
version of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s movie... Anus Cancerversion of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s movie... Anus Cancerversion of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s movie... Anus Cancerversion of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s movie... Anus Cancer HPV and the "Bad  HPV and the "Bad  HPV and the "Bad  HPV and the "Bad 
Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! HearMen" by the millions would give this to their little girl! HearMen" by the millions would give this to their little girl! HearMen" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear Farrah scream when she  Farrah scream when she  Farrah scream when she  Farrah scream when she 
learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's  dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's  dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's  dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's 
direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today'sdirection. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today'sdirection. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today'sdirection. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  Farrah"  Farrah"  Farrah" 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway 
House... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C DrugHouse... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C DrugHouse... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C DrugHouse... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C Drug Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress.  Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress.  Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress.  Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress. 
After Gilead hit the headlines below withAfter Gilead hit the headlines below withAfter Gilead hit the headlines below withAfter Gilead hit the headlines below with the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C,  the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C,  the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C,  the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C, 
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Sovaldi, the drug maker went a stepSovaldi, the drug maker went a stepSovaldi, the drug maker went a stepSovaldi, the drug maker went a step further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's  further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's  further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's  further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's 
Vanessa Today's Farrah"Vanessa Today's Farrah"Vanessa Today's Farrah"Vanessa Today's Farrah" Yale women will be given Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like  Yale women will be given Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like  Yale women will be given Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like  Yale women will be given Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like 
Victor CushmanVictor CushmanVictor CushmanVictor Cushman with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to  with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to  with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to  with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to 
clean upclean upclean upclean up his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when
they gain control of the government. they gain control of the government. they gain control of the government. they gain control of the government. 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation +14 Smartphone innovation +14 Smartphone innovation +14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway 
House... Navy is on theHouse... Navy is on theHouse... Navy is on theHouse... Navy is on the verge of eliminating tobacco sales on all its bases and ships,  verge of eliminating tobacco sales on all its bases and ships,  verge of eliminating tobacco sales on all its bases and ships,  verge of eliminating tobacco sales on all its bases and ships, 
according toaccording toaccording toaccording to sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how  sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how  sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how  sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how 
manymanymanymany women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the answer  answer  answer  answer 
when the Key West Navy comes out from behind the hidden cameras... grin!when the Key West Navy comes out from behind the hidden cameras... grin!when the Key West Navy comes out from behind the hidden cameras... grin!when the Key West Navy comes out from behind the hidden cameras... grin! And the names  And the names  And the names  And the names 
of the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medalof the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medalof the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medalof the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medal of Honor! Alcohol  of Honor! Alcohol  of Honor! Alcohol  of Honor! Alcohol 
Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported ---- NOT Reported by theNOT Reported by theNOT Reported by theNOT Reported by the Navy!!  Navy!!  Navy!!  Navy!! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway  novelty as the Hemingway 
House... Eiffel Tower parking structures built overHouse... Eiffel Tower parking structures built overHouse... Eiffel Tower parking structures built overHouse... Eiffel Tower parking structures built over buildings and Eiffel Tower Super  buildings and Eiffel Tower Super  buildings and Eiffel Tower Super  buildings and Eiffel Tower Super 
Highways... China's eastern city of HangzhouHighways... China's eastern city of HangzhouHighways... China's eastern city of HangzhouHighways... China's eastern city of Hangzhou will start restricting car sales from  will start restricting car sales from  will start restricting car sales from  will start restricting car sales from 
Wednesday, joining major cities, includingWednesday, joining major cities, includingWednesday, joining major cities, includingWednesday, joining major cities, including Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against  Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against  Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against  Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against 
snarling traffic and heavy smog insnarling traffic and heavy smog insnarling traffic and heavy smog insnarling traffic and heavy smog in the world's largest cities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top  the world's largest cities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top  the world's largest cities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top  the world's largest cities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top 
Brass suppressed theBrass suppressed theBrass suppressed theBrass suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star  Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star  Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star  Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star 
Travel" after the RxCure forTravel" after the RxCure forTravel" after the RxCure forTravel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag,  Breast Cancer... Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag,  Breast Cancer... Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag,  Breast Cancer... Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag, 
on which aon which aon which aon which a red rosette was also to be added.  red rosette was also to be added.  red rosette was also to be added.  red rosette was also to be added. 

Key West Citizen + Mandy MilesKey West Citizen + Mandy MilesKey West Citizen + Mandy MilesKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of  writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of  writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of  writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in  in  in  in 
1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  touched Mary B. in  touched Mary B. in  touched Mary B. in 
2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  of the Soul of Marriage!  of the Soul of Marriage!  of the Soul of Marriage! 
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Key Key Key Key 

West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryWest Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryWest Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryWest Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the  inventions since the 1980 invention of the  inventions since the 1980 invention of the  inventions since the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wowElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wowElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wowElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 
and this was the End To theand this was the End To theand this was the End To theand this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 
2014... now we have to2014... now we have to2014... now we have to2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West Medical School  Medical School  Medical School  Medical School 
admitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014 at Yale Newadmitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014 at Yale Newadmitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014 at Yale Newadmitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014 at Yale New Haven, New Yale Key West  Haven, New Yale Key West  Haven, New Yale Key West  Haven, New Yale Key West 
1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the Prince's hand in hand walks with  Prince's hand in hand walks with  Prince's hand in hand walks with  Prince's hand in hand walks with 
Bush. Bush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD'sBush. Bush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD'sBush. Bush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD'sBush. Bush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD's to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion  to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion  to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion  to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion 
they could have made in the USA withthey could have made in the USA withthey could have made in the USA withthey could have made in the USA with the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the  the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the  the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the  the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the 
Ford + GM assembly linesFord + GM assembly linesFord + GM assembly linesFord + GM assembly lines Today 3 Today 3 Today 3 Today 3----24242424----14... wow! 14... wow! 14... wow! 14... wow! 

3333----24242424----14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  Test + the Flower... for all the little girls 
in Key West Today who will notin Key West Today who will notin Key West Today who will notin Key West Today who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik...  grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik...  grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik...  grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... 
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Mandy Mandy Mandy Mandy 

Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USAMiles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USAMiles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USAMiles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none,  designed Flag, none,  designed Flag, none,  designed Flag, none, 
ZERO ZERO ZERO ZERO ---- will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing the  writes about changing the  writes about changing the  writes about changing the 
time jump not how time is generated... time jump not how time is generated... time jump not how time is generated... time jump not how time is generated... 

3333----24242424----14141414 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star
Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... CAIRO (Reuters) Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... CAIRO (Reuters) Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... CAIRO (Reuters) Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... CAIRO (Reuters) ---- An Egyptian An Egyptian An Egyptian An Egyptian court  court  court  court 
sentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death forsentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death forsentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death forsentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and  murder and  murder and  murder and 
other offenses... other offenses... other offenses... other offenses... 

3333----24242424----14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is 
Recording all... How, Why?Recording all... How, Why?Recording all... How, Why?Recording all... How, Why?

3333----24242424----14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other  murder and other  murder and other  murder and other 
offenses... offenses... offenses... offenses... 

3333----24242424----14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who  "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who  "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who  "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who 
gave her Anus Cancer, who hergave her Anus Cancer, who hergave her Anus Cancer, who hergave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B. 

3333----24242424----14 Murder of 19K14 Murder of 19K14 Murder of 19K14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is 
RecordingRecordingRecordingRecording all... How, Why?  all... How, Why?  all... How, Why?  all... How, Why? 

3333----24242424----14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy +14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy +14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy +14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another Day in  Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another Day in  Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another Day in  Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another Day in 
the Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her nextthe Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her nextthe Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her nextthe Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her next book... Movie Independence Day II  book... Movie Independence Day II  book... Movie Independence Day II  book... Movie Independence Day II 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis for... When the disease is very severe it may cause  for... When the disease is very severe it may cause  for... When the disease is very severe it may cause  for... When the disease is very severe it may cause 
haemolytic disease of thehaemolytic disease of thehaemolytic disease of thehaemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells  newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells  newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells  newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells 
(erythrocytes) are(erythrocytes) are(erythrocytes) are(erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a  arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a  arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a  arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a 
flower.flower.flower.flower.

Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of  inventions since the 1980 invention of  inventions since the 1980 invention of  inventions since the 1980 invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wowthe ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wowthe ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wowthe ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 
1979 and this was the End To the1979 and this was the End To the1979 and this was the End To the1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 
2014... now we have to2014... now we have to2014... now we have to2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! 
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Key Key Key Key 

West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventionsWest Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventionsWest Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventionsWest Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the  since the 1980 invention of the  since the 1980 invention of the  since the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy GibbsElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy GibbsElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy GibbsElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 
and this was the End To the Electricand this was the End To the Electricand this was the End To the Electricand this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in  Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 
2014... now we have to make up2014... now we have to make up2014... now we have to make up2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells
(erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks(erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks(erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks(erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a  like a  like a  like a 
flower. flower. flower. flower. 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USA  Medical School with New USA  Medical School with New USA  Medical School with New USA 
designed Flag, none, ZERO designed Flag, none, ZERO designed Flag, none, ZERO designed Flag, none, ZERO ---- will ever be in Mandy will ever be in Mandy will ever be in Mandy will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article, yesterday she  Miles Sunday article, yesterday she  Miles Sunday article, yesterday she  Miles Sunday article, yesterday she 
wrote about changing all the time on all thewrote about changing all the time on all thewrote about changing all the time on all thewrote about changing all the time on all the clocks and the history of this not the Next  clocks and the history of this not the Next  clocks and the history of this not the Next  clocks and the history of this not the Next 
Generation of Mandy Miles going toGeneration of Mandy Miles going toGeneration of Mandy Miles going toGeneration of Mandy Miles going to Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in  Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in  Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in  Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in 
Key West. Hell Fury crewKey West. Hell Fury crewKey West. Hell Fury crewKey West. Hell Fury crew snorkeling will not tell you jelly fish are in the sea weed and the  snorkeling will not tell you jelly fish are in the sea weed and the  snorkeling will not tell you jelly fish are in the sea weed and the  snorkeling will not tell you jelly fish are in the sea weed and the 
CVSCVSCVSCVS Pharmacist will not be able to ID the ra Pharmacist will not be able to ID the ra Pharmacist will not be able to ID the ra Pharmacist will not be able to ID the rash of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacysh of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacysh of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacysh of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacy day before  day before  day before  day before 
yesterday would not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn'tyesterday would not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn'tyesterday would not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn'tyesterday would not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn't know her date of  know her date of  know her date of  know her date of 
birth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is onbirth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is onbirth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is onbirth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is on Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell  Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell  Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell  Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell 
the Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Anniethe Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Anniethe Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Anniethe Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Annie has a numb nuts guy helping her who  has a numb nuts guy helping her who  has a numb nuts guy helping her who  has a numb nuts guy helping her who 
screamed at Greg last night for giving thescreamed at Greg last night for giving thescreamed at Greg last night for giving thescreamed at Greg last night for giving the Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the  Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the  Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the  Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the 
Tourists pour their MargaritasTourists pour their MargaritasTourists pour their MargaritasTourists pour their Margaritas in to be cruel to the cats then he goes to the donation box  in to be cruel to the cats then he goes to the donation box  in to be cruel to the cats then he goes to the donation box  in to be cruel to the cats then he goes to the donation box 
for cat food andfor cat food andfor cat food andfor cat food and talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded  talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded  talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded  talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded 
onononon video too!  video too!  video too!  video too! 

3333----24242424----14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key West Medical School Window of  West Medical School Window of  West Medical School Window of  West Medical School Window of 
Opportunity will design a New USA Flag forOpportunity will design a New USA Flag forOpportunity will design a New USA Flag forOpportunity will design a New USA Flag for Erythrocyte rosetting or E Erythrocyte rosetting or E Erythrocyte rosetting or E Erythrocyte rosetting or E----rosetting is a rosetting is a rosetting is a rosetting is a 
phenomenon seen through a microscopephenomenon seen through a microscopephenomenon seen through a microscopephenomenon seen through a microscope where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged  where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged  where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged  where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged 
around a central cell to formaround a central cell to formaround a central cell to formaround a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells  a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells  a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells  a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells 
surrounding the cellsurrounding the cellsurrounding the cellsurrounding the cell form the petal, while the central cell forms the stigma of the flower  form the petal, while the central cell forms the stigma of the flower  form the petal, while the central cell forms the stigma of the flower  form the petal, while the central cell forms the stigma of the flower 
shape.shape.shape.shape. This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the
central cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] Thecentral cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] Thecentral cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] Thecentral cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] The presence of E presence of E presence of E presence of E----
rosetting can be used as a test for T cells although more modernrosetting can be used as a test for T cells although more modernrosetting can be used as a test for T cells although more modernrosetting can be used as a test for T cells although more modern tests such as  tests such as  tests such as  tests such as 
immunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium inimmunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium inimmunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium inimmunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium in malaria.  malaria.  malaria.  malaria. 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for  a New USA Flag for  a New USA Flag for  a New USA Flag for 
Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recording  times and Verizon is Recording  times and Verizon is Recording  times and Verizon is Recording 
all... How, Why? all... How, Why? all... How, Why? all... How, Why? 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the14 Window of the14 Window of the14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for...  Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for...  Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for...  Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for... 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for  "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for  "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for  "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for 
all the little girls in Key West Todayall the little girls in Key West Todayall the little girls in Key West Todayall the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina  who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina  who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina  who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina 
Firlik... The Rosette test isFirlik... The Rosette test isFirlik... The Rosette test isFirlik... The Rosette test is performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume  performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume  performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume  performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume 
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of fetalof fetalof fetalof fetal----maternalmaternalmaternalmaternal hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child.  hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child.  hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child.  hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child. 
ThisThisThisThis estimate, in turn, also estimates the required amount of Rho(D) immune globulin estimate, in turn, also estimates the required amount of Rho(D) immune globulin estimate, in turn, also estimates the required amount of Rho(D) immune globulin estimate, in turn, also estimates the required amount of Rho(D) immune globulin to  to  to  to 
administer.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated withadminister.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated withadminister.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated withadminister.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated with Rho(D) immune  Rho(D) immune  Rho(D) immune  Rho(D) immune 
globulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red bloodglobulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red bloodglobulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red bloodglobulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red blood cells, if present.[3] Upon  cells, if present.[3] Upon  cells, if present.[3] Upon  cells, if present.[3] Upon 
addition of enzymeaddition of enzymeaddition of enzymeaddition of enzyme----treated cDE indicator cells, thetreated cDE indicator cells, thetreated cDE indicator cells, thetreated cDE indicator cells, the presence of Rh positive fetal blood  presence of Rh positive fetal blood  presence of Rh positive fetal blood  presence of Rh positive fetal blood 
causes rosetting, which can be seen by lightcauses rosetting, which can be seen by lightcauses rosetting, which can be seen by lightcauses rosetting, which can be seen by light microscopy.[3] The test is recommended for Rh  microscopy.[3] The test is recommended for Rh  microscopy.[3] The test is recommended for Rh  microscopy.[3] The test is recommended for Rh 
negative mothers within 72 hoursnegative mothers within 72 hoursnegative mothers within 72 hoursnegative mothers within 72 hours of giving birth to an Rh of giving birth to an Rh of giving birth to an Rh of giving birth to an Rh----positive infant.[2] In a positive positive infant.[2] In a positive positive infant.[2] In a positive positive infant.[2] In a positive 
test, it istest, it istest, it istest, it is recommended that a Kleihauer recommended that a Kleihauer recommended that a Kleihauer recommended that a Kleihauer––––Betke test should be performed to confirm andBetke test should be performed to confirm andBetke test should be performed to confirm andBetke test should be performed to confirm and
quantify any positive rosette tests. quantify any positive rosette tests. quantify any positive rosette tests. quantify any positive rosette tests. 

3333----24242424----14 New USA Flag will be the14 New USA Flag will be the14 New USA Flag will be the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls 
in Key West Todayin Key West Todayin Key West Todayin Key West Today who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease  who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease  who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease  who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease 
(also(also(also(also known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus
disease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of thedisease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of thedisease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of thedisease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn  Newborn  Newborn  Newborn 
or RhD HDN) is one of the causes of hemolytic disease of the newbornor RhD HDN) is one of the causes of hemolytic disease of the newbornor RhD HDN) is one of the causes of hemolytic disease of the newbornor RhD HDN) is one of the causes of hemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN). The disease  (HDN). The disease  (HDN). The disease  (HDN). The disease 
ranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in someranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in someranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in someranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in some second or subsequent  second or subsequent  second or subsequent  second or subsequent 
pregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's fatherpregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's fatherpregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's fatherpregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's father is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+  is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+  is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+  is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+ 
pregnancy. During birth, the mother may bepregnancy. During birth, the mother may bepregnancy. During birth, the mother may bepregnancy. During birth, the mother may be exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes  exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes  exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes  exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes 
the development of antibodies,the development of antibodies,the development of antibodies,the development of antibodies, which may affect the health of subsequent Rh+ pregnancies.  which may affect the health of subsequent Rh+ pregnancies.  which may affect the health of subsequent Rh+ pregnancies.  which may affect the health of subsequent Rh+ pregnancies. 
In mild cases, theIn mild cases, theIn mild cases, theIn mild cases, the fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe  fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe  fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe  fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe 
casescasescasescases the fetus may have a more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosis the fetus may have a more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosis the fetus may have a more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosis the fetus may have a more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosis
fetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of thefetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of thefetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of thefetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of the newborn  newborn  newborn  newborn 
(HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star  design a New USA Flag for "Star  design a New USA Flag for "Star  design a New USA Flag for "Star 
Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer...Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer...Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer...Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... CAIRO (Reuters)  CAIRO (Reuters)  CAIRO (Reuters)  CAIRO (Reuters) ---- An Egyptian court An Egyptian court An Egyptian court An Egyptian court 
sentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslimsentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslimsentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslimsentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and  Brotherhood to death for murder and  Brotherhood to death for murder and  Brotherhood to death for murder and 
other offenses... other offenses... other offenses... other offenses... 

3333----24242424----14 Murder of14 Murder of14 Murder of14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is  19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is 
RecordingRecordingRecordingRecording all... How, Why?  all... How, Why?  all... How, Why?  all... How, Why? 

3333----24242424----14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other  to death for murder and other  to death for murder and other  to death for murder and other 
offenses... offenses... offenses... offenses... 

3333----24242424----14 ...Other Offenses...14 ...Other Offenses...14 ...Other Offenses...14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who  by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who  by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who  by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who 
gave her Anusgave her Anusgave her Anusgave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B. 

3333----24242424----14141414 Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores +
Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV...Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV...Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV...Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV... because "Bad  because "Bad  because "Bad  because "Bad 
People" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of thePeople" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of thePeople" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of thePeople" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of the Court + Judge Fowler's  Court + Judge Fowler's  Court + Judge Fowler's  Court + Judge Fowler's 
mediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those whomediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those whomediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those whomediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those who visit Judge Fowler Court, you get  visit Judge Fowler Court, you get  visit Judge Fowler Court, you get  visit Judge Fowler Court, you get 
scanned going into the Key West Court housescanned going into the Key West Court housescanned going into the Key West Court housescanned going into the Key West Court house but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who  but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who  but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who  but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who 
didn't really pass Med School, grin.didn't really pass Med School, grin.didn't really pass Med School, grin.didn't really pass Med School, grin. How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis C cure?  How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis C cure?  How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis C cure?  How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis C cure? 
If Gilead Sciences has itsIf Gilead Sciences has itsIf Gilead Sciences has itsIf Gilead Sciences has its way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of  way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of  way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of  way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of 
$84,000.$84,000.$84,000.$84,000.

3333----24242424----14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls  Flower... for all the little girls  Flower... for all the little girls  Flower... for all the little girls 
in Key West Today who will not grow up to bein Key West Today who will not grow up to bein Key West Today who will not grow up to bein Key West Today who will not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik...  Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik...  Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik...  Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... 
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Mandy Mandy Mandy Mandy 

Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USAMiles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USAMiles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USAMiles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none,  designed Flag, none,  designed Flag, none,  designed Flag, none, 
ZERO ZERO ZERO ZERO ---- will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandywill ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandywill ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandywill ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing the  writes about changing the  writes about changing the  writes about changing the 
time jump not how time is generated...time jump not how time is generated...time jump not how time is generated...time jump not how time is generated...

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 
and in the "New French Revolution" we can addand in the "New French Revolution" we can addand in the "New French Revolution" we can addand in the "New French Revolution" we can add $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total"  $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total"  $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total"  $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total" 
the French Government owned Oilthe French Government owned Oilthe French Government owned Oilthe French Government owned Oil Company.  Company.  Company.  Company. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM ElectricWindmillCarmine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM ElectricWindmillCarmine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM ElectricWindmillCarmine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM ElectricWindmillCar coming off the assembly line... President  coming off the assembly line... President  coming off the assembly line... President  coming off the assembly line... President 
François Hollande of France with FleurFrançois Hollande of France with FleurFrançois Hollande of France with FleurFrançois Hollande of France with Fleur Pellerin, his deputy finance minister for business  Pellerin, his deputy finance minister for business  Pellerin, his deputy finance minister for business  Pellerin, his deputy finance minister for business 
innovation, visiting Saninnovation, visiting Saninnovation, visiting Saninnovation, visiting San Francisco last month.  Francisco last month.  Francisco last month.  Francisco last month. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité, fraternité fraternité fraternité fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 
Ms. Segalen, the recruiter,Ms. Segalen, the recruiter,Ms. Segalen, the recruiter,Ms. Segalen, the recruiter, said.  said.  said.  said. ““““There is this sense that There is this sense that There is this sense that There is this sense that ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means means means means 
that whatthat whatthat whatthat what’’’’ssss yours should be mine. It yours should be mine. It yours should be mine. It yours should be mine. It’’’’s more like, if someone has something I cans more like, if someone has something I cans more like, if someone has something I cans more like, if someone has something I can’’’’t have, It have, It have, It have, I’’’’dddd
rather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get itrather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get itrather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get itrather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get it myself. That myself. That myself. That myself. That’’’’s a s a s a s a 
very French state of mind. But itvery French state of mind. But itvery French state of mind. But itvery French state of mind. But it’’’’s a race to the bottom.s a race to the bottom.s a race to the bottom.s a race to the bottom.””””

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the Frenchmine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the Frenchmine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the Frenchmine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the French Bar... After work, the French go to places  Bar... After work, the French go to places  Bar... After work, the French go to places  Bar... After work, the French go to places 
like the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, alike the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, alike the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, alike the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, a bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails...  bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails...  bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails...  bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails... 
Mine, the Rx PenicillinMine, the Rx PenicillinMine, the Rx PenicillinMine, the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its  like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its  like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its  like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its 
Mine + MaryMine + MaryMine + MaryMine + Mary B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a 1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a 1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a 1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a 1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife
just the settlement, ha! just the settlement, ha! just the settlement, ha! just the settlement, ha! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité, fraternité fraternité fraternité fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... The North Star is "Mine" +mine... The North Star is "Mine" +mine... The North Star is "Mine" +mine... The North Star is "Mine" + I'm soul beneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube wa I'm soul beneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube wa I'm soul beneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube wa I'm soul beneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube was selected by s selected by s selected by s selected by 
Sirius, a BritishSirius, a BritishSirius, a BritishSirius, a British start start start start----up accelerator program, for a grant of up accelerator program, for a grant of up accelerator program, for a grant of up accelerator program, for a grant of ££££36,000, and he had recently36,000, and he had recently36,000, and he had recently36,000, and he had recently
started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business,started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business,started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business,started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business, he felt he was  he felt he was  he felt he was  he felt he was 
on the right track. Star Travel is the right track, after theon the right track. Star Travel is the right track, after theon the right track. Star Travel is the right track, after theon the right track. Star Travel is the right track, after the ElectricWindmillCar New French  ElectricWindmillCar New French  ElectricWindmillCar New French  ElectricWindmillCar New French 
Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine. Harvestmine. Harvestmine. Harvestmine. Harvest of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir, of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir, of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir, of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir,
Entrepreneurs! Entrepreneurs! Entrepreneurs! Entrepreneurs! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine, Google misappropriation of its covertmine, Google misappropriation of its covertmine, Google misappropriation of its covertmine, Google misappropriation of its covert CIA Business Front will be mine with 1,001  CIA Business Front will be mine with 1,001  CIA Business Front will be mine with 1,001  CIA Business Front will be mine with 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out inInvention Projects spelled out inInvention Projects spelled out inInvention Projects spelled out in Google Search InventSomething!  Google Search InventSomething!  Google Search InventSomething!  Google Search InventSomething! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté,liberté,liberté,liberté, égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
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mine. Googlemine. Googlemine. Googlemine. Google misappropriation of CIA Covert Business Front in London "Hive" moved to Los misappropriation of CIA Covert Business Front in London "Hive" moved to Los misappropriation of CIA Covert Business Front in London "Hive" moved to Los misappropriation of CIA Covert Business Front in London "Hive" moved to Los
Alamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeansAlamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeansAlamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeansAlamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeans and  and  and  and 
headed down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a sevenheaded down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a sevenheaded down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a sevenheaded down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a seven----story hivestory hivestory hivestory hive run by  run by  run by  run by 
Google in the cityGoogle in the cityGoogle in the cityGoogle in the city’’’’s East End. s East End. s East End. s East End. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté,liberté,liberté,liberté, égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... Eze Vidra, themine... Eze Vidra, themine... Eze Vidra, themine... Eze Vidra, the head of Google for Entrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a  head of Google for Entrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a  head of Google for Entrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a  head of Google for Entrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a 
free work spacefree work spacefree work spacefree work space in the city in the city in the city in the city’’’’s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google "Start s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google "Start s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google "Start s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google "Start 
UP"UP"UP"UP" it's MINE!  it's MINE!  it's MINE!  it's MINE! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius ismine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius ismine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius ismine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius is MINE, as the French President and his  MINE, as the French President and his  MINE, as the French President and his  MINE, as the French President and his 
wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777 Trillion.  Trillion.  Trillion.  Trillion. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5----, , , , 6666---- and 7and 7and 7and 7----yearyearyearyear----olds who had been lied to were olds who had been lied to were olds who had been lied to were olds who had been lied to were 
both more likely to cheat and thenboth more likely to cheat and thenboth more likely to cheat and thenboth more likely to cheat and then more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60  more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60  more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60  more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60 
percent of thepercent of thepercent of thepercent of the school school school school----aged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked aged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked aged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked aged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked 
at theat theat theat the tricky temptation toy tricky temptation toy tricky temptation toy tricky temptation toy————and about 60 percent of the peekers lied about it later.and about 60 percent of the peekers lied about it later.and about 60 percent of the peekers lied about it later.and about 60 percent of the peekers lied about it later.
Among those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percentAmong those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percentAmong those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percentAmong those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percent peeking and  peeking and  peeking and  peeking and 
nearly 90 percent of the peekers lying. nearly 90 percent of the peekers lying. nearly 90 percent of the peekers lying. nearly 90 percent of the peekers lying. 

3333----23232323----14 $77714 $77714 $77714 $777 Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should bes yours should bes yours should bes yours should be
mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly the First Lady of California,mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly the First Lady of California,mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly the First Lady of California,mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly the First Lady of California, as the wife of  as the wife of  as the wife of  as the wife of 
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every TodayCalifornia Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every TodayCalifornia Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every TodayCalifornia Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every Today Show interview about  Show interview about  Show interview about  Show interview about 
Children with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine areChildren with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine areChildren with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine areChildren with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine are caused by Poison Gasoline  caused by Poison Gasoline  caused by Poison Gasoline  caused by Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust. Maria lied about this all her marriage, andExhaust. Maria lied about this all her marriage, andExhaust. Maria lied about this all her marriage, andExhaust. Maria lied about this all her marriage, and got Arnold and she lied to him...  got Arnold and she lied to him...  got Arnold and she lied to him...  got Arnold and she lied to him... 
"Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband +"Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband +"Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband +"Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband + wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology  wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology  wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology  wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology 
Experiment. Experiment. Experiment. Experiment. 

3333----23232323----14 $77714 $77714 $77714 $777 Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should bes yours should bes yours should bes yours should be
mine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children who've been lied to lie moremine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children who've been lied to lie moremine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children who've been lied to lie moremine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children who've been lied to lie more themselves?  themselves?  themselves?  themselves? 
Surprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally untilSurprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally untilSurprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally untilSurprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally until Chelsea Hays, then an  Chelsea Hays, then an  Chelsea Hays, then an  Chelsea Hays, then an 
undergraduate student in psychology at the University ofundergraduate student in psychology at the University ofundergraduate student in psychology at the University ofundergraduate student in psychology at the University of California, San Diego,  California, San Diego,  California, San Diego,  California, San Diego, 
approached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the pairapproached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the pairapproached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the pairapproached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the pair have a paper out in Developmental  have a paper out in Developmental  have a paper out in Developmental  have a paper out in Developmental 
Science, suggesting that adult dishonesty doesScience, suggesting that adult dishonesty doesScience, suggesting that adult dishonesty doesScience, suggesting that adult dishonesty does make a difference, and not in a good way.  make a difference, and not in a good way.  make a difference, and not in a good way.  make a difference, and not in a good way. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... Mine inmine... Mine inmine... Mine inmine... Mine in Key West, Black spit at Greg on Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3 Key West, Black spit at Greg on Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3 Key West, Black spit at Greg on Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3 Key West, Black spit at Greg on Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3
wheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers withwheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers withwheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers withwheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers with 24/7  24/7  24/7  24/7 
cameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes thecameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes thecameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes thecameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes the white players act  white players act  white players act  white players act 
more aggressively after the game is over, have strongermore aggressively after the game is over, have strongermore aggressively after the game is over, have strongermore aggressively after the game is over, have stronger explicit negative attitudes toward  explicit negative attitudes toward  explicit negative attitudes toward  explicit negative attitudes toward 
blacks and display stronger implicitblacks and display stronger implicitblacks and display stronger implicitblacks and display stronger implicit attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results are  attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results are  attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results are  attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results are 
the first to link avatarthe first to link avatarthe first to link avatarthe first to link avatar race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad  race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad  race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad  race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad 
Bushman, coBushman, coBushman, coBushman, co----author ofauthor ofauthor ofauthor of the study and professor of communication and psychology at The  the study and professor of communication and psychology at The  the study and professor of communication and psychology at The  the study and professor of communication and psychology at The 
Ohio StateOhio StateOhio StateOhio State University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can
have on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black characterhave on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black characterhave on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black characterhave on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black character reinforces  reinforces  reinforces  reinforces 
harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent," Bushman said.harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent," Bushman said.harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent," Bushman said.harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent," Bushman said.

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be s yours should be 
mine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" notmine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" notmine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" notmine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" not avatar video games. These results are  avatar video games. These results are  avatar video games. These results are  avatar video games. These results are 
the first to link avatar race in violentthe first to link avatar race in violentthe first to link avatar race in violentthe first to link avatar race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad  video games to later aggression, said Brad  video games to later aggression, said Brad  video games to later aggression, said Brad 
Bushman, coBushman, coBushman, coBushman, co----author of the study andauthor of the study andauthor of the study andauthor of the study and professor of communication and psychology at The  professor of communication and psychology at The  professor of communication and psychology at The  professor of communication and psychology at The 
Ohio State University.Ohio State University.Ohio State University.Ohio State University.

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 
is Yale Key West Medical School not Professoris Yale Key West Medical School not Professoris Yale Key West Medical School not Professoris Yale Key West Medical School not Professor Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key  Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key  Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key  Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key 
West Medical School on ViolentWest Medical School on ViolentWest Medical School on ViolentWest Medical School on Violent Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With violent SWF's  Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With violent SWF's  Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With violent SWF's  Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With violent SWF's 
like Nichol Simmonslike Nichol Simmonslike Nichol Simmonslike Nichol Simmons blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide!  blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide!  blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide!  blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide! 
We willWe willWe willWe will find out when Yale Key West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine! find out when Yale Key West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine! find out when Yale Key West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine! find out when Yale Key West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine!

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité, fraternité fraternité fraternité fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 

3333----23232323----14 $77714 $77714 $77714 $777 Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should bes yours should bes yours should bes yours should be mine  mine  mine  mine 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul of14 Windows to the Soul of14 Windows to the Soul of14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and  "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and  "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and  "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and 
InventSomething Good! InventSomething Good! InventSomething Good! InventSomething Good! 
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3333----22222222----14 Windows 14 Windows 14 Windows 14 Windows 

to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up andto the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up andto the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up andto the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart  2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart  2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart  2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart 
apps, tools, programs to put warningapps, tools, programs to put warningapps, tools, programs to put warningapps, tools, programs to put warning labels on 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oil People"  labels on 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oil People"  labels on 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oil People"  labels on 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oil People" 
"Prostitutes.""Prostitutes.""Prostitutes.""Prostitutes."

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/714 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/714 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/714 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 iPhone5s chat,  iPhone5s chat,  iPhone5s chat,  iPhone5s chat, 
Yale Key West Med School Brainstorming... Walmart has rolled outYale Key West Med School Brainstorming... Walmart has rolled outYale Key West Med School Brainstorming... Walmart has rolled outYale Key West Med School Brainstorming... Walmart has rolled out an online tool that  an online tool that  an online tool that  an online tool that 
compares its prices on 80,000 food and household products compares its prices on 80,000 food and household products compares its prices on 80,000 food and household products compares its prices on 80,000 food and household products ---- from canned beans to from canned beans to from canned beans to from canned beans to 
dishwashing dishwashing dishwashing dishwashing ---- Walmart SCAM as we need a profits onlineWalmart SCAM as we need a profits onlineWalmart SCAM as we need a profits onlineWalmart SCAM as we need a profits online tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota,  tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota,  tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota,  tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota, 
make $1 Billion a month in profits... Bushmake $1 Billion a month in profits... Bushmake $1 Billion a month in profits... Bushmake $1 Billion a month in profits... Bush did the math, now he gets Obama to hide it  did the math, now he gets Obama to hide it  did the math, now he gets Obama to hide it  did the math, now he gets Obama to hide it 
from you in our Windows to the Soulfrom you in our Windows to the Soulfrom you in our Windows to the Soulfrom you in our Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3 in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3 in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3 in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3----22222222----14 "Bad People" like 14 "Bad People" like 14 "Bad People" like 14 "Bad People" like 
Bill + Melinda $$$$$$Bill + Melinda $$$$$$Bill + Melinda $$$$$$Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ make 1 Billion every month in profits...  make 1 Billion every month in profits...  make 1 Billion every month in profits...  make 1 Billion every month in profits... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Saudi  MD's 24/7... Saudi  MD's 24/7... Saudi  MD's 24/7... Saudi 
Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is generated is aInventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is generated is aInventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is generated is aInventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is generated is a LOST CAUSE! Samsung has  LOST CAUSE! Samsung has  LOST CAUSE! Samsung has  LOST CAUSE! Samsung has 
just made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineupjust made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineupjust made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineupjust made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineup includes the U9000 Series of Curved  includes the U9000 Series of Curved  includes the U9000 Series of Curved  includes the U9000 Series of Curved 
Ultra High Definition (UHD) TVs that areUltra High Definition (UHD) TVs that areUltra High Definition (UHD) TVs that areUltra High Definition (UHD) TVs that are between 55 between 55 between 55 between 55----105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55----85 85 85 85 
inch in size, and many other homeinch in size, and many other homeinch in size, and many other homeinch in size, and many other home audio products. The tech giant optimized these TVs for  audio products. The tech giant optimized these TVs for  audio products. The tech giant optimized these TVs for  audio products. The tech giant optimized these TVs for 
Saudi Inventors of theSaudi Inventors of theSaudi Inventors of theSaudi Inventors of the Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them,  Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them,  Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them,  Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them, 
besides thebesides thebesides thebesides the Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55 Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55 Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55 Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55---- inch model, $5,000 for 65inch model, $5,000 for 65inch model, $5,000 for 65inch model, $5,000 for 65----inch and $8,000 inch and $8,000 inch and $8,000 inch and $8,000 
forforforfor 75 75 75 75----inch. inch. inch. inch. 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Obama Health  MD's 24/7... Obama Health  MD's 24/7... Obama Health  MD's 24/7... Obama Health 
Care hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay for SaudiCare hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay for SaudiCare hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay for SaudiCare hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay for Saudi Health care and employ 1 million  Health care and employ 1 million  Health care and employ 1 million  Health care and employ 1 million 
USA MD's for the Prince 24/7. USA MD's for the Prince 24/7. USA MD's for the Prince 24/7. USA MD's for the Prince 24/7. 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been
selling organs to the Saudi's for decades and got a Heaselling organs to the Saudi's for decades and got a Heaselling organs to the Saudi's for decades and got a Heaselling organs to the Saudi's for decades and got a Heart for Chaney, stupidrt for Chaney, stupidrt for Chaney, stupidrt for Chaney, stupid criminals!  criminals!  criminals!  criminals! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, 
Anus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry bothAnus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry bothAnus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry bothAnus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... and will never ever  used prostitutes.... and will never ever  used prostitutes.... and will never ever  used prostitutes.... and will never ever 
make the NY Times Headlines exposingmake the NY Times Headlines exposingmake the NY Times Headlines exposingmake the NY Times Headlines exposing this crime against women, only if they get exposed  this crime against women, only if they get exposed  this crime against women, only if they get exposed  this crime against women, only if they get exposed 
for using prostitutes, grin!for using prostitutes, grin!for using prostitutes, grin!for using prostitutes, grin!

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Over protected  24/7... Over protected  24/7... Over protected  24/7... Over protected 
"little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor..."little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor..."little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor..."little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. sucker  one grew up to be Mary B. sucker  one grew up to be Mary B. sucker  one grew up to be Mary B. sucker 
punched over and over again and again by Bush,punched over and over again and again by Bush,punched over and over again and again by Bush,punched over and over again and again by Bush, Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", McCain,  Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", McCain,  Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", McCain,  Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", McCain, 
Kerry, Kennedy, French Revolution IIKerry, Kennedy, French Revolution IIKerry, Kennedy, French Revolution IIKerry, Kennedy, French Revolution II that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the  that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the  that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the  that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the 
Moscow Ballet.Moscow Ballet.Moscow Ballet.Moscow Ballet.

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 1 million  24/7... 1 million  24/7... 1 million  24/7... 1 million 
Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on Earth... Crash +Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on Earth... Crash +Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on Earth... Crash +Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on Earth... Crash + Burn before Boeing gets the  Burn before Boeing gets the  Burn before Boeing gets the  Burn before Boeing gets the 
assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters,assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters,assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters,assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters, helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed  helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed  helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed  helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed 
two people this week begantwo people this week begantwo people this week begantwo people this week began rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash.  rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash.  rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash.  rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash. 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's
Revolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin + the Vodka Czar Putin as both wouldRevolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin + the Vodka Czar Putin as both wouldRevolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin + the Vodka Czar Putin as both wouldRevolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin + the Vodka Czar Putin as both would die after  die after  die after  die after 
killing 1 Billion Russians! killing 1 Billion Russians! killing 1 Billion Russians! killing 1 Billion Russians! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a14 Windows to the Soul in a14 Windows to the Soul in a14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints  George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints  George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints  George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints 
NSA Surveillance Is GoingNSA Surveillance Is GoingNSA Surveillance Is GoingNSA Surveillance Is Going To The Supreme Court, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme  To The Supreme Court, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme  To The Supreme Court, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme  To The Supreme Court, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme 
Inventor God, women areInventor God, women areInventor God, women areInventor God, women are God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme  God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme  God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme  God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme 
Court and Scalia 4Court and Scalia 4Court and Scalia 4Court and Scalia 4 Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and  Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and  Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and  Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and 
the 1the 1the 1the 1 Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe, grin! Mary B. wants to take to Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe, grin! Mary B. wants to take to Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe, grin! Mary B. wants to take to Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe, grin! Mary B. wants to take to Aliens, so  Aliens, so  Aliens, so  Aliens, so 
Greg is working on this!! Greg is working on this!! Greg is working on this!! Greg is working on this!! 

3333----22222222----14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era  God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era  God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era  God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era 
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needs MD's 24/7... NEWSneeds MD's 24/7... NEWSneeds MD's 24/7... NEWSneeds MD's 24/7... NEWS Pope Francis has launched a stinging attack on the Mafia,  Pope Francis has launched a stinging attack on the Mafia,  Pope Francis has launched a stinging attack on the Mafia,  Pope Francis has launched a stinging attack on the Mafia, 
warning gangsters thatwarning gangsters thatwarning gangsters thatwarning gangsters that they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia  they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia  they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia  they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia 
Hints heHints heHints heHints he "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders!  "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders!  "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders!  "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders! 

3333----22222222----14141414 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era  Era  Era  Era 
needs MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been killed in a multiple vehicleneeds MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been killed in a multiple vehicleneeds MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been killed in a multiple vehicleneeds MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been killed in a multiple vehicle crash in  crash in  crash in  crash in 
Southwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost inSouthwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost inSouthwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost inSouthwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost in Balochistan  Balochistan  Balochistan  Balochistan 
Province, as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper,Province, as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper,Province, as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper,Province, as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper, bursting into flames!!  bursting into flames!!  bursting into flames!!  bursting into flames!! 
Scalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing outScalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing outScalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing outScalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing out their "War Games" on planet Earth  their "War Games" on planet Earth  their "War Games" on planet Earth  their "War Games" on planet Earth 
while the Universe is expanding intowhile the Universe is expanding intowhile the Universe is expanding intowhile the Universe is expanding into "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every  "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every  "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every  "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every 
direction!! Stupiddirection!! Stupiddirection!! Stupiddirection!! Stupid Criminals!!!  Criminals!!!  Criminals!!!  Criminals!!! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  MD's 24/7...  MD's 24/7...  MD's 24/7... ““““DivergentDivergentDivergentDivergent”””” is is is is 
the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same name)the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same name)the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same name)the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same name) about a teenaged girl coping with life  about a teenaged girl coping with life  about a teenaged girl coping with life  about a teenaged girl coping with life 
in a futuristic, dystopian society. Maryin a futuristic, dystopian society. Maryin a futuristic, dystopian society. Maryin a futuristic, dystopian society. Mary B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to  B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to  B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to  B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to 
teenaged girls coping with a Overteenaged girls coping with a Overteenaged girls coping with a Overteenaged girls coping with a Over Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus  Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus  Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus  Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus 
Cancer HPV and the "BadCancer HPV and the "BadCancer HPV and the "BadCancer HPV and the "Bad Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear  Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear  Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear  Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear 
Farrah screamFarrah screamFarrah screamFarrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic 
scene!scene!scene!scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society were  were  were  were 
Big Brother kills his sister instead of saving her life, George Orwell inBig Brother kills his sister instead of saving her life, George Orwell inBig Brother kills his sister instead of saving her life, George Orwell inBig Brother kills his sister instead of saving her life, George Orwell in our Era is a "Bad  our Era is a "Bad  our Era is a "Bad  our Era is a "Bad 
Person"! Person"! Person"! Person"! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George14 Windows to the Soul in a George14 Windows to the Soul in a George14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women  Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women  Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women  Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women 
at higher risk of breastat higher risk of breastat higher risk of breastat higher risk of breast cancer because of "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict  cancer because of "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict  cancer because of "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict  cancer because of "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict 
Obama,Obama,Obama,Obama, Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Jews  Jews  Jews  Jews 
in Israelin Israelin Israelin Israel! ! ! ! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Parents  needs MD's 24/7... Parents  needs MD's 24/7... Parents  needs MD's 24/7... Parents 
'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM Car!! Parents who are George Orwell  Car!! Parents who are George Orwell  Car!! Parents who are George Orwell  Car!! Parents who are George Orwell 
Employees will "Observe" 101 kids left inEmployees will "Observe" 101 kids left inEmployees will "Observe" 101 kids left inEmployees will "Observe" 101 kids left in hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber  hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber  hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber  hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber 
Alerts from Comcast + Verizon!!Alerts from Comcast + Verizon!!Alerts from Comcast + Verizon!!Alerts from Comcast + Verizon!! This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named  This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named  This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named  This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named 
above! above! above! above! 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Charged  Charged  Charged  Charged 
with Misleading US Consumers about Safety Issues HELL NO WE Won't gowith Misleading US Consumers about Safety Issues HELL NO WE Won't gowith Misleading US Consumers about Safety Issues HELL NO WE Won't gowith Misleading US Consumers about Safety Issues HELL NO WE Won't go quietly, Toyota will  quietly, Toyota will  quietly, Toyota will  quietly, Toyota will 
be charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddambe charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddambe charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddambe charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddam for suppressing Super Air  for suppressing Super Air  for suppressing Super Air  for suppressing Super Air 
Bags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades afterBags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades afterBags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades afterBags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades after Greg's invention of them. Stupid  Greg's invention of them. Stupid  Greg's invention of them. Stupid  Greg's invention of them. Stupid 
Criminals!! Criminals!! Criminals!! Criminals!! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul14 Windows to the Soul14 Windows to the Soul14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the14 Windows to the14 Windows to the14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to14 Windows to14 Windows to14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and  little Girls" who grow up and  little Girls" who grow up and  little Girls" who grow up and 
InventSomething Good! InventSomething Good! InventSomething Good! InventSomething Good! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows 14 Windows 14 Windows 14 Windows 

to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up andto the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up andto the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up andto the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good! 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  the 20th floor... one grew  the 20th floor... one grew  the 20th floor... one grew 
up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" now Billup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" now Billup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" now Billup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" now Bill + Melinda are "Bad People" as  + Melinda are "Bad People" as  + Melinda are "Bad People" as  + Melinda are "Bad People" as 
Windows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 aWindows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 aWindows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 aWindows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 a gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi  gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi  gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi  gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi 
King + his wifes payed Bill + MelindaKing + his wifes payed Bill + MelindaKing + his wifes payed Bill + MelindaKing + his wifes payed Bill + Melinda $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to  $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to  $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to  $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to 
find how gravity isfind how gravity isfind how gravity isfind how gravity is generated, one window to the Human Soul that is a LOST discovery  generated, one window to the Human Soul that is a LOST discovery  generated, one window to the Human Soul that is a LOST discovery  generated, one window to the Human Soul that is a LOST discovery 
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because of "Badbecause of "Badbecause of "Badbecause of "Bad People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$  People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$  People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$  People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ 

3333----21212121----14 "Purple Heart" for Mary14 "Purple Heart" for Mary14 "Purple Heart" for Mary14 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a  B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a  B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a  B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a 
Miami gas station holdMiami gas station holdMiami gas station holdMiami gas station hold up....  up....  up....  up.... 

3333----21212121----14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the "Medal of Honor" as they died  "Medal of Honor" as they died  "Medal of Honor" as they died  "Medal of Honor" as they died 
with valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Keywith valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Keywith valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Keywith valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Key West...  West...  West...  West... 

3333----21212121----14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight at the Miami Gas Station"...  at the Miami Gas Station"...  at the Miami Gas Station"...  at the Miami Gas Station"... 
The Silver Star is awarded for gallantry notThe Silver Star is awarded for gallantry notThe Silver Star is awarded for gallantry notThe Silver Star is awarded for gallantry not justifying the award of one of the next higher  justifying the award of one of the next higher  justifying the award of one of the next higher  justifying the award of one of the next higher 
valor awards valor awards valor awards valor awards –––– the Distinguishedthe Distinguishedthe Distinguishedthe Distinguished Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4] The  Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4] The  Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4] The  Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4] The 
gallantrygallantrygallantrygallantry displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United
States... King + Prince Bush walked hand in hand with at this Texas Ranch wasStates... King + Prince Bush walked hand in hand with at this Texas Ranch wasStates... King + Prince Bush walked hand in hand with at this Texas Ranch wasStates... King + Prince Bush walked hand in hand with at this Texas Ranch was the enemy  the enemy  the enemy  the enemy 
as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY!as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY!as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY!as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY!

3333----21212121----14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire and gave it to  and gave it to  and gave it to  and gave it to 
Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas station decadesMary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas station decadesMary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas station decadesMary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas station decades after the invention of the  after the invention of the  after the invention of the  after the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. 

3333----21212121----14 JOHN MCCAIN14 JOHN MCCAIN14 JOHN MCCAIN14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar  poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar  poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar  poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar 
both went upboth went upboth went upboth went up in flames along with 1 million people who have died from McCain's "Valor" at  in flames along with 1 million people who have died from McCain's "Valor" at  in flames along with 1 million people who have died from McCain's "Valor" at  in flames along with 1 million people who have died from McCain's "Valor" at 
thethethethe gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed! gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed! gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed! gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed!

3333----21212121----14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in Honolulu have taken their  Honolulu have taken their  Honolulu have taken their  Honolulu have taken their 
lobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that the abilitylobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that the abilitylobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that the abilitylobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that the ability to have sex with prostitutes in  to have sex with prostitutes in  to have sex with prostitutes in  to have sex with prostitutes in 
undercover operations is a necessary evil thatundercover operations is a necessary evil thatundercover operations is a necessary evil thatundercover operations is a necessary evil that lets them do their jobs.  lets them do their jobs.  lets them do their jobs.  lets them do their jobs. 

3333----21212121----14 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,00114 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,00114 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,00114 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... License Plates for sure free  other SWF's... License Plates for sure free  other SWF's... License Plates for sure free  other SWF's... License Plates for sure free 
"Parking" perk as gasoline perks"Parking" perk as gasoline perks"Parking" perk as gasoline perks"Parking" perk as gasoline perks went to the City of Key West.  went to the City of Key West.  went to the City of Key West.  went to the City of Key West. 

3333----21212121----14 The Ov14 The Ov14 The Ov14 The Over protected "little girls"er protected "little girls"er protected "little girls"er protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew 
up to be Mary B. There wereup to be Mary B. There wereup to be Mary B. There wereup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar  "No Bad People" Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar  "No Bad People" Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar  "No Bad People" Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar 
Inheritance too, $777Inheritance too, $777Inheritance too, $777Inheritance too, $777 Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA,  Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA,  Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA,  Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA, 
ALLAH $$$$$$$ ObamaALLAH $$$$$$$ ObamaALLAH $$$$$$$ ObamaALLAH $$$$$$$ Obama sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues.  sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues.  sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues.  sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues. 

3333----21212121----14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew 
upupupup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until they pulled in to a Miami Gas to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until they pulled in to a Miami Gas to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until they pulled in to a Miami Gas to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until they pulled in to a Miami Gas station,  station,  station,  station, 
Miami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after theMiami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after theMiami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after theMiami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after the invention by Greg of the  invention by Greg of the  invention by Greg of the  invention by Greg of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really BadElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really BadElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really BadElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really Bad People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. +  People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. +  People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. +  People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. + 
a scar for life no Purple Heart Licensea scar for life no Purple Heart Licensea scar for life no Purple Heart Licensea scar for life no Purple Heart License Plate from Florida yet, Gas Station Hold Up lic plates  Plate from Florida yet, Gas Station Hold Up lic plates  Plate from Florida yet, Gas Station Hold Up lic plates  Plate from Florida yet, Gas Station Hold Up lic plates 
soon as the $4 gas coupsoon as the $4 gas coupsoon as the $4 gas coupsoon as the $4 gas coup is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin!  is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin!  is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin!  is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin! 

3333----21212121----14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew 
upupupup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until after University and she was to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until after University and she was to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until after University and she was to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" until after University and she was sucker  sucker  sucker  sucker 
punched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends atpunched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends atpunched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends atpunched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends at a Miami gas  a Miami gas  a Miami gas  a Miami gas 
station hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of thestation hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of thestation hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of thestation hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of the ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary  ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary  ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary  ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary 
B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush, Carter,B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush, Carter,B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush, Carter,B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush, Carter, Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain +  Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain +  Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain +  Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain + 
Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777 Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for $4  Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for $4  Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for $4  Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for $4 
gas and 100 stitches ingas and 100 stitches ingas and 100 stitches ingas and 100 stitches in 1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups...  1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups...  1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups...  1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups... 

3333----21212121----14 The14 The14 The14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew
up to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its citizens to send in their ideas onup to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its citizens to send in their ideas onup to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its citizens to send in their ideas onup to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its citizens to send in their ideas on how to revive  how to revive  how to revive  how to revive 
the economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gasthe economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gasthe economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gasthe economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gas Station robbery guys from  Station robbery guys from  Station robbery guys from  Station robbery guys from 
Puerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... toPuerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... toPuerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... toPuerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... to sucker punch SWF at gas stations in  sucker punch SWF at gas stations in  sucker punch SWF at gas stations in  sucker punch SWF at gas stations in 
Miami and Verizon Recorded all.Miami and Verizon Recorded all.Miami and Verizon Recorded all.Miami and Verizon Recorded all.
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9/11... Managing pain in burn 9/11... Managing pain in burn 9/11... Managing pain in burn 9/11... Managing pain in burn 

victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fieryvictims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fieryvictims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fieryvictims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with  Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with  Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with  Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with 
the 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coupthe 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coupthe 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coupthe 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to  "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to  "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to  "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to 
be Mary B.be Mary B.be Mary B.be Mary B. Not according to Lisa Graff, vice president and general manager of intel's Not according to Lisa Graff, vice president and general manager of intel's Not according to Lisa Graff, vice president and general manager of intel's Not according to Lisa Graff, vice president and general manager of intel's
Desktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's planDesktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's planDesktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's planDesktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's plan to  to  to  to 
"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San Francisco. Intel Lays  Francisco. Intel Lays  Francisco. Intel Lays  Francisco. Intel Lays 
Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop' Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop' Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop' Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop' 

3333----21212121----14 The14 The14 The14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew
up to be Mary B. up to be Mary B. up to be Mary B. up to be Mary B. 

3333----21212121----14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted,14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted,14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted,14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted, McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS  McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS  McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS  McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS 
Stories of all the other murdered women so youStories of all the other murdered women so youStories of all the other murdered women so youStories of all the other murdered women so you can't protest... with Race for the Cure to  can't protest... with Race for the Cure to  can't protest... with Race for the Cure to  can't protest... with Race for the Cure to 
Murdered Women.. who didn't know anyMurdered Women.. who didn't know anyMurdered Women.. who didn't know anyMurdered Women.. who didn't know any "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in  "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in  "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in  "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in 
Chicago High rise on the 20thChicago High rise on the 20thChicago High rise on the 20thChicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great----niece of singer niece of singer niece of singer niece of singer 
Johnny Cash hasJohnny Cash hasJohnny Cash hasJohnny Cash has been found stabbed to death and stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body  been found stabbed to death and stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body  been found stabbed to death and stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body  been found stabbed to death and stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body 
waswaswaswas found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's boyfriend,  boyfriend,  boyfriend,  boyfriend, 
was being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medicalwas being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medicalwas being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medicalwas being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville.  Center in Nashville.  Center in Nashville.  Center in Nashville. 
Andrews said the pair had gone out with a friend before anAndrews said the pair had gone out with a friend before anAndrews said the pair had gone out with a friend before anAndrews said the pair had gone out with a friend before an altercation took place in the  altercation took place in the  altercation took place in the  altercation took place in the 
house where Johnson and Cash lived with theirhouse where Johnson and Cash lived with theirhouse where Johnson and Cash lived with theirhouse where Johnson and Cash lived with their young child. The friend, identified as  young child. The friend, identified as  young child. The friend, identified as  young child. The friend, identified as 
Wayne Gary Masciarella, has been chargedWayne Gary Masciarella, has been chargedWayne Gary Masciarella, has been chargedWayne Gary Masciarella, has been charged with first with first with first with first----degree murder. Andrews said degree murder. Andrews said degree murder. Andrews said degree murder. Andrews said 
Johnson escaped the attack and took theJohnson escaped the attack and took theJohnson escaped the attack and took theJohnson escaped the attack and took the child with him before driving to the hospital.  child with him before driving to the hospital.  child with him before driving to the hospital.  child with him before driving to the hospital. 
"There was a struggle," the"There was a struggle," the"There was a struggle," the"There was a struggle," the sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's  sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's  sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's  sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's 
body, Andrewsbody, Andrewsbody, Andrewsbody, Andrews said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were  said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were  said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were  said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were 
likelylikelylikelylikely connected to drugs. "This is a senseless, tragic death of a young lady whose connected to drugs. "This is a senseless, tragic death of a young lady whose connected to drugs. "This is a senseless, tragic death of a young lady whose connected to drugs. "This is a senseless, tragic death of a young lady whose life was life was life was life was
probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs,"probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs,"probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs,"probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs,"

2222----21212121----14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  20th floor... one grew  20th floor... one grew  20th floor... one grew 
up to be Mary B. up to be Mary B. up to be Mary B. up to be Mary B. 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew  "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew 
up to be Maryup to be Maryup to be Maryup to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" Doctors Without Borders (MSF) has published a B. There were "No Bad People" Doctors Without Borders (MSF) has published a B. There were "No Bad People" Doctors Without Borders (MSF) has published a B. There were "No Bad People" Doctors Without Borders (MSF) has published a
briefing paper about the alarming spread of drugbriefing paper about the alarming spread of drugbriefing paper about the alarming spread of drugbriefing paper about the alarming spread of drug----resistant tuberculosis, whichresistant tuberculosis, whichresistant tuberculosis, whichresistant tuberculosis, which they refer  they refer  they refer  they refer 
to as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of andto as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of andto as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of andto as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of and NO One is sanctioned  NO One is sanctioned  NO One is sanctioned  NO One is sanctioned 
by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix + Whole Foods, why?by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix + Whole Foods, why?by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix + Whole Foods, why?by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix + Whole Foods, why? No Silver Cross Valor for saving  No Silver Cross Valor for saving  No Silver Cross Valor for saving  No Silver Cross Valor for saving 
people from TB... people from TB... people from TB... people from TB... 

3333----19191919----14 "Cold14 "Cold14 "Cold14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss 
Universe!Universe!Universe!Universe! With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift" in the "Space Race with the Russians" With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift" in the "Space Race with the Russians" With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift" in the "Space Race with the Russians" With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift" in the "Space Race with the Russians"
and in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breastand in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breastand in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breastand in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer! 
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9/11... Managing pain in burn 9/11... Managing pain in burn 9/11... Managing pain in burn 9/11... Managing pain in burn 

victims... Rome, Paris, London,victims... Rome, Paris, London,victims... Rome, Paris, London,victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with  Moscow, Fiery Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with  Moscow, Fiery Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with  Moscow, Fiery Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with 
the 1980 Model Porschethe 1980 Model Porschethe 1980 Model Porschethe 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! 

3333----19191919----14 Managing pain in14 Managing pain in14 Managing pain in14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims  burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims  burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims  burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims 
Starting Today!"Starting Today!"Starting Today!"Starting Today!"

3333----19191919----14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims  Victims  Victims  Victims 
Starting Today!" When George Orwell is not putting theStarting Today!" When George Orwell is not putting theStarting Today!" When George Orwell is not putting theStarting Today!" When George Orwell is not putting the ElectricWindmillCar on the front  ElectricWindmillCar on the front  ElectricWindmillCar on the front  ElectricWindmillCar on the front 
page of the NY Times Today! page of the NY Times Today! page of the NY Times Today! page of the NY Times Today! 

3333----19191919----14141414 Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and
she is a "Woman Observer" knows the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledshe is a "Woman Observer" knows the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledshe is a "Woman Observer" knows the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledshe is a "Woman Observer" knows the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlled 24/7... and  24/7... and  24/7... and  24/7... and 
knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7  Invention Projects 24/7  Invention Projects 24/7  Invention Projects 24/7 
today! today! today! today! 

3333----19191919----14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra,14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra,14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra,14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management did not know  and other senior management did not know  and other senior management did not know  and other senior management did not know 
about or address the defects sooner.about or address the defects sooner.about or address the defects sooner.about or address the defects sooner. Twelve people died in accidents involving the faulty  Twelve people died in accidents involving the faulty  Twelve people died in accidents involving the faulty  Twelve people died in accidents involving the faulty 
ignition... 12 Million diedignition... 12 Million diedignition... 12 Million diedignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing  from Mary suppressing  from Mary suppressing  from Mary suppressing ---- NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING ---- the ElectricWindmillCar  the ElectricWindmillCar  the ElectricWindmillCar  the ElectricWindmillCar 
Era.Era.Era.Era.

3333----19191919----14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing 14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing 14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing 14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing ---- NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING ---- the the the the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
Era. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120 Million SWFEra. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120 Million SWFEra. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120 Million SWFEra. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120 Million SWF just from "Prohibition" of Guinness  just from "Prohibition" of Guinness  just from "Prohibition" of Guinness  just from "Prohibition" of Guinness 
Drunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "AnusDrunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "AnusDrunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "AnusDrunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "Anus Cancer" HPV's.  Cancer" HPV's.  Cancer" HPV's.  Cancer" HPV's. 

3333----19191919----14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  could have "Married" Miss  could have "Married" Miss  could have "Married" Miss 
Universe! Universe! Universe! Universe! 

3333----19191919----14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot,14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot,14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot,14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot, so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to  so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to  so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to  so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to 
replace the engine.replace the engine.replace the engine.replace the engine. Porsche will replace the engines in 785 high Porsche will replace the engines in 785 high Porsche will replace the engines in 785 high Porsche will replace the engines in 785 high----performance sports cars performance sports cars performance sports cars performance sports cars 
because ofbecause ofbecause ofbecause of a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts
Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replaceDictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replaceDictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replaceDictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replace the  the  the  the 
engines in 785 highengines in 785 highengines in 785 highengines in 785 high----performance sports cars because of a risk that theperformance sports cars because of a risk that theperformance sports cars because of a risk that theperformance sports cars because of a risk that the current engines  current engines  current engines  current engines 
could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris,could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris,could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris,could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... it's a crime by  Moscow, LA... it's a crime by  Moscow, LA... it's a crime by  Moscow, LA... it's a crime by 
CNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught onCNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught onCNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught onCNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught on fire in a gasoline Porsche!  fire in a gasoline Porsche!  fire in a gasoline Porsche!  fire in a gasoline Porsche! 

3333----19191919----14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss  Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss 
Universe! At the Hemingway House inUniverse! At the Hemingway House inUniverse! At the Hemingway House inUniverse! At the Hemingway House in Key West and bought the house next door at 804  Key West and bought the house next door at 804  Key West and bought the house next door at 804  Key West and bought the house next door at 804 
Olivia for Hemingway WritingOlivia for Hemingway WritingOlivia for Hemingway WritingOlivia for Hemingway Writing Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1  Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1  Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1  Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1 
Trillion TurtlesTrillion TurtlesTrillion TurtlesTrillion Turtles @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key  @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key  @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key  @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key 
West NavyWest NavyWest NavyWest Navy Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt. Tonys, grin!  Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt. Tonys, grin!  Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt. Tonys, grin!  Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt. Tonys, grin! 

3333----19191919----14 New York Times14 New York Times14 New York Times14 New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the  Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the  Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the  Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the 
New Cold War,New Cold War,New Cold War,New Cold War, as Russia + USA Return to a "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER  as Russia + USA Return to a "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER  as Russia + USA Return to a "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER  as Russia + USA Return to a "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER 

3333----19191919----14141414 General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition
defects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other problems. GM also announced three newdefects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other problems. GM also announced three newdefects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other problems. GM also announced three newdefects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other problems. GM also announced three new recalls  recalls  recalls  recalls 
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for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles,for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles,for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles,for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles, and Cadillac  and Cadillac  and Cadillac  and Cadillac 
sedans, for a variety of potential defects.sedans, for a variety of potential defects.sedans, for a variety of potential defects.sedans, for a variety of potential defects.

3333----19191919----14 General14 General14 General14 General Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM  Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM  Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM  Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM 
Cars"Cars"Cars"Cars" charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from 1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from 1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from 1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from 1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math in  in  in  in 
Texas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb NutsTexas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb NutsTexas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb NutsTexas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could  Dictator could  Dictator could  Dictator could 
have MARRIED Miss Universe! have MARRIED Miss Universe! have MARRIED Miss Universe! have MARRIED Miss Universe! 

3333----19191919----14 General Motors GM14 General Motors GM14 General Motors GM14 General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition  $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition  $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition  $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition 
defects. Latestdefects. Latestdefects. Latestdefects. Latest moves come after some difficult weeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which is moves come after some difficult weeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which is moves come after some difficult weeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which is moves come after some difficult weeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which is
under scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safetyunder scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safetyunder scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safetyunder scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, safety  Administration, safety  Administration, safety  Administration, safety 
advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6 million vehicles worldwide,  million vehicles worldwide,  million vehicles worldwide,  million vehicles worldwide, 
including the small Cobalt, that date back a decadeincluding the small Cobalt, that date back a decadeincluding the small Cobalt, that date back a decadeincluding the small Cobalt, that date back a decade or more. The situation has raised  or more. The situation has raised  or more. The situation has raised  or more. The situation has raised 
questions why GMquestions why GMquestions why GMquestions why GM’’’’s new chief executive,s new chief executive,s new chief executive,s new chief executive,

3333----19191919----14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management did not know  did not know  did not know  did not know 
about or address the defects sooner. Twelve people died inabout or address the defects sooner. Twelve people died inabout or address the defects sooner. Twelve people died inabout or address the defects sooner. Twelve people died in accidents involving the faulty  accidents involving the faulty  accidents involving the faulty  accidents involving the faulty 
ignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressingignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressingignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressingignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing ---- NOT LEAKING NOT LEAKING NOT LEAKING NOT LEAKING ---- the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar 
Era. Era. Era. Era. 

3333----19191919----14 Stupid Criminals at14 Stupid Criminals at14 Stupid Criminals at14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement 
Written by CraigWritten by CraigWritten by CraigWritten by Craig Trudell The carmaker recalled more than 10 million vehicles for problems  Trudell The carmaker recalled more than 10 million vehicles for problems  Trudell The carmaker recalled more than 10 million vehicles for problems  Trudell The carmaker recalled more than 10 million vehicles for problems 
relatedrelatedrelatedrelated to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010...  to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010...  to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010...  to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010... 

3333----19191919----14 Unintended14 Unintended14 Unintended14 Unintended acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity  acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity  acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity  acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity 
isisisis generated was all LOST by Stupid Criminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US Criminal generated was all LOST by Stupid Criminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US Criminal generated was all LOST by Stupid Criminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US Criminal generated was all LOST by Stupid Criminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US Criminal
Settlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key WestSettlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key WestSettlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key WestSettlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key West Medical School  Medical School  Medical School  Medical School 
budget, grin! budget, grin! budget, grin! budget, grin! 

3333----19191919----14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement 

3333----19191919----14 People in Key West...14 People in Key West...14 People in Key West...14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased 
to 28 to 28 to 28 to 28 ---- 23 are23 are23 are23 are students, one is a university staff member, one person is related to an OSU students, one is a university staff member, one person is related to an OSU students, one is a university staff member, one person is related to an OSU students, one is a university staff member, one person is related to an OSU
student and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page Newsstudent and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page Newsstudent and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page Newsstudent and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page News Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this FrontCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this FrontCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this FrontCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen!  Page News Key West Citizen!  Page News Key West Citizen!  Page News Key West Citizen! 
Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gaveFarrah screamed NO when she found out someone gaveFarrah screamed NO when she found out someone gaveFarrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your 
mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will makemind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will makemind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will makemind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!!  this movie dramatic!!  this movie dramatic!!  this movie dramatic!! 

3333----19191919----14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  University with the mumps has increased  University with the mumps has increased  University with the mumps has increased 
to 28 to 28 to 28 to 28 

3333----19191919----14 People in Key14 People in Key14 People in Key14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased  West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased 
to 28to 28to 28to 28

3333----18181818----14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk  a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk  a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk  a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk 
guy who works the PO Boxes saidguy who works the PO Boxes saidguy who works the PO Boxes saidguy who works the PO Boxes said there is a 1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma  there is a 1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma  there is a 1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma  there is a 1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma 
St were Deborah BarrettSt were Deborah BarrettSt were Deborah BarrettSt were Deborah Barrett is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and her  is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and her  is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and her  is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and her 
PO Box is acrossPO Box is acrossPO Box is acrossPO Box is across from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes  from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes  from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes  from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes 
contact...contact...contact...contact... and strange women at the Clerk of the Court office as Judge Fowler told everyone and strange women at the Clerk of the Court office as Judge Fowler told everyone and strange women at the Clerk of the Court office as Judge Fowler told everyone and strange women at the Clerk of the Court office as Judge Fowler told everyone
I will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office arguedI will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office arguedI will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office arguedI will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office argued about this  about this  about this  about this 
back and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler toback and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler toback and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler toback and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler to email the Clerks of her  email the Clerks of her  email the Clerks of her  email the Clerks of her 
Court Room her goings on about sending out letters.Court Room her goings on about sending out letters.Court Room her goings on about sending out letters.Court Room her goings on about sending out letters.

3333----18181818----14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun"  Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun"  Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun"  Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" 
article... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bangarticle... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bangarticle... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bangarticle... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bang’’’’ssss Smoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17,  Smoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17,  Smoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17,  Smoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17, 
2014 Not worth reading, really just the2014 Not worth reading, really just the2014 Not worth reading, really just the2014 Not worth reading, really just the title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most  title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most  title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most  title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most 
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used Smoking Guns to Murderused Smoking Guns to Murderused Smoking Guns to Murderused Smoking Guns to Murder 19K SWF.  19K SWF.  19K SWF.  19K SWF. 

3333----18181818----14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun"  SWF "Smoking Gun"  SWF "Smoking Gun"  SWF "Smoking Gun" 
article... More than 75 percent of Staten Islanders arearticle... More than 75 percent of Staten Islanders arearticle... More than 75 percent of Staten Islanders arearticle... More than 75 percent of Staten Islanders are overweight, the borough president  overweight, the borough president  overweight, the borough president  overweight, the borough president 
said, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gunsaid, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gunsaid, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gunsaid, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gun Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy  Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy  Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy  Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy 
would say put it in the water...would say put it in the water...would say put it in the water...would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant! 

3333----18181818----14 Murdered cooking with14 Murdered cooking with14 Murdered cooking with14 Murdered cooking with "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker,  "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker,  "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker,  "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker, 
James Murdered Mom asJames Murdered Mom asJames Murdered Mom asJames Murdered Mom as she made Pancakes! Russia she made Pancakes! Russia she made Pancakes! Russia she made Pancakes! Russia’’’’s Unconventional Weapon: Natural s Unconventional Weapon: Natural s Unconventional Weapon: Natural s Unconventional Weapon: Natural 
Gas. by JamesGas. by JamesGas. by JamesGas. by James Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making  Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making  Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making  Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making 
PancakesPancakesPancakesPancakes using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles of  of  of  of 
poison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot more Moms than 19K so this is anotherpoison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot more Moms than 19K so this is anotherpoison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot more Moms than 19K so this is anotherpoison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot more Moms than 19K so this is another Holocaust  Holocaust  Holocaust  Holocaust 
by the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the Newby the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the Newby the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the Newby the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the New Yorker... Natural Gas  Yorker... Natural Gas  Yorker... Natural Gas  Yorker... Natural Gas 
Holocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg toHolocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg toHolocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg toHolocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg to save the live of Mary B. and the  save the live of Mary B. and the  save the live of Mary B. and the  save the live of Mary B. and the 
Generals Daughters! As the General + AdmiralsGenerals Daughters! As the General + AdmiralsGenerals Daughters! As the General + AdmiralsGenerals Daughters! As the General + Admirals at the Pentagon have killed their own  at the Pentagon have killed their own  at the Pentagon have killed their own  at the Pentagon have killed their own 
Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves!Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves!Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves!Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves!

3333----18181818----14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun"  SWF "Smoking Gun"  SWF "Smoking Gun"  SWF "Smoking Gun" 
article... article... article... article... 

3333----18181818----14 Managing pain in burn victims,14 Managing pain in burn victims,14 Managing pain in burn victims,14 Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF  1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF  1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF  1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF 
"Smoking Gun" article..."Smoking Gun" article..."Smoking Gun" article..."Smoking Gun" article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on  http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on  http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on  http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on 
"Burn Victims" Cops"Burn Victims" Cops"Burn Victims" Cops"Burn Victims" Cops + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of $777 Trillion in Oil  + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of $777 Trillion in Oil  + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of $777 Trillion in Oil  + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of $777 Trillion in Oil 
MoneyMoneyMoneyMoney to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up the  the  the  the 
1,001 fiery Cop Car wrecks with burns 1,001 fiery Cop Car wrecks with burns 1,001 fiery Cop Car wrecks with burns 1,001 fiery Cop Car wrecks with burns ---- painful painful painful painful ---- on Cops + kids today...on Cops + kids today...on Cops + kids today...on Cops + kids today... really sick MD's I  really sick MD's I  really sick MD's I  really sick MD's I 
hope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univhope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univhope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univhope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univ of Colorado medical Godsend  of Colorado medical Godsend  of Colorado medical Godsend  of Colorado medical Godsend 
today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at ----254 C will254 C will254 C will254 C will heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really  heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really  heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really  heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really 
clean up Africa, India, China... theclean up Africa, India, China... theclean up Africa, India, China... theclean up Africa, India, China... the MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as  MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as  MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as  MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as 
these MD's who wrote it upthese MD's who wrote it upthese MD's who wrote it upthese MD's who wrote it up today should have written up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @  today should have written up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @  today should have written up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @  today should have written up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
that will reallythat will reallythat will reallythat will really be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled  be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled  be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled  be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled 
cars +cars +cars +cars + homes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in the homes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in the homes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in the homes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in the
Summer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledSummer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledSummer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledSummer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlled 24/7... finally  24/7... finally  24/7... finally  24/7... finally 
these MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifithese MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifithese MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifithese MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifi for Free and go along with  for Free and go along with  for Free and go along with  for Free and go along with 
stifling Greg + Wives Race for the Cure of Breaststifling Greg + Wives Race for the Cure of Breaststifling Greg + Wives Race for the Cure of Breaststifling Greg + Wives Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid  Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid  Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid  Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid 
Criminals! Criminals! Criminals! Criminals! 

Managing pain in burn victims, Managing pain in burn victims, Managing pain in burn victims, Managing pain in burn victims, 

1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article...  "Smoking Gun" article...  "Smoking Gun" article...  "Smoking Gun" article... 
http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write ahttp://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write ahttp://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write ahttp://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops  article on "Burn Victims" Cops  article on "Burn Victims" Cops  article on "Burn Victims" Cops 

3333----18181818----14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)————SocialSocialSocialSocial relationships, Courts in Key West  relationships, Courts in Key West  relationships, Courts in Key West  relationships, Courts in Key West 
and Victor Cushman as when I told the Storyand Victor Cushman as when I told the Storyand Victor Cushman as when I told the Storyand Victor Cushman as when I told the Story about Victor Cushman making Greg + Others  about Victor Cushman making Greg + Others  about Victor Cushman making Greg + Others  about Victor Cushman making Greg + Others 
clean up his BM Explosion the Courtclean up his BM Explosion the Courtclean up his BM Explosion the Courtclean up his BM Explosion the Court Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested  Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested  Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested  Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested 
for Hepatitis A, B, C itsfor Hepatitis A, B, C itsfor Hepatitis A, B, C itsfor Hepatitis A, B, C its the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with  the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with  the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with  the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with 
irritableirritableirritableirritable bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their overall health than the severity of their bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their overall health than the severity of their bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their overall health than the severity of their bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their overall health than the severity of their
gastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling andgastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling andgastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling andgastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling and intractable  intractable  intractable  intractable 
gastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, itgastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, itgastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, itgastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, it is estimated to  is estimated to  is estimated to  is estimated to 
affect between 25 million to 50 million Americans. Symptomsaffect between 25 million to 50 million Americans. Symptomsaffect between 25 million to 50 million Americans. Symptomsaffect between 25 million to 50 million Americans. Symptoms include abdominal pain,  include abdominal pain,  include abdominal pain,  include abdominal pain, 
diarrhea and/or constipation. diarrhea and/or constipation. diarrhea and/or constipation. diarrhea and/or constipation. 

3333----18181818----14 Today's14 Today's14 Today's14 Today's Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals  Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals  Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals  Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals 
in thein thein thein the blood reaching the brain so we lose IQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard th blood reaching the brain so we lose IQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard th blood reaching the brain so we lose IQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard th blood reaching the brain so we lose IQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard thisisisis
Professor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go alongProfessor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go alongProfessor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go alongProfessor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go along with Poison  with Poison  with Poison  with Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like theGasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like theGasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like theGasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like the French Revolution and the  French Revolution and the  French Revolution and the  French Revolution and the 
Stupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of IQ fromStupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of IQ fromStupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of IQ fromStupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of IQ from taking money from BP Oil and  taking money from BP Oil and  taking money from BP Oil and  taking money from BP Oil and 
Mecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... StupidMecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... StupidMecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... StupidMecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... Stupid Criminals... Forty Criminals... Forty Criminals... Forty Criminals... Forty----one million IQ one million IQ one million IQ one million IQ 
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points. Thatpoints. Thatpoints. Thatpoints. That’’’’s what Dr. David Bellingers what Dr. David Bellingers what Dr. David Bellingers what Dr. David Bellinger determined Americans have collectively forfeited as  determined Americans have collectively forfeited as  determined Americans have collectively forfeited as  determined Americans have collectively forfeited as 
a result of exposure toa result of exposure toa result of exposure toa result of exposure to lead, mercury, and organophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper  lead, mercury, and organophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper  lead, mercury, and organophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper  lead, mercury, and organophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper 
published by thepublished by thepublished by thepublished by the National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at  National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at  National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at  National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at 
HarvardHarvardHarvardHarvard Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers  Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers  Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers  Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers 
hadhadhadhad been exposed to these neurotoxins while pregnant to those who had not. Bellinger been exposed to these neurotoxins while pregnant to those who had not. Bellinger been exposed to these neurotoxins while pregnant to those who had not. Bellinger been exposed to these neurotoxins while pregnant to those who had not. Bellinger
calculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure tocalculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure tocalculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure tocalculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure to organophosphates, the  organophosphates, the  organophosphates, the  organophosphates, the 
most common pesticides used in agriculture.most common pesticides used in agriculture.most common pesticides used in agriculture.most common pesticides used in agriculture.

http://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/thehttp://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/thehttp://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/thehttp://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/the----toxinstoxinstoxinstoxins----thatthatthatthat----threatenthreatenthreatenthreaten----ourourourour----
brains/284466/?google_editors_picks=truebrains/284466/?google_editors_picks=truebrains/284466/?google_editors_picks=truebrains/284466/?google_editors_picks=true

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Parade, Greg will be the organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to save Mary B's life...  Mary B's life...  Mary B's life...  Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of New York City's  Parade, organizers of New York City's  Parade, organizers of New York City's  Parade, organizers of New York City's 
annual march down Fifth Avenue are aboutannual march down Fifth Avenue are aboutannual march down Fifth Avenue are aboutannual march down Fifth Avenue are about to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A  to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A  to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A  to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A 
Saint" in NYC or Fox News asSaint" in NYC or Fox News asSaint" in NYC or Fox News asSaint" in NYC or Fox News as Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer announced over  Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer announced over  Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer announced over  Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer announced over 
the weekend thatthe weekend thatthe weekend thatthe weekend that they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers  they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers  they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers  they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers 
longstanding "Masslongstanding "Masslongstanding "Masslongstanding "Mass Murder of 19K SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness!  Murder of 19K SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness!  Murder of 19K SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness!  Murder of 19K SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness! 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Parade, Greg will be the organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to save Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014,  Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014,  Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014,  Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will do this!  do this!  do this!  do this! 

3333----17171717----14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's Murdered by Guinness Drunks  Murdered by Guinness Drunks  Murdered by Guinness Drunks  Murdered by Guinness Drunks 
will not be published until a "Woman MD is Ourwill not be published until a "Woman MD is Ourwill not be published until a "Woman MD is Ourwill not be published until a "Woman MD is Our George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness  George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness  George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness  George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness 
Drunk Dude probably gave Farrah FawcettDrunk Dude probably gave Farrah FawcettDrunk Dude probably gave Farrah FawcettDrunk Dude probably gave Farrah Fawcett "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks  "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks  "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks  "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks 
don't tell women what sex diseasesdon't tell women what sex diseasesdon't tell women what sex diseasesdon't tell women what sex diseases they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness!  they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness!  they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness!  they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness! 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints14 No Saints14 No Saints14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts
Dictators who are all Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, allDictators who are all Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, allDictators who are all Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, allDictators who are all Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, all everyone are  everyone are  everyone are  everyone are 
responsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saintresponsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saintresponsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saintresponsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saint Patrick's Day 2014.  Patrick's Day 2014.  Patrick's Day 2014.  Patrick's Day 2014. 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary  Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary  Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary  Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary 
B. Greg will save her live from OurB. Greg will save her live from OurB. Greg will save her live from OurB. Greg will save her live from Our George Orwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for  George Orwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for  George Orwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for  George Orwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for 
"Endless Wars," none"Endless Wars," none"Endless Wars," none"Endless Wars," none are "Conscious Objectors."  are "Conscious Objectors."  are "Conscious Objectors."  are "Conscious Objectors." 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014,  valor to save Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014,  valor to save Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014,  valor to save Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 
2015, 2016,2015, 2016,2015, 2016,2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will do this!  2017... Greg will do this!  2017... Greg will do this!  2017... Greg will do this! 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer  Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be t Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be t Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be t Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer he organizer he organizer he organizer 
of Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness highof Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life...  valor to save Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fightinghttp://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fightinghttp://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fightinghttp://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fighting----pollutionpollutionpollutionpollution----parisparisparisparis----imposesimposesimposesimposes----
partialpartialpartialpartial----drivingdrivingdrivingdriving----ban.html?_r=0ban.html?_r=0ban.html?_r=0ban.html?_r=0

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris Imposes Partial Driving  Imposes Partial Driving  Imposes Partial Driving  Imposes Partial Driving 
Ban By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014 Poison GasolineBan By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014 Poison GasolineBan By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014 Poison GasolineBan By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014 Poison Gasoline Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare  Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare  Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare  Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare 
was killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwellwas killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwellwas killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwellwas killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day 2014...  Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day 2014...  Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day 2014...  Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day 2014... 
Drunk but not drunk on the SuperDrunk but not drunk on the SuperDrunk but not drunk on the SuperDrunk but not drunk on the Super Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to  Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to  Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to  Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to 
Discover how Gravity isDiscover how Gravity isDiscover how Gravity isDiscover how Gravity is Generated! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention!  Generated! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention!  Generated! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention!  Generated! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention! 

3333----17171717----14 Jewish14 Jewish14 Jewish14 Jewish Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trillion in the Same  Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trillion in the Same  Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trillion in the Same  Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trillion in the Same 
FrenchFrenchFrenchFrench Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS  Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS  Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS  Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS ———— WithWithWithWith
pollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed apollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed apollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed apollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed a partial  partial  partial  partial 
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driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20 years, and public  years, and public  years, and public  years, and public 
transportation was free for a fourth consecutive day. Seventransportation was free for a fourth consecutive day. Seventransportation was free for a fourth consecutive day. Seventransportation was free for a fourth consecutive day. Seven hundred police officers were  hundred police officers were  hundred police officers were  hundred police officers were 
deployed throughout the city, Francedeployed throughout the city, Francedeployed throughout the city, Francedeployed throughout the city, France’’’’s capital, thes capital, thes capital, thes capital, the authorities said, to stop and fine the  authorities said, to stop and fine the  authorities said, to stop and fine the  authorities said, to stop and fine the 
drivers of vehicles with evendrivers of vehicles with evendrivers of vehicles with evendrivers of vehicles with even----numberednumberednumberednumbered license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were  license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were  license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were  license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were 
exempted, as were cars withexempted, as were cars withexempted, as were cars withexempted, as were cars with three or more passengers, the cars of public transport employees  three or more passengers, the cars of public transport employees  three or more passengers, the cars of public transport employees  three or more passengers, the cars of public transport employees 
and those withand those withand those withand those with foreign plates. Cars with even foreign plates. Cars with even foreign plates. Cars with even foreign plates. Cars with even----numbered license plates were allowed to parknumbered license plates were allowed to parknumbered license plates were allowed to parknumbered license plates were allowed to park
free. Drivers with oddfree. Drivers with oddfree. Drivers with oddfree. Drivers with odd----numbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not onlynumbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not onlynumbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not onlynumbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not only were they  were they  were they  were they 
authorized to drive but also traffic jams in and around the city wereauthorized to drive but also traffic jams in and around the city wereauthorized to drive but also traffic jams in and around the city wereauthorized to drive but also traffic jams in and around the city were reduced by as much  reduced by as much  reduced by as much  reduced by as much 
as 60 percent, the police and government officials said. Ifas 60 percent, the police and government officials said. Ifas 60 percent, the police and government officials said. Ifas 60 percent, the police and government officials said. If the measure is extended  the measure is extended  the measure is extended  the measure is extended 
Tuesday, vehicles with oddTuesday, vehicles with oddTuesday, vehicles with oddTuesday, vehicles with odd----numbered plates will benumbered plates will benumbered plates will benumbered plates will be banned. Speed limits around Paris  banned. Speed limits around Paris  banned. Speed limits around Paris  banned. Speed limits around Paris 
have already been reduced by 20 kilometers, orhave already been reduced by 20 kilometers, orhave already been reduced by 20 kilometers, orhave already been reduced by 20 kilometers, or about 12 miles, per hour, and heavy trucks  about 12 miles, per hour, and heavy trucks  about 12 miles, per hour, and heavy trucks  about 12 miles, per hour, and heavy trucks 
are being diverted from the region.are being diverted from the region.are being diverted from the region.are being diverted from the region. Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the  Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the  Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the  Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the 
VélibVélibVélibVélib’’’’ bikebikebikebike----sharingsharingsharingsharing program and Autolib program and Autolib program and Autolib program and Autolib’’’’ carcarcarcar----sharing service have been free.Pollution sharing service have been free.Pollution sharing service have been free.Pollution sharing service have been free.Pollution 
levels,levels,levels,levels, especially of the particulate matter that is partly attributable to vehicle especially of the particulate matter that is partly attributable to vehicle especially of the particulate matter that is partly attributable to vehicle especially of the particulate matter that is partly attributable to vehicle emissions,  emissions,  emissions,  emissions, 
appear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonablyappear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonablyappear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonablyappear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonably warm days, cool  warm days, cool  warm days, cool  warm days, cool 
nights and little wind, pollutants have settled in highnights and little wind, pollutants have settled in highnights and little wind, pollutants have settled in highnights and little wind, pollutants have settled in high concentrations over Paris and  concentrations over Paris and  concentrations over Paris and  concentrations over Paris and 
about 30 other French cities, especially inabout 30 other French cities, especially inabout 30 other French cities, especially inabout 30 other French cities, especially in northern France. Particulate matter known as  northern France. Particulate matter known as  northern France. Particulate matter known as  northern France. Particulate matter known as 
PM 10, or particulate matter ofPM 10, or particulate matter ofPM 10, or particulate matter ofPM 10, or particulate matter of less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause  less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause  less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause  less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause 
respiratory problems andrespiratory problems andrespiratory problems andrespiratory problems and general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140  general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140  general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140  general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140 
micrograms permicrograms permicrograms permicrograms per cubic meter last week, according to French and European measurements,  cubic meter last week, according to French and European measurements,  cubic meter last week, according to French and European measurements,  cubic meter last week, according to French and European measurements, 
well abovewell abovewell abovewell above the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and around  around  around  around 
this city in recent days, especially for young children, the Frenchthis city in recent days, especially for young children, the Frenchthis city in recent days, especially for young children, the Frenchthis city in recent days, especially for young children, the French health minister, Marisol  health minister, Marisol  health minister, Marisol  health minister, Marisol 
Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then,Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then,Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then,Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then, particulate matter had fallen  particulate matter had fallen  particulate matter had fallen  particulate matter had fallen 
below the alert level, according to Airparif,below the alert level, according to Airparif,below the alert level, according to Airparif,below the alert level, according to Airparif, which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10  which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10  which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10  which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10 
level on an average day in Parislevel on an average day in Parislevel on an average day in Parislevel on an average day in Paris has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10  has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10  has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10  has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10 
readings in Beijingreadings in Beijingreadings in Beijingreadings in Beijing generally hover around 120, with peaks of more than 750, according  generally hover around 120, with peaks of more than 750, according  generally hover around 120, with peaks of more than 750, according  generally hover around 120, with peaks of more than 750, according 
totototo measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a partial  partial  partial  partial 
driving ban for one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeabledriving ban for one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeabledriving ban for one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeabledriving ban for one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeable effect on  effect on  effect on  effect on 
pollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30 a.m. onpollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30 a.m. onpollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30 a.m. onpollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30 a.m. on Monday, 3,000 drivers  Monday, 3,000 drivers  Monday, 3,000 drivers  Monday, 3,000 drivers 
of evenof evenof evenof even----numbered cars had already been stopped for defyingnumbered cars had already been stopped for defyingnumbered cars had already been stopped for defyingnumbered cars had already been stopped for defying the ban, the police said.  the ban, the police said.  the ban, the police said.  the ban, the police said. 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... US 2014... US 2014... US 2014... US 
NavyNavyNavyNavy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... Elite Aviation Team During Winter Training,  Again... Elite Aviation Team During Winter Training,  Again... Elite Aviation Team During Winter Training,  Again... Elite Aviation Team During Winter Training, 
Odyssey Firefight againstOdyssey Firefight againstOdyssey Firefight againstOdyssey Firefight against women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and  women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and  women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and  women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and 
the Blue Angelsthe Blue Angelsthe Blue Angelsthe Blue Angels killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused  killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused  killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused  killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused 
them athem athem athem a Arlington Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in  Arlington Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in  Arlington Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in  Arlington Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in 
KeyKeyKeyKey West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back! 

3333----16161616----14141414 Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop
Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top Brass are really the Cop KillerKillers are inside the car armed, drugged Top Brass are really the Cop KillerKillers are inside the car armed, drugged Top Brass are really the Cop KillerKillers are inside the car armed, drugged Top Brass are really the Cop Killer this time as  this time as  this time as  this time as 
Numb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention ofNumb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention ofNumb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention ofNumb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention of Dash Cams with mic +  Dash Cams with mic +  Dash Cams with mic +  Dash Cams with mic + 
speaker for the last several years and several cops havespeaker for the last several years and several cops havespeaker for the last several years and several cops havespeaker for the last several years and several cops have been killed because of our George  been killed because of our George  been killed because of our George  been killed because of our George 
Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has aOrwell Dictator... Yale Med School has aOrwell Dictator... Yale Med School has aOrwell Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that  classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that  classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that  classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that 
make MD kill, torture andmake MD kill, torture andmake MD kill, torture andmake MD kill, torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago would be a  give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago would be a  give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago would be a  give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago would be a 
life saver notlife saver notlife saver notlife saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across
the United States the United States the United States the United States ---- roughly 3,000 of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are usingroughly 3,000 of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are usingroughly 3,000 of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are usingroughly 3,000 of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are using or trying  or trying  or trying  or trying 
out these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentiallyout these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentiallyout these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentiallyout these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentially

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey minivans in the  minivans in the  minivans in the  minivans in the 
U.S. because a fuel pump cover can deteriorate and cause a fuelU.S. because a fuel pump cover can deteriorate and cause a fuelU.S. because a fuel pump cover can deteriorate and cause a fuelU.S. because a fuel pump cover can deteriorate and cause a fuel leak...  leak...  leak...  leak... 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that Monday it will be  Monday it will be  Monday it will be  Monday it will be 
recalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda Odyssey and Odysseyrecalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda Odyssey and Odysseyrecalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda Odyssey and Odysseyrecalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda Odyssey and Odyssey Absolute for Japan  Absolute for Japan  Absolute for Japan  Absolute for Japan 
another generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be putanother generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be putanother generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be putanother generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be put on trial and hanged! Only  on trial and hanged! Only  on trial and hanged! Only  on trial and hanged! Only 
thing different is the "War" was over $777 Trillionthing different is the "War" was over $777 Trillionthing different is the "War" was over $777 Trillionthing different is the "War" was over $777 Trillion for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go  for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go  for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go  for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go 
along with the poison gasoline exhaustalong with the poison gasoline exhaustalong with the poison gasoline exhaustalong with the poison gasoline exhaust while killing off generations of Japanese "women"  while killing off generations of Japanese "women"  while killing off generations of Japanese "women"  while killing off generations of Japanese "women" 
from "InventingSomething" likefrom "InventingSomething" likefrom "InventingSomething" likefrom "InventingSomething" like the Gravity Engine!  the Gravity Engine!  the Gravity Engine!  the Gravity Engine! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... The 2014... The 2014... The 2014... The 
Odyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one ofOdyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one ofOdyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one ofOdyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one of two major ancient Greek epic poems attributed to  two major ancient Greek epic poems attributed to  two major ancient Greek epic poems attributed to  two major ancient Greek epic poems attributed to 
Homer. It is, in part, a sequelHomer. It is, in part, a sequelHomer. It is, in part, a sequelHomer. It is, in part, a sequel to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is  to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is  to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is  to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is 
fundamental to thefundamental to thefundamental to thefundamental to the modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of  modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of  modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of  modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of 
WesternWesternWesternWestern literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is believed to have been composed literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is believed to have been composed literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is believed to have been composed literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is believed to have been composed near the  near the  near the  near the 
end of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal regionend of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal regionend of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal regionend of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal region of Anatolia. The  of Anatolia. The  of Anatolia. The  of Anatolia. The 
poem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known aspoem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known aspoem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known aspoem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known as Ulysses in Roman myths) and  Ulysses in Roman myths) and  Ulysses in Roman myths) and  Ulysses in Roman myths) and 
his journey home after the fall of Troy. It takeshis journey home after the fall of Troy. It takeshis journey home after the fall of Troy. It takeshis journey home after the fall of Troy. It takes Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the  Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the  Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the  Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the 
tentententen----year Trojan War.[2] In hisyear Trojan War.[2] In hisyear Trojan War.[2] In hisyear Trojan War.[2] In his absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife Penelope  absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife Penelope  absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife Penelope  absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife Penelope 
and son Telemachusand son Telemachusand son Telemachusand son Telemachus must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who  must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who  must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who  must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who 
competecompetecompetecompete for Penelope's hand in marriage.  for Penelope's hand in marriage.  for Penelope's hand in marriage.  for Penelope's hand in marriage. 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad  Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad  Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad  Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad 
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Man's Diet" will Recall BankruptMan's Diet" will Recall BankruptMan's Diet" will Recall BankruptMan's Diet" will Recall Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Toshiba Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Toshiba Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Toshiba Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... 2014... 2014... 2014... 
Toshiba received FDAToshiba received FDAToshiba received FDAToshiba received FDA clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology, now  clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology, now  clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology, now  clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology, now 
being madebeing madebeing madebeing made available on the company available on the company available on the company available on the company’’’’s flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and s flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and s flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and s flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and 
AquilionAquilionAquilionAquilion ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial Perfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardial ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial Perfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardial ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial Perfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardial ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial Perfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardial
ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature.ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature.ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature.ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature. Toshiba will be  Toshiba will be  Toshiba will be  Toshiba will be 
showing off the new package on its 320showing off the new package on its 320showing off the new package on its 320showing off the new package on its 320----detectordetectordetectordetector----row CT scannersrow CT scannersrow CT scannersrow CT scanners at the American College  at the American College  at the American College  at the American College 
of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in Washington, D.C.of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in Washington, D.C.of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in Washington, D.C.of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in Washington, D.C. later this month. New Odyssey...  later this month. New Odyssey...  later this month. New Odyssey...  later this month. New Odyssey... 
New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "BrokenNew 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "BrokenNew 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "BrokenNew 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall  Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall  Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall  Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall 
Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston Scientific"  Scientific"  Scientific"  Scientific" 
recalling 800 BC and now 4recalling 800 BC and now 4recalling 800 BC and now 4recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... Boston Scientific received2014... Boston Scientific received2014... Boston Scientific received2014... Boston Scientific received European regulatory  European regulatory  European regulatory  European regulatory 
approval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronaryapproval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronaryapproval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronaryapproval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronary Stent System for  Stent System for  Stent System for  Stent System for 
treatment of coronary artery disease. The stent is essentiallytreatment of coronary artery disease. The stent is essentiallytreatment of coronary artery disease. The stent is essentiallytreatment of coronary artery disease. The stent is essentially the Promus PREMIER but  the Promus PREMIER but  the Promus PREMIER but  the Promus PREMIER but 
without the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Arterywithout the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Arterywithout the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Arterywithout the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Artery Disease is the Highest in Key West +  Disease is the Highest in Key West +  Disease is the Highest in Key West +  Disease is the Highest in Key West + 
Boston, grin! Boston, grin! Boston, grin! Boston, grin! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... Migraines have 2014... Migraines have 2014... Migraines have 2014... Migraines have 
been a challengingbeen a challengingbeen a challengingbeen a challenging condition to treat, often requiring patients to take powerful drugs  condition to treat, often requiring patients to take powerful drugs  condition to treat, often requiring patients to take powerful drugs  condition to treat, often requiring patients to take powerful drugs 
withwithwithwith substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure  Cure  Cure  Cure 
for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Meccafor "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Meccafor "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Meccafor "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Mecca and women in  and women in  and women in  and women in 
Mecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a Rx OvernightMecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a Rx OvernightMecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a Rx OvernightMecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for breast  Penicillin like cure for breast  Penicillin like cure for breast  Penicillin like cure for breast 
cancer! CIA knew this when they let the moneycancer! CIA knew this when they let the moneycancer! CIA knew this when they let the moneycancer! CIA knew this when they let the money go...  go...  go...  go... 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 4 4 4----16161616----2014... Google Glasses to 2014... Google Glasses to 2014... Google Glasses to 2014... Google Glasses to 
see the small print and the screen in sunlight,see the small print and the screen in sunlight,see the small print and the screen in sunlight,see the small print and the screen in sunlight, No! A number of eye conditions can make a  No! A number of eye conditions can make a  No! A number of eye conditions can make a  No! A number of eye conditions can make a 
person to lose the ability to changeperson to lose the ability to changeperson to lose the ability to changeperson to lose the ability to change the shape of the lens, also known as loss of  the shape of the lens, also known as loss of  the shape of the lens, also known as loss of  the shape of the lens, also known as loss of 
accommodation. People withaccommodation. People withaccommodation. People withaccommodation. People with presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses  presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses  presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses  presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses 
for cataractsfor cataractsfor cataractsfor cataracts suffer from this frustrating condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision... suffer from this frustrating condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision... suffer from this frustrating condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision... suffer from this frustrating condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision...
Power Vision is not Google Glasses! Power Vision is not Google Glasses! Power Vision is not Google Glasses! Power Vision is not Google Glasses! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 201414 Japan Odyssey New 201414 Japan Odyssey New 201414 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women"  "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women"  "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women"  "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women" 
recalling 800 BC and nowrecalling 800 BC and nowrecalling 800 BC and nowrecalling 800 BC and now 4 4 4 4----16161616----2014... Wis. man sentenced for drugging, assaulting 2014... Wis. man sentenced for drugging, assaulting 2014... Wis. man sentenced for drugging, assaulting 2014... Wis. man sentenced for drugging, assaulting 
women... MADISON, Wis.women... MADISON, Wis.women... MADISON, Wis.women... MADISON, Wis. (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ———— Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three 
women walked towomen walked towomen walked towomen walked to the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George  the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George  the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George  the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George 
OrwellOrwellOrwellOrwell recorded all this man's planning to drug and assault women and never  recorded all this man's planning to drug and assault women and never  recorded all this man's planning to drug and assault women and never  recorded all this man's planning to drug and assault women and never 
PREVENTEDPREVENTEDPREVENTEDPREVENTED THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are  THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are  THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are  THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are 
allallallall Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Baby Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Baby Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Baby Baby Killers, none are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Baby Killer" and will  Killer" and will  Killer" and will  Killer" and will 
leave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing theleave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing theleave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing theleave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing the ElectricWindmillCar is  ElectricWindmillCar is  ElectricWindmillCar is  ElectricWindmillCar is 
Climate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) isClimate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) isClimate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) isClimate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) is an "individual who has claimed  an "individual who has claimed  an "individual who has claimed  an "individual who has claimed 
the right to refuse to drug + assault women, nonethe right to refuse to drug + assault women, nonethe right to refuse to drug + assault women, nonethe right to refuse to drug + assault women, none of the Pentagons Top Brass are  of the Pentagons Top Brass are  of the Pentagons Top Brass are  of the Pentagons Top Brass are 
conscientious objectors! Especially when this isconscientious objectors! Especially when this isconscientious objectors! Especially when this isconscientious objectors! Especially when this is ok in war!  ok in war!  ok in war!  ok in war! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 and now 4 and now 4 and now 4----16161616----2014... US 2014... US 2014... US 2014... US 
Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... EliteNavy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... EliteNavy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... EliteNavy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... Elite Aviation Team During Winter Training,  Aviation Team During Winter Training,  Aviation Team During Winter Training,  Aviation Team During Winter Training, 
Odyssey Firefight against women in theOdyssey Firefight against women in theOdyssey Firefight against women in theOdyssey Firefight against women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and  Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and  Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and  Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, and 
the Blue Angels killed 44Kthe Blue Angels killed 44Kthe Blue Angels killed 44Kthe Blue Angels killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused  women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused  women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused  women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused 
them a Arlingtonthem a Arlingtonthem a Arlingtonthem a Arlington Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in  Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in  Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in  Grave next to Combat Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in 
Key West, andKey West, andKey West, andKey West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan14 Japan14 Japan14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014...2014...2014...2014...

3333----16161616----14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed,14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed,14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed,14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top Brass are  drugged Top Brass are  drugged Top Brass are  drugged Top Brass are 
really the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts Dictators whoreally the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts Dictators whoreally the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts Dictators whoreally the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the idea  ever they are suppressed the idea  ever they are suppressed the idea  ever they are suppressed the idea 
of Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the lastof Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the lastof Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the lastof Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the last several years and several cops have been killed  several years and several cops have been killed  several years and several cops have been killed  several years and several cops have been killed 
because of our George Orwellbecause of our George Orwellbecause of our George Orwellbecause of our George Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled  Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled  Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled  Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled 
"Doctors +"Doctors +"Doctors +"Doctors + Dictators" that make MD kill, torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just Dictators" that make MD kill, torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just Dictators" that make MD kill, torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just Dictators" that make MD kill, torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just
H2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras areH2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras areH2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras areH2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be  starting to be  starting to be  starting to be 
worn by police officers across the United States worn by police officers across the United States worn by police officers across the United States worn by police officers across the United States ---- roughly 3,000roughly 3,000roughly 3,000roughly 3,000 of 18,000 law enforcement  of 18,000 law enforcement  of 18,000 law enforcement  of 18,000 law enforcement 
agencies are using or trying out these cameras and theagencies are using or trying out these cameras and theagencies are using or trying out these cameras and theagencies are using or trying out these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow  numbers are expected to grow  numbers are expected to grow  numbers are expected to grow 
exponentially exponentially exponentially exponentially 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New14 Japan Odyssey New14 Japan Odyssey New14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... 2014... 2014... 2014... 
Honda Recalls 900000Honda Recalls 900000Honda Recalls 900000Honda Recalls 900000 Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit  Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit  Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit  Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit 
outside Boboutside Boboutside Boboutside Bob Lindsay Honda in Peoria, Illinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel Acker Lindsay Honda in Peoria, Illinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel Acker Lindsay Honda in Peoria, Illinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel Acker Lindsay Honda in Peoria, Illinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel Acker————
Bloomberg/GettyBloomberg/GettyBloomberg/GettyBloomberg/Getty Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's  Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's  Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's  Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's 
ok...ok...ok...ok... Washington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is all Washington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is all Washington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is all Washington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is all right if half  right if half  right if half  right if half 
of Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an interview with Rollingof Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an interview with Rollingof Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an interview with Rollingof Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an interview with Rolling Stone, Gates said that  Stone, Gates said that  Stone, Gates said that  Stone, Gates said that 
innovation in California was at its absolute peak rightinnovation in California was at its absolute peak rightinnovation in California was at its absolute peak rightinnovation in California was at its absolute peak right now, adding that while half  now, adding that while half  now, adding that while half  now, adding that while half 
the .GM, experts call latest crash death tallythe .GM, experts call latest crash death tallythe .GM, experts call latest crash death tallythe .GM, experts call latest crash death tally misleading... General Motors says it cannot  misleading... General Motors says it cannot  misleading... General Motors says it cannot  misleading... General Motors says it cannot 
rule out that more than 12rule out that more than 12rule out that more than 12rule out that more than 12 fatalities will ultimately be linked to the problem in cars it  fatalities will ultimately be linked to the problem in cars it  fatalities will ultimately be linked to the problem in cars it  fatalities will ultimately be linked to the problem in cars it 
recalled lastrecalled lastrecalled lastrecalled last month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center for month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center for month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center for month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center for
Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ... Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ... Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ... Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 
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2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's 
homes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Baby Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm... 

3333----15151515----14141414 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her best  best  best  best 
to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full of Poison Chemicals,to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full of Poison Chemicals,to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full of Poison Chemicals,to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full of Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use  Mary B. will use  Mary B. will use  Mary B. will use 
Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals andApple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals andApple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals andApple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see in  you will be able to see in  you will be able to see in  you will be able to see in 
3333----D how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and forD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and forD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and forD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband  all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband  all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband  all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband 
Killers... are exposed by the wife but theKillers... are exposed by the wife but theKillers... are exposed by the wife but theKillers... are exposed by the wife but the Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new  Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new  Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new  Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new 
Movie will Change this!Movie will Change this!Movie will Change this!Movie will Change this!

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang"14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang"14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang"14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The  Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The  Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The  Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The 
world's richest man + wife not a fan ofworld's richest man + wife not a fan ofworld's richest man + wife not a fan ofworld's richest man + wife not a fan of Snowden and told Rolling Stone in an interview  Snowden and told Rolling Stone in an interview  Snowden and told Rolling Stone in an interview  Snowden and told Rolling Stone in an interview 
that Snowden broke the law andthat Snowden broke the law andthat Snowden broke the law andthat Snowden broke the law and his actions do not ...  his actions do not ...  his actions do not ...  his actions do not ... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The  "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The  "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The  "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The 
Monuments MenMonuments MenMonuments MenMonuments Men’’’’ Mary B. will directMary B. will directMary B. will directMary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of  "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of  "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of  "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 
100 Million Women! George100 Million Women! George100 Million Women! George100 Million Women! George Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true  Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true  Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true  Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true 
World War II storyWorld War II storyWorld War II storyWorld War II story about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged  about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged  about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged  about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged 
withwithwithwith rescuing Europe rescuing Europe rescuing Europe rescuing Europe’’’’s cultural treasures from the Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who alsos cultural treasures from the Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who alsos cultural treasures from the Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who alsos cultural treasures from the Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who also stars, has  stars, has  stars, has  stars, has 
rounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Billrounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Billrounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Billrounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Bill Murray and  Murray and  Murray and  Murray and 
Jean Dujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fitsJean Dujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fitsJean Dujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fitsJean Dujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fits this story and he often  this story and he often  this story and he often  this story and he often 
slips into a pandering mode, with too many easy smilesslips into a pandering mode, with too many easy smilesslips into a pandering mode, with too many easy smilesslips into a pandering mode, with too many easy smiles and needless speeches. NEEDLESS  and needless speeches. NEEDLESS  and needless speeches. NEEDLESS  and needless speeches. NEEDLESS 
MOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WWMOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WWMOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WWMOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WW II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects  II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects  II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects  II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects 
movie made in its place would have been tomovie made in its place would have been tomovie made in its place would have been tomovie made in its place would have been to Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C  Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C  Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C  Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C 
grade and everyone already knewgrade and everyone already knewgrade and everyone already knewgrade and everyone already knew this but "Sucker Punched Mary B." into going to this  this but "Sucker Punched Mary B." into going to this  this but "Sucker Punched Mary B." into going to this  this but "Sucker Punched Mary B." into going to this 
movie, just like she gotmovie, just like she gotmovie, just like she gotmovie, just like she got Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the
ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney  Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney  Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney  Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney 
directed thisdirected thisdirected thisdirected this dramatization of the fascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. will dramatization of the fascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. will dramatization of the fascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. will dramatization of the fascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. will
direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women!direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women!direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women!direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! WW II  WW II  WW II  WW II 
stories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even beenstories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even beenstories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even beenstories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even been suppressed and stifled by  suppressed and stifled by  suppressed and stifled by  suppressed and stifled by 
Yale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a "Fall" iceYale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a "Fall" iceYale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a "Fall" iceYale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a "Fall" ice pack on her wrist didn't want to tell  pack on her wrist didn't want to tell  pack on her wrist didn't want to tell  pack on her wrist didn't want to tell 
greg how to so I could start thinking of agreg how to so I could start thinking of agreg how to so I could start thinking of agreg how to so I could start thinking of a invention to prevent this same fall for other  invention to prevent this same fall for other  invention to prevent this same fall for other  invention to prevent this same fall for other 
women... Fall from Grace... "Babywomen... Fall from Grace... "Babywomen... Fall from Grace... "Babywomen... Fall from Grace... "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward  Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward  Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward  Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward 
Snowden... to Hell withSnowden... to Hell withSnowden... to Hell withSnowden... to Hell with "Delusional Jealousy" movies, Mary B. will make "Delusional  "Delusional Jealousy" movies, Mary B. will make "Delusional  "Delusional Jealousy" movies, Mary B. will make "Delusional  "Delusional Jealousy" movies, Mary B. will make "Delusional 
Jealousy II" aboutJealousy II" aboutJealousy II" aboutJealousy II" about the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional  the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional  the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional  the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional 
Jealousy" yetJealousy" yetJealousy" yetJealousy" yet Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden...  Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden...  Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden...  Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates  Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates  Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates  Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates 
said that there "hassaid that there "hassaid that there "hassaid that there "has to be a debate" about government snooping, but indicated that some  to be a debate" about government snooping, but indicated that some  to be a debate" about government snooping, but indicated that some  to be a debate" about government snooping, but indicated that some 
aspects ofaspects ofaspects ofaspects of government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit of  of  of  of 
controversy regarding its alleged cooperation withcontroversy regarding its alleged cooperation withcontroversy regarding its alleged cooperation withcontroversy regarding its alleged cooperation with the NSA. Last July, the the NSA. Last July, the the NSA. Last July, the the NSA. Last July, the Guardian  Guardian  Guardian  Guardian 
reported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA and FBI in accessingreported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA and FBI in accessingreported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA and FBI in accessingreported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA and FBI in accessing user data, including  user data, including  user data, including  user data, including 
providing video and audio conversations from Skype,providing video and audio conversations from Skype,providing video and audio conversations from Skype,providing video and audio conversations from Skype, Microsoft's video chat service. A Der  Microsoft's video chat service. A Der  Microsoft's video chat service. A Der  Microsoft's video chat service. A Der 
Spiegel report in December also found thatSpiegel report in December also found thatSpiegel report in December also found thatSpiegel report in December also found that the NSA would use fake Windows error messages  the NSA would use fake Windows error messages  the NSA would use fake Windows error messages  the NSA would use fake Windows error messages 
to spy on people... Bill + Melindato spy on people... Bill + Melindato spy on people... Bill + Melindato spy on people... Bill + Melinda know the names of more Pedophiles + Child Sex  know the names of more Pedophiles + Child Sex  know the names of more Pedophiles + Child Sex  know the names of more Pedophiles + Child Sex 
Programmers than the Pope and BillProgrammers than the Pope and BillProgrammers than the Pope and BillProgrammers than the Pope and Bill refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against  refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against  refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against  refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against 
kids and women sex slaveskids and women sex slaveskids and women sex slaveskids and women sex slaves in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key  in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key  in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key  in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key 
West.... grin!West.... grin!West.... grin!West.... grin!

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 
2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's 
homes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Baby Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby14 "Baby14 "Baby14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume"  Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume"  Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume"  Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume" 
butbutbutbut not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its worthless unless a new formula can be not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its worthless unless a new formula can be not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its worthless unless a new formula can be not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its worthless unless a new formula can be
inspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in theinspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in theinspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in theinspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in the Frontal Lobes  Frontal Lobes  Frontal Lobes  Frontal Lobes 
just "Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Curejust "Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Curejust "Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Curejust "Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Cure for Breast Cancer, and 3  for Breast Cancer, and 3  for Breast Cancer, and 3  for Breast Cancer, and 3 
women in Pink early this morning might mean Georgewomen in Pink early this morning might mean Georgewomen in Pink early this morning might mean Georgewomen in Pink early this morning might mean George Orwell is going to make contact  Orwell is going to make contact  Orwell is going to make contact  Orwell is going to make contact 
and let us Race for the Cure... he "Suckerand let us Race for the Cure... he "Suckerand let us Race for the Cure... he "Suckerand let us Race for the Cure... he "Sucker Punched" 100 million women world wide with out  Punched" 100 million women world wide with out  Punched" 100 million women world wide with out  Punched" 100 million women world wide with out 
of his Mad Man's loss of theof his Mad Man's loss of theof his Mad Man's loss of theof his Mad Man's loss of the Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter,  Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter,  Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter,  Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, 
Kennedy, Clintons,Kennedy, Clintons,Kennedy, Clintons,Kennedy, Clintons, Bush didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980...  Bush didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980...  Bush didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980...  Bush didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980... 
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wow!wow!wow!wow!

3333----15151515----14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her best  wife trying her best  wife trying her best  wife trying her best 
to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full ofto get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full ofto get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full ofto get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch Meat full of Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use  Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use  Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use  Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use 
Apple computer simulation on Lunch MeatsApple computer simulation on Lunch MeatsApple computer simulation on Lunch MeatsApple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see in  Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see in  Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see in  Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see in 
3333----D how they cause PancreaticD how they cause PancreaticD how they cause PancreaticD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband  Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband  Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband  Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband 
Killers... are exposed byKillers... are exposed byKillers... are exposed byKillers... are exposed by the wife but the Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new  the wife but the Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new  the wife but the Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new  the wife but the Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new 
Movie willMovie willMovie willMovie will Change this!  Change this!  Change this!  Change this! 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of  Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 
2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's  controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's 
homes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Babyhomes... these people are 'Baby Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm... 

3333----15151515----14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a  TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a  TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a  TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a 
ComcastComcastComcastComcast Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote, and have to turn on the device with each Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote, and have to turn on the device with each Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote, and have to turn on the device with each Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote, and have to turn on the device with each
but can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so intobut can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so intobut can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so intobut can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so into CIA Torture  CIA Torture  CIA Torture  CIA Torture 
they let this go on for decades after they were going to make onethey let this go on for decades after they were going to make onethey let this go on for decades after they were going to make onethey let this go on for decades after they were going to make one Remote Universal. 1,001  Remote Universal. 1,001  Remote Universal. 1,001  Remote Universal. 1,001 
Invention Projects this is One! Invention Projects this is One! Invention Projects this is One! Invention Projects this is One! 

3333----15151515----14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda +14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda +14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda +14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda + The University President who lets Saudi  The University President who lets Saudi  The University President who lets Saudi  The University President who lets Saudi 
Arabia Students at Yale get a "Salary ofArabia Students at Yale get a "Salary ofArabia Students at Yale get a "Salary ofArabia Students at Yale get a "Salary of $59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they  $59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they  $59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they  $59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they 
announced a $59,800announced a $59,800announced a $59,800announced a $59,800 undergraduate bill for the 2014 undergraduate bill for the 2014 undergraduate bill for the 2014 undergraduate bill for the 2014----’’’’15 academic year on Thursday, up 15 academic year on Thursday, up 15 academic year on Thursday, up 15 academic year on Thursday, up 
from thisfrom thisfrom thisfrom this year year year year’’’’s $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 ands $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 ands $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 ands $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 and
tuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But according to a University presstuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But according to a University presstuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But according to a University presstuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But according to a University press release  release  release  release 
accompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will notaccompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will notaccompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will notaccompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will not be affected by  be affected by  be affected by  be affected by 
the rise in Yalethe rise in Yalethe rise in Yalethe rise in Yale’’’’s cost unless there is a change in their owns cost unless there is a change in their owns cost unless there is a change in their owns cost unless there is a change in their own financial circumstances that  financial circumstances that  financial circumstances that  financial circumstances that 
reduces their need for financial aid. Fiftyreduces their need for financial aid. Fiftyreduces their need for financial aid. Fiftyreduces their need for financial aid. Fifty----twotwotwotwo percent of Yale students receive financial  percent of Yale students receive financial  percent of Yale students receive financial  percent of Yale students receive financial 
aid, with the average student onaid, with the average student onaid, with the average student onaid, with the average student on financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants.  financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants.  financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants.  financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants. ““““Our goals of Our goals of Our goals of Our goals of 
providing the highestproviding the highestproviding the highestproviding the highest quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine  quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine  quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine  quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine 
both the termboth the termboth the termboth the term bill and the great breadth of our fina bill and the great breadth of our fina bill and the great breadth of our fina bill and the great breadth of our financial aid commitment,ncial aid commitment,ncial aid commitment,ncial aid commitment,”””” Provost Provost Provost Provost 
BenjaminBenjaminBenjaminBenjamin Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are
being subsidized by the Universitybeing subsidized by the Universitybeing subsidized by the Universitybeing subsidized by the University’’’’s endowment returns. Improving Yales endowment returns. Improving Yales endowment returns. Improving Yales endowment returns. Improving Yale’’’’ssss accessibility to  accessibility to  accessibility to  accessibility to 
highhighhighhigh----achieving lowachieving lowachieving lowachieving low----income students has been a core priority ofincome students has been a core priority ofincome students has been a core priority ofincome students has been a core priority of University President Peter  University President Peter  University President Peter  University President Peter 
Salovey and other Yale administrators, said MarkSalovey and other Yale administrators, said MarkSalovey and other Yale administrators, said MarkSalovey and other Yale administrators, said Mark Kantrowitz, vice Kantrowitz, vice Kantrowitz, vice Kantrowitz, vice----president of Edvisors president of Edvisors president of Edvisors president of Edvisors 
Network, a financialNetwork, a financialNetwork, a financialNetwork, a financial----aid and higheraid and higheraid and higheraid and higher education consulting firm. He added that the  education consulting firm. He added that the  education consulting firm. He added that the  education consulting firm. He added that the 
UniversityUniversityUniversityUniversity’’’’s robust financial aids robust financial aids robust financial aids robust financial aid and considerable endowment mean prospective students  and considerable endowment mean prospective students  and considerable endowment mean prospective students  and considerable endowment mean prospective students 
should not be worried byshould not be worried byshould not be worried byshould not be worried by Yale Yale Yale Yale’’’’s hefty price. s hefty price. s hefty price. s hefty price. 

3333----15151515----14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill +14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill +14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill +14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill + Melinda  Melinda  Melinda  Melinda 

3333----15151515----14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who also sold Kidneys to  also sold Kidneys to  also sold Kidneys to  also sold Kidneys to 
Saudi Princes! Saudi Princes! Saudi Princes! Saudi Princes! 

3333----15151515----14 "New 2014 Medical School14 "New 2014 Medical School14 "New 2014 Medical School14 "New 2014 Medical School Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West  Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West  Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West  Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West 
build 101 JFK Superbuild 101 JFK Superbuild 101 JFK Superbuild 101 JFK Super Destroyers with out 10K windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Destroyers with out 10K windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Destroyers with out 10K windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Destroyers with out 10K windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 
---- 254 C254 C254 C254 C below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to make up  make up  make up  make up 
for loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalledfor loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalledfor loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalledfor loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalled in win 8.2 fix...  in win 8.2 fix...  in win 8.2 fix...  in win 8.2 fix... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die in a hot car in the summer of 2014...  in a hot car in the summer of 2014...  in a hot car in the summer of 2014...  in a hot car in the summer of 2014... 
100's! 100's! 100's! 100's! 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS  Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS  Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS  Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS 
adaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Officeadaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Officeadaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Officeadaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Office productivity suite is ready to go pending the  productivity suite is ready to go pending the  productivity suite is ready to go pending the  productivity suite is ready to go pending the 
approval of new CEO Satya Nadella,approval of new CEO Satya Nadella,approval of new CEO Satya Nadella,approval of new CEO Satya Nadella, according to a recent report, but we've heard this story  according to a recent report, but we've heard this story  according to a recent report, but we've heard this story  according to a recent report, but we've heard this story 
before. Ready to go isbefore. Ready to go isbefore. Ready to go isbefore. Ready to go is Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which  Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which  Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which  Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which 
waswaswaswas killed, murdered by this guy, Satya!  killed, murdered by this guy, Satya!  killed, murdered by this guy, Satya!  killed, murdered by this guy, Satya! 

3333----15151515----14 Memory Killers are Bill +14 Memory Killers are Bill +14 Memory Killers are Bill +14 Memory Killers are Bill + Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on  Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on  Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on  Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on 
at Microsoft or Promoted byat Microsoft or Promoted byat Microsoft or Promoted byat Microsoft or Promoted by Bill + Melinda. Memory manufacturer Transcend on Friday  Bill + Melinda. Memory manufacturer Transcend on Friday  Bill + Melinda. Memory manufacturer Transcend on Friday  Bill + Melinda. Memory manufacturer Transcend on Friday 
announced availabilityannounced availabilityannounced availabilityannounced availability of high of high of high of high----density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac 
Pro's total memory upPro's total memory upPro's total memory upPro's total memory up to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple  to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple  to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple  to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple 
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Store. 100 DayStore. 100 DayStore. 100 DayStore. 100 Day Battery for Retina MacBook Pros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just  Battery for Retina MacBook Pros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just  Battery for Retina MacBook Pros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just  Battery for Retina MacBook Pros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just 
don'tdon'tdon'tdon't Race For The Cure in Pink!  Race For The Cure in Pink!  Race For The Cure in Pink!  Race For The Cure in Pink! 

3333----15151515----14 "InventSomething Killers" are14 "InventSomething Killers" are14 "InventSomething Killers" are14 "InventSomething Killers" are Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the  Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the  Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the  Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the 
New Cable ChannelNew Cable ChannelNew Cable ChannelNew Cable Channel "InventSomething" And Apple was in negotiations with cable giant  "InventSomething" And Apple was in negotiations with cable giant  "InventSomething" And Apple was in negotiations with cable giant  "InventSomething" And Apple was in negotiations with cable giant 
Time Warner toTime Warner toTime Warner toTime Warner to add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently----
announcedannouncedannouncedannounced merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect  merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect  merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect  merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect 
thosethosethosethose negotiations. Apple has shown a willingness to bypass cable providers in the negotiations. Apple has shown a willingness to bypass cable providers in the negotiations. Apple has shown a willingness to bypass cable providers in the negotiations. Apple has shown a willingness to bypass cable providers in the past,  past,  past,  past, 
bringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad tobringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad tobringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad tobringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad to lead  lead  lead  lead 
negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething"negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething"negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething"negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething" Channel.  Channel.  Channel.  Channel. 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  of the The Psychologically Devastating  of the The Psychologically Devastating  of the The Psychologically Devastating 
Life of a Police Officer! Convicted ofLife of a Police Officer! Convicted ofLife of a Police Officer! Convicted ofLife of a Police Officer! Convicted of fire bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome,  fire bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome,  fire bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome,  fire bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome, 
Moscow with gasoline cars,Moscow with gasoline cars,Moscow with gasoline cars,Moscow with gasoline cars, suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only Saudi  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only Saudi  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only Saudi  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only Saudi 
Arabia has today!Arabia has today!Arabia has today!Arabia has today!

3333----14141414----14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of Past, Many Tatars  Past, Many Tatars  Past, Many Tatars  Past, Many Tatars 
Fear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER... Noah has NO FutureFear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER... Noah has NO FutureFear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER... Noah has NO FutureFear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER... Noah has NO Future for Star Travel in the  for Star Travel in the  for Star Travel in the  for Star Travel in the 
Gasoline Owned NYT! Gasoline Owned NYT! Gasoline Owned NYT! Gasoline Owned NYT! 

3333----14141414----14 NY Times Today...14 NY Times Today...14 NY Times Today...14 NY Times Today... Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R.  Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R.  Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R.  Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R. 
GORDON. MichaelGORDON. MichaelGORDON. MichaelGORDON. Michael knows Numb Nuts Dictators SUPPRESS + STIF knows Numb Nuts Dictators SUPPRESS + STIF knows Numb Nuts Dictators SUPPRESS + STIF knows Numb Nuts Dictators SUPPRESS + STIFLE STAR TRAVEL TALKS LE STAR TRAVEL TALKS LE STAR TRAVEL TALKS LE STAR TRAVEL TALKS 
TODAY SO WRITETODAY SO WRITETODAY SO WRITETODAY SO WRITE ABOUT it in your NYT!  ABOUT it in your NYT!  ABOUT it in your NYT!  ABOUT it in your NYT! 

3333----14141414----14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine"14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine"14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine"14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine" invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777  invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777  invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777  invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777 
Trillion!! Trillion!! Trillion!! Trillion!! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating ---- New French New French New French New French 
RevolutionRevolutionRevolutionRevolution will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion people out... working on How is Gravity will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion people out... working on How is Gravity will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion people out... working on How is Gravity will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion people out... working on How is Gravity
Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases. Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases. Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases. Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases. 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
HolocaustHolocaustHolocaustHolocaust 2, this is a Psychologically Devastating Life... New French Revolution "Women... 2, this is a Psychologically Devastating Life... New French Revolution "Women... 2, this is a Psychologically Devastating Life... New French Revolution "Women... 2, this is a Psychologically Devastating Life... New French Revolution "Women... "  "  "  " 
Unleash Intense Solar Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in SwissUnleash Intense Solar Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in SwissUnleash Intense Solar Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in SwissUnleash Intense Solar Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in Swiss Banks $ By  Banks $ By  Banks $ By  Banks $ By 
Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN 
NYC...NYC...NYC...NYC... NEW YORK (Reuters)  NEW YORK (Reuters)  NEW YORK (Reuters)  NEW YORK (Reuters) ---- MetroMetroMetroMetro----North Railroad, the secondNorth Railroad, the secondNorth Railroad, the secondNorth Railroad, the second----largest U.S. commuter raillargest U.S. commuter raillargest U.S. commuter raillargest U.S. commuter rail
line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area,line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area,line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area,line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area, has an  has an  has an  has an 
"overemphasis of on"overemphasis of on"overemphasis of on"overemphasis of on----time performance" ahead of safety, according to atime performance" ahead of safety, according to atime performance" ahead of safety, according to atime performance" ahead of safety, according to a federal review! $7  federal review! $7  federal review! $7  federal review! $7 
Trillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100 yards wide and longTrillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100 yards wide and longTrillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100 yards wide and longTrillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100 yards wide and long will replace the Am track  will replace the Am track  will replace the Am track  will replace the Am track 
Train Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will haveTrain Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will haveTrain Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will haveTrain Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will have $770 Trillion left...  $770 Trillion left...  $770 Trillion left...  $770 Trillion left... 

3333----14141414----14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically  A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically  A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically  A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically 
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Devastating Life's yet... By JennDevastating Life's yet... By JennDevastating Life's yet... By JennDevastating Life's yet... By Jenn Harris in the LA Times, writes The latest on the five Harris in the LA Times, writes The latest on the five Harris in the LA Times, writes The latest on the five Harris in the LA Times, writes The latest on the five----second second second second 
rule: Food pickedrule: Food pickedrule: Food pickedrule: Food picked up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain
bacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Astonbacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Astonbacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Astonbacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Aston University University University University’’’’s School of Life s School of Life s School of Life s School of Life 
and Health Sciences in Britain. A group of biologyand Health Sciences in Britain. A group of biologyand Health Sciences in Britain. A group of biologyand Health Sciences in Britain. A group of biology students led by microbiology professor  students led by microbiology professor  students led by microbiology professor  students led by microbiology professor 
Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E.Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E.Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E.Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on  coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on  coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on  coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on 
different substances after they haddifferent substances after they haddifferent substances after they haddifferent substances after they had been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They  been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They  been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They  been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They 
used toast, pasta,used toast, pasta,used toast, pasta,used toast, pasta, biscuits and sticky, sweet foods and dropped them on carpet, laminate  biscuits and sticky, sweet foods and dropped them on carpet, laminate  biscuits and sticky, sweet foods and dropped them on carpet, laminate  biscuits and sticky, sweet foods and dropped them on carpet, laminate 
and tiledand tiledand tiledand tiled surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can
touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it)touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it)touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it)touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it) when you  when you  when you  when you 
open the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get 4,000 others sick who don'topen the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get 4,000 others sick who don'topen the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get 4,000 others sick who don'topen the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get 4,000 others sick who don't buy Oreo's at Publix  buy Oreo's at Publix  buy Oreo's at Publix  buy Oreo's at Publix 
in Key West. in Key West. in Key West. in Key West. 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The Psychologically Devastating Life Today  Psychologically Devastating Life Today  Psychologically Devastating Life Today  Psychologically Devastating Life Today 
for the worst air pollution France hasfor the worst air pollution France hasfor the worst air pollution France hasfor the worst air pollution France has seen since 2007, the Brussels seen since 2007, the Brussels seen since 2007, the Brussels seen since 2007, the Brussels----based European based European based European based European 
Environment Agency said. TheEnvironment Agency said. TheEnvironment Agency said. TheEnvironment Agency said. The problem here is particularly severe because France has an  problem here is particularly severe because France has an  problem here is particularly severe because France has an  problem here is particularly severe because France has an 
unusually high numberunusually high numberunusually high numberunusually high number of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia  of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia  of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia  of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia 
from springtimefrom springtimefrom springtimefrom springtime fertilizers and form particulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the  fertilizers and form particulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the  fertilizers and form particulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the  fertilizers and form particulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the 
burningburningburningburning of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was under some of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was under some of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was under some of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was under some
sort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those insort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those insort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those insort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those in some of the  some of the  some of the  some of the 
worldworldworldworld’’’’s most notoriously polluted cities Friday, including Beijings most notoriously polluted cities Friday, including Beijings most notoriously polluted cities Friday, including Beijings most notoriously polluted cities Friday, including Beijing and Delhi. An  and Delhi. An  and Delhi. An  and Delhi. An 
environmental group brought a complaint earlier this weekenvironmental group brought a complaint earlier this weekenvironmental group brought a complaint earlier this weekenvironmental group brought a complaint earlier this week denouncing the  denouncing the  denouncing the  denouncing the ““““inertia of inertia of inertia of inertia of 
the governmentthe governmentthe governmentthe government”””” that it says has put lives in danger.that it says has put lives in danger.that it says has put lives in danger.that it says has put lives in danger. There is no question that pollution  There is no question that pollution  There is no question that pollution  There is no question that pollution 
can be an immediate health hazard,can be an immediate health hazard,can be an immediate health hazard,can be an immediate health hazard, especially for the very young and old, and anyone  especially for the very young and old, and anyone  especially for the very young and old, and anyone  especially for the very young and old, and anyone 
with respiratory or cardiacwith respiratory or cardiacwith respiratory or cardiacwith respiratory or cardiac disorders, European Environment Agency air quality project  disorders, European Environment Agency air quality project  disorders, European Environment Agency air quality project  disorders, European Environment Agency air quality project 
manager Valentinmanager Valentinmanager Valentinmanager Valentin Foltescu said.  Foltescu said.  Foltescu said.  Foltescu said. ““““Some people will, unfortunately, die,Some people will, unfortunately, die,Some people will, unfortunately, die,Some people will, unfortunately, die,”””” Foltescu said. Foltescu said. Foltescu said. Foltescu said. 
““““There isThere isThere isThere is a high correlation of pollution of this kind and mortality. a high correlation of pollution of this kind and mortality. a high correlation of pollution of this kind and mortality. a high correlation of pollution of this kind and mortality.”””” LET THEM EATLET THEM EATLET THEM EATLET THEM EAT CAKE...  CAKE...  CAKE...  CAKE... 
again in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Gragain in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Gragain in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Gragain in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Greed" from "Total" theeed" from "Total" theeed" from "Total" theeed" from "Total" the French Owned Oil  French Owned Oil  French Owned Oil  French Owned Oil 
Company! wow! Company! wow! Company! wow! Company! wow! 

3333----14141414----14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically Devastating Life with no warning  Devastating Life with no warning  Devastating Life with no warning  Devastating Life with no warning 
from NBC Pedophiles, men + women about Rarefrom NBC Pedophiles, men + women about Rarefrom NBC Pedophiles, men + women about Rarefrom NBC Pedophiles, men + women about Rare Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female  Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female  Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female  Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female 
Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare"Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare"Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare"Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare" if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts  if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts  if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts  if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts 
Dictators Male + Female bothDictators Male + Female bothDictators Male + Female bothDictators Male + Female both have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public!  have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public!  have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public!  have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating 
LifeLifeLifeLife of a Police Officer!  of a Police Officer!  of a Police Officer!  of a Police Officer! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  of the The Psychologically Devastating  of the The Psychologically Devastating  of the The Psychologically Devastating 
Life of a Police Officer! Life of a Police Officer! Life of a Police Officer! Life of a Police Officer! 

3333----14141414----14141414 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Devastating  Devastating  Devastating 
Life of a Police Officer! Life of a Police Officer! Life of a Police Officer! Life of a Police Officer! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's $77714 Mecca + Allah's $77714 Mecca + Allah's $77714 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating  Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating 
Life of a PoliceLife of a PoliceLife of a PoliceLife of a Police Officer!  Officer!  Officer!  Officer! 
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3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional...14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional...14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional...14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be 
murdered! By stopping Greg frommurdered! By stopping Greg frommurdered! By stopping Greg frommurdered! By stopping Greg from discovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed  discovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed  discovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed  discovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed 
every year from 1980 every year from 1980 every year from 1980 every year from 1980 ---- 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she sabotage's 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she sabotage's 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she sabotage's 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she sabotage's 
Gregs LifeGregs LifeGregs LifeGregs Life with Eviction + Harassments!  with Eviction + Harassments!  with Eviction + Harassments!  with Eviction + Harassments! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman  Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman  Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman  Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman 
got painting your Key Westgot painting your Key Westgot painting your Key Westgot painting your Key West roof white, on the front page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K  roof white, on the front page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K  roof white, on the front page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K  roof white, on the front page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K 
murdered womenmurdered womenmurdered womenmurdered women should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen +  should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen +  should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen +  should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen + 
City HallCity HallCity HallCity Hall killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is
coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out! coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out! coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out! coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit,
breached contracts with Polygamous Hemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoralbreached contracts with Polygamous Hemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoralbreached contracts with Polygamous Hemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoralbreached contracts with Polygamous Hemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoral
Women + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure forWomen + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure forWomen + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure forWomen + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett'sCancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett'sCancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett'sCancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett's harassment at  harassment at  harassment at  harassment at 
Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman. Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman. Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman. Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic...
including including including including ““““willfully, intentionally and recklessly, failing to properly Genevawillfully, intentionally and recklessly, failing to properly Genevawillfully, intentionally and recklessly, failing to properly Genevawillfully, intentionally and recklessly, failing to properly Geneva War Crimes  War Crimes  War Crimes  War Crimes 
Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives... Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives... Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives... Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives... 

3333----13131313----14141414 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Deb's  Deb's  Deb's  Deb's 
scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with termination, murder +scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with termination, murder +scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with termination, murder +scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with termination, murder + eviction,  eviction,  eviction,  eviction, 
intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984"intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984"intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984"intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984" Hidden Cameras  Hidden Cameras  Hidden Cameras  Hidden Cameras 
in Greg's Room. in Greg's Room. in Greg's Room. in Greg's Room. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several  Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several  Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several  Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several 
Jack Off Comments withJack Off Comments withJack Off Comments withJack Off Comments with gesturing by Victor Cushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for  gesturing by Victor Cushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for  gesturing by Victor Cushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for  gesturing by Victor Cushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for 
Cancer via GregCancer via GregCancer via GregCancer via Greg + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva  + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva  + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva  + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva 
Convention...Convention...Convention...Convention... which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in  which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in  which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in  which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in 
BP OilBP OilBP OilBP Oil Revenues.  Revenues.  Revenues.  Revenues. 
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3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's  "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's  "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's  "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's 
Godsend via the Pentagon giving this much moneyGodsend via the Pentagon giving this much moneyGodsend via the Pentagon giving this much moneyGodsend via the Pentagon giving this much money to Allah... this will prove in Court the  to Allah... this will prove in Court the  to Allah... this will prove in Court the  to Allah... this will prove in Court the 
Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777 Trillion USD to Mecca!  Trillion USD to Mecca!  Trillion USD to Mecca!  Trillion USD to Mecca! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional............ Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and  Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and  Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and  Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and 
personal conversations... allpersonal conversations... allpersonal conversations... allpersonal conversations... all recorded for the Autobiography of the Inventor of the  recorded for the Autobiography of the Inventor of the  recorded for the Autobiography of the Inventor of the  recorded for the Autobiography of the Inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillcar!ElectricWindmillcar!ElectricWindmillcar!ElectricWindmillcar!

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be 
murdered! Yesterday in small claims court Deborahmurdered! Yesterday in small claims court Deborahmurdered! Yesterday in small claims court Deborahmurdered! Yesterday in small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when  Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when  Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when  Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when 
10K Students on Spring Break in Key West10K Students on Spring Break in Key West10K Students on Spring Break in Key West10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Writing Class at the  none are taking a Writing Class at the  none are taking a Writing Class at the  none are taking a Writing Class at the 
Hemingway House in Key West writing upHemingway House in Key West writing upHemingway House in Key West writing upHemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion  Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion  Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion  Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion 
falsely believes that a spousefalsely believes that a spousefalsely believes that a spousefalsely believes that a spouse or lover is having an affair, with no proof to back up their  or lover is having an affair, with no proof to back up their  or lover is having an affair, with no proof to back up their  or lover is having an affair, with no proof to back up their 
claim... which getsclaim... which getsclaim... which getsclaim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered...  99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered...  99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered...  99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered... 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, 1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West  1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West  1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West  1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West 
via the Navy was poisoned by Victor Cushmanvia the Navy was poisoned by Victor Cushmanvia the Navy was poisoned by Victor Cushmanvia the Navy was poisoned by Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera  + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera  + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera  + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera 
was installed in the lab with CIAwas installed in the lab with CIAwas installed in the lab with CIAwas installed in the lab with CIA approval, it was discovered that they had poisoned the  approval, it was discovered that they had poisoned the  approval, it was discovered that they had poisoned the  approval, it was discovered that they had poisoned the 
fish idea to Harvest 1fish idea to Harvest 1fish idea to Harvest 1fish idea to Harvest 1 Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers! Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers! Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers! Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers!

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening ““““legal consequenceslegal consequenceslegal consequenceslegal consequences””””
when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Holocaust 2, 3when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Holocaust 2, 3when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Holocaust 2, 3when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Holocaust 2, 3 + 4 are goings + 4 are goings + 4 are goings + 4 are goings----on today is on today is on today is on today is 
"Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy:"Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy:"Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy:"Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy: Deb will leave kids in a hot car to die in  Deb will leave kids in a hot car to die in  Deb will leave kids in a hot car to die in  Deb will leave kids in a hot car to die in 
the Summer of 2014. the Summer of 2014. the Summer of 2014. the Summer of 2014. 

3333----13131313----14141414 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few publicly  publicly  publicly  publicly 
known incidents, sabotage is easy to commit and likely occursknown incidents, sabotage is easy to commit and likely occursknown incidents, sabotage is easy to commit and likely occursknown incidents, sabotage is easy to commit and likely occurs frequently... Landlords in  frequently... Landlords in  frequently... Landlords in  frequently... Landlords in 
Key West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of payingKey West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of payingKey West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of payingKey West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of paying the housekeeper, manager, painter,  the housekeeper, manager, painter,  the housekeeper, manager, painter,  the housekeeper, manager, painter, 
electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be 
murdered! Killed culture of next Nobel Prize won in Keymurdered! Killed culture of next Nobel Prize won in Keymurdered! Killed culture of next Nobel Prize won in Keymurdered! Killed culture of next Nobel Prize won in Key West and she Deborah works at the  West and she Deborah works at the  West and she Deborah works at the  West and she Deborah works at the 
Hemingway House! Hemingway House! Hemingway House! Hemingway House! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be
murdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to 2014 via Breast Cancer New research at themurdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to 2014 via Breast Cancer New research at themurdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to 2014 via Breast Cancer New research at themurdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to 2014 via Breast Cancer New research at the Dr.  Dr.  Dr.  Dr. 
Nancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for BreastNancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for BreastNancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for BreastNancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer  Cancer  Cancer  Cancer ———— a lab a lab a lab a lab 
run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar ———— at the Yale Key Westat the Yale Key Westat the Yale Key Westat the Yale Key West Med School, with many  Med School, with many  Med School, with many  Med School, with many 
wives. wives. wives. wives. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be 
murdered!murdered!murdered!murdered!

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be  Barrett let 19K women be 
murdered! murdered! murdered! murdered! 

Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah 

Barrett + this Cop's Picture gotBarrett + this Cop's Picture gotBarrett + this Cop's Picture gotBarrett + this Cop's Picture got Deborah so upset she asked me to take this picture down as  Deborah so upset she asked me to take this picture down as  Deborah so upset she asked me to take this picture down as  Deborah so upset she asked me to take this picture down as 
it's toooooit's toooooit's toooooit's tooooo "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's
Cure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claimCure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claimCure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claimCure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claim but she is  but she is  but she is  but she is 
Luckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's $777 Trillion in oilLuckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's $777 Trillion in oilLuckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's $777 Trillion in oilLuckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's $777 Trillion in oil money, Pope Prays  money, Pope Prays  money, Pope Prays  money, Pope Prays 
Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar!Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar!Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar!Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar!
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3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West" 
Headlines! What the Key West Citizen NewsHeadlines! What the Key West Citizen NewsHeadlines! What the Key West Citizen NewsHeadlines! What the Key West Citizen News Headlines will be when Yale Key West Medical  Headlines will be when Yale Key West Medical  Headlines will be when Yale Key West Medical  Headlines will be when Yale Key West Medical 
School built on a Eiffel Tower baseSchool built on a Eiffel Tower baseSchool built on a Eiffel Tower baseSchool built on a Eiffel Tower base will generate in Local Headlines...  will generate in Local Headlines...  will generate in Local Headlines...  will generate in Local Headlines... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the 
USA... USA... USA... USA... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA +14 CIA +14 CIA +14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the 
USA...USA...USA...USA... while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men guard the Social Security + Small Claims while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men guard the Social Security + Small Claims while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men guard the Social Security + Small Claims while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men guard the Social Security + Small Claims
Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA! Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA! Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA! Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA! 

3333----12121212----14141414 CIA + FBI Women CIA + FBI Women CIA + FBI Women CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the 
USA... 19 fieryUSA... 19 fieryUSA... 19 fieryUSA... 19 fiery Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden  Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden  Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden  Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden 
willwillwillwill LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World  recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World  recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World  recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World 
Wide! Wide! Wide! Wide! 

3333----12121212----14141414 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the
USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) ---- The brown, bullet The brown, bullet The brown, bullet The brown, bullet----marked toilet doormarked toilet doormarked toilet doormarked toilet door through which  through which  through which  through which 
Oscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in theOscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in theOscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in theOscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in the courtroom at the athlete's  courtroom at the athlete's  courtroom at the athlete's  courtroom at the athlete's 
murder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors willmurder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors willmurder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors willmurder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors will attempt to recreate his shooting ...  attempt to recreate his shooting ...  attempt to recreate his shooting ...  attempt to recreate his shooting ... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19 million cases of super recreate the 19 million cases of super recreate the 19 million cases of super recreate the 19 million cases of super----resistant resistant resistant resistant 
gonorrhoea given to SWF in thegonorrhoea given to SWF in thegonorrhoea given to SWF in thegonorrhoea given to SWF in the USA... Medical Xpress A pandemic of super USA... Medical Xpress A pandemic of super USA... Medical Xpress A pandemic of super USA... Medical Xpress A pandemic of super----resistant resistant resistant resistant 
gonorrhoea could be kept ingonorrhoea could be kept ingonorrhoea could be kept ingonorrhoea could be kept in check using new methods to track outbreaks of the disease,  check using new methods to track outbreaks of the disease,  check using new methods to track outbreaks of the disease,  check using new methods to track outbreaks of the disease, 
Key West SmallKey West SmallKey West SmallKey West Small Claims... will not post super Claims... will not post super Claims... will not post super Claims... will not post super----resistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots letresistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots letresistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots letresistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots let
alone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean up of his "IB" which shot thealone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean up of his "IB" which shot thealone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean up of his "IB" which shot thealone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean up of his "IB" which shot the toilet door  toilet door  toilet door  toilet door 
to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for... to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for... to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for... to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  Piostorius shootings of SWF in the  Piostorius shootings of SWF in the 
USA... Key West Landlords like VictoryUSA... Key West Landlords like VictoryUSA... Key West Landlords like VictoryUSA... Key West Landlords like Victory Cushman are light years from South Africa  Cushman are light years from South Africa  Cushman are light years from South Africa  Cushman are light years from South Africa 
landlords, as they cover up Hepatitislandlords, as they cover up Hepatitislandlords, as they cover up Hepatitislandlords, as they cover up Hepatitis A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the  A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the  A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the  A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the 
County Health Dept...County Health Dept...County Health Dept...County Health Dept... run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one!  run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one!  run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one!  run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one! 
City ofCity ofCity ofCity of Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman to get him tested for Hepatitis A, Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman to get him tested for Hepatitis A, Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman to get him tested for Hepatitis A, Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman to get him tested for Hepatitis A, B, C...  B, C...  B, C...  B, C... 
and many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renterand many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renterand many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renterand many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renter neither knowing that  neither knowing that  neither knowing that  neither knowing that 
Virus Germs can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans withVirus Germs can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans withVirus Germs can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans withVirus Germs can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans with breach for is BM... explosions!  breach for is BM... explosions!  breach for is BM... explosions!  breach for is BM... explosions! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In  recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In  recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In  recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In 
"Diseases" You Need To Know"Diseases" You Need To Know"Diseases" You Need To Know"Diseases" You Need To Know This Morning if you are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will  This Morning if you are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will  This Morning if you are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will  This Morning if you are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will 
not leak thenot leak thenot leak thenot leak the ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators  ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators  ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators  ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators 
WorldWorldWorldWorld Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased  Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased  Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased  Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased 
likelikelikelike Victory Cushman in Key West!  Victory Cushman in Key West!  Victory Cushman in Key West!  Victory Cushman in Key West! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a  recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a  recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a  recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a 
FBI MD to arrest theirFBI MD to arrest theirFBI MD to arrest theirFBI MD to arrest their Landlords in Key West for spreading diseases!  Landlords in Key West for spreading diseases!  Landlords in Key West for spreading diseases!  Landlords in Key West for spreading diseases! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks  will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks  will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks  will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks 
robbery + killingsrobbery + killingsrobbery + killingsrobbery + killings along with the 19 million Gas Station Shootings + Robberies of women  along with the 19 million Gas Station Shootings + Robberies of women  along with the 19 million Gas Station Shootings + Robberies of women  along with the 19 million Gas Station Shootings + Robberies of women 
pumping gaspumping gaspumping gaspumping gas Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of  Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of  Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of  Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of 
thethethethe NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA... NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA... NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA... NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA...

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West built on an Eiffel  built on an Eiffel  built on an Eiffel  built on an Eiffel 
Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof MacBook Pro,Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof MacBook Pro,Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof MacBook Pro,Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof MacBook Pro, Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key  Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key  Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key  Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key 
West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin.West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin.West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin.West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin. The San Francisco Planning Commission and  The San Francisco Planning Commission and  The San Francisco Planning Commission and  The San Francisco Planning Commission and 
the city's Board of Supervisors onthe city's Board of Supervisors onthe city's Board of Supervisors onthe city's Board of Supervisors on Tuesday voted to green Tuesday voted to green Tuesday voted to green Tuesday voted to green----light amendments to Apple's light amendments to Apple's light amendments to Apple's light amendments to Apple's 
revised plans for therevised plans for therevised plans for therevised plans for the company's upcoming San Francisco flagship retail location.  company's upcoming San Francisco flagship retail location.  company's upcoming San Francisco flagship retail location.  company's upcoming San Francisco flagship retail location. 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's  Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's  Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's  Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's 
QuadQuadQuadQuad---- and 6 and 6 and 6 and 6----core Mac Pros arriving at MacMallcore Mac Pros arriving at MacMallcore Mac Pros arriving at MacMallcore Mac Pros arriving at MacMall in limited quantities for large number of  in limited quantities for large number of  in limited quantities for large number of  in limited quantities for large number of 
Invention Projects Winners as theInvention Projects Winners as theInvention Projects Winners as theInvention Projects Winners as the Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway House Tour  Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway House Tour  Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway House Tour  Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway House Tour 
Guides take your $10 tipGuides take your $10 tipGuides take your $10 tipGuides take your $10 tip run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its  run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its  run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its  run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its 
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"Compulsive"Compulsive"Compulsive"Compulsive Behavior." Yesterday in small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg, Behavior." Yesterday in small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg, Behavior." Yesterday in small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg, Behavior." Yesterday in small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg,
Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking aDelusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking aDelusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking aDelusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Wri Wri Wri Writing ting ting ting 
Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy:Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy:Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy:Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy: A person with  A person with  A person with  A person with 
this delusion falsely believes that a spouse or lover is having anthis delusion falsely believes that a spouse or lover is having anthis delusion falsely believes that a spouse or lover is having anthis delusion falsely believes that a spouse or lover is having an affair, with no proof to  affair, with no proof to  affair, with no proof to  affair, with no proof to 
back up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWFback up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWFback up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWFback up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA  who will be murdered in the USA  who will be murdered in the USA  who will be murdered in the USA 
murdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett againmurdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett againmurdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett againmurdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett again not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel  not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel  not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel  not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel 
Lit. Court as she will be in my NobelLit. Court as she will be in my NobelLit. Court as she will be in my NobelLit. Court as she will be in my Nobel Prize in Literature Book... and hate Greg much as  Prize in Literature Book... and hate Greg much as  Prize in Literature Book... and hate Greg much as  Prize in Literature Book... and hate Greg much as 
Martha Gellhorn HatedMartha Gellhorn HatedMartha Gellhorn HatedMartha Gellhorn Hated Hemingway after she trashed him... grin!  Hemingway after she trashed him... grin!  Hemingway after she trashed him... grin!  Hemingway after she trashed him... grin! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West" 
Headlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample inHeadlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample inHeadlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample inHeadlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample in this Yale article here with no mention of  this Yale article here with no mention of  this Yale article here with no mention of  this Yale article here with no mention of 
the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" chemicals also found with these but not written up by Yale  chemicals also found with these but not written up by Yale  chemicals also found with these but not written up by Yale  chemicals also found with these but not written up by Yale 
New Haven MedNew Haven MedNew Haven MedNew Haven Med School... Medical Xpress) School... Medical Xpress) School... Medical Xpress) School... Medical Xpress)————ReadingReadingReadingReading----impaired young children have higher impaired young children have higher impaired young children have higher impaired young children have higher 
levels oflevels oflevels oflevels of the metabolites glutamate and choline in their brains, and these higher levels the metabolites glutamate and choline in their brains, and these higher levels the metabolites glutamate and choline in their brains, and these higher levels the metabolites glutamate and choline in their brains, and these higher levels
continue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading andcontinue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading andcontinue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading andcontinue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading and language skills,  language skills,  language skills,  language skills, 
a Yale study has found. The study appears in the Journal ofa Yale study has found. The study appears in the Journal ofa Yale study has found. The study appears in the Journal ofa Yale study has found. The study appears in the Journal of Neuroscience. Although  Neuroscience. Although  Neuroscience. Although  Neuroscience. Although 
anatomical and functional brain networks involved inanatomical and functional brain networks involved inanatomical and functional brain networks involved inanatomical and functional brain networks involved in reading disabilities have been  reading disabilities have been  reading disabilities have been  reading disabilities have been 
well characterized, the underlying chemical baseswell characterized, the underlying chemical baseswell characterized, the underlying chemical baseswell characterized, the underlying chemical bases of these differences in reading  of these differences in reading  of these differences in reading  of these differences in reading 
development have been poorly understood. Thisdevelopment have been poorly understood. Thisdevelopment have been poorly understood. Thisdevelopment have been poorly understood. This study is believed to be the first to examine  study is believed to be the first to examine  study is believed to be the first to examine  study is believed to be the first to examine 
neurochemistry in a longitudinalneurochemistry in a longitudinalneurochemistry in a longitudinalneurochemistry in a longitudinal study of children during the critical period when they  study of children during the critical period when they  study of children during the critical period when they  study of children during the critical period when they 
are considered "emergentare considered "emergentare considered "emergentare considered "emergent readers" readers" readers" readers"————the age at which neurocircuits that support skilled the age at which neurocircuits that support skilled the age at which neurocircuits that support skilled the age at which neurocircuits that support skilled 
reading andreading andreading andreading and speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate, speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate, speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate, speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate,
choline, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10, whose readingcholine, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10, whose readingcholine, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10, whose readingcholine, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10, whose reading abilities  abilities  abilities  abilities 
ranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchersranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchersranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchersranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchers conducted  conducted  conducted  conducted 
behavioral testing to characterize the children's reading, language,behavioral testing to characterize the children's reading, language,behavioral testing to characterize the children's reading, language,behavioral testing to characterize the children's reading, language, and general  and general  and general  and general 
cognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolitecognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolitecognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolitecognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolite levels. They found that  levels. They found that  levels. They found that  levels. They found that 
children with higher glutamate and choline levels inchildren with higher glutamate and choline levels inchildren with higher glutamate and choline levels inchildren with higher glutamate and choline levels in their brains tended to have lower  their brains tended to have lower  their brains tended to have lower  their brains tended to have lower 
composite scores for reading and language. Incomposite scores for reading and language. Incomposite scores for reading and language. Incomposite scores for reading and language. In follow follow follow follow----up testing two years later, the same up testing two years later, the same up testing two years later, the same up testing two years later, the same 
correlation still existed forcorrelation still existed forcorrelation still existed forcorrelation still existed for initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities affect significant  initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities affect significant  initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities affect significant  initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities affect significant 
numbers ofnumbers ofnumbers ofnumbers of children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics and  and  and  and 
president and director of research in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Ourpresident and director of research in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Ourpresident and director of research in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Ourpresident and director of research in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Our findings  findings  findings  findings 
suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes,suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes,suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes,suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes, brain development,  brain development,  brain development,  brain development, 
and behavioral outcomes in children who struggle withand behavioral outcomes in children who struggle withand behavioral outcomes in children who struggle withand behavioral outcomes in children who struggle with reading." The researchers also  reading." The researchers also  reading." The researchers also  reading." The researchers also 
note that higher glutamate and choline levelsnote that higher glutamate and choline levelsnote that higher glutamate and choline levelsnote that higher glutamate and choline levels have been implicated in hyperexcitability  have been implicated in hyperexcitability  have been implicated in hyperexcitability  have been implicated in hyperexcitability 
in children, another possible factorin children, another possible factorin children, another possible factorin children, another possible factor in cognitive impairment. "Further research may show  in cognitive impairment. "Further research may show  in cognitive impairment. "Further research may show  in cognitive impairment. "Further research may show 
whether there is a chemicalwhether there is a chemicalwhether there is a chemicalwhether there is a chemical basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading----
disableddisableddisableddisabled children," said senior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskins children," said senior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskins children," said senior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskins children," said senior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskins Laboratories,  Laboratories,  Laboratories,  Laboratories, 
and associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School ofand associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School ofand associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School ofand associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School of Medicine.  Medicine.  Medicine.  Medicine. 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West"  West Medical School "Key West" 
Headlines! Headlines! Headlines! Headlines! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will14 CIA + FBI Women will14 CIA + FBI Women will14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" 
Headlines!Headlines!Headlines!Headlines!

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  School "Key West"  School "Key West"  School "Key West" 
Headlines! Headlines! Headlines! Headlines! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West"  recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" 
Headlines Headlines Headlines Headlines 

3333----11111111----14141414 After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called
Mary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for 15 Billion people on Earth whoMary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for 15 Billion people on Earth whoMary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for 15 Billion people on Earth whoMary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for 15 Billion people on Earth who will put  will put  will put  will put 
invention projects in their Heminginvention projects in their Heminginvention projects in their Heminginvention projects in their Hemingway Writing Classes soon... here isway Writing Classes soon... here isway Writing Classes soon... here isway Writing Classes soon... here is what "Monitor" they  what "Monitor" they  what "Monitor" they  what "Monitor" they 
will use... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitorswill use... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitorswill use... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitorswill use... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitors today... as we would be 1 day  today... as we would be 1 day  today... as we would be 1 day  today... as we would be 1 day 
closer to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breastcloser to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breastcloser to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breastcloser to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer!!... Lost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in  Cancer!!... Lost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in  Cancer!!... Lost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in  Cancer!!... Lost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in 
KW Small Claims Court can IKW Small Claims Court can IKW Small Claims Court can IKW Small Claims Court can I sue? ... grin...  sue? ... grin...  sue? ... grin...  sue? ... grin... 
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3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com,  Keysnews.com,  Keysnews.com,  Keysnews.com, 
missed her Fast Response to women! missed her Fast Response to women! missed her Fast Response to women! missed her Fast Response to women! 

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast14 Key West, "Fast14 Key West, "Fast14 Key West, "Fast Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs  Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs  Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs  Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs 
ReflectReflectReflectReflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe By Carol Matlack Bloomberg  Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe By Carol Matlack Bloomberg  Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe By Carol Matlack Bloomberg  Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe By Carol Matlack Bloomberg 
BusinessweekBusinessweekBusinessweekBusinessweek News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Court  News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Court  News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Court  News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Court 
TomorrowTomorrowTomorrowTomorrow 3 3 3 3----11111111----14 in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House... Well no14 in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House... Well no14 in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House... Well no14 in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House... Well no
Hemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in Key West TodayHemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in Key West TodayHemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in Key West TodayHemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in Key West Today would be  would be  would be  would be 
designing and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickeningdesigning and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickeningdesigning and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickeningdesigning and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickening autopsy for Head On  autopsy for Head On  autopsy for Head On  autopsy for Head On 
Collisions with No Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014Collisions with No Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014Collisions with No Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014Collisions with No Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014 Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs  Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs  Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs  Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs 
Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in EuropeReflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in EuropeReflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in EuropeReflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe By Carol Matlack Bloomberg  By Carol Matlack Bloomberg  By Carol Matlack Bloomberg  By Carol Matlack Bloomberg 
Businessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IVBusinessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IVBusinessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IVBusinessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IV is no Hemingway Writing Classes  is no Hemingway Writing Classes  is no Hemingway Writing Classes  is no Hemingway Writing Classes 
Today for 10K Students in Key West! With a newToday for 10K Students in Key West! With a newToday for 10K Students in Key West! With a newToday for 10K Students in Key West! With a new invention design in Chapter One!  invention design in Chapter One!  invention design in Chapter One!  invention design in Chapter One! 
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3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for Sex Diseases + Breast  Sex Diseases + Breast  Sex Diseases + Breast  Sex Diseases + Breast 
Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response!Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response!Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response!Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response!

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com,  Keysnews.com,  Keysnews.com,  Keysnews.com, 
missed her Fast Response to women like Angelina cutting off bothmissed her Fast Response to women like Angelina cutting off bothmissed her Fast Response to women like Angelina cutting off bothmissed her Fast Response to women like Angelina cutting off both breast because Greg Buell  breast because Greg Buell  breast because Greg Buell  breast because Greg Buell 
+ Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"...+ Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"...+ Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"...+ Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"... Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast  Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast  Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast  Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast 
Response Cutters! Comcast NBC no FastResponse Cutters! Comcast NBC no FastResponse Cutters! Comcast NBC no FastResponse Cutters! Comcast NBC no Fast Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project  Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project  Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project  Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project 
for the Rx Overnight cure offor the Rx Overnight cure offor the Rx Overnight cure offor the Rx Overnight cure of Breast Cancer + Sex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts  Breast Cancer + Sex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts  Breast Cancer + Sex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts  Breast Cancer + Sex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts 
George Orwell DictatorsGeorge Orwell DictatorsGeorge Orwell DictatorsGeorge Orwell Dictators Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men!  Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men!  Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men!  Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men! 
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3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA women with the gene  women with the gene  women with the gene  women with the gene 
who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not going to let Greg +who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not going to let Greg +who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not going to let Greg +who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not going to let Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast  Wives work 24/7 for a Fast  Wives work 24/7 for a Fast  Wives work 24/7 for a Fast 
Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today.Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today.Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today.Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today.

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony...14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony...14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony...14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony... Double Double Double Double----amputee amputee amputee amputee 
Olympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a South AfricanOlympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a South AfricanOlympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a South AfricanOlympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a South African courtroom Monday as a  courtroom Monday as a  courtroom Monday as a  courtroom Monday as a 
pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius'pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius'pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius'pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius' girlfriend the night she was  girlfriend the night she was  girlfriend the night she was  girlfriend the night she was 
fatally shot in his home. fatally shot in his home. fatally shot in his home. fatally shot in his home. 
3333----10101010----14 Key West,14 Key West,14 Key West,14 Key West, "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts  "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts  "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts  "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts 
in 2014in 2014in 2014in 2014 and Homeland Security is Guarding the Social Security Office in Key West not Out and Homeland Security is Guarding the Social Security Office in Key West not Out and Homeland Security is Guarding the Social Security Office in Key West not Out and Homeland Security is Guarding the Social Security Office in Key West not Out
in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention!in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention!in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention!in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention!

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex Diseases + Breast  Diseases + Breast  Diseases + Breast  Diseases + Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's  Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's  Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's  Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's 
Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at MalloryNuke Memorials 3 + 4 at MalloryNuke Memorials 3 + 4 at MalloryNuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... by the "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter"  Pier... by the "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter"  Pier... by the "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter"  Pier... by the "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter" ----
"Admirals" who built her"Admirals" who built her"Admirals" who built her"Admirals" who built her instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for  instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for  instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for  instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for 
Angelina andAngelina andAngelina andAngelina and the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page,  the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page,  the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page,  the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page, 
PsychoticPsychoticPsychoticPsychotic Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would say Angelina is a casualty of  Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would say Angelina is a casualty of  Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would say Angelina is a casualty of  Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would say Angelina is a casualty of 
thethethethe Vietnam War today!  Vietnam War today!  Vietnam War today!  Vietnam War today! 

3333----10101010----14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... 
alinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key Walinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key Walinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key Walinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key West,est,est,est, Southernmost City's newest $1 Trillion  Southernmost City's newest $1 Trillion  Southernmost City's newest $1 Trillion  Southernmost City's newest $1 Trillion 
dollar "Fast Response Cutter Charlesdollar "Fast Response Cutter Charlesdollar "Fast Response Cutter Charlesdollar "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted  Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted  Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted  Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted 
when we need 1 Trillionwhen we need 1 Trillionwhen we need 1 Trillionwhen we need 1 Trillion Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding  Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding  Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding  Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding 
the fish. Nothe fish. Nothe fish. Nothe fish. No Way, the 154 Way, the 154 Way, the 154 Way, the 154----footer $ Trillion dollar Fast Response Cutter is what the Navyfooter $ Trillion dollar Fast Response Cutter is what the Navyfooter $ Trillion dollar Fast Response Cutter is what the Navyfooter $ Trillion dollar Fast Response Cutter is what the Navy
Ordered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" wouldOrdered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" wouldOrdered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" wouldOrdered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" would order for  order for  order for  order for 
"her" commissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Cure"her" commissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Cure"her" commissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Cure"her" commissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Cure Overnight via Greg +  Overnight via Greg +  Overnight via Greg +  Overnight via Greg + 
Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West 

3333----10101010----14141414 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...

3333----10101010----14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Pier...  Pier...  Pier... 

3333----10101010----14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Mallory Pier...  Mallory Pier...  Mallory Pier... 

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 

3333----10101010----14141414 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"  Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"  Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"  Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 

3333----10101010----14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing 
up Hillary for "social imperialism" 4 girls looking into theup Hillary for "social imperialism" 4 girls looking into theup Hillary for "social imperialism" 4 girls looking into theup Hillary for "social imperialism" 4 girls looking into the Apple Store Window have no  Apple Store Window have no  Apple Store Window have no  Apple Store Window have no 
Idea Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Cancer andIdea Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Cancer andIdea Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Cancer andIdea Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Cancer and Mary B. will put this in her Oscar  Mary B. will put this in her Oscar  Mary B. will put this in her Oscar  Mary B. will put this in her Oscar 
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Winning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"Winning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"Winning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"Winning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men will make  as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men will make  as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men will make  as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men will make 
you use their Remote Control that has HPVyou use their Remote Control that has HPVyou use their Remote Control that has HPVyou use their Remote Control that has HPV virus on it... Norwalk too and it stays on the  virus on it... Norwalk too and it stays on the  virus on it... Norwalk too and it stays on the  virus on it... Norwalk too and it stays on the 
Comcast Remote for days.Comcast Remote for days.Comcast Remote for days.Comcast Remote for days.

3333----10101010----14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing,  outside and writing,  outside and writing,  outside and writing, 
I stopped in Walgreens and ready Mandy Miles article onI stopped in Walgreens and ready Mandy Miles article onI stopped in Walgreens and ready Mandy Miles article onI stopped in Walgreens and ready Mandy Miles article on page 3A. She writes up the tent  page 3A. She writes up the tent  page 3A. She writes up the tent  page 3A. She writes up the tent 
over her house for termites and poison gas. Herover her house for termites and poison gas. Herover her house for termites and poison gas. Herover her house for termites and poison gas. Her comment about Stan her husband and no  comment about Stan her husband and no  comment about Stan her husband and no  comment about Stan her husband and no 
divorce, as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases asdivorce, as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases asdivorce, as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases asdivorce, as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases as the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... until  the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... until  the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... until  the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... until 
Mandy and Stan put the cat onMandy and Stan put the cat onMandy and Stan put the cat onMandy and Stan put the cat on their lap driving, let Teddy Kennedy look out the window.  their lap driving, let Teddy Kennedy look out the window.  their lap driving, let Teddy Kennedy look out the window.  their lap driving, let Teddy Kennedy look out the window. 

3333----10101010----14141414 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and
writing... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for the termites to Eternitywriting... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for the termites to Eternitywriting... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for the termites to Eternitywriting... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for the termites to Eternity and Almighty.  and Almighty.  and Almighty.  and Almighty. 
I read the paper in Walgreens so will up date Mandy Miles in KeyI read the paper in Walgreens so will up date Mandy Miles in KeyI read the paper in Walgreens so will up date Mandy Miles in KeyI read the paper in Walgreens so will up date Mandy Miles in Key West later when I reread  West later when I reread  West later when I reread  West later when I reread 
her Sunday article and take some notes. Mandy didn'ther Sunday article and take some notes. Mandy didn'ther Sunday article and take some notes. Mandy didn'ther Sunday article and take some notes. Mandy didn't write about the Frontal Lobes or Key  write about the Frontal Lobes or Key  write about the Frontal Lobes or Key  write about the Frontal Lobes or Key 
West Navy, or Greg telling my Westin BrunchWest Navy, or Greg telling my Westin BrunchWest Navy, or Greg telling my Westin BrunchWest Navy, or Greg telling my Westin Brunch buyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at  buyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at  buyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at  buyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at 
Mallory for the 4rd Nuke set off byMallory for the 4rd Nuke set off byMallory for the 4rd Nuke set off byMallory for the 4rd Nuke set off by the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the  the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the  the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the  the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the 
one's who nuke Northone's who nuke Northone's who nuke Northone's who nuke North Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City in History, so  Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City in History, so  Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City in History, so  Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City in History, so 
MandyMandyMandyMandy Miles as well put a new memorial next 2 Nukes to Incinerate 2 more cities this Miles as well put a new memorial next 2 Nukes to Incinerate 2 more cities this Miles as well put a new memorial next 2 Nukes to Incinerate 2 more cities this Miles as well put a new memorial next 2 Nukes to Incinerate 2 more cities this time  time  time  time 
in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials at Mallory Pier...in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials at Mallory Pier...in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials at Mallory Pier...in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials at Mallory Pier... do it today  do it today  do it today  do it today 
before Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong as Mandy didn't write thisbefore Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong as Mandy didn't write thisbefore Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong as Mandy didn't write thisbefore Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong as Mandy didn't write this up in todays Sunday  up in todays Sunday  up in todays Sunday  up in todays Sunday 
Paper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 million for this yearsPaper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 million for this yearsPaper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 million for this yearsPaper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 million for this years New Military Memorials in Key  New Military Memorials in Key  New Military Memorials in Key  New Military Memorials in Key 
West from City of KW money. Hell lets spent someWest from City of KW money. Hell lets spent someWest from City of KW money. Hell lets spent someWest from City of KW money. Hell lets spent some of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as  of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as  of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as  of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as 
this is the Glory of Militarythis is the Glory of Militarythis is the Glory of Militarythis is the Glory of Military Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants  Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants  Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants  Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants 
for History!!!for History!!!for History!!!for History!!! Mandy's boss is psychotic and the President of the Yale Key West Med School  Mandy's boss is psychotic and the President of the Yale Key West Med School  Mandy's boss is psychotic and the President of the Yale Key West Med School  Mandy's boss is psychotic and the President of the Yale Key West Med School 
willwillwillwill order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin!  order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin!  order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin!  order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin! 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  writing  writing  writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  and writing  and writing  and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing, that "1984"  Hotel outside and writing, that "1984"  Hotel outside and writing, that "1984"  Hotel outside and writing, that "1984" 
Numb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease PolicyNumb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease PolicyNumb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease PolicyNumb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease Policy will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of  will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of  will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of  will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of 
"Anus Cancer" "Anus Cancer" "Anus Cancer" "Anus Cancer" 

3333----9999----14141414 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... from Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... from Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... from Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... from

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing...  writing...  writing...  writing... 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... HPV and  outside and writing... HPV and  outside and writing... HPV and  outside and writing... HPV and 
Hillary's Social imperialism which is 100 yearsHillary's Social imperialism which is 100 yearsHillary's Social imperialism which is 100 yearsHillary's Social imperialism which is 100 years being the times... Today Hillary MD  being the times... Today Hillary MD  being the times... Today Hillary MD  being the times... Today Hillary MD 
somehow is Hillary the Numb Nuts Nurse whosomehow is Hillary the Numb Nuts Nurse whosomehow is Hillary the Numb Nuts Nurse whosomehow is Hillary the Numb Nuts Nurse who gives you the Hospital catheter infection the  gives you the Hospital catheter infection the  gives you the Hospital catheter infection the  gives you the Hospital catheter infection the 
MD would never give you and YesMD would never give you and YesMD would never give you and YesMD would never give you and Yes its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her  its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her  its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her  its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her 
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World Travels is causingWorld Travels is causingWorld Travels is causingWorld Travels is causing the spread of diseases to women, who after reading Greg's web  the spread of diseases to women, who after reading Greg's web  the spread of diseases to women, who after reading Greg's web  the spread of diseases to women, who after reading Greg's web 
page realizepage realizepage realizepage realize Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who would  Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who would  Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who would  Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who would 
nevernevernevernever have gotten it!  have gotten it!  have gotten it!  have gotten it! 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing Hillary  outside and writing Hillary  outside and writing Hillary  outside and writing Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, as secretary of State, said in aRodham Clinton, as secretary of State, said in aRodham Clinton, as secretary of State, said in aRodham Clinton, as secretary of State, said in a landmark speech in Geneva that "gay  landmark speech in Geneva that "gay  landmark speech in Geneva that "gay  landmark speech in Geneva that "gay 
rights were human rights and human rightsrights were human rights and human rightsrights were human rights and human rightsrights were human rights and human rights are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a  are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a  are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a  are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a 
Western invention, it is a humanWestern invention, it is a humanWestern invention, it is a humanWestern invention, it is a human reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just  reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just  reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just  reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just 
killed off... bykilled off... bykilled off... bykilled off... by stabbing NASA in the Back! Come on Hillary promote Star Travel to Alpha stabbing NASA in the Back! Come on Hillary promote Star Travel to Alpha stabbing NASA in the Back! Come on Hillary promote Star Travel to Alpha stabbing NASA in the Back! Come on Hillary promote Star Travel to Alpha
Centauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA SuperCentauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA SuperCentauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA SuperCentauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA Super
Shuttle... Shuttle... Shuttle... Shuttle... 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Westin Hotel outside and writing  Westin Hotel outside and writing  Westin Hotel outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing 

4 4 4 4 

Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into theGirls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into theGirls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into theGirls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by  "Frontal Lobe" by  "Frontal Lobe" by  "Frontal Lobe" by 
Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.
3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New Era's of Medical  Era's of Medical  Era's of Medical  Era's of Medical 
School + Star Travel as NASA takes control of the Navy Key WestSchool + Star Travel as NASA takes control of the Navy Key WestSchool + Star Travel as NASA takes control of the Navy Key WestSchool + Star Travel as NASA takes control of the Navy Key West Base with Yale Key West Med  Base with Yale Key West Med  Base with Yale Key West Med  Base with Yale Key West Med 
School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women! Brain Surgery for war crimes will be  Brain Surgery for war crimes will be  Brain Surgery for war crimes will be  Brain Surgery for war crimes will be 
the firing squad! the firing squad! the firing squad! the firing squad! 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel14 Eiffel14 Eiffel14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS +  Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS +  Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS +  Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS + 
TenetTenetTenetTenet Healthcare Corporation announcement comes less than two years after Yale Healthcare Corporation announcement comes less than two years after Yale Healthcare Corporation announcement comes less than two years after Yale Healthcare Corporation announcement comes less than two years after Yale----NewNewNewNew
Haven Hospital merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourthHaven Hospital merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourthHaven Hospital merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourthHaven Hospital merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourth largest  largest  largest  largest 
hospital in the nation. hospital in the nation. hospital in the nation. hospital in the nation. 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med  Airport Coup D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med  Airport Coup D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med  Airport Coup D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med 
School! School! School! School! 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel14 Eiffel14 Eiffel14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of  Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of  Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of  Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of 
AmericansAmericansAmericansAmericans are chronically infected with the hepatitis C virus... you do the Key West Math are chronically infected with the hepatitis C virus... you do the Key West Math are chronically infected with the hepatitis C virus... you do the Key West Math are chronically infected with the hepatitis C virus... you do the Key West Math
the Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW,the Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW,the Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW,the Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW, Business owners  Business owners  Business owners  Business owners 
goes up to 50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitisgoes up to 50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitisgoes up to 50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitisgoes up to 50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitis C virus on the front page!  C virus on the front page!  C virus on the front page!  C virus on the front page! 
Victor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go inVictor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go inVictor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go inVictor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go in front of on Tuesday in 3 days has better  front of on Tuesday in 3 days has better  front of on Tuesday in 3 days has better  front of on Tuesday in 3 days has better 
get herself tested for Hepatitis Cget herself tested for Hepatitis Cget herself tested for Hepatitis Cget herself tested for Hepatitis C after being in contact so many times... 100 with Victory  after being in contact so many times... 100 with Victory  after being in contact so many times... 100 with Victory  after being in contact so many times... 100 with Victory 
Cushman and his illegalCushman and his illegalCushman and his illegalCushman and his illegal evictions!  evictions!  evictions!  evictions! 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Girl bitten 100 times in dog  Girl bitten 100 times in dog  Girl bitten 100 times in dog  Girl bitten 100 times in dog 
attack. This will go on for decades if Yale Keyattack. This will go on for decades if Yale Keyattack. This will go on for decades if Yale Keyattack. This will go on for decades if Yale Key West Med School is not built on an Eiffel  West Med School is not built on an Eiffel  West Med School is not built on an Eiffel  West Med School is not built on an Eiffel 
Tower Structure soon as no Girls willTower Structure soon as no Girls willTower Structure soon as no Girls willTower Structure soon as no Girls will be bitten by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's  be bitten by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's  be bitten by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's  be bitten by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's 
Culture Rules!"Culture Rules!"Culture Rules!"Culture Rules!"

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah Faucet would do more  Faucet would do more  Faucet would do more  Faucet would do more 
than... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four men to bethan... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four men to bethan... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four men to bethan... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four men to be flogged with horsewhips and  flogged with horsewhips and  flogged with horsewhips and  flogged with horsewhips and 
fined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men orfined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men orfined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men orfined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men or women they gave Anus Cancer to!  women they gave Anus Cancer to!  women they gave Anus Cancer to!  women they gave Anus Cancer to! 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III  Airport Coup D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III  Airport Coup D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III  Airport Coup D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III 
presided over an era whichpresided over an era whichpresided over an era whichpresided over an era which saw a renaissance in Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sun saw a renaissance in Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sun saw a renaissance in Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sun saw a renaissance in Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sun----
worshipping pharaoh. Todayworshipping pharaoh. Todayworshipping pharaoh. Todayworshipping pharaoh. Today Princess Iset and her Princess Iset and her Princess Iset and her Princess Iset and her Dad would be Star Travel worshipping  Dad would be Star Travel worshipping  Dad would be Star Travel worshipping  Dad would be Star Travel worshipping 
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as NASA was bulliedas NASA was bulliedas NASA was bulliedas NASA was bullied by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building  by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building  by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building  by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building 
101 Super101 Super101 Super101 Super Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA stabbed in the back by the Navy! Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA stabbed in the back by the Navy! Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA stabbed in the back by the Navy! Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA stabbed in the back by the Navy!

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of ancient Egypt's biggest  ancient Egypt's biggest  ancient Egypt's biggest  ancient Egypt's biggest 
monuments were constructed during Amenhotep III's reign.monuments were constructed during Amenhotep III's reign.monuments were constructed during Amenhotep III's reign.monuments were constructed during Amenhotep III's reign. Key West Yale Medical School  Key West Yale Medical School  Key West Yale Medical School  Key West Yale Medical School 
will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014 to 5014.  to 5014.  to 5014.  to 5014. 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Pakistan considers launching  Pakistan considers launching  Pakistan considers launching  Pakistan considers launching 
military operation in March, ISLAMABAD... this ismilitary operation in March, ISLAMABAD... this ismilitary operation in March, ISLAMABAD... this ismilitary operation in March, ISLAMABAD... this is the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators  the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators  the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators  the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators 
History for the next 3,000 years unless theHistory for the next 3,000 years unless theHistory for the next 3,000 years unless theHistory for the next 3,000 years unless the MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert  MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert  MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert  MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert 
Kennedy Jr. for Murders of womenKennedy Jr. for Murders of womenKennedy Jr. for Murders of womenKennedy Jr. for Murders of women + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is  + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is  + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is  + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is 
another charge against thisanother charge against thisanother charge against thisanother charge against this Mad Men! Let China do the Math on these Crimes against  Mad Men! Let China do the Math on these Crimes against  Mad Men! Let China do the Math on these Crimes against  Mad Men! Let China do the Math on these Crimes against 
women + children!women + children!women + children!women + children!

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat

3333----7777----14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 
"Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle"Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle"Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle"Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer,  Cure for Breast Cancer,  Cure for Breast Cancer,  Cure for Breast Cancer, 
24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not published by Mandy Miles and the Key  published by Mandy Miles and the Key  published by Mandy Miles and the Key  published by Mandy Miles and the Key 
West Citizen Newspaper. I would like toWest Citizen Newspaper. I would like toWest Citizen Newspaper. I would like toWest Citizen Newspaper. I would like to read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays  read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays  read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays  read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays 
Paper... Paper... Paper... Paper... 

3333----7777----14 Verizon14 Verizon14 Verizon14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to  Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to  Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to  Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to 
bebebebe stolen  stolen  stolen  stolen 

3333----7777----14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to  iPhones much more likely to  iPhones much more likely to  iPhones much more likely to 
be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II Corporation,be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II Corporation,be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II Corporation,be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II Corporation, this is probably why, get rid of the Smog  this is probably why, get rid of the Smog  this is probably why, get rid of the Smog  this is probably why, get rid of the Smog 
Poison Gas in China and you get aPoison Gas in China and you get aPoison Gas in China and you get aPoison Gas in China and you get a Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many charges of  Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many charges of  Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many charges of  Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many charges of 
crimes against humanitycrimes against humanitycrimes against humanitycrimes against humanity including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for  including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for  including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for  including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for 
Cancer. Cancer. Cancer. Cancer. 

3333----7777----14141414 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this One!  One!  One!  One! 
Why? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air WiWhy? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air WiWhy? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air WiWhy? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air Wi----Fi + Cellular for VerizonFi + Cellular for VerizonFi + Cellular for VerizonFi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  128GB  128GB  128GB ---- Silver Silver Silver Silver 
Purchase Information $929. Purchase Information $929. Purchase Information $929. Purchase Information $929. 

Select your Mac Pro + MacBookSelect your Mac Pro + MacBookSelect your Mac Pro + MacBookSelect your Mac Pro + MacBook Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your  Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your  Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your  Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your 
own "Remote" withown "Remote" withown "Remote" withown "Remote" with 1,001 features Comcast remote control unit missed... Apple missed this  1,001 features Comcast remote control unit missed... Apple missed this  1,001 features Comcast remote control unit missed... Apple missed this  1,001 features Comcast remote control unit missed... Apple missed this 
One! Why?One! Why?One! Why?One! Why? iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as they  they  they  they 
call Greg, grin. call Greg, grin. call Greg, grin. call Greg, grin. 

3333----7777----14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will  Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will  Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will  Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will 
make social inventions 1000 timesmake social inventions 1000 timesmake social inventions 1000 timesmake social inventions 1000 times faster... Magnetic materials could make future  faster... Magnetic materials could make future  faster... Magnetic materials could make future  faster... Magnetic materials could make future 
computers 1000 times morecomputers 1000 times morecomputers 1000 times morecomputers 1000 times more efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has  efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has  efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has  efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has 
ever taken theever taken theever taken theever taken the term  term  term  term ““““laptoplaptoplaptoplaptop”””” seriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com seriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com seriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com seriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com 
is theis theis theis the only one out of Trillions you will soon find 1,001 IP apps... with links to get only one out of Trillions you will soon find 1,001 IP apps... with links to get only one out of Trillions you will soon find 1,001 IP apps... with links to get only one out of Trillions you will soon find 1,001 IP apps... with links to get you  you  you  you 
started Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web pagestarted Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web pagestarted Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web pagestarted Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web page for 3 years  for 3 years  for 3 years  for 3 years 
and 3 days now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi forand 3 days now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi forand 3 days now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi forand 3 days now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi for Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask  Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask  Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask  Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask 
Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper!Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper!Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper!Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper!

3333----7777----14 14 14 14 ““““RetinaRetinaRetinaRetina”””” resolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshineresolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshineresolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshineresolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshine Resolution" to see  Resolution" to see  Resolution" to see  Resolution" to see 
anything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is waterproof andanything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is waterproof andanything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is waterproof andanything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key  floats along with you on a Key  floats along with you on a Key  floats along with you on a Key 
West Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developersWest Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developersWest Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developersWest Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developers with the first beta for the upcoming release  with the first beta for the upcoming release  with the first beta for the upcoming release  with the first beta for the upcoming release 
of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3.of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3.of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3.of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3. Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3,  Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3,  Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3,  Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3, 
but we have discoveredbut we have discoveredbut we have discoveredbut we have discovered that the update includes notable enhancements for users with Macs  that the update includes notable enhancements for users with Macs  that the update includes notable enhancements for users with Macs  that the update includes notable enhancements for users with Macs 
connected toconnected toconnected toconnected to 4K 4K 4K 4K----resolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now natively set their 4Kresolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now natively set their 4Kresolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now natively set their 4Kresolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now natively set their 4K
monitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixelmonitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixelmonitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixelmonitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixel----doubled doubled doubled doubled ““““RetinaRetinaRetinaRetina”””” resolution.resolution.resolution.resolution.
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65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be broken or need  broken or need  broken or need  broken or need 
replacement. iPhones leadreplacement. iPhones leadreplacement. iPhones leadreplacement. iPhones lead other smartphone owners with a 65 other smartphone owners with a 65 other smartphone owners with a 65 other smartphone owners with a 65 percent greater likelihood of  percent greater likelihood of  percent greater likelihood of  percent greater likelihood of 
going missing. Apple has targeted thegoing missing. Apple has targeted thegoing missing. Apple has targeted thegoing missing. Apple has targeted the well well well well----documented attraction of thieves to its products documented attraction of thieves to its products documented attraction of thieves to its products documented attraction of thieves to its products 
by introducing Activationby introducing Activationby introducing Activationby introducing Activation Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to  Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to  Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to  Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to 
a users Applea users Applea users Applea users Apple ID, ensuring that any iOS device protected by a passcode can't be stolen and ID, ensuring that any iOS device protected by a passcode can't be stolen and ID, ensuring that any iOS device protected by a passcode can't be stolen and ID, ensuring that any iOS device protected by a passcode can't be stolen and
resold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Bothresold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Bothresold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Bothresold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Both Google's  Google's  Google's  Google's 
Android and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarlyAndroid and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarlyAndroid and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarlyAndroid and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarly blocking  blocking  blocking  blocking 
reactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but devices using thosereactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but devices using thosereactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but devices using thosereactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but devices using those platforms are currently  platforms are currently  platforms are currently  platforms are currently 
much less likely to be stolen because they lackmuch less likely to be stolen because they lackmuch less likely to be stolen because they lackmuch less likely to be stolen because they lack potential for easy resale. Another fact floated  potential for easy resale. Another fact floated  potential for easy resale. Another fact floated  potential for easy resale. Another fact floated 
by the company: replacementby the company: replacementby the company: replacementby the company: replacement requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in  requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in  requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in  requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in 
2013 over the2013 over the2013 over the2013 over the previous year, with users being 90 percent more likely to request device previous year, with users being 90 percent more likely to request device previous year, with users being 90 percent more likely to request device previous year, with users being 90 percent more likely to request device
replacement. replacement. replacement. replacement. 

3333----7777----14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City Commissioners, they have agreed to renew  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew 
the city's lease with the Waterfrontthe city's lease with the Waterfrontthe city's lease with the Waterfrontthe city's lease with the Waterfront Playhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request.  Playhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request.  Playhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request.  Playhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request. 
The early renewal ofThe early renewal ofThe early renewal ofThe early renewal of the 10 the 10 the 10 the 10----year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who  "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who  "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who  "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who 
was is going towas is going towas is going towas is going to tear it down and build a IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects  tear it down and build a IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects  tear it down and build a IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects  tear it down and build a IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects 
Amphitheater!"Amphitheater!"Amphitheater!"Amphitheater!" Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP
Amphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before theAmphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before theAmphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before theAmphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before the Yale Key West  Yale Key West  Yale Key West  Yale Key West 
Medical School was built. Medical School was built. Medical School was built. Medical School was built. 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built  "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built  "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built  "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built 
in... all seats,in... all seats,in... all seats,in... all seats, click on the list of invention projects for the musical play, Xanadu click on the list of invention projects for the musical play, Xanadu click on the list of invention projects for the musical play, Xanadu click on the list of invention projects for the musical play, Xanadu Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis
[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with his sidewalk mural of  his sidewalk mural of  his sidewalk mural of  his sidewalk mural of 
the Greek Muses (daughters of Zeus) and determines to killthe Greek Muses (daughters of Zeus) and determines to killthe Greek Muses (daughters of Zeus) and determines to killthe Greek Muses (daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself.  himself.  himself.  himself. 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Hemingway Writing Class.  Hemingway Writing Class.  Hemingway Writing Class.  Hemingway Writing Class. 
Spring Break Students are in Key West and not oneSpring Break Students are in Key West and not oneSpring Break Students are in Key West and not oneSpring Break Students are in Key West and not one signed up for Spring Break Writing  signed up for Spring Break Writing  signed up for Spring Break Writing  signed up for Spring Break Writing 
Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West...Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West...Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West...Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West... Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin! 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students  Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students  Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students  Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students 
in Key West today and NONE signed upin Key West today and NONE signed upin Key West today and NONE signed upin Key West today and NONE signed up for the Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse,  for the Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse,  for the Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse,  for the Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse, 
in its 74th year, Cityin its 74th year, Cityin its 74th year, Cityin its 74th year, City Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not Let  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not Let  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not Let  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not Let 
SpringSpringSpringSpring Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years... Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years... Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years... Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years...

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a ““““Behind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The Scenes””””
tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic Director,tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic Director,tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic Director,tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic Director, Danny Weathers and Technical  Danny Weathers and Technical  Danny Weathers and Technical  Danny Weathers and Technical 
Director, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stageDirector, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stageDirector, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stageDirector, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stage set! Ask Danny and Michael questions  set! Ask Danny and Michael questions  set! Ask Danny and Michael questions  set! Ask Danny and Michael questions 
about the current production! Wine andabout the current production! Wine andabout the current production! Wine andabout the current production! Wine and light hors d light hors d light hors d light hors d’’’’ oeuvres served. Reservations limited oeuvres served. Reservations limited oeuvres served. Reservations limited oeuvres served. Reservations limited 
to 22 people. Don't miss thisto 22 people. Don't miss thisto 22 people. Don't miss thisto 22 people. Don't miss this exclusive opportunity...  exclusive opportunity...  exclusive opportunity...  exclusive opportunity... 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a  Amphitheater!" Get a  Amphitheater!" Get a  Amphitheater!" Get a ““““Behind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The Scenes””””
tour of the IP Amphitheater which istour of the IP Amphitheater which istour of the IP Amphitheater which istour of the IP Amphitheater which is part of the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how  part of the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how  part of the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how  part of the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how 
Greg can get the "OLD"Greg can get the "OLD"Greg can get the "OLD"Greg can get the "OLD" non non non non----profit nonprofit nonprofit nonprofit non----inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater demolished inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater demolished inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater demolished inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater demolished 
for Next Yearsfor Next Yearsfor Next Yearsfor Next Years Spring break in Key West.  Spring break in Key West.  Spring break in Key West.  Spring break in Key West. 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Projects Amphitheater!"  Projects Amphitheater!"  Projects Amphitheater!" 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!"

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!"

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater!" 

3333----7777----14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with  Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with  Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with  Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with 
his sidewalk mural of the Greek Museshis sidewalk mural of the Greek Museshis sidewalk mural of the Greek Museshis sidewalk mural of the Greek Muses (daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself.  (daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself.  (daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself.  (daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself. 
On Mount Olympus, ClioOn Mount Olympus, ClioOn Mount Olympus, ClioOn Mount Olympus, Clio (pronounced "Kleye (pronounced "Kleye (pronounced "Kleye (pronounced "Kleye----o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, convinces her o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, convinces her o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, convinces her o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, convinces her 
eight sisterseight sisterseight sisterseight sisters (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the
sidewalk mural) to inspire Sonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that Musessidewalk mural) to inspire Sonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that Musessidewalk mural) to inspire Sonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that Musessidewalk mural) to inspire Sonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that Muses must always  must always  must always  must always 
be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates,be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates,be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates,be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates, leg warmers, and sport  leg warmers, and sport  leg warmers, and sport  leg warmers, and sport 
an Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Clioan Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Clioan Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Clioan Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Clio changes her name to something  changes her name to something  changes her name to something  changes her name to something 
contemporary: "Kira". Quickly inspired ("Magic"),contemporary: "Kira". Quickly inspired ("Magic"),contemporary: "Kira". Quickly inspired ("Magic"),contemporary: "Kira". Quickly inspired ("Magic"), Sonny decides that he can combine all  Sonny decides that he can combine all  Sonny decides that he can combine all  Sonny decides that he can combine all 
the arts and "something athletic" all intothe arts and "something athletic" all intothe arts and "something athletic" all intothe arts and "something athletic" all into one spectacular entertainment: a roller disco.  one spectacular entertainment: a roller disco.  one spectacular entertainment: a roller disco.  one spectacular entertainment: a roller disco. 
Two of Clio's sisters, MelpomeneTwo of Clio's sisters, MelpomeneTwo of Clio's sisters, MelpomeneTwo of Clio's sisters, Melpomene (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio  (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio  (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio  (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio 
(although the youngest)(although the youngest)(although the youngest)(although the youngest) is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu"  is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu"  is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu"  is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu" 
to Clio, althoughto Clio, althoughto Clio, althoughto Clio, although no one knows exactly what that entails ("Evil Woman"). So they plot to  no one knows exactly what that entails ("Evil Woman"). So they plot to  no one knows exactly what that entails ("Evil Woman"). So they plot to  no one knows exactly what that entails ("Evil Woman"). So they plot to 
discreditdiscreditdiscreditdiscredit Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules:
a Muse must not fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonnya Muse must not fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonnya Muse must not fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonnya Muse must not fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonny to fall in  to fall in  to fall in  to fall in 
love. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller disco, alove. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller disco, alove. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller disco, alove. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller disco, a long long long long----abandoned abandoned abandoned abandoned 
theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu."theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu."theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu."theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu." "Kira" inspires him to locate  "Kira" inspires him to locate  "Kira" inspires him to locate  "Kira" inspires him to locate 
the owner in the phone book ("Suddenly"), and theythe owner in the phone book ("Suddenly"), and theythe owner in the phone book ("Suddenly"), and theythe owner in the phone book ("Suddenly"), and they set up a meeting with real estate  set up a meeting with real estate  set up a meeting with real estate  set up a meeting with real estate 
mogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big bandmogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big bandmogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big bandmogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big band clarinetist before he started in the real  clarinetist before he started in the real  clarinetist before he started in the real  clarinetist before he started in the real 
estate game. Sonny visits hardestate game. Sonny visits hardestate game. Sonny visits hardestate game. Sonny visits hard----heartedheartedheartedhearted Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles  Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles  Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles  Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles 
and tries to convince him toand tries to convince him toand tries to convince him toand tries to convince him to donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring  donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring  donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring  donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring 
the arts to thethe arts to thethe arts to thethe arts to the Fairfax district and drive up real estate values. But Danny scoffs, even  Fairfax district and drive up real estate values. But Danny scoffs, even  Fairfax district and drive up real estate values. But Danny scoffs, even  Fairfax district and drive up real estate values. But Danny scoffs, even 
thoughthoughthoughthough he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, "Kira"  "Kira"  "Kira"  "Kira" 
arrives, jogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner ofarrives, jogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner ofarrives, jogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner ofarrives, jogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner of his, who looked  his, who looked  his, who looked  his, who looked 
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suspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're Away fromsuspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're Away fromsuspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're Away fromsuspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're Away from Me"). Kitty tells Danny  Me"). Kitty tells Danny  Me"). Kitty tells Danny  Me"). Kitty tells Danny 
that although he had let his greed stop him fromthat although he had let his greed stop him fromthat although he had let his greed stop him fromthat although he had let his greed stop him from pursuing his dream to open the theater  pursuing his dream to open the theater  pursuing his dream to open the theater  pursuing his dream to open the theater 
35 years ago, he has a chance to redeem35 years ago, he has a chance to redeem35 years ago, he has a chance to redeem35 years ago, he has a chance to redeem himself now by opening the roller disco with  himself now by opening the roller disco with  himself now by opening the roller disco with  himself now by opening the roller disco with 
Sonny. Danny finds Sonny and tellsSonny. Danny finds Sonny and tellsSonny. Danny finds Sonny and tellsSonny. Danny finds Sonny and tells him that if he can get the disco up and running in  him that if he can get the disco up and running in  him that if he can get the disco up and running in  him that if he can get the disco up and running in 
one day, he'll give him 25%one day, he'll give him 25%one day, he'll give him 25%one day, he'll give him 25% of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily  of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily  of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily  of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily 
agrees. Sonnyagrees. Sonnyagrees. Sonnyagrees. Sonny finds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the deal finds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the deal finds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the deal finds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the deal
that he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their curse, and thethat he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their curse, and thethat he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their curse, and thethat he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their curse, and the winged Eros, along  winged Eros, along  winged Eros, along  winged Eros, along 
with "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows ofwith "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows ofwith "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows ofwith "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows of love ("Strange Magic").  love ("Strange Magic").  love ("Strange Magic").  love ("Strange Magic"). 
"Kira" is soon overwhelmed with guilt over her loving"Kira" is soon overwhelmed with guilt over her loving"Kira" is soon overwhelmed with guilt over her loving"Kira" is soon overwhelmed with guilt over her loving feelings and of having created her  feelings and of having created her  feelings and of having created her  feelings and of having created her 
own art (a handown art (a handown art (a handown art (a hand----drawn picture) alongsidedrawn picture) alongsidedrawn picture) alongsidedrawn picture) alongside Sonny  Sonny  Sonny  Sonny –––– both violations of Zeus's restrictions on both violations of Zeus's restrictions on both violations of Zeus's restrictions on both violations of Zeus's restrictions on 
the Muses. With the help ofthe Muses. With the help ofthe Muses. With the help ofthe Muses. With the help of some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All  some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All  some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All  some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All 
Over theOver theOver theOver the World"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that she World"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that she World"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that she World"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that she is  is  is  is 
falling in love with Sonny and tells him that she must leave ("Don't Walkfalling in love with Sonny and tells him that she must leave ("Don't Walkfalling in love with Sonny and tells him that she must leave ("Don't Walkfalling in love with Sonny and tells him that she must leave ("Don't Walk Away"). But the  Away"). But the  Away"). But the  Away"). But the 
evil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles ofevil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles ofevil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles ofevil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles of money if he will tear down the  money if he will tear down the  money if he will tear down the  money if he will tear down the 
theater and build condos. Danny can't resist andtheater and build condos. Danny can't resist andtheater and build condos. Danny can't resist andtheater and build condos. Danny can't resist and tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira"  tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira"  tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira"  tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira" 
comes back to tell Sonny that she lovescomes back to tell Sonny that she lovescomes back to tell Sonny that she lovescomes back to tell Sonny that she loves him, but the evil sisters tell her that she has broken  him, but the evil sisters tell her that she has broken  him, but the evil sisters tell her that she has broken  him, but the evil sisters tell her that she has broken 
Zeus's rules, and thatZeus's rules, and thatZeus's rules, and thatZeus's rules, and that she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny,  she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny,  she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny,  she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny, 
including thatincluding thatincluding thatincluding that her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that  her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that  her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that  her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that 
sheshesheshe is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves him, and she is angry and is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves him, and she is angry and is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves him, and she is angry and is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves him, and she is angry and hurt  hurt  hurt  hurt 
("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off for Mount Olympus to  for Mount Olympus to  for Mount Olympus to  for Mount Olympus to 
receive her punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time").receive her punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time").receive her punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time").receive her punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time"). Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny  Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny  Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny  Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny 
discuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, itdiscuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, itdiscuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, itdiscuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, it all makes sense. Danny tells Sonny not to  all makes sense. Danny tells Sonny not to  all makes sense. Danny tells Sonny not to  all makes sense. Danny tells Sonny not to 
let go of his muse because of foolishlet go of his muse because of foolishlet go of his muse because of foolishlet go of his muse because of foolish pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny,  pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny,  pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny,  pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny, 
realizing that he really lovesrealizing that he really lovesrealizing that he really lovesrealizing that he really loves "Kira," decides to find her  "Kira," decides to find her  "Kira," decides to find her  "Kira," decides to find her ---- even if it means climbing Mount even if it means climbing Mount even if it means climbing Mount even if it means climbing Mount 
Olympus. Back onOlympus. Back onOlympus. Back onOlympus. Back on Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take pity on Clio ("Have You  Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take pity on Clio ("Have You  Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take pity on Clio ("Have You  Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take pity on Clio ("Have You 
Never BeenNever BeenNever BeenNever Been Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the
demidemidemidemi----gods and demigods and demigods and demigods and demi----goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She,goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She,goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She,goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She, too, is  too, is  too, is  too, is 
invulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had herinvulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had herinvulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had herinvulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had her shot with the arrows of  shot with the arrows of  shot with the arrows of  shot with the arrows of 
love, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," andlove, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," andlove, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," andlove, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," and so she must have been completely  so she must have been completely  so she must have been completely  so she must have been completely 
invulnerable. This means that she really didinvulnerable. This means that she really didinvulnerable. This means that she really didinvulnerable. This means that she really did love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for  love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for  love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for  love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for 
Sonny and rips off her legwarmersSonny and rips off her legwarmersSonny and rips off her legwarmersSonny and rips off her legwarmers ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly away with Pegasus and  ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly away with Pegasus and  ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly away with Pegasus and  ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly away with Pegasus and 
Sonny, before Zeus pullsSonny, before Zeus pullsSonny, before Zeus pullsSonny, before Zeus pulls them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he  them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he  them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he  them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he 
would even fightwould even fightwould even fightwould even fight Zeus for the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to  Zeus for the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to  Zeus for the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to  Zeus for the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to 
pardonpardonpardonpardon Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are reunited, and Zeus Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are reunited, and Zeus Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are reunited, and Zeus Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are reunited, and Zeus reveals  reveals  reveals  reveals 
what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art."what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art."what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art."what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art." Clio and Sonny go  Clio and Sonny go  Clio and Sonny go  Clio and Sonny go 
back to L.A. and Xanadu ("Xanadu"). back to L.A. and Xanadu ("Xanadu"). back to L.A. and Xanadu ("Xanadu"). back to L.A. and Xanadu ("Xanadu"). 

3333----7777----14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" 

3333----7777----14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" 

Diamond Glass InventionDiamond Glass InventionDiamond Glass InventionDiamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a  and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a  and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a  and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a 
Key West SandKey West SandKey West SandKey West Sand Bar... grin!  Bar... grin!  Bar... grin!  Bar... grin! 

Diamond Glass Diamond Glass Diamond Glass Diamond Glass 

Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats alongInvention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats alongInvention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats alongInvention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand  with you on a Key West Sand  with you on a Key West Sand  with you on a Key West Sand 
Bar... grin! Bar... grin! Bar... grin! Bar... grin! 

3333----6666----14 iPad Air Wi14 iPad Air Wi14 iPad Air Wi14 iPad Air Wi----Fi +Fi +Fi +Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  Cellular for Verizon 128GB  Cellular for Verizon 128GB  Cellular for Verizon 128GB ---- Silver Purchase Information $929.00 I  Silver Purchase Information $929.00 I  Silver Purchase Information $929.00 I  Silver Purchase Information $929.00 I 
searchedsearchedsearchedsearched Google for FTP app, program and there is one I can use to publish this Google for FTP app, program and there is one I can use to publish this Google for FTP app, program and there is one I can use to publish this Google for FTP app, program and there is one I can use to publish this
www.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregswww.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregswww.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregswww.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregs Race for  Race for  Race for  Race for 
the Cure... of several Invention Projects! And I can always write upthe Cure... of several Invention Projects! And I can always write upthe Cure... of several Invention Projects! And I can always write upthe Cure... of several Invention Projects! And I can always write up Futuristic Inventions for  Futuristic Inventions for  Futuristic Inventions for  Futuristic Inventions for 
the iPad Air after I get one! the iPad Air after I get one! the iPad Air after I get one! the iPad Air after I get one! 

3333----6666----14141414 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app
"Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like Verizon has recorded "All" so can"Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like Verizon has recorded "All" so can"Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like Verizon has recorded "All" so can"Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like Verizon has recorded "All" so can Verizon Cell  Verizon Cell  Verizon Cell  Verizon Cell 
users, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Inventionusers, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Inventionusers, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Inventionusers, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Invention Project, 24/7.  Project, 24/7.  Project, 24/7.  Project, 24/7. 

3333----6666----14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy  role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy  role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy  role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy 
functionality to constantly update the database, andfunctionality to constantly update the database, andfunctionality to constantly update the database, andfunctionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an emergency, will  in the case of an emergency, will  in the case of an emergency, will  in the case of an emergency, will 
message the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B'smessage the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B'smessage the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B'smessage the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B's contacts.  contacts.  contacts.  contacts. 
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3333----6666----14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas Station Robbers Praying on  Station Robbers Praying on  Station Robbers Praying on  Station Robbers Praying on 
Women" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all theWomen" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all theWomen" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all theWomen" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all the guys cell calls before he "Sucker  guys cell calls before he "Sucker  guys cell calls before he "Sucker  guys cell calls before he "Sucker 
Punched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the GasPunched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the GasPunched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the GasPunched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the Gas Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have  Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have  Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have  Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have 
been Out of Business for Decadesbeen Out of Business for Decadesbeen Out of Business for Decadesbeen Out of Business for Decades via the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  via the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  via the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  via the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

3333----6666----14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant role in "Futuristic Hemingway  role in "Futuristic Hemingway  role in "Futuristic Hemingway  role in "Futuristic Hemingway 
Writing Classes" in Key West is the TV ShowWriting Classes" in Key West is the TV ShowWriting Classes" in Key West is the TV ShowWriting Classes" in Key West is the TV Show "Person of Interest" as they are alerted if  "Person of Interest" as they are alerted if  "Person of Interest" as they are alerted if  "Person of Interest" as they are alerted if 
someone on a nearby Cell Call issomeone on a nearby Cell Call issomeone on a nearby Cell Call issomeone on a nearby Cell Call is going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be  going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be  going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be  going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be 
more so in Chapter One ofmore so in Chapter One ofmore so in Chapter One ofmore so in Chapter One of a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key  a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key  a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key  a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key 
West and not oneWest and not oneWest and not oneWest and not one signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in  signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in  signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in  signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in 
Key West...Key West...Key West...Key West... Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin! 

3333----6666----14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in Apple's patent  role in Apple's patent  role in Apple's patent  role in Apple's patent 
application for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafeapplication for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafeapplication for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafeapplication for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafe detection" covers a software and  detection" covers a software and  detection" covers a software and  detection" covers a software and 
hardware implementation for an emergencyhardware implementation for an emergencyhardware implementation for an emergencyhardware implementation for an emergency services request system using the one thing  services request system using the one thing  services request system using the one thing  services request system using the one thing 
almost everyone carries on aalmost everyone carries on aalmost everyone carries on aalmost everyone carries on a day day day day----totototo----day basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system day basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system day basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system day basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system 
that uses a mobilethat uses a mobilethat uses a mobilethat uses a mobile device's onboard sensors to detect a probable emergency situation, such  device's onboard sensors to detect a probable emergency situation, such  device's onboard sensors to detect a probable emergency situation, such  device's onboard sensors to detect a probable emergency situation, such 
as aas aas aas a physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help via  via  via  via 
cell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users maycell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users maycell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users maycell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users may encounter  encounter  encounter  encounter 
problems or emergency situations while traveling from one place toproblems or emergency situations while traveling from one place toproblems or emergency situations while traveling from one place toproblems or emergency situations while traveling from one place to another. The invention  another. The invention  another. The invention  another. The invention 
is meant tois meant tois meant tois meant to help assist the user in the case of help assist the user in the case of help assist the user in the case of help assist the user in the case of automobile accidents, muggings and  automobile accidents, muggings and  automobile accidents, muggings and  automobile accidents, muggings and 
debilitating medical issues, among otherdebilitating medical issues, among otherdebilitating medical issues, among otherdebilitating medical issues, among other scenarios. First, the system generates an  scenarios. First, the system generates an  scenarios. First, the system generates an  scenarios. First, the system generates an 
emergency call list from a user'semergency call list from a user'semergency call list from a user'semergency call list from a user's address book or crowd address book or crowd address book or crowd address book or crowd----sourced database (like local 911 sourced database (like local 911 sourced database (like local 911 sourced database (like local 911 
numbers). Alternatively,numbers). Alternatively,numbers). Alternatively,numbers). Alternatively, users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use  users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use  users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use  users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use 
its GPSits GPSits GPSits GPS functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an emergency,  emergency,  emergency,  emergency, 
will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts. will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts. will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts. will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts. 

3333----6666----14 Former14 Former14 Former14 Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch  French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch  French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch  French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch 
legallegallegallegal action after secret recordings of them were leaked online...  action after secret recordings of them were leaked online...  action after secret recordings of them were leaked online...  action after secret recordings of them were leaked online... 

3333----6666----14 Dr.14 Dr.14 Dr.14 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan
Project in the Race for the Cure... News of Apple's chief financial officer,Project in the Race for the Cure... News of Apple's chief financial officer,Project in the Race for the Cure... News of Apple's chief financial officer,Project in the Race for the Cure... News of Apple's chief financial officer, Peter Oppenheimer,  Peter Oppenheimer,  Peter Oppenheimer,  Peter Oppenheimer, 
will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September,will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September,will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September,will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September, transferring financial  transferring financial  transferring financial  transferring financial 
stewardship of the world's largest technology company tostewardship of the world's largest technology company tostewardship of the world's largest technology company tostewardship of the world's largest technology company to the Italian the Italian the Italian the Italian----born ... Italy has the born ... Italy has the born ... Italy has the born ... Italy has the 
Pope, who is a Man, if the Pope were aPope, who is a Man, if the Pope were aPope, who is a Man, if the Pope were aPope, who is a Man, if the Pope were a "Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New  "Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New  "Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New  "Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New 
Manhattan Project in the Race for theManhattan Project in the Race for theManhattan Project in the Race for theManhattan Project in the Race for the Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men!  Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men!  Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men!  Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men! 

3333----6666----14 "Woman Pope"14 "Woman Pope"14 "Woman Pope"14 "Woman Pope" in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said  in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said  in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said  in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said 
in anin anin anin an email to workers on Tuesday that the company would  email to workers on Tuesday that the company would  email to workers on Tuesday that the company would  email to workers on Tuesday that the company would ““““do the right thing for ourdo the right thing for ourdo the right thing for ourdo the right thing for our
customers,customers,customers,customers,”””” 1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst into  into  into  into 
flames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set upflames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set upflames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set upflames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set up by Numb Nuts  by Numb Nuts  by Numb Nuts  by Numb Nuts 
Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC! Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC! Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC! Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC! 

3333----6666----14 Former French14 Former French14 Former French14 Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch  President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch  President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch  President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch 
legal actionlegal actionlegal actionlegal action after secret recordings of them were leaked online...  after secret recordings of them were leaked online...  after secret recordings of them were leaked online...  after secret recordings of them were leaked online... 

3333----6666----14 Ash14 Ash14 Ash14 Ash Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not
mentioned by the Pope yesterday! Advanced Warnings are only on Greg's web pagementioned by the Pope yesterday! Advanced Warnings are only on Greg's web pagementioned by the Pope yesterday! Advanced Warnings are only on Greg's web pagementioned by the Pope yesterday! Advanced Warnings are only on Greg's web page in Key  in Key  in Key  in Key 
West, grin! West, grin! West, grin! West, grin! 

3333----6666----14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale Graduate students are taking a stand against  Graduate students are taking a stand against  Graduate students are taking a stand against  Graduate students are taking a stand against 
the short hours of operation atthe short hours of operation atthe short hours of operation atthe short hours of operation at Payne Whitney Gymnasium.  Payne Whitney Gymnasium.  Payne Whitney Gymnasium.  Payne Whitney Gymnasium. 

3333----6666----14 Yale News Daily didn't report today...14 Yale News Daily didn't report today...14 Yale News Daily didn't report today...14 Yale News Daily didn't report today... "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall,  "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall,  "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall,  "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall, 
Library + Classroom after theLibrary + Classroom after theLibrary + Classroom after theLibrary + Classroom after the New French ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!!  New French ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!!  New French ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!!  New French ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!! 
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3333----6666----14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the "Gravity Engine" works of art was  "Gravity Engine" works of art was  "Gravity Engine" works of art was  "Gravity Engine" works of art was 
cut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newestcut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newestcut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newestcut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newest STEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art  STEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art  STEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art  STEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art 
Gallery is starting STEMGallery is starting STEMGallery is starting STEMGallery is starting STEM Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills  Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills  Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills  Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills 
applicable toapplicable toapplicable toapplicable to drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi  drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi  drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi  drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi 
variablevariablevariablevariable functions. The real question is: When will Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer a functions. The real question is: When will Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer a functions. The real question is: When will Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer a functions. The real question is: When will Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer a
session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals?session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals?session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals?session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals?

4444

Trillion Years these diamonds will shine along with about 4 Trillion Stars buildTrillion Years these diamonds will shine along with about 4 Trillion Stars buildTrillion Years these diamonds will shine along with about 4 Trillion Stars buildTrillion Years these diamonds will shine along with about 4 Trillion Stars build for Love  for Love  for Love  for Love 
not War! not War! not War! not War! 

Diamond Glass Diamond Glass Diamond Glass Diamond Glass 

Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof andInvention and iPhone5s that is waterproof andInvention and iPhone5s that is waterproof andInvention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand  floats along with you on a Key West Sand  floats along with you on a Key West Sand  floats along with you on a Key West Sand 
Bar... grin! Bar... grin! Bar... grin! Bar... grin! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Wome14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Wome14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Wome14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Womennnn MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY  MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY  MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY  MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY 
to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing theto the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing theto the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing theto the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy A "Gas Lobotomy A "Gas Lobotomy A "Gas Lobotomy A----Bomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI Bomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI Bomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI Bomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI 
WOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'EtatWOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'EtatWOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'EtatWOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'Etat goings goings goings goings----on as Verizon records everything! on as Verizon records everything! on as Verizon records everything! on as Verizon records everything! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY  lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY  lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY  lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY 
to the Womensto the Womensto the Womensto the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy A MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy A MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy A MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy A----Bomb" built to counter Bomb" built to counter Bomb" built to counter Bomb" built to counter 
thethethethe work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex"  cortex"  cortex"  cortex" 
iPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be aniPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be aniPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be aniPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be an iPhone5s app too!  iPhone5s app too!  iPhone5s app too!  iPhone5s app too! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For The Murder Cure" will be a annual  The Murder Cure" will be a annual  The Murder Cure" will be a annual  The Murder Cure" will be a annual 
event for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins theevent for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins theevent for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins theevent for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins the Oscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was  Oscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was  Oscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was  Oscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was 
"Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. is"Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. is"Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. is"Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. is making about this today and you will hear her  making about this today and you will hear her  making about this today and you will hear her  making about this today and you will hear her 
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Screams, and the "Psycho" RobertScreams, and the "Psycho" RobertScreams, and the "Psycho" RobertScreams, and the "Psycho" Robert Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary  Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary  Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary  Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary 
was hanging in the barn!was hanging in the barn!was hanging in the barn!was hanging in the barn! Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B. 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's 
Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas LobotomyCoup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas LobotomyCoup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas LobotomyCoup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy A A A A----Bomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in Bomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in Bomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in Bomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in 
the African Nations fighting forthe African Nations fighting forthe African Nations fighting forthe African Nations fighting for the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into  the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into  the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into  the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into 
Swiss banks!Swiss banks!Swiss banks!Swiss banks!

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  the Womens MD's  the Womens MD's  the Womens MD's 
Coup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can "Infect" the Numb NutsCoup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can "Infect" the Numb NutsCoup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can "Infect" the Numb NutsCoup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can "Infect" the Numb Nuts Dictators in our George  Dictators in our George  Dictators in our George  Dictators in our George 
Orwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, StarOrwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, StarOrwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, StarOrwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, Star Ship Earth has no need for!  Ship Earth has no need for!  Ship Earth has no need for!  Ship Earth has no need for! 
Harvard Medical School just developed a techniqueHarvard Medical School just developed a techniqueHarvard Medical School just developed a techniqueHarvard Medical School just developed a technique called fluorescent in situ RNA  called fluorescent in situ RNA  called fluorescent in situ RNA  called fluorescent in situ RNA 
sequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in placesequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in placesequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in placesequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in place within the cell. The method involves  within the cell. The method involves  within the cell. The method involves  within the cell. The method involves 
chemically treating tissue to chemically treating tissue to chemically treating tissue to chemically treating tissue to ““““freezefreezefreezefreeze”””” everything in place and then copying the RNA many everything in place and then copying the RNA many everything in place and then copying the RNA many everything in place and then copying the RNA many 
times over into identical DNAtimes over into identical DNAtimes over into identical DNAtimes over into identical DNA bunches located where the original RNA molecules were. To  bunches located where the original RNA molecules were. To  bunches located where the original RNA molecules were. To  bunches located where the original RNA molecules were. To 
identify each bunch ofidentify each bunch ofidentify each bunch ofidentify each bunch of DNA from the billions of others within the sample, they used unique  DNA from the billions of others within the sample, they used unique  DNA from the billions of others within the sample, they used unique  DNA from the billions of others within the sample, they used unique 
sections ofsections ofsections ofsections of the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic
activity in human primary fibroblasts. activity in human primary fibroblasts. activity in human primary fibroblasts. activity in human primary fibroblasts. 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's 
Coup D'EtatCoup D'EtatCoup D'EtatCoup D'Etat another iPhone5s app to fast track inventing like the University of Cambridge another iPhone5s app to fast track inventing like the University of Cambridge another iPhone5s app to fast track inventing like the University of Cambridge another iPhone5s app to fast track inventing like the University of Cambridge
has developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that arehas developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that arehas developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that arehas developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that are currently  currently  currently  currently 
being used to screen for disease and measure levels of variousbeing used to screen for disease and measure levels of variousbeing used to screen for disease and measure levels of variousbeing used to screen for disease and measure levels of various compounds in body fluids.  compounds in body fluids.  compounds in body fluids.  compounds in body fluids. 
The technology relies on using hydrogels seeded withThe technology relies on using hydrogels seeded withThe technology relies on using hydrogels seeded withThe technology relies on using hydrogels seeded with silver particles that react to light.  silver particles that react to light.  silver particles that react to light.  silver particles that react to light. 
When a laser is directed at the hydrogel,When a laser is directed at the hydrogel,When a laser is directed at the hydrogel,When a laser is directed at the hydrogel, the silver particles jump into predetermined  the silver particles jump into predetermined  the silver particles jump into predetermined  the silver particles jump into predetermined 
shapes. The resulting hologram fromshapes. The resulting hologram fromshapes. The resulting hologram fromshapes. The resulting hologram from light passing through the silver has a signature color.  light passing through the silver has a signature color.  light passing through the silver has a signature color.  light passing through the silver has a signature color. 
If a compound isIf a compound isIf a compound isIf a compound is present, the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the  present, the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the  present, the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the  present, the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the 
hologram.hologram.hologram.hologram. Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram identifies the  Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram identifies the  Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram identifies the  Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram identifies the 
compoundcompoundcompoundcompound present around the hydrogel.  present around the hydrogel.  present around the hydrogel.  present around the hydrogel. 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's 
Coup D'Etat 1st women'sCoup D'Etat 1st women'sCoup D'Etat 1st women'sCoup D'Etat 1st women's executive order will be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole  executive order will be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole  executive order will be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole  executive order will be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole 
Foods groceryFoods groceryFoods groceryFoods grocery stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women MD's stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women MD's stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women MD's stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women MD's
scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc 

3333----5555----14 The14 The14 The14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's
Coup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and École polytechnique fédérale deCoup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and École polytechnique fédérale deCoup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and École polytechnique fédérale deCoup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne,  Lausanne,  Lausanne,  Lausanne, 
Switzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion inSwitzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion inSwitzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion inSwitzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues given  Oil Revenues given  Oil Revenues given  Oil Revenues given 
to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! 

3333----5555----14 The14 The14 The14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's
Coup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new Mary B. movie Gorillas Men will give youCoup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new Mary B. movie Gorillas Men will give youCoup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new Mary B. movie Gorillas Men will give youCoup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new Mary B. movie Gorillas Men will give you Anus  Anus  Anus  Anus 
Cancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women areCancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women areCancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women areCancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women are infected with Anus  infected with Anus  infected with Anus  infected with Anus 
Cancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scanCancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scanCancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scanCancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scan Men for the HPV virus... Today  Men for the HPV virus... Today  Men for the HPV virus... Today  Men for the HPV virus... Today 
they wait and kill women, wait for the Coup thenthey wait and kill women, wait for the Coup thenthey wait and kill women, wait for the Coup thenthey wait and kill women, wait for the Coup then they will can killing many Fawcetts by  they will can killing many Fawcetts by  they will can killing many Fawcetts by  they will can killing many Fawcetts by 
waiting, refusing to start Scanningwaiting, refusing to start Scanningwaiting, refusing to start Scanningwaiting, refusing to start Scanning Today!  Today!  Today!  Today! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's!14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's!14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's!14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's  KEY to the Womens MD's  KEY to the Womens MD's  KEY to the Womens MD's 
Coup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a material withCoup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a material withCoup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a material withCoup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a material with superlative physical qualities, most superlative physical qualities, most superlative physical qualities, most superlative physical qualities, most 
of which originate from the strong covalentof which originate from the strong covalentof which originate from the strong covalentof which originate from the strong covalent bonding between its atoms...  bonding between its atoms...  bonding between its atoms...  bonding between its atoms... 

3333----5555----14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS 14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS 14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS 14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS ---- Lost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and Lost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and Lost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and Lost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and 
JFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and theJFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and theJFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and theJFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and the CIA will finally publish the deaths caused from  CIA will finally publish the deaths caused from  CIA will finally publish the deaths caused from  CIA will finally publish the deaths caused from 
broken windshields Ford and GMbroken windshields Ford and GMbroken windshields Ford and GMbroken windshields Ford and GM refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME!  refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME!  refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME!  refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME! 
Diamond Wedding Ring +Diamond Wedding Ring +Diamond Wedding Ring +Diamond Wedding Ring + Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s.  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s.  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s.  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s. 

3333----5555----14 Diamond Wedding Ring +14 Diamond Wedding Ring +14 Diamond Wedding Ring +14 Diamond Wedding Ring + Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both 
waterproof and floatswaterproof and floatswaterproof and floatswaterproof and floats when you are playing  when you are playing  when you are playing  when you are playing ---- working on the numerous Key West Beach working on the numerous Key West Beach working on the numerous Key West Beach working on the numerous Key West Beach 
Sand Bars...Sand Bars...Sand Bars...Sand Bars... really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war
lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etatlobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etatlobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etatlobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat Gorilla Glass  Gorilla Glass  Gorilla Glass  Gorilla Glass 
and Sapphire. Corningand Sapphire. Corningand Sapphire. Corningand Sapphire. Corning® ® ® ® GorillaGorillaGorillaGorilla® ® ® ® Glass, the world's leading coverGlass, the world's leading coverGlass, the world's leading coverGlass, the world's leading cover glass, can be found on  glass, can be found on  glass, can be found on  glass, can be found on 
more than 1.5 billion devices. more than 1.5 billion devices. more than 1.5 billion devices. more than 1.5 billion devices. 
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3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" inInspiration" inInspiration" inInspiration" in your ipsilateral  your ipsilateral  your ipsilateral  your ipsilateral 
secondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a commonsecondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a commonsecondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a commonsecondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a common occurrence throughout the  occurrence throughout the  occurrence throughout the  occurrence throughout the 
history of scientific innovation such as Alexanderhistory of scientific innovation such as Alexanderhistory of scientific innovation such as Alexanderhistory of scientific innovation such as Alexander Fleming's accidental discovery of  Fleming's accidental discovery of  Fleming's accidental discovery of  Fleming's accidental discovery of 
penicillin in 1928. Today "Serendipity is anpenicillin in 1928. Today "Serendipity is anpenicillin in 1928. Today "Serendipity is anpenicillin in 1928. Today "Serendipity is an App" on your iPhone5s.  App" on your iPhone5s.  App" on your iPhone5s.  App" on your iPhone5s. 

3333----4444----14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your Cheer leader" can be turned "On" by "Touch,"  Cheer leader" can be turned "On" by "Touch,"  Cheer leader" can be turned "On" by "Touch,"  Cheer leader" can be turned "On" by "Touch," 
In feeling herIn feeling herIn feeling herIn feeling her "Electric "Electric "Electric "Electric----Inspiration" in your frontal lobes here's what's going on...Inspiration" in your frontal lobes here's what's going on...Inspiration" in your frontal lobes here's what's going on...Inspiration" in your frontal lobes here's what's going on... Whole Whole Whole Whole----
brain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that the ipsilateral secondarybrain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that the ipsilateral secondarybrain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that the ipsilateral secondarybrain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that the ipsilateral secondary somatosensory  somatosensory  somatosensory  somatosensory 
cortex (SII) cortex (SII) cortex (SII) cortex (SII) ———— a key region of the brain that processes touch a key region of the brain that processes touch a key region of the brain that processes touch a key region of the brain that processes touch ———— displayed increased activity displayed increased activity displayed increased activity displayed increased activity 
with greater age. This new understanding of socialwith greater age. This new understanding of socialwith greater age. This new understanding of socialwith greater age. This new understanding of social touch is the first to establish a  touch is the first to establish a  touch is the first to establish a  touch is the first to establish a 
developmental progression of the neuraldevelopmental progression of the neuraldevelopmental progression of the neuraldevelopmental progression of the neural mechanism and holds promise for application for  mechanism and holds promise for application for  mechanism and holds promise for application for  mechanism and holds promise for application for 
Serendipity (which means aSerendipity (which means aSerendipity (which means aSerendipity (which means a "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise") Invention +  "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise") Invention +  "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise") Invention +  "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise") Invention + 
Discovery "FueledDiscovery "FueledDiscovery "FueledDiscovery "Fueled by a Woman's Touch" research that will get 1,001 RxCure's, Overnight like by a Woman's Touch" research that will get 1,001 RxCure's, Overnight like by a Woman's Touch" research that will get 1,001 RxCure's, Overnight like by a Woman's Touch" research that will get 1,001 RxCure's, Overnight like
Penicillin did on her ear! Penicillin did on her ear! Penicillin did on her ear! Penicillin did on her ear! 

3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Electric "Electric "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral 
secondary somatosensory cortex!secondary somatosensory cortex!secondary somatosensory cortex!secondary somatosensory cortex! "Lobotomy Gas A "Lobotomy Gas A "Lobotomy Gas A "Lobotomy Gas A----Bomb" to stop the killing! "No Head On Bomb" to stop the killing! "No Head On Bomb" to stop the killing! "No Head On Bomb" to stop the killing! "No Head On 
Collisions..." Greg'sCollisions..." Greg'sCollisions..." Greg'sCollisions..." Greg's invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Trillion from  invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Trillion from  invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Trillion from  invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Trillion from 
Mecca + AllahMecca + AllahMecca + AllahMecca + Allah for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.  for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.  for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.  for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era. 

3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by14 Turned "On" by14 Turned "On" by14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral 
secondarysecondarysecondarysecondary somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of Behavioral Neuroscience  somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of Behavioral Neuroscience  somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of Behavioral Neuroscience  somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of Behavioral Neuroscience ---- Journal should Journal should Journal should Journal should 
havehavehavehave been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junk apps" really!  been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junk apps" really!  been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junk apps" really!  been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junk apps" really! 

3333----4444----14 Turned14 Turned14 Turned14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateralInspiration" in your ipsilateralInspiration" in your ipsilateralInspiration" in your ipsilateral
secondary somatosensory cortex! Another Day in BEIJING and secondary somatosensory cortex! Another Day in BEIJING and secondary somatosensory cortex! Another Day in BEIJING and secondary somatosensory cortex! Another Day in BEIJING and ———— China's military isChina's military isChina's military isChina's military is
prepared to respond to all threats prepared to respond to all threats prepared to respond to all threats prepared to respond to all threats ---- SOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II PoisonSOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II PoisonSOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II PoisonSOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  Gasoline  Gasoline  Gasoline 
Exhaust in Beijing Today! Exhaust in Beijing Today! Exhaust in Beijing Today! Exhaust in Beijing Today! 

3333----4444----14 Mary Kennedy, hear her14 Mary Kennedy, hear her14 Mary Kennedy, hear her14 Mary Kennedy, hear her screaming at Robert Kennedy Jr. as she is about to hang  screaming at Robert Kennedy Jr. as she is about to hang  screaming at Robert Kennedy Jr. as she is about to hang  screaming at Robert Kennedy Jr. as she is about to hang 
herself, Bullied intoherself, Bullied intoherself, Bullied intoherself, Bullied into Suicide by a Judge Bought off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  Suicide by a Judge Bought off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  Suicide by a Judge Bought off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  Suicide by a Judge Bought off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) ---- The The The The 
first witnessfirst witnessfirst witnessfirst witness in the Oscar Pistorius murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying she in the Oscar Pistorius murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying she in the Oscar Pistorius murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying she in the Oscar Pistorius murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying she
still remembers the terrified screams of a woman on the night the doublestill remembers the terrified screams of a woman on the night the doublestill remembers the terrified screams of a woman on the night the doublestill remembers the terrified screams of a woman on the night the double----amputeeamputeeamputeeamputee athlete  athlete  athlete  athlete 
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killed his girlfriend by shooting four times! Turned "On" by "Touch," Inkilled his girlfriend by shooting four times! Turned "On" by "Touch," Inkilled his girlfriend by shooting four times! Turned "On" by "Touch," Inkilled his girlfriend by shooting four times! Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her  feeling her  feeling her  feeling her 
"Electric"Electric"Electric"Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensoryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensoryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensoryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Mary B. another  cortex! Mary B. another  cortex! Mary B. another  cortex! Mary B. another 
dramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nutsdramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nutsdramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nutsdramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nuts Dic Dic Dic Dictators let us get the RxCure... ... ... tators let us get the RxCure... ... ... tators let us get the RxCure... ... ... tators let us get the RxCure... ... ... 

3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by14 Turned "On" by14 Turned "On" by14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral Inspiration" in your ipsilateral 
secondarysecondarysecondarysecondary somatosensory cortex!  somatosensory cortex!  somatosensory cortex!  somatosensory cortex! 

SheSheSheShe said... now I  said... now I  said... now I  said... now I 

want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3----3333----14 Monday14 Monday14 Monday14 Monday Cheerleader Pom Poms  Cheerleader Pom Poms  Cheerleader Pom Poms  Cheerleader Pom Poms ---- All  All  All  All 
Cheer Poms Are Made In The USA, her USA Lover willCheer Poms Are Made In The USA, her USA Lover willCheer Poms Are Made In The USA, her USA Lover willCheer Poms Are Made In The USA, her USA Lover will get it for her... the RxCure for Breast  get it for her... the RxCure for Breast  get it for her... the RxCure for Breast  get it for her... the RxCure for Breast 
Cancer! 7 am at Starbucks on DuvalCancer! 7 am at Starbucks on DuvalCancer! 7 am at Starbucks on DuvalCancer! 7 am at Starbucks on Duval locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy joggers singing  locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy joggers singing  locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy joggers singing  locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy joggers singing 
praises of the Military, Ipraises of the Military, Ipraises of the Military, Ipraises of the Military, I told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's  told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's  told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's  told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's 
electric touch andelectric touch andelectric touch andelectric touch and Cheerleader Pom Poms  Cheerleader Pom Poms  Cheerleader Pom Poms  Cheerleader Pom Poms ---- All Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I  All Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I  All Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I  All Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I 
know youknow youknow youknow you can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos had a  can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos had a  can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos had a  can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos had a 
audienceaudienceaudienceaudience of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A----Bomb now todays Dr. Bomb now todays Dr. Bomb now todays Dr. Bomb now todays Dr. 
NancyNancyNancyNancy Oppenheimer will invent the "Lobotomy Gas A Oppenheimer will invent the "Lobotomy Gas A Oppenheimer will invent the "Lobotomy Gas A Oppenheimer will invent the "Lobotomy Gas A----Bomb" to stop the killing!Bomb" to stop the killing!Bomb" to stop the killing!Bomb" to stop the killing!

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americansmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americansmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americansmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americans Would Rather Talk About Death  Would Rather Talk About Death  Would Rather Talk About Death  Would Rather Talk About Death 
Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollarThan Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollarThan Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollarThan Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday! And we already talked  Bill yesterday! And we already talked  Bill yesterday! And we already talked  Bill yesterday! And we already talked 
about one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next toabout one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next toabout one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next toabout one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next to Alpha Centauri and it will shine for 4 Trillion  Alpha Centauri and it will shine for 4 Trillion  Alpha Centauri and it will shine for 4 Trillion  Alpha Centauri and it will shine for 4 Trillion 
more years, Mary B. is God'smore years, Mary B. is God'smore years, Mary B. is God'smore years, Mary B. is God's Best Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more  Best Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more  Best Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more  Best Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more 
years... we realizeyears... we realizeyears... we realizeyears... we realize with this many BDays we can be Soul with this many BDays we can be Soul with this many BDays we can be Soul with this many BDays we can be Soul----Mates for at least 4 Trillion more Mates for at least 4 Trillion more Mates for at least 4 Trillion more Mates for at least 4 Trillion more 
Years!Years!Years!Years!

3333----3333----14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.."14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.."14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.."14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for  this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for  this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for  this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for 
10's of thousands of American10's of thousands of American10's of thousands of American10's of thousands of American Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue...  Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue...  Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue...  Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... 
on orders from theon orders from theon orders from theon orders from the Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy Seals  Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy Seals  Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy Seals  Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy Seals 
Can't RescueCan't RescueCan't RescueCan't Rescue You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best
picture Oscar picture Oscar picture Oscar picture Oscar 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  watch on "1984" rooms full of  watch on "1984" rooms full of  watch on "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb  they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb  they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb  they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb 
Nuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years ANuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years ANuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years ANuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years A Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca +  Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca +  Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca +  Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca + 
the Saudi Kings + Princesthe Saudi Kings + Princesthe Saudi Kings + Princesthe Saudi Kings + Princes $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George  $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George  $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George  $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George 
Orwell SocietyOrwell SocietyOrwell SocietyOrwell Society knows this!! In the end, Oscar "12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar  knows this!! In the end, Oscar "12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar  knows this!! In the end, Oscar "12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar  knows this!! In the end, Oscar "12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar 
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votersvotersvotersvoters found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too
harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12 Years A SWF  Years A SWF  Years A SWF  Years A SWF 
Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" forSex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" forSex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" forSex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for 10's of thousands of  10's of thousands of  10's of thousands of  10's of thousands of 
American Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with noAmerican Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with noAmerican Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with noAmerican Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... on orders from the  rescue... on orders from the  rescue... on orders from the  rescue... on orders from the 
Pentagon... Woman! Pentagon... Woman! Pentagon... Woman! Pentagon... Woman! 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI14 CIA WOMEN, FBI14 CIA WOMEN, FBI14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, bigmonitors, bigmonitors, bigmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in  screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in  screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in  screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in 
FearFearFearFear of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell USA????????????  USA????????????  USA????????????  USA???????????? 
Oscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA andOscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA andOscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA andOscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA and Mecca!  Mecca!  Mecca!  Mecca! 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  on "1984" rooms full of  on "1984" rooms full of  on "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... I Heardmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... I Heardmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... I Heardmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... I Heard Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius'  Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius'  Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius'  Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius' 
Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr.Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr.Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr.Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr. Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be  Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be  Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be  Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be 
murdered in 2014 and still Todaymurdered in 2014 and still Todaymurdered in 2014 and still Todaymurdered in 2014 and still Today Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in  Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in  Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in  Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in 
every town and city inevery town and city inevery town and city inevery town and city in the USA, just who is our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator?  the USA, just who is our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator?  the USA, just who is our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator?  the USA, just who is our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator? 

3333----3333----14 CIA14 CIA14 CIA14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americans Would Rather Talkmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americans Would Rather Talkmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americans Would Rather Talkmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Americans Would Rather Talk About Death  About Death  About Death  About Death 
Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday!Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday!Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday!Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday!

3333----3333----11114 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on4 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on4 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on4 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Obamacaremonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Obamacaremonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Obamacaremonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Obamacare Aftermath: The One Savings  Aftermath: The One Savings  Aftermath: The One Savings  Aftermath: The One Savings 
Tool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in SwissTool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in SwissTool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in SwissTool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and it all belongs to Mecca +  Banks and it all belongs to Mecca +  Banks and it all belongs to Mecca +  Banks and it all belongs to Mecca + 
Allah thanks to the Pentagon. Allah thanks to the Pentagon. Allah thanks to the Pentagon. Allah thanks to the Pentagon. 

3333----3333----14141414 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Free Health Care + Medicalmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Free Health Care + Medicalmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Free Health Care + Medicalmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Free Health Care + Medical School, Saudi  School, Saudi  School, Saudi  School, Saudi 
King even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more thanKing even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more thanKing even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more thanKing even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more than the FBI + CIA women  the FBI + CIA women  the FBI + CIA women  the FBI + CIA women 
get from George Orwell! get from George Orwell! get from George Orwell! get from George Orwell! 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screenmonitors, big screenmonitors, big screenmonitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI... Today these women will watch other women  100" in todays CIA + FBI... Today these women will watch other women  100" in todays CIA + FBI... Today these women will watch other women  100" in todays CIA + FBI... Today these women will watch other women 
murdered,murdered,murdered,murdered, Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K in Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K in Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K in Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K in
2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk!2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk!2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk!2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk!

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of  "1984" rooms full of 
monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + FBI...

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles Dad is in her article  Dad is in her article  Dad is in her article  Dad is in her article 
for today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper front page, Ifor today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper front page, Ifor today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper front page, Ifor today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper front page, I would guess he's 66 same as Greg  would guess he's 66 same as Greg  would guess he's 66 same as Greg  would guess he's 66 same as Greg 
and Mandy writes about his Dorm years settingand Mandy writes about his Dorm years settingand Mandy writes about his Dorm years settingand Mandy writes about his Dorm years setting off fire work inside. I must have missed  off fire work inside. I must have missed  off fire work inside. I must have missed  off fire work inside. I must have missed 
something in my writing about the Startsomething in my writing about the Startsomething in my writing about the Startsomething in my writing about the Start of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101  of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101  of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101  of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101 
Super Shuttles with "GravitySuper Shuttles with "GravitySuper Shuttles with "GravitySuper Shuttles with "Gravity Engines" via NASA confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca +  Engines" via NASA confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca +  Engines" via NASA confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca +  Engines" via NASA confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + 
Allah. Well MandyAllah. Well MandyAllah. Well MandyAllah. Well Mandy Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings  Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings  Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings  Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings 
and Mandyand Mandyand Mandyand Mandy didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the
Moon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle just Started flying in her dads lifeMoon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle just Started flying in her dads lifeMoon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle just Started flying in her dads lifeMoon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle just Started flying in her dads life time.  time.  time.  time. 
Mandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy MilesMandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy MilesMandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy MilesMandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy Miles Dad is named  Dad is named  Dad is named  Dad is named 
Bob Bolen. Bob Bolen. Bob Bolen. Bob Bolen. 

3333----2222----14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already  "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already  "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already  "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already 
set up... 1 Trillion "Retinaset up... 1 Trillion "Retinaset up... 1 Trillion "Retinaset up... 1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to  MacBook Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to  MacBook Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to  MacBook Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to 
"InventSomething" from"InventSomething" from"InventSomething" from"InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!

http://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buy----mac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbook----pro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=config

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with the Navy's newest ship,  the Navy's newest ship,  the Navy's newest ship,  the Navy's newest ship, 
the USS Somerset. 25,000the USS Somerset. 25,000the USS Somerset. 25,000the USS Somerset. 25,000----ton vessel politicians,ton vessel politicians,ton vessel politicians,ton vessel politicians, military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism  military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism  military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism  military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism 
over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating."over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating."over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating."over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating." The Somerset  The Somerset  The Somerset  The Somerset ---- which took four years and $1.2 which took four years and $1.2 which took four years and $1.2 which took four years and $1.2 
billion to build billion to build billion to build billion to build ---- is ready foris ready foris ready foris ready for action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver  action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver  action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver  action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver 
humanitarian aid humanitarian aid humanitarian aid humanitarian aid ---- isisisis named for Somerset County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed  named for Somerset County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed  named for Somerset County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed  named for Somerset County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed 
on Sept. 11,on Sept. 11,on Sept. 11,on Sept. 11, 2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers  2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers  2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers  2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers 
fromfromfromfrom attacking another target.  attacking another target.  attacking another target.  attacking another target. 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened  1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened  1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened  1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened 
if the Navy, Pentagon didn't giveif the Navy, Pentagon didn't giveif the Navy, Pentagon didn't giveif the Navy, Pentagon didn't give the Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to  the Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to  the Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to  the Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to 
Mecca + Allah!Mecca + Allah!Mecca + Allah!Mecca + Allah!
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3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a "Light of Hope," in the  "Light of Hope," in the  "Light of Hope," in the  "Light of Hope," in the 
Pope didn't go to work sick with a fever... VATICAN CITYPope didn't go to work sick with a fever... VATICAN CITYPope didn't go to work sick with a fever... VATICAN CITYPope didn't go to work sick with a fever... VATICAN CITY (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ———— Pope Francis canceled a Pope Francis canceled a Pope Francis canceled a Pope Francis canceled a 
visit to Rome's main seminary Friday after comingvisit to Rome's main seminary Friday after comingvisit to Rome's main seminary Friday after comingvisit to Rome's main seminary Friday after coming down with a fever. Associated Press, the  down with a fever. Associated Press, the  down with a fever. Associated Press, the  down with a fever. Associated Press, the 
AP reporters came to work sick on Sat.AP reporters came to work sick on Sat.AP reporters came to work sick on Sat.AP reporters came to work sick on Sat. + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs!  + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs!  + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs!  + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs! 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to  Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to  Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to  Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to 
work together towork together towork together towork together to overcome "misunderstandings" and appeals to the international  overcome "misunderstandings" and appeals to the international  overcome "misunderstandings" and appeals to the international  overcome "misunderstandings" and appeals to the international 
community tocommunity tocommunity tocommunity to promote dialogue and peace.  promote dialogue and peace.  promote dialogue and peace.  promote dialogue and peace. 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud  1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud  1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud  1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud 
missiles violated UN resolutionsmissiles violated UN resolutionsmissiles violated UN resolutionsmissiles violated UN resolutions barring the firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said  barring the firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said  barring the firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said  barring the firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said 
on Friday.on Friday.on Friday.on Friday.

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships targeted a base of  targeted a base of  targeted a base of  targeted a base of 
the Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADFthe Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADFthe Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADFthe Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADF----Nalu in the eastern DRNalu in the eastern DRNalu in the eastern DRNalu in the eastern DR Congo for the first time  Congo for the first time  Congo for the first time  Congo for the first time 
Saturday!! Saturday!! Saturday!! Saturday!! 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Down for No Reason. ArenaDown for No Reason. ArenaDown for No Reason. ArenaDown for No Reason. Arena traded down after earnings, but investors have nothing to be  traded down after earnings, but investors have nothing to be  traded down after earnings, but investors have nothing to be  traded down after earnings, but investors have nothing to be 
afraid of. Not evenafraid of. Not evenafraid of. Not evenafraid of. Not even VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I  VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I  VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I  VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I 
wrote Dr.wrote Dr.wrote Dr.wrote Dr. Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this to  to  to  to 
Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin! Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin! Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin! Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin! 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel,14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel,14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel,14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777  In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777  In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777  In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777 
Trillion from Mecca + Allah.Trillion from Mecca + Allah.Trillion from Mecca + Allah.Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Obamacare Benefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care  Obamacare Benefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care  Obamacare Benefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care  Obamacare Benefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care 
Act isn't just aboutAct isn't just aboutAct isn't just aboutAct isn't just about having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you money.  having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you money.  having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you money.  having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you money. 
ConfiscatingConfiscatingConfiscatingConfiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and  $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and  $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and  $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and 
get youget youget youget you the Heart Transplant that will go to the Saudi Prince Today because he has the the Heart Transplant that will go to the Saudi Prince Today because he has the the Heart Transplant that will go to the Saudi Prince Today because he has the the Heart Transplant that will go to the Saudi Prince Today because he has the
$777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why?$777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why?$777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why?$777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why?

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising  Cancer Rising  Cancer Rising  Cancer Rising 
Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20 percent of theSteeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20 percent of theSteeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20 percent of theSteeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20 percent of the global population, now  global population, now  global population, now  global population, now 
accounts for oneaccounts for oneaccounts for oneaccounts for one----third of global deaths from lung cancer.third of global deaths from lung cancer.third of global deaths from lung cancer.third of global deaths from lung cancer. Business Week wrote this today.  Business Week wrote this today.  Business Week wrote this today.  Business Week wrote this today. 
St. Jude Childrens Hospital, China will need toSt. Jude Childrens Hospital, China will need toSt. Jude Childrens Hospital, China will need toSt. Jude Childrens Hospital, China will need to build more of these than the NAVY just Built  build more of these than the NAVY just Built  build more of these than the NAVY just Built  build more of these than the NAVY just Built 
Fleet of 101 USS JFK and othersFleet of 101 USS JFK and othersFleet of 101 USS JFK and othersFleet of 101 USS JFK and others from the Godsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that  from the Godsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that  from the Godsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that  from the Godsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that 
come with Poisoncome with Poisoncome with Poisoncome with Poison Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In  Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In  Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In  Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In 
AnticipationAnticipationAnticipationAnticipation of Star Travels in 2014.  of Star Travels in 2014.  of Star Travels in 2014.  of Star Travels in 2014. 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising  1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising  1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising  1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising 
Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising  Cancer Rising  Cancer Rising  Cancer Rising 
Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of14 In "Anticipation" of14 In "Anticipation" of14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...  REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...  REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...  REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing... 

3333----1111----14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish the death14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish the death14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish the death14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish the death statistics on how the baby died,  statistics on how the baby died,  statistics on how the baby died,  statistics on how the baby died, 
whooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids left inwhooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids left inwhooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids left inwhooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids left in hot cars this summer, babies delivered from  hot cars this summer, babies delivered from  hot cars this summer, babies delivered from  hot cars this summer, babies delivered from 
Obese women at Yale...Obese women at Yale...Obese women at Yale...Obese women at Yale... SOME SOME SOME SOME----OFOFOFOF----THETHETHETHE----TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't 
publish thepublish thepublish thepublish the number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale
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Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is a crime, really. Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is a crime, really. Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is a crime, really. Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is a crime, really. 
3333----1111----14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the
World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. Campbell understands that for theWorld, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. Campbell understands that for theWorld, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. Campbell understands that for theWorld, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. Campbell understands that for the most part,  most part,  most part,  most part, 
the roots of obesity are beyond her control. the roots of obesity are beyond her control. the roots of obesity are beyond her control. the roots of obesity are beyond her control. 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine14 Ephedrine14 Ephedrine14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 
1975197519751975 until the Numb Nuts non until the Numb Nuts non until the Numb Nuts non until the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator banned it... Dr. Campbell understands thatMD Dictator banned it... Dr. Campbell understands thatMD Dictator banned it... Dr. Campbell understands thatMD Dictator banned it... Dr. Campbell understands that for  for  for  for 
the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. 

3333----1111----14141414 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is
appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 untilappetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 untilappetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 untilappetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the  the  the  the 
Numb Nuts nonNumb Nuts nonNumb Nuts nonNumb Nuts non----MD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on theMD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on theMD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on theMD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on the internet 24/7  internet 24/7  internet 24/7  internet 24/7 
when it was when it was when it was when it was ----15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when the snow turned to ice at  the snow turned to ice at  the snow turned to ice at  the snow turned to ice at 
every intersection, Greg had a bike with studded tiresevery intersection, Greg had a bike with studded tiresevery intersection, Greg had a bike with studded tiresevery intersection, Greg had a bike with studded tires from Finland I bought fr from Finland I bought fr from Finland I bought fr from Finland I bought from om om om 
Amazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 IAmazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 IAmazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 IAmazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 I weighted 220 then moved to Colorado  weighted 220 then moved to Colorado  weighted 220 then moved to Colorado  weighted 220 then moved to Colorado 
and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! 

3333----1111----14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through the doors of the Yale the doors of the Yale the doors of the Yale the doors of the Yale----New New New New 
Haven Hospital. WideHaven Hospital. WideHaven Hospital. WideHaven Hospital. Wide----eyed and exhilarated, I was on myeyed and exhilarated, I was on myeyed and exhilarated, I was on myeyed and exhilarated, I was on my way to observe Dr. Katherine  way to observe Dr. Katherine  way to observe Dr. Katherine  way to observe Dr. Katherine 
Campbell deliver a baby. Campbell deliver a baby. Campbell deliver a baby. Campbell deliver a baby. ““““Today, I and a team ofToday, I and a team ofToday, I and a team ofToday, I and a team of surgeons will deliver a baby for a  surgeons will deliver a baby for a  surgeons will deliver a baby for a  surgeons will deliver a baby for a 
woman who is obese,woman who is obese,woman who is obese,woman who is obese,”””” Campbell explains as weCampbell explains as weCampbell explains as weCampbell explains as we head toward the patient head toward the patient head toward the patient head toward the patient’’’’s hospital room. s hospital room. s hospital room. s hospital room. 
The physicianThe physicianThe physicianThe physician----nurse team considers thisnurse team considers thisnurse team considers thisnurse team considers this patient high patient high patient high patient high----risk because her obesity is a threat to risk because her obesity is a threat to risk because her obesity is a threat to risk because her obesity is a threat to 
not only her own life, butnot only her own life, butnot only her own life, butnot only her own life, but also that of her baby.  also that of her baby.  also that of her baby.  also that of her baby. 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 
1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non----MDMDMDMD Dictator banned it killing many babies, yes the Baby  Dictator banned it killing many babies, yes the Baby  Dictator banned it killing many babies, yes the Baby  Dictator banned it killing many babies, yes the Baby 
Killers From Vietnam EraKillers From Vietnam EraKillers From Vietnam EraKillers From Vietnam Era Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies...  Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies...  Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies...  Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies... 
they Yale Articlethey Yale Articlethey Yale Articlethey Yale Article has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose...  has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose...  has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose...  has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose... 
Kerry +Kerry +Kerry +Kerry + McCain are baby killers but not stupid enough to publish their dead baby McCain are baby killers but not stupid enough to publish their dead baby McCain are baby killers but not stupid enough to publish their dead baby McCain are baby killers but not stupid enough to publish their dead baby
statistics... wow! statistics... wow! statistics... wow! statistics... wow! 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the well well well well----known drugs known drugs known drugs known drugs 
phenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as to thephenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as to thephenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as to thephenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as to the important  important  important  important 
neurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is anneurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is anneurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is anneurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is an alkaloid with a  alkaloid with a  alkaloid with a  alkaloid with a 
phenethylamine skeleton found in various plants in the genusphenethylamine skeleton found in various plants in the genusphenethylamine skeleton found in various plants in the genusphenethylamine skeleton found in various plants in the genus Ephedra (family  Ephedra (family  Ephedra (family  Ephedra (family 
Ephedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity ofEphedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity ofEphedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity ofEphedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity of norepinephrine  norepinephrine  norepinephrine  norepinephrine 
(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually marketed as the  marketed as the  marketed as the  marketed as the 
hydrochloride or sulfate salt. hydrochloride or sulfate salt. hydrochloride or sulfate salt. hydrochloride or sulfate salt. 

3333----1111----14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in traditional Chinese medicine,  traditional Chinese medicine,  traditional Chinese medicine,  traditional Chinese medicine, 
contains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as itscontains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as itscontains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as itscontains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as its principal active constituents. The same  principal active constituents. The same  principal active constituents. The same  principal active constituents. The same 
may be true of other herbal productsmay be true of other herbal productsmay be true of other herbal productsmay be true of other herbal products containing extracts from other Ephedra species.  containing extracts from other Ephedra species.  containing extracts from other Ephedra species.  containing extracts from other Ephedra species. 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  Vitamin Cottage every March from  Vitamin Cottage every March from  Vitamin Cottage every March from 
1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator bannedMD Dictator bannedMD Dictator bannedMD Dictator banned it...  it...  it...  it... 

3333----1111----14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the  West. Bikini Mecca of the  West. Bikini Mecca of the  West. Bikini Mecca of the 
World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. CampbellWorld, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. CampbellWorld, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. CampbellWorld, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. Campbell understands that for the most part,  understands that for the most part,  understands that for the most part,  understands that for the most part, 
the roots of obesity are beyond her control.the roots of obesity are beyond her control.the roots of obesity are beyond her control.the roots of obesity are beyond her control.

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from  every March from  every March from  every March from 
1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non1975 until the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator banned it...MD Dictator banned it...MD Dictator banned it...MD Dictator banned it...

3333----1111----14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water...14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water...14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water...14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is  Ephedrine is  Ephedrine is  Ephedrine is 
appetite suppressant! appetite suppressant! appetite suppressant! appetite suppressant! 
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3333----1111----14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD becomes the Dictator of our  becomes the Dictator of our  becomes the Dictator of our  becomes the Dictator of our 
"1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be put"1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be put"1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be put"1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be put in the water by bikini women President  in the water by bikini women President  in the water by bikini women President  in the water by bikini women President 
of the USA! of the USA! of the USA! of the USA! 

2222----28282828----14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" 
Lov'ya, papLov'ya, papLov'ya, papLov'ya, paperwork to get Mary B. a $1erwork to get Mary B. a $1erwork to get Mary B. a $1erwork to get Mary B. a $1 Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's  Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's  Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's  Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's 
email? email? email? email? 

2222----28282828----14141414 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  "Escort?"  "Escort?"  "Escort?" 
Lov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day Battery for NextLov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day Battery for NextLov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day Battery for NextLov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air," Cook called  MacBook Air," Cook called  MacBook Air," Cook called  MacBook Air," Cook called 
attention to a series of developments since the lastattention to a series of developments since the lastattention to a series of developments since the lastattention to a series of developments since the last shareholder meeting. He observed that  shareholder meeting. He observed that  shareholder meeting. He observed that  shareholder meeting. He observed that 
its "fantastic allits "fantastic allits "fantastic allits "fantastic all----day battery life" wasday battery life" wasday battery life" wasday battery life" was the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same  the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same  the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same  the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same 
direction to pull this off,"direction to pull this off,"direction to pull this off,"direction to pull this off," from battery chemistry and other aspects of hardware design to  from battery chemistry and other aspects of hardware design to  from battery chemistry and other aspects of hardware design to  from battery chemistry and other aspects of hardware design to 
the software andthe software andthe software andthe software and implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook  implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook  implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook  implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook 
calledcalledcalledcalled for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you "Brainstorming  "Brainstorming  "Brainstorming  "Brainstorming 
the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air! Chat and calls onthe 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air! Chat and calls onthe 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air! Chat and calls onthe 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air! Chat and calls on your iPhone5s to listen to  your iPhone5s to listen to  your iPhone5s to listen to  your iPhone5s to listen to 
and talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Nextand talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Nextand talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Nextand talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook here  MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook here  MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook here  MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook here 
right now to check out and Brainstorm Hright now to check out and Brainstorm Hright now to check out and Brainstorm Hright now to check out and Brainstorm H @  @  @  @ ----254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW 254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW 254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW 254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW 
Today as the NAVY sank theirToday as the NAVY sank theirToday as the NAVY sank theirToday as the NAVY sank their fleet of 101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to  fleet of 101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to  fleet of 101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to  fleet of 101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to 
"Brainstorm the 100 Day"Brainstorm the 100 Day"Brainstorm the 100 Day"Brainstorm the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air!  Battery" for the Next MacBook Air!  Battery" for the Next MacBook Air!  Battery" for the Next MacBook Air! 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by  Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by  Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by  Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by 
changing the "Cook"changing the "Cook"changing the "Cook"changing the "Cook" at Apple HQ and save the lives of Farrah... the next generation of  at Apple HQ and save the lives of Farrah... the next generation of  at Apple HQ and save the lives of Farrah... the next generation of  at Apple HQ and save the lives of Farrah... the next generation of 
"Angles" in a"Angles" in a"Angles" in a"Angles" in a "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods  "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods  "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods  "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods 
andandandand Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions and the  and the  and the  and the 
French Men are all in Africa for $ 777 Trillion more in Oil RevenuesFrench Men are all in Africa for $ 777 Trillion more in Oil RevenuesFrench Men are all in Africa for $ 777 Trillion more in Oil RevenuesFrench Men are all in Africa for $ 777 Trillion more in Oil Revenues while Apple's Cook sells  while Apple's Cook sells  while Apple's Cook sells  while Apple's Cook sells 
Apples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a CookApples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a CookApples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a CookApples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,  Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,  Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,  Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, 
STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, AnusSTD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, AnusSTD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, AnusSTD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at  Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at  Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at  Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at 
this Front Page News Key Westthis Front Page News Key Westthis Front Page News Key Westthis Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone 
gave her Anus Cancer,gave her Anus Cancer,gave her Anus Cancer,gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make  listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make  listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make  listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make 
this moviethis moviethis moviethis movie dramatic!!  dramatic!!  dramatic!!  dramatic!! 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" 
Lov'ya,... MOSCOW Lov'ya,... MOSCOW Lov'ya,... MOSCOW Lov'ya,... MOSCOW ———— Aleksei A. Navalny,Aleksei A. Navalny,Aleksei A. Navalny,Aleksei A. Navalny, Russia Russia Russia Russia’’’’s leading opposition figure, was placed s leading opposition figure, was placed s leading opposition figure, was placed s leading opposition figure, was placed 
under house arrest on Friday andunder house arrest on Friday andunder house arrest on Friday andunder house arrest on Friday and ordered not use the Internet  ordered not use the Internet  ordered not use the Internet  ordered not use the Internet ““““They want to stop me from They want to stop me from They want to stop me from They want to stop me from 
coordinating our anticoordinating our anticoordinating our anticoordinating our anti corruption projects. corruption projects. corruption projects. corruption projects.”””” “ “ “ “Their only goal is to stop my political Their only goal is to stop my political Their only goal is to stop my political Their only goal is to stop my political 
activities,activities,activities,activities,”””” Mr.Mr.Mr.Mr. Navalny said Mr. Navalny has called the charges against him politically Navalny said Mr. Navalny has called the charges against him politically Navalny said Mr. Navalny has called the charges against him politically Navalny said Mr. Navalny has called the charges against him politically
motivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BPmotivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BPmotivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BPmotivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BP Oil Revenues.  Oil Revenues.  Oil Revenues.  Oil Revenues. 
Myshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving theMyshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving theMyshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving theMyshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving the impression that, in a world  impression that, in a world  impression that, in a world  impression that, in a world 
obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest,obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest,obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest,obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest, Switzerland Today is no place for a New  Switzerland Today is no place for a New  Switzerland Today is no place for a New  Switzerland Today is no place for a New 
French Revolution, or a place for aFrench Revolution, or a place for aFrench Revolution, or a place for aFrench Revolution, or a place for a saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust  saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust  saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust  saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust 
II USD are in SwissII USD are in SwissII USD are in SwissII USD are in Swiss Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th----century Russian author century Russian author century Russian author century Russian author 
FyodorFyodorFyodorFyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times, in handwritten copies! Lov'ya she Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times, in handwritten copies! Lov'ya she Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times, in handwritten copies! Lov'ya she Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times, in handwritten copies! Lov'ya she said...  said...  said...  said... 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Last Night without a "Escort?"  Last Night without a "Escort?"  Last Night without a "Escort?" 
Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE ARREST,Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE ARREST,Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE ARREST,Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE ARREST, ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET  ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET  ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET  ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET 
THE RxCure, Overnight one for BreastTHE RxCure, Overnight one for BreastTHE RxCure, Overnight one for BreastTHE RxCure, Overnight one for Breast Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7 am, first  Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7 am, first  Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7 am, first  Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7 am, first 
time it rained in 28 daystime it rained in 28 daystime it rained in 28 daystime it rained in 28 days in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx  in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx  in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx  in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx 
Overnight CureOvernight CureOvernight CureOvernight Cure done last night were as Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA  done last night were as Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA  done last night were as Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA  done last night were as Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA 
women, Elitewomen, Elitewomen, Elitewomen, Elite Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am  Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am  Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am  Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am 
researchingresearchingresearchingresearching Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time,
Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell!Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell!Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell!Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell!

http://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/thehttp://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/thehttp://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/thehttp://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/the----ivyivyivyivy----leagueleagueleagueleague----onononon----instagram/instagram/instagram/instagram/

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Night without a "Escort?"  Night without a "Escort?"  Night without a "Escort?" 
Lov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this YaleLov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this YaleLov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this YaleLov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this Yale Cross Campus News for today... In  Cross Campus News for today... In  Cross Campus News for today... In  Cross Campus News for today... In 
celebration of the introduction of the Yalecelebration of the introduction of the Yalecelebration of the introduction of the Yalecelebration of the introduction of the Yale Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC  Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC  Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC  Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC 
takes a look attakes a look attakes a look attakes a look at #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League  #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League  #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League  #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League 
universities canuniversities canuniversities canuniversities can only be rivaled by how wonderful their historical architecture looks  only be rivaled by how wonderful their historical architecture looks  only be rivaled by how wonderful their historical architecture looks  only be rivaled by how wonderful their historical architecture looks 
through athrough athrough athrough a filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University
of Pennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st centuryof Pennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st centuryof Pennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st centuryof Pennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st century by taking  by taking  by taking  by taking 
their brands to the square, filtered and hashtheir brands to the square, filtered and hashtheir brands to the square, filtered and hashtheir brands to the square, filtered and hash----tagged medium oftagged medium oftagged medium oftagged medium of Instagram. But what do  Instagram. But what do  Instagram. But what do  Instagram. But what do 
the Instagram alterthe Instagram alterthe Instagram alterthe Instagram alter----egos of these eight institutionsegos of these eight institutionsegos of these eight institutionsegos of these eight institutions reveal about their personas (and  reveal about their personas (and  reveal about their personas (and  reveal about their personas (and 
about the prevalence of nature on theirabout the prevalence of nature on theirabout the prevalence of nature on theirabout the prevalence of nature on their campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a  campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a  campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a  campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a 
Cancer on not working,Cancer on not working,Cancer on not working,Cancer on not working, "Brainstorming" 24/7 and posting the resulting Breast Cancer  "Brainstorming" 24/7 and posting the resulting Breast Cancer  "Brainstorming" 24/7 and posting the resulting Breast Cancer  "Brainstorming" 24/7 and posting the resulting Breast Cancer 
Conversation onConversation onConversation onConversation on Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th----century Russian century Russian century Russian century Russian 
authorauthorauthorauthor Fyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help from Fyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help from Fyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help from Fyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help from CIA  CIA  CIA  CIA 
+ FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast Cancer Yesterday! + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast Cancer Yesterday! + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast Cancer Yesterday! + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast Cancer Yesterday! 

2222----28282828----14141414 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  "Escort?"  "Escort?"  "Escort?" 
Lov'ya, Lov'ya, Lov'ya, Lov'ya, 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" 
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Lov'ya,Lov'ya,Lov'ya,Lov'ya,

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?"  Last Night without a "Escort?"  Last Night without a "Escort?"  Last Night without a "Escort?" 
Lov'ya, Lov'ya, Lov'ya, Lov'ya, 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup 
D'Etat Apple ITD'Etat Apple ITD'Etat Apple ITD'Etat Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to  MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to  MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to  MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to 
Apple HQApple HQApple HQApple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after the  the  the  the 
MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix +MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix +MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix +MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix + Whole Foods "Flu"  Whole Foods "Flu"  Whole Foods "Flu"  Whole Foods "Flu" 
tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door at work with "flu"tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door at work with "flu"tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door at work with "flu"tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door at work with "flu" is a NO, NO! Not any more!  is a NO, NO! Not any more!  is a NO, NO! Not any more!  is a NO, NO! Not any more! 
After the Coup! After the Coup! After the Coup! After the Coup! 

1 Trillion "Retina MacBook1 Trillion "Retina MacBook1 Trillion "Retina MacBook1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to  Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to  Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to  Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to 
"InventSomething" from the"InventSomething" from the"InventSomething" from the"InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!

http://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buy----mac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbook----pro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=config

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell 
Numb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at CVS to get a RxNumb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at CVS to get a RxNumb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at CVS to get a RxNumb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at CVS to get a Rx took dog in, infants do go  took dog in, infants do go  took dog in, infants do go  took dog in, infants do go 
into CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could notinto CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could notinto CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could notinto CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could not care about the statistics of "infants"  care about the statistics of "infants"  care about the statistics of "infants"  care about the statistics of "infants" 
out and about "Infections" as the USAout and about "Infections" as the USAout and about "Infections" as the USAout and about "Infections" as the USA Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front  Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front  Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front  Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front 
page with Whooping Coughpage with Whooping Coughpage with Whooping Coughpage with Whooping Cough stats!  stats!  stats!  stats! 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984"  Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984"  Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984"  Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984" 
““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.”””” A War Time Gallery of Women KilledA War Time Gallery of Women KilledA War Time Gallery of Women KilledA War Time Gallery of Women Killed by Troops Coming home from Wars  by Troops Coming home from Wars  by Troops Coming home from Wars  by Troops Coming home from Wars 
Today, detailed paintings, she has a lover heToday, detailed paintings, she has a lover heToday, detailed paintings, she has a lover heToday, detailed paintings, she has a lover he spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem  spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem  spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem  spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem 
Whores. "1984" Yale "1984" Whores. "1984" Yale "1984" Whores. "1984" Yale "1984" Whores. "1984" Yale "1984" ““““FeminismFeminismFeminismFeminism Today. Today. Today. Today.”””” A gallery opening of sorts. The Yale WomenA gallery opening of sorts. The Yale WomenA gallery opening of sorts. The Yale WomenA gallery opening of sorts. The Yale Women’’’’s s s s 
Center has opened votingCenter has opened votingCenter has opened votingCenter has opened voting for its competition on feminist art. Entries include photos, art,  for its competition on feminist art. Entries include photos, art,  for its competition on feminist art. Entries include photos, art,  for its competition on feminist art. Entries include photos, art, 
poems andpoems andpoems andpoems and videos around the theme of  videos around the theme of  videos around the theme of  videos around the theme of ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.”””” """"1984" Yale "1984" 1984" Yale "1984" 1984" Yale "1984" 1984" Yale "1984" ““““FeminismFeminismFeminismFeminism
Today.Today.Today.Today.”””” RxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + VictorRxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + VictorRxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + VictorRxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + Victor Cushman in  Cushman in  Cushman in  Cushman in 
Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for the last 3 years, asKey West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for the last 3 years, asKey West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for the last 3 years, asKey West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for the last 3 years, as of 3 of 3 of 3 of 3----4444----14... wow I bet the 14... wow I bet the 14... wow I bet the 14... wow I bet the 
Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not takeNavy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not takeNavy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not takeNavy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure 
Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2----27272727----17171717 if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make 
Contact Today! Wow! WinContact Today! Wow! WinContact Today! Wow! WinContact Today! Wow! Win----WinWinWinWin for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984" ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.””””

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention 
Projects forProjects forProjects forProjects for Yale MD Feminism Today... on this web page with links to click on... to get MD Yale MD Feminism Today... on this web page with links to click on... to get MD Yale MD Feminism Today... on this web page with links to click on... to get MD Yale MD Feminism Today... on this web page with links to click on... to get MD
women started inventingSomething! women started inventingSomething! women started inventingSomething! women started inventingSomething! 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight  1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight  1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight  1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight 
Cure for Breast Cancer,Cure for Breast Cancer,Cure for Breast Cancer,Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + Victor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg  Deborah Barrett + Victor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg  Deborah Barrett + Victor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg  Deborah Barrett + Victor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg 
working on thisworking on thisworking on thisworking on this for the last 3 years, as of 3 for the last 3 years, as of 3 for the last 3 years, as of 3 for the last 3 years, as of 3----4444----14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on 3 3 3 3----
4444----11. 11. 11. 11. 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy  Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy  Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy  Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy 
Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not takeNumb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not takeNumb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not takeNumb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure 
Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2----27272727----17171717 if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make 
Contact Today! Wow! WinContact Today! Wow! WinContact Today! Wow! WinContact Today! Wow! Win----WinWinWinWin for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984" ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.””””

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears 
hurdles forhurdles forhurdles forhurdles for large large large large----scale iOS device deployment with updated IT tools. Apple notes that whilescale iOS device deployment with updated IT tools. Apple notes that whilescale iOS device deployment with updated IT tools. Apple notes that whilescale iOS device deployment with updated IT tools. Apple notes that while
critical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal accountcritical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal accountcritical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal accountcritical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal account
information remains hidden for user security. information remains hidden for user security. information remains hidden for user security. information remains hidden for user security. 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 
Apple IT MDMApple IT MDMApple IT MDMApple IT MDM servers will have live GPS of everyone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab  servers will have live GPS of everyone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab  servers will have live GPS of everyone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab  servers will have live GPS of everyone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab 
TechTechTechTech boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women invent  invent  invent  invent 
the Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOUthe Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOUthe Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOUthe Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK  GO TO WORK  GO TO WORK  GO TO WORK 
SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD CoupSICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD CoupSICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD CoupSICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat this will not  D'Etat this will not  D'Etat this will not  D'Etat this will not 
happen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Securityhappen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Securityhappen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Securityhappen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Security for people NOT Sick like the  for people NOT Sick like the  for people NOT Sick like the  for people NOT Sick like the 
idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 
Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK ATApple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK ATApple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK ATApple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple  APPLE... 100's came to Apple  APPLE... 100's came to Apple  APPLE... 100's came to Apple 
HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'EtatHQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'EtatHQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'EtatHQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 199914 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 199914 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 199914 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day:14 27th Day:14 27th Day:14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat
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2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for  1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for  1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for  1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for 
and with Mary B. as Gregsand with Mary B. as Gregsand with Mary B. as Gregsand with Mary B. as Gregs Will is signed and witnessed by two people. Sole Cestui Will is signed and witnessed by two people. Sole Cestui Will is signed and witnessed by two people. Sole Cestui Will is signed and witnessed by two people. Sole Cestui----quequequeque----trust trust trust trust 
inheritress,inheritress,inheritress,inheritress, Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal
Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money,Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money,Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money,Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money, $1  $1  $1  $1 
Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower Reward from Mecca's $177Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower Reward from Mecca's $177Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower Reward from Mecca's $177Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower Reward from Mecca's $177 Trillion we  Trillion we  Trillion we  Trillion we 
Confiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married atConfiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married atConfiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married atConfiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married at Hemingway House in Key  Hemingway House in Key  Hemingway House in Key  Hemingway House in Key 
West + Greg want the wedding audience to be the 1st inWest + Greg want the wedding audience to be the 1st inWest + Greg want the wedding audience to be the 1st inWest + Greg want the wedding audience to be the 1st in the Hemingway Writing Classes  the Hemingway Writing Classes  the Hemingway Writing Classes  the Hemingway Writing Classes 
writing a chapter during the wedding withwriting a chapter during the wedding withwriting a chapter during the wedding withwriting a chapter during the wedding with futuristic invention projects for all the wives +  futuristic invention projects for all the wives +  futuristic invention projects for all the wives +  futuristic invention projects for all the wives + 
Greg in Chapter One... KeyGreg in Chapter One... KeyGreg in Chapter One... KeyGreg in Chapter One... Key West Navy Seals are still working on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as  West Navy Seals are still working on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as  West Navy Seals are still working on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as  West Navy Seals are still working on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as 
killingkillingkillingkilling Aliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super Carriers Aliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super Carriers Aliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super Carriers Aliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super Carriers in  in  in  in 
2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top Brass, as 4.3 Light Year Star2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top Brass, as 4.3 Light Year Star2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top Brass, as 4.3 Light Year Star2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top Brass, as 4.3 Light Year Star Travels is  Travels is  Travels is  Travels is 
beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12 Years A Slave SWF  Years A Slave SWF  Years A Slave SWF  Years A Slave SWF 
Sex Slaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 MillionSex Slaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 MillionSex Slaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 MillionSex Slaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 Million Helicopter Combines needed for  Helicopter Combines needed for  Helicopter Combines needed for  Helicopter Combines needed for 
the Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still buildingthe Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still buildingthe Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still buildingthe Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still building Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy.  Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy.  Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy.  Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy. 

2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... RxCure is Greg's  RxCure is Greg's  RxCure is Greg's  RxCure is Greg's ---- """"End Breast End Breast End Breast End Breast 
Cancer" Cancer" Cancer" Cancer" ---- License Plate License Plate License Plate License Plate ---- ---- ---- Is the FL StateIs the FL StateIs the FL StateIs the FL State name they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass  name they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass  name they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass  name they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass 
Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7 Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer  Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer  Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer  Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer 
on orders from George Orwellon orders from George Orwellon orders from George Orwellon orders from George Orwell in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all  in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all  in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all  in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all 
their names as Itheir names as Itheir names as Itheir names as I have gotten several inventions and 101 invention projects from their web  have gotten several inventions and 101 invention projects from their web  have gotten several inventions and 101 invention projects from their web  have gotten several inventions and 101 invention projects from their web 
page...page...page...page... Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the
Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the ““““Radical HospitalRadical HospitalRadical HospitalRadical Hospital””””. . . . Below is a videoBelow is a videoBelow is a videoBelow is a video from the  from the  from the  from the 
event and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior Director, Globalevent and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior Director, Globalevent and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior Director, Globalevent and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior Director, Global Professional Education at  Professional Education at  Professional Education at  Professional Education at 
Masimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive VicMasimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive VicMasimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive VicMasimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive Vice President ofe President ofe President ofe President of Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen  Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen  Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen  Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen 
Pierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and OrlandoPierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and OrlandoPierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and OrlandoPierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and Orlando Portale, Chief Innovation Officer,  Portale, Chief Innovation Officer,  Portale, Chief Innovation Officer,  Portale, Chief Innovation Officer, 
Palomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHOPalomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHOPalomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHOPalomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHO MD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust  MD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust  MD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust  MD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
Holocaust II and all these MD's stifleHolocaust II and all these MD's stifleHolocaust II and all these MD's stifleHolocaust II and all these MD's stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a 
RxCure, Overnight Breast CancerRxCure, Overnight Breast CancerRxCure, Overnight Breast CancerRxCure, Overnight Breast Cancer cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP  cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP  cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP  cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP 
Oil Men!Oil Men!Oil Men!Oil Men!

2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle Greg + Wives in Key  Greg + Wives in Key  Greg + Wives in Key  Greg + Wives in Key 
West from even working on a RxCure, Overnight Breast CancerWest from even working on a RxCure, Overnight Breast CancerWest from even working on a RxCure, Overnight Breast CancerWest from even working on a RxCure, Overnight Breast Cancer cure because they will lose  cure because they will lose  cure because they will lose  cure because they will lose 
$100 Billion! $100 Billion! $100 Billion! $100 Billion! 

2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day14 26th Day: 5th Day14 26th Day: 5th Day14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... 
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1111 Trillion Mac  Trillion Mac  Trillion Mac  Trillion Mac 

Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscatedPro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscatedPro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscatedPro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah +  from Mecca, Allah +  from Mecca, Allah +  from Mecca, Allah + 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 

1111----2222----2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear  a way to Observe and Hear  a way to Observe and Hear  a way to Observe and Hear 
them! them! them! them! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

RxRxRxRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe! Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe! Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe! Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

LalandeLalandeLalandeLalande 21185 8.1 light years  21185 8.1 light years  21185 8.1 light years  21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6Sirius B 8.6Sirius B 8.6Sirius B 8.6

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154Ross 154Ross 154Ross 154 9.4  9.4  9.4  9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

LuytenLuytenLuytenLuyten 789 789 789 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Apple Car Company... when the  Apple Car Company... when the  Apple Car Company... when the  Apple Car Company... when the 
Coup, New French Revolution LEAKS theCoup, New French Revolution LEAKS theCoup, New French Revolution LEAKS theCoup, New French Revolution LEAKS the www.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN  www.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN  www.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN  www.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN 
didn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attenddidn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attenddidn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attenddidn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attend Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary  Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary  Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary  Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary 
education, something he hadeducation, something he hadeducation, something he hadeducation, something he had planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook  planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook  planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook  planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook 
went on to earn hiswent on to earn hiswent on to earn hiswent on to earn his master's degree from Duke while working at IBM, then on to  master's degree from Duke while working at IBM, then on to  master's degree from Duke while working at IBM, then on to  master's degree from Duke while working at IBM, then on to 
IntelligentIntelligentIntelligentIntelligent Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is
not "Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to benot "Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to benot "Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to benot "Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to be 100 like Greg  100 like Greg  100 like Greg  100 like Greg 
+ Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's Cook has done all+ Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's Cook has done all+ Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's Cook has done all+ Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's Cook has done all his life he will only live to  his life he will only live to  his life he will only live to  his life he will only live to 
be 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life isbe 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life isbe 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life isbe 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life is hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and Dr.  hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and Dr.  hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and Dr.  hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and Dr. 
Day when you are 5 years old whoDay when you are 5 years old whoDay when you are 5 years old whoDay when you are 5 years old who takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life...  takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life...  takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life...  takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life... 
inventingsomething!inventingsomething!inventingsomething!inventingsomething! IBM sold $1 Trillion in Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when  IBM sold $1 Trillion in Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when  IBM sold $1 Trillion in Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when  IBM sold $1 Trillion in Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them and  and  and  and 
aaaall of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that worksll of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that worksll of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that worksll of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that works "Overnight!"  "Overnight!"  "Overnight!"  "Overnight!" 
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2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired off a major solar  Escort... The sun fired off a major solar  Escort... The sun fired off a major solar  Escort... The sun fired off a major solar 
flare, making it the most powerful sunflare, making it the most powerful sunflare, making it the most powerful sunflare, making it the most powerful sun eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest  eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest  eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest  eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest 
in recent years.in recent years.in recent years.in recent years.

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired off a major solar  off a major solar  off a major solar  off a major solar 
flare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major solar flareflare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major solar flareflare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major solar flareflare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major solar flare TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts  TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts  TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts  TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts 
George Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 TrillionGeorge Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 TrillionGeorge Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 TrillionGeorge Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 Trillion Solar Flares Today, changing Life On  Solar Flares Today, changing Life On  Solar Flares Today, changing Life On  Solar Flares Today, changing Life On 
Earth for the Worst, you don't need to be aEarth for the Worst, you don't need to be aEarth for the Worst, you don't need to be aEarth for the Worst, you don't need to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict,  NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict,  NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict,  NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, 
judging from the start of Greg'sjudging from the start of Greg'sjudging from the start of Greg'sjudging from the start of Greg's day in Key West Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not  day in Key West Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not  day in Key West Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not  day in Key West Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not 
in front of CRAY orin front of CRAY orin front of CRAY orin front of CRAY or IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that will  IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that will  IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that will  IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that will 
give Georgegive Georgegive Georgegive George Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think  Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think  Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think  Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think 
aboutaboutaboutabout any of his women with Breast Cancer Today! Really, you don't need to be a NASA any of his women with Breast Cancer Today! Really, you don't need to be a NASA any of his women with Breast Cancer Today! Really, you don't need to be a NASA any of his women with Breast Cancer Today! Really, you don't need to be a NASA
Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the NewRocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the NewRocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the NewRocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the New York Times  York Times  York Times  York Times 
and Key West Citizen Today. and Key West Citizen Today. and Key West Citizen Today. and Key West Citizen Today. 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper"  Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper"  Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper"  Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper" 
newspaper published a list of dozens of people itnewspaper published a list of dozens of people itnewspaper published a list of dozens of people itnewspaper published a list of dozens of people it says are gay and lesbian, the day after the  says are gay and lesbian, the day after the  says are gay and lesbian, the day after the  says are gay and lesbian, the day after the 
countrycountrycountrycountry’’’’s President Yoweri Musevenis President Yoweri Musevenis President Yoweri Musevenis President Yoweri Museveni implemented a law toughening penalties for  implemented a law toughening penalties for  implemented a law toughening penalties for  implemented a law toughening penalties for 
homosexual acts. homosexual acts. homosexual acts. homosexual acts. ““““EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!”””” withwithwithwith identifying information including names, photos +  identifying information including names, photos +  identifying information including names, photos +  identifying information including names, photos + 
DISEASES... Kerry suppressedDISEASES... Kerry suppressedDISEASES... Kerry suppressedDISEASES... Kerry suppressed the diseases as Yale Grads will be  the diseases as Yale Grads will be  the diseases as Yale Grads will be  the diseases as Yale Grads will be ““““EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!”””” on the Front Page on the Front Page on the Front Page on the Front Page 
of the New Yorkof the New Yorkof the New Yorkof the New York Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan 
Project forProject forProject forProject for the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777
Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy back all the SWF Sex Slaves fromTrillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy back all the SWF Sex Slaves fromTrillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy back all the SWF Sex Slaves fromTrillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy back all the SWF Sex Slaves from Saudi  Saudi  Saudi  Saudi 
Arabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and KerryArabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and KerryArabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and KerryArabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and Kerry will complain about  will complain about  will complain about  will complain about 
this! this! this! this! 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi...  Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi...  Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi...  Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi... 
can go from NONE to this... fastercan go from NONE to this... fastercan go from NONE to this... fastercan go from NONE to this... faster than the speed of light invention by Apple and not given  than the speed of light invention by Apple and not given  than the speed of light invention by Apple and not given  than the speed of light invention by Apple and not given 
to the Tourists in Keyto the Tourists in Keyto the Tourists in Keyto the Tourists in Key West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi----Fi capabilities. Although not yet Fi capabilities. Although not yet Fi capabilities. Although not yet Fi capabilities. Although not yet 
widelywidelywidelywidely adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if used  used  used  used 
with Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are already other routers on thewith Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are already other routers on thewith Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are already other routers on thewith Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are already other routers on the market that  market that  market that  market that 
bring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too arebring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too arebring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too arebring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too are theoretical.  theoretical.  theoretical.  theoretical. 

lic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure forlic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure forlic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure forlic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure for breast cancer harassed Greg  breast cancer harassed Greg  breast cancer harassed Greg  breast cancer harassed Greg 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 199914 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 199914 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 199914 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West  Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West  Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West  Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West 
new owner just told me tonew owner just told me tonew owner just told me tonew owner just told me to unplug the Dell in front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4  unplug the Dell in front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4  unplug the Dell in front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4  unplug the Dell in front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4 
women and 1 guywomen and 1 guywomen and 1 guywomen and 1 guy not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new  not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new  not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new  not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new 
Owner ofOwner ofOwner ofOwner of Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers know Greg is working on aCancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers know Greg is working on aCancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers know Greg is working on aCancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers know Greg is working on a cure for breast  cure for breast  cure for breast  cure for breast 
cancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi atcancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi atcancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi atcancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi at Sippin Internet as $5 a hour  Sippin Internet as $5 a hour  Sippin Internet as $5 a hour  Sippin Internet as $5 a hour 
when Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifiwhen Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifiwhen Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifiwhen Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifi for more people using it to  for more people using it to  for more people using it to  for more people using it to 
InventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key WestInventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key WestInventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key WestInventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key West will post their web page www...  will post their web page www...  will post their web page www...  will post their web page www... 
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2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.  yet, grin.  yet, grin.  yet, grin. 

Computer News Today Computer News Today Computer News Today Computer News Today 
1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros" given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777  given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777  given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777  given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777 
Trillion confiscated fromTrillion confiscated fromTrillion confiscated fromTrillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years 
a SWF Saudi Sexa SWF Saudi Sexa SWF Saudi Sexa SWF Saudi Sex Slave" new movie by Mary B. Slave" new movie by Mary B. Slave" new movie by Mary B. Slave" new movie by Mary B.

http://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buy----mac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbook----pro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=config

Key West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon putKey West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon putKey West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon putKey West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon put this off limits for a  this off limits for a  this off limits for a  this off limits for a 
Navy Seals Rescue Mission! Navy Seals Rescue Mission! Navy Seals Rescue Mission! Navy Seals Rescue Mission! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her  "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her  "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her  "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her 
herself in Key West.herself in Key West.herself in Key West.herself in Key West. Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on trial Monday for a drugged driving  Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on trial Monday for a drugged driving  Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on trial Monday for a drugged driving  Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on trial Monday for a drugged driving 
charge shecharge shecharge shecharge she received in 2012 after she hit a tractor received in 2012 after she hit a tractor received in 2012 after she hit a tractor received in 2012 after she hit a tractor----trailer on a highway near her New Yorktrailer on a highway near her New Yorktrailer on a highway near her New Yorktrailer on a highway near her New York
City residence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder byCity residence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder byCity residence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder byCity residence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder by Hanging of  Hanging of  Hanging of  Hanging of 
Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in Japan has not leakedMary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in Japan has not leakedMary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in Japan has not leakedMary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in Japan has not leaked the JFK Super  the JFK Super  the JFK Super  the JFK Super 
Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1 Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at ----
254 C below decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasoline254 C below decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasoline254 C below decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasoline254 C below decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era that caused 1  Exhaust Era that caused 1  Exhaust Era that caused 1  Exhaust Era that caused 1 
billion childhood birth defects and childhood cancersbillion childhood birth defects and childhood cancersbillion childhood birth defects and childhood cancersbillion childhood birth defects and childhood cancers the Kennedy Women fought and lost  the Kennedy Women fought and lost  the Kennedy Women fought and lost  the Kennedy Women fought and lost 
to stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as theto stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as theto stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as theto stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as the Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused  Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused  Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused  Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused 
childhood cancers and birthchildhood cancers and birthchildhood cancers and birthchildhood cancers and birth defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow!  defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow!  defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow!  defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2 Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2 Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2 Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2----24242424----14 Greg 14 Greg 14 Greg 14 Greg 
24th Day "House Hunting24th Day "House Hunting24th Day "House Hunting24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford  for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford  for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford  for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford 
Escort with no FBIEscort with no FBIEscort with no FBIEscort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers,  Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers,  Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers,  Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers, 
pray topray topray topray to God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast
Numb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give women "Anus Cancer" via HPV and otherNumb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give women "Anus Cancer" via HPV and otherNumb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give women "Anus Cancer" via HPV and otherNumb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give women "Anus Cancer" via HPV and other
diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie, diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie, diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie, diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie, 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!  "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!  "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!  "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! 
Neuroscience of loveNeuroscience of loveNeuroscience of loveNeuroscience of love explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss  explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss  explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss  explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss 
integrativeintegrativeintegrativeintegrative medicine  medicine  medicine  medicine ———— After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 
20202020 year old girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who year old girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who year old girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who year old girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl  kills girl  kills girl  kills girl 
instead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her... saving herinstead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her... saving herinstead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her... saving herinstead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her... saving her Life from Anus Cancer etc.  Life from Anus Cancer etc.  Life from Anus Cancer etc.  Life from Anus Cancer etc. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast  House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast  House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast  House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast 
Pedophiles are the Mad Men who infectPedophiles are the Mad Men who infectPedophiles are the Mad Men who infectPedophiles are the Mad Men who infect millions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV  millions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV  millions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV  millions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV 
and other deadly diseasesand other deadly diseasesand other deadly diseasesand other deadly diseases with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast Men's  with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast Men's  with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast Men's  with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast Men's 
move on hermove on hermove on hermove on her sexually....  sexually....  sexually....  sexually.... 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!FBI can't  would buy, grin!FBI can't  would buy, grin!FBI can't  would buy, grin!FBI can't 
be Pedophile only men, so some FBI women were givebe Pedophile only men, so some FBI women were givebe Pedophile only men, so some FBI women were givebe Pedophile only men, so some FBI women were give "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie  "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie  "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie  "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie 
"Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear"Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear"Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear"Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear the actual screams of Farrah when she  the actual screams of Farrah when she  the actual screams of Farrah when she  the actual screams of Farrah when she 
found out which Mad Man gave her "Anusfound out which Mad Man gave her "Anusfound out which Mad Man gave her "Anusfound out which Mad Man gave her "Anus Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait  Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait  Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait  Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait 
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for this Mary B. movie I hopefor this Mary B. movie I hopefor this Mary B. movie I hopefor this Mary B. movie I hope and Comcast Women hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass  and Comcast Women hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass  and Comcast Women hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass  and Comcast Women hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass 
at Comcast forat Comcast forat Comcast forat Comcast for spreading diseases with no FBI Warning!  spreading diseases with no FBI Warning!  spreading diseases with no FBI Warning!  spreading diseases with no FBI Warning! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! WHO at  would buy, grin! WHO at  would buy, grin! WHO at  would buy, grin! WHO at 
the UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be like the "sexthe UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be like the "sexthe UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be like the "sexthe UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be like the "sex abuse" at Oprah's African School by  abuse" at Oprah's African School by  abuse" at Oprah's African School by  abuse" at Oprah's African School by 
the staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD'sthe staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD'sthe staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD'sthe staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD's HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA! Snowden is  HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA! Snowden is  HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA! Snowden is  HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA! Snowden is 
worthless in what he LEAKS!!worthless in what he LEAKS!!worthless in what he LEAKS!!worthless in what he LEAKS!!

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  grin!, slept in  grin!, slept in  grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Wome1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Wome1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Wome1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.ENTEBBE,n Escorts... yet, grin.ENTEBBE,n Escorts... yet, grin.ENTEBBE,n Escorts... yet, grin.ENTEBBE, Uganda  Uganda  Uganda  Uganda -------- Uganda's  Uganda's  Uganda's  Uganda's 
president on Monday signed a controversial antipresident on Monday signed a controversial antipresident on Monday signed a controversial antipresident on Monday signed a controversial anti----gay bill thatgay bill thatgay bill thatgay bill that has harsh penalties for  has harsh penalties for  has harsh penalties for  has harsh penalties for 
homosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary becausehomosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary becausehomosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary becausehomosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary because "arrogant and careless Western  "arrogant and careless Western  "arrogant and careless Western  "arrogant and careless Western 
groups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonightgroups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonightgroups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonightgroups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonight Show long list of Pedophile Guest last 40  Show long list of Pedophile Guest last 40  Show long list of Pedophile Guest last 40  Show long list of Pedophile Guest last 40 
years and Verizon has all theseyears and Verizon has all theseyears and Verizon has all theseyears and Verizon has all these Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit"  Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit"  Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit"  Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit" 
Ugandan children intoUgandan children intoUgandan children intoUgandan children into homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could  homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could  homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could  homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could 
not write thisnot write thisnot write thisnot write this unless Verizon has RECORDED the crime!!  unless Verizon has RECORDED the crime!!  unless Verizon has RECORDED the crime!!  unless Verizon has RECORDED the crime!! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President  Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President  Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President  Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President 
Yoweri Museveni signedYoweri Museveni signedYoweri Museveni signedYoweri Museveni signed the bill at his official residence in an event witnessed by  the bill at his official residence in an event witnessed by  the bill at his official residence in an event witnessed by  the bill at his official residence in an event witnessed by 
governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment officials, journalists.  officials, journalists.  officials, journalists.  officials, journalists. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni should RECORD all WHO MD's and others  should RECORD all WHO MD's and others  should RECORD all WHO MD's and others  should RECORD all WHO MD's and others 
at Oprah Schools and other places thatat Oprah Schools and other places thatat Oprah Schools and other places thatat Oprah Schools and other places that House Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all  House Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all  House Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all  House Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all 
of Africa! The abuse scandalof Africa! The abuse scandalof Africa! The abuse scandalof Africa! The abuse scandal that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school for girls  that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school for girls  that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school for girls  that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school for girls 
is tip, WHO MD'sis tip, WHO MD'sis tip, WHO MD'sis tip, WHO MD's are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight  are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight  are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight  are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight 
Show!Show!Show!Show!

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin."We Africans never seek to impose  grin."We Africans never seek to impose  grin."We Africans never seek to impose  grin."We Africans never seek to impose 
our view on others. If only they couldour view on others. If only they couldour view on others. If only they couldour view on others. If only they could let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not  let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not  let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not  let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not 
to sign the bill. Yaleto sign the bill. Yaleto sign the bill. Yaleto sign the bill. Yale is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for  is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for  is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for  is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for 
legallegallegallegal Prostitution and Yale News links below the Yale Student News never reported Prostitution and Yale News links below the Yale Student News never reported Prostitution and Yale News links below the Yale Student News never reported Prostitution and Yale News links below the Yale Student News never reported
Singapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration hasSingapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration hasSingapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration hasSingapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration has suppressed this  suppressed this  suppressed this  suppressed this 
from the Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowdenfrom the Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowdenfrom the Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowdenfrom the Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowden ever leaks it... grin.  ever leaks it... grin.  ever leaks it... grin.  ever leaks it... grin. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into  yet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into  yet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into  yet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into 
her Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracleher Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracleher Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracleher Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated  Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated  Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated  Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated 
from Allah, Mecca, + Saudifrom Allah, Mecca, + Saudifrom Allah, Mecca, + Saudifrom Allah, Mecca, + Saudi Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily  Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily  Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily  Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily -------------------------------- Mug  Mug  Mug  Mug 
Shots Shots Shots Shots ------------------------------------------------ as these diseases are given to Children. I can not believe the African as these diseases are given to Children. I can not believe the African as these diseases are given to Children. I can not believe the African as these diseases are given to Children. I can not believe the African
Presidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give toPresidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give toPresidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give toPresidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give to "Women +  "Women +  "Women +  "Women + 
Children" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + ChildrenChildren" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + ChildrenChildren" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + ChildrenChildren" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + Children nutrition but not to  nutrition but not to  nutrition but not to  nutrition but not to 
protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with diseases! wow!protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with diseases! wow!protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with diseases! wow!protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with diseases! wow!

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.Government officials applauded  grin.Government officials applauded  grin.Government officials applauded  grin.Government officials applauded 
after he signed the bill, which wasafter he signed the bill, which wasafter he signed the bill, which wasafter he signed the bill, which was influenced by the preaching of some conservative  influenced by the preaching of some conservative  influenced by the preaching of some conservative  influenced by the preaching of some conservative 
American evangelicals. In itsAmerican evangelicals. In itsAmerican evangelicals. In itsAmerican evangelicals. In its original form the bill called for the death penalty for some  original form the bill called for the death penalty for some  original form the bill called for the death penalty for some  original form the bill called for the death penalty for some 
homosexual acts.homosexual acts.homosexual acts.homosexual acts. That penalty was removed from the legislation following an outcry of That penalty was removed from the legislation following an outcry of That penalty was removed from the legislation following an outcry of That penalty was removed from the legislation following an outcry of
international criticism. international criticism. international criticism. international criticism. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in  woman would buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.  yet, grin.  yet, grin.  yet, grin. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in  would buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet,1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.  grin.  grin.  grin. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  buy, grin!, slept in  buy, grin!, slept in  buy, grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin.

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting fo14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting fo14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting fo14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,r a House MD woman would buy,r a House MD woman would buy,r a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in  grin!, slept in  grin!, slept in  grin!, slept in 
1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin. 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin. 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin. 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin. 
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1111 Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from  from  from  from 
Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

1111 Trillion Mac  Trillion Mac  Trillion Mac  Trillion Mac 

Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscatedPro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscatedPro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscatedPro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah +  from Mecca, Allah +  from Mecca, Allah +  from Mecca, Allah + 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 

2222----23232323----14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless,"14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless,"14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless,"14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless," sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a  sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a  sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a  sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a 
Key West House +Key West House +Key West House +Key West House + Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage. 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac Pro's given free to inventsomething from  Pro's given free to inventsomething from  Pro's given free to inventsomething from  Pro's given free to inventsomething from 
the $777 Trillion confiscated fromthe $777 Trillion confiscated fromthe $777 Trillion confiscated fromthe $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx  Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx  Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx  Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx 
Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer via NewOvernight Cure of Breast Cancer via NewOvernight Cure of Breast Cancer via NewOvernight Cure of Breast Cancer via New Manhattan Project never written up on the front  Manhattan Project never written up on the front  Manhattan Project never written up on the front  Manhattan Project never written up on the front 
pages of the New York Times!pages of the New York Times!pages of the New York Times!pages of the New York Times!

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254 C254 C254 C254 C to Kaiser and to  to Kaiser and to  to Kaiser and to  to Kaiser and to 
heat your home in NY after a snow storm! Grin! In Key West bikeheat your home in NY after a snow storm! Grin! In Key West bikeheat your home in NY after a snow storm! Grin! In Key West bikeheat your home in NY after a snow storm! Grin! In Key West bike riders and homeless can  riders and homeless can  riders and homeless can  riders and homeless can 
use the H @ use the H @ use the H @ use the H @ ----254 C for keeping their Kool... grin254 C for keeping their Kool... grin254 C for keeping their Kool... grin254 C for keeping their Kool... grin

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to surpass the  surpass the  surpass the  surpass the 
"Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's. "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's. "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's. "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's. 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with  Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with  Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with  Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with 
the same Gravity Engine I need to keepthe same Gravity Engine I need to keepthe same Gravity Engine I need to keepthe same Gravity Engine I need to keep my new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West.  my new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West.  my new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West.  my new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West. 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to14 Greg is ready to14 Greg is ready to14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our  advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our  advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our  advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our 
"1984" Era are."1984" Era are."1984" Era are."1984" Era are. I know exactly who I am, I was a motorist proceeding through a green  I know exactly who I am, I was a motorist proceeding through a green  I know exactly who I am, I was a motorist proceeding through a green  I know exactly who I am, I was a motorist proceeding through a green 
light atlight atlight atlight at Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity
Engine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 inEngine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 inEngine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 inEngine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 in the USA  the USA  the USA  the USA 
in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving 19K from being murdered,in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving 19K from being murdered,in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving 19K from being murdered,in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving 19K from being murdered, many by troops  many by troops  many by troops  many by troops 
coming home from war! New York Times helped murder all thesecoming home from war! New York Times helped murder all thesecoming home from war! New York Times helped murder all thesecoming home from war! New York Times helped murder all these women in 2014, you don't  women in 2014, you don't  women in 2014, you don't  women in 2014, you don't 
need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times,need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times,need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times,need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times, just the Numb Nuts Dictators who  just the Numb Nuts Dictators who  just the Numb Nuts Dictators who  just the Numb Nuts Dictators who 
write the news paper for the Pentagon.write the news paper for the Pentagon.write the news paper for the Pentagon.write the news paper for the Pentagon.

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are...  Dictators are...  Dictators are...  Dictators are... 
Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for a few!!Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for a few!!Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for a few!!Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for a few!! Copper Age Copper Age Copper Age Copper Age----Aluminum Age with Aluminum Age with Aluminum Age with Aluminum Age with 
Government "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 AluminumGovernment "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 AluminumGovernment "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 AluminumGovernment "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 Aluminum Invention Projects spelled out on your  Invention Projects spelled out on your  Invention Projects spelled out on your  Invention Projects spelled out on your 
new iMacPro with links to get you startednew iMacPro with links to get you startednew iMacPro with links to get you startednew iMacPro with links to get you started inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus  inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus  inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus  inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus 
Package for the 2014 AluminumPackage for the 2014 AluminumPackage for the 2014 AluminumPackage for the 2014 Aluminum Age with its Tech Savvy  Age with its Tech Savvy  Age with its Tech Savvy  Age with its Tech Savvy ----254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 
Trillion Cans of HTrillion Cans of HTrillion Cans of HTrillion Cans of H made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper----Aluminum Age better Aluminum Age better Aluminum Age better Aluminum Age better 
than thethan thethan thethan the Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a
dominant player, so is Alcoa Aluminum and Constellium Aluminum well positioneddominant player, so is Alcoa Aluminum and Constellium Aluminum well positioneddominant player, so is Alcoa Aluminum and Constellium Aluminum well positioneddominant player, so is Alcoa Aluminum and Constellium Aluminum well positioned to  to  to  to 
benefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effectbenefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effectbenefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effectbenefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effect on kids birth  on kids birth  on kids birth  on kids birth 
defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!
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2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale +14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale +14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale +14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are...  Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are...  Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are...  Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... 
Kaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion cansKaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion cansKaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion cansKaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion cans of H @  of H @  of H @  of H @ ----254 C will Advance Humanity into 254 C will Advance Humanity into 254 C will Advance Humanity into 254 C will Advance Humanity into 
the Start of Star Travels, stimulusthe Start of Star Travels, stimulusthe Start of Star Travels, stimulusthe Start of Star Travels, stimulus package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps Humanity  package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps Humanity  package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps Humanity  package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps Humanity 
from Star Travel forfrom Star Travel forfrom Star Travel forfrom Star Travel for another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med  another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med  another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med  another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med 
School likeSchool likeSchool likeSchool like Saudi Arabia, When? Coming to the USA!  Saudi Arabia, When? Coming to the USA!  Saudi Arabia, When? Coming to the USA!  Saudi Arabia, When? Coming to the USA! 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance.14 Greg is ready to advance.14 Greg is ready to advance.14 Greg is ready to advance. I do I do I do I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... n't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... n't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... n't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... 
1 Trillion Cans of H @1 Trillion Cans of H @1 Trillion Cans of H @1 Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C made by NASA not China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the 254 C made by NASA not China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the 254 C made by NASA not China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the 254 C made by NASA not China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the 
START OF STARSTART OF STARSTART OF STARSTART OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  TRAVEL AGE  TRAVEL AGE  TRAVEL AGE -------------------------------- COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from  COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from  COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from  COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from 
thethethethe Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at  display at  display at  display at 
The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World in Manhattan untilThe Institute for the Study of the Ancient World in Manhattan untilThe Institute for the Study of the Ancient World in Manhattan untilThe Institute for the Study of the Ancient World in Manhattan until June. (Collection of  June. (Collection of  June. (Collection of  June. (Collection of 
Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama)Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama)Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama)Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama)

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac Pro's given free to inventsomething from  Pro's given free to inventsomething from  Pro's given free to inventsomething from  Pro's given free to inventsomething from 
the $777 Trillion confiscated fromthe $777 Trillion confiscated fromthe $777 Trillion confiscated fromthe $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just advanced from sleeping under a palm tree +  advanced from sleeping under a palm tree +  advanced from sleeping under a palm tree +  advanced from sleeping under a palm tree + 
Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a FordOcean Bike Path to sleeping in a FordOcean Bike Path to sleeping in a FordOcean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs!  Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs!  Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs!  Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! 
Sex!!! Sex!!! Sex!!! Sex!!! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for 24 hours it should last 24  24 hours it should last 24  24 hours it should last 24  24 hours it should last 24 
days, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of course asdays, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of course asdays, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of course asdays, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of course as Greg + wives will invent the Gravity  Greg + wives will invent the Gravity  Greg + wives will invent the Gravity  Greg + wives will invent the Gravity 
Engine long with 1,001 inventions +Engine long with 1,001 inventions +Engine long with 1,001 inventions +Engine long with 1,001 inventions + discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill  discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill  discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill  discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill 
Sergeants..." PerpetualSergeants..." PerpetualSergeants..." PerpetualSergeants..." Perpetual Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr.  Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr.  Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr.  Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr. 
Katrina'sKatrina'sKatrina'sKatrina's "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" she didn't have her finger on the right lobe "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" she didn't have her finger on the right lobe "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" she didn't have her finger on the right lobe "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" she didn't have her finger on the right lobe to  to  to  to 
inspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancerinspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancerinspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancerinspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancer which Greg will  which Greg will  which Greg will  which Greg will 
via my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe withvia my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe withvia my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe withvia my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe with Love + sex... soon I hope as I  Love + sex... soon I hope as I  Love + sex... soon I hope as I  Love + sex... soon I hope as I 
just advanced from sleeping under a palm tree +just advanced from sleeping under a palm tree +just advanced from sleeping under a palm tree +just advanced from sleeping under a palm tree + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford  Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford  Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford  Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford 
Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos +Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos +Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos +Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French Revolution  Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French Revolution  Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French Revolution  Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French Revolution 
without the French! 4 MDwithout the French! 4 MDwithout the French! 4 MDwithout the French! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD  Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD  Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD  Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD 
Wives toWives toWives toWives to "Advance" 5, 10 or 15 Billion people on Earth have to over come the "Super "Advance" 5, 10 or 15 Billion people on Earth have to over come the "Super "Advance" 5, 10 or 15 Billion people on Earth have to over come the "Super "Advance" 5, 10 or 15 Billion people on Earth have to over come the "Super Gravity"  Gravity"  Gravity"  Gravity" 
of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust. of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust. of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust. of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust. 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I just advanced, now Detroit police  just advanced, now Detroit police  just advanced, now Detroit police  just advanced, now Detroit police 
feel the pain of city's money woes $$$ Whatfeel the pain of city's money woes $$$ Whatfeel the pain of city's money woes $$$ Whatfeel the pain of city's money woes $$$ What kind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief  kind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief  kind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief  kind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief 
would be the new Numb Nutswould be the new Numb Nutswould be the new Numb Nutswould be the new Numb Nuts Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca +  Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca +  Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca +  Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca + 
Allah have all ofAllah have all ofAllah have all ofAllah have all of Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even
become Snowden and Leak why they are so Poor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OHbecome Snowden and Leak why they are so Poor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OHbecome Snowden and Leak why they are so Poor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OHbecome Snowden and Leak why they are so Poor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OH the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit.ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit.ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit.ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit. Officer Jason  Officer Jason  Officer Jason  Officer Jason 
in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops...in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops...in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops...in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops... Start the Revolution now  Start the Revolution now  Start the Revolution now  Start the Revolution now 
as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is hell,as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is hell,as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is hell,as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is hell, living with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will  living with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will  living with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will  living with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will 
last 4 trillion if you don'tlast 4 trillion if you don'tlast 4 trillion if you don'tlast 4 trillion if you don't arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just the  arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just the  arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just the  arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just the 
pollution inpollution inpollution inpollution in China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution
without the French! without the French! without the French! without the French! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort"14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort"14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort"14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's  Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's  Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's  Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's 
waterfall is the wifi password, nowaterfall is the wifi password, nowaterfall is the wifi password, nowaterfall is the wifi password, no inventsomething lyrics for the start of 100 spring break  inventsomething lyrics for the start of 100 spring break  inventsomething lyrics for the start of 100 spring break  inventsomething lyrics for the start of 100 spring break 
students 50' from Greg,students 50' from Greg,students 50' from Greg,students 50' from Greg, but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the  but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the  but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the  but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the 
studentsstudentsstudentsstudents have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to
Discover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just read the Key West Citizen atDiscover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just read the Key West Citizen atDiscover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just read the Key West Citizen atDiscover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just read the Key West Citizen at 2 pm on Sat.  2 pm on Sat.  2 pm on Sat.  2 pm on Sat. 
News to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" forNews to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" forNews to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" forNews to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" for drinking charges. They  drinking charges. They  drinking charges. They  drinking charges. They 
have to pihave to pihave to pihave to pick up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg +ck up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg +ck up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg +ck up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg + Wives would have them watching the Wives would have them watching the Wives would have them watching the Wives would have them watching the 
1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my 1st Spring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone  1st Spring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone  1st Spring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone  1st Spring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone 
wants to watch the Inventor of thewants to watch the Inventor of thewants to watch the Inventor of thewants to watch the Inventor of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was  1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was  1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was  1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was 
just singing about a car...just singing about a car...just singing about a car...just singing about a car... not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about  not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about  not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about  not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about 
Farrah getting AnusFarrah getting AnusFarrah getting AnusFarrah getting Anus Cancer she would have the male students present a computer  Cancer she would have the male students present a computer  Cancer she would have the male students present a computer  Cancer she would have the male students present a computer 
simulation on theirsimulation on theirsimulation on theirsimulation on their iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of  iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of  iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of  iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of 
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MAD MEN whoMAD MEN whoMAD MEN whoMAD MEN who knowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the  knowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the  knowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the  knowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the 
screaming ofscreaming ofscreaming ofscreaming of Farrah when she was told which Man gave her Anus Cancer, just as bad Mad  Farrah when she was told which Man gave her Anus Cancer, just as bad Mad  Farrah when she was told which Man gave her Anus Cancer, just as bad Mad  Farrah when she was told which Man gave her Anus Cancer, just as bad Mad 
Man asMan asMan asMan as Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn.
Busted Drunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy BeachesBusted Drunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy BeachesBusted Drunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy BeachesBusted Drunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy Beaches of Key  of Key  of Key  of Key 
West. West. West. West. 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... Delhi's worst just advanced... Delhi's worst just advanced... Delhi's worst just advanced... Delhi's worst----ever ever ever ever 
pollution levels affect children. Forget thepollution levels affect children. Forget thepollution levels affect children. Forget thepollution levels affect children. Forget the CNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has  CNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has  CNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has  CNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has 
turned into a pollution zone soturned into a pollution zone soturned into a pollution zone soturned into a pollution zone so deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs of  deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs of  deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs of  deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs of 
chainchainchainchain----smokers, and allsmokers, and allsmokers, and allsmokers, and all the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the  the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the  the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the  the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the 
alarm... Startalarm... Startalarm... Startalarm... Start the New French Revolution without the French!  the New French Revolution without the French!  the New French Revolution without the French!  the New French Revolution without the French! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd14 Greg 22nd14 Greg 22nd14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... 

4 4 4 4 

Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into theGirls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into theGirls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into theGirls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by  "Frontal Lobe" by  "Frontal Lobe" by  "Frontal Lobe" by 
Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  advanced...  advanced...  advanced... 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  just advanced...  just advanced...  just advanced... 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford...14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford...14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford...14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay Rx Coup will change the  Rx Coup will change the  Rx Coup will change the  Rx Coup will change the 
status quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely onstatus quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely onstatus quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely onstatus quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely on "InventingSomething..." good movie for  "InventingSomething..." good movie for  "InventingSomething..." good movie for  "InventingSomething..." good movie for 
Mary B. to make for Angelian's NextMary B. to make for Angelian's NextMary B. to make for Angelian's NextMary B. to make for Angelian's Next Movie!  Movie!  Movie!  Movie! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER FROM SMOG" At the  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the 
age of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a preventive doubleage of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a preventive doubleage of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a preventive doubleage of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a preventive double mastectomy after learning she  mastectomy after learning she  mastectomy after learning she  mastectomy after learning she 
had an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due tohad an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due tohad an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due tohad an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due to a defective BRCA1 gene...  a defective BRCA1 gene...  a defective BRCA1 gene...  a defective BRCA1 gene... 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort"14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort"14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort"14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking  NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking  NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking  NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking 
into the Apple Store window asinto the Apple Store window asinto the Apple Store window asinto the Apple Store window as our Numb Nuts Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil  our Numb Nuts Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil  our Numb Nuts Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil  our Numb Nuts Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil 
Money in the Earth.Money in the Earth.Money in the Earth.Money in the Earth. $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an  $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an  $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an  $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era,  Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era,  Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era,  Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era, 
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HolocaustHolocaustHolocaustHolocaust II  II  II  II 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER FROM SMOG" Cray XE6  FROM SMOG" Cray XE6  FROM SMOG" Cray XE6  FROM SMOG" Cray XE6 
supercomputer at the Argonne National Laboratory outsidesupercomputer at the Argonne National Laboratory outsidesupercomputer at the Argonne National Laboratory outsidesupercomputer at the Argonne National Laboratory outside Chicago, is used for  Chicago, is used for  Chicago, is used for  Chicago, is used for 
computation, simulation, and data analysis for thecomputation, simulation, and data analysis for thecomputation, simulation, and data analysis for thecomputation, simulation, and data analysis for the biomedical research community. Men  biomedical research community. Men  biomedical research community. Men  biomedical research community. Men 
at Argonne National should have taken it onat Argonne National should have taken it onat Argonne National should have taken it onat Argonne National should have taken it on their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on  their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on  their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on  their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on 
every polluted City Angelina Jolie wentevery polluted City Angelina Jolie wentevery polluted City Angelina Jolie wentevery polluted City Angelina Jolie went to and will go as this is Argonne National Labs... F  to and will go as this is Argonne National Labs... F  to and will go as this is Argonne National Labs... F  to and will go as this is Argonne National Labs... F 
grade for not doing thisgrade for not doing thisgrade for not doing thisgrade for not doing this homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for  homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for  homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for  homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for 
Jolie, justJolie, justJolie, justJolie, just watched her movies 1,001 times! watched her movies 1,001 times! watched her movies 1,001 times! watched her movies 1,001 times!

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have  "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have  "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have  "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have 
replaced the "Boss Scientists"replaced the "Boss Scientists"replaced the "Boss Scientists"replaced the "Boss Scientists" with an BP Oil Man like the Univ of Colorado did for the  with an BP Oil Man like the Univ of Colorado did for the  with an BP Oil Man like the Univ of Colorado did for the  with an BP Oil Man like the Univ of Colorado did for the 
President of thePresident of thePresident of thePresident of the University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National  University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National  University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National  University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National 
LabsLabsLabsLabs bosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulation bosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulation bosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulation bosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulation
Pedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado and other Universities asPedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado and other Universities asPedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado and other Universities asPedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado and other Universities as they are like  they are like  they are like  they are like 
Syphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities fromSyphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities fromSyphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities fromSyphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities from Shootings from his  Shootings from his  Shootings from his  Shootings from his 
"Poison Gas Exhaust" culture now President of many"Poison Gas Exhaust" culture now President of many"Poison Gas Exhaust" culture now President of many"Poison Gas Exhaust" culture now President of many Universities! French Revolution shut  Universities! French Revolution shut  Universities! French Revolution shut  Universities! French Revolution shut 
down the Univ of Paris for 7 years as theydown the Univ of Paris for 7 years as theydown the Univ of Paris for 7 years as theydown the Univ of Paris for 7 years as they did the same thing back them, all the Pedophiles  did the same thing back them, all the Pedophiles  did the same thing back them, all the Pedophiles  did the same thing back them, all the Pedophiles 
became Presidents of thebecame Presidents of thebecame Presidents of thebecame Presidents of the Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores!  Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores!  Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores!  Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night
drinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data analysis for the biomedicaldrinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data analysis for the biomedicaldrinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data analysis for the biomedicaldrinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data analysis for the biomedical research  research  research  research 
community... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil mancommunity... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil mancommunity... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil mancommunity... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil man kills 1 day from  kills 1 day from  kills 1 day from  kills 1 day from 
pollution particles sent through her body, you don't needpollution particles sent through her body, you don't needpollution particles sent through her body, you don't needpollution particles sent through her body, you don't need Argonne National Lab to  Argonne National Lab to  Argonne National Lab to  Argonne National Lab to 
simulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numbsimulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numbsimulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numbsimulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numb Nuts Dictator who thinks he is  Nuts Dictator who thinks he is  Nuts Dictator who thinks he is  Nuts Dictator who thinks he is 
smarter than the 11,843 scientists he over lookssmarter than the 11,843 scientists he over lookssmarter than the 11,843 scientists he over lookssmarter than the 11,843 scientists he over looks at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as  at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as  at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as  at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as 
he is not worth what the gov. payshe is not worth what the gov. payshe is not worth what the gov. payshe is not worth what the gov. pays him $  him $  him $  him $ 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER FROM SMOG" At the  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the 
age of 37, Angelina Jolie?????????????? age of 37, Angelina Jolie?????????????? age of 37, Angelina Jolie?????????????? age of 37, Angelina Jolie?????????????? 

2222----21212121----14141414 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.*
Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014 ElectricWindmillcar Today!Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014 ElectricWindmillcar Today!Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014 ElectricWindmillcar Today!Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014 ElectricWindmillcar Today!

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day *.* Escorted by  *.* Escorted by  *.* Escorted by  *.* Escorted by 
Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work brainstorming 1,001Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work brainstorming 1,001Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work brainstorming 1,001Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work brainstorming 1,001 invent projects with a few  invent projects with a few  invent projects with a few  invent projects with a few 
wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married atwives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married atwives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married atwives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married at the Hemingway House in Key West  the Hemingway House in Key West  the Hemingway House in Key West  the Hemingway House in Key West 
*.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA,*.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA,*.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA,*.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA, Verizon, grin!  Verizon, grin!  Verizon, grin!  Verizon, grin! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day *.*  ElectricWindMillCar Day *.*  ElectricWindMillCar Day *.*  ElectricWindMillCar Day *.* 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the  West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the  West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the  West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the 
Inventive part of GregsInventive part of GregsInventive part of GregsInventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobe to get a RxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary!  Frontal Lobe to get a RxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary!  Frontal Lobe to get a RxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary!  Frontal Lobe to get a RxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary! 
Frontal LobeFrontal LobeFrontal LobeFrontal Lobe stimulated by Love to get a RxCure!  stimulated by Love to get a RxCure!  stimulated by Love to get a RxCure!  stimulated by Love to get a RxCure! 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super Computer Literate: Neuroscience of  Computer Literate: Neuroscience of  Computer Literate: Neuroscience of  Computer Literate: Neuroscience of 
love explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noeltelove explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noeltelove explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noeltelove explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative  2016 has wanted to discuss integrative  2016 has wanted to discuss integrative  2016 has wanted to discuss integrative 
medicine medicine medicine medicine ———— After Mary B. makes the movieAfter Mary B. makes the movieAfter Mary B. makes the movieAfter Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old  "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old  "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old  "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old 
girls will not ruin their livesgirls will not ruin their livesgirls will not ruin their livesgirls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of  living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of  living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of  living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of 
saving their livessaving their livessaving their livessaving their lives with all the George Orwell Verizon recording and Cam's watch but not  with all the George Orwell Verizon recording and Cam's watch but not  with all the George Orwell Verizon recording and Cam's watch but not  with all the George Orwell Verizon recording and Cam's watch but not 
saving hersaving hersaving hersaving her life, even Vanessa at Yale!  life, even Vanessa at Yale!  life, even Vanessa at Yale!  life, even Vanessa at Yale! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the  I love touching Mary B. goes right to the  I love touching Mary B. goes right to the  I love touching Mary B. goes right to the 
Inventive part of Gregs Frontal LobeInventive part of Gregs Frontal LobeInventive part of Gregs Frontal LobeInventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobe to get a Rx Overnight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer!  to get a Rx Overnight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer!  to get a Rx Overnight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer!  to get a Rx Overnight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer! 
Love can Cure whenLove can Cure whenLove can Cure whenLove can Cure when touching Mary!  touching Mary!  touching Mary!  touching Mary! 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent Something Literate at Apple = $2,599  Something Literate at Apple = $2,599  Something Literate at Apple = $2,599  Something Literate at Apple = $2,599 
Apple needs to make the MacBook Pro withApple needs to make the MacBook Pro withApple needs to make the MacBook Pro withApple needs to make the MacBook Pro with Retina display 27 Retina display 27 Retina display 27 Retina display 27----inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" 
their 27their 27their 27their 27----inch Apple Thunderboltinch Apple Thunderboltinch Apple Thunderboltinch Apple Thunderbolt Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000  Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000  Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000  Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000 
and give humanitiesand give humanitiesand give humanitiesand give humanities Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows.  Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows.  Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows.  Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows. 
27 inch27 inch27 inch27 inch Thunderbolt display makes this possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible! Thunderbolt display makes this possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible! Thunderbolt display makes this possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible! Thunderbolt display makes this possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible! Idea  Idea  Idea  Idea 
of the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Uof the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Uof the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Uof the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Universe, Apple Store In Keyniverse, Apple Store In Keyniverse, Apple Store In Keyniverse, Apple Store In Key West has  West has  West has  West has 
Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!
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2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather  Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather  Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather  Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather 
Ali MPH Ali MPH Ali MPH Ali MPH ’’’’06 06 06 06 ———— who cowho cowho cowho co----directs thedirects thedirects thedirects the Integrative Medicine at Yale Program at the School of  Integrative Medicine at Yale Program at the School of  Integrative Medicine at Yale Program at the School of  Integrative Medicine at Yale Program at the School of 
Medicine, is facultyMedicine, is facultyMedicine, is facultyMedicine, is faculty member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the  member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the  member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the  member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the 
organizationorganizationorganizationorganization’’’’ssss founding principles as an intellectual forum  founding principles as an intellectual forum  founding principles as an intellectual forum  founding principles as an intellectual forum ---- """"Super Computer Literate: Super Computer Literate: Super Computer Literate: Super Computer Literate: 
Not DrNot DrNot DrNot Dr Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has bought $1 Trillion in IBM Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has bought $1 Trillion in IBM Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has bought $1 Trillion in IBM Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has bought $1 Trillion in IBM Supercomputers  Supercomputers  Supercomputers  Supercomputers 
since the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makessince the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makessince the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makessince the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makes for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in  for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in  for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in  for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in 
telling the Yale Students what alternativetelling the Yale Students what alternativetelling the Yale Students what alternativetelling the Yale Students what alternative medicines as a health care option should be  medicines as a health care option should be  medicines as a health care option should be  medicines as a health care option should be 
recommended when they haven't beenrecommended when they haven't beenrecommended when they haven't beenrecommended when they haven't been Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer  Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer  Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer  Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer 
simulation... simulation... simulation... simulation... 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has  Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has  Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has  Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has 
wanted to discuss integrative medicine wanted to discuss integrative medicine wanted to discuss integrative medicine wanted to discuss integrative medicine ———— anananan approach that combines alternative  approach that combines alternative  approach that combines alternative  approach that combines alternative 
medicine and conventional biomedicine medicine and conventional biomedicine medicine and conventional biomedicine medicine and conventional biomedicine ———— in anin anin anin an academic setting. This semester, her wish  academic setting. This semester, her wish  academic setting. This semester, her wish  academic setting. This semester, her wish 
is about to be realized. 70 studentsis about to be realized. 70 studentsis about to be realized. 70 studentsis about to be realized. 70 students attended  attended  attended  attended ““““Escape FireEscape FireEscape FireEscape Fire”””” ———— a documentary exposing flaws a documentary exposing flaws a documentary exposing flaws a documentary exposing flaws 
with in the Americanwith in the Americanwith in the Americanwith in the American health care system  health care system  health care system  health care system ———— organized by Noelte as a way of promoting organized by Noelte as a way of promoting organized by Noelte as a way of promoting organized by Noelte as a way of promoting 
discussion,discussion,discussion,discussion, Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I
think Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaneythink Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaneythink Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaneythink Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaney getting a  getting a  getting a  getting a 
Heart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide will not signHeart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide will not signHeart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide will not signHeart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide will not sign a executive order  a executive order  a executive order  a executive order 
for Mandatory Organ Donation! for Mandatory Organ Donation! for Mandatory Organ Donation! for Mandatory Organ Donation! ““““Escape FireEscape FireEscape FireEscape Fire”””” ———— a MD documentarya MD documentarya MD documentarya MD documentary should include  should include  should include  should include 
Vanessa as Farrah today 2Vanessa as Farrah today 2Vanessa as Farrah today 2Vanessa as Farrah today 2----20202020----14 crying her eyes out swearing when14 crying her eyes out swearing when14 crying her eyes out swearing when14 crying her eyes out swearing when told she has Anus  told she has Anus  told she has Anus  told she has Anus 
Cancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa screams at outCancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa screams at outCancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa screams at outCancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa screams at out Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for  Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for  Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for  Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for 
not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV,not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV,not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV,not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV, HIV, Syphilis, STD's!  HIV, Syphilis, STD's!  HIV, Syphilis, STD's!  HIV, Syphilis, STD's! 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super Computer Literate:  "Super Computer Literate:  "Super Computer Literate:  "Super Computer Literate: 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... Greg Alienated  status quo maintained... Greg Alienated  status quo maintained... Greg Alienated  status quo maintained... Greg Alienated 
Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below...Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below...Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below...Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below... One Wife or Many wives, Yale should require all  One Wife or Many wives, Yale should require all  One Wife or Many wives, Yale should require all  One Wife or Many wives, Yale should require all 
Freshmen admitted to be marriedFreshmen admitted to be marriedFreshmen admitted to be marriedFreshmen admitted to be married for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive  for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive  for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive  for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive 
objects in theobjects in theobjects in theobjects in the universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by
gravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key West will never sail to Alphagravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key West will never sail to Alphagravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key West will never sail to Alphagravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key West will never sail to Alpha Centauri. No  Centauri. No  Centauri. No  Centauri. No 
Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "Endless Wars On Earth!Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "Endless Wars On Earth!Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "Endless Wars On Earth!Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "Endless Wars On Earth! Navy even Pirated the  Navy even Pirated the  Navy even Pirated the  Navy even Pirated the 
$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super  Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super  Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super  Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super 
Carriers Under construction Today and these 4Carriers Under construction Today and these 4Carriers Under construction Today and these 4Carriers Under construction Today and these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store window  girls looking into the Apple Store window  girls looking into the Apple Store window  girls looking into the Apple Store window 
have no idea the Admiral kill 4 teenhave no idea the Admiral kill 4 teenhave no idea the Admiral kill 4 teenhave no idea the Admiral kill 4 teen age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is  age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is  age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is  age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is 
"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead  MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead  MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead  MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead 
go on Today like Endlessgo on Today like Endlessgo on Today like Endlessgo on Today like Endless Wars, status Quo... Mary B. will make a futuristic movie of the  Wars, status Quo... Mary B. will make a futuristic movie of the  Wars, status Quo... Mary B. will make a futuristic movie of the  Wars, status Quo... Mary B. will make a futuristic movie of the 
Admiral killingAdmiral killingAdmiral killingAdmiral killing these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing  these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing  these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing  these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing 
thethethethe Vietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFK Vietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFK Vietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFK Vietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFK
Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how Gravity is Generated, Bush +Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how Gravity is Generated, Bush +Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how Gravity is Generated, Bush +Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how Gravity is Generated, Bush + Bush + Kerry  Bush + Kerry  Bush + Kerry  Bush + Kerry 
failed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 inventfailed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 inventfailed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 inventfailed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 invention of theion of theion of theion of the ElectricWindmillCar Era of  ElectricWindmillCar Era of  ElectricWindmillCar Era of  ElectricWindmillCar Era of 
Endless Summers reading Hemingway then writing theEndless Summers reading Hemingway then writing theEndless Summers reading Hemingway then writing theEndless Summers reading Hemingway then writing the Futuristic Invention Novel as for  Futuristic Invention Novel as for  Futuristic Invention Novel as for  Futuristic Invention Novel as for 
Mary B. she will make the futuristic MovieMary B. she will make the futuristic MovieMary B. she will make the futuristic MovieMary B. she will make the futuristic Movie inventive!  inventive!  inventive!  inventive! 
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Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive,Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive,Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive,Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by  into the "Frontal Lobe" by  into the "Frontal Lobe" by  into the "Frontal Lobe" by 
Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book isKatrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book isKatrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book isKatrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.  preinstalled.  preinstalled.  preinstalled. 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons  maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons  maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons  maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons 
+ Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't+ Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't+ Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't+ Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in  spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in  spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in  spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in 
the frontal lobes... these 4the frontal lobes... these 4the frontal lobes... these 4the frontal lobes... these 4 girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most  girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most  girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most  girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most 
futuristicfuturisticfuturisticfuturistic Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing
about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple ---- Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's,Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's,Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's,Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's, Mary B. will  Mary B. will  Mary B. will  Mary B. will 
make a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's lookingmake a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's lookingmake a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's lookingmake a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's looking into the Apple Store  into the Apple Store  into the Apple Store  into the Apple Store 
Window" Mary B. will come up with a much better title ofWindow" Mary B. will come up with a much better title ofWindow" Mary B. will come up with a much better title ofWindow" Mary B. will come up with a much better title of course!  course!  course!  course! 
2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... slept out under the  maintained... slept out under the  maintained... slept out under the  maintained... slept out under the 
stars last night so posted the massive 1stars last night so posted the massive 1stars last night so posted the massive 1stars last night so posted the massive 1 Trillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS  Trillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS  Trillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS  Trillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS 
QUO GRAVITY... in Key West isQUO GRAVITY... in Key West isQUO GRAVITY... in Key West isQUO GRAVITY... in Key West is "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention  "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention  "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention  "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention 
projects Paid Off withprojects Paid Off withprojects Paid Off withprojects Paid Off with the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the  the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the  the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the  the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the 
engine off,engine off,engine off,engine off, Toyota engineers couldn't invent this, or they just wanted to give more $177 Toyota engineers couldn't invent this, or they just wanted to give more $177 Toyota engineers couldn't invent this, or they just wanted to give more $177 Toyota engineers couldn't invent this, or they just wanted to give more $177
Trillions to Mecca + Allah $ Trillions to Mecca + Allah $ Trillions to Mecca + Allah $ Trillions to Mecca + Allah $ 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...New prohibition West... status quo maintained...New prohibition West... status quo maintained...New prohibition West... status quo maintained...New prohibition----
smoking policies in China couldsmoking policies in China couldsmoking policies in China couldsmoking policies in China could save nearly 1 Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if  save nearly 1 Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if  save nearly 1 Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if  save nearly 1 Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if 
Snowden leaks this!Snowden leaks this!Snowden leaks this!Snowden leaks this! Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket  Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket  Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket  Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket ----
same thingsame thingsame thingsame thing happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop
Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO GRAVITY... 

2222----19191919----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is
maintained, China faces a tremendous health burden in the next four decades thatmaintained, China faces a tremendous health burden in the next four decades thatmaintained, China faces a tremendous health burden in the next four decades thatmaintained, China faces a tremendous health burden in the next four decades that could  could  could  could 
result in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrahresult in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrahresult in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrahresult in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrah Faucet movie  Faucet movie  Faucet movie  Faucet movie 
Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer,Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer,Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer,Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer, cervix cancer, suicide  cervix cancer, suicide  cervix cancer, suicide  cervix cancer, suicide 
+ murdered. Mary B. making 1,001 MD movie, ability to+ murdered. Mary B. making 1,001 MD movie, ability to+ murdered. Mary B. making 1,001 MD movie, ability to+ murdered. Mary B. making 1,001 MD movie, ability to produce a substances that would  produce a substances that would  produce a substances that would  produce a substances that would 
likely kill candida and prevent 1 billion womenlikely kill candida and prevent 1 billion womenlikely kill candida and prevent 1 billion womenlikely kill candida and prevent 1 billion women from its discharge... "Discharge" WHO at  from its discharge... "Discharge" WHO at  from its discharge... "Discharge" WHO at  from its discharge... "Discharge" WHO at 
the UN as they helped murder 15K inthe UN as they helped murder 15K inthe UN as they helped murder 15K inthe UN as they helped murder 15K in Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status  Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status  Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status  Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status 
Quo... Wow STATUS QUOQuo... Wow STATUS QUOQuo... Wow STATUS QUOQuo... Wow STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Mary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II"  GRAVITY... Mary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II"  GRAVITY... Mary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II"  GRAVITY... Mary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II" 
Mary B. willMary B. willMary B. willMary B. will help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to women  help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to women  help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to women  help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to women 
withwithwithwith it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none went  went  went  went 
to Yale Med School as they were to stupid to get in. Only Yale Universityto Yale Med School as they were to stupid to get in. Only Yale Universityto Yale Med School as they were to stupid to get in. Only Yale Universityto Yale Med School as they were to stupid to get in. Only Yale University would accept them  would accept them  would accept them  would accept them 
on the Gravity of status quo! on the Gravity of status quo! on the Gravity of status quo! on the Gravity of status quo! 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks 
on Duval inon Duval inon Duval inon Duval in Key West, got a seat only 12 seats in the whole Starbucks and no one is  Key West, got a seat only 12 seats in the whole Starbucks and no one is  Key West, got a seat only 12 seats in the whole Starbucks and no one is  Key West, got a seat only 12 seats in the whole Starbucks and no one is 
workingworkingworkingworking on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading
Yale Across Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way toYale Across Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way toYale Across Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way toYale Across Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way to hear or  hear or  hear or  hear or 
observe Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale Alienated you forobserve Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale Alienated you forobserve Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale Alienated you forobserve Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale Alienated you for working on this  working on this  working on this  working on this 
invention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legalinvention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legalinvention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legalinvention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legal polygamous marriage... this  polygamous marriage... this  polygamous marriage... this  polygamous marriage... this 
will Alienate Yale to no End.... infinity! Occupywill Alienate Yale to no End.... infinity! Occupywill Alienate Yale to no End.... infinity! Occupywill Alienate Yale to no End.... infinity! Occupy Master Master Master Master’’’’s Tea. s Tea. s Tea. s Tea. ““““Wall Street is filled with Wall Street is filled with Wall Street is filled with Wall Street is filled with 
Sociopaths who almost broke the worldSociopaths who almost broke the worldSociopaths who almost broke the worldSociopaths who almost broke the world economy, economy, economy, economy,”””” said Jeffrey Sachs at his Mastersaid Jeffrey Sachs at his Mastersaid Jeffrey Sachs at his Mastersaid Jeffrey Sachs at his Master’’’’s Tea on s Tea on s Tea on s Tea on 
economics and happiness,economics and happiness,economics and happiness,economics and happiness, held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest  held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest  held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest  held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest 
chunk of thechunk of thechunk of thechunk of the Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called  Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called  Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called  Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called 
AlternativeAlternativeAlternativeAlternative hit hit hit hits campus. Looking back to the hippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous s campus. Looking back to the hippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous s campus. Looking back to the hippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous s campus. Looking back to the hippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous 
MarriageMarriageMarriageMarriage in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by manyOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by manyOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by manyOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by many wives in  wives in  wives in  wives in 
millions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today writers freshmen Failed tomillions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today writers freshmen Failed tomillions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today writers freshmen Failed tomillions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today writers freshmen Failed to Think of Women  Think of Women  Think of Women  Think of Women 
and the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 andand the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 andand the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 andand the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 and many more from  many more from  many more from  many more from 
cervical cancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Medcervical cancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Medcervical cancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Medcervical cancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Med School as they know better...  School as they know better...  School as they know better...  School as they know better... 
how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha!how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha!how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha!how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha! One Wife or Many wives Yale should require  One Wife or Many wives Yale should require  One Wife or Many wives Yale should require  One Wife or Many wives Yale should require 
all Freshmen admitted to be marriedall Freshmen admitted to be marriedall Freshmen admitted to be marriedall Freshmen admitted to be married for reasons above!  for reasons above!  for reasons above!  for reasons above! 
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2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained... 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained... 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 
Store includes "Hemingway House"Store includes "Hemingway House"Store includes "Hemingway House"Store includes "Hemingway House" Start of Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in  Start of Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in  Start of Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in  Start of Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in 
an Apple Store not Capt.an Apple Store not Capt.an Apple Store not Capt.an Apple Store not Capt. Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started star  Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started star  Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started star  Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started star 
travels intravels intravels intravels in Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to
plug in Acer but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent aplug in Acer but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent aplug in Acer but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent aplug in Acer but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent a plug in  plug in  plug in  plug in 
Outlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell evenOutlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell evenOutlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell evenOutlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell even a Dell. Apple  a Dell. Apple  a Dell. Apple  a Dell. Apple 
iMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up everyiMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up everyiMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up everyiMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up every Apple product with the  Apple product with the  Apple product with the  Apple product with the 
iMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outsideiMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outsideiMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outsideiMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outside Margaritaville 75 F  Margaritaville 75 F  Margaritaville 75 F  Margaritaville 75 F 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon  "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon  "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon  "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon 
killed these 4 girls looking into thekilled these 4 girls looking into thekilled these 4 girls looking into thekilled these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to become MD women President "1984" One,  Apple Store to become MD women President "1984" One,  Apple Store to become MD women President "1984" One,  Apple Store to become MD women President "1984" One, 
Yale News today had Bush asYale News today had Bush asYale News today had Bush asYale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of 
Saudi Arabia both haveSaudi Arabia both haveSaudi Arabia both haveSaudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak  killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak  killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak  killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak 
this... Snowdenthis... Snowdenthis... Snowdenthis... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177 didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177 didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177 didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177
Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon  "Top" Pentagon  "Top" Pentagon  "Top" Pentagon 
killed these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to become MDkilled these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to become MDkilled these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to become MDkilled these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to become MD women President "1984" One,  women President "1984" One,  women President "1984" One,  women President "1984" One, 
Yale News today had Bush as President and notYale News today had Bush as President and notYale News today had Bush as President and notYale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  Holding Hands with the King + Prince of 
Saudi Arabia both have killed women inSaudi Arabia both have killed women inSaudi Arabia both have killed women inSaudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak  cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak  cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak  cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak 
this... Snowden didn't leak Saudithis... Snowden didn't leak Saudithis... Snowden didn't leak Saudithis... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177  Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177  Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177  Sex Slave Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177 
Trillion given to MeccaTrillion given to MeccaTrillion given to MeccaTrillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate  + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate  + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate  + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate 
PresidentPresidentPresidentPresident’’’’ssss Day at Yale, the University put up an online album of five old photos of alumni Day at Yale, the University put up an online album of five old photos of alumni Day at Yale, the University put up an online album of five old photos of alumni Day at Yale, the University put up an online album of five old photos of alumni
who went on to occupy the highest seat in the nation. Highlights include Georgewho went on to occupy the highest seat in the nation. Highlights include Georgewho went on to occupy the highest seat in the nation. Highlights include Georgewho went on to occupy the highest seat in the nation. Highlights include George H. W. Bush  H. W. Bush  H. W. Bush  H. W. Bush 
’’’’48 hanging out with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of48 hanging out with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of48 hanging out with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of48 hanging out with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of George W. Bush  George W. Bush  George W. Bush  George W. Bush ’’’’68 68 68 68 
that looks like the blackthat looks like the blackthat looks like the blackthat looks like the black----andandandand----white equivalent of an awkwardwhite equivalent of an awkwardwhite equivalent of an awkwardwhite equivalent of an awkward Yale ID photo!  Yale ID photo!  Yale ID photo!  Yale ID photo! 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When? 3:11 pm Key West out in front  "Why?""When? 3:11 pm Key West out in front  "Why?""When? 3:11 pm Key West out in front  "Why?""When? 3:11 pm Key West out in front 
of Margaritaville as they have freeof Margaritaville as they have freeof Margaritaville as they have freeof Margaritaville as they have free wifi. No Satellites in low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg  wifi. No Satellites in low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg  wifi. No Satellites in low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg  wifi. No Satellites in low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg 
got the Start of thegot the Start of thegot the Start of thegot the Start of the New French Revolution with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the  New French Revolution with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the  New French Revolution with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the  New French Revolution with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the 
Apple StoreApple StoreApple StoreApple Store Window and Mom, Dad just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given  Window and Mom, Dad just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given  Window and Mom, Dad just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given  Window and Mom, Dad just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given 
totototo Mecca by the Pentagon... Pentagon Building will be to big to remodel as a Apple Mecca by the Pentagon... Pentagon Building will be to big to remodel as a Apple Mecca by the Pentagon... Pentagon Building will be to big to remodel as a Apple Mecca by the Pentagon... Pentagon Building will be to big to remodel as a Apple Store  Store  Store  Store 
but not a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papersbut not a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papersbut not a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papersbut not a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papers on Deborah  on Deborah  on Deborah  on Deborah 
Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today)Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today)Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today)Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today) back after she read  back after she read  back after she read  back after she read 
them. No comments from Mom on Greg suing Deb. and putting mythem. No comments from Mom on Greg suing Deb. and putting mythem. No comments from Mom on Greg suing Deb. and putting mythem. No comments from Mom on Greg suing Deb. and putting my Secret file in with court  Secret file in with court  Secret file in with court  Secret file in with court 
paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West...paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West...paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West...paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West... and Mecca gets to watch Key West  and Mecca gets to watch Key West  and Mecca gets to watch Key West  and Mecca gets to watch Key West 
Cams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken SunCams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken SunCams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken SunCams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken Sun Roof guy came down not to Gregs offer of  Roof guy came down not to Gregs offer of  Roof guy came down not to Gregs offer of  Roof guy came down not to Gregs offer of 
$2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at$2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at$2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at$2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at top of this page top of this page top of this page top of this page is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with  is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with  is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with  is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 
5 sockets to plug in Acer5 sockets to plug in Acer5 sockets to plug in Acer5 sockets to plug in Acer but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent a  but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent a  but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent a  but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't invent a 
plug in for aplug in for aplug in for aplug in for a Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Grin!!!  Grin!!!  Grin!!!  Grin!!! 
3:20 pm Key West outside Margaritaville 75 F 3:20 pm Key West outside Margaritaville 75 F 3:20 pm Key West outside Margaritaville 75 F 3:20 pm Key West outside Margaritaville 75 F 

2222----18181818----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple
Store includes "Hemingway House" Apple didn't patent a Locking Carbineer KeyStore includes "Hemingway House" Apple didn't patent a Locking Carbineer KeyStore includes "Hemingway House" Apple didn't patent a Locking Carbineer KeyStore includes "Hemingway House" Apple didn't patent a Locking Carbineer Key chains  chains  chains  chains ----
Twist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a noTwist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a noTwist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a noTwist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a no Brainard why have  Brainard why have  Brainard why have  Brainard why have 
carbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... thiscarbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... thiscarbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... thiscarbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... this will be copyrighted on Gregs web  will be copyrighted on Gregs web  will be copyrighted on Gregs web  will be copyrighted on Gregs web 
when I find out... grin! A new patent filingwhen I find out... grin! A new patent filingwhen I find out... grin! A new patent filingwhen I find out... grin! A new patent filing reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch----
sensitive MacBook chassis, whichsensitive MacBook chassis, whichsensitive MacBook chassis, whichsensitive MacBook chassis, which would offer the ability to sense a user's touch across a  would offer the ability to sense a user's touch across a  would offer the ability to sense a user's touch across a  would offer the ability to sense a user's touch across a 
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notebook's entirenotebook's entirenotebook's entirenotebook's entire bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons  bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons  bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons  bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons 
and allowand allowand allowand allow for a more intuitive computing experience.  for a more intuitive computing experience.  for a more intuitive computing experience.  for a more intuitive computing experience. 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day:14 Greg 18th Day:14 Greg 18th Day:14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 
StoreStoreStoreStore includes "Hemingway House" Apple on Tuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad media includes "Hemingway House" Apple on Tuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad media includes "Hemingway House" Apple on Tuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad media includes "Hemingway House" Apple on Tuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad media
campaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this timecampaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this timecampaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this timecampaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this time highlighting the  highlighting the  highlighting the  highlighting the 
tablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn'ttablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn'ttablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn'ttablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn't patent a Locking Carbineer  patent a Locking Carbineer  patent a Locking Carbineer  patent a Locking Carbineer 
and Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/ this isand Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/ this isand Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/ this isand Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/ this is the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer...  the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer...  the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer...  the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer... 
for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001 carbineers hooked to things made in China  carbineers hooked to things made in China  carbineers hooked to things made in China  carbineers hooked to things made in China 
guys never thought of hooking aguys never thought of hooking aguys never thought of hooking aguys never thought of hooking a carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too!  carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too!  carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too!  carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too! 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 
StoreStoreStoreStore includes "Hemingway House" Cape blasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellites includes "Hemingway House" Cape blasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellites includes "Hemingway House" Cape blasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellites includes "Hemingway House" Cape blasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellites in  in  in  in 
low Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbitlow Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbitlow Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbitlow Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbit Satellites...  Satellites...  Satellites...  Satellites... 
Pentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell TowersPentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell TowersPentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell TowersPentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell Towers as Verizon Records  as Verizon Records  as Verizon Records  as Verizon Records 
"All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story down today and this:"All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story down today and this:"All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story down today and this:"All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story down today and this: Incubated by the non Incubated by the non Incubated by the non Incubated by the non----profit profit profit profit 
Media Development Investment Fund (MDIF), theMedia Development Investment Fund (MDIF), theMedia Development Investment Fund (MDIF), theMedia Development Investment Fund (MDIF), the ambitious project looks to bring the Web  ambitious project looks to bring the Web  ambitious project looks to bring the Web  ambitious project looks to bring the Web 
to every person on earth through ato every person on earth through ato every person on earth through ato every person on earth through a constellation of so constellation of so constellation of so constellation of so----called cubesats, reports the UK's called cubesats, reports the UK's called cubesats, reports the UK's called cubesats, reports the UK's 
Daily Mail If all goes toDaily Mail If all goes toDaily Mail If all goes toDaily Mail If all goes to plan, by 2015 hundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in  plan, by 2015 hundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in  plan, by 2015 hundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in  plan, by 2015 hundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in 
Low EarthLow EarthLow EarthLow Earth Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free----totototo----access system that will let users fromaccess system that will let users fromaccess system that will let users fromaccess system that will let users from the  the  the  the 
U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow!U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow!U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow!U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow!

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  "Top" Key West Apple  "Top" Key West Apple  "Top" Key West Apple 
Store includes "Hemingway House" Store includes "Hemingway House" Store includes "Hemingway House" Store includes "Hemingway House" 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 
StoreStoreStoreStore includes "Hemingway House"  includes "Hemingway House"  includes "Hemingway House"  includes "Hemingway House" 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple  West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 
Store includes theStore includes theStore includes theStore includes the "Hemingway writing class," professors + programmers for invention  "Hemingway writing class," professors + programmers for invention  "Hemingway writing class," professors + programmers for invention  "Hemingway writing class," professors + programmers for invention 
project onproject onproject onproject on every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope, every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope, every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope, every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope,
leave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on theirleave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on theirleave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on theirleave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on their Mac Pro  Mac Pro  Mac Pro  Mac Pro 
Notebook size of a large Priority Mail box. and MacBook Pro in theNotebook size of a large Priority Mail box. and MacBook Pro in theNotebook size of a large Priority Mail box. and MacBook Pro in theNotebook size of a large Priority Mail box. and MacBook Pro in the "Apple "Apple "Apple "Apple----Starbucks" Starbucks" Starbucks" Starbucks" 
Newest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built onNewest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built onNewest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built onNewest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built on an Eiffel Tower Structure with  an Eiffel Tower Structure with  an Eiffel Tower Structure with  an Eiffel Tower Structure with 
"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the  Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the  Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the  Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the 
Key West Newest Apple Store!Key West Newest Apple Store!Key West Newest Apple Store!Key West Newest Apple Store!

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her"14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her"14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her"14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "top" Thousands show  on "top" Thousands show  on "top" Thousands show  on "top" Thousands show 
up for the opening of the first Apple Store in Latinup for the opening of the first Apple Store in Latinup for the opening of the first Apple Store in Latinup for the opening of the first Apple Store in Latin America A crowd of more than 1,700  America A crowd of more than 1,700  America A crowd of more than 1,700  America A crowd of more than 1,700 
people descended on the Village Mall in Riopeople descended on the Village Mall in Riopeople descended on the Village Mall in Riopeople descended on the Village Mall in Rio de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca  de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca  de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca  de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca 
neighborhood on Saturday for the opening ofneighborhood on Saturday for the opening ofneighborhood on Saturday for the opening ofneighborhood on Saturday for the opening of the first official Apple Store in Latin  the first official Apple Store in Latin  the first official Apple Store in Latin  the first official Apple Store in Latin 
America. America. America. America. 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" making a new  making a new  making a new  making a new 
Era ofEra ofEra ofEra of "Movies" for God's best invention... women who are jockeying for position in "Movies" for God's best invention... women who are jockeying for position in "Movies" for God's best invention... women who are jockeying for position in "Movies" for God's best invention... women who are jockeying for position in "Saving  "Saving  "Saving  "Saving 
Her Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer toHer Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer toHer Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer toHer Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer to Anus Cancer!! Poison  Anus Cancer!! Poison  Anus Cancer!! Poison  Anus Cancer!! Poison 
Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West,Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West,Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West,Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West, when will they have more  when will they have more  when will they have more  when will they have more 
homeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a second home inhomeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a second home inhomeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a second home inhomeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a second home in Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates  Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates  Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates  Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates 
$ $ $ $ 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School  Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School  Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School  Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School 
built on an Eiffel Towerbuilt on an Eiffel Towerbuilt on an Eiffel Towerbuilt on an Eiffel Tower Structure, crosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's"  Structure, crosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's"  Structure, crosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's"  Structure, crosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's" 
below... Whenbelow... Whenbelow... Whenbelow... When will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix + Whole  will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix + Whole  will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix + Whole  will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix + Whole 
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FoodsFoodsFoodsFoods test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why did  did  did  did 
the French Revolution Start? King had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins!the French Revolution Start? King had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins!the French Revolution Start? King had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins!the French Revolution Start? King had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins! Clinton had to of  Clinton had to of  Clinton had to of  Clinton had to of 
had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell.had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell.had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell.had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell.

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Hemingway  "Top" Hemingway  "Top" Hemingway  "Top" Hemingway 
House in Key West, Truman White House in Key West on PresidentsHouse in Key West, Truman White House in Key West on PresidentsHouse in Key West, Truman White House in Key West on PresidentsHouse in Key West, Truman White House in Key West on Presidents Day 1st MD woman  Day 1st MD woman  Day 1st MD woman  Day 1st MD woman 
President will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of MaryPresident will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of MaryPresident will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of MaryPresident will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of Mary in their barn, hanged by  in their barn, hanged by  in their barn, hanged by  in their barn, hanged by 
her elite husband, she would be alive today if sheher elite husband, she would be alive today if sheher elite husband, she would be alive today if sheher elite husband, she would be alive today if she never married a Kennedy.  never married a Kennedy.  never married a Kennedy.  never married a Kennedy. 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into  "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into  "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into  "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into 
the dark and lonely world ofthe dark and lonely world ofthe dark and lonely world ofthe dark and lonely world of cybercrime this week. The conference being held this week,  cybercrime this week. The conference being held this week,  cybercrime this week. The conference being held this week,  cybercrime this week. The conference being held this week, 
titled titled titled titled ““““LawLawLawLaw Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam, Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam, Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam, Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam,”””” will discuss will discuss will discuss will discuss 
creepycreepycreepycreepy topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and
how the police are hacking into your emails. how the police are hacking into your emails. how the police are hacking into your emails. how the police are hacking into your emails. 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his  homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his  homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his  homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his 
wife and fourwife and fourwife and fourwife and four young children were killed in a devastating SUV smash. The father was  young children were killed in a devastating SUV smash. The father was  young children were killed in a devastating SUV smash. The father was  young children were killed in a devastating SUV smash. The father was 
helplesshelplesshelplesshelpless as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at an  an  an  an 
intersection in Fresno County intersection in Fresno County intersection in Fresno County intersection in Fresno County ---- negative physical and mental effects tied tonegative physical and mental effects tied tonegative physical and mental effects tied tonegative physical and mental effects tied to bullying  bullying  bullying  bullying 
accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed by Numb Nuts Dictators,accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed by Numb Nuts Dictators,accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed by Numb Nuts Dictators,accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed by Numb Nuts Dictators, Mary B. Elope,  Mary B. Elope,  Mary B. Elope,  Mary B. Elope, 
leave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to saveleave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to saveleave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to saveleave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to save her life, Big Sister, Big  her life, Big Sister, Big  her life, Big Sister, Big  her life, Big Sister, Big 
Brother! When... Brother! When... Brother! When... Brother! When... 

2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdfhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdfhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdfhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

2222----17171717----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980
Model of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy docked his Yacht at the Westin, I rentedModel of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy docked his Yacht at the Westin, I rentedModel of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy docked his Yacht at the Westin, I rentedModel of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy docked his Yacht at the Westin, I rented it for $70k  it for $70k  it for $70k  it for $70k 
a week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak thea week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak thea week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak thea week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak the ElectricWindmillCar.com  ElectricWindmillCar.com  ElectricWindmillCar.com  ElectricWindmillCar.com 
web... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expressionweb... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expressionweb... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expressionweb... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expression wrinkled brow eyes like my cat  wrinkled brow eyes like my cat  wrinkled brow eyes like my cat  wrinkled brow eyes like my cat 
Teddy Kennedy playing ready to chew up Greg...Teddy Kennedy playing ready to chew up Greg...Teddy Kennedy playing ready to chew up Greg...Teddy Kennedy playing ready to chew up Greg... over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht  over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht  over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht  over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht 
docked at the Westin Hotel and Greg'sdocked at the Westin Hotel and Greg'sdocked at the Westin Hotel and Greg'sdocked at the Westin Hotel and Greg's perfect timing catching him. I saw him and his  perfect timing catching him. I saw him and his  perfect timing catching him. I saw him and his  perfect timing catching him. I saw him and his 
family a few hours later on thefamily a few hours later on thefamily a few hours later on thefamily a few hours later on the deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean  deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean  deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean  deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean 
looked like she was thinkinglooked like she was thinkinglooked like she was thinkinglooked like she was thinking about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never  about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never  about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never  about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never 
LEAKED! "Why?""When?"LEAKED! "Why?""When?"LEAKED! "Why?""When?"LEAKED! "Why?""When?" "Her" on top jockeying for position in "Saving Her Life..." Race for  "Her" on top jockeying for position in "Saving Her Life..." Race for  "Her" on top jockeying for position in "Saving Her Life..." Race for  "Her" on top jockeying for position in "Saving Her Life..." Race for 
the Cure,the Cure,the Cure,the Cure, not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel!  not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel!  not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel!  not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel! 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos  Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos  Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos  Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos 
AssemblyAssemblyAssemblyAssembly line today... 2014 ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1 line today... 2014 ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1 line today... 2014 ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1 line today... 2014 ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1
Trillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for SemiTrillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for SemiTrillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for SemiTrillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for Semi trucks from  trucks from  trucks from  trucks from 
Mexico. Mexico. Mexico. Mexico. 

2222----16161616----14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Mandy Miles when will theon!!!! Mandy Miles when will theon!!!! Mandy Miles when will theon!!!! Mandy Miles when will the gas pumps all have a hose long enough to gas pumps all have a hose long enough to gas pumps all have a hose long enough to gas pumps all have a hose long enough to reach  reach  reach  reach 
both sides? "Why?" Mandy wroteboth sides? "Why?" Mandy wroteboth sides? "Why?" Mandy wroteboth sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week is "When?"  last week... this week is "When?"  last week... this week is "When?"  last week... this week is "When?" 

2222----16161616----14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?"on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?"on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?"on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?" $1 Trillion out of $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for  $1 Trillion out of $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for  $1 Trillion out of $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for  $1 Trillion out of $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for 
Key West to spent. MandyKey West to spent. MandyKey West to spent. MandyKey West to spent. Mandy Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps  Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps  Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps  Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps 
all have aall have aall have aall have a hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week
is "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a 1984 George Orwell Era that keepsis "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a 1984 George Orwell Era that keepsis "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a 1984 George Orwell Era that keepsis "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a 1984 George Orwell Era that keeps Mary B. a  Mary B. a  Mary B. a  Mary B. a 
POW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerPOW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerPOW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerPOW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Brainstorming  Brainstorming  Brainstorming  Brainstorming 
today, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted bytoday, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted bytoday, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted bytoday, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted by Deborah Barrett of  Deborah Barrett of  Deborah Barrett of  Deborah Barrett of 
Hemingway House and When Greg ask are the Hemingway WritingHemingway House and When Greg ask are the Hemingway WritingHemingway House and When Greg ask are the Hemingway WritingHemingway House and When Greg ask are the Hemingway Writing Classes going to start at  Classes going to start at  Classes going to start at  Classes going to start at 
the Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles ofthe Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles ofthe Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles ofthe Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen to write when  the Key West Citizen to write when  the Key West Citizen to write when  the Key West Citizen to write when 
on this "Class" next Sunday! on this "Class" next Sunday! on this "Class" next Sunday! on this "Class" next Sunday! 

2222----16161616----14141414 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless14 Greg 15th Day: homeless14 Greg 15th Day: homeless14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" Honeymoon Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on  Collisions!" Honeymoon Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on  Collisions!" Honeymoon Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on  Collisions!" Honeymoon Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on 
the Space Station,the Space Station,the Space Station,the Space Station, Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each
other's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Isother's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Isother's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Isother's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Is Women! +  Women! +  Women! +  Women! + 
Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years... wow +Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years... wow +Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years... wow +Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years... wow + wow!! Insight +  wow!! Insight +  wow!! Insight +  wow!! Insight + 
Inventions!! 321 Inventions!! 321 Inventions!! 321 Inventions!! 321 ---- writing "Movies" interventions that saves writing "Movies" interventions that saves writing "Movies" interventions that saves writing "Movies" interventions that saves "Her" life from George Orwell's  "Her" life from George Orwell's  "Her" life from George Orwell's  "Her" life from George Orwell's 
Mad Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On +Mad Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On +Mad Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On +Mad Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On + On," Mary B. make the "Movie"  On," Mary B. make the "Movie"  On," Mary B. make the "Movie"  On," Mary B. make the "Movie" 
documentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earthdocumentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earthdocumentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earthdocumentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earth began with Greg's invention of the  began with Greg's invention of the  began with Greg's invention of the  began with Greg's invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in GasElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in GasElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in GasElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in Gas Station Robbery money confiscated from  Station Robbery money confiscated from  Station Robbery money confiscated from  Station Robbery money confiscated from 
Mecca $ Bush how many Gas StationMecca $ Bush how many Gas StationMecca $ Bush how many Gas StationMecca $ Bush how many Gas Station Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask  Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask  Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask  Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask 
Bill. Mary B. will makeBill. Mary B. will makeBill. Mary B. will makeBill. Mary B. will make a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to 2014 to impeach Bill  a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to 2014 to impeach Bill  a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to 2014 to impeach Bill  a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to 2014 to impeach Bill 
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Clinton again!Clinton again!Clinton again!Clinton again!

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, "Elope..."on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, "Elope..."on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, "Elope..."on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, "Elope..." Make the Move... Make  Make the Move... Make  Make the Move... Make  Make the Move... Make 
"Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl""Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl""Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl""Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl" Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace"  Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace"  Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace"  Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" 
but a George Orwell disease he refusesbut a George Orwell disease he refusesbut a George Orwell disease he refusesbut a George Orwell disease he refuses to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary  to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary  to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary  to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary 
B., this is the marriage madeB., this is the marriage madeB., this is the marriage madeB., this is the marriage made for YOU! Make the Move, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug  for YOU! Make the Move, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug  for YOU! Make the Move, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug  for YOU! Make the Move, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug 
Shots for Mad MenShots for Mad MenShots for Mad MenShots for Mad Men who give women "Anus Cancer!"  who give women "Anus Cancer!"  who give women "Anus Cancer!"  who give women "Anus Cancer!" 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" Spend $1 Trillion on this and that, marry to spent  Collisions!" Spend $1 Trillion on this and that, marry to spent  Collisions!" Spend $1 Trillion on this and that, marry to spent  Collisions!" Spend $1 Trillion on this and that, marry to spent 
the money!the money!the money!the money! Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet"
16 yesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federal16 yesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federal16 yesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federal16 yesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federal Judge  Judge  Judge  Judge 
Just Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a MeritJust Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a MeritJust Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a MeritJust Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should  Badge should  Badge should  Badge should 
be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at thisbe the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at thisbe the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at thisbe the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key  Front Page News Key  Front Page News Key  Front Page News Key 
West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, 
Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screamsAnus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screamsAnus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screamsAnus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  No at this Front Page News Key West  No at this Front Page News Key West  No at this Front Page News Key West 
Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in  out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in  out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in  out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in 
your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic word for God,on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic word for God,on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic word for God,on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic word for God, $177 Trillion USD Godsend  $177 Trillion USD Godsend  $177 Trillion USD Godsend  $177 Trillion USD Godsend 
by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive. by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive. by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive. by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive. 

2222----15151515----14141414 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to Sony make the Farrah Movieon!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to Sony make the Farrah Movieon!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to Sony make the Farrah Movieon!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to Sony make the Farrah Movie save more  save more  save more  save more 
women's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records ofwomen's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records ofwomen's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records ofwomen's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records of "Diseased Mad Men"  "Diseased Mad Men"  "Diseased Mad Men"  "Diseased Mad Men" 
to lead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseasesto lead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseasesto lead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseasesto lead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseases that "Murdered" her just like  that "Murdered" her just like  that "Murdered" her just like  that "Murdered" her just like 
"Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the American"Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the American"Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the American"Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the American playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in  playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in  playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in  playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in 
1939. 1939. 1939. 1939. 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day:14 Greg 15th Day:14 Greg 15th Day:14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!!on!!!!on!!!!on!!!!
http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by serving them elderberry wineon!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by serving them elderberry wineon!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by serving them elderberry wineon!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by serving them elderberry wine spiked with  spiked with  spiked with  spiked with 
arsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies arearsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies arearsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies arearsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies are buried in the basement  buried in the basement  buried in the basement  buried in the basement 
by Teddy, who believes he is digging locks for the Panamaby Teddy, who believes he is digging locks for the Panamaby Teddy, who believes he is digging locks for the Panamaby Teddy, who believes he is digging locks for the Panama Canal and burying yellow fever  Canal and burying yellow fever  Canal and burying yellow fever  Canal and burying yellow fever 
victims. To complicate matters further,victims. To complicate matters further,victims. To complicate matters further,victims. To complicate matters further, Mortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey)  Mortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey)  Mortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey)  Mortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey) 
arrives with his alcoholicarrives with his alcoholicarrives with his alcoholicarrives with his alcoholic accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter Lorre).  accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter Lorre).  accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter Lorre).  accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter Lorre). 
Jonathan is aJonathan is aJonathan is aJonathan is a murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse
of his latest victim, a certain Mr. Spenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered byof his latest victim, a certain Mr. Spenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered byof his latest victim, a certain Mr. Spenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered byof his latest victim, a certain Mr. Spenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered by Einstein while  Einstein while  Einstein while  Einstein while 
drunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein'sdrunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein'sdrunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein'sdrunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein's monster. This resemblance  monster. This resemblance  monster. This resemblance  monster. This resemblance 
[N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan's[N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan's[N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan's[N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan's annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his  annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his  annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his  annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his 
aunts' secret, decides to buryaunts' secret, decides to buryaunts' secret, decides to buryaunts' secret, decides to bury Spenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object  Spenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object  Spenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object  Spenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object 
vehemently, becausevehemently, becausevehemently, becausevehemently, because their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo is a stranger  their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo is a stranger  their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo is a stranger  their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo is a stranger 
and aand aand aand a "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer.  "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer.  "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer.  "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer. 

2222----15151515----14141414 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your day' Teen singer withon!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your day' Teen singer withon!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your day' Teen singer withon!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your day' Teen singer with antibullying  antibullying  antibullying  antibullying 
message inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staffmessage inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staffmessage inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staffmessage inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com  tschmida@keysnews.com  tschmida@keysnews.com  tschmida@keysnews.com 
Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB,Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB,Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB,Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, 
HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works everyHIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works everyHIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works everyHIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page  day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page  day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page  day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page 
News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamedNews Key West Citizen! Farrah screamedNews Key West Citizen! Farrah screamedNews Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus  NO when she found out someone gave her Anus  NO when she found out someone gave her Anus  NO when she found out someone gave her Anus 
Cancer, listen in your mind, hearCancer, listen in your mind, hearCancer, listen in your mind, hearCancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming... 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knowson!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knowson!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knowson!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knows a thing or two about love. At least it knows  a thing or two about love. At least it knows  a thing or two about love. At least it knows  a thing or two about love. At least it knows 
enough to know when you will beenough to know when you will beenough to know when you will beenough to know when you will be with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad  with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad  with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad  with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad 
Men can't hear FarrahMen can't hear FarrahMen can't hear FarrahMen can't hear Farrah Screaming... you gave me what?  Screaming... you gave me what?  Screaming... you gave me what?  Screaming... you gave me what? 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! NYC 911 would neveron!!!! NYC 911 would neveron!!!! NYC 911 would neveron!!!! NYC 911 would never have happened if the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177  have happened if the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177  have happened if the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177  have happened if the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177 
Trillion Godsend in BP OilTrillion Godsend in BP OilTrillion Godsend in BP OilTrillion Godsend in BP Oil Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de  Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de  Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de  Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de 
BlasioBlasioBlasioBlasio’’’’s Visions Visions Visions Vision Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the  Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the  Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the  Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the 
PentagonPentagonPentagonPentagon gave to Mecca in 1980, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell gave to Mecca in 1980, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell gave to Mecca in 1980, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell gave to Mecca in 1980, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell
POW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women'sPOW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women'sPOW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women'sPOW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women's Cancers!" when  Cancers!" when  Cancers!" when  Cancers!" when 
Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off Safety Worries... Rxon!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off Safety Worries... Rxon!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off Safety Worries... Rxon!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off Safety Worries... Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure  Penicillin Overnight Cure  Penicillin Overnight Cure  Penicillin Overnight Cure 
Godsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worriesGodsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worriesGodsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worriesGodsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worries as new Rx's don't cure you have to  as new Rx's don't cure you have to  as new Rx's don't cure you have to  as new Rx's don't cure you have to 
take Plavix marketed by Bristoltake Plavix marketed by Bristoltake Plavix marketed by Bristoltake Plavix marketed by Bristol----Myers SquibbMyers SquibbMyers SquibbMyers Squibb and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest  and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest  and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest  and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest 
of your live, Rx breast Cancerof your live, Rx breast Cancerof your live, Rx breast Cancerof your live, Rx breast Cancer medicines cost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer.  medicines cost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer.  medicines cost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer.  medicines cost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer. 
Infected from theInfected from theInfected from theInfected from the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill + Melinda  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill + Melinda  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill + Melinda  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill + Melinda 
want $177want $177want $177want $177 Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call. Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call. Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call. Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call.
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2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal  "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders received measleson!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders received measleson!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders received measleson!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders received measles scare as an infected UC  scare as an infected UC  scare as an infected UC  scare as an infected UC 
Berkeley student used the transport system to commute toBerkeley student used the transport system to commute toBerkeley student used the transport system to commute toBerkeley student used the transport system to commute to his classes. Front Page News Key  his classes. Front Page News Key  his classes. Front Page News Key  his classes. Front Page News Key 
West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, LungWest Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, LungWest Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, LungWest Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, 
Anus Cancer! And works every day!Anus Cancer! And works every day!Anus Cancer! And works every day!Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West 
Citizen! Farrah screamed NOCitizen! Farrah screamed NOCitizen! Farrah screamed NOCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in  when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in  when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in  when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in 
your mind, hearyour mind, hearyour mind, hearyour mind, hear Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming... 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal  Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on!!!! Incredible in 2014 aon!!!! Incredible in 2014 aon!!!! Incredible in 2014 aon!!!! Incredible in 2014 a Measles Scare for Berkeley Students on the BART... who  Measles Scare for Berkeley Students on the BART... who  Measles Scare for Berkeley Students on the BART... who  Measles Scare for Berkeley Students on the BART... who 
designed the BART for airdesigned the BART for airdesigned the BART for airdesigned the BART for air born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George  born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George  born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George  born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George 
Orwell, ElopeOrwell, ElopeOrwell, ElopeOrwell, Elope marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out  marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out  marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out  marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out 
SweetSweetSweetSweet 16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary B... I can imagine you a sweet 16, a 16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary B... I can imagine you a sweet 16, a 16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary B... I can imagine you a sweet 16, a 16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary B... I can imagine you a sweet 16, a
Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move then makeleave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move then makeleave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move then makeleave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move then make Movies with Greg!  Movies with Greg!  Movies with Greg!  Movies with Greg! 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwell, tell him he canleave George Orwell, tell him he canleave George Orwell, tell him he canleave George Orwell, tell him he can keep his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want  keep his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want  keep his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want  keep his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want 
177 Trillion Galaxies *.*177 Trillion Galaxies *.*177 Trillion Galaxies *.*177 Trillion Galaxies *.*

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is "Women"! Valentine "Women"! Valentine "Women"! Valentine "Women"! Valentine’’’’s s s s 
Day "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart Flowers expandingDay "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart Flowers expandingDay "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart Flowers expandingDay "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart Flowers expanding into infinite space" nibble, lick,  into infinite space" nibble, lick,  into infinite space" nibble, lick,  into infinite space" nibble, lick, 
kiss, for couples Starting Star Travels akiss, for couples Starting Star Travels akiss, for couples Starting Star Travels akiss, for couples Starting Star Travels a special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save her from  special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save her from  special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save her from  special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save her from 
the "Hell Ships" the Navythe "Hell Ships" the Navythe "Hell Ships" the Navythe "Hell Ships" the Navy builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for  builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for  builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for  builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for 
soulsoulsoulsoul----matesmatesmatesmates on who will shine right along with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years and on who will shine right along with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years and on who will shine right along with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years and on who will shine right along with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years and
close to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentineclose to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentineclose to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentineclose to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentine Marry Greg, Numb  Marry Greg, Numb  Marry Greg, Numb  Marry Greg, Numb 
Nuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" heNuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" heNuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" heNuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" he restricts our brainstorming a miracle  restricts our brainstorming a miracle  restricts our brainstorming a miracle  restricts our brainstorming a miracle 
overnight cancer cure today, Dante's is aovernight cancer cure today, Dante's is aovernight cancer cure today, Dante's is aovernight cancer cure today, Dante's is a Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub  Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub  Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub  Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub 
into all levels of Hell.into all levels of Hell.into all levels of Hell.into all levels of Hell. Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me save her life and  Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me save her life and  Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me save her life and  Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me save her life and 
soulsoulsoulsoul----mate'smate'smate'smate's time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women  time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women  time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women  time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women 
whowhowhowho know everything about Greg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx Cure know everything about Greg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx Cure know everything about Greg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx Cure know everything about Greg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx Cure
written "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts Dictatorswritten "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts Dictatorswritten "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts Dictatorswritten "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts Dictators on  on  on  on 
Valentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be myValentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be myValentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be myValentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be my Valentine  Valentine  Valentine  Valentine 
Star Rx Overnight Breast Cancer Cure Discovery blasting off with NASAStar Rx Overnight Breast Cancer Cure Discovery blasting off with NASAStar Rx Overnight Breast Cancer Cure Discovery blasting off with NASAStar Rx Overnight Breast Cancer Cure Discovery blasting off with NASA to the Stars!  to the Stars!  to the Stars!  to the Stars! 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
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leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th14 Greg 14th14 Greg 14th14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal  Day: homeless in Key West... Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal  Day: homeless in Key West... Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal  Day: homeless in Key West... Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal 
Lobe byLobe byLobe byLobe by Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Dad was a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Dad was a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Dad was a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Dad was a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at
5 yrs old and "Security" watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy5 yrs old and "Security" watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy5 yrs old and "Security" watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy5 yrs old and "Security" watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy Snyderman  Snyderman  Snyderman  Snyderman 
Oppenheimer on Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School TodayOppenheimer on Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School TodayOppenheimer on Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School TodayOppenheimer on Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School Today getting a  getting a  getting a  getting a 
Valentine Card, flash cards to help her write the Rx to cure CancerValentine Card, flash cards to help her write the Rx to cure CancerValentine Card, flash cards to help her write the Rx to cure CancerValentine Card, flash cards to help her write the Rx to cure Cancer Overnight. Apple iPad is  Overnight. Apple iPad is  Overnight. Apple iPad is  Overnight. Apple iPad is 
the new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeonthe new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeonthe new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeonthe new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeon Women wrote about winning her  Women wrote about winning her  Women wrote about winning her  Women wrote about winning her 
iPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" foriPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" foriPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" foriPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" for every HS women getting a Valentine  every HS women getting a Valentine  every HS women getting a Valentine  every HS women getting a Valentine 
Today, a cadaver, if your Dad was a MD heToday, a cadaver, if your Dad was a MD heToday, a cadaver, if your Dad was a MD heToday, a cadaver, if your Dad was a MD he would rule you are sane as him! Grin. HS  would rule you are sane as him! Grin. HS  would rule you are sane as him! Grin. HS  would rule you are sane as him! Grin. HS 
women who next Valentines Day canwomen who next Valentines Day canwomen who next Valentines Day canwomen who next Valentines Day can pronounce and spell all cancers + medical conditions  pronounce and spell all cancers + medical conditions  pronounce and spell all cancers + medical conditions  pronounce and spell all cancers + medical conditions 
will "Shine!" High schoolwill "Shine!" High schoolwill "Shine!" High schoolwill "Shine!" High school teachers have a new disruption to deal with in the classroom: the  teachers have a new disruption to deal with in the classroom: the  teachers have a new disruption to deal with in the classroom: the  teachers have a new disruption to deal with in the classroom: the 
coming of thecoming of thecoming of thecoming of the iPocalypse. At schools across the country, teachers are being told they must  iPocalypse. At schools across the country, teachers are being told they must  iPocalypse. At schools across the country, teachers are being told they must  iPocalypse. At schools across the country, teachers are being told they must 
useuseuseuse iPads, which will upend everything they've learned over the years about how to iPads, which will upend everything they've learned over the years about how to iPads, which will upend everything they've learned over the years about how to iPads, which will upend everything they've learned over the years about how to teach  teach  teach  teach 
students. For some, it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to astudents. For some, it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to astudents. For some, it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to astudents. For some, it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to a profession often under  profession often under  profession often under  profession often under 
siege.siege.siege.siege.

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Key West... 1984 Valentine's Key West... 1984 Valentine's Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwellleave George Orwellleave George Orwellleave George Orwell

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th14 Greg 14th14 Greg 14th14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with  Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with  Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with  Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with 
herherherher iPhone5s and iPads her loud vocal pronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts iPhone5s and iPads her loud vocal pronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts iPhone5s and iPads her loud vocal pronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts iPhone5s and iPads her loud vocal pronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts her  her  her  her 
tambourine show at Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch thetambourine show at Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch thetambourine show at Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch thetambourine show at Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch the Artists who  Artists who  Artists who  Artists who 
are all HS and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... toare all HS and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... toare all HS and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... toare all HS and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... to go along with the  go along with the  go along with the  go along with the 
Mac Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids never learned so muchMac Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids never learned so muchMac Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids never learned so muchMac Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids never learned so much unless their Dad was a MD  unless their Dad was a MD  unless their Dad was a MD  unless their Dad was a MD 
who told "Security" don't harass my 5 year oldwho told "Security" don't harass my 5 year oldwho told "Security" don't harass my 5 year oldwho told "Security" don't harass my 5 year old daughters brain surgery on the cadaver! MD  daughters brain surgery on the cadaver! MD  daughters brain surgery on the cadaver! MD  daughters brain surgery on the cadaver! MD 
Dad was serious, Security wants toDad was serious, Security wants toDad was serious, Security wants toDad was serious, Security wants to keep their e keep their e keep their e keep their e----z job, grin! Don't stifle the MD's Dad's z job, grin! Don't stifle the MD's Dad's z job, grin! Don't stifle the MD's Dad's z job, grin! Don't stifle the MD's Dad's 
Valentine Girl... she hadValentine Girl... she hadValentine Girl... she hadValentine Girl... she had a new iPad, iPhone5s, Mac Pro and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key  a new iPad, iPhone5s, Mac Pro and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key  a new iPad, iPhone5s, Mac Pro and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key  a new iPad, iPhone5s, Mac Pro and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key 
West she can'tWest she can'tWest she can'tWest she can't wait to visit!  wait to visit!  wait to visit!  wait to visit! 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day Women  Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day Women  Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day Women  Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day Women 
get a preget a preget a preget a pre----installed copy of Frontalinstalled copy of Frontalinstalled copy of Frontalinstalled copy of Frontal Lobe Brain Surgery on their Valentine Day's iPhone5s,  Lobe Brain Surgery on their Valentine Day's iPhone5s,  Lobe Brain Surgery on their Valentine Day's iPhone5s,  Lobe Brain Surgery on their Valentine Day's iPhone5s, 
iPad, Mac ProiPad, Mac ProiPad, Mac ProiPad, Mac Pro

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell 
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2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg,  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 
leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell leave George Orwell 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key  Star Travel has been sunk by the Key  Star Travel has been sunk by the Key  Star Travel has been sunk by the Key 
West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... Yale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy  Yale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy  Yale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy  Yale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy 
from KW, grin! from KW, grin! from KW, grin! from KW, grin! 
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2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key  sunk by the Key  sunk by the Key  sunk by the Key 
West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... Yale Key WestWest Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... Yale Key WestWest Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... Yale Key WestWest Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... Yale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy  Medical School will EVICT the Navy  Medical School will EVICT the Navy  Medical School will EVICT the Navy 
from KW, grin! from KW, grin! from KW, grin! from KW, grin! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi  homeless in Key West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi  homeless in Key West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi  homeless in Key West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi 
So Far... 13So Far... 13So Far... 13So Far... 13 dead from Breast Cancer today Comcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... dead from Breast Cancer today Comcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... dead from Breast Cancer today Comcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... dead from Breast Cancer today Comcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin...
leave the children alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonightleave the children alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonightleave the children alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonightleave the children alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonight Show  Show  Show  Show 
Pedophiles who do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 DeadPedophiles who do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 DeadPedophiles who do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 DeadPedophiles who do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 Dead from Breast  from Breast  from Breast  from Breast 
Cancer Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not Brainstorming with a fewCancer Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not Brainstorming with a fewCancer Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not Brainstorming with a fewCancer Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not Brainstorming with a few Wives in Key West the  Wives in Key West the  Wives in Key West the  Wives in Key West the 
Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastRx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastRx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastRx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a better Godsend than Mecca  Cancer a better Godsend than Mecca  Cancer a better Godsend than Mecca  Cancer a better Godsend than Mecca 
with $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and thewith $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and thewith $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and thewith $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and the Pentagon Top Brass killed Greg's + Wives  Pentagon Top Brass killed Greg's + Wives  Pentagon Top Brass killed Greg's + Wives  Pentagon Top Brass killed Greg's + Wives 
brainstorming a Rx Cure for Breastbrainstorming a Rx Cure for Breastbrainstorming a Rx Cure for Breastbrainstorming a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer today... at Starbucks no bathroom La concha  Cancer today... at Starbucks no bathroom La concha  Cancer today... at Starbucks no bathroom La concha  Cancer today... at Starbucks no bathroom La concha 
Hotel and city of Key West noHotel and city of Key West noHotel and city of Key West noHotel and city of Key West no Code enforcement trucks stop here for Porta Potty outside...  Code enforcement trucks stop here for Porta Potty outside...  Code enforcement trucks stop here for Porta Potty outside...  Code enforcement trucks stop here for Porta Potty outside... 
grin will writegrin will writegrin will writegrin will write more later today on 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by more later today on 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by more later today on 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by more later today on 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by
Deborah Barrett from Hemingway House Key West! Deborah Barrett from Hemingway House Key West! Deborah Barrett from Hemingway House Key West! Deborah Barrett from Hemingway House Key West! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... A newly advertised opening for the position  homeless in Key West... A newly advertised opening for the position  homeless in Key West... A newly advertised opening for the position  homeless in Key West... A newly advertised opening for the position 
ofofofof "Instrumentation Design/NPI Engineer" posted by Apple this week, and first "Instrumentation Design/NPI Engineer" posted by Apple this week, and first "Instrumentation Design/NPI Engineer" posted by Apple this week, and first "Instrumentation Design/NPI Engineer" posted by Apple this week, and first discovered by  discovered by  discovered by  discovered by 
AppleInsider, seeks a hardware expert that will help usher in theAppleInsider, seeks a hardware expert that will help usher in theAppleInsider, seeks a hardware expert that will help usher in theAppleInsider, seeks a hardware expert that will help usher in the introduction of new  introduction of new  introduction of new  introduction of new 
products. That Apple is working on new products is noproducts. That Apple is working on new products is noproducts. That Apple is working on new products is noproducts. That Apple is working on new products is no surprise, but the listing also  surprise, but the listing also  surprise, but the listing also  surprise, but the listing also 
mentions that the position will cover all of thementions that the position will cover all of thementions that the position will cover all of thementions that the position will cover all of the company's existing major platforms, as well  company's existing major platforms, as well  company's existing major platforms, as well  company's existing major platforms, as well 
as "new platforms as of nowas "new platforms as of nowas "new platforms as of nowas "new platforms as of now unannounced." App unannounced." App unannounced." App unannounced." Apple's current business is driven by its iPhone, le's current business is driven by its iPhone, le's current business is driven by its iPhone, le's current business is driven by its iPhone, 
iPad and MaciPad and MaciPad and MaciPad and Mac platforms.  platforms.  platforms.  platforms. 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  OF STAR TRAVEL AGE --------------------------------
COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown fromCOPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown fromCOPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown fromCOPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from the Copper Age is believed to be the  the Copper Age is believed to be the  the Copper Age is believed to be the  the Copper Age is believed to be the 
oldest in existence. The artifact will beoldest in existence. The artifact will beoldest in existence. The artifact will beoldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at The Institute for the Study of the  on display at The Institute for the Study of the  on display at The Institute for the Study of the  on display at The Institute for the Study of the 
Ancient World in ManhattanAncient World in ManhattanAncient World in ManhattanAncient World in Manhattan until June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel  until June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel  until June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel  until June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel 
Museum, by Ardon BarMuseum, by Ardon BarMuseum, by Ardon BarMuseum, by Ardon Bar Hama)  Hama)  Hama)  Hama) 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Next story on14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Next story on14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Next story on14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Next story on Israel is NOT the start of Star  Israel is NOT the start of Star  Israel is NOT the start of Star  Israel is NOT the start of Star 
Travel but Israel spy agency killed the buildingTravel but Israel spy agency killed the buildingTravel but Israel spy agency killed the buildingTravel but Israel spy agency killed the building of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleet so  of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleet so  of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleet so  of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleet so 
Israel could build... Israel toIsrael could build... Israel toIsrael could build... Israel toIsrael could build... Israel to build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: Jerusalem's  build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: Jerusalem's  build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: Jerusalem's  build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: Jerusalem's 
planning committeeplanning committeeplanning committeeplanning committee moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build a nine moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build a nine moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build a nine moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build a nine----story Jewish story Jewish story Jewish story Jewish 
seminary inseminary inseminary inseminary in the heart of a densely the heart of a densely the heart of a densely the heart of a densely----populated Palestinian neighborhood near the Old City.populated Palestinian neighborhood near the Old City.populated Palestinian neighborhood near the Old City.populated Palestinian neighborhood near the Old City.
Plans for the new tower block will put an END to NASA even getting One StarPlans for the new tower block will put an END to NASA even getting One StarPlans for the new tower block will put an END to NASA even getting One StarPlans for the new tower block will put an END to NASA even getting One Star Travel Shuttle  Travel Shuttle  Travel Shuttle  Travel Shuttle 
moving forwards in the planning stage! Victor Cushman my oldmoving forwards in the planning stage! Victor Cushman my oldmoving forwards in the planning stage! Victor Cushman my oldmoving forwards in the planning stage! Victor Cushman my old Psychotic Jewish landlord  Psychotic Jewish landlord  Psychotic Jewish landlord  Psychotic Jewish landlord 
wants to build a 9 story Jewish seminary at CAPEwants to build a 9 story Jewish seminary at CAPEwants to build a 9 story Jewish seminary at CAPEwants to build a 9 story Jewish seminary at CAPE CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted  CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted  CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted  CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted 
by Jews! CAPE CANAVERAL, FL by Jews! CAPE CANAVERAL, FL by Jews! CAPE CANAVERAL, FL by Jews! CAPE CANAVERAL, FL ---- There will There will There will There will be 28 launches of Atlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets  be 28 launches of Atlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets  be 28 launches of Atlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets  be 28 launches of Atlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets 
enabled through the new block buy,enabled through the new block buy,enabled through the new block buy,enabled through the new block buy, including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen  including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen  including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen  including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen 
cores purchased by thecores purchased by thecores purchased by thecores purchased by the Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbit Satellites in low  Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbit Satellites in low  Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbit Satellites in low  Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbit Satellites in low 
orbit theorbit theorbit theorbit the newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi extreme and Key West City newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi extreme and Key West City newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi extreme and Key West City newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi extreme and Key West City Wifi...  Wifi...  Wifi...  Wifi... 
extreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key West Medical School built on anextreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key West Medical School built on anextreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key West Medical School built on anextreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  Eiffel Tower  Eiffel Tower  Eiffel Tower 
Structure in E. Jerusalem soon as the seminary is demolished by theStructure in E. Jerusalem soon as the seminary is demolished by theStructure in E. Jerusalem soon as the seminary is demolished by theStructure in E. Jerusalem soon as the seminary is demolished by the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
Era Coup New French Revolution that cuts off the HEAD ofEra Coup New French Revolution that cuts off the HEAD ofEra Coup New French Revolution that cuts off the HEAD ofEra Coup New French Revolution that cuts off the HEAD of stay at home Generals in a  stay at home Generals in a  stay at home Generals in a  stay at home Generals in a 
Universe they could never Destroy! Universe they could never Destroy! Universe they could never Destroy! Universe they could never Destroy! 
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2222----13131313----14141414 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle Giffords, husband pen book Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle Giffords, husband pen book Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle Giffords, husband pen book Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle Giffords, husband pen book urging  urging  urging  urging 
gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Pentagon, Yale Doctors +gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Pentagon, Yale Doctors +gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Pentagon, Yale Doctors +gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Pentagon, Yale Doctors + Dictators Lecture can't  Dictators Lecture can't  Dictators Lecture can't  Dictators Lecture can't 
even lecture about the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattaneven lecture about the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattaneven lecture about the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattaneven lecture about the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project with $1 Trillion from the  Project with $1 Trillion from the  Project with $1 Trillion from the  Project with $1 Trillion from the 
$177 Trillion confiscated from Mecca! Former$177 Trillion confiscated from Mecca! Former$177 Trillion confiscated from Mecca! Former$177 Trillion confiscated from Mecca! Former U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who  U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who  U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who  U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who 
was gravely wounded in a 2011was gravely wounded in a 2011was gravely wounded in a 2011was gravely wounded in a 2011 shooting rampage, has written a book with her husband  shooting rampage, has written a book with her husband  shooting rampage, has written a book with her husband  shooting rampage, has written a book with her husband 
"to rouse the long"to rouse the long"to rouse the long"to rouse the long----overdueoverdueoverdueoverdue conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'S MURDERED  conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'S MURDERED  conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'S MURDERED  conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'S MURDERED 
BY DRUNK MEN INBY DRUNK MEN INBY DRUNK MEN INBY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people in Vietnam in less  2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people in Vietnam in less  2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people in Vietnam in less  2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people in Vietnam in less 
than athan athan athan a month! Day in the Frontal Lobe Book, Victor Cushman is Psychotic and infected month! Day in the Frontal Lobe Book, Victor Cushman is Psychotic and infected month! Day in the Frontal Lobe Book, Victor Cushman is Psychotic and infected month! Day in the Frontal Lobe Book, Victor Cushman is Psychotic and infected
Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched for Subs off Key West.Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched for Subs off Key West.Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched for Subs off Key West.Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched for Subs off Key West. Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCars since its 1980Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCars since its 1980Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCars since its 1980Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCars since its 1980 invention. Gabrielle can  invention. Gabrielle can  invention. Gabrielle can  invention. Gabrielle can 
only save lives by becoming Gabrielle Snowden andonly save lives by becoming Gabrielle Snowden andonly save lives by becoming Gabrielle Snowden andonly save lives by becoming Gabrielle Snowden and leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb"  leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb"  leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb"  leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" 
Manhattan Project using Pentagon Generals forManhattan Project using Pentagon Generals forManhattan Project using Pentagon Generals forManhattan Project using Pentagon Generals for winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives of  winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives of  winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives of  winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives of 
19,000 Gabrielle's MURDERED BY DRUNK19,000 Gabrielle's MURDERED BY DRUNK19,000 Gabrielle's MURDERED BY DRUNK19,000 Gabrielle's MURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like  MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like  MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like  MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like 
Saddam as 19K here another 40K withSaddam as 19K here another 40K withSaddam as 19K here another 40K withSaddam as 19K here another 40K with breast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and  breast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and  breast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and  breast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and 
Childhood cancers are all WARChildhood cancers are all WARChildhood cancers are all WARChildhood cancers are all WAR Crimes by McCain + his wife!  Crimes by McCain + his wife!  Crimes by McCain + his wife!  Crimes by McCain + his wife! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  West...  West...  West... 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 

2222----13131313----14141414 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless14 Greg 13th Day: homeless14 Greg 13th Day: homeless14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  in Key West...  in Key West...  in Key West... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... WebMD14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... WebMD14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... WebMD14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda  Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda  Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda  Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda 
knows Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes someknows Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes someknows Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes someknows Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes some Breast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden  Breast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden  Breast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden  Breast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden 
can't leak Poison Gasolinecan't leak Poison Gasolinecan't leak Poison Gasolinecan't leak Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if  Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if  Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if  Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if 
you have bothyou have bothyou have bothyou have both breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. 11,  breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. 11,  breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. 11,  breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. 11, 
2014201420142014 (HealthDay News)  (HealthDay News)  (HealthDay News)  (HealthDay News) -------- Women diagnosed with an inherited form of breast cancer Women diagnosed with an inherited form of breast cancer Women diagnosed with an inherited form of breast cancer Women diagnosed with an inherited form of breast cancer
might halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both breasts, amight halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both breasts, amight halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both breasts, amight halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both breasts, a new study  new study  new study  new study 
suggests. suggests. suggests. suggests. 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Sony14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Sony14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Sony14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Sony will make 1,001 movies about the 1980  will make 1,001 movies about the 1980  will make 1,001 movies about the 1980  will make 1,001 movies about the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and a few willElectricWindmillCar Era and a few willElectricWindmillCar Era and a few willElectricWindmillCar Era and a few will have what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the  have what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the  have what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the  have what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the 
Pentagon giving $177 TrillionPentagon giving $177 TrillionPentagon giving $177 TrillionPentagon giving $177 Trillion USD Godsend to Mecca $$$  USD Godsend to Mecca $$$  USD Godsend to Mecca $$$  USD Godsend to Mecca $$$ 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of  Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of  Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of  Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of 
them and solid state Hard Drives!them and solid state Hard Drives!them and solid state Hard Drives!them and solid state Hard Drives! 1,001 times faster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe +  1,001 times faster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe +  1,001 times faster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe +  1,001 times faster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe + 
Starbucks. 100" Big ScreenStarbucks. 100" Big ScreenStarbucks. 100" Big ScreenStarbucks. 100" Big Screen UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes  UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes  UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes  UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes 
Bill + MelindaBill + MelindaBill + MelindaBill + Melinda love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac Pro soon no love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac Pro soon no love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac Pro soon no love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac Pro soon no
PC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all with Mac Pro and 100" SamsungPC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all with Mac Pro and 100" SamsungPC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all with Mac Pro and 100" SamsungPC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all with Mac Pro and 100" Samsung UHD  UHD  UHD  UHD 
monitors... monitors... monitors... monitors... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and Samsung UHD 100"  Samsung UHD 100"  Samsung UHD 100"  Samsung UHD 100" 
TV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin Internet CafeTV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin Internet CafeTV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin Internet CafeTV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin Internet Cafe and Coffee Plantation Internet  and Coffee Plantation Internet  and Coffee Plantation Internet  and Coffee Plantation Internet 
Cafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscatedCafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscatedCafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscatedCafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscated $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will be  $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will be  $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will be  $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will be 
the Above Internet Cafe's in Keythe Above Internet Cafe's in Keythe Above Internet Cafe's in Keythe Above Internet Cafe's in Key West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find  West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find  West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find  West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find 
this Futuristicthis Futuristicthis Futuristicthis Futuristic Internet Cafe in Mecca Today, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion  Internet Cafe in Mecca Today, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion  Internet Cafe in Mecca Today, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion  Internet Cafe in Mecca Today, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion 
totototo spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by Humanity!!  Humanity!!  Humanity!!  Humanity!! 
Allah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion inAllah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion inAllah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion inAllah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues... God is  Oil Revenues... God is  Oil Revenues... God is  Oil Revenues... God is 
Great, So is the Start of Star Travel to the nearest 177Great, So is the Start of Star Travel to the nearest 177Great, So is the Start of Star Travel to the nearest 177Great, So is the Start of Star Travel to the nearest 177 stars closest to Earth not even the CIA  stars closest to Earth not even the CIA  stars closest to Earth not even the CIA  stars closest to Earth not even the CIA 
knows... Grin! knows... Grin! knows... Grin! knows... Grin! 

2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdfhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdfhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdfhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

2013 moved2013 moved2013 moved2013 moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple Black was not a  Black was not a  Black was not a  Black was not a 
Edward Snowden, neither could, would, but both should haveEdward Snowden, neither could, would, but both should haveEdward Snowden, neither could, would, but both should haveEdward Snowden, neither could, would, but both should have leaked that Mecca has $177  leaked that Mecca has $177  leaked that Mecca has $177  leaked that Mecca has $177 
Trillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust RevenuesTrillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust RevenuesTrillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust RevenuesTrillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Revenues Holocaust II for babies born with birth  Holocaust II for babies born with birth  Holocaust II for babies born with birth  Holocaust II for babies born with birth 
defects and childhood cancers today asdefects and childhood cancers today asdefects and childhood cancers today asdefects and childhood cancers today as our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your  our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your  our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your  our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your 
concerns, this is High Stakesconcerns, this is High Stakesconcerns, this is High Stakesconcerns, this is High Stakes Goings Goings Goings Goings----On among World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has On among World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has On among World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has On among World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has 
died At The Age Ofdied At The Age Ofdied At The Age Ofdied At The Age Of 85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on several  85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on several  85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on several  85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on several 
ambassadorambassadorambassadorambassador positions representing her country.  positions representing her country.  positions representing her country.  positions representing her country. 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Chick Key West... Chick Key West... Chick Key West... Chick----filfilfilfil----A Inc., said it plans to eliminate A Inc., said it plans to eliminate A Inc., said it plans to eliminate A Inc., said it plans to eliminate 
antibiotics from theantibiotics from theantibiotics from theantibiotics from the chicken it uses by 2019, responding to growing customer concern  chicken it uses by 2019, responding to growing customer concern  chicken it uses by 2019, responding to growing customer concern  chicken it uses by 2019, responding to growing customer concern 
about the safetyabout the safetyabout the safetyabout the safety of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has  of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has  of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has  of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has 
antibioticsantibioticsantibioticsantibiotics and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of  and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of  and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of  and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of 
but it'sbut it'sbut it'sbut it's not your concern of course!  not your concern of course!  not your concern of course!  not your concern of course! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win  West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win  West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win  West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win 
8.2 fix and of course... Why8.2 fix and of course... Why8.2 fix and of course... Why8.2 fix and of course... Why Twitter + Facebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects  Twitter + Facebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects  Twitter + Facebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects  Twitter + Facebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects 
spelled out with linksspelled out with linksspelled out with linksspelled out with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some wives  you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some wives  you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some wives  you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some wives 
who alsowho alsowho alsowho also want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP
not gossip! not gossip! not gossip! not gossip! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex Movies for Polygamous Marriage will  Movies for Polygamous Marriage will  Movies for Polygamous Marriage will  Movies for Polygamous Marriage will 
be "Recordings of your Internet Session"be "Recordings of your Internet Session"be "Recordings of your Internet Session"be "Recordings of your Internet Session" research you share with each wife over and over  research you share with each wife over and over  research you share with each wife over and over  research you share with each wife over and over 
brainstorming How gravity isbrainstorming How gravity isbrainstorming How gravity isbrainstorming How gravity is generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can search  generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can search  generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can search  generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can search 
the internet andthe internet andthe internet andthe internet and record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at  record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at  record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at  record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at 
GoogleGoogleGoogleGoogle have know about this for over a year and have "Stifled" many inventors and lost have know about this for over a year and have "Stifled" many inventors and lost have know about this for over a year and have "Stifled" many inventors and lost have know about this for over a year and have "Stifled" many inventors and lost
Mankind trillionsMankind trillionsMankind trillionsMankind trillions of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell Crime or Should  Crime or Should  Crime or Should  Crime or Should 
Be! Be! Be! Be! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown  Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown  Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown  Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown ---- Don't  Don't  Don't  Don't 
even think about believing this,even think about believing this,even think about believing this,even think about believing this, chicken, steak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC  chicken, steak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC  chicken, steak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC  chicken, steak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC 
have a idea whathave a idea whathave a idea whathave a idea what caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like Google  caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like Google  caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like Google  caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like Google 
NumbNumbNumbNumb Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming a cure for "This" cancer or Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming a cure for "This" cancer or Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming a cure for "This" cancer or Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming a cure for "This" cancer or
1,001 other cancers. 1,001 other cancers. 1,001 other cancers. 1,001 other cancers. 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No you can not even imagine 1,001 different  you can not even imagine 1,001 different  you can not even imagine 1,001 different  you can not even imagine 1,001 different 
"Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb"Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb"Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb"Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb Nuts could have made this year ago or in 1 year from  Nuts could have made this year ago or in 1 year from  Nuts could have made this year ago or in 1 year from  Nuts could have made this year ago or in 1 year from 
Today but Never EverToday but Never EverToday but Never EverToday but Never Ever Will...  Will...  Will...  Will... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous Marriage there are Soul  Marriage there are Soul  Marriage there are Soul  Marriage there are Soul 
Mates, because one type of star burns it HydrogenMates, because one type of star burns it HydrogenMates, because one type of star burns it HydrogenMates, because one type of star burns it Hydrogen different than our Sun and will shine for  different than our Sun and will shine for  different than our Sun and will shine for  different than our Sun and will shine for 
4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key West Sunset Celebration I almost make the tourists  West Sunset Celebration I almost make the tourists  West Sunset Celebration I almost make the tourists  West Sunset Celebration I almost make the tourists 
Happy telling them this isHappy telling them this isHappy telling them this isHappy telling them this is Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I  Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I  Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I  Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I 
could catch thecould catch thecould catch thecould catch the women who leave before the Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some  women who leave before the Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some  women who leave before the Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some  women who leave before the Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some 
Suns willSuns willSuns willSuns will shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for 4 shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for 4 shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for 4 shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for 4
Trillion years... Trillion years... Trillion years... Trillion years... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 9014 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 9014 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 9014 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 90 years old today bought a Toyota  years old today bought a Toyota  years old today bought a Toyota  years old today bought a Toyota 
Prius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting forPrius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting forPrius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting forPrius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting for the 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her  the 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her  the 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her  the 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her 
son! Toyota Motor Corp. Todayson! Toyota Motor Corp. Todayson! Toyota Motor Corp. Todayson! Toyota Motor Corp. Today announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius  announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius  announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius  announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius 
hybrid to fix a softwarehybrid to fix a softwarehybrid to fix a softwarehybrid to fix a software glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the  glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the  glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the  glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the 
glitch in Winglitch in Winglitch in Winglitch in Win 8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have caused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn,  8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have caused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn,  8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have caused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn,  8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have caused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn, 
aaaa 1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be!  1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be!  1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be!  1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day:14 Greg 12th Day:14 Greg 12th Day:14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix  homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix  homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix  homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix 
instead ofinstead ofinstead ofinstead of letting Greg publish the Inventor OS that would have a GPS shut off and otherletting Greg publish the Inventor OS that would have a GPS shut off and otherletting Greg publish the Inventor OS that would have a GPS shut off and otherletting Greg publish the Inventor OS that would have a GPS shut off and other
alarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collidedalarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collidedalarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collidedalarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collided with an MTA  with an MTA  with an MTA  with an MTA 
city bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuringcity bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuringcity bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuringcity bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuring several others,  several others,  several others,  several others, 
according to police and the MTA. Kerry most likely will notaccording to police and the MTA. Kerry most likely will notaccording to police and the MTA. Kerry most likely will notaccording to police and the MTA. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes  mention the 2014 Model Nukes  mention the 2014 Model Nukes  mention the 2014 Model Nukes 
on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014...on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014...on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014...on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same as  their cost being $1 Trillion same as  their cost being $1 Trillion same as  their cost being $1 Trillion same as 
Mandy Miles should spend on "No Head OnMandy Miles should spend on "No Head OnMandy Miles should spend on "No Head OnMandy Miles should spend on "No Head On Collisions!"  Collisions!"  Collisions!"  Collisions!" 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
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RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... outside of14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... outside of14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... outside of14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... outside of Starbucks on Duval with my Acer  Starbucks on Duval with my Acer  Starbucks on Duval with my Acer  Starbucks on Duval with my Acer 
on a News Box as Sippin KW cut off myon a News Box as Sippin KW cut off myon a News Box as Sippin KW cut off myon a News Box as Sippin KW cut off my password... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and  password... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and  password... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and  password... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and 
write more then publishwrite more then publishwrite more then publishwrite more then publish more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A" Kerry and  more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A" Kerry and  more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A" Kerry and  more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A" Kerry and 
Chua "Tiger Mom"Chua "Tiger Mom"Chua "Tiger Mom"Chua "Tiger Mom" "Failed:to get! "Failed:to get! "Failed:to get! "Failed:to get! NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's  NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's  NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's  NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's 
$177$177$177$177 Trillion for the Start of Star Travels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State for Trillion for the Start of Star Travels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State for Trillion for the Start of Star Travels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State for Trillion for the Start of Star Travels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State for Star Travels...  Star Travels...  Star Travels...  Star Travels... 
he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe!he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe!he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe!he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe!

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Yale... knowing  Yale... knowing  Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale Law Schoolfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale Law Schoolfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale Law Schoolfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale Law School professors Amy Chua and Jed  professors Amy Chua and Jed  professors Amy Chua and Jed  professors Amy Chua and Jed 
Rubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP OilRubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP OilRubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP OilRubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP Oil Revenues Racists!  Revenues Racists!  Revenues Racists!  Revenues Racists! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry  Kerry  Kerry  Kerry ’’’’66 will be the speaker at this year66 will be the speaker at this year66 will be the speaker at this year66 will be the speaker at this year’’’’s Yale s Yale s Yale s Yale 
Class Day on Sunday, May 18,Class Day on Sunday, May 18,Class Day on Sunday, May 18,Class Day on Sunday, May 18, 2014.  2014.  2014.  2014. 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  spoke for Yale... knowing  spoke for Yale... knowing  spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yalefull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yalefull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yalefull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yale Word..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau  Word..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau  Word..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau  Word..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau 
"1984" are writ em up Today in Yale"1984" are writ em up Today in Yale"1984" are writ em up Today in Yale"1984" are writ em up Today in Yale News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the  News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the  News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the  News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the 
Yale News the word...Yale News the word...Yale News the word...Yale News the word... COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry +  COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry +  COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry +  COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry + 
Chau knowChau knowChau knowChau know Mecca has $177 Trillion USD from gasoline sale decades after the Mecca has $177 Trillion USD from gasoline sale decades after the Mecca has $177 Trillion USD from gasoline sale decades after the Mecca has $177 Trillion USD from gasoline sale decades after the
ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents aElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents aElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents aElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents a gallon  gallon  gallon  gallon 
from 1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau whofrom 1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau whofrom 1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau whofrom 1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau who profited from "Poison  profited from "Poison  profited from "Poison  profited from "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca theGasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca theGasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca theGasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca the money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177full well Mecca has $177full well Mecca has $177full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  Trillion USD $$$ Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  Trillion USD $$$ Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  Trillion USD $$$ Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On 
Collisions," $2Collisions," $2Collisions," $2Collisions," $2 Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline
Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Yale... knowing  Yale... knowing  Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua and Rubenfeldfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua and Rubenfeldfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua and Rubenfeldfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua and Rubenfeld declare that 3 factors...  declare that 3 factors...  declare that 3 factors...  declare that 3 factors... 

1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 

2. superiority complex2. superiority complex2. superiority complex2. superiority complex

3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control ———— cause certain cultural groups to achievecause certain cultural groups to achievecause certain cultural groups to achievecause certain cultural groups to achieve professional and  professional and  professional and  professional and 
material $$$ success over others. Delving into race, successmaterial $$$ success over others. Delving into race, successmaterial $$$ success over others. Delving into race, successmaterial $$$ success over others. Delving into race, success and generational gaps in  and generational gaps in  and generational gaps in  and generational gaps in 
immigrant families, the book has been criticized asimmigrant families, the book has been criticized asimmigrant families, the book has been criticized asimmigrant families, the book has been criticized as racist by some. BP Oil Revenues  racist by some. BP Oil Revenues  racist by some. BP Oil Revenues  racist by some. BP Oil Revenues 
Racists! Racists! Racists! Racists! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless14 Greg 11th Day: homeless14 Greg 11th Day: homeless14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177full well Mecca has $177full well Mecca has $177full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Some Yale students log on to Gregs web page so  Trillion USD $$$ Some Yale students log on to Gregs web page so  Trillion USD $$$ Some Yale students log on to Gregs web page so  Trillion USD $$$ Some Yale students log on to Gregs web page so 
they will tell athey will tell athey will tell athey will tell a few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about  few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about  few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about  few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about 
thethethethe $177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon $177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon $177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon $177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon
Generals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his Pentagon War Buddies gave theGenerals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his Pentagon War Buddies gave theGenerals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his Pentagon War Buddies gave theGenerals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his Pentagon War Buddies gave the $177  $177  $177  $177 
Trillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this isTrillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this isTrillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this isTrillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this is counterintuitive CIA 007  counterintuitive CIA 007  counterintuitive CIA 007  counterintuitive CIA 007 
Torture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles fromTorture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles fromTorture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles fromTorture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles from yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale  yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale  yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale  yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale 
Bookstore is the first stop of a tour forBookstore is the first stop of a tour forBookstore is the first stop of a tour forBookstore is the first stop of a tour for their controversial book  their controversial book  their controversial book  their controversial book ““““The Triple Package: How The Triple Package: How The Triple Package: How The Triple Package: How 
Three Unlikely Traits ExplainThree Unlikely Traits ExplainThree Unlikely Traits ExplainThree Unlikely Traits Explain the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups”””” ———— a work that has a work that has a work that has a work that has 
generated nationwidegenerated nationwidegenerated nationwidegenerated nationwide attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural  attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural  attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural  attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural 
groups aregroups aregroups aregroups are inherently more successful than others, follows Chua inherently more successful than others, follows Chua inherently more successful than others, follows Chua inherently more successful than others, follows Chua’’’’s hotly debated 2011s hotly debated 2011s hotly debated 2011s hotly debated 2011
parenting memoir parenting memoir parenting memoir parenting memoir ““““Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.”””” $$$$177 Trillion is a Secret177 Trillion is a Secret177 Trillion is a Secret177 Trillion is a Secret CIA slush  CIA slush  CIA slush  CIA slush 
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fund, has to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she neverfund, has to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she neverfund, has to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she neverfund, has to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she never even makes a  even makes a  even makes a  even makes a 
"Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money." "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money." "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money." "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money." 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full wellfull wellfull wellfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry's current role at the helm of the State Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry's current role at the helm of the State Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry's current role at the helm of the State Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry's current role at the helm of the State
Department, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator fromDepartment, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator fromDepartment, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator fromDepartment, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator from Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts ---- Rx Rx Rx Rx 
Cure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in KerryCure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in KerryCure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in KerryCure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in Kerry + his wive's "Heated  + his wive's "Heated  + his wive's "Heated  + his wive's "Heated 
Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband + Wife...Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband + Wife...Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband + Wife...Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband + Wife... for these 28 years, 40K dead  for these 28 years, 40K dead  for these 28 years, 40K dead  for these 28 years, 40K dead 
SWF in the USA every year for 28 years and KerrySWF in the USA every year for 28 years and KerrySWF in the USA every year for 28 years and KerrySWF in the USA every year for 28 years and Kerry didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project  didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project  didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project  didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project 
for the Rx Penicillin like Overnightfor the Rx Penicillin like Overnightfor the Rx Penicillin like Overnightfor the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11  Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11  Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11  Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11 
Days in Key West ProposedDays in Key West ProposedDays in Key West ProposedDays in Key West Proposed this New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with  this New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with  this New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with  this New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 
a $1 Trillion aa $1 Trillion aa $1 Trillion aa $1 Trillion a Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead  Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead  Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead  Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead 
SWFSWFSWFSWF times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" Move  Move  Move  Move 
ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion dollars of illegal gas money!ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion dollars of illegal gas money!ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion dollars of illegal gas money!ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion dollars of illegal gas money! Holocaust II that  Holocaust II that  Holocaust II that  Holocaust II that 
gave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Judegave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Judegave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Judegave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Jude takes the Credit for their  takes the Credit for their  takes the Credit for their  takes the Credit for their 
Miracle Cure not mentioning the cause is PoisonMiracle Cure not mentioning the cause is PoisonMiracle Cure not mentioning the cause is PoisonMiracle Cure not mentioning the cause is Poison Gasoline Exhaust!  Gasoline Exhaust!  Gasoline Exhaust!  Gasoline Exhaust! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ ““““Secretary Kerry was our top choice both because Secretary Kerry was our top choice both because Secretary Kerry was our top choice both because Secretary Kerry was our top choice both because 
of his long and distinguishedof his long and distinguishedof his long and distinguishedof his long and distinguished career in public serve and also because right now he career in public serve and also because right now he career in public serve and also because right now he career in public serve and also because right now he’’’’s s s s 
working on some of theworking on some of theworking on some of theworking on some of the toughest issues of the day, toughest issues of the day, toughest issues of the day, toughest issues of the day,”””” Rubin said. Yale News Article By Rubin said. Yale News Article By Rubin said. Yale News Article By Rubin said. Yale News Article By 
MatthewMatthewMatthewMatthew Lloyd Lloyd Lloyd Lloyd----Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. "1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. "1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. "1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. "1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk 
orororor stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be
watching for sure! watching for sure! watching for sure! watching for sure! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua and Rubenfeld admitted they addressed  Chua and Rubenfeld admitted they addressed  Chua and Rubenfeld admitted they addressed  Chua and Rubenfeld admitted they addressed 
sensitive issues. The book is notsensitive issues. The book is notsensitive issues. The book is notsensitive issues. The book is not racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a  racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a  racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a  racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a 
““““cultural explanationcultural explanationcultural explanationcultural explanation”””” forforforfor success rather than a  success rather than a  success rather than a  success rather than a ““““genetic explanation.genetic explanation.genetic explanation.genetic explanation.”””” He added that any He added that any He added that any He added that any 
individual canindividual canindividual canindividual can have the  have the  have the  have the ““““triple packagetriple packagetriple packagetriple package”””” and succeed, but that the three characteristics ofand succeed, but that the three characteristics ofand succeed, but that the three characteristics ofand succeed, but that the three characteristics of
success are more prevalent in certain cultures. success are more prevalent in certain cultures. success are more prevalent in certain cultures. success are more prevalent in certain cultures. 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day:14 Greg 11th Day:14 Greg 11th Day:14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Meccafull well Meccafull well Meccafull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry has spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclear has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry has spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclear has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry has spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclear has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry has spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclear
Weapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the LosWeapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the LosWeapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the LosWeapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Alamos  Alamos  Alamos  Alamos 
assemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same asassemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same asassemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same asassemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same as Mandy Miles should  Mandy Miles should  Mandy Miles should  Mandy Miles should 
spend on "No Head On Collisions!" spend on "No Head On Collisions!" spend on "No Head On Collisions!" spend on "No Head On Collisions!" 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full wellfull wellfull wellfull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau taught a class at Yale Law School on Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau taught a class at Yale Law School on Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau taught a class at Yale Law School on Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau taught a class at Yale Law School on
cultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukescultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukescultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukescultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukes have been  have been  have been  have been 
coming off the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the Newcoming off the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the Newcoming off the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the Newcoming off the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the New Model every year as  Model every year as  Model every year as  Model every year as 
this is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes onthis is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes onthis is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes onthis is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes on "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at  "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at  "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at  "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at 
Yale like "Dictators + Doctors" is aYale like "Dictators + Doctors" is aYale like "Dictators + Doctors" is aYale like "Dictators + Doctors" is a class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's  class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's  class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's  class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's 
classified but not intuitiveclassified but not intuitiveclassified but not intuitiveclassified but not intuitive or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote.  or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote.  or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote.  or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote. 
Greg ask why thisGreg ask why thisGreg ask why thisGreg ask why this Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001 fleet Navy in Key West not in the Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001 fleet Navy in Key West not in the Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001 fleet Navy in Key West not in the Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001 fleet Navy in Key West not in the
Universe, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels byUniverse, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels byUniverse, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels byUniverse, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels by Humans on  Humans on  Humans on  Humans on 
Earth! Earth! Earth! Earth! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing  Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing 
full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chaufull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chaufull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chaufull well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau wants more than anything for her "New  wants more than anything for her "New  wants more than anything for her "New  wants more than anything for her "New 
Book" to "Spell Out" what willBook" to "Spell Out" what willBook" to "Spell Out" what willBook" to "Spell Out" what will reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is...  reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is...  reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is...  reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is... 

1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 

2.2.2.2. superiority complex  superiority complex  superiority complex  superiority complex 

3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best  Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best  Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best  Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best 
invention...invention...invention...invention... "Women" with a Legal Polygamous Marriage License that comes with a signed "Women" with a Legal Polygamous Marriage License that comes with a signed "Women" with a Legal Polygamous Marriage License that comes with a signed "Women" with a Legal Polygamous Marriage License that comes with a signed
"Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who"Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who"Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who"Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who will die  will die  will die  will die 
in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St.in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St.in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St.in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St. Jude with the $1  Jude with the $1  Jude with the $1  Jude with the $1 
Trillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a "F" as BP OilTrillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a "F" as BP OilTrillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a "F" as BP OilTrillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a "F" as BP Oil is "Racists" and they all spend  is "Racists" and they all spend  is "Racists" and they all spend  is "Racists" and they all spend 
their conversation talking about Saudi Sextheir conversation talking about Saudi Sextheir conversation talking about Saudi Sextheir conversation talking about Saudi Sex Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes  Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes  Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes  Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes 
are "Racists!" when it comes toare "Racists!" when it comes toare "Racists!" when it comes toare "Racists!" when it comes to sex slaves!  sex slaves!  sex slaves!  sex slaves! 
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2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  swear I almost  swear I almost  swear I almost 
hear the Universe whisper." Nonhear the Universe whisper." Nonhear the Universe whisper." Nonhear the Universe whisper." Non----counterintuitive Inventioncounterintuitive Inventioncounterintuitive Inventioncounterintuitive Invention Projects with links you can  Projects with links you can  Projects with links you can  Projects with links you can 
click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandyclick on to get started inventingsomething. Mandyclick on to get started inventingsomething. Mandyclick on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the link "No Head  Miles should click on the link "No Head  Miles should click on the link "No Head  Miles should click on the link "No Head 
On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages!On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages!On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages!On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On 
Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles Monday14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles Monday14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles Monday14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles Monday Key West Citizen,  Key West Citizen,  Key West Citizen,  Key West Citizen, 
"Dancing With the Stars" on 2"Dancing With the Stars" on 2"Dancing With the Stars" on 2"Dancing With the Stars" on 2----12121212----14 at the Tennessee Williams14 at the Tennessee Williams14 at the Tennessee Williams14 at the Tennessee Williams Theater. Mandy Miles  Theater. Mandy Miles  Theater. Mandy Miles  Theater. Mandy Miles 
Sunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could swear ISunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could swear ISunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could swear ISunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper"  almost hear the Universe whisper"  almost hear the Universe whisper"  almost hear the Universe whisper" 
during a recent frustrating day asking theduring a recent frustrating day asking theduring a recent frustrating day asking theduring a recent frustrating day asking the world "Why?"  world "Why?"  world "Why?"  world "Why?" 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "The14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "The14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "The14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "The Universe" it's not in our "Era" to  Universe" it's not in our "Era" to  Universe" it's not in our "Era" to  Universe" it's not in our "Era" to 
ask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover howask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover howask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover howask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover how Gravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts  Gravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts  Gravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts  Gravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts 
Dictators, all are "Baby Killers"Dictators, all are "Baby Killers"Dictators, all are "Baby Killers"Dictators, all are "Baby Killers" from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline Exhaust  from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline Exhaust  from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline Exhaust  from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
Holocaust II" They areHolocaust II" They areHolocaust II" They areHolocaust II" They are not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical  not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical  not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical  not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical 
SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool President will write this up in the New England Journal of Medicine. President will write this up in the New England Journal of Medicine. President will write this up in the New England Journal of Medicine. President will write this up in the New England Journal of Medicine.

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  swear I almost  swear I almost  swear I almost 
hear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from Vietnam, takehear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from Vietnam, takehear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from Vietnam, takehear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from Vietnam, take Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in  Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in  Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in  Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in 
the Universe," and never hear the Universethe Universe," and never hear the Universethe Universe," and never hear the Universethe Universe," and never hear the Universe Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other  Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other  Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other  Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other 
1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A  would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A  would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A  would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A 
Universe of $177 TrillionUniverse of $177 TrillionUniverse of $177 TrillionUniverse of $177 Trillion USD" for Mecca? Given to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World  USD" for Mecca? Given to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World  USD" for Mecca? Given to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World  USD" for Mecca? Given to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on in theon in theon in theon in the day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy Miles...  day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy Miles...  day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy Miles...  day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy Miles... 
KerryKerryKerryKerry never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD? never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD? never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD? never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD?

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost 
hear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next abouthear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next abouthear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next abouthear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next about the Post Office is ridiculous about  the Post Office is ridiculous about  the Post Office is ridiculous about  the Post Office is ridiculous about 
buying stamps when Greg just invented yourbuying stamps when Greg just invented yourbuying stamps when Greg just invented yourbuying stamps when Greg just invented your zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can  zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can  zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can  zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can 
personalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Milespersonalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Milespersonalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Milespersonalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Miles in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles  in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles  in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles  in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles 
writes about Key Westwrites about Key Westwrites about Key Westwrites about Key West Parking not thinking of Paris Whispering... she has been married for  Parking not thinking of Paris Whispering... she has been married for  Parking not thinking of Paris Whispering... she has been married for  Parking not thinking of Paris Whispering... she has been married for 
10 years,10 years,10 years,10 years, Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a
Eiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she willEiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she willEiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she willEiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she will certainty  certainty  certainty  certainty 
complain about another tourists attraction when parking above hercomplain about another tourists attraction when parking above hercomplain about another tourists attraction when parking above hercomplain about another tourists attraction when parking above her House, grin!  House, grin!  House, grin!  House, grin! 
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2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost 
hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes onhear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes onhear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes onhear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes on about Car Insurance advertising budgets  about Car Insurance advertising budgets  about Car Insurance advertising budgets  about Car Insurance advertising budgets 
reduced 10% and save her 10%... wellreduced 10% and save her 10%... wellreduced 10% and save her 10%... wellreduced 10% and save her 10%... well Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or  Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or  Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or  Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or 
she would know "Trafficshe would know "Trafficshe would know "Trafficshe would know "Traffic Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los  Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los  Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los  Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los 
Alamos SuperAlamos SuperAlamos SuperAlamos Super Computer Technology linked to her iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam."  Computer Technology linked to her iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam."  Computer Technology linked to her iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam."  Computer Technology linked to her iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam." 

2222----10101010----14141414 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost
hear the Universe whisper." "No Head On Collisions" I wrote this handwrittenhear the Universe whisper." "No Head On Collisions" I wrote this handwrittenhear the Universe whisper." "No Head On Collisions" I wrote this handwrittenhear the Universe whisper." "No Head On Collisions" I wrote this handwritten page years  page years  page years  page years 
ago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loudago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loudago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loudago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loud Enough for the  Enough for the  Enough for the  Enough for the 
Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost  she "I could swear I almost 
hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends withhear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends withhear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends withhear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends with "does this sound counterintuitive to  "does this sound counterintuitive to  "does this sound counterintuitive to  "does this sound counterintuitive to 
anyone else? Counterintuitive I will haveanyone else? Counterintuitive I will haveanyone else? Counterintuitive I will haveanyone else? Counterintuitive I will have to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no  to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no  to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no  to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no 
wifi... they changed the passworwifi... they changed the passworwifi... they changed the passworwifi... they changed the passwordddd and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I  and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I  and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I  and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I 
log in counterintuitivelog in counterintuitivelog in counterintuitivelog in counterintuitive to anyone else would be to Greg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last  to anyone else would be to Greg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last  to anyone else would be to Greg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last  to anyone else would be to Greg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last 
10 days Greg10 days Greg10 days Greg10 days Greg has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my
every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day:14 Greg 10th Day:14 Greg 10th Day:14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost 
hear thehear thehear thehear the Universe whisper." Counterintuitive spending of a billion dollars Mandy Miles Universe whisper." Counterintuitive spending of a billion dollars Mandy Miles Universe whisper." Counterintuitive spending of a billion dollars Mandy Miles Universe whisper." Counterintuitive spending of a billion dollars Mandy Miles
writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2----12121212----14. Greg + Mary14. Greg + Mary14. Greg + Mary14. Greg + Mary B. will be  B. will be  B. will be  B. will be 
dancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that costdancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that costdancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that costdancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that cost $1 Trillion, $176  $1 Trillion, $176  $1 Trillion, $176  $1 Trillion, $176 
Trillion left in Swiss Banks for other NonTrillion left in Swiss Banks for other NonTrillion left in Swiss Banks for other NonTrillion left in Swiss Banks for other Non----counterintuitivecounterintuitivecounterintuitivecounterintuitive Invention Projects with links you  Invention Projects with links you  Invention Projects with links you  Invention Projects with links you 
can click on to get startedcan click on to get startedcan click on to get startedcan click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the link "No  inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the link "No  inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the link "No  inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the link "No 
Head On Collisions"Head On Collisions"Head On Collisions"Head On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On  in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On 
Collisions," $2Collisions," $2Collisions," $2Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!  Trillion if you need to!  Trillion if you need to!  Trillion if you need to! 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost  Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost 
hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400 Handwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because  Handwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because  Handwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because  Handwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because 
the Numb Nuts Dictators letthe Numb Nuts Dictators letthe Numb Nuts Dictators letthe Numb Nuts Dictators let Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not having  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not having  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not having  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not having 
a "Job." "No Head Ona "Job." "No Head Ona "Job." "No Head Ona "Job." "No Head On Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like  Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like  Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like  Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like 
the moviethe moviethe moviethe movie "Enemy of the State." Key West City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which is "Enemy of the State." Key West City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which is "Enemy of the State." Key West City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which is "Enemy of the State." Key West City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which is millions  millions  millions  millions 
of times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number couldof times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number couldof times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number couldof times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number could have worked for Key  have worked for Key  have worked for Key  have worked for Key 
West Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper whatWest Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper whatWest Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper whatWest Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper what the Hell are we doing in Key  the Hell are we doing in Key  the Hell are we doing in Key  the Hell are we doing in Key 
West with no Yale Key West Medical School forWest with no Yale Key West Medical School forWest with no Yale Key West Medical School forWest with no Yale Key West Medical School for frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS  frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS  frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS  frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS 
has to wait until Oct 1, 2014 tohas to wait until Oct 1, 2014 tohas to wait until Oct 1, 2014 tohas to wait until Oct 1, 2014 to stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca will stop selling  stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca will stop selling  stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca will stop selling  stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca will stop selling 
gasoline on 2gasoline on 2gasoline on 2gasoline on 2----11111111----14141414 if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue  if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue  if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue  if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue 
book on thebook on thebook on thebook on the ElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the Pentagon ElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the Pentagon ElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the Pentagon ElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the Pentagon
Generals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war. Psychotics in the NewGenerals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war. Psychotics in the NewGenerals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war. Psychotics in the NewGenerals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war. Psychotics in the New England Journal  England Journal  England Journal  England Journal 
of Medicine article that has been written just can't getof Medicine article that has been written just can't getof Medicine article that has been written just can't getof Medicine article that has been written just can't get published until the Universe War is  published until the Universe War is  published until the Universe War is  published until the Universe War is 
Won! Start of "Star Travels" on the frontWon! Start of "Star Travels" on the frontWon! Start of "Star Travels" on the frontWon! Start of "Star Travels" on the front page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B.  page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B.  page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B.  page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B. 
can pick out the picture forcan pick out the picture forcan pick out the picture forcan pick out the picture for this Headline!!!!  this Headline!!!!  this Headline!!!!  this Headline!!!! 
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2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 

2222----9999----14141414 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits the  the  the  the 
past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up to NO GOOD! 400past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up to NO GOOD! 400past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up to NO GOOD! 400past with present experiences Deborah Barrett is up to NO GOOD! 400 Handwritten pages I  Handwritten pages I  Handwritten pages I  Handwritten pages I 
wrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not mywrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not mywrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not mywrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not my neighbor called the city to  neighbor called the city to  neighbor called the city to  neighbor called the city to 
have them trashed... from my illegal Eviction byhave them trashed... from my illegal Eviction byhave them trashed... from my illegal Eviction byhave them trashed... from my illegal Eviction by Deb!  Deb!  Deb!  Deb! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... As I biked  Your memory is no video camera... As I biked  Your memory is no video camera... As I biked  Your memory is no video camera... As I biked 
into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at theinto Mallory Pier Steve Carr at theinto Mallory Pier Steve Carr at theinto Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Island Welcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me  Island Welcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me  Island Welcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me  Island Welcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me 
my 400 handwritten pagesmy 400 handwritten pagesmy 400 handwritten pagesmy 400 handwritten pages on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key  on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key  on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key  on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key 
West and is goingWest and is goingWest and is goingWest and is going to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with  to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with  to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with  to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with 
DeborahDeborahDeborahDeborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras at Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborah
Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are noBarrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are noBarrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are noBarrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are no Video  Video  Video  Video 
Camera. Camera. Camera. Camera. 

2222----9999----14 Gr14 Gr14 Gr14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memoryeg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memoryeg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memoryeg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I have a  is no video camera. I have a  is no video camera. I have a  is no video camera. I have a 
small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett andsmall claims court suit against Deborah Barrett andsmall claims court suit against Deborah Barrett andsmall claims court suit against Deborah Barrett and I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84  I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84  I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84  I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 
cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as shecams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as shecams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as shecams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as she watched them on her iPhone cell all the time.  watched them on her iPhone cell all the time.  watched them on her iPhone cell all the time.  watched them on her iPhone cell all the time. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also  homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also  homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also  homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also 
tell Judgetell Judgetell Judgetell Judge Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my
room. room. room. room. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your  video camera... Your  video camera... Your  video camera... Your 
memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + Wives andmemory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + Wives andmemory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + Wives andmemory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, Husband + Wives and have living room cam's  have living room cam's  have living room cam's  have living room cam's 
for the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hardfor the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hardfor the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hardfor the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hard Drives.  Drives.  Drives.  Drives. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera.. 2 terabytes  is no video camera.. 2 terabytes  is no video camera.. 2 terabytes  is no video camera.. 2 terabytes 
hard drives like Victor Cushman just boughthard drives like Victor Cushman just boughthard drives like Victor Cushman just boughthard drives like Victor Cushman just bought before Christmas.  before Christmas.  before Christmas.  before Christmas. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, Victor spit on  memory is no video camera, Victor spit on  memory is no video camera, Victor spit on  memory is no video camera, Victor spit on 
Christmas... he did and I have theChristmas... he did and I have theChristmas... he did and I have theChristmas... he did and I have the video tape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor  video tape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor  video tape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor  video tape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor 
Cushmans Christmas DayCushmans Christmas DayCushmans Christmas DayCushmans Christmas Day greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were  greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were  greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were  greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were 
Hostel toHostel toHostel toHostel to Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my web I told Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my web I told Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my web I told Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my web I told
Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by SECRET file a fewVic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by SECRET file a fewVic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by SECRET file a fewVic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... He only read by SECRET file a few weeks ago.  weeks ago.  weeks ago.  weeks ago. 
Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar fileGrin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar fileGrin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar fileGrin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar file when he had a  when he had a  when he had a  when he had a 
tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your  homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your  homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your  homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your 
memory is nomemory is nomemory is nomemory is no video camera but some MD's do have a video camera for a memory. Greg +  video camera but some MD's do have a video camera for a memory. Greg +  video camera but some MD's do have a video camera for a memory. Greg +  video camera but some MD's do have a video camera for a memory. Greg + 
WivesWivesWivesWives will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory of a  of a  of a  of a 
MD and the Riches of Mecca! MD and the Riches of Mecca! MD and the Riches of Mecca! MD and the Riches of Mecca! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah  West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah  West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah  West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah 
Barrett's memory is goingBarrett's memory is goingBarrett's memory is goingBarrett's memory is going fast... she forgets everything and misplaces things constantly so  fast... she forgets everything and misplaces things constantly so  fast... she forgets everything and misplaces things constantly so  fast... she forgets everything and misplaces things constantly so 
thank Godthank Godthank Godthank God Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras!  Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras!  Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras!  Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras! 
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2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Justin  is no video camera... Justin  is no video camera... Justin  is no video camera... Justin 
Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' inBieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' inBieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' inBieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the  Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the  Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the  Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the 
car... car... car... car... 

2222----9999----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah
Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks hard follows to close. AndBarrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks hard follows to close. AndBarrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks hard follows to close. AndBarrett installed a Progressive GPS and she breaks hard follows to close. And has no plans  has no plans  has no plans  has no plans 
to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic!to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic!to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic!to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic!

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Growing  camera... Growing  camera... Growing  camera... Growing 
Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to Space StationOrgans in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to Space StationOrgans in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to Space StationOrgans in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells to Space Station to Test Their Potential in  to Test Their Potential in  to Test Their Potential in  to Test Their Potential in 
Microgravity... Microgravity... Microgravity... Microgravity... 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless14 Greg 9th Day: homeless14 Greg 9th Day: homeless14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg  in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg  in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg  in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg 
Proposed to Mary B. toProposed to Mary B. toProposed to Mary B. toProposed to Mary B. to take her on a weeks Honeymoon after our Hemingway House  take her on a weeks Honeymoon after our Hemingway House  take her on a weeks Honeymoon after our Hemingway House  take her on a weeks Honeymoon after our Hemingway House 
Wedding in Key West toWedding in Key West toWedding in Key West toWedding in Key West to the Space Station.  the Space Station.  the Space Station.  the Space Station. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Gravity  Your memory is no video camera... Gravity  Your memory is no video camera... Gravity  Your memory is no video camera... Gravity ----
how gravity is generated will be thehow gravity is generated will be thehow gravity is generated will be thehow gravity is generated will be the #1 brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space  #1 brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space  #1 brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space  #1 brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space 
Station. Station. Station. Station. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives  Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives  Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives  Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives 
willwillwillwill Discover how gravity is generated no forgetful memory here... just the instant Discover how gravity is generated no forgetful memory here... just the instant Discover how gravity is generated no forgetful memory here... just the instant Discover how gravity is generated no forgetful memory here... just the instant replay  replay  replay  replay 
for everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of howfor everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of howfor everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of howfor everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how Gravity is  Gravity is  Gravity is  Gravity is 
Generated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseasesGenerated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseasesGenerated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseasesGenerated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseases are treated and even  are treated and even  are treated and even  are treated and even 
entire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgicalentire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgicalentire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgicalentire organs may one day be grown in labs before surgical implantation. Some scientists  implantation. Some scientists  implantation. Some scientists  implantation. Some scientists 
suspect that a gravitysuspect that a gravitysuspect that a gravitysuspect that a gravity----free environment mayfree environment mayfree environment mayfree environment may promote the growth of stem promote the growth of stem promote the growth of stem promote the growth of stem cells, and even the  cells, and even the  cells, and even the  cells, and even the 
organs they may differentiateorgans they may differentiateorgans they may differentiateorgans they may differentiate into. To test this hypothesis.  into. To test this hypothesis.  into. To test this hypothesis.  into. To test this hypothesis. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic  West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic  West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic  West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic 
is planning to send up ais planning to send up ais planning to send up ais planning to send up a laboratory to the International Space Station to compare how  laboratory to the International Space Station to compare how  laboratory to the International Space Station to compare how  laboratory to the International Space Station to compare how 
stem cells grow instem cells grow instem cells grow instem cells grow in space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth.  space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth.  space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth.  space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg will  is no video camera... Greg will  is no video camera... Greg will  is no video camera... Greg will 
build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tourbuild a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tourbuild a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tourbuild a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West Tour Buses that take a block in front of Mel  Buses that take a block in front of Mel  Buses that take a block in front of Mel  Buses that take a block in front of Mel 
Fisher Pirate Treasures. Fisher Pirate Treasures. Fisher Pirate Treasures. Fisher Pirate Treasures. 

2222----9999----14141414 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture hall  hall  hall  hall 
Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity engine... how time + how 177Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity engine... how time + how 177Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity engine... how time + how 177Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity engine... how time + how 177 Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies 
can expand into empty space at million of miles per hour rightcan expand into empty space at million of miles per hour rightcan expand into empty space at million of miles per hour rightcan expand into empty space at million of miles per hour right now...  now...  now...  now... 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Right now  video camera... Right now  video camera... Right now  video camera... Right now 
in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West homelessin Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West homelessin Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West homelessin Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key West homeless at Mallory Pier were greg is  at Mallory Pier were greg is  at Mallory Pier were greg is  at Mallory Pier were greg is 
plugged into City of Key West electricity typingplugged into City of Key West electricity typingplugged into City of Key West electricity typingplugged into City of Key West electricity typing this.  this.  this.  this. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Salvation  video camera... Salvation  video camera... Salvation  video camera... Salvation 
Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in theArmy for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in theArmy for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in theArmy for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be in the Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel  Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel  Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel  Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel 
with Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillionwith Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillionwith Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillionwith Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillion paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and  paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and  paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and  paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West and 
spent the $177 Trillionspent the $177 Trillionspent the $177 Trillionspent the $177 Trillion in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care  in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care  in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care  in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care 
and Education...and Education...and Education...and Education... just like Mecca has at this moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West  just like Mecca has at this moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West  just like Mecca has at this moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West  just like Mecca has at this moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West 
the Newthe Newthe Newthe New Rich Mecca  Rich Mecca  Rich Mecca  Rich Mecca 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, could have  is no video camera, could have  is no video camera, could have  is no video camera, could have 
been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar wasbeen in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar wasbeen in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar wasbeen in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo  invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo  invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo  invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo 
of long lines at the gas station.of long lines at the gas station.of long lines at the gas station.of long lines at the gas station.

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Reagan  camera... Reagan  camera... Reagan  camera... Reagan 
used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and signed someused the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and signed someused the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and signed someused the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too and signed some SECRET executive order,  SECRET executive order,  SECRET executive order,  SECRET executive order, 
Mary B. commented on this and other Observers have tooMary B. commented on this and other Observers have tooMary B. commented on this and other Observers have tooMary B. commented on this and other Observers have too over the years. I thing he used it  over the years. I thing he used it  over the years. I thing he used it  over the years. I thing he used it 
to TEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wallto TEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wallto TEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wallto TEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wall now today this moment Berlin has enough  now today this moment Berlin has enough  now today this moment Berlin has enough  now today this moment Berlin has enough 
Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air toPoison Gasoline Particles in the Air toPoison Gasoline Particles in the Air toPoison Gasoline Particles in the Air to cause 1K childhood birth defects and cancers.  cause 1K childhood birth defects and cancers.  cause 1K childhood birth defects and cancers.  cause 1K childhood birth defects and cancers. 
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2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... When Berlin  is no video camera... When Berlin  is no video camera... When Berlin  is no video camera... When Berlin 
Was East + West the Russians didn't KNOWINGWas East + West the Russians didn't KNOWINGWas East + West the Russians didn't KNOWINGWas East + West the Russians didn't KNOWING give children cancers and birth defects via  give children cancers and birth defects via  give children cancers and birth defects via  give children cancers and birth defects via 
the air they breath but today Videothe air they breath but today Videothe air they breath but today Videothe air they breath but today Video Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air  Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air  Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air  Cameras document the particles of gasoline in the air 
children in Berlin breath.children in Berlin breath.children in Berlin breath.children in Berlin breath.

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... This is a  camera... This is a  camera... This is a  camera... This is a 
Holocaust II and even Germany goes along with letting MeccaHolocaust II and even Germany goes along with letting MeccaHolocaust II and even Germany goes along with letting MeccaHolocaust II and even Germany goes along with letting Mecca have $177 Trillion in Oil  have $177 Trillion in Oil  have $177 Trillion in Oil  have $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the TopRevenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the TopRevenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the TopRevenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the Top Brass in Berlin Today.  Brass in Berlin Today.  Brass in Berlin Today.  Brass in Berlin Today. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Yes Video  memory is no video camera... Yes Video  memory is no video camera... Yes Video  memory is no video camera... Yes Video 
Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank AccountCameras recorded every Swiss Bank AccountCameras recorded every Swiss Bank AccountCameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account pay off giving children Poison Gasoline  pay off giving children Poison Gasoline  pay off giving children Poison Gasoline  pay off giving children Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust to Breath! Exhaust to Breath! Exhaust to Breath! Exhaust to Breath! 

2222----9999----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah
Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West will no long sell...Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West will no long sell...Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West will no long sell...Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key West will no long sell... Gasoline should no  Gasoline should no  Gasoline should no  Gasoline should no 
longer be sold! longer be sold! longer be sold! longer be sold! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Key West  is no video camera... Key West  is no video camera... Key West  is no video camera... Key West 
Mug Shots all the locals log on to should includeMug Shots all the locals log on to should includeMug Shots all the locals log on to should includeMug Shots all the locals log on to should include diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts,  diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts,  diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts,  diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, 
Syphilis... etc. Syphilis... etc. Syphilis... etc. Syphilis... etc. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9t14 Greg 9t14 Greg 9t14 Greg 9thhhh Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare  Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare  Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare  Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare 
worseworseworseworse than men following stroke The bad news: Women who survive stroke have a worse than men following stroke The bad news: Women who survive stroke have a worse than men following stroke The bad news: Women who survive stroke have a worse than men following stroke The bad news: Women who survive stroke have a worse
quality of life than men. quality of life than men. quality of life than men. quality of life than men. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah  Your memory is no video camera... Deborah  Your memory is no video camera... Deborah  Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 
Barrett always orders out from ChinaBarrett always orders out from ChinaBarrett always orders out from ChinaBarrett always orders out from China Gardens and this has the highest SALT of any foods  Gardens and this has the highest SALT of any foods  Gardens and this has the highest SALT of any foods  Gardens and this has the highest SALT of any foods 
in Key West and a #1 cause ofin Key West and a #1 cause ofin Key West and a #1 cause ofin Key West and a #1 cause of Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a  Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a  Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a  Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a 
GPS for recording goodGPS for recording goodGPS for recording goodGPS for recording good diet like they give rewards for good driving  diet like they give rewards for good driving  diet like they give rewards for good driving  diet like they give rewards for good driving ---- not breaking hard not breaking hard not breaking hard not breaking hard 
with nowith nowith nowith no intention of every changing! The  intention of every changing! The  intention of every changing! The  intention of every changing! The ££££150,000 supercar Bieber was driving has a150,000 supercar Bieber was driving has a150,000 supercar Bieber was driving has a150,000 supercar Bieber was driving has a
builtbuiltbuiltbuilt----in GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed andin GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed andin GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed andin GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed and location at  location at  location at  location at 
all times. Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same governmentall times. Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same governmentall times. Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same governmentall times. Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same government workers who typed up  workers who typed up  workers who typed up  workers who typed up 
Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 andGreg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 andGreg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 andGreg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 and 20. Page 3,000 must have been  20. Page 3,000 must have been  20. Page 3,000 must have been  20. Page 3,000 must have been 
written my first Day in Key West 3written my first Day in Key West 3written my first Day in Key West 3written my first Day in Key West 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Salvation  is no video camera... Salvation  is no video camera... Salvation  is no video camera... Salvation 
Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want toArmy Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want toArmy Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want toArmy Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to spoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm  spoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm  spoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm  spoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm 
a veggies. I will get a bagela veggies. I will get a bagela veggies. I will get a bagela veggies. I will get a bagel tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today!  tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today!  tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today!  tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today! 

2222----8888----14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to land another days $ Oil's  land another days $ Oil's  land another days $ Oil's  land another days $ Oil's 
Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy FighterRevenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy FighterRevenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy FighterRevenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, Navy Fighter Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral  Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral  Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral  Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral 
Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline ExhaustBaby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline ExhaustBaby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline ExhaustBaby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline Exhaust keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing  keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing  keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing  keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing 
childhood birth defects and cancers fromchildhood birth defects and cancers fromchildhood birth defects and cancers fromchildhood birth defects and cancers from SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing  SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing  SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing  SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing 
would need 1,001 St. Judewould need 1,001 St. Judewould need 1,001 St. Judewould need 1,001 St. Jude Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood  Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood  Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood  Hospitals built today! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood 
cancers createdcancers createdcancers createdcancers created TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women speaking  TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women speaking  TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women speaking  TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women speaking 
French atFrench atFrench atFrench at Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Oui!  Oui!  Oui!  Oui! 
A Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders with noA Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders with noA Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders with noA Shark Has a Better GPS Than "Commanders" writing the days orders with no feats  feats  feats  feats 
astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel toastounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel toastounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel toastounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel to the 3 nearest  the 3 nearest  the 3 nearest  the 3 nearest 
Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET callStars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET callStars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET callStars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET call home. Cops wife or kids  home. Cops wife or kids  home. Cops wife or kids  home. Cops wife or kids 
missing last 1 hour, don't call even think of callingmissing last 1 hour, don't call even think of callingmissing last 1 hour, don't call even think of callingmissing last 1 hour, don't call even think of calling 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are  911. Numb Nuts Dictators are  911. Numb Nuts Dictators are  911. Numb Nuts Dictators are 
responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide byresponsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide byresponsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide byresponsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by limiting GPS tracking of your friends!  limiting GPS tracking of your friends!  limiting GPS tracking of your friends!  limiting GPS tracking of your friends! 
Stupid Criminals second home is in MeccaStupid Criminals second home is in MeccaStupid Criminals second home is in MeccaStupid Criminals second home is in Mecca not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late  not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late  not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late  not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late 
showing up by 1 hour... YOU Knowshowing up by 1 hour... YOU Knowshowing up by 1 hour... YOU Knowshowing up by 1 hour... YOU Know it!!  it!!  it!!  it!! 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee Observers Spitting at Greg via  Observers Spitting at Greg via  Observers Spitting at Greg via  Observers Spitting at Greg via 
Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the RxAdmirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the RxAdmirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the RxAdmirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000  Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000  Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000  Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 
women who die from Breast Cancer inwomen who die from Breast Cancer inwomen who die from Breast Cancer inwomen who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals  2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals  2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals  2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals 
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in Key West spit on allin Key West spit on allin Key West spit on allin Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run  40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run  40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run  40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run 
them overthem overthem overthem over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!!  on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!!  on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!!  on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!! 

2222----8888----14141414 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban shuts  shuts  shuts  shuts 
down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut down by Numb Nutsdown poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut down by Numb Nutsdown poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut down by Numb Nutsdown poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects shut down by Numb Nuts Dictators, baby  Dictators, baby  Dictators, baby  Dictators, baby 
killers in Vietnam and Today! killers in Vietnam and Today! killers in Vietnam and Today! killers in Vietnam and Today! 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day:14 Greg 8th Day:14 Greg 8th Day:14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West  homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West  homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West  homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West 
would requirewould requirewould requirewould require everyone to agree to start every conversation with something about 1,001 everyone to agree to start every conversation with something about 1,001 everyone to agree to start every conversation with something about 1,001 everyone to agree to start every conversation with something about 1,001
Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during,Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during,Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during,Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, and after  and after  and after  and after 
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE. LOVE. 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Admirals Admirals Admirals Admirals with high emotional intelligence  with high emotional intelligence  with high emotional intelligence  with high emotional intelligence 
never ever think of winning a Nobelnever ever think of winning a Nobelnever ever think of winning a Nobelnever ever think of winning a Nobel for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle  for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle  for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle  for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer...Cure for Breast Cancer...Cure for Breast Cancer...Cure for Breast Cancer... GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the  GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the  GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the  GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in the 
USA more inUSA more inUSA more inUSA more in Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional
responses amongst performing classical pianists, Oppenheimer started ever dayresponses amongst performing classical pianists, Oppenheimer started ever dayresponses amongst performing classical pianists, Oppenheimer started ever dayresponses amongst performing classical pianists, Oppenheimer started ever day with a  with a  with a  with a 
Overture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! MusiciansOverture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! MusiciansOverture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! MusiciansOverture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with high  with high  with high  with high 
emotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', researchemotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', researchemotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', researchemotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', research from Goldsmiths,  from Goldsmiths,  from Goldsmiths,  from Goldsmiths, 
University of London has shown. By ana lysing emotionalUniversity of London has shown. By ana lysing emotionalUniversity of London has shown. By ana lysing emotionalUniversity of London has shown. By ana lysing emotional responses amongst performing  responses amongst performing  responses amongst performing  responses amongst performing 
classical pianists, researchers have discovered newclassical pianists, researchers have discovered newclassical pianists, researchers have discovered newclassical pianists, researchers have discovered new clues why some easier reach 'flow'  clues why some easier reach 'flow'  clues why some easier reach 'flow'  clues why some easier reach 'flow' ---- a a a a 
psychological state associated withpsychological state associated withpsychological state associated withpsychological state associated with extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health  extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health  extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health  extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health 
and welland welland welland well----being. "'Flow'being. "'Flow'being. "'Flow'being. "'Flow' experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and music is strongly  experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and music is strongly  experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and music is strongly  experience is highly emotional, rewarding, and music is strongly 
communicativecommunicativecommunicativecommunicative of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with high of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with high of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with high of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with high
emotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is oftenemotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is oftenemotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is oftenemotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often researched in  researched in  researched in  researched in 
the context of performance and sports, but this study is the firstthe context of performance and sports, but this study is the firstthe context of performance and sports, but this study is the firstthe context of performance and sports, but this study is the first to explain the individual  to explain the individual  to explain the individual  to explain the individual 
differences in the relation between 'flow' anddifferences in the relation between 'flow' anddifferences in the relation between 'flow' anddifferences in the relation between 'flow' and emotional experience of music. Certain  emotional experience of music. Certain  emotional experience of music. Certain  emotional experience of music. Certain 
musical types of music also affected themusical types of music also affected themusical types of music also affected themusical types of music also affected the 'flow' experience. The majority of participants  'flow' experience. The majority of participants  'flow' experience. The majority of participants  'flow' experience. The majority of participants 
found that playing Classicalfound that playing Classicalfound that playing Classicalfound that playing Classical music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other  music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other  music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other  music (specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other 
composers of thecomposers of thecomposers of thecomposers of the Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for example  Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for example  Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for example  Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for example 
Jazz.Jazz.Jazz.Jazz. Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can tell  tell  tell  tell 
us about 'flow' in general. If the ability to experience flow depends onus about 'flow' in general. If the ability to experience flow depends onus about 'flow' in general. If the ability to experience flow depends onus about 'flow' in general. If the ability to experience flow depends on both individual  both individual  both individual  both individual 
differences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can wedifferences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can wedifferences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can wedifferences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we apply this in other contexts  apply this in other contexts  apply this in other contexts  apply this in other contexts 
such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admiralssuch as sports or even in the workplace?" Admiralssuch as sports or even in the workplace?" Admiralssuch as sports or even in the workplace?" Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx  thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx  thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx  thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx 
Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer...Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer...Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer...Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all  40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all  40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all  40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all 
refused Buried atrefused Buried atrefused Buried atrefused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy
Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. ComeCuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. ComeCuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. ComeCuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from  out from  out from  out from 
behind your hidden cameras!!!! behind your hidden cameras!!!! behind your hidden cameras!!!! behind your hidden cameras!!!! 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...  Key West...  Key West...  Key West... 

2222----7777----14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND for Circle K Cigarettes... as  for Circle K Cigarettes... as  for Circle K Cigarettes... as  for Circle K Cigarettes... as 
Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway WritingDeborah Barrett who failed Hemingway WritingDeborah Barrett who failed Hemingway WritingDeborah Barrett who failed Hemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1  Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1  Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1  Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 
Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7 days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and  days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and  days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and  days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking and 
walking around Key West with awalking around Key West with awalking around Key West with awalking around Key West with a ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter!  ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter!  ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter!  ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter! 

2222----7777----14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless  LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless  LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless  LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless 
confiscate $177 Trillionconfiscate $177 Trillionconfiscate $177 Trillionconfiscate $177 Trillion in Holocaust II oil revenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The  in Holocaust II oil revenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The  in Holocaust II oil revenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The  in Holocaust II oil revenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The 
Florida KeysFlorida KeysFlorida KeysFlorida Keys on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters, according to
preliminary numbers of the singlepreliminary numbers of the singlepreliminary numbers of the singlepreliminary numbers of the single----day census released Thursday by the Monroeday census released Thursday by the Monroeday census released Thursday by the Monroeday census released Thursday by the Monroe County  County  County  County 
Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't write aboutContinuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't write aboutContinuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't write aboutContinuum of Care. Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen can't write about sending Key West  sending Key West  sending Key West  sending Key West 
Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line buildingHomeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line buildingHomeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line buildingHomeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line building ElectricWindmillCars...  ElectricWindmillCars...  ElectricWindmillCars...  ElectricWindmillCars... 

2222----7777----14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key West and no one in Key West ever did a  West and no one in Key West ever did a  West and no one in Key West ever did a  West and no one in Key West ever did a 
Google Image search for Aorta as they areGoogle Image search for Aorta as they areGoogle Image search for Aorta as they areGoogle Image search for Aorta as they are Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS  Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS  Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS  Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS 
must stop selling Butter!must stop selling Butter!must stop selling Butter!must stop selling Butter!

2222----7777----14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS should stop selling  should stop selling  should stop selling  should stop selling 
BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger Games. Yale isBUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger Games. Yale isBUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger Games. Yale isBUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan Hunger Games. Yale is in the running to be  in the running to be  in the running to be  in the running to be 
named the named the named the named the ““““favorite veganfavorite veganfavorite veganfavorite vegan----friendly collegefriendly collegefriendly collegefriendly college”””” of PETAof PETAof PETAof PETA’’’’s youths youths youths youth division, peta2. According to a  division, peta2. According to a  division, peta2. According to a  division, peta2. According to a 
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press release, Yale is notable for press release, Yale is notable for press release, Yale is notable for press release, Yale is notable for ““““offeringofferingofferingoffering students delicious, healthy, cruelty students delicious, healthy, cruelty students delicious, healthy, cruelty students delicious, healthy, cruelty----free food free food free food free food ————
including General Tsoincluding General Tsoincluding General Tsoincluding General Tso’’’’s tofus tofus tofus tofu and sweet potato quinoa burgers  and sweet potato quinoa burgers  and sweet potato quinoa burgers  and sweet potato quinoa burgers ———— that would be the envy of that would be the envy of that would be the envy of that would be the envy of 
many upscalemany upscalemany upscalemany upscale restaurants. restaurants. restaurants. restaurants.”””” The release also noted that The release also noted that The release also noted that The release also noted that ““““fellow Ivy League school Cornellfellow Ivy League school Cornellfellow Ivy League school Cornellfellow Ivy League school Cornell””””
isisisis also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2 also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2 also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2 also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2----7777----14 Going out14 Going out14 Going out14 Going out or to outer  or to outer  or to outer  or to outer 
space? Todayspace? Todayspace? Todayspace? Today marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at marks the start of Movie Night at the Planetarium at the Leitner Observatory  the Leitner Observatory  the Leitner Observatory  the Leitner Observatory 
Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight isPlanetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight isPlanetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight isPlanetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight is ““““Deep Impact,Deep Impact,Deep Impact,Deep Impact,”””” which is about the which is about the which is about the which is about the 
science and threat of asteroid impacts. Yalescience and threat of asteroid impacts. Yalescience and threat of asteroid impacts. Yalescience and threat of asteroid impacts. Yale needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at  needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at  needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at  needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at 
the Pentagon like Kerry canthe Pentagon like Kerry canthe Pentagon like Kerry canthe Pentagon like Kerry can search and destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact  search and destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact  search and destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact  search and destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact 
Movie was aMovie was aMovie was aMovie was a long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain stormed how to long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain stormed how to long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain stormed how to long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain stormed how to
discover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robertdiscover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robertdiscover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robertdiscover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert Steele visited  Steele visited  Steele visited  Steele visited 
Yale campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global PerspectivesYale campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global PerspectivesYale campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global PerspectivesYale campus Thursday for a talk hosted by the Global Perspectives Society and The Politic  Society and The Politic  Society and The Politic  Society and The Politic 
where he discussed where he discussed where he discussed where he discussed ““““ethics, intelligence and reality,ethics, intelligence and reality,ethics, intelligence and reality,ethics, intelligence and reality,”””” and tried to prove those three subjects and tried to prove those three subjects and tried to prove those three subjects and tried to prove those three subjects 
are not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY INare not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY INare not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY INare not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators  YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators  YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators  YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators 
protest outside the New Haven Postprotest outside the New Haven Postprotest outside the New Haven Postprotest outside the New Haven Post Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not  Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not  Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not  Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not 
cooperating with the draft.cooperating with the draft.cooperating with the draft.cooperating with the draft. One woman holds up a sign in the snow which reads  One woman holds up a sign in the snow which reads  One woman holds up a sign in the snow which reads  One woman holds up a sign in the snow which reads ““““Jail the Jail the Jail the Jail the 
war criminals...war criminals...war criminals...war criminals... Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust...  Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust...  Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust...  Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... 
jailjailjailjail the Pentagon Generals for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk the Pentagon Generals for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk the Pentagon Generals for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk the Pentagon Generals for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk about it  about it  about it  about it 
with students... with students... with students... with students... 

2222----7777----14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS  Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS  Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS  Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS 
and Circle K for Cigarettes... works atand Circle K for Cigarettes... works atand Circle K for Cigarettes... works atand Circle K for Cigarettes... works at the Hemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing,  the Hemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing,  the Hemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing,  the Hemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, 
as Deb said Writing is not aas Deb said Writing is not aas Deb said Writing is not aas Deb said Writing is not a JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most  JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most  JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most  JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most 
employees at Hemingwayemployees at Hemingwayemployees at Hemingwayemployees at Hemingway House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for  House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for  House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for  House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for 
Homeless Greg!Homeless Greg!Homeless Greg!Homeless Greg! Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine headaches with aura yes she  Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine headaches with aura yes she  Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine headaches with aura yes she  Don't smoke, especially if you get migraine headaches with aura yes she 
does,does,does,does, don't eat high don't eat high don't eat high don't eat high----salt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todayssalt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todayssalt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todayssalt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todays Google  Google  Google  Google 
News so much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb NutsNews so much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb NutsNews so much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb NutsNews so much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nuts Dictators will send  Dictators will send  Dictators will send  Dictators will send 
SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will paySWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will paySWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will paySWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman will pay several workers in cash... Thank  several workers in cash... Thank  several workers in cash... Thank  several workers in cash... Thank 
God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards webGod for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards webGod for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards webGod for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca  page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca  page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca  page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca 
via the Pentagon and Key West Navyvia the Pentagon and Key West Navyvia the Pentagon and Key West Navyvia the Pentagon and Key West Navy navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered  navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered  navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered  navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered 
by Greg + Wives in Keyby Greg + Wives in Keyby Greg + Wives in Keyby Greg + Wives in Key West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe...  West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe...  West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe...  West. Sort of Homeless in Key West and the Universe... 

2222----6666----14 6 th Day14 6 th Day14 6 th Day14 6 th Day Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing  Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing  Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing  Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing 
up myup myup myup my 1,001 Invention Projects for kids and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of 1,001 Invention Projects for kids and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of 1,001 Invention Projects for kids and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of 1,001 Invention Projects for kids and adults at the Cafe. There is NO City of Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
wifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when Iwifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when Iwifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when Iwifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I had a home. My  had a home. My  had a home. My  had a home. My 
reading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Mathreading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Mathreading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Mathreading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Math as some President Signed  as some President Signed  as some President Signed  as some President Signed 
Something Some Years ago concerning Greg + theSomething Some Years ago concerning Greg + theSomething Some Years ago concerning Greg + theSomething Some Years ago concerning Greg + the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West  ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West  ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West  ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 
1984 Observers know what this was as was1984 Observers know what this was as was1984 Observers know what this was as was1984 Observers know what this was as was brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS  brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS  brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS  brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS 
ride with Mary, Mary + Greg willride with Mary, Mary + Greg willride with Mary, Mary + Greg willride with Mary, Mary + Greg will take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space  take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space  take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space  take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space 
Station to think upStation to think upStation to think upStation to think up invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as another President Signed invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as another President Signed invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as another President Signed invention projects in less GRAVITY grin.... as another President Signed
Something A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + CastroSomething A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + CastroSomething A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + CastroSomething A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro have Long  have Long  have Long  have Long 
Ago Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So hereAgo Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So hereAgo Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So hereAgo Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So here are my 3 hours of  are my 3 hours of  are my 3 hours of  are my 3 hours of 
invention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from theinvention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from theinvention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from theinvention research notes for Homeless Day 6. Gas from the companion star is pulled in  companion star is pulled in  companion star is pulled in  companion star is pulled in 
towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in thetowards the black hole, gets ripped apart in thetowards the black hole, gets ripped apart in thetowards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the strong gravity. Israel news about this  strong gravity. Israel news about this  strong gravity. Israel news about this  strong gravity. Israel news about this 
heating things up creating a Star... whenheating things up creating a Star... whenheating things up creating a Star... whenheating things up creating a Star... when they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated.  they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated.  they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated.  they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. 
Aliens too! 2Aliens too! 2Aliens too! 2Aliens too! 2----6666----14 THIS DAY IN YALE14 THIS DAY IN YALE14 THIS DAY IN YALE14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a  HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a  HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a  HISTORY 1950 The Camera Club sponsors a 
photography contest for allphotography contest for allphotography contest for allphotography contest for all undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for  undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for  undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for  undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for 
iPhone007 spy as Sony'siPhone007 spy as Sony'siPhone007 spy as Sony'siPhone007 spy as Sony's Vaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's  Vaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's  Vaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's  Vaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's 
working forworking forworking forworking for Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s...  Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s...  Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s...  Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today Show in the iPhone5s... 
lesslesslessless gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in Black  Black  Black  Black 
Holes and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to aHoles and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to aHoles and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to aHoles and how to Gear Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to a iPhone007 and Acer  iPhone007 and Acer  iPhone007 and Acer  iPhone007 and Acer 
Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail fromNotebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail fromNotebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail fromNotebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail from Microsoft just debited my  Microsoft just debited my  Microsoft just debited my  Microsoft just debited my 
account for another year and didn't update the insertaccount for another year and didn't update the insertaccount for another year and didn't update the insertaccount for another year and didn't update the insert date and time they left off when the  date and time they left off when the  date and time they left off when the  date and time they left off when the 
New Live Mail came out... yet too Live MailNew Live Mail came out... yet too Live MailNew Live Mail came out... yet too Live MailNew Live Mail came out... yet too Live Mail when under and Microsoft just put another  when under and Microsoft just put another  when under and Microsoft just put another  when under and Microsoft just put another 
name to their newest Mail Software andname to their newest Mail Software andname to their newest Mail Software andname to their newest Mail Software and I bet a Trillion Stars there is no insert time and  I bet a Trillion Stars there is no insert time and  I bet a Trillion Stars there is no insert time and  I bet a Trillion Stars there is no insert time and 
date! Though Apple sells itsdate! Though Apple sells itsdate! Though Apple sells itsdate! Though Apple sells its own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might  own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might  own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might  own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might 
want to considerwant to considerwant to considerwant to consider offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple
cocococo----founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2----6666----14 Greg suggest to Apple to14 Greg suggest to Apple to14 Greg suggest to Apple to14 Greg suggest to Apple to gear  gear  gear  gear 
down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spydown gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spydown gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spydown gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spy and Retina  and Retina  and Retina  and Retina 
MacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell trillions soon as theMacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell trillions soon as theMacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell trillions soon as theMacBook Pros. iDashCam will sell trillions soon as the ElectricWindmillCar Era get  ElectricWindmillCar Era get  ElectricWindmillCar Era get  ElectricWindmillCar Era get 
mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide.mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide.mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide.mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. If Hemingway House in Key West had  If Hemingway House in Key West had  If Hemingway House in Key West had  If Hemingway House in Key West had 
witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of beingwitting classes on Greg's Day 6 of beingwitting classes on Greg's Day 6 of beingwitting classes on Greg's Day 6 of being Homeless I could spent the day there writing up  Homeless I could spent the day there writing up  Homeless I could spent the day there writing up  Homeless I could spent the day there writing up 
ideas products inventions for 1ideas products inventions for 1ideas products inventions for 1ideas products inventions for 1 Trillion Cars World Wide!  Trillion Cars World Wide!  Trillion Cars World Wide!  Trillion Cars World Wide! 
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2222----5555----14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... "1984" Numb Nuts Dictator of the USA is one Psychotic  of the USA is one Psychotic  of the USA is one Psychotic  of the USA is one Psychotic 
Big Brother who will Destroy the Earth while smokingBig Brother who will Destroy the Earth while smokingBig Brother who will Destroy the Earth while smokingBig Brother who will Destroy the Earth while smoking a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for  a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for  a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for  a Cuba Cigar even Castro Quit, for 
another $177 Trillion in Oil, Tobacco,another $177 Trillion in Oil, Tobacco,another $177 Trillion in Oil, Tobacco,another $177 Trillion in Oil, Tobacco, Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a  Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a  Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a  Alcohol sales, Really! 19K SWF will be murdered by a 
drunk man in 2014, anotherdrunk man in 2014, anotherdrunk man in 2014, anotherdrunk man in 2014, another 100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, Anus Cancer with NO  100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, Anus Cancer with NO  100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, Anus Cancer with NO  100K will be given HIV, HPV, Hepatitis, Anus Cancer with NO 
Mug Shots of theseMug Shots of theseMug Shots of theseMug Shots of these Men Verizon has the Medical Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and  Men Verizon has the Medical Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and  Men Verizon has the Medical Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and  Men Verizon has the Medical Records but no Amber Alerts for SWF, and 
HomelandHomelandHomelandHomeland Security guards the Social Security Offices! 2 Security guards the Social Security Offices! 2 Security guards the Social Security Offices! 2 Security guards the Social Security Offices! 2----5555----14 CVS to stop selling14 CVS to stop selling14 CVS to stop selling14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes...  cigarettes...  cigarettes...  cigarettes... 
2222----5555----14 The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove"14 The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove"14 The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove"14 The UN has demanded that the Vatican "immediately remove" all clergy who are  all clergy who are  all clergy who are  all clergy who are 
known or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC promotes theirknown or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC promotes theirknown or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC promotes theirknown or suspected child abusers. Comcast, NBC promotes their Pedophiles in a "1984"  Pedophiles in a "1984"  Pedophiles in a "1984"  Pedophiles in a "1984" 
society that lets Woody Allen go free... 20 years ago!society that lets Woody Allen go free... 20 years ago!society that lets Woody Allen go free... 20 years ago!society that lets Woody Allen go free... 20 years ago! And everyone You Watch on the  And everyone You Watch on the  And everyone You Watch on the  And everyone You Watch on the 
Tonight and Today Show last 20 years. 2Tonight and Today Show last 20 years. 2Tonight and Today Show last 20 years. 2Tonight and Today Show last 20 years. 2----5555----14 CVS14 CVS14 CVS14 CVS to stop selling cigarettes... 2 to stop selling cigarettes... 2 to stop selling cigarettes... 2 to stop selling cigarettes... 2----5555----14 CVS to 14 CVS to 14 CVS to 14 CVS to 
stop selling cigarettes... Verizonstop selling cigarettes... Verizonstop selling cigarettes... Verizonstop selling cigarettes... Verizon employees recorded all this... 2 employees recorded all this... 2 employees recorded all this... 2 employees recorded all this... 2----5555----14 Snowden will never 14 Snowden will never 14 Snowden will never 14 Snowden will never 
LEAK theLEAK theLEAK theLEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 

2222----5555----14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to14 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! Lost to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West  Key West Navy Seals in the Key West  Key West Navy Seals in the Key West  Key West Navy Seals in the Key West 
Citizen yesterday today Citizen "CatchingCitizen yesterday today Citizen "CatchingCitizen yesterday today Citizen "CatchingCitizen yesterday today Citizen "Catching Wind" Surfing on the front page... Catching the  Wind" Surfing on the front page... Catching the  Wind" Surfing on the front page... Catching the  Wind" Surfing on the front page... Catching the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era of theElectricWindmillCar Era of theElectricWindmillCar Era of theElectricWindmillCar Era of the Start of Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to  Start of Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to  Start of Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to  Start of Star Travels and Homeless in Key West Sent to 
Mecca... $$$ 177 TrillionMecca... $$$ 177 TrillionMecca... $$$ 177 TrillionMecca... $$$ 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key  Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key  Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key  Aliens in the Universe! $$$ 177 Trillion USD in Mecca from the Key 
West CitizenWest CitizenWest CitizenWest Citizen hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood cancers will  hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood cancers will  hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood cancers will  hooking up with BP Oil Holocaust II Era... St Jude Childhood cancers will 
nevernevernevernever be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they would have to write up the be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they would have to write up the be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they would have to write up the be on the front page of the Key West Citizen as they would have to write up the poison  poison  poison  poison 
gasoline exhaust, not even Mandy Miles would write this article. Mandygasoline exhaust, not even Mandy Miles would write this article. Mandygasoline exhaust, not even Mandy Miles would write this article. Mandygasoline exhaust, not even Mandy Miles would write this article. Mandy Miles might be in  Miles might be in  Miles might be in  Miles might be in 
the New French Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept.the New French Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept.the New French Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept.the New French Revolution History Books at Yale History Dept. as Yale Key West Medical  as Yale Key West Medical  as Yale Key West Medical  as Yale Key West Medical 
School will be HERE! THEN! School will be HERE! THEN! School will be HERE! THEN! School will be HERE! THEN! 

2222----5555----14 END to bottom14 END to bottom14 END to bottom14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust  as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust  as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust  as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
LEAK... SnowdenLEAK... SnowdenLEAK... SnowdenLEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about  will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about  will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about  will not LEAK... GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for Children about 
"1,001"1,001"1,001"1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for
Adults too) Snowden will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity isAdults too) Snowden will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity isAdults too) Snowden will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity isAdults too) Snowden will not Leak! "Gravity" movie, discover how Gravity is generated!! Lost  generated!! Lost  generated!! Lost  generated!! Lost 
to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177to Key West Navy Seals in the Key West Citizen Today... 177 Trillion Aliens in the Universe  Trillion Aliens in the Universe  Trillion Aliens in the Universe  Trillion Aliens in the Universe 
too! too! too! too! 

2222----5555----14 7 am just stopped by14 7 am just stopped by14 7 am just stopped by14 7 am just stopped by Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but no bathrooms  Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but no bathrooms  Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but no bathrooms  Starbucks on Duval in Key West has wifi but no bathrooms 
because the La Conchbecause the La Conchbecause the La Conchbecause the La Conch Hotel is remodeling, HQ might read this a put a port Hotel is remodeling, HQ might read this a put a port Hotel is remodeling, HQ might read this a put a port Hotel is remodeling, HQ might read this a put a port----aaaa----potty on potty on potty on potty on 
Duval so we canDuval so we canDuval so we canDuval so we can use Starbucks during the Hotel Construction... grin  use Starbucks during the Hotel Construction... grin  use Starbucks during the Hotel Construction... grin  use Starbucks during the Hotel Construction... grin 

2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY2 4 14 Greg is HOMELESS TODAY IN A GEORGE ORWELL SOCIETY IN KEY WEST. KEY WEST  IN KEY WEST. KEY WEST  IN KEY WEST. KEY WEST  IN KEY WEST. KEY WEST 
CITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK THE LASTCITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK THE LASTCITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK THE LASTCITIZEN NEWSPAPER HEADLINES THE NAVY SEALS WORK THE LAST 20 YEARS NO MENTION OF  20 YEARS NO MENTION OF  20 YEARS NO MENTION OF  20 YEARS NO MENTION OF 
FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20FIERY COP CAR WRECKS IN LA, PARIS, ROME, MOSCOW LAST 20 YEARS! Today! UN.......New  YEARS! Today! UN.......New  YEARS! Today! UN.......New  YEARS! Today! UN.......New 
cases of cancer will rise by half by 2030, reachingcases of cancer will rise by half by 2030, reachingcases of cancer will rise by half by 2030, reachingcases of cancer will rise by half by 2030, reaching 21.6 million per year compared to 14  21.6 million per year compared to 14  21.6 million per year compared to 14  21.6 million per year compared to 14 
million in 2012, the UN said on Mondmillion in 2012, the UN said on Mondmillion in 2012, the UN said on Mondmillion in 2012, the UN said on Monday in aay in aay in aay in a global analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is  global analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is  global analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is  global analysis of the scourge. St. Jude is 
Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators!Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators!Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators!Bullied by our Numb Nuts Dictators! St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth  St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth  St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth  St. Jude will not LEAK that most of the Childhood birth 
defects and Childhooddefects and Childhooddefects and Childhooddefects and Childhood cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model  cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model  cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model  cancers are Caused by the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillcar,ElectricWindmillcar,ElectricWindmillcar,ElectricWindmillcar, 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times Square 911 would  2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times Square 911 would  2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times Square 911 would  2014 Model ElectricWindmillCar TODAY in Times Square 911 would 
never havenever havenever havenever have happened too... most the St. Jude children who died since 1980 would be  happened too... most the St. Jude children who died since 1980 would be  happened too... most the St. Jude children who died since 1980 would be  happened too... most the St. Jude children who died since 1980 would be 
drivingdrivingdrivingdriving with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust  with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust  with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust  with NO Poison Gasoline Exhaust 

2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp  as a bmp  as a bmp  as a bmp ---- My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice 
for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman +for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman +for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman +for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell 
"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for 
Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens  Future Inventions in a Childrens  Future Inventions in a Childrens  Future Inventions in a Childrens 
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Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

2013 moved2013 moved2013 moved2013 moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.html to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.html to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.html to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/05Wives.html

2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp 2 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp ---- My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice 
for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman + Deborahfor not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman + Deborahfor not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman + Deborahfor not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Barrett told Greg Buell  Barrett told Greg Buell  Barrett told Greg Buell 
"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  is writing a Encyclopedia for  is writing a Encyclopedia for  is writing a Encyclopedia for 
Children about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 FutureChildren about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 FutureChildren about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 FutureChildren about "1,001 Inventions" and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens  Inventions in a Childrens  Inventions in a Childrens  Inventions in a Childrens 
Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 

2 3 14 NO2 3 14 NO2 3 14 NO2 3 14 NO "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... New French "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... New French "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... New French "Natural Gas" wells, would have been drilled in Colorado... New French
Revolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells more likely to haveRevolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells more likely to haveRevolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells more likely to haveRevolution in Colorado!! New study: Babies near gas wells more likely to have birth defects.  birth defects.  birth defects.  birth defects. 
Women who live near natural gas wells in rural Colorado are moreWomen who live near natural gas wells in rural Colorado are moreWomen who live near natural gas wells in rural Colorado are moreWomen who live near natural gas wells in rural Colorado are more likely to have babies  likely to have babies  likely to have babies  likely to have babies 
with neural tube and congenital heart defects, accordingwith neural tube and congenital heart defects, accordingwith neural tube and congenital heart defects, accordingwith neural tube and congenital heart defects, according to a new study. As natural gas  to a new study. As natural gas  to a new study. As natural gas  to a new study. As natural gas 
extraction soars in the United States, theextraction soars in the United States, theextraction soars in the United States, theextraction soars in the United States, the findings add to a growing concern by many  findings add to a growing concern by many  findings add to a growing concern by many  findings add to a growing concern by many 
activists and residents about theactivists and residents about theactivists and residents about theactivists and residents about the potential for health effects from air and water pollution.  potential for health effects from air and water pollution.  potential for health effects from air and water pollution.  potential for health effects from air and water pollution. 
Environmental HealthEnvironmental HealthEnvironmental HealthEnvironmental Health News News News News
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/naturalhttp://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/naturalhttp://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/naturalhttp://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/2014/jan/natural----gasgasgasgas----wellswellswellswells----andandandand----birthbirthbirthbirth----
defects.defects.defects.defects.

Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as aGreg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as aGreg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as aGreg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp  bmp  bmp  bmp ---- My Eviction Notice for not  My Eviction Notice for not  My Eviction Notice for not  My Eviction Notice for not 
Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman toldBeing a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman toldBeing a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman toldBeing a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and  Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and  Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and  Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and 
YOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Cushman, GREGYOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Cushman, GREGYOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Cushman, GREGYOU have NO JOB VIA Victor Cushman, GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children  BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children  BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children  BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for Children 
about 1,001 Inventions, and 1,001about 1,001 Inventions, and 1,001about 1,001 Inventions, and 1,001about 1,001 Inventions, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One  Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One  Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One  Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One 
for Adults too) a Children'sfor Adults too) a Children'sfor Adults too) a Children'sfor Adults too) a Children's Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1. Victor  Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1. Victor  Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1. Victor  Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1. Victor 
Cushman SCREAMED thisCushman SCREAMED thisCushman SCREAMED thisCushman SCREAMED this is not a JOB, not a job!!! Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB!  is not a JOB, not a job!!! Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB!  is not a JOB, not a job!!! Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB!  is not a JOB, not a job!!! Victor Cushman Screamed! NOT A JOB! 
HE SCREAMED THISHE SCREAMED THISHE SCREAMED THISHE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his  OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his  OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his  OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. Knowing his 
Manager DeborahManager DeborahManager DeborahManager Deborah Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Hemingway's job  Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Hemingway's job  Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Hemingway's job  Barrett works at the Hemingway House and Earnest Hemingway's job 
was writing!was writing!was writing!was writing! Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman stifling 1,001 Inventions! And  Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman stifling 1,001 Inventions! And  Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman stifling 1,001 Inventions! And  Thank God NSA recorded Victor Cushman stifling 1,001 Inventions! And 
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wasting mywasting mywasting mywasting my time getting evicted.  time getting evicted.  time getting evicted.  time getting evicted. 

1111----27272727----14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I14 Sunday END to bottom of this page as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison  wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison  wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison  wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden willGasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden willGasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden willGasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... WHO at the UN knows how many  not LEAK... WHO at the UN knows how many  not LEAK... WHO at the UN knows how many  not LEAK... WHO at the UN knows how many 
Childhood Cancers St. Jude can expectChildhood Cancers St. Jude can expectChildhood Cancers St. Jude can expectChildhood Cancers St. Jude can expect from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India!  from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India!  from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India!  from Today's Smog Alerts in China + India! 
Snowden will never leak this ... St.Snowden will never leak this ... St.Snowden will never leak this ... St.Snowden will never leak this ... St. Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion  Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion  Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion  Jude will never leak this! Because Putin has $7 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues! Gregin Oil Revenues! Gregin Oil Revenues! Gregin Oil Revenues! Greg will get into the Key West Court t will get into the Key West Court t will get into the Key West Court t will get into the Key West Court this week I hope unless the Federal his week I hope unless the Federal his week I hope unless the Federal his week I hope unless the Federal 
"George"George"George"George Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett are Bullies and Orwell" Observers stop it. Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett are Bullies and
Greg is the 37th Eviction on their antisocial psychotic goingsGreg is the 37th Eviction on their antisocial psychotic goingsGreg is the 37th Eviction on their antisocial psychotic goingsGreg is the 37th Eviction on their antisocial psychotic goings----on. I have aon. I have aon. I have aon. I have a Trump Card, a  Trump Card, a  Trump Card, a  Trump Card, a 
invoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowelinvoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowelinvoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowelinvoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess "Irritable Bowel Syndrome" or "Colon  Syndrome" or "Colon  Syndrome" or "Colon  Syndrome" or "Colon 
Cancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I wasCancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I wasCancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I wasCancer" I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up at 909  forced to clean this up at 909  forced to clean this up at 909  forced to clean this up at 909 
Grinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen StaffGrinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen StaffGrinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen StaffGrinnell in Key West. ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT  reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT  reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT  reporter WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT 
HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST causingHOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST causingHOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST causingHOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST causing childhood cancers and birth defects,  childhood cancers and birth defects,  childhood cancers and birth defects,  childhood cancers and birth defects, 
BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roofBUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roofBUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roofBUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the  fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the  fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the  fight... not sick workers... norovirus, the 
leading cause of food borne illness.leading cause of food borne illness.leading cause of food borne illness.leading cause of food borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Most are  The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Most are  The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Most are  The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Most are 
paid in CASH... in Keypaid in CASH... in Keypaid in CASH... in Keypaid in CASH... in Key West. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10  West. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10  West. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10  West. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Victor Cushman pays 10 ---- 15 workers  15 workers  15 workers  15 workers 
in cash and hasin cash and hasin cash and hasin cash and has for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is "observed" +  for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is "observed" +  for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is "observed" +  for the last 30 years! Paying workers in cash in Key West is "observed" + 
knowknowknowknow by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most likely took $10K a year for the by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most likely took $10K a year for the by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most likely took $10K a year for the by the Mayor and "Locals." Deborah Barrett most likely took $10K a year for the last 5  last 5  last 5  last 5 
years in Cash + Cell phone perks! years in Cash + Cell phone perks! years in Cash + Cell phone perks! years in Cash + Cell phone perks! 

http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ 

DisneyDisneyDisneyDisney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the
Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News KeyInnocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News KeyInnocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News KeyInnocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  West  West  West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this FrontCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this FrontCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this FrontCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen!  Page News Key West Citizen!  Page News Key West Citizen!  Page News Key West Citizen! 
Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gaveFarrah screamed NO when she found out someone gaveFarrah screamed NO when she found out someone gaveFarrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your 
mind, hear Farrah Screaming... mind, hear Farrah Screaming... mind, hear Farrah Screaming... mind, hear Farrah Screaming... 

1111----27272727----14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT  "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT  "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT  "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT 
INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I WILLINCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I WILLINCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I WILLINCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO I WILL DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING  DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING  DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING  DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING 
THIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAIDTHIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAIDTHIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAIDTHIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAID HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A  HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A  HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A  HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A 
BOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HEREBOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HEREBOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HEREBOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HERE AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS  AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS  AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS  AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS 
ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK.ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK.ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK.ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. VICTOR CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A  VICTOR CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A  VICTOR CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A  VICTOR CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A 
ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO.ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO.ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO.ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO. SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for  SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for  SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for  SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for 
Childrens 1,001 Inventions and a NovelChildrens 1,001 Inventions and a NovelChildrens 1,001 Inventions and a NovelChildrens 1,001 Inventions and a Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***,  with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***,  with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***,  with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***, 
NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THISNOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THISNOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THISNOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK.  OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK.  OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK.  OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. 
This was recorded by VictorThis was recorded by VictorThis was recorded by VictorThis was recorded by Victor Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked  Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked  Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked  Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET Leaked 
file on Mr. Buell.file on Mr. Buell.file on Mr. Buell.file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season  Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season  Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season  Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season 
here inhere inhere inhere in Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who Key West. He was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who
signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED willsigned this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED willsigned this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED willsigned this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED will "stifle" my  "stifle" my  "stifle" my  "stifle" my 
writing. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novelwriting. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novelwriting. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novelwriting. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novel here and there. How  here and there. How  here and there. How  here and there. How 
Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing,Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing,Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing,Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling" my writing, being EVICTED. How Deborah  being EVICTED. How Deborah  being EVICTED. How Deborah  being EVICTED. How Deborah 
Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and overBarrett can say writing is not a job, over and overBarrett can say writing is not a job, over and overBarrett can say writing is not a job, over and over and over again and again the last 5  and over again and again the last 5  and over again and again the last 5  and over again and again the last 5 
months is a "Crime!" months is a "Crime!" months is a "Crime!" months is a "Crime!" 

1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch is not a "JOB" over and over,  is not a "JOB" over and over,  is not a "JOB" over and over,  is not a "JOB" over and over, 
again and again 100 times Victor Cushman andagain and again 100 times Victor Cushman andagain and again 100 times Victor Cushman andagain and again 100 times Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing 
a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in  Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in  Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in  Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects in 
chapter 1 was S*** and NOTchapter 1 was S*** and NOTchapter 1 was S*** and NOTchapter 1 was S*** and NOT A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to  A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to  A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to  A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to 
get a "job" at aget a "job" at aget a "job" at aget a "job" at a "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE  "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE  "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE  "Duval Bar" "washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE 
A JOBA JOBA JOBA JOB TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor Cushman was a
Alcoholic and Drug AddictAlcoholic and Drug AddictAlcoholic and Drug AddictAlcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works  works  works  works 
at the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when Iat the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when Iat the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when Iat the Hemingway House. Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when I moved into  moved into  moved into  moved into 
Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 MarchSerenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 MarchSerenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 MarchSerenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 March 2011 when I moved  2011 when I moved  2011 when I moved  2011 when I moved 
in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTINGin this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTINGin this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTINGin this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTING GREG FOR NOT HAVING A  GREG FOR NOT HAVING A  GREG FOR NOT HAVING A  GREG FOR NOT HAVING A 
"JOB." Greg is being evicted because he writes... which"JOB." Greg is being evicted because he writes... which"JOB." Greg is being evicted because he writes... which"JOB." Greg is being evicted because he writes... which Greg calls his job. Writing is part of  Greg calls his job. Writing is part of  Greg calls his job. Writing is part of  Greg calls his job. Writing is part of 
Hemingway House Key West Culture! KeyHemingway House Key West Culture! KeyHemingway House Key West Culture! KeyHemingway House Key West Culture! Key West Sickness.. . is landlords like Victor Cushman.  West Sickness.. . is landlords like Victor Cushman.  West Sickness.. . is landlords like Victor Cushman.  West Sickness.. . is landlords like Victor Cushman. 
Deborah Barrett who mostDeborah Barrett who mostDeborah Barrett who mostDeborah Barrett who most likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following  likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following  likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following  likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following 
orders fromorders fromorders fromorders from Victor Cushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET Victor Cushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET Victor Cushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET Victor Cushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET
JOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND IJOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND IJOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND IJOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT ON TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND I
WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court webWILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court webWILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court webWILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court web page  page  page  page 
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has 36 evictions (with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willfulhas 36 evictions (with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willfulhas 36 evictions (with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willfulhas 36 evictions (with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful giving of false,  giving of false,  giving of false,  giving of false, 
testimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the lasttestimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the lasttestimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the lasttestimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last one a guy evicted from 909  one a guy evicted from 909  one a guy evicted from 909  one a guy evicted from 909 
Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor,Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor,Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor,Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor, Joan Cushman and Janice the other  Joan Cushman and Janice the other  Joan Cushman and Janice the other  Joan Cushman and Janice the other 
cleaning person getting their stories straightcleaning person getting their stories straightcleaning person getting their stories straightcleaning person getting their stories straight for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.)  for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.)  for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.)  for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) 
NSA was recording all this as INSA was recording all this as INSA was recording all this as INSA was recording all this as I have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has  have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has  have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has  have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman has 
read it and then "spit"read it and then "spit"read it and then "spit"read it and then "spit" on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA  on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA  on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA  on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA 
writers don'twriters don'twriters don'twriters don't mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects of mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects of mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects of mention fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects of
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday there was asuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday there was asuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday there was asuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday there was a head on  head on  head on  head on 
crash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags Oncrash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags Oncrash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags Oncrash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On The Outside  The Outside  The Outside  The Outside 
invention for ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCarinvention for ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCarinvention for ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCarinvention for ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed along  is suppressed along  is suppressed along  is suppressed along 
with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffelwith the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffelwith the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffelwith the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman  Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman  Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman  Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman 
gave me for eviction yesterday was writing +gave me for eviction yesterday was writing +gave me for eviction yesterday was writing +gave me for eviction yesterday was writing + reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor  reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor  reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor  reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor 
Cushman will commit felony perjuryCushman will commit felony perjuryCushman will commit felony perjuryCushman will commit felony perjury when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he  when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he  when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he  when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he 
deny's this! Thank God NSA isdeny's this! Thank God NSA isdeny's this! Thank God NSA isdeny's this! Thank God NSA is recording, had recorded our hour long conversation.  recording, had recorded our hour long conversation.  recording, had recorded our hour long conversation.  recording, had recorded our hour long conversation. 

1111----19191919----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie:fi movie:fi movie:fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's 
Will and Free Will of NASA,Will and Free Will of NASA,Will and Free Will of NASA,Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the  NASA has discovered the  NASA has discovered the  NASA has discovered the ““““NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 
Billion EachBillion EachBillion EachBillion Each windfall from Mecca's Oil $. windfall from Mecca's Oil $. windfall from Mecca's Oil $. windfall from Mecca's Oil $.”””” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank 
thethethethe NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at  Aliens at  Aliens at  Aliens at 
Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sciEvery Star In the Universe! Horror/sciEvery Star In the Universe! Horror/sciEvery Star In the Universe! Horror/sci----fi... horrible for the NAVY,fi... horrible for the NAVY,fi... horrible for the NAVY,fi... horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA  windfall for NASA! NASA  windfall for NASA! NASA  windfall for NASA! NASA 
will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it withwill be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it withwill be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it withwill be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School!  the Yale Key West Medical School!  the Yale Key West Medical School!  the Yale Key West Medical School! 
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1111----19191919----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie: Tropicfi movie: Tropicfi movie: Tropicfi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's 
Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA hasWill and Free Will of NASA, NASA hasWill and Free Will of NASA, NASA hasWill and Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the  discovered the  discovered the  discovered the ““““NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 
Billion Each windfall fromBillion Each windfall fromBillion Each windfall fromBillion Each windfall from Mecca's Oil $. Mecca's Oil $. Mecca's Oil $. Mecca's Oil $.”””” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have sank 
the NAVY'S 15 Superthe NAVY'S 15 Superthe NAVY'S 15 Superthe NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at  Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at  Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at  Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at 
Every StarEvery StarEvery StarEvery Star In the Universe! Horror/sci In the Universe! Horror/sci In the Universe! Horror/sci In the Universe! Horror/sci----fi... horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASAfi... horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASAfi... horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASAfi... horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA
will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medicalwill be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medicalwill be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medicalwill be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School!  School!  School!  School! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie: Tropic Cinema Keyfi movie: Tropic Cinema Keyfi movie: Tropic Cinema Keyfi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's  West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's 
Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building theWill and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building theWill and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building theWill and Free Will of NASA, NASA is building the Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb  Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb  Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb  Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb 
telescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA'stelescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA'stelescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA'stelescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA's top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1  top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1  top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1  top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who built 1 
million gas exhaust cars for Chinamillion gas exhaust cars for Chinamillion gas exhaust cars for Chinamillion gas exhaust cars for China must have built this must have built this must have built this must have built this telescope with no one on board to  telescope with no one on board to  telescope with no one on board to  telescope with no one on board to 
fix it. $658 million infix it. $658 million infix it. $658 million infix it. $658 million in funding for the project this year alone. NASA said it's the world's  funding for the project this year alone. NASA said it's the world's  funding for the project this year alone. NASA said it's the world's  funding for the project this year alone. NASA said it's the world's 
largestlargestlargestlargest space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather
information about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to beinformation about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to beinformation about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to beinformation about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to be about a  about a  about a  about a 
million miles from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times themillion miles from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times themillion miles from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times themillion miles from earth," Stupid Criminals... Win 8.2 fix 4 times the distance than the  distance than the  distance than the  distance than the 
moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Winmoon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Winmoon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Winmoon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win 8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of  8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of  8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of  8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of 
"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie  Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie  Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie  Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie 
makers WHO caused 30 school + Moviemakers WHO caused 30 school + Moviemakers WHO caused 30 school + Moviemakers WHO caused 30 school + Movie Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie  Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie  Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie  Theater senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie 
Trailers! Numb NutsTrailers! Numb NutsTrailers! Numb NutsTrailers! Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards  Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards  Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards  Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards 
for Bestfor Bestfor Bestfor Best Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are
Alcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the UN has Observed this gettingAlcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the UN has Observed this gettingAlcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the UN has Observed this gettingAlcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the UN has Observed this getting worse and  worse and  worse and  worse and 
worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Rx Miracle Cure for  Rx Miracle Cure for  Rx Miracle Cure for  Rx Miracle Cure for 
Murder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... andMurder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... andMurder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... andMurder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... and they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also!  they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also!  they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also!  they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also! 
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1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health  Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health  Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health  Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health 
Organization NOT trying to block theOrganization NOT trying to block theOrganization NOT trying to block theOrganization NOT trying to block the sale of Jim Beam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for  sale of Jim Beam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for  sale of Jim Beam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for  sale of Jim Beam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for 
$15 Billion. When 15 billion$15 Billion. When 15 billion$15 Billion. When 15 billion$15 Billion. When 15 billion people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets  people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets  people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets  people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets 
"Prohibition" Era in 2018"Prohibition" Era in 2018"Prohibition" Era in 2018"Prohibition" Era in 2018 and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol  and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol  and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol  and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol 
consumption is a leadingconsumption is a leadingconsumption is a leadingconsumption is a leading preventable cause of deaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made  preventable cause of deaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made  preventable cause of deaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made  preventable cause of deaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made 
Billions in ProfitsBillions in ProfitsBillions in ProfitsBillions in Profits + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust!

1111----19191919----14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key West serves wine  West serves wine  West serves wine  West serves wine 
with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting in awith the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting in awith the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting in awith the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... texting in a Florida movie theater ended with a  Florida movie theater ended with a  Florida movie theater ended with a  Florida movie theater ended with a 
retired Tampa former police captain, Curtisretired Tampa former police captain, Curtisretired Tampa former police captain, Curtisretired Tampa former police captain, Curtis Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in  Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in  Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in  Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting in 
front of him, with both wivesfront of him, with both wivesfront of him, with both wivesfront of him, with both wives watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this  watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this  watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this  watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this 
senseless shooting.senseless shooting.senseless shooting.senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War! Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War! Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War! Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War!

1111----15151515----14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Title is "Medical  Fawcett... Title is "Medical  Fawcett... Title is "Medical  Fawcett... Title is "Medical 
Biography of Farrah Fawcett" Biography of Farrah Fawcett" Biography of Farrah Fawcett" Biography of Farrah Fawcett" 

1111----14141414----2014201420142014 Nineteen Eighty Nineteen Eighty Nineteen Eighty Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects willFour going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects willFour going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects willFour going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects will
go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Married "1984" Tell All.. Nogo Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Married "1984" Tell All.. Nogo Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Married "1984" Tell All.. Nogo Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your  Secrets from your  Secrets from your  Secrets from your 
Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat"Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat"Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat"Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" finally Legal Polygamous  finally Legal Polygamous  finally Legal Polygamous  finally Legal Polygamous 
Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star fi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star fi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star fi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star 
in thein thein thein the Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is the $  the $  the $  the $ 
Trillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah withoutTrillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah withoutTrillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah withoutTrillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without leaking these Top  leaking these Top  leaking these Top  leaking these Top 
Secrets! Secrets! Secrets! Secrets! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fifififi movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie  movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie  movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie  movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie 
"Lone Survivor" fatally"Lone Survivor" fatally"Lone Survivor" fatally"Lone Survivor" fatally shooting a man sitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10  shooting a man sitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10  shooting a man sitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10  shooting a man sitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10 
minuteminuteminuteminute argument leading to the shooting!  argument leading to the shooting!  argument leading to the shooting!  argument leading to the shooting! 

1111----14141414----14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian  Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian  Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian  Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian 
Causality coming home from WAR,Causality coming home from WAR,Causality coming home from WAR,Causality coming home from WAR, not in the statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many  not in the statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many  not in the statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many  not in the statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many 
Afghanistan CivilianAfghanistan CivilianAfghanistan CivilianAfghanistan Civilian Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan  Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan  Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan  Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan 

1111----15151515----14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci----fi movie about the suppression of the fi movie about the suppression of the fi movie about the suppression of the fi movie about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA,  Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA,  Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA,  Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA, 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. 

1111----15151515----14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci----fi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb fi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb fi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb fi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb 
nutsnutsnutsnuts Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our
"1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names! "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names! "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names! "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names! 

1111----15151515----14 "2014" Movie...14 "2014" Movie...14 "2014" Movie...14 "2014" Movie... Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary  Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary  Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary  Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary 
BiographyBiographyBiographyBiography Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA Movie... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA
spy with poloniumspy with poloniumspy with poloniumspy with polonium----poisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus Apoisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus Apoisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus Apoisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus A Murdered Farrah  Murdered Farrah  Murdered Farrah  Murdered Farrah 
Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie about the World Healthfi movie about the World Healthfi movie about the World Healthfi movie about the World Health Organization  Organization  Organization  Organization 
schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K die yearlyschistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K die yearlyschistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K die yearlyschistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 200K die yearly from schistosomiasis + 1  from schistosomiasis + 1  from schistosomiasis + 1  from schistosomiasis + 1 
million from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancermillion from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancermillion from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancermillion from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancer 30K in the USA 30 Million in  30K in the USA 30 Million in  30K in the USA 30 Million in  30K in the USA 30 Million in 
Africa, just as many or more in China + India. NBCAfrica, just as many or more in China + India. NBCAfrica, just as many or more in China + India. NBCAfrica, just as many or more in China + India. NBC TV shows about teens getting pregnant  TV shows about teens getting pregnant  TV shows about teens getting pregnant  TV shows about teens getting pregnant 
dramatically reduced the number of teendramatically reduced the number of teendramatically reduced the number of teendramatically reduced the number of teen pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria  pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria  pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria  pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria 
Shriver doing research for Obama,Shriver doing research for Obama,Shriver doing research for Obama,Shriver doing research for Obama, she will meet with him and leak her cause of single  she will meet with him and leak her cause of single  she will meet with him and leak her cause of single  she will meet with him and leak her cause of single 
Moms doing it all and stillMoms doing it all and stillMoms doing it all and stillMoms doing it all and still not making enough money.  not making enough money.  not making enough money.  not making enough money. 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie...fi movie...fi movie...fi movie... Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9  Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9  Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9  Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9 
million, 10 million people die frommillion, 10 million people die frommillion, 10 million people die frommillion, 10 million people die from alcohol and didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These  alcohol and didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These  alcohol and didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These  alcohol and didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These 
Jewish MD's at WHO will beJewish MD's at WHO will beJewish MD's at WHO will beJewish MD's at WHO will be hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million  hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million  hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million  hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million 
Jews + NonJews + NonJews + NonJews + Non----JewsJewsJewsJews Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at  Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at  Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at  Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at 
WHO willWHO willWHO willWHO will be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15
million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits! million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits! million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits! million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone 
Survivor"Survivor"Survivor"Survivor" Disney Movie with the same title and Hype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a Disney Movie with the same title and Hype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a Disney Movie with the same title and Hype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a Disney Movie with the same title and Hype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a
guy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watchingguy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watchingguy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watchingguy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watching this  this  this  this 
argument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewishargument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewishargument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewishargument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewish people. So its  people. So its  people. So its  people. So its 
safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try tosafe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try tosafe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try tosafe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone Survivor" didn't try to prevent the death! The  prevent the death! The  prevent the death! The  prevent the death! The 
Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replayingHorror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replayingHorror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replayingHorror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replaying the shooting they witnessed!  the shooting they witnessed!  the shooting they witnessed!  the shooting they witnessed! 
Nightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... massNightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... massNightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... massNightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... mass murder, this is why so many Wives of  murder, this is why so many Wives of  murder, this is why so many Wives of  murder, this is why so many Wives of 
troops coming home as a Lone Survivor,troops coming home as a Lone Survivor,troops coming home as a Lone Survivor,troops coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered,  murder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered,  murder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered,  murder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered, 
will be murdered in 2014 andwill be murdered in 2014 andwill be murdered in 2014 andwill be murdered in 2014 and 2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes from  2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes from  2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes from  2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes from 
the Pentagonthe Pentagonthe Pentagonthe Pentagon Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie!  Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie!  Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie!  Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci----fi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Mariafi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Mariafi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Mariafi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Maria
Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with no "Living Room Cam's" toShriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with no "Living Room Cam's" toShriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with no "Living Room Cam's" toShriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple with no "Living Room Cam's" to observe  observe  observe  observe 
Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of MariaArnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of MariaArnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of MariaArnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria Shriver if Arnold  Shriver if Arnold  Shriver if Arnold  Shriver if Arnold 
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came home from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce wascame home from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce wascame home from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce wascame home from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce was about Moslem Prostitutes he  about Moslem Prostitutes he  about Moslem Prostitutes he  about Moslem Prostitutes he 
caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from.caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from.caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from.caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from.

1111----15151515----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects will  Invention Projects will  Invention Projects will  Invention Projects will 
go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Marriedgo Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Marriedgo Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Marriedgo Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting Married "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your  "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your  "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your  "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your 
Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin!Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin!Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin!Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of  "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of  "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of  "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of 
futuristic inventions, Key Westfuturistic inventions, Key Westfuturistic inventions, Key Westfuturistic inventions, Key West Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First  Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First  Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First  Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First 
movie Yale will give youmovie Yale will give youmovie Yale will give youmovie Yale will give you credit for in their Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing  credit for in their Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing  credit for in their Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing  credit for in their Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing 
Class!Class!Class!Class!

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie... Disney will make manyfi movie... Disney will make manyfi movie... Disney will make manyfi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney  "War Movies." Disney  "War Movies." Disney  "War Movies." Disney 
Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for WhoopingHorror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for WhoopingHorror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for WhoopingHorror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Cough, Childhood birth  Cough, Childhood birth  Cough, Childhood birth  Cough, Childhood birth 
defects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Doesdefects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Doesdefects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Doesdefects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Does Disney follow orders from the  Disney follow orders from the  Disney follow orders from the  Disney follow orders from the 
Pentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as DisneyPentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as DisneyPentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as DisneyPentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as Disney Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil  Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil  Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil  Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil 
Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 inventionEmbargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 inventionEmbargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 inventionEmbargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was  of the ElectricWindmillCar was  of the ElectricWindmillCar was  of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
stopped dead on the cutting room floor by thestopped dead on the cutting room floor by thestopped dead on the cutting room floor by thestopped dead on the cutting room floor by the Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot  Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot  Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot  Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot 
in NYC. 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCarsin NYC. 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCarsin NYC. 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCarsin NYC. 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCars would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi  would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi  would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi  would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi 
Arabia as they would all have beenArabia as they would all have beenArabia as they would all have beenArabia as they would all have been Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Organization has  Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Organization has  Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Organization has  Homeless in Mecca$ World Health Organization has 
noticed a global upsurge innoticed a global upsurge innoticed a global upsurge innoticed a global upsurge in whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40  whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40  whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40  whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 
million cases andmillion cases andmillion cases andmillion cases and for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the  for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the  for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the  for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the 
highesthighesthighesthighest number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than 48,000 cases. number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than 48,000 cases. number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than 48,000 cases. number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 2012, with more than 48,000 cases.
There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan andThere is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan andThere is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan andThere is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan and Australia... This  Australia... This  Australia... This  Australia... This 
upsurge is attributed to a limited longupsurge is attributed to a limited longupsurge is attributed to a limited longupsurge is attributed to a limited long----term efficacy of theterm efficacy of theterm efficacy of theterm efficacy of the traditional vaccine delivered  traditional vaccine delivered  traditional vaccine delivered  traditional vaccine delivered 
during childhood. And refusing the Vaccine byduring childhood. And refusing the Vaccine byduring childhood. And refusing the Vaccine byduring childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by adults, being Illiterate as to if you are  adults, being Illiterate as to if you are  adults, being Illiterate as to if you are  adults, being Illiterate as to if you are 
infected. Publix and Whole Foodinfected. Publix and Whole Foodinfected. Publix and Whole Foodinfected. Publix and Whole Food Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough  Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough  Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough  Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough 
and will after the coup.and will after the coup.and will after the coup.and will after the coup. As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and  As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and  As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and  As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and 
infect infants, whoinfect infants, whoinfect infants, whoinfect infants, who are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be  are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be  are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be  are much more sensitive to the disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be 
readyreadyreadyready for 10 years 2024  for 10 years 2024  for 10 years 2024  for 10 years 2024 ---- you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie...you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie...you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie...you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi fi fi fi 
movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medicalmovie... Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medicalmovie... Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medicalmovie... Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be  Movies will not be  Movies will not be  Movies will not be 
made in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in particlesmade in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in particlesmade in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in particlesmade in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in particles of SMOG, Disney refuses the  of SMOG, Disney refuses the  of SMOG, Disney refuses the  of SMOG, Disney refuses the 
Win 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refusesWin 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refusesWin 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refusesWin 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses to tell this to the Pentagon so remember  to tell this to the Pentagon so remember  to tell this to the Pentagon so remember  to tell this to the Pentagon so remember 
the statistics above as they werethe statistics above as they werethe statistics above as they werethe statistics above as they were published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not  published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not  published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not  published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not 
be made for 10 years!be made for 10 years!be made for 10 years!be made for 10 years! 2024... Whooping Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon  2024... Whooping Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon  2024... Whooping Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon  2024... Whooping Cough dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon 
fromfromfromfrom suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Medical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventingMedical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventingMedical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventingMedical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventing something. Record  something. Record  something. Record  something. Record 
this internet session to share with brainstorming wives. NSA +this internet session to share with brainstorming wives. NSA +this internet session to share with brainstorming wives. NSA +this internet session to share with brainstorming wives. NSA + Verizon record your internet  Verizon record your internet  Verizon record your internet  Verizon record your internet 
sessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnightsessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnightsessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnightsessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease,  Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease,  Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease,  Miracle Cure for any Childhood Disease, 
Birth Defect, Cancer! Homeland SecurityBirth Defect, Cancer! Homeland SecurityBirth Defect, Cancer! Homeland SecurityBirth Defect, Cancer! Homeland Security is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil  is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil  is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil  is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil 
Money not to Scan for adultsMoney not to Scan for adultsMoney not to Scan for adultsMoney not to Scan for adults who are infected with Whooping Cough!  who are infected with Whooping Cough!  who are infected with Whooping Cough!  who are infected with Whooping Cough! 
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Gregs Gregs Gregs Gregs 

Invention of Super Air Bags on the Outside hasInvention of Super Air Bags on the Outside hasInvention of Super Air Bags on the Outside hasInvention of Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed for decades of these crashes  been suppressed for decades of these crashes  been suppressed for decades of these crashes  been suppressed for decades of these crashes 
and this is a crime by our Georgeand this is a crime by our Georgeand this is a crime by our Georgeand this is a crime by our George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators!  Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators!  Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators!  Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators! 

1111----14141414----2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama...2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama...2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama...2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA,  "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA,  "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA,  "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, 
NASA has discovered the NASA has discovered the NASA has discovered the NASA has discovered the ““““Hand ofHand ofHand ofHand of God. God. God. God.”””” pictured below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY pictured below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY pictured below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY pictured below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY 
ENGINE" and its movie willENGINE" and its movie willENGINE" and its movie willENGINE" and its movie will play at the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the  play at the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the  play at the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the  play at the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the 
Pentagon let GregPentagon let GregPentagon let GregPentagon let Greg marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon  marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon  marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon  marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon 
let Seoullet Seoullet Seoullet Seoul be Nuked in 2014?  be Nuked in 2014?  be Nuked in 2014?  be Nuked in 2014? 

1111----12121212----2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema,2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema,2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema,2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA Observers write everything  NSA Observers write everything  NSA Observers write everything  NSA Observers write everything 
down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Topdown. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Topdown. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Topdown. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top Secret is the Suppression of the  Secret is the Suppression of the  Secret is the Suppression of the  Secret is the Suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar made into aElectricWindmillCar made into aElectricWindmillCar made into aElectricWindmillCar made into a autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic  autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic  autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic  autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic 
Cinema in Key West???????Cinema in Key West???????Cinema in Key West???????Cinema in Key West??????? Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a  Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a  Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a  Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a 
Farrah FawcettFarrah FawcettFarrah FawcettFarrah Fawcett medical biography, who really murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was  medical biography, who really murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was  medical biography, who really murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was  medical biography, who really murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was 
herherherher boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other
women did he murder with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a youngwomen did he murder with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a youngwomen did he murder with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a youngwomen did he murder with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout  Girl Scout  Girl Scout  Girl Scout 
working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Nextworking on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Nextworking on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Nextworking on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary"  scene "Mary"  scene "Mary"  scene "Mary" 
screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chefscreams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chefscreams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chefscreams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,  has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,  has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,  has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, 
STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! AndSTD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! AndSTD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! AndSTD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at  works every day! "Mary" screams No at  works every day! "Mary" screams No at  works every day! "Mary" screams No at 
this Front Page News Key West Citizen!this Front Page News Key West Citizen!this Front Page News Key West Citizen!this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone 
gave her Anus Cancer, listen ingave her Anus Cancer, listen ingave her Anus Cancer, listen ingave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Sad, Mary would say!  your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Sad, Mary would say!  your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Sad, Mary would say!  your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Sad, Mary would say! 
"Will" Mary Marry Greg"Will" Mary Marry Greg"Will" Mary Marry Greg"Will" Mary Marry Greg to brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make  to brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make  to brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make  to brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make 
contact, gocontact, gocontact, gocontact, go public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got public with the "1984" George Orwell Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got
the Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst thanthe Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst thanthe Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst thanthe Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst than my Key West  my Key West  my Key West  my Key West 
Landlord. Landlord. Landlord. Landlord. 

1111----12121212----2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated...  2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated...  2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated...  2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... 
Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a NewGirl Scouts of America 2014 or a NewGirl Scouts of America 2014 or a NewGirl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah!  Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah!  Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah!  Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! 
Unaware "Men are Addicted" toUnaware "Men are Addicted" toUnaware "Men are Addicted" toUnaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have.  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have.  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have.  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. 
Front Page News KeyFront Page News KeyFront Page News KeyFront Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, 
HIV,HIV,HIV,HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in
2014 statistics are with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by2014 statistics are with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by2014 statistics are with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by2014 statistics are with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by giving her a  giving her a  giving her a  giving her a 
HPV virus and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care aboutHPV virus and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care aboutHPV virus and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care aboutHPV virus and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, really,  these women, really,  these women, really,  these women, really, 
think about it! think about it! think about it! think about it! 

1111----11111111----2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "Will" NASA  the Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "Will" NASA  the Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "Will" NASA  the Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "Will" NASA 
discovered they lost a fleet ofdiscovered they lost a fleet ofdiscovered they lost a fleet ofdiscovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE  15 Super Shuttle to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE  15 Super Shuttle to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE  15 Super Shuttle to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE 
Tropic Cinema inTropic Cinema inTropic Cinema inTropic Cinema in Key West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West!  Key West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West!  Key West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West!  Key West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! 
NavyNavyNavyNavy Special Forces killed everyone at NASA!  Special Forces killed everyone at NASA!  Special Forces killed everyone at NASA!  Special Forces killed everyone at NASA! 

1111----11111111----2014 Saving Mr. Banks2014 Saving Mr. Banks2014 Saving Mr. Banks2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance  Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance  Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance  Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance 
Philomena, Drama..Philomena, Drama..Philomena, Drama..Philomena, Drama..

1111----11111111----2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle and Maned Space  and Maned Space  and Maned Space  and Maned Space 
Telescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, CarolineTelescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, CarolineTelescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, CarolineTelescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, Caroline Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..."  Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..."  Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..."  Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..." 
that leaves everything to WAR!that leaves everything to WAR!that leaves everything to WAR!that leaves everything to WAR!

1111----11111111----2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure "Mecca" can't seduce the  "Mecca" can't seduce the  "Mecca" can't seduce the  "Mecca" can't seduce the 
Numb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 Trillion inNumb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 Trillion inNumb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 Trillion inNumb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Oil Revenues!  Oil Revenues!  Oil Revenues! 

1111----11111111----2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies2014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have only had  since 1980 have only had  since 1980 have only had  since 1980 have only had 
Orwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka ofOrwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka ofOrwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka ofOrwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance, Eureka of Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1  Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1  Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1  Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1 
Movie... "Aliens" real ones! Movie... "Aliens" real ones! Movie... "Aliens" real ones! Movie... "Aliens" real ones! 

1111----11111111----2014201420142014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one being  being  being  being 
the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline. 

1111----11111111----2014 1 Trillion2014 1 Trillion2014 1 Trillion2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 Million Chinese  gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 Million Chinese  gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 Million Chinese  gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 Million Chinese 
with Poisonwith Poisonwith Poisonwith Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Weapon in "39 Steps."  Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Weapon in "39 Steps."  Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Weapon in "39 Steps."  Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons Secret Weapon in "39 Steps." 

1111----11111111----2014201420142014 NASA  NASA  NASA  NASA ““““Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.”””” """"Will of God." Will of God." Will of God." Will of God." 

1111----11111111----2014 Measure how fast the2014 Measure how fast the2014 Measure how fast the2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion years ago  universe was expanding six billion years ago  universe was expanding six billion years ago  universe was expanding six billion years ago ———— to an to an to an to an 
accuracy of two percent."accuracy of two percent."accuracy of two percent."accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom designed instrument called a spectrograph  BOSS uses a custom designed instrument called a spectrograph  BOSS uses a custom designed instrument called a spectrograph  BOSS uses a custom designed instrument called a spectrograph 
on the SDSSon the SDSSon the SDSSon the SDSS 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5----meter telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project meter telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project meter telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project meter telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project 
aimsaimsaimsaims to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings come from to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings come from to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings come from to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings come from
observations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year and a half ofobservations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year and a half ofobservations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year and a half ofobservations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in its first year and a half of observations. As  observations. As  observations. As  observations. As 
the project continues, astronomers expect even more revealingthe project continues, astronomers expect even more revealingthe project continues, astronomers expect even more revealingthe project continues, astronomers expect even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years,  finds. "For the past 13 years,  finds. "For the past 13 years,  finds. "For the past 13 years, 
we've had a simple model of how dark energywe've had a simple model of how dark energywe've had a simple model of how dark energywe've had a simple model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of the U.S.  works," said David Schlegel of the U.S.  works," said David Schlegel of the U.S.  works," said David Schlegel of the U.S. 
Department of Energy's Lawrence BerkeleyDepartment of Energy's Lawrence BerkeleyDepartment of Energy's Lawrence BerkeleyDepartment of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in California, BOSS'  National Laboratory in California, BOSS'  National Laboratory in California, BOSS'  National Laboratory in California, BOSS' 
principal investigator. "But the truthprincipal investigator. "But the truthprincipal investigator. "But the truthprincipal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have a little bit of data, and we're just  is, we only have a little bit of data, and we're just  is, we only have a little bit of data, and we're just  is, we only have a little bit of data, and we're just 
beginning to explore thebeginning to explore thebeginning to explore thebeginning to explore the times when dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking  times when dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking  times when dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking  times when dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking 
out there, weout there, weout there, weout there, we expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on March expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on March expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on March expect to find them." Researchers reported the first results from BOSS on March
30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. You can follow30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. You can follow30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. You can follow30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. You can follow SPACE.com  SPACE.com  SPACE.com  SPACE.com 
---- See more at:See more at:See more at:See more at: http://www.space.com/15101 http://www.space.com/15101 http://www.space.com/15101 http://www.space.com/15101----darkdarkdarkdark----energyenergyenergyenergy----distantdistantdistantdistant----galaxygalaxygalaxygalaxy----
map.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpufmap.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpufmap.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpufmap.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpuf

1111----11111111----2014 NASA 2014 NASA 2014 NASA 2014 NASA ““““Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.”””” """"Will of God." Universe extends forever inWill of God." Universe extends forever inWill of God." Universe extends forever inWill of God." Universe extends forever in space and will go  space and will go  space and will go  space and will go 
on forever in time. on forever in time. on forever in time. on forever in time. 

1111----11111111----2014 THE END... this "Movie"2014 THE END... this "Movie"2014 THE END... this "Movie"2014 THE END... this "Movie" will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years,  will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years,  will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years,  will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years, 
which is really foreverwhich is really foreverwhich is really foreverwhich is really forever for us Movie Goers at the Key West Tropic Cinema!  for us Movie Goers at the Key West Tropic Cinema!  for us Movie Goers at the Key West Tropic Cinema!  for us Movie Goers at the Key West Tropic Cinema! 
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1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces in 2014, 40% so total cost would  in 2014, 40% so total cost would  in 2014, 40% so total cost would  in 2014, 40% so total cost would 
be $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday itbe $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday itbe $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday itbe $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday it had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke  had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke  had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke  had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke 
strike on Seoul. 40% don't believestrike on Seoul. 40% don't believestrike on Seoul. 40% don't believestrike on Seoul. 40% don't believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world  Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world  Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world  Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world 
100% chance Seoul will be100% chance Seoul will be100% chance Seoul will be100% chance Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent!  Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent!  Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent!  Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent! 

1111----11111111----14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an Invented Universe. Perfecting the  Invented Universe. Perfecting the  Invented Universe. Perfecting the  Invented Universe. Perfecting the 
latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery!latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery!latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery!latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! 1980 OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same  1980 OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same  1980 OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same  1980 OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same 
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time Medical Students Price Fixing bytime Medical Students Price Fixing bytime Medical Students Price Fixing bytime Medical Students Price Fixing by Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical  Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical  Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical  Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical 
Students so 84% of MD's TodayStudents so 84% of MD's TodayStudents so 84% of MD's TodayStudents so 84% of MD's Today made a Million Dollars last year. 1 made a Million Dollars last year. 1 made a Million Dollars last year. 1 made a Million Dollars last year. 1----9999----2014 OSLO (Reuters) 2014 OSLO (Reuters) 2014 OSLO (Reuters) 2014 OSLO (Reuters) ----
Everyone in NorwayEveryone in NorwayEveryone in NorwayEveryone in Norway became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow...  became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow...  became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow...  became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... 
STUPIDSTUPIDSTUPIDSTUPID CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters)  CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters)  CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters)  CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters) ---- Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks toEveryone in Norway became a millionaire thanks toEveryone in Norway became a millionaire thanks toEveryone in Norway became a millionaire thanks to
high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion,high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion,high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion,high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, fractionally more  fractionally more  fractionally more  fractionally more 
than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300.than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300.than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300.than a million times Norway population estimate of 5,096,300. "Outperformance" in our  "Outperformance" in our  "Outperformance" in our  "Outperformance" in our 
Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 MedicalBeautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 MedicalBeautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 MedicalBeautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical Inventions spelled out... with links to get you  Inventions spelled out... with links to get you  Inventions spelled out... with links to get you  Inventions spelled out... with links to get you 
started. 1,001 Inventionstarted. 1,001 Inventionstarted. 1,001 Inventionstarted. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer  Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer  Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer  Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer 
will Chase +will Chase +will Chase +will Chase + cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen put cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen put cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen put cause the 100 Year Flood. Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen put
Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1----9999----2014201420142014 MECCA  MECCA  MECCA  MECCA 
(Reuters) (Reuters) (Reuters) (Reuters) ---- Everyone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fieryEveryone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fieryEveryone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fieryEveryone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome,  wrecks, in LA, Rome,  wrecks, in LA, Rome,  wrecks, in LA, Rome, 
Paris, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell wasParis, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell wasParis, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell wasParis, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell was Public Today the Numb Nuts who  Public Today the Numb Nuts who  Public Today the Numb Nuts who  Public Today the Numb Nuts who 
write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs webwrite todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs webwrite todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs webwrite todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web page can report Mecca got Key West  page can report Mecca got Key West  page can report Mecca got Key West  page can report Mecca got Key West 
"Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980""Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980""Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980""Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980" If George Orwell were public today the 1  If George Orwell were public today the 1  If George Orwell were public today the 1  If George Orwell were public today the 1 
Trillionth ElectricWindmillcar would beTrillionth ElectricWindmillcar would beTrillionth ElectricWindmillcar would beTrillionth ElectricWindmillcar would be coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key  coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key  coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key  coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key 
West Homeless would be stayingWest Homeless would be stayingWest Homeless would be stayingWest Homeless would be staying at the Hilton on their 3 day vacation every other year...  at the Hilton on their 3 day vacation every other year...  at the Hilton on their 3 day vacation every other year...  at the Hilton on their 3 day vacation every other year... 
grind + grin of 16grind + grin of 16grind + grin of 16grind + grin of 16 hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion
ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. 

1111----7777----14 Catch of the Day Invention14 Catch of the Day Invention14 Catch of the Day Invention14 Catch of the Day Invention Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read  Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read  Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read  Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read 
this web will sent a ALERTthis web will sent a ALERTthis web will sent a ALERTthis web will sent a ALERT to Dr Snyderman. As we should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure  to Dr Snyderman. As we should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure  to Dr Snyderman. As we should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure  to Dr Snyderman. As we should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure 
for Malaria in thefor Malaria in thefor Malaria in thefor Malaria in the drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with  drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with  drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with  drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 
1111 Trillion spin off invention projects... read more...  Trillion spin off invention projects... read more...  Trillion spin off invention projects... read more...  Trillion spin off invention projects... read more... 

1111----9999----14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with malaria  infected with malaria  infected with malaria  infected with malaria ––––
THOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DRTHOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DRTHOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DRTHOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I THOUGHT OF DR SNYDERMAN  SNYDERMAN  SNYDERMAN  SNYDERMAN ---- PUT IT IN THE PUT IT IN THE PUT IT IN THE PUT IT IN THE 
WATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT INWATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT INWATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT INWATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER  THE DRINKING WATER  THE DRINKING WATER  THE DRINKING WATER ---- CURES CURES CURES CURES 
MALARIA FOR 1 BILLION INFECTED MALARIA FOR 1 BILLION INFECTED MALARIA FOR 1 BILLION INFECTED MALARIA FOR 1 BILLION INFECTED –––– SAFE FOR EVERYONE TOSAFE FOR EVERYONE TOSAFE FOR EVERYONE TOSAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK  DRINK  DRINK  DRINK ---- RICE UNIV GETS AN F RICE UNIV GETS AN F RICE UNIV GETS AN F RICE UNIV GETS AN F 
GRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TOGRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TOGRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TOGRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON A LASER TO TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY  TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY  TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY  TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY 
NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL ---- GREG + NANCY WILLGREG + NANCY WILLGREG + NANCY WILLGREG + NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX  INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX  INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX  INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX 
DRUG THAT CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WEDRUG THAT CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WEDRUG THAT CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WEDRUG THAT CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV  BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV  BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV  BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV 
relies on IS a laser that creates relies on IS a laser that creates relies on IS a laser that creates relies on IS a laser that creates ““““vaporvaporvaporvapor nanobubbles nanobubbles nanobubbles nanobubbles”””” within infected cells. These bubbles within infected cells. These bubbles within infected cells. These bubbles within infected cells. These bubbles 
eventually pop and create aeventually pop and create aeventually pop and create aeventually pop and create a signature sound that is acoustically detected by the device. In  signature sound that is acoustically detected by the device. In  signature sound that is acoustically detected by the device. In  signature sound that is acoustically detected by the device. In 
prepreprepre----clinicalclinicalclinicalclinical testing, the team showed that the device was able to spot single malaria testing, the team showed that the device was able to spot single malaria testing, the team showed that the device was able to spot single malaria testing, the team showed that the device was able to spot single malaria
infected cell among a million healthy ones without any false positivesinfected cell among a million healthy ones without any false positivesinfected cell among a million healthy ones without any false positivesinfected cell among a million healthy ones without any false positives whatsoever.  whatsoever.  whatsoever.  whatsoever. 

1111----9999----2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 20142014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 20142014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 20142014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated...  "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated...  "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated...  "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... 
Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a NewGirl Scouts of America 2014 or a NewGirl Scouts of America 2014 or a NewGirl Scouts of America 2014 or a New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah!  Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah!  Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah!  Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! 
Unaware "Men are Addicted" toUnaware "Men are Addicted" toUnaware "Men are Addicted" toUnaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have.  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have.  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have.  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. 
Front Page News KeyFront Page News KeyFront Page News KeyFront Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, 
HIV,HIV,HIV,HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 

1111----9999----2014 Merit Badges2014 Merit Badges2014 Merit Badges2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's  for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's  for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's  for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's 
of theof theof theof the Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, Anus" Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,  STD's,  STD's,  STD's, 
Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!
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1111----9999----2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco  Smoking: Tobacco  Smoking: Tobacco  Smoking: Tobacco 
Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S.Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S.Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S.Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in  has plummeted from 42% in  has plummeted from 42% in  has plummeted from 42% in 
1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from  has fallen over the same period from  has fallen over the same period from  has fallen over the same period from 
52 million to 38 million. Read more death52 million to 38 million. Read more death52 million to 38 million. Read more death52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:  statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:  statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:  statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: 
Smoking: Tobacco Users.Smoking: Tobacco Users.Smoking: Tobacco Users.Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam  Prohibition will work for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam  Prohibition will work for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam  Prohibition will work for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam 
Body Count andBody Count andBody Count andBody Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every 
Morning...Morning...Morning...Morning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of  Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of  Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of  Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of 
smoking,smoking,smoking,smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping
61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN  ROBIN  ROBIN  ROBIN 
ROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causingROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causingROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causingROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causing cancer! 5%  cancer! 5%  cancer! 5%  cancer! 5% 
or 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in oneor 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in oneor 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in oneor 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having oral sex with 4 women in one day is "Binging  day is "Binging  day is "Binging  day is "Binging 
Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock +Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock +Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock +Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock + Awe screaming at Robin,  Awe screaming at Robin,  Awe screaming at Robin,  Awe screaming at Robin, 
why didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoftwhy didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoftwhy didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoftwhy didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  workers smoke + drink every day...  workers smoke + drink every day...  workers smoke + drink every day... 
Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glassesToday Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glassesToday Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glassesToday Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex  of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex  of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex  of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex 
with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comeswith 4 women in one day, HPV virus comeswith 4 women in one day, HPV virus comeswith 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the  grin in 120 different versions so you do the  grin in 120 different versions so you do the  grin in 120 different versions so you do the 
math as George Orwell has not gonemath as George Orwell has not gonemath as George Orwell has not gonemath as George Orwell has not gone public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts"  public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts"  public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts"  public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" 
would be protected bywould be protected bywould be protected bywould be protected by Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they  Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they  Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they  Homeland Security from "Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they 
have HIV, HPV,have HIV, HPV,have HIV, HPV,have HIV, HPV, STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney  STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney  STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney  STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney 
MovieMovieMovieMovie Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts! Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts!

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year! 1,001Four going Public this Year! 1,001Four going Public this Year! 1,001Four going Public this Year! 1,001 Invention Projects will go  Invention Projects will go  Invention Projects will go  Invention Projects will go 
Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C much254 C much254 C much254 C much smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen.  smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen.  smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen.  smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. 
New Manhattan Project lead by Dr.New Manhattan Project lead by Dr.New Manhattan Project lead by Dr.New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin  Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin  Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin  Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin 
Like Cure for Breast Cancer,Like Cure for Breast Cancer,Like Cure for Breast Cancer,Like Cure for Breast Cancer, and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will  and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will  and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will  and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will 
destroy the Earth withdestroy the Earth withdestroy the Earth withdestroy the Earth with 2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these men will  2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these men will  2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these men will  2014 Model Nukes, YES new Model Nukes for 2014, these men will 
have the Mentallyhave the Mentallyhave the Mentallyhave the Mentally Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the  Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the  Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the  Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the 
Cancer Cell.Cancer Cell.Cancer Cell.Cancer Cell.

1111----2222----2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real----life spy case in ABClife spy case in ABClife spy case in ABClife spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for  miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for  miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for  miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for 
a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA  Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA  Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA  Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA 
Agents $10 Billion EACH in CashAgents $10 Billion EACH in CashAgents $10 Billion EACH in CashAgents $10 Billion EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 
Trillion Before Saudi OilTrillion Before Saudi OilTrillion Before Saudi OilTrillion Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Fields go dry!  Fields go dry!  Fields go dry! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year!Four going Public this Year!Four going Public this Year!Four going Public this Year!

1111----2222----2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth! Now the Numb  Now the Numb  Now the Numb  Now the Numb 
Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Alpha CentauriNuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Alpha CentauriNuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Alpha CentauriNuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars with Alpha Centauri will shine for the Next 4  will shine for the Next 4  will shine for the Next 4  will shine for the Next 4 
Trillion Years! Trillion Years! Trillion Years! Trillion Years! 

1111----2222----2014 The best New Year's2014 The best New Year's2014 The best New Year's2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million  resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million  resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million  resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million 
Alcoholics inAlcoholics inAlcoholics inAlcoholics in 2014 and 1 million Smokers!  2014 and 1 million Smokers!  2014 and 1 million Smokers!  2014 and 1 million Smokers! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going PublicFour going PublicFour going PublicFour going Public this year not just New York Times Headlines of  this year not just New York Times Headlines of  this year not just New York Times Headlines of  this year not just New York Times Headlines of 
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NSA leaks by Snowden.NSA leaks by Snowden.NSA leaks by Snowden.NSA leaks by Snowden.

1111----2222----2014 Is the Run2014 Is the Run2014 Is the Run2014 Is the Run----Up to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen Eighty----Four Going Public!!Four Going Public!!Four Going Public!!Four Going Public!!

1111----2222----2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on Mr. Buell's Wind  Mr. Buell's Wind  Mr. Buell's Wind  Mr. Buell's Wind 
Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! 

1111----2222----2014201420142014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep...  The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep...  The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep...  The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... 

1111----2222----2014201420142014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014

1111----2222----2014 Nuclear Bomb2014 Nuclear Bomb2014 Nuclear Bomb2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No the Pentagon  the Pentagon  the Pentagon  the Pentagon 
didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... Bullied Maybe withdidn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... Bullied Maybe withdidn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... Bullied Maybe withdidn't Provoke this Nuke War with North Korea... Bullied Maybe with the riches of $177  the riches of $177  the riches of $177  the riches of $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and WarTrillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and WarTrillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and WarTrillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and War Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers  Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers  Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers  Toys! Fleet of 15 Super Carriers 
at $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 willat $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 willat $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 willat $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 will be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and  be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and  be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and  be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and 
NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at ----254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four may be three decades late, butFour may be three decades late, butFour may be three decades late, butFour may be three decades late, but it appears to be around the  it appears to be around the  it appears to be around the  it appears to be around the 
corner. The only question is whether the U.S.corner. The only question is whether the U.S.corner. The only question is whether the U.S.corner. The only question is whether the U.S. government or Google will be Big Brother  government or Google will be Big Brother  government or Google will be Big Brother  government or Google will be Big Brother --------
and which would be worse. The NSAand which would be worse. The NSAand which would be worse. The NSAand which would be worse. The NSA wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of  wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of  wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of  wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of 
crunching it. Google is morecrunching it. Google is morecrunching it. Google is morecrunching it. Google is more competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be  competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be  competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be  competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be 
taking us towardtaking us towardtaking us towardtaking us toward a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been  a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been  a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been  a Terminator future. Nuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been 
TotallyTotallyTotallyTotally Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry!  Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry!  Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry!  Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four may be threeFour may be threeFour may be threeFour may be three decades late, but it appears to be around the  decades late, but it appears to be around the  decades late, but it appears to be around the  decades late, but it appears to be around the 
corner. BP Oil will be Bigcorner. BP Oil will be Bigcorner. BP Oil will be Bigcorner. BP Oil will be Big Brother, has been since the suppression of the  Brother, has been since the suppression of the  Brother, has been since the suppression of the  Brother, has been since the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, paying off the Pentagon + Pope!  paying off the Pentagon + Pope!  paying off the Pentagon + Pope!  paying off the Pentagon + Pope! 

1111----2222----2014 The Best New Year's "Invention2014 The Best New Year's "Invention2014 The Best New Year's "Invention2014 The Best New Year's "Invention Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with  Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with  Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with  Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with 
many wives in a legalmany wives in a legalmany wives in a legalmany wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage arranged to get as many Inventions for  Polygamous Marriage arranged to get as many Inventions for  Polygamous Marriage arranged to get as many Inventions for  Polygamous Marriage arranged to get as many Inventions for 
Humanity as PossibleHumanity as PossibleHumanity as PossibleHumanity as Possible

1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the Government caused his  Government caused his  Government caused his  Government caused his 
Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE dads sonDivorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE dads sonDivorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE dads sonDivorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by GE dads son divorced. GE Windmill Farms and  divorced. GE Windmill Farms and  divorced. GE Windmill Farms and  divorced. GE Windmill Farms and 
GE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just likeGE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just likeGE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just likeGE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just like the Book "1984," this is a crime much more  the Book "1984," this is a crime much more  the Book "1984," this is a crime much more  the Book "1984," this is a crime much more 
than NSA... recording everything! GEthan NSA... recording everything! GEthan NSA... recording everything! GEthan NSA... recording everything! GE KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001  KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001  KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001  KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001 
INVENTION PROJECTS +INVENTION PROJECTS +INVENTION PROJECTS +INVENTION PROJECTS + ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too.  ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too.  ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too.  ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR ERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too. 
Yale Should beYale Should beYale Should beYale Should be sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the  sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the  sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the  sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the 
shootersshootersshootersshooters mom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical mom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical mom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical mom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical
Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the ElectricWindmillCarInvention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the ElectricWindmillCarInvention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the ElectricWindmillCarInvention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like the ElectricWindmillCar with a HT  with a HT  with a HT  with a HT 
iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... soiPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... soiPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... soiPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... so here is the Yale Med  here is the Yale Med  here is the Yale Med  here is the Yale Med 
School news with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videosSchool news with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videosSchool news with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videosSchool news with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videos this kids played in his minds  this kids played in his minds  this kids played in his minds  this kids played in his minds 
eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanzaeye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanzaeye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanzaeye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza Nancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian  Nancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian  Nancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian  Nancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian 
Society A final report on the ConnecticutSociety A final report on the ConnecticutSociety A final report on the ConnecticutSociety A final report on the Connecticut State Police State Police State Police State Police’’’’s investigation into last Decembers investigation into last Decembers investigation into last Decembers investigation into last December’’’’s s s s 
shootings at Sandy Hookshootings at Sandy Hookshootings at Sandy Hookshootings at Sandy Hook Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza’’’’s s s s 
mental healthmental healthmental healthmental health history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The report history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The report history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The report history, which included treatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The report
shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by localshows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by localshows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by localshows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by local psychiatrist  psychiatrist  psychiatrist  psychiatrist 
Paul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and KathleenPaul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and KathleenPaul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and KathleenPaul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and Kathleen Koenig MSN  Koenig MSN  Koenig MSN  Koenig MSN ’’’’88 from the 88 from the 88 from the 88 from the 
Child Study Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza wasChild Study Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza wasChild Study Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza wasChild Study Center. Documents show that Peter Lanza was worried about his son, who had  worried about his son, who had  worried about his son, who had  worried about his son, who had 
been a seemingly happy child, becomingbeen a seemingly happy child, becomingbeen a seemingly happy child, becomingbeen a seemingly happy child, becoming increasingly stressed and irritable by age 12. In  increasingly stressed and irritable by age 12. In  increasingly stressed and irritable by age 12. In  increasingly stressed and irritable by age 12. In 
2006, when Lanza was about 142006, when Lanza was about 142006, when Lanza was about 142006, when Lanza was about 14 years old, King put him through a thorough investigation  years old, King put him through a thorough investigation  years old, King put him through a thorough investigation  years old, King put him through a thorough investigation 
and found Lanza to beand found Lanza to beand found Lanza to beand found Lanza to be socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive  socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive  socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive  socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive 
disorder. Lanzadisorder. Lanzadisorder. Lanzadisorder. Lanza demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with the disorder,  demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with the disorder,  demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with the disorder,  demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with the disorder, 
includingincludingincludingincluding repeated rituals involving cleanliness.  repeated rituals involving cleanliness.  repeated rituals involving cleanliness.  repeated rituals involving cleanliness. ““““[[[[Lanza] displayed a profound autismLanza] displayed a profound autismLanza] displayed a profound autismLanza] displayed a profound autism
spectrum disorder with rigidity, isolation and a lack of comprehension ofspectrum disorder with rigidity, isolation and a lack of comprehension ofspectrum disorder with rigidity, isolation and a lack of comprehension ofspectrum disorder with rigidity, isolation and a lack of comprehension of ordinary social  ordinary social  ordinary social  ordinary social 
interaction and communications,interaction and communications,interaction and communications,interaction and communications,”””” King said in the report, addingKing said in the report, addingKing said in the report, addingKing said in the report, adding that he was concerned  that he was concerned  that he was concerned  that he was concerned 
that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King wasthat these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King wasthat these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King wasthat these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King was the one to direct the Lanzas to  the one to direct the Lanzas to  the one to direct the Lanzas to  the one to direct the Lanzas to 
Koenig, who said that she had four inKoenig, who said that she had four inKoenig, who said that she had four inKoenig, who said that she had four in----personpersonpersonperson meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings  meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings  meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings  meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings 
began in October 2006 and ended inbegan in October 2006 and ended inbegan in October 2006 and ended inbegan in October 2006 and ended in February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in  February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in  February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in  February 2007, during which time Koenig kept in 
touch with Lanzatouch with Lanzatouch with Lanzatouch with Lanza’’’’s mother,s mother,s mother,s mother, Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police  Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police  Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police  Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police 
documents, Koenig deemeddocuments, Koenig deemeddocuments, Koenig deemeddocuments, Koenig deemed Lanza to be  Lanza to be  Lanza to be  Lanza to be ““““emotionally paralyzedemotionally paralyzedemotionally paralyzedemotionally paralyzed”””” and prescribed the and prescribed the and prescribed the and prescribed the 
antidepressant Celexa.antidepressant Celexa.antidepressant Celexa.antidepressant Celexa. Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both  Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both  Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both  Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza opposed both 
further infurther infurther infurther in----officeofficeofficeoffice visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to  visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to  visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to  visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to 
Fox,Fox,Fox,Fox, who remained Lanza who remained Lanza who remained Lanza who remained Lanza’’’’s primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a bests primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a bests primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a bests primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a best----course tocourse tocourse tocourse to treat  treat  treat  treat 
LanzaLanzaLanzaLanza’’’’s case. Kings case. Kings case. Kings case. King’’’’s profile on the School of Medicines profile on the School of Medicines profile on the School of Medicines profile on the School of Medicine’’’’s website listss website listss website listss website lists Tourette Tourette Tourette Tourette’’’’s syndrome, s syndrome, s syndrome, s syndrome, 
obsessiveobsessiveobsessiveobsessive----compulsive disorder in children and adolescentscompulsive disorder in children and adolescentscompulsive disorder in children and adolescentscompulsive disorder in children and adolescents and adolescent suicide as his  and adolescent suicide as his  and adolescent suicide as his  and adolescent suicide as his 
main research interests. main research interests. main research interests. main research interests. 

1 2 2014 there is1 2 2014 there is1 2 2014 there is1 2 2014 there is no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention  no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention  no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention  no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention 
Projects goalsProjects goalsProjects goalsProjects goals as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the 100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will
Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first! Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first! Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first! Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first! 
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Proxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue DwarfProxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue DwarfProxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue DwarfProxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue Dwarf for 4 Trillion Years  for 4 Trillion Years  for 4 Trillion Years  for 4 Trillion Years 
longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearestlonger! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearestlonger! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearestlonger! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 Nearest Stars to Earth. Invent a Space  Stars to Earth. Invent a Space  Stars to Earth. Invent a Space  Stars to Earth. Invent a Space 
Station with 100's of State of the ArtsStation with 100's of State of the ArtsStation with 100's of State of the ArtsStation with 100's of State of the Arts Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand  Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand  Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand  Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand 
Apple preinstall all theApple preinstall all theApple preinstall all theApple preinstall all the research articles you will need to get started.  research articles you will need to get started.  research articles you will need to get started.  research articles you will need to get started. 

1111----2222----2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and  sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and  sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and  sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and 
run fiverun fiverun fiverun five miles  miles  miles  miles 

1111----2222----2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk part of the Living  part of the Living  part of the Living  part of the Living 
Room, Class Room, Office, etc! Room, Class Room, Office, etc! Room, Class Room, Office, etc! Room, Class Room, Office, etc! 

1111----2222----2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention  such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention  such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention  such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention 
Projects goals toProjects goals toProjects goals toProjects goals to save 1 million lives in 2014 via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung  save 1 million lives in 2014 via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung  save 1 million lives in 2014 via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung  save 1 million lives in 2014 via Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung 
cancercancercancercancer screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet?

1111----2222----2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals with Role  of your goals with Role  of your goals with Role  of your goals with Role 
Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, IPlaying with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, IPlaying with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, IPlaying with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am Women, I am One of Your Wives, I can get  am One of Your Wives, I can get  am One of Your Wives, I can get  am One of Your Wives, I can get 
you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get toyou to Invent Anything + Everything, now get toyou to Invent Anything + Everything, now get toyou to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! MD Wives will be able and willing to  work! MD Wives will be able and willing to  work! MD Wives will be able and willing to  work! MD Wives will be able and willing to 
Read Aloud record this DNA inventionRead Aloud record this DNA inventionRead Aloud record this DNA inventionRead Aloud record this DNA invention projects must know and must think about all the  projects must know and must think about all the  projects must know and must think about all the  projects must know and must think about all the 
time... time... time... time... 

1111----2222----2014 DNA in2014 DNA in2014 DNA in2014 DNA in its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built  its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built  its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built  its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built 
fromfromfromfrom the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer is constructed through the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer is constructed through the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer is constructed through the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA polymer is constructed through
condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3’’’’ and O5and O5and O5and O5’’’’ oxygens of oxygens of oxygens of oxygens of 
sequential nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence,sequential nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence,sequential nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence,sequential nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence, of a DNA polymer  of a DNA polymer  of a DNA polymer  of a DNA polymer 
strand is written in the direction that they are synthesized instrand is written in the direction that they are synthesized instrand is written in the direction that they are synthesized instrand is written in the direction that they are synthesized in the cell, starting at the free  the cell, starting at the free  the cell, starting at the free  the cell, starting at the free 
O5O5O5O5’’’’ oxygen (5oxygen (5oxygen (5oxygen (5’’’’----end) and progresses to the freeend) and progresses to the freeend) and progresses to the freeend) and progresses to the free O3 O3 O3 O3’’’’––––end. Two complementary strands are end. Two complementary strands are end. Two complementary strands are end. Two complementary strands are 
brought together in a sequence specificbrought together in a sequence specificbrought together in a sequence specificbrought together in a sequence specific manner to form an antiparallel double manner to form an antiparallel double manner to form an antiparallel double manner to form an antiparallel double----strand, strand, strand, strand, 
aligning one strand in the 5aligning one strand in the 5aligning one strand in the 5aligning one strand in the 5’’’’ totototo 3 3 3 3’’’’ direction and the complement 3direction and the complement 3direction and the complement 3direction and the complement 3’’’’ to 5to 5to 5to 5’’’’. . . . Nearly all Nearly all Nearly all Nearly all 
functional secondaryfunctional secondaryfunctional secondaryfunctional secondary structures of DNA are multi structures of DNA are multi structures of DNA are multi structures of DNA are multi----stranded, most commonly doublestranded, most commonly doublestranded, most commonly doublestranded, most commonly double----
stranded. As thestranded. As thestranded. As thestranded. As the sequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, double sequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, double sequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, double sequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, double----stranded stranded stranded stranded 
DNA isDNA isDNA isDNA is often considered as a single biological molecule, even though the strands are often considered as a single biological molecule, even though the strands are often considered as a single biological molecule, even though the strands are often considered as a single biological molecule, even though the strands are not  not  not  not 
covalently linked. covalently linked. covalently linked. covalently linked. 

1111----2222----2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play  are supportive of your goals will Role Play  are supportive of your goals will Role Play  are supportive of your goals will Role Play 
the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I amthe Wife Cheerleader I am Women I amthe Wife Cheerleader I am Women I amthe Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent  One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent  One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent  One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent 
Anything + Everything, now get toAnything + Everything, now get toAnything + Everything, now get toAnything + Everything, now get to work!  work!  work!  work! 

1111----2222----2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear  a way to Observe and Hear  a way to Observe and Hear  a way to Observe and Hear 
them! them! them! them! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3

1111----2222----2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe! 

1111----2222----2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor----elect Bill de Blasio onelect Bill de Blasio onelect Bill de Blasio onelect Bill de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, Monday named Carmen Farina, Monday named Carmen Farina, Monday named Carmen Farina, a  a  a  a 
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longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools.longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools.longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools.longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in  He didn't read the book "Another Day in  He didn't read the book "Another Day in  He didn't read the book "Another Day in 
the Frontal Lobe" her father was an MDthe Frontal Lobe" her father was an MDthe Frontal Lobe" her father was an MDthe Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5,  who took her to Medical school when she was 5,  who took her to Medical school when she was 5,  who took her to Medical school when she was 5, 
appointing a MD Brain Surgeon toappointing a MD Brain Surgeon toappointing a MD Brain Surgeon toappointing a MD Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC  run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC  run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC  run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC 
an A and now we have toan A and now we have toan A and now we have toan A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools  give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools  give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools  give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools 
would save 1would save 1would save 1would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake, million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake,
right, Hell Yes I'm Right! right, Hell Yes I'm Right! right, Hell Yes I'm Right! right, Hell Yes I'm Right! 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6Sirius A 8.6Sirius A 8.6Sirius A 8.6 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years8A 8.9 light years8A 8.9 light years8A 8.9 light years

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 
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NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

1111----2222----2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!  on planet Earth!  on planet Earth!  on planet Earth! 

1111----2222----2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep  can keep  can keep  can keep ---- LEAK for 2014 the Run LEAK for 2014 the Run LEAK for 2014 the Run LEAK for 2014 the Run----Up Up Up Up 
to Nineteen Eightyto Nineteen Eightyto Nineteen Eightyto Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public notFour going Public notFour going Public notFour going Public not just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by  just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by  just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by  just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by 
Snowden. Snowden. Snowden. Snowden. 

1111----2222----2014 Is the2014 Is the2014 Is the2014 Is the Run Run Run Run----Up to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen Eighty----Four Going Public!! Four Going Public!! Four Going Public!! Four Going Public!! 

1111----2222----2014 Surround yourself2014 Surround yourself2014 Surround yourself2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play  with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play  with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play  with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play 
the Wifethe Wifethe Wifethe Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent  Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent  Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent  Cheerleader I am Women I am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent 
AnythingAnythingAnythingAnything + Everything, now get to work!  + Everything, now get to work!  + Everything, now get to work!  + Everything, now get to work! 

1111----2222----2014 Avoiding that new year's2014 Avoiding that new year's2014 Avoiding that new year's2014 Avoiding that new year's hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1  hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1  hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1  hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1 
Rx Invention and asRx Invention and asRx Invention and asRx Invention and as Dr. Nancy Says if it works put it in the water... comments no  Dr. Nancy Says if it works put it in the water... comments no  Dr. Nancy Says if it works put it in the water... comments no  Dr. Nancy Says if it works put it in the water... comments no 
comments... Dashcomments... Dashcomments... Dashcomments... Dash Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving  Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving  Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving  Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving 
Deaths, asDeaths, asDeaths, asDeaths, as this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than  this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than  this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than  this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than 
justjustjustjust your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as millions will be needed your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as millions will be needed your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as millions will be needed your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to write Apps as millions will be needed for Model  for Model  for Model  for Model 
2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! 

1111----8888----2014 Read more death2014 Read more death2014 Read more death2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco  statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco  statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco  statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco 
Users Near 1Users Near 1Users Near 1Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in  Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in  Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in  Billion Worldwide The rate of smoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 
1980198019801980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period from  from  from  from 
52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:  Prohibition:  Prohibition:  Prohibition: 
Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Smoking, we needSmoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Smoking, we needSmoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Smoking, we needSmoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will work for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam  a Pentagon Vietnam  a Pentagon Vietnam  a Pentagon Vietnam 
Body Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC GoodBody Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC GoodBody Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC GoodBody Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  Morning America every  Morning America every  Morning America every 
Morning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda haveMorning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda haveMorning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda haveMorning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of  the lowest prevalence of  the lowest prevalence of  the lowest prevalence of 
smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has thesmoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has thesmoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has thesmoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping  highest rate of smoking at a whopping  highest rate of smoking at a whopping  highest rate of smoking at a whopping 
61%. ABC Good Morning America has the61%. ABC Good Morning America has the61%. ABC Good Morning America has the61%. ABC Good Morning America has the lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S  lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S  lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S  lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S 
WHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with noWHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with noWHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with noWHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with no cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2  cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2  cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2  cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 
different cancers!!! HPV virusdifferent cancers!!! HPV virusdifferent cancers!!! HPV virusdifferent cancers!!! HPV virus on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must be highest  on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must be highest  on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must be highest  on her Tongue and then throat cancer, this must be highest 
in the USA! 5% or 61%in the USA! 5% or 61%in the USA! 5% or 61%in the USA! 5% or 61% of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... 
Today ShowToday ShowToday ShowToday Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Ora did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Ora did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Ora did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on l Sex on l Sex on l Sex on 
4444 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as  math as  math as  math as 
George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes onGeorge Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes onGeorge Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes onGeorge Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on Tobacco and  Tobacco and  Tobacco and  Tobacco and 
Alcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another carAlcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another carAlcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another carAlcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another car load of Drunk  load of Drunk  load of Drunk  load of Drunk 
Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on video veryDrivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on video veryDrivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on video veryDrivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on video very dramatic but Russian  dramatic but Russian  dramatic but Russian  dramatic but Russian 
Alcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before theAlcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before theAlcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before theAlcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before the Olympics because Putin's  Olympics because Putin's  Olympics because Putin's  Olympics because Putin's 
suppression of 1,001 Invention Projects and thesuppression of 1,001 Invention Projects and thesuppression of 1,001 Invention Projects and thesuppression of 1,001 Invention Projects and the Euphoria and warmth of a  Euphoria and warmth of a  Euphoria and warmth of a  Euphoria and warmth of a 
ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians toElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians toElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians toElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to drink themselves to death! Recent  drink themselves to death! Recent  drink themselves to death! Recent  drink themselves to death! Recent 
suicide bombs going off on live tv would neversuicide bombs going off on live tv would neversuicide bombs going off on live tv would neversuicide bombs going off on live tv would never have happened if the 1980 Model  have happened if the 1980 Model  have happened if the 1980 Model  have happened if the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Putin.ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Putin.ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Putin.ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Putin.

1111----2222----2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 

1111----2222----2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the 20th century. China's Mao  20th century. China's Mao  20th century. China's Mao  20th century. China's Mao 
Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's JosephZedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's JosephZedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's JosephZedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's Joseph Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined  Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined  Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined  Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined 
to kill between 62 and 95 million. Poisonto kill between 62 and 95 million. Poisonto kill between 62 and 95 million. Poisonto kill between 62 and 95 million. Poison Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion  Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion  Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion  Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion 
Drink Dirty Water and WHO atDrink Dirty Water and WHO atDrink Dirty Water and WHO atDrink Dirty Water and WHO at the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is  the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is  the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is  the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is 
another Holocaustanother Holocaustanother Holocaustanother Holocaust III by the Pentagon.  III by the Pentagon.  III by the Pentagon.  III by the Pentagon. 

1111----2222----2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth  the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth  the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth  the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth 
defects and Childhood Cancers not evendefects and Childhood Cancers not evendefects and Childhood Cancers not evendefects and Childhood Cancers not even St. Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the  St. Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the  St. Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the  St. Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the 
Childhood Cancers they treat!Childhood Cancers they treat!Childhood Cancers they treat!Childhood Cancers they treat!

1111----2222----2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 

1111----2222----2014 According to an2014 According to an2014 According to an2014 According to an Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down  Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down  Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down  Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down 
from 394 afrom 394 afrom 394 afrom 394 a year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, down year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, down year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, down year earlier. The U.S. bore the brunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, down
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from 297 in 2012. from 297 in 2012. from 297 in 2012. from 297 in 2012. 

1111----2222----2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from 1,870 the year before  1,870 the year before  1,870 the year before  1,870 the year before 

1111----2222----2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the worst of the war's violence, with the  worst of the war's violence, with the  worst of the war's violence, with the  worst of the war's violence, with the 
United Nations recording 2,730 deaths andUnited Nations recording 2,730 deaths andUnited Nations recording 2,730 deaths andUnited Nations recording 2,730 deaths and 5,169 wounded  5,169 wounded  5,169 wounded  5,169 wounded 

1111----2222----2014 insider attacks, the so2014 insider attacks, the so2014 insider attacks, the so2014 insider attacks, the so----called "greencalled "greencalled "greencalled "green----onononon----blue"blue"blue"blue" incidents in which Afghan security  incidents in which Afghan security  incidents in which Afghan security  incidents in which Afghan security 
turn on their NATO partners. Last year,turn on their NATO partners. Last year,turn on their NATO partners. Last year,turn on their NATO partners. Last year, attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38  attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38  attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38  attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 
separate incidents. In 2013,separate incidents. In 2013,separate incidents. In 2013,separate incidents. In 2013, there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks  there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks  there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks  there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks 

1111----2222----2014 1,7882014 1,7882014 1,7882014 1,788 Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S.  Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S.  Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S.  Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S. 
invasion ininvasion ininvasion ininvasion in 2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been wounded  2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been wounded  2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been wounded  2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 have been wounded 

1111----2222----2014 19K2014 19K2014 19K2014 19K American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war  American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war  American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war  American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war 
withwithwithwith themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be themselves... every Year from 1980 to 2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be
killed mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD'skilled mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD'skilled mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD'skilled mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's know this  know this  know this  know this 
and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!

1111----2222----2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who STD, HIV, HPV, look  STD, HIV, HPV, look  STD, HIV, HPV, look  STD, HIV, HPV, look 
what happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just for makingwhat happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just for makingwhat happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just for makingwhat happen to Michael Douglas, she left him just for making Oral Sex public, which will  Oral Sex public, which will  Oral Sex public, which will  Oral Sex public, which will 
save others from getting the same tongue cancer assave others from getting the same tongue cancer assave others from getting the same tongue cancer assave others from getting the same tongue cancer as Michael Douglas got.  Michael Douglas got.  Michael Douglas got.  Michael Douglas got. 

1111----2222----2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law requiring drug screening, HIV, STD  requiring drug screening, HIV, STD  requiring drug screening, HIV, STD  requiring drug screening, HIV, STD 
Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening.Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening.Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening.Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening.

1111----2222----2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree murder of Mary  murder of Mary  murder of Mary  murder of Mary 
Kennedy hanged in the Barn! Kennedy hanged in the Barn! Kennedy hanged in the Barn! Kennedy hanged in the Barn! 

1111----2222----2014 Merit Badges for Boy2014 Merit Badges for Boy2014 Merit Badges for Boy2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's  Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's  Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's  Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's 
of the Anus"of the Anus"of the Anus"of the Anus" Detective Merit Badge... which wife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from  Detective Merit Badge... which wife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from  Detective Merit Badge... which wife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from  Detective Merit Badge... which wife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from 
HPVHPVHPVHPV virus from him performing oral sex on his wife?  virus from him performing oral sex on his wife?  virus from him performing oral sex on his wife?  virus from him performing oral sex on his wife? 

1111----2222----2014 Judge ruled if2014 Judge ruled if2014 Judge ruled if2014 Judge ruled if you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one  you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one  you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one  you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one 
is libel foris libel foris libel foris libel for your medical cost.  your medical cost.  your medical cost.  your medical cost. 

1111----2222----2014 Books to read in 2014 only if y2014 Books to read in 2014 only if y2014 Books to read in 2014 only if y2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking forou are looking forou are looking forou are looking for the "Animal Farm's" Windmill  the "Animal Farm's" Windmill  the "Animal Farm's" Windmill  the "Animal Farm's" Windmill 
for 1,001 Invention projects you are constantlyfor 1,001 Invention projects you are constantlyfor 1,001 Invention projects you are constantlyfor 1,001 Invention projects you are constantly thinking about... 1 Invention to "See +  thinking about... 1 Invention to "See +  thinking about... 1 Invention to "See +  thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + 
Observe Aliens" think of this inventionObserve Aliens" think of this inventionObserve Aliens" think of this inventionObserve Aliens" think of this invention project when you are thinking, reading article,  project when you are thinking, reading article,  project when you are thinking, reading article,  project when you are thinking, reading article, 
books, someone will get it justbooks, someone will get it justbooks, someone will get it justbooks, someone will get it just like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did  like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did  like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did  like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did 
grin. Stanley inventorgrin. Stanley inventorgrin. Stanley inventorgrin. Stanley inventor of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by  of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by  of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by  of the Stanley Steamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by 
inventing ainventing ainventing ainventing a way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what the Mac
Pro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP orPro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP orPro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP orPro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Dell Work  Dell Work  Dell Work  Dell Work 
Station. Station. Station. Station. 

1111----2222----2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all!2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all!2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all!2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Is in the Book Frontal Lobe! 

1111----2222----2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor----elect Billelect Billelect Billelect Bill de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a  de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a  de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a  de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a 
longtime teacher Blasio head of thelongtime teacher Blasio head of thelongtime teacher Blasio head of thelongtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in  NYC Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in  NYC Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in  NYC Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in 
the Frontal Lobe" herthe Frontal Lobe" herthe Frontal Lobe" herthe Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5,  father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5,  father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5,  father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 5, 
appointing a MDappointing a MDappointing a MDappointing a MD Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC  Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC  Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC  Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC 
an A andan A andan A andan A and now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools now we have to give him an F grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools
would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from thiswould save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from thiswould save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from thiswould save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this mistake,  mistake,  mistake,  mistake, 
right, Hell Yes I'm Right! right, Hell Yes I'm Right! right, Hell Yes I'm Right! right, Hell Yes I'm Right! 

1111----2222----2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini...2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini...2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini...2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini... Apps, futuristic one's in 2014  Apps, futuristic one's in 2014  Apps, futuristic one's in 2014  Apps, futuristic one's in 2014 

1111----2222----2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for 1 1 1 1----1111----2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion 2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion 2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion 2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia were theconfiscated from Saudi Arabia were theconfiscated from Saudi Arabia were theconfiscated from Saudi Arabia were the Terrorists were given $ Oil Money. These 911  Terrorists were given $ Oil Money. These 911  Terrorists were given $ Oil Money. These 911  Terrorists were given $ Oil Money. These 911 
Terrorists would have been HomelessTerrorists would have been HomelessTerrorists would have been HomelessTerrorists would have been Homeless In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980  In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980  In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980  In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 
to 2014 Models of theto 2014 Models of theto 2014 Models of theto 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building  ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building  ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building  ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building 
for notfor notfor notfor not LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a President Perk LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a President Perk LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a President Perk LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Obama got a President Perk
from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust andfrom Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust andfrom Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust andfrom Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and Fiery Cop  Fiery Cop  Fiery Cop  Fiery Cop 
Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience!Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience!Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience!Car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience! He gave SWF every  He gave SWF every  He gave SWF every  He gave SWF every 
STD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one ofSTD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one ofSTD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one ofSTD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one of 19K a year every year from  19K a year every year from  19K a year every year from  19K a year every year from 
1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out of the Social Security Offices and  of the Social Security Offices and  of the Social Security Offices and  of the Social Security Offices and 
into SWF living rooms another 19K will beinto SWF living rooms another 19K will beinto SWF living rooms another 19K will beinto SWF living rooms another 19K will be murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men  murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men  murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men  murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men 
this Year! this Year! this Year! this Year! 

1111----2222----2014 The NYC2014 The NYC2014 The NYC2014 The NYC Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar  Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar  Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar  Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar 

1111----2222----2014 no new2014 no new2014 no new2014 no new blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many  blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many  blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many  blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many 
experts sayexperts sayexperts sayexperts say that public health issues such as these were dominated by Pentagon Drones that public health issues such as these were dominated by Pentagon Drones that public health issues such as these were dominated by Pentagon Drones that public health issues such as these were dominated by Pentagon Drones
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killing more Civilians killing more Civilians killing more Civilians killing more Civilians 

1111----2222----2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all  Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all  Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all  Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all 
the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 Americans were hospitalized during the 2012 Americans were hospitalized during the 2012 Americans were hospitalized during the 2012 Americans were hospitalized during the 2012----13 13 13 13 
flu flu flu flu 

1111----2222----2014 North Korea2014 North Korea2014 North Korea2014 North Korea Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization  Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization  Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization  Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization 
for filth,for filth,for filth,for filth, selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Wealth money and perks.  selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Wealth money and perks.  selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Wealth money and perks.  selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's Wealth money and perks. 

1111----2222----2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved in the outbreak appear to be  the outbreak appear to be  the outbreak appear to be  the outbreak appear to be 
especially virulent. Thirtyespecially virulent. Thirtyespecially virulent. Thirtyespecially virulent. Thirty----nine percent of those whonine percent of those whonine percent of those whonine percent of those who fell ill have been hospitalized Bill +  fell ill have been hospitalized Bill +  fell ill have been hospitalized Bill +  fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + 
Melinda deleted this invention projectMelinda deleted this invention projectMelinda deleted this invention projectMelinda deleted this invention project from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill  from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill  from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill  from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill 
salmonella on chicken too.salmonella on chicken too.salmonella on chicken too.salmonella on chicken too.

1111----2222----2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet |2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet |2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet |2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet | comments no  comments no  comments no  comments no 
comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are more Yale +comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are more Yale +comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are more Yale +comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there are more Yale + Harvard MD's working  Harvard MD's working  Harvard MD's working  Harvard MD's working 
in Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Carein Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Carein Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Carein Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Care is given to all patients, $100K  is given to all patients, $100K  is given to all patients, $100K  is given to all patients, $100K 
dollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not thedollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not thedollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not thedollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not the exception when you have $177 Trillion to  exception when you have $177 Trillion to  exception when you have $177 Trillion to  exception when you have $177 Trillion to 
spend on your patients getting cured!spend on your patients getting cured!spend on your patients getting cured!spend on your patients getting cured!

1111----2222----2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after breast cancer surgery  breast cancer surgery  breast cancer surgery  breast cancer surgery 
popularity not rated yet | comments no comments yet Greg +popularity not rated yet | comments no comments yet Greg +popularity not rated yet | comments no comments yet Greg +popularity not rated yet | comments no comments yet Greg + Wives are willing to work 24/7  Wives are willing to work 24/7  Wives are willing to work 24/7  Wives are willing to work 24/7 
brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West,brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West,brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West,brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West, please email all the Key West Orwell  please email all the Key West Orwell  please email all the Key West Orwell  please email all the Key West Orwell 
Observers who only spit at Greg in KeyObservers who only spit at Greg in KeyObservers who only spit at Greg in KeyObservers who only spit at Greg in Key Wes Wes Wes West. t. t. t. 

1111----2222----2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer +2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer +2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer +2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer + Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $  Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $  Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $  Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $ 
Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPNBillions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPNBillions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPNBillions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels  Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels  Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels  Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels 
of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer +of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer +of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer +of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer + Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and  Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and  Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and  Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and 
all news of THE NEW Manhattanall news of THE NEW Manhattanall news of THE NEW Manhattanall news of THE NEW Manhattan PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle  PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle  PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle  PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer LeadCure for Breast Cancer LeadCure for Breast Cancer LeadCure for Breast Cancer Lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all  by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all  by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all  by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all 
confiscated fromconfiscated fromconfiscated fromconfiscated from Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as  Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as  Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as  Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic "Men" as 
thethethethe Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs to  to  to  to 
Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers thisNuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers thisNuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers thisNuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers this is not the one  is not the one  is not the one  is not the one 
Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine!Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine!Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine!Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine!

1111----2222----2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad----core Intelcore Intelcore Intelcore Intel Core i7 2.3GHz,  Core i7 2.3GHz,  Core i7 2.3GHz,  Core i7 2.3GHz, 
16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + NVIDIA16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + NVIDIA16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + NVIDIA16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro Graphics + NVIDIA GeForce and have $176  GeForce and have $176  GeForce and have $176  GeForce and have $176 
Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ 

1111----2222----2014 NYC2014 NYC2014 NYC2014 NYC Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds
employees other paying its students a high salary to work hard and do homeworkemployees other paying its students a high salary to work hard and do homeworkemployees other paying its students a high salary to work hard and do homeworkemployees other paying its students a high salary to work hard and do homework for an  for an  for an  for an 
MIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, andMIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, andMIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, andMIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and Failed many  Failed many  Failed many  Failed many 
Generations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and SuppressionGenerations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and SuppressionGenerations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and SuppressionGenerations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and Suppression of the  of the  of the  of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust IIElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust IIElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust IIElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller Holocaust II

1111----2222----2014 VATICAN CITY 2014 VATICAN CITY 2014 VATICAN CITY 2014 VATICAN CITY ---- Pope Francis is offering Pope Francis is offering Pope Francis is offering Pope Francis is offering ““““words of strength,words of strength,words of strength,words of strength, courage and hope courage and hope courage and hope courage and hope”””” as as as as 
the world begins a new year. That was his emphasis in athe world begins a new year. That was his emphasis in athe world begins a new year. That was his emphasis in athe world begins a new year. That was his emphasis in a homily during Mass in St. Peter's  homily during Mass in St. Peter's  homily during Mass in St. Peter's  homily during Mass in St. Peter's 
Basilica on Wednesday morning.Basilica on Wednesday morning.Basilica on Wednesday morning.Basilica on Wednesday morning.

1111----2222----2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings for Polygamous  for Polygamous  for Polygamous  for Polygamous 
New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, inventions! 

1111----2222----2014201420142014 Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile----ups, Police car chases, running redups, Police car chases, running redups, Police car chases, running redups, Police car chases, running red light  light  light  light 
video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; Parking in Key West,video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; Parking in Key West,video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; Parking in Key West,video of the crash, Smart Cars under the Semi Truck; Parking in Key West, Eiffel Tower  Eiffel Tower  Eiffel Tower  Eiffel Tower 
Parking Structure... Invention. Parking Structure... Invention. Parking Structure... Invention. Parking Structure... Invention. 

1111----2222----2014 Cook, Chef with2014 Cook, Chef with2014 Cook, Chef with2014 Cook, Chef with HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung  HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung  HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung  HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung 
Cancer Screening orCancer Screening orCancer Screening orCancer Screening or HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco  HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco  HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco  HIV, STD's and 1st Prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco 
prohibitionprohibitionprohibitionprohibition

1111----2222----2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need the poison gas  the poison gas  the poison gas  the poison gas 
levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone Applevels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone Applevels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone Applevels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic iPhone App
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1111----2222----2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real----lifelifelifelife spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for  spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for  spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for  spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for 
a car, etc. Saudi King gavea car, etc. Saudi King gavea car, etc. Saudi King gavea car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA  the Pope $10 Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA  the Pope $10 Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA  the Pope $10 Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA 
Agents $10 BillionAgents $10 BillionAgents $10 BillionAgents $10 Billion EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four goingFour goingFour goingFour going Public this Year!  Public this Year!  Public this Year!  Public this Year! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Comcast13 Stagnated Comcast13 Stagnated Comcast13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates  Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates  Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates  Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates 
and NO CABLEand NO CABLEand NO CABLEand NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.  Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.  Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.  Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Software on13 Stagnated Software on13 Stagnated Software on13 Stagnated Software on the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super  the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super  the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super  the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super 
computer for $9584computer for $9584computer for $9584computer for $9584 without any Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No  without any Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No  without any Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No  without any Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No 
Invention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention Projects with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects!
InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already doneInventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already doneInventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already doneInventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already done for you...  for you...  for you...  for you... 
really this was done for Humanity. A much better idea than Jimmyreally this was done for Humanity. A much better idea than Jimmyreally this was done for Humanity. A much better idea than Jimmyreally this was done for Humanity. A much better idea than Jimmy Carters Carters Carters Carters habitat for  habitat for  habitat for  habitat for 
Humanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple SoftwareHumanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple SoftwareHumanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple SoftwareHumanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple Software Politics of what to load for  Politics of what to load for  Politics of what to load for  Politics of what to load for 
free and what to charge you a mortgage for!free and what to charge you a mortgage for!free and what to charge you a mortgage for!free and what to charge you a mortgage for!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an  Earth the Memory of an  Earth the Memory of an  Earth the Memory of an 
Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written up in theEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written up in theEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written up in theEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  book "Another Day in the Frontal  book "Another Day in the Frontal  book "Another Day in the Frontal 
Lobe" Lobe" Lobe" Lobe" 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... memory13 Stagnated... memory13 Stagnated... memory13 Stagnated... memory until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor13 White House Doctor13 White House Doctor13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado,  seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado,  seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado,  seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado, 
flu and Norovirus aflu and Norovirus aflu and Norovirus aflu and Norovirus a variant strains of a single species called Norwalk virus.will live on the  variant strains of a single species called Norwalk virus.will live on the  variant strains of a single species called Norwalk virus.will live on the  variant strains of a single species called Norwalk virus.will live on the 
OreoOreoOreoOreo Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Oreo  Oreo  Oreo  Oreo 
Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo,Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo,Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo,Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo, then get sick.  then get sick.  then get sick.  then get sick. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of Medicine caused  England Journal of Medicine caused  England Journal of Medicine caused  England Journal of Medicine caused 
by the White House Doctors who haveby the White House Doctors who haveby the White House Doctors who haveby the White House Doctors who have stagnated...  stagnated...  stagnated...  stagnated... 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of Medicine  Journal of Medicine  Journal of Medicine  Journal of Medicine ---- White  White  White  White 
House Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance gotHouse Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance gotHouse Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance gotHouse Web Site for Obama Care Health Insurance got more hits, why is because NEJM wants  more hits, why is because NEJM wants  more hits, why is because NEJM wants  more hits, why is because NEJM wants 
to be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJMto be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJMto be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJMto be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJM limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med  limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med  limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med  limited Yale Med School to only 100 New Med 
Students a Year even after theyStudents a Year even after theyStudents a Year even after theyStudents a Year even after they learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 
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12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust.  airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust.  airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust.  airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust. 

12121212----30303030----13 Navy13 Navy13 Navy13 Navy Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets  Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets  Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets  Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets 
inininin the Headlines!  the Headlines!  the Headlines!  the Headlines! 

12121212----30303030----13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today is the Navy Blue Angels show  is the Navy Blue Angels show  is the Navy Blue Angels show  is the Navy Blue Angels show 
costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days ofcosting $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days ofcosting $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days ofcosting $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days of airborne bravado by stagnated Star  airborne bravado by stagnated Star  airborne bravado by stagnated Star  airborne bravado by stagnated Star 
Travelers! Travelers! Travelers! Travelers! 

12121212----30303030----13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles  Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles  Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles  Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles 
away Alphaaway Alphaaway Alphaaway Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no Cubans have ever read this in the Key Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no Cubans have ever read this in the Key Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no Cubans have ever read this in the Key Centauri is 4.3 light years away and no Cubans have ever read this in the Key
West Citizen! West Citizen! West Citizen! West Citizen! 

12121212----30303030----13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV Commercials seeming to have  Commercials seeming to have  Commercials seeming to have  Commercials seeming to have 
stagnated... getting less than $450K and TVstagnated... getting less than $450K and TVstagnated... getting less than $450K and TVstagnated... getting less than $450K and TV commercials drew 300K Observers.  commercials drew 300K Observers.  commercials drew 300K Observers.  commercials drew 300K Observers. 

12121212----30303030----13 End of Life News Clips of a13 End of Life News Clips of a13 End of Life News Clips of a13 End of Life News Clips of a few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle  few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle  few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle  few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle 
with Childhood Cancers!with Childhood Cancers!with Childhood Cancers!with Childhood Cancers!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles,13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles,13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles,13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no more than 1% have  data suggest, no more than 1% have  data suggest, no more than 1% have  data suggest, no more than 1% have 
read the book "Another Day in the Frontalread the book "Another Day in the Frontalread the book "Another Day in the Frontalread the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik  Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik  Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik  Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an  give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an  give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an  give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an 
Einstein! This 1 dramaticEinstein! This 1 dramaticEinstein! This 1 dramaticEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  invention is written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  invention is written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  invention is written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal 
Lobe"Lobe"Lobe"Lobe"

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no more than 1% are  more than 1% are  more than 1% are  more than 1% are 
working on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention Projectsworking on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention Projectsworking on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention Projectsworking on putting together a list of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started  with links to get you started  with links to get you started  with links to get you started 
inventing something with several wives in a Legalinventing something with several wives in a Legalinventing something with several wives in a Legalinventing something with several wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage. 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men13 Stagnated... "Men13 Stagnated... "Men13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men  are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men  are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men  are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men 
in Mecca whoin Mecca whoin Mecca whoin Mecca who have several legal wives today let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight have several legal wives today let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight have several legal wives today let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight have several legal wives today let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight
Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any  "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any  "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any  "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any 
idea whatidea whatidea whatidea what the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor MBA or PhD.  the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor MBA or PhD.  the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor MBA or PhD.  the "Learning Curve" is for an Inventor MBA or PhD. 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West  Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West  Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West  Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School on an Eiffel Tower base  School on an Eiffel Tower base  School on an Eiffel Tower base  School on an Eiffel Tower base 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in the USA + Polygamous  Education in the USA + Polygamous  Education in the USA + Polygamous  Education in the USA + Polygamous 
Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell withMarriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell withMarriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell withMarriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell with Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to  Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to  Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to  Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to 
get 72 Virgins in Heaven...get 72 Virgins in Heaven...get 72 Virgins in Heaven...get 72 Virgins in Heaven... disinformation!  disinformation!  disinformation!  disinformation! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Paris ha13 Stagnated... Paris ha13 Stagnated... Paris ha13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because thes Stagnated because thes Stagnated because thes Stagnated because the French Government Owns the  French Government Owns the  French Government Owns the  French Government Owns the 
Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the OilNations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the OilNations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the OilNations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil Fields are in Africa under attack. Today  Fields are in Africa under attack. Today  Fields are in Africa under attack. Today  Fields are in Africa under attack. Today 
25,000 White Army Troops are marching25,000 White Army Troops are marching25,000 White Army Troops are marching25,000 White Army Troops are marching toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money!  toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money!  toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money!  toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's  China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's  China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's  China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's 
Birthday!Birthday!Birthday!Birthday! Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese Babies with birth defects and Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese Babies with birth defects and Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese Babies with birth defects and Cultural Revolution gives birth to Chinese Babies with birth defects and
childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinesechildhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinesechildhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinesechildhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinese Men  Men  Men  Men 
sold their "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! sold their "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! sold their "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! sold their "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! 

12121212----30303030----13 Key13 Key13 Key13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in  West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in  West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in  West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in 
HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory in the Key West Citizen today and no Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone in the Key West Citizen today and no Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone in the Key West Citizen today and no Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone in the Key West Citizen today and no Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone
the Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal asthe Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal asthe Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal asthe Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as 4 NATO  4 NATO  4 NATO  4 NATO 
troops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died fromtroops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died fromtroops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died fromtroops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died from childhood cancers today,  childhood cancers today,  childhood cancers today,  childhood cancers today, 
they aren't even on page 8 section F. they aren't even on page 8 section F. they aren't even on page 8 section F. they aren't even on page 8 section F. 

12121212----30303030----13131313 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 
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12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in the USA  Education in the USA  Education in the USA  Education in the USA 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of Medicine caused  England Journal of Medicine caused  England Journal of Medicine caused  England Journal of Medicine caused 
by the White House Doctors who haveby the White House Doctors who haveby the White House Doctors who haveby the White House Doctors who have stagnated... advising the President Football Games  stagnated... advising the President Football Games  stagnated... advising the President Football Games  stagnated... advising the President Football Games 
would be better for thewould be better for thewould be better for thewould be better for the masses!  masses!  masses!  masses! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates  Month... high cable rates  Month... high cable rates  Month... high cable rates 
and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects.

12121212----30303030----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Speed boat  stagnated... Speed boat  stagnated... Speed boat  stagnated... Speed boat 
races + Jet Fighter acrobats. races + Jet Fighter acrobats. races + Jet Fighter acrobats. races + Jet Fighter acrobats. 

12121212----30303030----13 White13 White13 White13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display  House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display  House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display  House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display 
andandandand the display of "Drunk Men" spending their Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching the display of "Drunk Men" spending their Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching the display of "Drunk Men" spending their Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching the display of "Drunk Men" spending their Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching
airborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angelsairborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angelsairborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angelsairborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels Jet  Jet  Jet  Jet 
Engine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is BabyEngine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is BabyEngine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is BabyEngine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is Baby Killers who are  Killers who are  Killers who are  Killers who are 
stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Kidsstagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Kidsstagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Kidsstagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, same time 451 Kids world wide died fighting the  world wide died fighting the  world wide died fighting the  world wide died fighting the 
battle of their life, with Childhood birth defectsbattle of their life, with Childhood birth defectsbattle of their life, with Childhood birth defectsbattle of their life, with Childhood birth defects and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison  and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison  and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison  and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's Poison 
Exhaust. Exhaust. Exhaust. Exhaust. 

12121212----30303030----13 White House13 White House13 White House13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!

12121212----30303030----13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A----Bombs notBombs notBombs notBombs not Blue Angel Jet  Blue Angel Jet  Blue Angel Jet  Blue Angel Jet 
Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not theEngine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not theEngine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not theEngine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are not the "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda  "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda  "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda  "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda 
seemingly to have stagnated... seemingly to have stagnated... seemingly to have stagnated... seemingly to have stagnated... 

12121212----30303030----13131313 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 

12121212----30303030----13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to  Masculinity?, said When it comes to  Masculinity?, said When it comes to  Masculinity?, said When it comes to 
gender progress, "men are stuck." With thegender progress, "men are stuck." With thegender progress, "men are stuck." With thegender progress, "men are stuck." With the Navy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West  Navy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West  Navy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West  Navy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West 
Citizen End of Year News, thatCitizen End of Year News, thatCitizen End of Year News, thatCitizen End of Year News, that stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer  stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer  stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer  stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with cancer 
and no Navy Doctorsand no Navy Doctorsand no Navy Doctorsand no Navy Doctors to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental  to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental  to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental  to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental 
image of theimage of theimage of theimage of the kids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid inkids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid inkids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid inkids battle with cancer is limited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid in
a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicinea Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicinea Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicinea Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicine battle of  battle of  battle of  battle of 
cells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of letcells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of letcells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of letcells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of let alone can pronounce.  alone can pronounce.  alone can pronounce.  alone can pronounce. 
One Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kidsOne Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kidsOne Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kidsOne Atom of Lead from One Blue Angel Jet caused this kids DNA to mutate into Childhood  DNA to mutate into Childhood  DNA to mutate into Childhood  DNA to mutate into Childhood 
Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust!Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust!Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust!Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind Failure caused 1  Failure caused 1  Failure caused 1  Failure caused 1 
million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million birthmillion kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million birthmillion kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million birthmillion kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 million birth defects. Jenna Bush will never  defects. Jenna Bush will never  defects. Jenna Bush will never  defects. Jenna Bush will never 
ever put this as her story on NBC Today show.ever put this as her story on NBC Today show.ever put this as her story on NBC Today show.ever put this as her story on NBC Today show. Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to  Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to  Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to  Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to 
Stagnate all of its viewers... premeditatedStagnate all of its viewers... premeditatedStagnate all of its viewers... premeditatedStagnate all of its viewers... premeditated murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today  murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today  murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today  murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today 
Show" I know it will not be worthShow" I know it will not be worthShow" I know it will not be worthShow" I know it will not be worth watching... like the worst watching... like the worst watching... like the worst watching... like the worst Football game when you know  Football game when you know  Football game when you know  Football game when you know 
who will lose. Kids withwho will lose. Kids withwho will lose. Kids withwho will lose. Kids with Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their  Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their  Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their  Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their 
news clipnews clipnews clipnews clip will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving  will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving  will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving  will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving 
kidskidskidskids with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today Show for some with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today Show for some with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today Show for some with cancers from any MD who wants to and turns on TV to the Today Show for some
Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals,Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals,Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals,Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in  billions in  billions in  billions in 
profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel forprofits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel forprofits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel forprofits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth  Cancers... Or Birth  Cancers... Or Birth  Cancers... Or Birth 
Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are StupidDefects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are StupidDefects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are StupidDefects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Show. Now baby killers at  TV Show. Now baby killers at  TV Show. Now baby killers at  TV Show. Now baby killers at 
Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today ShowComcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today ShowComcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today ShowComcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show and Why stagnate the cure for  and Why stagnate the cure for  and Why stagnate the cure for  and Why stagnate the cure for 
Childhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is becauseChildhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is becauseChildhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is becauseChildhood cancer by 1 more day. Why is because they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO  they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO  they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO  they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO 
Troops, no one but the CIA knows theTroops, no one but the CIA knows theTroops, no one but the CIA knows theTroops, no one but the CIA knows the daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is  daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is  daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is  daily body count for Childhood Cancer and this is 
classified by our Numb Nutsclassified by our Numb Nutsclassified by our Numb Nutsclassified by our Numb Nuts Dictators!  Dictators!  Dictators!  Dictators! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates  every Month... high cable rates  every Month... high cable rates  every Month... high cable rates 
and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birthand NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birthand NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birthand NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels,  Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels,  Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels,  Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, 
most are Stupid TV Shows. Now babymost are Stupid TV Shows. Now babymost are Stupid TV Shows. Now babymost are Stupid TV Shows. Now baby killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel  killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel  killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel  killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable Channel 
line up! ESPN has 30 Cableline up! ESPN has 30 Cableline up! ESPN has 30 Cableline up! ESPN has 30 Cable Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer  Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer  Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer  Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer 
who want awho want awho want awho want a cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980 cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980 cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980 cure by Big Brother. "1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980
Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the SuppressedInvention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the SuppressedInvention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the SuppressedInvention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar... Cable  ElectricWindmillCar... Cable  ElectricWindmillCar... Cable  ElectricWindmillCar... Cable 
Channel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mildChannel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mildChannel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mildChannel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mild description!  description!  description!  description! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who died in their Battle with Cancer  died in their Battle with Cancer  died in their Battle with Cancer  died in their Battle with Cancer 
for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budgetfor the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budgetfor the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budgetfor the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget reported by the New York Times instead of  reported by the New York Times instead of  reported by the New York Times instead of  reported by the New York Times instead of 
"Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... with"Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... with"Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... with"Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... with Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar  Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar  Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar  Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar 
budget for the New Manhattanbudget for the New Manhattanbudget for the New Manhattanbudget for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer.  Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer.  Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer.  Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer. 
Adding Dr. NancyAdding Dr. NancyAdding Dr. NancyAdding Dr. Nancy wants Polygamous Marriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm  wants Polygamous Marriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm  wants Polygamous Marriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm  wants Polygamous Marriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 
24/7 with24/7 with24/7 with24/7 with their husband Greg...  their husband Greg...  their husband Greg...  their husband Greg... 
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12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Department of13 Department of13 Department of13 Department of Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have  Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have  Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have  Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have 
pronounce thepronounce thepronounce thepronounce the names of all the cells and proteins in this battle with cancer... and all the names of all the cells and proteins in this battle with cancer... and all the names of all the cells and proteins in this battle with cancer... and all the names of all the cells and proteins in this battle with cancer... and all the
names of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + Nonames of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + Nonames of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + Nonames of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No Child Left  Child Left  Child Left  Child Left 
Behind... Behind... Behind... Behind... 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals kids failed to get an A in the No Child  kids failed to get an A in the No Child  kids failed to get an A in the No Child  kids failed to get an A in the No Child 
Left Behind Test at school so theLeft Behind Test at school so theLeft Behind Test at school so theLeft Behind Test at school so the Admirals got rid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why  Admirals got rid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why  Admirals got rid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why  Admirals got rid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why 
did the USA losedid the USA losedid the USA losedid the USA lose the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston!  the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston!  the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston!  the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston! 

12121212----30303030----13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle,  Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle,  Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle,  Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle, 
how the Hell is he going to win the War onhow the Hell is he going to win the War onhow the Hell is he going to win the War onhow the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer...  Cancer...  Cancer...  Cancer... 

12121212----30303030----13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels on as Headlines not kids  on as Headlines not kids  on as Headlines not kids  on as Headlines not kids 
meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe!meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe!meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe!meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe!

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on Cancer when  Cancer when  Cancer when  Cancer when 
discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Chemicals and kidsdiscussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Chemicals and kidsdiscussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Chemicals and kidsdiscussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Chemicals and kids can be a deadly  can be a deadly  can be a deadly  can be a deadly 
combination. Surprisingly, childrencombination. Surprisingly, childrencombination. Surprisingly, childrencombination. Surprisingly, children’’’’s environmental health iss environmental health iss environmental health iss environmental health is still a new field. Many  still a new field. Many  still a new field. Many  still a new field. Many 
medical conditions result from what youngsters breathemedical conditions result from what youngsters breathemedical conditions result from what youngsters breathemedical conditions result from what youngsters breathe in, eat, drink and touch. A recent  in, eat, drink and touch. A recent  in, eat, drink and touch. A recent  in, eat, drink and touch. A recent 
international conference in Jerusaleminternational conference in Jerusaleminternational conference in Jerusaleminternational conference in Jerusalem discussed the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in  discussed the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in  discussed the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in  discussed the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in 
Key West know who theKey West know who theKey West know who theKey West know who the cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today!  cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today!  cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today!  cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel  Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel  Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel  Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel 
Women have died ofWomen have died ofWomen have died ofWomen have died of breast cancer this year and another 15,000 will die of breast cancer  breast cancer this year and another 15,000 will die of breast cancer  breast cancer this year and another 15,000 will die of breast cancer  breast cancer this year and another 15,000 will die of breast cancer 
next yearnext yearnext yearnext year and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood
cancers... Yet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just likecancers... Yet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just likecancers... Yet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just likecancers... Yet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just like Jimmy  Jimmy  Jimmy  Jimmy 
Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and theCarter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and theCarter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and theCarter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity Homes and the wife dies of  wife dies of  wife dies of  wife dies of 
breast cabreast cabreast cabreast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer fromncer and the kids get birth defects and cancer fromncer and the kids get birth defects and cancer fromncer and the kids get birth defects and cancer from breathing the air... Air the  breathing the air... Air the  breathing the air... Air the  breathing the air... Air the 
Navy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with Lead Atoms inNavy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with Lead Atoms inNavy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with Lead Atoms inNavy Blue Angel Jets poisoned with Lead Atoms in the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have  the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have  the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have  the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have 
converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn Hconverted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn Hconverted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn Hconverted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H at  at  at  at ----254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 

12121212----30303030----13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H at  Jet Engines to burn H at  Jet Engines to burn H at  Jet Engines to burn H at ----254 C in 254 C in 254 C in 254 C in 
1990 1990 1990 1990 

12121212----30303030----13 Men are stuck' as13 Men are stuck' as13 Men are stuck' as13 Men are stuck' as "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to  "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to  "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to  "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to 
kill her one waykill her one waykill her one waykill her one way or another... with HPV Anus cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol  or another... with HPV Anus cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol  or another... with HPV Anus cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol  or another... with HPV Anus cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol 
SimpsonSimpsonSimpsonSimpson Photos"  Photos"  Photos"  Photos" 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be murdered in 2013 guarding  murdered in 2013 guarding  murdered in 2013 guarding  murdered in 2013 guarding 
the Social Security offices in every town and city inthe Social Security offices in every town and city inthe Social Security offices in every town and city inthe Social Security offices in every town and city in the USA from Terrorists... Stupid  the USA from Terrorists... Stupid  the USA from Terrorists... Stupid  the USA from Terrorists... Stupid 
Criminals! Criminals! Criminals! Criminals! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a  Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a  Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a  Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a 
drunk man!drunk man!drunk man!drunk man!

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%  roles, data suggest, more than 1%  roles, data suggest, more than 1%  roles, data suggest, more than 1% 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck'13 Stagnated... Men are stuck'13 Stagnated... Men are stuck'13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor  in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor  in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor  in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor 
of the journal Psychologyof the journal Psychologyof the journal Psychologyof the journal Psychology of Men and Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black  of Men and Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black  of Men and Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black  of Men and Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black 
hole of Gravityhole of Gravityhole of Gravityhole of Gravity

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for Intellectual Conversations  Intellectual Conversations  Intellectual Conversations  Intellectual Conversations 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several  ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several  ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several  ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several 
Comcast Channels! Comcast Channels! Comcast Channels! Comcast Channels! 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you  Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you  Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you  Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you 
aaaa Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or Engineering Journals Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or Engineering Journals Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or Engineering Journals Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or Engineering Journals
preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working onpreinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working onpreinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working onpreinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working on 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Invention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of InventionInvention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of InventionInvention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of InventionInvention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research  Projects research  Projects research  Projects research 
already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. Aalready done for you... really this was done for Humanity. Aalready done for you... really this was done for Humanity. Aalready done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much better idea than Jimmy  much better idea than Jimmy  much better idea than Jimmy  much better idea than Jimmy 
Carters habitat for Humanity Houses!Carters habitat for Humanity Houses!Carters habitat for Humanity Houses!Carters habitat for Humanity Houses!
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12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they bought their 2nd  bought their 2nd  bought their 2nd  bought their 2nd 
home in Mecca not Key West! home in Mecca not Key West! home in Mecca not Key West! home in Mecca not Key West! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 413 Stagnated... 413 Stagnated... 413 Stagnated... 4 Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1  Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1  Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1  Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha Centauri!  Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha Centauri!  Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha Centauri!  Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha Centauri! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... St13 Stagnated... St13 Stagnated... St13 Stagnated... St Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure  Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure  Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure  Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure 
90% of90% of90% of90% of Childhood cancer but don't tell you "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause Childhood cancer but don't tell you "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause Childhood cancer but don't tell you "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause Childhood cancer but don't tell you "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause 99%  99%  99%  99% 
of Childhood Cancers and birth defects! of Childhood Cancers and birth defects! of Childhood Cancers and birth defects! of Childhood Cancers and birth defects! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Coal13 Stagnated... Coal13 Stagnated... Coal13 Stagnated... Coal stuck in another Era...  stuck in another Era...  stuck in another Era...  stuck in another Era... 

12121212----30303030----13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to  Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to  Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to  Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to 
gender progress, "men are stuck."gender progress, "men are stuck."gender progress, "men are stuck."gender progress, "men are stuck."

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up for the Love of women, on fire... in the  for the Love of women, on fire... in the  for the Love of women, on fire... in the  for the Love of women, on fire... in the 
frontal lobe is jealousy, shame,frontal lobe is jealousy, shame,frontal lobe is jealousy, shame,frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, violence, futuristic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into  violence, futuristic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into  violence, futuristic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into  violence, futuristic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into 
the Mans Brain tothe Mans Brain tothe Mans Brain tothe Mans Brain to stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets  stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets  stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets  stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel Fighter Jets 
butbutbutbut lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in the Ocean. Love  the Ocean. Love  the Ocean. Love  the Ocean. Love 
women, win her Soulwomen, win her Soulwomen, win her Soulwomen, win her Soul----Mate gamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, allMate gamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, allMate gamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, allMate gamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, all expanding into infinite  expanding into infinite  expanding into infinite  expanding into infinite 
space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4 Trillion years, which is really Forever!  Trillion years, which is really Forever!  Trillion years, which is really Forever!  Trillion years, which is really Forever! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 113 Stagnated... 113 Stagnated... 113 Stagnated... 1 Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is  Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is  Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is  Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is 
destroyed by thedestroyed by thedestroyed by thedestroyed by the New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more than 70% will shine for 4 trillion New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more than 70% will shine for 4 trillion New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more than 70% will shine for 4 trillion New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, more than 70% will shine for 4 trillion
years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth. years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth. years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth. years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth. 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is disinformation  disinformation  disinformation  disinformation 
by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion next year not theby the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion next year not theby the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion next year not theby the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 Trillion next year not the Dept. of Dept. of Dept. of Dept. of Education!  Education!  Education!  Education! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 513 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 513 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 513 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an  billion people on Earth the Memory of an  billion people on Earth the Memory of an  billion people on Earth the Memory of an 
Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention isEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention isEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention isEinstein! This 1 dramatic invention is written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal  written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal 
Lobe" Lobe" Lobe" Lobe" 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education  Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education  Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education  Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies,13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies,13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies,13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies, stars that will shine for 4  stars that will shine for 4  stars that will shine for 4  stars that will shine for 4 
Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the AgeTrillion years, more than a Billion times of the AgeTrillion years, more than a Billion times of the AgeTrillion years, more than a Billion times of the Age of Current Universe.  of Current Universe.  of Current Universe.  of Current Universe. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell  roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell  roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell  roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell 
a women before sex if they have TB,a women before sex if they have TB,a women before sex if they have TB,a women before sex if they have TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men  Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men  Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men  Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men 
areareareare Addicted" wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page Addicted" wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page Addicted" wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page Addicted" wanting sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News  News  News  News 
Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis,Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  HIV, Syphilis, HPV,  HIV, Syphilis, HPV, 
Anus Cancer! And works every day! Anus Cancer! And works every day! Anus Cancer! And works every day! Anus Cancer! And works every day! 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex
diseases to the next person you have sex with. diseases to the next person you have sex with. diseases to the next person you have sex with. diseases to the next person you have sex with. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of  Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of  Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of  Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of 
"Drunk Men""Drunk Men""Drunk Men""Drunk Men" spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado +  spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado +  spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado +  spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado + 
mindlessmindlessmindlessmindless overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013  overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013  overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013  overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated...
registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis,  Syphilis,  Syphilis,  Syphilis, 
HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day! HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day! HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day! HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day! 
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12121212----30303030----13 White13 White13 White13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project"13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project"13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project"13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Rx  for Farrah Fawcett... Rx  for Farrah Fawcett... Rx  for Farrah Fawcett... Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in theOvernight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in theOvernight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in theOvernight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now Water  water... Water into Wine, now Water  water... Water into Wine, now Water  water... Water into Wine, now Water 
into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the Newinto a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the Newinto a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the Newinto a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack  Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack  Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack  Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack 
OJ's" Sex without telling her whatOJ's" Sex without telling her whatOJ's" Sex without telling her whatOJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a  diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a  diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a  diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a 
Cook Chef has HIV andCook Chef has HIV andCook Chef has HIV andCook Chef has HIV and works every day!  works every day!  works every day!  works every day! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer Women who  Women who  Women who  Women who 
died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillindied" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillindied" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillindied" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight  Like Overnight  Like Overnight  Like Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalledMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalledMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalledMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2  in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2  in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2  in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 
Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they haveFix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they haveFix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they haveFix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they have Stagnated because they bought their  Stagnated because they bought their  Stagnated because they bought their  Stagnated because they bought their 
2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key West!  West!  West!  West! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives Cheerleaders in the Legal  Cheerleaders in the Legal  Cheerleaders in the Legal  Cheerleaders in the Legal 
Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against BreastPolygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against BreastPolygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against BreastPolygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against Breast Cancer. A must win game! Rx  Cancer. A must win game! Rx  Cancer. A must win game! Rx  Cancer. A must win game! Rx 
Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House13 White House13 White House13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day  Christmas Day  Christmas Day  Christmas Day 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! Unaware  on GM + Ford cars! Unaware  on GM + Ford cars! Unaware  on GM + Ford cars! Unaware 
of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Dayof the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Dayof the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Dayof the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on Christmas Day Today! We need Dash Cams that can  Today! We need Dash Cams that can  Today! We need Dash Cams that can  Today! We need Dash Cams that can 
listen, smell, call 911 listen, smell, call 911 listen, smell, call 911 listen, smell, call 911 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we have...  have...  have...  have... 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @  of H @  of H @  of H @ ----254 C and not 1 254 C and not 1 254 C and not 1 254 C and not 1 
can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills oncan will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills oncan will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills oncan will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K Windmills on the JFK will give Humanity for next  the JFK will give Humanity for next  the JFK will give Humanity for next  the JFK will give Humanity for next 
Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of HChristmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of HChristmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of HChristmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H at  at  at  at ----254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog 254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog 254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog 254 C free... only miracle cure for Smog 
we have... Pollution for Shanghaiwe have... Pollution for Shanghaiwe have... Pollution for Shanghaiwe have... Pollution for Shanghai’’’’ssss Christmas. Heavily Christmas. Heavily Christmas. Heavily Christmas. Heavily----polluted air is expected to greet polluted air is expected to greet polluted air is expected to greet polluted air is expected to greet 
Chinese on Christmas Day,Chinese on Christmas Day,Chinese on Christmas Day,Chinese on Christmas Day, few are aware of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side  few are aware of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side  few are aware of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side  few are aware of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side 
effects!effects!effects!effects!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on Christmas Day is wishing  Day is wishing  Day is wishing  Day is wishing 
for a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' birth, forfor a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' birth, forfor a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' birth, forfor a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' birth, for Syria and Sudan.  Syria and Sudan.  Syria and Sudan.  Syria and Sudan. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency says the oil ministry has signed a deal  says the oil ministry has signed a deal  says the oil ministry has signed a deal  says the oil ministry has signed a deal 
Today on Christmas Day with Russian oilToday on Christmas Day with Russian oilToday on Christmas Day with Russian oilToday on Christmas Day with Russian oil and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in  and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in  and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in  and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in 
the Mediterranean Sea. the Mediterranean Sea. the Mediterranean Sea. the Mediterranean Sea. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising the stakes in the pickup  the stakes in the pickup  the stakes in the pickup  the stakes in the pickup 
market with the introduction of an aluminum based Fmarket with the introduction of an aluminum based Fmarket with the introduction of an aluminum based Fmarket with the introduction of an aluminum based F----150150150150 next year. Gasoline Engine,  next year. Gasoline Engine,  next year. Gasoline Engine,  next year. Gasoline Engine, 
ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated... Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated... Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated... Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated...

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, many 1,001 in Sudan  loss, many 1,001 in Sudan  loss, many 1,001 in Sudan  loss, many 1,001 in Sudan 
alone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" unawarealone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" unawarealone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" unawarealone were killed fighting over "Oil Revenues" unaware one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima  one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima  one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima  one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima 
Centauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLIONCentauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLIONCentauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLIONCentauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLION years.  years.  years.  years. 
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12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government troops in South Sudan are  troops in South Sudan are  troops in South Sudan are  troops in South Sudan are 
fighting for control of Malakal, the capital offighting for control of Malakal, the capital offighting for control of Malakal, the capital offighting for control of Malakal, the capital of oil oil oil oil----producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ---- Pope Francis on Christmas Day could not Pope Francis on Christmas Day could not Pope Francis on Christmas Day could not Pope Francis on Christmas Day could not 
give or would not give Humanitygive or would not give Humanitygive or would not give Humanitygive or would not give Humanity the gift of "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil  the gift of "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil  the gift of "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil  the gift of "LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil 
Revenues Means WW III.Revenues Means WW III.Revenues Means WW III.Revenues Means WW III.

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on Christmas Day is wishing  Day is wishing  Day is wishing  Day is wishing 
for a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' Clean Airfor a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' Clean Airfor a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' Clean Airfor a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome,  To Breath... is not in Rome,  To Breath... is not in Rome,  To Breath... is not in Rome, 
Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome
Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter responding to a car crash in aChristmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter responding to a car crash in aChristmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter responding to a car crash in aChristmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter responding to a car crash in a small New  small New  small New  small New 
Hampshire town tried to help the victim Hampshire town tried to help the victim Hampshire town tried to help the victim Hampshire town tried to help the victim ---- only to find the woman wasonly to find the woman wasonly to find the woman wasonly to find the woman was his daughter, and  his daughter, and  his daughter, and  his daughter, and 
she was dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... ashe was dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... ashe was dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... ashe was dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... a Numb Nut Dictators 1990  Numb Nut Dictators 1990  Numb Nut Dictators 1990  Numb Nut Dictators 1990 
Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet!Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet!Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet!Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on Christmas Day should have  Day should have  Day should have  Day should have 
"Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his"Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his"Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his"Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars...  Vatican Cars...  Vatican Cars...  Vatican Cars... 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by exposing the National  exposing the National  exposing the National  exposing the National 
Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his mission wasSecurity Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his mission wasSecurity Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his mission wasSecurity Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his mission was "already accomplished." CBS  "already accomplished." CBS  "already accomplished." CBS  "already accomplished." CBS 
Nightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is stillNightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is stillNightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is stillNightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is still working for the NSA." Orwellian  working for the NSA." Orwellian  working for the NSA." Orwellian  working for the NSA." Orwellian 
Comment towards the suppression of the "1980Comment towards the suppression of the "1980Comment towards the suppression of the "1980Comment towards the suppression of the "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar."  Model ElectricWindmillCar."  Model ElectricWindmillCar."  Model ElectricWindmillCar." 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden should have "Opened" his present of Super Air  should have "Opened" his present of Super Air  should have "Opened" his present of Super Air  should have "Opened" his present of Super Air 
Bags for the Outside of hisBags for the Outside of hisBags for the Outside of hisBags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars... and saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics  Vatican Cars... and saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics  Vatican Cars... and saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics  Vatican Cars... and saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics 
who will freezewho will freezewho will freezewho will freeze to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate
Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas13 Christmas13 Christmas13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy  Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy  Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy  Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy 
Carter'sCarter'sCarter'sCarter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat For H Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat For H Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat For H Christmas Day gift to Humanity is Habitat For Humanity. umanity. umanity. umanity. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in  Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in  Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in  Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in 
front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watchingfront of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watchingfront of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watchingfront of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam  Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam  Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam  Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam 
favorite they just clicked on! Jimmy isfavorite they just clicked on! Jimmy isfavorite they just clicked on! Jimmy isfavorite they just clicked on! Jimmy is drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on  drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on  drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on  drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on 
Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith;13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith;13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith;13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith; August 18,  August 18,  August 18,  August 18, 
1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United States, Jimmy1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United States, Jimmy1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United States, Jimmy1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the United States, Jimmy Carter and in that  Carter and in that  Carter and in that  Carter and in that 
capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by
stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 invention to Hear +stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 invention to Hear +stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 invention to Hear +stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... Gregs 1 invention to Hear + Observe Aliens  Observe Aliens  Observe Aliens  Observe Aliens 
will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too! will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too! will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too! will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too! 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia
Today On Christmas Day. Today On Christmas Day. Today On Christmas Day. Today On Christmas Day. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical School built in Key West and Georgia What  School built in Key West and Georgia What  School built in Key West and Georgia What  School built in Key West and Georgia What 
Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built forJimmy + Rosalynn should have built forJimmy + Rosalynn should have built forJimmy + Rosalynn should have built for Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia  Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia  Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia  Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia 
Medical School built on an EiffelMedical School built on an EiffelMedical School built on an EiffelMedical School built on an Eiffel Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as  Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as  Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as  Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built as 
Class Rooms and OR's!Class Rooms and OR's!Class Rooms and OR's!Class Rooms and OR's!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 201313 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 201313 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 201313 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001  in front of 1,001  in front of 1,001  in front of 1,001 
George Orwell Observers watching Greg this Christmas Day onGeorge Orwell Observers watching Greg this Christmas Day onGeorge Orwell Observers watching Greg this Christmas Day onGeorge Orwell Observers watching Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just  the web cam favorite they just  the web cam favorite they just  the web cam favorite they just 
clicked on! clicked on! clicked on! clicked on! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, someone is always  vision loss, someone is always  vision loss, someone is always  vision loss, someone is always 
watching you on a web cam favorites on theirwatching you on a web cam favorites on theirwatching you on a web cam favorites on theirwatching you on a web cam favorites on their computer.  computer.  computer.  computer. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, adults with diabetic  loss, adults with diabetic  loss, adults with diabetic  loss, adults with diabetic 
macular edema macular edema macular edema macular edema ---- a condition that can ultimately lead a condition that can ultimately lead a condition that can ultimately lead a condition that can ultimately lead to blindness  to blindness  to blindness  to blindness ---- just 45 percent of  just 45 percent of  just 45 percent of  just 45 percent of 
respondents said they were literate in this.respondents said they were literate in this.respondents said they were literate in this.respondents said they were literate in this.

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie  Bond 007 Movie  Bond 007 Movie  Bond 007 Movie 
Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." Florida Publix +Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." Florida Publix +Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." Florida Publix +Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Whole Foods to screen for  Whole Foods to screen for  Whole Foods to screen for 
Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
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Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day...13 Christmas Day...13 Christmas Day...13 Christmas Day... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett...  Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett...  Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett...  Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... 
Rx OvernightRx OvernightRx OvernightRx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now  Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now  Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now  Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now 
WaterWaterWaterWater into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of
"BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key"BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key"BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key"BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key West  West  West  West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol and a NewCitizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol and a NewCitizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol and a NewCitizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day! New Andy Warhol and a New Era of Art,  Era of Art,  Era of Art,  Era of Art, 
the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill"the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill"the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill"the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill" in Animal Farm.  in Animal Farm.  in Animal Farm.  in Animal Farm. 
Hemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key WestHemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key WestHemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key WestHemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West will have all students  will have all students  will have all students  will have all students 
write in "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventorswrite in "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventorswrite in "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventorswrite in "Windmills" in every chapter for the Inventors reading looking for a Rx Overnight  reading looking for a Rx Overnight  reading looking for a Rx Overnight  reading looking for a Rx Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Farrah. Miracle Cure for Farrah. Miracle Cure for Farrah. Miracle Cure for Farrah. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway House and the Verdict is  House and the Verdict is  House and the Verdict is  House and the Verdict is 
IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by frameIN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by frameIN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by frameIN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by frame in Los Alamos Super computer  in Los Alamos Super computer  in Los Alamos Super computer  in Los Alamos Super computer 
video simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and hervideo simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and hervideo simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and hervideo simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and her New Manhattan Project for the Rx  New Manhattan Project for the Rx  New Manhattan Project for the Rx  New Manhattan Project for the Rx 
Overnight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + allOvernight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + allOvernight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + allOvernight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + all the wives in a legal polygamous marriage  the wives in a legal polygamous marriage  the wives in a legal polygamous marriage  the wives in a legal polygamous marriage 
working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 Invention Rx spelled out with links to get you  Invention Rx spelled out with links to get you  Invention Rx spelled out with links to get you  Invention Rx spelled out with links to get you 
started InventingSomething onstarted InventingSomething onstarted InventingSomething onstarted InventingSomething on 12 12 12 12----25252525----13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a cell wall that is composed partly of a  cell wall that is composed partly of a  cell wall that is composed partly of a  cell wall that is composed partly of a 
macromolecule called peptidoglycan,macromolecule called peptidoglycan,macromolecule called peptidoglycan,macromolecule called peptidoglycan, itself made up of amino sugars and short peptides.  itself made up of amino sugars and short peptides.  itself made up of amino sugars and short peptides.  itself made up of amino sugars and short peptides. 
Human cells do not make orHuman cells do not make orHuman cells do not make orHuman cells do not make or need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to  need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to  need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to  need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to 
be used widelbe used widelbe used widelbe used widely,y,y,y, prevents the final cross prevents the final cross prevents the final cross prevents the final cross----linking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of thislinking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of thislinking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of thislinking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of this
macromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, killing themacromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, killing themacromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, killing themacromolecule. The result is a very fragile cell wall that bursts, killing the bacterium.  bacterium.  bacterium.  bacterium. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home as US troops get on  of home as US troops get on  of home as US troops get on  of home as US troops get on 
with job... come home and get NO..."1980 Modelwith job... come home and get NO..."1980 Modelwith job... come home and get NO..."1980 Modelwith job... come home and get NO..."1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"  ElectricWindmillCar"  ElectricWindmillCar"  ElectricWindmillCar" ---- Get Jimmy Carter's  Get Jimmy Carter's  Get Jimmy Carter's  Get Jimmy Carter's 
Christmas Day gift to Humanity,Christmas Day gift to Humanity,Christmas Day gift to Humanity,Christmas Day gift to Humanity, Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on  Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on  Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on  Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who spits on 
them with this comingthem with this comingthem with this comingthem with this coming home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their  home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their  home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their  home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their 
kids birthkids birthkids birthkids birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only  defects and Childhood Cancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only  defects and Childhood Cancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only  defects and Childhood Cancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only 
wifewifewifewife went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets coming
home from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers fromhome from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers fromhome from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers fromhome from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from gasoline  gasoline  gasoline  gasoline 
smog!!! smog!!! smog!!! smog!!! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on Pope Francis on Pope Francis on Pope Francis on Christmas Day is wishing  Christmas Day is wishing  Christmas Day is wishing  Christmas Day is wishing 
for a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus'for a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus'for a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus'for a better world, with peace for the land of Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome,  Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome,  Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome,  Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, 
Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity.13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity.13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity.13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity. Repair crews worked  Repair crews worked  Repair crews worked  Repair crews worked 
around the clock to restore power to nearly half a millionaround the clock to restore power to nearly half a millionaround the clock to restore power to nearly half a millionaround the clock to restore power to nearly half a million customers who faced a cold and  customers who faced a cold and  customers who faced a cold and  customers who faced a cold and 
dark Christmas in parts of central anddark Christmas in parts of central anddark Christmas in parts of central anddark Christmas in parts of central and northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1  northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1  northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1  northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1 
Trillion cans of H for homeTrillion cans of H for homeTrillion cans of H for homeTrillion cans of H for home electric generation... on Christmas Day!  electric generation... on Christmas Day!  electric generation... on Christmas Day!  electric generation... on Christmas Day! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Dash13 Christmas Day... Dash13 Christmas Day... Dash13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get  Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get  Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get  Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get 
the drunks off the road +the drunks off the road +the drunks off the road +the drunks off the road + out of the Top Brass Invention Projects that built MIT drones not  out of the Top Brass Invention Projects that built MIT drones not  out of the Top Brass Invention Projects that built MIT drones not  out of the Top Brass Invention Projects that built MIT drones not 
Dash Cams thatDash Cams thatDash Cams thatDash Cams that can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911!  can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911!  can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911!  can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911! 

12121212----21212121----13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I really like #3 the Best  really like #3 the Best  really like #3 the Best  really like #3 the Best 
Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscatedChristmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscatedChristmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscatedChristmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ 

12121212----21212121----13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families 'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi  'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi  'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi  'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi 
Arabia... Royal Family for $177 TrillionArabia... Royal Family for $177 TrillionArabia... Royal Family for $177 TrillionArabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion in illegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention  in illegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention  in illegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention  in illegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention 
and suppression of theand suppression of theand suppression of theand suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his  ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his  ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his  ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + his 
wife! Robertwife! Robertwife! Robertwife! Robert Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the  Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the  Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the  Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the 
BarnBarnBarnBarn as No Judge could be "Bought" by a Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to as No Judge could be "Bought" by a Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to as No Judge could be "Bought" by a Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to as No Judge could be "Bought" by a Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to
Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. 
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12121212----21212121----13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women "Bullied" into becoming  "Bullied" into becoming  "Bullied" into becoming  "Bullied" into becoming 
"Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and Saudi"Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and Saudi"Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and Saudi"Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and Saudi Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue  Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue  Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue  Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue 
Saudi Arabia... and Verizon for notSaudi Arabia... and Verizon for notSaudi Arabia... and Verizon for notSaudi Arabia... and Verizon for not calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights  calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights  calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights  calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights 
for letting Verizonfor letting Verizonfor letting Verizonfor letting Verizon Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon!  Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon!  Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon!  Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon! 
NSA + CIA.NSA + CIA.NSA + CIA.NSA + CIA.

12121212----21212121----13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can finally sue th U.N. 1 Million  finally sue th U.N. 1 Million  finally sue th U.N. 1 Million  finally sue th U.N. 1 Million 
"Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks""Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks""Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks""Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" burning cops writing a speeding ticket... in  burning cops writing a speeding ticket... in  burning cops writing a speeding ticket... in  burning cops writing a speeding ticket... in 
Paris, London, Moscow, LA is theParis, London, Moscow, LA is theParis, London, Moscow, LA is theParis, London, Moscow, LA is the worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is  worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is  worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is  worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is 
1,001 kids left in1,001 kids left in1,001 kids left in1,001 kids left in hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C  hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C  hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C  hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C 
24/7, and24/7, and24/7, and24/7, and "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give sp "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give sp "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give sp "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops give speeding tickets by wifi and cell callseeding tickets by wifi and cell callseeding tickets by wifi and cell callseeding tickets by wifi and cell calls to  to  to  to 
the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is yourthe speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is yourthe speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is yourthe speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is your speeding ticket.  speeding ticket.  speeding ticket.  speeding ticket. 

12121212----21212121----13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in  "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in  "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in  "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in 
Mecca Drive to become MD's, andMecca Drive to become MD's, andMecca Drive to become MD's, andMecca Drive to become MD's, and drive a "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in  drive a "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in  drive a "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in  drive a "Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in 
the USAthe USAthe USAthe USA ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 

12121212----21212121----13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia  dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia  dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia  dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia 
+ BP Oil $ + BP Oil $ + BP Oil $ + BP Oil $ 

12121212----21212121----13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale Key West Medical School built on  Key West Medical School built on  Key West Medical School built on  Key West Medical School built on 
an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid aan Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid aan Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid aan Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students paid a salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion  salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion  salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion  salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion 
in confiscated money now "Safe" inin confiscated money now "Safe" inin confiscated money now "Safe" inin confiscated money now "Safe" in Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used.  Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used.  Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used.  Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used. 

12121212----21212121----13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur University finally gets the  University finally gets the  University finally gets the  University finally gets the 
Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization toDiscover how to get the process of Pasteurization toDiscover how to get the process of Pasteurization toDiscover how to get the process of Pasteurization to work on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001  work on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001  work on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001  work on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 
Invention Projects with links to get youInvention Projects with links to get youInvention Projects with links to get youInvention Projects with links to get you started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from  started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from  started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from  started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from 
the Win 8.2 Fix. the Win 8.2 Fix. the Win 8.2 Fix. the Win 8.2 Fix. 

12121212----21212121----13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a  Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a  Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a  Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a 
new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movienew 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movienew 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movienew 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife +  Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife +  Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife +  Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + 
Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, NewLife" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, NewLife" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, NewLife" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, New Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for 
Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
Cancer! Mrs. 007 BondCancer! Mrs. 007 BondCancer! Mrs. 007 BondCancer! Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol  has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol  has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol  has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol 
portraitportraitportraitportrait Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" by  by  by  by 
Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer andDr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer andDr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer andDr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer and no  no  no  no 
Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, just Mom'sLung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, just Mom'sLung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, just Mom'sLung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 year old daughter, just Mom's Wedding  Wedding  Wedding  Wedding 
Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a YalePictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a YalePictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a YalePictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a Yale MD... The making of  MD... The making of  MD... The making of  MD... The making of 
a Yale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her ona Yale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her ona Yale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her ona Yale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her on "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key  "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key  "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key  "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key 
West Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they willWest Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they willWest Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they willWest Medical School, Tomorrow on Today Show they will have this version of the story with  have this version of the story with  have this version of the story with  have this version of the story with 
Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 year old girls who's Mom died from "2013  year old girls who's Mom died from "2013  year old girls who's Mom died from "2013  year old girls who's Mom died from "2013 
Plague of Cancers Era" to Work. GettingPlague of Cancers Era" to Work. GettingPlague of Cancers Era" to Work. GettingPlague of Cancers Era" to Work. Getting started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like  started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like  started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like  started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like 
Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5.Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5.Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5.Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5.

12121212----19191919----13 $3,999 13 $3,999 13 $3,999 13 $3,999 ---- $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a 3.7 GHz quad 3.7 GHz quad 3.7 GHz quad 3.7 GHz quad----core Intel Xeon core Intel Xeon core Intel Xeon core Intel Xeon 
E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a "BackE5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a "BackE5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a "BackE5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a "Back Up Battery" base with 12 Up Battery" base with 12 Up Battery" base with 12 Up Battery" base with 12----core Intel Xeon core Intel Xeon core Intel Xeon core Intel Xeon 
E5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUsE5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUsE5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUsE5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUs with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to  with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to  with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to  with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up to 
1TB of PCIe1TB of PCIe1TB of PCIe1TB of PCIe----based flashbased flashbased flashbased flash storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1  storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1  storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1  storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1 
for each offor each offor each offor each of several wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 several wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 several wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 several wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001
Invention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... afterInvention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... afterInvention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... afterInvention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... after Susan G  Susan G  Susan G  Susan G 
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Komen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buriedKomen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buriedKomen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buriedKomen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buried at Arlington! This  at Arlington! This  at Arlington! This  at Arlington! This 
MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight MiracleMUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight MiracleMUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight MiracleMUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer  Cure for Breast Cancer  Cure for Breast Cancer  Cure for Breast Cancer 
Invention Project" is preinstalInvention Project" is preinstalInvention Project" is preinstalInvention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Winled in the Mac Pro or Winled in the Mac Pro or Winled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like  8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like  8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like  8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like 
Pope Frances they will not say a PRAYER, forPope Frances they will not say a PRAYER, forPope Frances they will not say a PRAYER, forPope Frances they will not say a PRAYER, for 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it  40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it  40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it  40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it 
would mean the Vatican + Microsoftwould mean the Vatican + Microsoftwould mean the Vatican + Microsoftwould mean the Vatican + Microsoft "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all these  "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all these  "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all these  "took part in the murders via breast cancer" all these 
years from 1980 to 2013years from 1980 to 2013years from 1980 to 2013years from 1980 to 2013 all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast  all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast  all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast  all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast 
Cancer" toCancer" toCancer" toCancer" to "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast
Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion...Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion...Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion...Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today Afghastan gets another $80 Billion... Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why theCancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why theCancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why theCancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Pentagon, Bill +  Pentagon, Bill +  Pentagon, Bill +  Pentagon, Bill + 
Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30 Trillion Each in BP Oil  Trillion Each in BP Oil  Trillion Each in BP Oil  Trillion Each in BP Oil 
Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to beRevenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to beRevenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to beRevenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg + several MD Wives  restricting Greg + several MD Wives  restricting Greg + several MD Wives  restricting Greg + several MD Wives 
in a Legal Polygamous Marriage from workingin a Legal Polygamous Marriage from workingin a Legal Polygamous Marriage from workingin a Legal Polygamous Marriage from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives withCancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives withCancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives withCancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives with several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software,  several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software,  several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software,  several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software, 
add another $10K for apps!add another $10K for apps!add another $10K for apps!add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure  And 1 for each of several MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure  And 1 for each of several MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure  And 1 for each of several MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure 
for 1,001 diseasesfor 1,001 diseasesfor 1,001 diseasesfor 1,001 diseases + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the  + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the  + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the  + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the 
Rx CureRx CureRx CureRx Cure for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx
Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Alone inOvernight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Alone inOvernight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Alone inOvernight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 reason Greg was Home Alone in 2013 in Key  2013 in Key  2013 in Key  2013 in Key 
West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has toWest... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has toWest... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has toWest... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg +  be restricting Greg +  be restricting Greg +  be restricting Greg + 
several MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracleseveral MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracleseveral MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracleseveral MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013  Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013  Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013  Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 
because they didn't want us to get any Rx CURESbecause they didn't want us to get any Rx CURESbecause they didn't want us to get any Rx CURESbecause they didn't want us to get any Rx CURES not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1  not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1  not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1  not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1 
was the Pentagon Revenge on allwas the Pentagon Revenge on allwas the Pentagon Revenge on allwas the Pentagon Revenge on all Humanity + Greg!!!  Humanity + Greg!!!  Humanity + Greg!!!  Humanity + Greg!!! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the Oxford Dictionary of  Oxford Dictionary of  Oxford Dictionary of  Oxford Dictionary of 
Invention Projects! 2014 Invention Projects! 2014 Invention Projects! 2014 Invention Projects! 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 00713 "Will Power" 00713 "Will Power" 00713 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st 
MD President ofMD President ofMD President ofMD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  the USA too. SMOG is a social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  the USA too. SMOG is a social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  the USA too. SMOG is a social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 
8.28.28.28.2 fix!  fix!  fix!  fix! 

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro Desktop Notebook  Desktop Notebook  Desktop Notebook  Desktop Notebook 
with Spy Apps! with Spy Apps! with Spy Apps! with Spy Apps! 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled----Answered Apps"Answered Apps"Answered Apps"Answered Apps" 2014  2014  2014  2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... anus  Farrah Fawcett... anus  Farrah Fawcett... anus  Farrah Fawcett... anus 
cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always ask her mencancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always ask her mencancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always ask her mencancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... do you have  before the 1st kiss... do you have  before the 1st kiss... do you have  before the 1st kiss... do you have 
any "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did youany "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did youany "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did youany "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did you beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex  beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex  beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex  beat up your Prostitutes after you had sex 
with her? Yale and Harvard men do!with her? Yale and Harvard men do!with her? Yale and Harvard men do!with her? Yale and Harvard men do!

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In----China" 2014 China" 2014 China" 2014 China" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 201413 201413 201413 2014 "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014" "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014" "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014" "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014"

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against the British BP  the British BP  the British BP  the British BP 
Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 

"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made----InInInIn----China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 

"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO----UNUNUNUN----MDMDMDMD Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5s1,001"iPhone5s1,001"iPhone5s1,001"iPhone5s1,001----MedMedMedMed----Invention Projects Apps" 2014Invention Projects Apps" 2014Invention Projects Apps" 2014Invention Projects Apps" 2014

"iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sNobelPrize"iPhone5sNobelPrize"iPhone5sNobelPrize"iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his  his updated "Will" signed, his  his updated "Will" signed, his  his updated "Will" signed, his 
signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Ofsignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Ofsignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Ofsignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course she is the soul course she is the soul course she is the soul course she is the soul----sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! 

"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul----mate trillion yearmate trillion yearmate trillion yearmate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014  gambling Apps" 2014  gambling Apps" 2014  gambling Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st 
MD President of the USA too. SMOG is aMD President of the USA too. SMOG is aMD President of the USA too. SMOG is aMD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  social disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 
8.2 fix!8.2 fix!8.2 fix!8.2 fix!
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"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014

"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled----Answered Apps" 2014 Answered Apps" 2014 Answered Apps" 2014 Answered Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "13 2014 "13 2014 "13 2014 "End ofEnd ofEnd ofEnd of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014  the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014  the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014  the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 
to 2014" to 2014" to 2014" to 2014" 

Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the NobelPeter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the NobelPeter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the NobelPeter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or  Prize for Physiology or  Prize for Physiology or  Prize for Physiology or 
Medicine in 1996. Medicine in 1996. Medicine in 1996. Medicine in 1996. 

"End of the Nobel Prize in the"End of the Nobel Prize in the"End of the Nobel Prize in the"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 MD written13 2014 MD written13 2014 MD written13 2014 MD written torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not  torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not  torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not  torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not 
mandatory! So thosemandatory! So thosemandatory! So thosemandatory! So those infected from "Mexicans" who refuse the vaccine die from Whooping  infected from "Mexicans" who refuse the vaccine die from Whooping  infected from "Mexicans" who refuse the vaccine die from Whooping  infected from "Mexicans" who refuse the vaccine die from Whooping 
cough, flu,cough, flu,cough, flu,cough, flu, and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III
as the number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980as the number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980as the number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980as the number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980 and the Jews  and the Jews  and the Jews  and the Jews 
in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust IIIin NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust IIIin NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust IIIin NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its Holocaust III which it is! 2014  which it is! 2014  which it is! 2014  which it is! 2014 

The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO----UNUNUNUN----MD Apps" 2014MD Apps" 2014MD Apps" 2014MD Apps" 2014

"iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 New York Times13 2014 New York Times13 2014 New York Times13 2014 New York Times Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or  Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or  Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or  Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or 
Hemingway look alike CIAHemingway look alike CIAHemingway look alike CIAHemingway look alike CIA Agent missing in action. CIA running covert, trillion dollar  Agent missing in action. CIA running covert, trillion dollar  Agent missing in action. CIA running covert, trillion dollar  Agent missing in action. CIA running covert, trillion dollar 
missions lightmissions lightmissions lightmissions light years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture!  years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture!  years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture!  years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture! 

"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made----InInInIn----China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 

"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 End of the13 2014 End of the13 2014 End of the13 2014 End of the Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded  Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded  Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded  Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded 
"Pedophiles." 2014"Pedophiles." 2014"Pedophiles." 2014"Pedophiles." 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling her about their  her about their  her about their  her about their 
HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Verizon, Facebook13 2014 Verizon, Facebook13 2014 Verizon, Facebook13 2014 Verizon, Facebook not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street  not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street  not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street  not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street 
Views! 2014Views! 2014Views! 2014Views! 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the USA" are like  USA" are like  USA" are like  USA" are like 
gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social Securitygasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social Securitygasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social Securitygasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the Social Security offices and into the  offices and into the  offices and into the  offices and into the 
Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams!Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams!Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams!Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams!

"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps""iPhone5sMD Apps""iPhone5sMD Apps""iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014  2014  2014  2014 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 A NYC MD13 2014 A NYC MD13 2014 A NYC MD13 2014 A NYC MD just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K  just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K  just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K  just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K 
kids saved fromkids saved fromkids saved fromkids saved from flu's torture, wow!  flu's torture, wow!  flu's torture, wow!  flu's torture, wow! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to immunize children against  immunize children against  immunize children against  immunize children against 
diseases... diseases... diseases... diseases... 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude Politics13 2014 St. Jude Politics13 2014 St. Jude Politics13 2014 St. Jude Politics are like what Generates Gravity!  are like what Generates Gravity!  are like what Generates Gravity!  are like what Generates Gravity! 
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12121212----15151515----13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood  China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood  China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood  China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood 
Leukemia patients than at St.Leukemia patients than at St.Leukemia patients than at St.Leukemia patients than at St. Jude  Jude  Jude  Jude 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi trucks in Beijing fog, a  trucks in Beijing fog, a  trucks in Beijing fog, a  trucks in Beijing fog, a 
smog cloud smog cloud smog cloud smog cloud 

1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars +1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars +1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars +1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the outside.  trucks with no super air bags on the outside.  trucks with no super air bags on the outside.  trucks with no super air bags on the outside. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 MD's in13 2014 MD's in13 2014 MD's in13 2014 MD's in China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every  China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every  China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every  China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every 
day of theday of theday of theday of the year, fiery wrecks too.  year, fiery wrecks too.  year, fiery wrecks too.  year, fiery wrecks too. 

"St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" 

"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps"  iPhone5sCIA Apps"  iPhone5sCIA Apps"  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"  Apps"  Apps"  Apps" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans fats  fats  fats  fats 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 113 2014 113 2014 113 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the  Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the  Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the  Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the 
outside.outside.outside.outside.

12121212----15151515----13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any interviews with Dr.  interviews with Dr.  interviews with Dr.  interviews with Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman! Nancy Snyderman! Nancy Snyderman! Nancy Snyderman! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for  "New Manhattan Project" for  "New Manhattan Project" for  "New Manhattan Project" for 
the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!

12121212----15151515----13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks

12121212----15151515----13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for  Manhattan Project" for  Manhattan Project" for  Manhattan Project" for 
the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! 

12121212----15151515----13131313 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust
II + III II + III II + III II + III 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era  ElectricWindmillCar Era  ElectricWindmillCar Era  ElectricWindmillCar Era 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as  Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as  Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as  Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as 
adults kill again andadults kill again andadults kill again andadults kill again and again"Threatening" the wife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made  again"Threatening" the wife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made  again"Threatening" the wife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made  again"Threatening" the wife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made 
to Maryto Maryto Maryto Mary Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her!  Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her!  Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her!  Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 5 million13 2014 5 million13 2014 5 million13 2014 5 million childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from  childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from  childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from  childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from 
"Smog" and dirty"Smog" and dirty"Smog" and dirty"Smog" and dirty water caused by privileged special right, advantage, or immunity  water caused by privileged special right, advantage, or immunity  water caused by privileged special right, advantage, or immunity  water caused by privileged special right, advantage, or immunity 
granted peoplegranted peoplegranted peoplegranted people Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London.  Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London.  Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London.  Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Prince Harry at the13 2014 Prince Harry at the13 2014 Prince Harry at the13 2014 Prince Harry at the South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP  South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP  South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP  South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP 
Oil and French Oil men inOil and French Oil men inOil and French Oil men inOil and French Oil men in Africa asking how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to  Africa asking how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to  Africa asking how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to  Africa asking how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to 
get another $177get another $177get another $177get another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues.  Trillion in Oil Revenues.  Trillion in Oil Revenues.  Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince Harry at the South Pole knew all his  Harry at the South Pole knew all his  Harry at the South Pole knew all his  Harry at the South Pole knew all his 
"Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil"Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil"Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil"Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil could get $177 Trillion in revenues!  could get $177 Trillion in revenues!  could get $177 Trillion in revenues!  could get $177 Trillion in revenues! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Key West "Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in  Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in  Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in  Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in 
BP Oil Revenues!BP Oil Revenues!BP Oil Revenues!BP Oil Revenues!

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded Warrior"  Warrior"  Warrior"  Warrior" 
Florida License plates... why? Florida License plates... why? Florida License plates... why? Florida License plates... why? 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the13 2014 "End of the13 2014 "End of the13 2014 "End of the "Made "Made "Made "Made----InInInIn----China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in 
2014201420142014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 
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12121212----15151515----13131313 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.
Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofNancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofNancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofNancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New  Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New  Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New  Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New 
Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofManhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofManhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofManhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!  Breast Cancer!  Breast Cancer!  Breast Cancer! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"

"Smog Revolution, In"Smog Revolution, In"Smog Revolution, In"Smog Revolution, In----China" China" China" China" 

"Smog Revolution in"Smog Revolution in"Smog Revolution in"Smog Revolution in Paris"  Paris"  Paris"  Paris" 

"Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" 

"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made----InInInIn----ChinaChinaChinaChina Era"  Era"  Era"  Era" 

"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  from 1980 to 2014"  from 1980 to 2014"  from 1980 to 2014" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for  Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for  Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for  Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for 
Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He sharesPhysiology or Medicine in 1996. He sharesPhysiology or Medicine in 1996. He sharesPhysiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares the award with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the  the award with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the  the award with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the  the award with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the 
University of Zurich. TheirUniversity of Zurich. TheirUniversity of Zurich. TheirUniversity of Zurich. Their findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and  findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and  findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and  findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and 
treatment of viraltreatment of viraltreatment of viraltreatment of viral infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant  infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant  infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant  infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant 
proceduresproceduresproceduresprocedures and vaccines.  and vaccines.  and vaccines.  and vaccines. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 
to 2014" to 2014" to 2014" to 2014" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology,13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology,13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology,13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for  won the Nobel Prize for  won the Nobel Prize for  won the Nobel Prize for 
Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Physiology or Medicine in 1996. Physiology or Medicine in 1996. 

12121212----15151515----13 201413 201413 201413 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980  "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 
totototo 2014"  2014"  2014"  2014" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit in north in north in north in north----west China are west China are west China are west China are 
dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at thedead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at thedead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at thedead, explosion that ripped through a shaft at the Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's  Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's  Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's  Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's 
Hutubi county. Hutubi county. Hutubi county. Hutubi county. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 1,38413 2014 1,38413 2014 1,38413 2014 1,384 people died in coal mining people died in coal mining people died in coal mining people died in coal mining accidents in China every year from 1980  accidents in China every year from 1980  accidents in China every year from 1980  accidents in China every year from 1980 
to 2013to 2013to 2013to 2013

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!

7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 

The daily operatingThe daily operatingThe daily operatingThe daily operating cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million  cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million  cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million  cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 The medical and13 2014 The medical and13 2014 The medical and13 2014 The medical and scientific staff published more than 680 articles  scientific staff published more than 680 articles  scientific staff published more than 680 articles  scientific staff published more than 680 articles 

St. Jude has 78St. Jude has 78St. Jude has 78St. Jude has 78 inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day.  inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day.  inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day.  inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer center to be designated as a  center to be designated as a  center to be designated as a  center to be designated as a 
Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National CancerComprehensive Cancer Center by the National CancerComprehensive Cancer Center by the National CancerComprehensive Cancer Center by the National Cancer Institute.  Institute.  Institute.  Institute. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly drinking Wine at the Rum Barrel  drinking Wine at the Rum Barrel  drinking Wine at the Rum Barrel  drinking Wine at the Rum Barrel 
or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino andor Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino andor Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino andor Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino and smoking...  smoking...  smoking...  smoking... 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for alcoholics + smokers are "1  alcoholics + smokers are "1  alcoholics + smokers are "1  alcoholics + smokers are "1 
Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's ChildhoodTrillion Times" more than St. Jude's ChildhoodTrillion Times" more than St. Jude's ChildhoodTrillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood leukemia statistics.  leukemia statistics.  leukemia statistics.  leukemia statistics. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are infected with HPV, HIV, STD's...  infected with HPV, HIV, STD's...  infected with HPV, HIV, STD's...  infected with HPV, HIV, STD's... 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's  "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's  "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's  "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's 
Hepatitis in Facebook and putHepatitis in Facebook and putHepatitis in Facebook and putHepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street View.  them on Google Street View.  them on Google Street View.  them on Google Street View. 
12121212----15151515----13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you  expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you  expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you  expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you 
will live to be 99.will live to be 99.will live to be 99.will live to be 99.

12121212----15151515----13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his  "Will" signed, his  "Will" signed, his  "Will" signed, his 
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signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course she issignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course she issignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course she issignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course she is the soul the soul the soul the soul----sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! 

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st 
MD President of the USA too. SMOG isMD President of the USA too. SMOG isMD President of the USA too. SMOG isMD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 
8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul----mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  become an MD. 1st  become an MD. 1st  become an MD. 1st 
MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill +MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill +MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill +MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  Melinda can't cure with Win  Melinda can't cure with Win  Melinda can't cure with Win 
8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014  Lobotomy gas gas" 2014  Lobotomy gas gas" 2014  Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled----Answered Apps" 2014Answered Apps" 2014Answered Apps" 2014Answered Apps" 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 

12121212----15151515----13131313 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st
MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can'tMD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can'tMD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can'tMD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  cure with Win  cure with Win  cure with Win 
8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul----mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st  become an MD. 1st  become an MD. 1st  become an MD. 1st 
MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social Diseases, Bill +MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social Diseases, Bill +MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social Diseases, Bill +MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social Diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win  Melinda can't cure with Win  Melinda can't cure with Win  Melinda can't cure with Win 
8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 8.2 fix! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you,13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you,13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you,13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you  I will live to be 100 you  I will live to be 100 you  I will live to be 100 you 
will live to be 99. will live to be 99. will live to be 99. will live to be 99. 

12121212----13131313----13 007's Outside the13 007's Outside the13 007's Outside the13 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his  Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his  Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his  Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his 
signature has to besignature has to besignature has to besignature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of course she is the soul witnessed by 2 people. Of course she is the soul witnessed by 2 people. Of course she is the soul witnessed by 2 people. Of course she is the soul----sole beneficiary! As sole beneficiary! As sole beneficiary! As sole beneficiary! As 
recentrecentrecentrecent classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars Around  Around  Around  Around 
Alpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said weAlpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said weAlpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said weAlpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said we can now"gamble"  can now"gamble"  can now"gamble"  can now"gamble" 
and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our souland win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our souland win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our souland win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 trillion years our soul---- Conscientiousness will  Conscientiousness will  Conscientiousness will  Conscientiousness will 
shine as thereshine as thereshine as thereshine as there is more to the Universe than the Worlds is more to the Universe than the Worlds is more to the Universe than the Worlds is more to the Universe than the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictator Observe +  Numb Nuts Dictator Observe +  Numb Nuts Dictator Observe +  Numb Nuts Dictator Observe + 
Suppress! Suppress! Suppress! Suppress! 

2222----13131313----13 007's conversation least13 007's conversation least13 007's conversation least13 007's conversation least to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball  to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball  to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball  to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball 
Lottery... A Scam by WorldsLottery... A Scam by WorldsLottery... A Scam by WorldsLottery... A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of course $$$... New York Times Headlines  Numb Nuts Dictators of course $$$... New York Times Headlines  Numb Nuts Dictators of course $$$... New York Times Headlines  Numb Nuts Dictators of course $$$... New York Times Headlines 
during the Heightduring the Heightduring the Heightduring the Height of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful  of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful  of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful  of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful 
thinking bythinking bythinking bythinking by the CIA.  the CIA.  the CIA.  the CIA. 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you  you, I will live to be 100 you  you, I will live to be 100 you  you, I will live to be 100 you 
will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early -------- from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too.  from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too.  from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too.  from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 
007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond,007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond,007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond,007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar  These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar  These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar  These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar 
Era" that is beingEra" that is beingEra" that is beingEra" that is being suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences  suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences  suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences  suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences 
were notwere notwere notwere not so well known selling Opium to China, is not the same as selling "Smog" to China so well known selling Opium to China, is not the same as selling "Smog" to China so well known selling Opium to China, is not the same as selling "Smog" to China so well known selling Opium to China, is not the same as selling "Smog" to China
as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" areas more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" areas more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" areas more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are in  in  in  in 
different times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of thedifferent times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of thedifferent times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of thedifferent times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of the nearest stars will  nearest stars will  nearest stars will  nearest stars will 
shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking aboutshine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking aboutshine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking aboutshine for 4 trillion years. Queen of England thinking about "Forever" dismissed this idea of  "Forever" dismissed this idea of  "Forever" dismissed this idea of  "Forever" dismissed this idea of 
time can go on "Forever" all her life! Todaytime can go on "Forever" all her life! Todaytime can go on "Forever" all her life! Todaytime can go on "Forever" all her life! Today she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more  she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more  she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more  she believes time can go on for 4 Trillion more 
years as she knows more aboutyears as she knows more aboutyears as she knows more aboutyears as she knows more about the Universe!  the Universe!  the Universe!  the Universe! 

12121212----13131313----13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as smoking, he says it worst than  smoking, he says it worst than  smoking, he says it worst than  smoking, he says it worst than 
smoking, she thinks he might be right... they gosmoking, she thinks he might be right... they gosmoking, she thinks he might be right... they gosmoking, she thinks he might be right... they go inside  inside  inside  inside 
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12121212----13131313----13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be signed as "Black Oil" in  signed as "Black Oil" in  signed as "Black Oil" in  signed as "Black Oil" in 
"Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields when"Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields when"Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields when"Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. Fields when the Scam was over water for H2O  the Scam was over water for H2O  the Scam was over water for H2O  the Scam was over water for H2O 
H fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cansH fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cansH fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cansH fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cans of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered  of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered  of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered  of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered 
on the bed in "Black Oil" was noton the bed in "Black Oil" was noton the bed in "Black Oil" was noton the bed in "Black Oil" was not expected.  expected.  expected.  expected. 

12121212----13131313----13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non----drinking 007 spouts off in frontdrinking 007 spouts off in frontdrinking 007 spouts off in frontdrinking 007 spouts off in front of the Key West Tropic  of the Key West Tropic  of the Key West Tropic  of the Key West Tropic 
Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movieCinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movieCinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movieCinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie goers to witness his signature on a  goers to witness his signature on a  goers to witness his signature on a  goers to witness his signature on a 
new "Will" leaving her soulnew "Will" leaving her soulnew "Will" leaving her soulnew "Will" leaving her soul----solesolesolesole beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just at the Key West  bottles of wine just at the Key West  bottles of wine just at the Key West  bottles of wine just at the Key West 
Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of SolaceTropic Cinema watching Quantum of SolaceTropic Cinema watching Quantum of SolaceTropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond loses his last women covered in  were Bond loses his last women covered in  were Bond loses his last women covered in  were Bond loses his last women covered in 
"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as the will power at Oxford + Nottingham  the will power at Oxford + Nottingham  the will power at Oxford + Nottingham  the will power at Oxford + Nottingham 
University Hospitals, told the BBC: "YouUniversity Hospitals, told the BBC: "YouUniversity Hospitals, told the BBC: "YouUniversity Hospitals, told the BBC: "You wouldn't want the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators  wouldn't want the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators  wouldn't want the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators  wouldn't want the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators 
debugging this nuclear bomb on itsdebugging this nuclear bomb on itsdebugging this nuclear bomb on itsdebugging this nuclear bomb on its way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man  way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man  way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man  way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man 
in charge of itsin charge of itsin charge of itsin charge of its relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated  relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated  relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated  relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated 
nationnationnationnation adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its neighbor build a middle class... adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its neighbor build a middle class... adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its neighbor build a middle class... adopts the embrace of markets that has seen its neighbor build a middle class...
China's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Chinese you see on TV... theirChina's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Chinese you see on TV... theirChina's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Chinese you see on TV... theirChina's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Chinese you see on TV... their crimes of  crimes of  crimes of  crimes of 
embracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 childembracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 childembracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 childembracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 child will see the kid die of  will see the kid die of  will see the kid die of  will see the kid die of 
"Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177"Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177"Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177"Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude would need $177 Trillion dollars just to save 1  Trillion dollars just to save 1  Trillion dollars just to save 1  Trillion dollars just to save 1 
million Chinese kids who will get leukemia frommillion Chinese kids who will get leukemia frommillion Chinese kids who will get leukemia frommillion Chinese kids who will get leukemia from "Smog" in the next 10 years!  "Smog" in the next 10 years!  "Smog" in the next 10 years!  "Smog" in the next 10 years! 

12121212----13131313----13 Today Show everyone is buying a13 Today Show everyone is buying a13 Today Show everyone is buying a13 Today Show everyone is buying a Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400  Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400  Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400  Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400 
million. A Scam by Worlds Numbmillion. A Scam by Worlds Numbmillion. A Scam by Worlds Numbmillion. A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of course$$$  Nuts Dictators of course$$$  Nuts Dictators of course$$$  Nuts Dictators of course$$$ 

12121212----13131313----13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more  an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more  an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more  an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more 
like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie!like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie!like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie!like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie!

12121212----13131313----13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party in central Yemen yesterday  in central Yemen yesterday  in central Yemen yesterday  in central Yemen yesterday 
evening after mistaking them for an alevening after mistaking them for an alevening after mistaking them for an alevening after mistaking them for an al----Qaeda convoy.Qaeda convoy.Qaeda convoy.Qaeda convoy.

12121212----13131313----13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal Polygamou Polygamou Polygamou Polygamous Wedding s Wedding s Wedding s Wedding 
Party at the Hemingway House when 150 People were all in aParty at the Hemingway House when 150 People were all in aParty at the Hemingway House when 150 People were all in aParty at the Hemingway House when 150 People were all in a "Writing Class"  "Writing Class"  "Writing Class"  "Writing Class" 
brainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, justbrainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, justbrainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, justbrainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, just started Chapter 2 when the US  started Chapter 2 when the US  started Chapter 2 when the US  started Chapter 2 when the US 
"Drone" killed all, and destroyed the Yale Key"Drone" killed all, and destroyed the Yale Key"Drone" killed all, and destroyed the Yale Key"Drone" killed all, and destroyed the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel  West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel  West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel  West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel 
Tower! Tower! Tower! Tower! 

12121212----13131313----13 Key West has13 Key West has13 Key West has13 Key West has a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys...  a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys...  a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys...  a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys... 
Everyone you seeEveryone you seeEveryone you seeEveryone you see on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have read + written across from this  on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have read + written across from this  on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have read + written across from this  on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I have read + written across from this 
IslandIslandIslandIsland for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million dollar  dollar  dollar  dollar 
house over there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well thehouse over there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well thehouse over there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well thehouse over there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well the Mayor of Key West and the  Mayor of Key West and the  Mayor of Key West and the  Mayor of Key West and the 
other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probablyother city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probablyother city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probablyother city leaders all have gotten drunk, and probably stoned on crack cocaine visiting  stoned on crack cocaine visiting  stoned on crack cocaine visiting  stoned on crack cocaine visiting 
celebrates there... the British Cook who usedcelebrates there... the British Cook who usedcelebrates there... the British Cook who usedcelebrates there... the British Cook who used cocaine every day in front of kids and staff.  cocaine every day in front of kids and staff.  cocaine every day in front of kids and staff.  cocaine every day in front of kids and staff. 
Sisters who spent $1 million onSisters who spent $1 million onSisters who spent $1 million onSisters who spent $1 million on her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to  her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to  her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to  her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to 
Key West CityKey West CityKey West CityKey West City leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal response to  leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal response to  leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal response to  leaders on yesterday were divided over whether to send a formal response to 
thethethethe Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for low low low low----rent rent rent rent 
drunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reillydrunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reillydrunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reillydrunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reilly also concludes in the  also concludes in the  also concludes in the  also concludes in the 
show that Key West is no place for families to vacation.show that Key West is no place for families to vacation.show that Key West is no place for families to vacation.show that Key West is no place for families to vacation. "People on vacation with kids?"  "People on vacation with kids?"  "People on vacation with kids?"  "People on vacation with kids?" 
CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys areCNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys areCNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys areCNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are owned by these people at CNN + Fox!  owned by these people at CNN + Fox!  owned by these people at CNN + Fox!  owned by these people at CNN + Fox! 

12121212----13131313----13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for the "CIA."  the "CIA."  the "CIA."  the "CIA." 

12121212----13131313----13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr  Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr  Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr  Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr 
killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defensekilled Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defensekilled Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defensekilled Mary by Hanging her in the barn... defense psychologist called it  psychologist called it  psychologist called it  psychologist called it ““““affluenza,affluenza,affluenza,affluenza,”””” a a a a 
syndrome that keeps someone from a wealthysyndrome that keeps someone from a wealthysyndrome that keeps someone from a wealthysyndrome that keeps someone from a wealthy background from learning that bad  background from learning that bad  background from learning that bad  background from learning that bad 
behavior has consequences todays News is thebehavior has consequences todays News is thebehavior has consequences todays News is thebehavior has consequences todays News is the Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4  Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4  Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4  Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 
pedestrians driving drunk! pedestrians driving drunk! pedestrians driving drunk! pedestrians driving drunk! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key West  West  West  West 
Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and you must put 3 aviationAir Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and you must put 3 aviationAir Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and you must put 3 aviationAir Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class and you must put 3 aviation invention  invention  invention  invention 
projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 Steps" secret engineering  Steps" secret engineering  Steps" secret engineering  Steps" secret engineering 
to make Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't putto make Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't putto make Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't putto make Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't put a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's  a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's  a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's  a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's 
Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets. 

12121212----13131313----13 International13 International13 International13 International Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013  Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013  Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013  Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013 
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ModelModelModelModel ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the lives of 100 kids who were left in hot ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the lives of 100 kids who were left in hot ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the lives of 100 kids who were left in hot ElectricWindmillcars would have saved the lives of 100 kids who were left in hot cars  cars  cars  cars 
to die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know allto die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know allto die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know allto die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all
ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die 13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die 13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die 13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die -------- from booze before youfrom booze before youfrom booze before youfrom booze before you are 99 years old,  are 99 years old,  are 99 years old,  are 99 years old, 
sorry! sorry! sorry! sorry! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just at the Key West  half bottles of wine just at the Key West  half bottles of wine just at the Key West  half bottles of wine just at the Key West 
Tropic Cinema watching Quantum ofTropic Cinema watching Quantum ofTropic Cinema watching Quantum ofTropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace were Bond lost his last women covered in  Solace were Bond lost his last women covered in  Solace were Bond lost his last women covered in  Solace were Bond lost his last women covered in 
"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a"Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams! 

12121212----13131313----13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non----drinking 007 spoutsdrinking 007 spoutsdrinking 007 spoutsdrinking 007 spouts off in front of the Key West Tropic  off in front of the Key West Tropic  off in front of the Key West Tropic  off in front of the Key West Tropic 
Cinema I will live to 100 too as they lookCinema I will live to 100 too as they lookCinema I will live to 100 too as they lookCinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 movie goers to witness his signature on a  for 2 movie goers to witness his signature on a  for 2 movie goers to witness his signature on a  for 2 movie goers to witness his signature on a 
new "Will" leaving her soulnew "Will" leaving her soulnew "Will" leaving her soulnew "Will" leaving her soul----solesolesolesole beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. 
She has such a severeShe has such a severeShe has such a severeShe has such a severe drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make  drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make  drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make  drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make 
stirring astirring astirring astirring a cocktail  cocktail  cocktail  cocktail ---- if not shooting a gun if not shooting a gun if not shooting a gun if not shooting a gun ---- impossible, say doctors who studied her ...impossible, say doctors who studied her ...impossible, say doctors who studied her ...impossible, say doctors who studied her ... her  her  her  her 
red nose of a wine o. red nose of a wine o. red nose of a wine o. red nose of a wine o. 

12121212----13131313----13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the front page of the Key West Citizen today just  front page of the Key West Citizen today just  front page of the Key West Citizen today just  front page of the Key West Citizen today just 
below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 Turtle is going to be released after being in the Key West  Turtle is going to be released after being in the Key West  Turtle is going to be released after being in the Key West  Turtle is going to be released after being in the Key West 
Hospital for the lastHospital for the lastHospital for the lastHospital for the last 3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good  3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good  3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good  3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good 
Deed" is. 1Deed" is. 1Deed" is. 1Deed" is. 1 Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. H Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. H Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. H Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Beachemingway Beachemingway Beachemingway Beach
would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935would be the name of this beach if Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935 to get  to get  to get  to get 
his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key Westhis Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key Westhis Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key Westhis Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key West stop by the Turtle  stop by the Turtle  stop by the Turtle  stop by the Turtle 
Museum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup thereMuseum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup thereMuseum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup thereMuseum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup there are 2 different brands. 15  are 2 different brands. 15  are 2 different brands. 15  are 2 different brands. 15 
Billion people will be living on Earth by the timeBillion people will be living on Earth by the timeBillion people will be living on Earth by the timeBillion people will be living on Earth by the time the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes  the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes  the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes  the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes 
decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles fordecide to raise 1 Trillion turtles fordecide to raise 1 Trillion turtles fordecide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for 2030.  2030.  2030.  2030. 

12121212----13131313----13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are linked to many  are linked to many  are linked to many  are linked to many 
health problems. health problems. health problems. health problems. 

12121212----13131313----13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer.... 

12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 

12121212----13131313----13 One Cluster in the news today 1213 One Cluster in the news today 1213 One Cluster in the news today 1213 One Cluster in the news today 12----13131313----13 in13 in13 in13 in "Environmental Science and  "Environmental Science and  "Environmental Science and  "Environmental Science and 
Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987----1988198819881988 miscarriage cluster at the former  miscarriage cluster at the former  miscarriage cluster at the former  miscarriage cluster at the former 
headquarters of the newspaper USA Today, whichheadquarters of the newspaper USA Today, whichheadquarters of the newspaper USA Today, whichheadquarters of the newspaper USA Today, which was then located in Arlington, Va. In this  was then located in Arlington, Va. In this  was then located in Arlington, Va. In this  was then located in Arlington, Va. In this 
case, 100 percent of the pregnantcase, 100 percent of the pregnantcase, 100 percent of the pregnantcase, 100 percent of the pregnant women miscarried, this rate had been documented for  women miscarried, this rate had been documented for  women miscarried, this rate had been documented for  women miscarried, this rate had been documented for 
women on certain floors thatwomen on certain floors thatwomen on certain floors thatwomen on certain floors that were undergoing construction renovations. You can do a  were undergoing construction renovations. You can do a  were undergoing construction renovations. You can do a  were undergoing construction renovations. You can do a 
Google Search for theGoogle Search for theGoogle Search for theGoogle Search for the full article.  full article.  full article.  full article. 

12121212----13131313----13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking +13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking +13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking +13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are linked to many  Drinking are linked to many  Drinking are linked to many  Drinking are linked to many 
health problems. health problems. health problems. health problems. 

12121212----13131313----13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer.... 

12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 

12121212----13131313----13 Clusters of13 Clusters of13 Clusters of13 Clusters of War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would  War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would  War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would  War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would 
have bankrupthave bankrupthave bankrupthave bankrupt Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince Harry was born... now War in the South  Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince Harry was born... now War in the South  Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince Harry was born... now War in the South  Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before Prince Harry was born... now War in the South 
PolePolePolePole trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion Years!  Years!  Years!  Years! 

12121212----13131313----13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security pact allowing US troops to  pact allowing US troops to  pact allowing US troops to  pact allowing US troops to 
stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai said.stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai said.stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai said.stay on after next year, President Hamid Karzai said.

12121212----13131313----13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 

12121212----13131313----13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded veterans Today! He got them  veterans Today! He got them  veterans Today! He got them  veterans Today! He got them 
wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince  Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince  Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince  Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince 
Harry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue forHarry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue forHarry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue forHarry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue for going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline 
Smog Era! Smog Era! Smog Era! Smog Era! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than
100 veteran inmates have been told they will be moving to a segregated wing of100 veteran inmates have been told they will be moving to a segregated wing of100 veteran inmates have been told they will be moving to a segregated wing of100 veteran inmates have been told they will be moving to a segregated wing of the  the  the  the 
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Maricopa County Jail. Maricopa County Jail. Maricopa County Jail. Maricopa County Jail. 

12121212----13131313----13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK"13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK"13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK"13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar"  the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar"  the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar"  the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar" 
that if and when LEAKED will givethat if and when LEAKED will givethat if and when LEAKED will givethat if and when LEAKED will give the USA full employment 100% No one will join the Army,  the USA full employment 100% No one will join the Army,  the USA full employment 100% No one will join the Army,  the USA full employment 100% No one will join the Army, 
Navy, as Ford + GMNavy, as Ford + GMNavy, as Ford + GMNavy, as Ford + GM workers will make more than Obama.  workers will make more than Obama.  workers will make more than Obama.  workers will make more than Obama. 

12121212----13131313----13 Tesla Model E to debut in13 Tesla Model E to debut in13 Tesla Model E to debut in13 Tesla Model E to debut in Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs.  Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs.  Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs.  Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs. 

12121212----13131313----13 US unemployment aid13 US unemployment aid13 US unemployment aid13 US unemployment aid applications surge to 368,000 Today.  applications surge to 368,000 Today.  applications surge to 368,000 Today.  applications surge to 368,000 Today. 

12121212----13131313----13 Tesla is a CIA front13 Tesla is a CIA front13 Tesla is a CIA front13 Tesla is a CIA front company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC  company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC  company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC  company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC 
Nightly News, 60Nightly News, 60Nightly News, 60Nightly News, 60 Minutes.... 12 Minutes.... 12 Minutes.... 12 Minutes.... 12----13131313----13 Prince Harry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so13 Prince Harry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so13 Prince Harry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so13 Prince Harry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so----
calledcalledcalledcalled "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils are  are  are  are 
part of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to thepart of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to thepart of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to thepart of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to the United Nations,  United Nations,  United Nations,  United Nations, 
over five million children do not attend primary school.over five million children do not attend primary school.over five million children do not attend primary school.over five million children do not attend primary school.

12121212----13131313----13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the school lunch money on $400  school lunch money on $400  school lunch money on $400  school lunch money on $400 
Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today.Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today.Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today.Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today.

12121212----13131313----13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in Vegas on  Vegas on  Vegas on  Vegas on 
Friday the 13th Friday the 13th Friday the 13th Friday the 13th 

12121212----13131313----13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4
Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven withTrillion Years in the Moslem Heaven withTrillion Years in the Moslem Heaven withTrillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with 72 Virgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from  72 Virgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from  72 Virgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from  72 Virgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from 
Victoria Secret was irresistibleVictoria Secret was irresistibleVictoria Secret was irresistibleVictoria Secret was irresistible lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge,  lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge,  lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge,  lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, 
and Robert Kennedyand Robert Kennedyand Robert Kennedyand Robert Kennedy killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them!  killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them!  killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them!  killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly
forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's continue to flood back.forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's continue to flood back.forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's continue to flood back.forced to scale up its predictions as the returnee's continue to flood back. Thousands  Thousands  Thousands  Thousands --------
some pregnant, traumatized or sick some pregnant, traumatized or sick some pregnant, traumatized or sick some pregnant, traumatized or sick -------- continue to land daily, many continue to land daily, many continue to land daily, many continue to land daily, many with tales of abuse  with tales of abuse  with tales of abuse  with tales of abuse 
and mistreatment. and mistreatment. and mistreatment. and mistreatment. 

12121212----13131313----13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush  wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush  wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush  wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush 
walked hand and hand with awalked hand and hand with awalked hand and hand with awalked hand and hand with a Saudi Prince who abused, beat, murdered women in public  Saudi Prince who abused, beat, murdered women in public  Saudi Prince who abused, beat, murdered women in public  Saudi Prince who abused, beat, murdered women in public 
view. view. view. view. 

12121212----13131313----13131313 The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International 
orororor the UN Human Rights Commission...  the UN Human Rights Commission...  the UN Human Rights Commission...  the UN Human Rights Commission... 

12121212----13131313----13 Back in London, Cooking13 Back in London, Cooking13 Back in London, Cooking13 Back in London, Cooking Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court.  Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court.  Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court.  Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court. 
Judge rebukes British PM overJudge rebukes British PM overJudge rebukes British PM overJudge rebukes British PM over comments.. British Prime Minister David Cameron was  comments.. British Prime Minister David Cameron was  comments.. British Prime Minister David Cameron was  comments.. British Prime Minister David Cameron was 
rebuked Thursday by therebuked Thursday by therebuked Thursday by therebuked Thursday by the judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he  judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he  judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he  judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he 
said hersaid hersaid hersaid her cooking is the best!  cooking is the best!  cooking is the best!  cooking is the best! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest Restaurants will never be in a scene!  Restaurants will never be in a scene!  Restaurants will never be in a scene!  Restaurants will never be in a scene! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 at the Oxford13 007 at the Oxford13 007 at the Oxford13 007 at the Oxford Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie!  Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie!  Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie!  Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News!
Newtown's gunNewtown's gunNewtown's gunNewtown's gun----control families, a year of mixed results Yet a year later,control families, a year of mixed results Yet a year later,control families, a year of mixed results Yet a year later,control families, a year of mixed results Yet a year later, Newtown is  Newtown is  Newtown is  Newtown is 
becoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kidsbecoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kidsbecoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kidsbecoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids with MIT "Drones", and  with MIT "Drones", and  with MIT "Drones", and  with MIT "Drones", and 
mom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parentsmom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parentsmom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parentsmom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parents blame the shooters mother for  blame the shooters mother for  blame the shooters mother for  blame the shooters mother for 
taking him to firing range so many times. Pentagontaking him to firing range so many times. Pentagontaking him to firing range so many times. Pentagontaking him to firing range so many times. Pentagon has everyone go to the shooting  has everyone go to the shooting  has everyone go to the shooting  has everyone go to the shooting 
range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly Newsrange more than necessary too. NBC Nightly Newsrange more than necessary too. NBC Nightly Newsrange more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News does story after story of Airport Security  does story after story of Airport Security  does story after story of Airport Security  does story after story of Airport Security 
at Elementary Schools will only costat Elementary Schools will only costat Elementary Schools will only costat Elementary Schools will only cost $13 million for each school.  $13 million for each school.  $13 million for each school.  $13 million for each school. 

12121212----13131313----13 Newtown, CT is near Yale13 Newtown, CT is near Yale13 Newtown, CT is near Yale13 Newtown, CT is near Yale University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the  University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the  University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the  University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the 
school shooting. Noneschool shooting. Noneschool shooting. Noneschool shooting. None have mentioned the shooters father is a GE vice president. GE  have mentioned the shooters father is a GE vice president. GE  have mentioned the shooters father is a GE vice president. GE  have mentioned the shooters father is a GE vice president. GE 
Windmill Farm areWindmill Farm areWindmill Farm areWindmill Farm are responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's  responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's  responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's  responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's 
$177$177$177$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the Euphoria  Euphoria  Euphoria  Euphoria 
of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

12121212----13131313----13 Yale Universe13 Yale Universe13 Yale Universe13 Yale Universe picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes  picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes  picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes  picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes 
are legal inare legal inare legal inare legal in Singapore... California officials are considering whether to change a Singapore... California officials are considering whether to change a Singapore... California officials are considering whether to change a Singapore... California officials are considering whether to change a decades decades decades decades----
old antiold antiold antiold anti----crime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from acrime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from acrime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from acrime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from a victim  victim  victim  victim 
compensation fund if for being beat up. compensation fund if for being beat up. compensation fund if for being beat up. compensation fund if for being beat up. 

12121212----13131313----13 Did Bush and13 Did Bush and13 Did Bush and13 Did Bush and Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they  Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they  Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they  Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they 
used whenused whenused whenused when students at Yale?  students at Yale?  students at Yale?  students at Yale? 
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12121212----13131313----13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug shots of Yale Students who  shots of Yale Students who  shots of Yale Students who  shots of Yale Students who 
use New Haven Prostitutes... use New Haven Prostitutes... use New Haven Prostitutes... use New Haven Prostitutes... 

12121212----13131313----13 007's13 007's13 007's13 007's "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal  "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal  "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal  "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal 
PolygamousPolygamousPolygamousPolygamous Marriage.  Marriage.  Marriage.  Marriage. 

12121212----13131313----13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill +13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill +13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill +13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill + Melinda can document this!  Melinda can document this!  Melinda can document this!  Melinda can document this! 

12121212----13131313----13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex Slaves"...  Slaves"...  Slaves"...  Slaves"... 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure  Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure  Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure  Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure 
for anus cancer, most likely caused by thefor anus cancer, most likely caused by thefor anus cancer, most likely caused by thefor anus cancer, most likely caused by the HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah  HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah  HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah  HPV virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah 
Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007 Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners  Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners  Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners  Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners 
who gave HPV towho gave HPV towho gave HPV towho gave HPV to Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or  Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or  Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or  Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or 
getgetgetget tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine!

12121212----13131313----13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV HPV, HIV HPV, HIV HPV, HIV, STD's , STD's , STD's , STD's 
Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street View.Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street View.Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street View.Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google Street View.

The 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have youThe 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have youThe 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have youThe 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have you been tested for  been tested for  been tested for  been tested for 
Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at theHepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at theHepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at theHepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested at the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery  Publix or Whole Foods Grocery  Publix or Whole Foods Grocery  Publix or Whole Foods Grocery 
store picking up the wine! store picking up the wine! store picking up the wine! store picking up the wine! 

12121212----13131313----13 We13 We13 We13 We talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema

12121212----13131313----13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a nearby sun will  nearby sun will  nearby sun will  nearby sun will 
shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into infiniteshine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into infiniteshine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into infiniteshine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding into infinite space!  space!  space!  space! 

12121212----13131313----13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she  Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she  Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she  Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she 
wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rumwants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rumwants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rumwants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Barrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how  Barrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how  Barrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how  Barrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how 
many 100 year old winemany 100 year old winemany 100 year old winemany 100 year old wine----o's are there?o's are there?o's are there?o's are there?

12121212----13131313----13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George Orwell Era in Key  Orwell Era in Key  Orwell Era in Key  Orwell Era in Key 
West West West West 

12121212----13131313----13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and  Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and  Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and  Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and 
hurt writing and inventing. Love Makinghurt writing and inventing. Love Makinghurt writing and inventing. Love Makinghurt writing and inventing. Love Making to as the "Observers" don't even want to watch  to as the "Observers" don't even want to watch  to as the "Observers" don't even want to watch  to as the "Observers" don't even want to watch 
just yet! 1st Woman who told mejust yet! 1st Woman who told mejust yet! 1st Woman who told mejust yet! 1st Woman who told me she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a  she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a  she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a  she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a 
FBI women in 1979 week afterFBI women in 1979 week afterFBI women in 1979 week afterFBI women in 1979 week after I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented  I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented  I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented  I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar.  ElectricWindmillCar.  ElectricWindmillCar.  ElectricWindmillCar. 

12121212----13131313----13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for Christmas, many wives if I can be a little  Christmas, many wives if I can be a little  Christmas, many wives if I can be a little  Christmas, many wives if I can be a little 
greedy as long as I leave everythinggreedy as long as I leave everythinggreedy as long as I leave everythinggreedy as long as I leave everything in my Will to the wives who Out Live me. And we  in my Will to the wives who Out Live me. And we  in my Will to the wives who Out Live me. And we  in my Will to the wives who Out Live me. And we 
Brainstorm 1,001 inventions aBrainstorm 1,001 inventions aBrainstorm 1,001 inventions aBrainstorm 1,001 inventions a year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at  year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at  year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at  year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at 
Hemingway House I'm sureHemingway House I'm sureHemingway House I'm sureHemingway House I'm sure the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the  the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the  the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the  the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the 
Years InventionsYears InventionsYears InventionsYears Inventions we got Brainstorming 24/7.  we got Brainstorming 24/7.  we got Brainstorming 24/7.  we got Brainstorming 24/7. 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are speeding along a Ocean highway in their new  speeding along a Ocean highway in their new  speeding along a Ocean highway in their new  speeding along a Ocean highway in their new 
2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK Aircraft Carrier with its 10K windmills can be seen next to  Aircraft Carrier with its 10K windmills can be seen next to  Aircraft Carrier with its 10K windmills can be seen next to  Aircraft Carrier with its 10K windmills can be seen next to 
the Key West Sunset.the Key West Sunset.the Key West Sunset.the Key West Sunset. CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are...  CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are...  CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are...  CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are... 
spoiler asspoiler asspoiler asspoiler as this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond
buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she just had to have,buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she just had to have,buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she just had to have,buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". Something she just had to have, like getting  like getting  like getting  like getting 
married at Hemingway House to the Inventor of themarried at Hemingway House to the Inventor of themarried at Hemingway House to the Inventor of themarried at Hemingway House to the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in the first  ElectricWindmillCar in the first  ElectricWindmillCar in the first  ElectricWindmillCar in the first 
Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.

12121212----13131313----13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives +13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives +13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives +13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives + Then New Years  Then New Years  Then New Years  Then New Years 
2014 Invention's we will get! 2014 Invention's we will get! 2014 Invention's we will get! 2014 Invention's we will get! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have nobehind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have nobehind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have nobehind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" have no "Manhattan Project" to Cure the  "Manhattan Project" to Cure the  "Manhattan Project" to Cure the  "Manhattan Project" to Cure the 
coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!"coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!"coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!"coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!"

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to thebehind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to thebehind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to thebehind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the End to the Korean War will be decided in  Korean War will be decided in  Korean War will be decided in  Korean War will be decided in 
2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists"2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists"2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists"2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush 
do this Math as Clintons will cheatdo this Math as Clintons will cheatdo this Math as Clintons will cheatdo this Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  + lie, they are chronic Con Men! 
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12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as WHObehind the "Times" as WHObehind the "Times" as WHObehind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in  said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in  said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in  said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in 
detection, diagnosesdetection, diagnosesdetection, diagnosesdetection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations  and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations  and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations  and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations 
and Greg alongand Greg alongand Greg alongand Greg along with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is
Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc inDiscovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc inDiscovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc inDiscovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, STD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc in Publix  Publix  Publix  Publix 
Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent"Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent"Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent"Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses  detection, diagnoses  detection, diagnoses  detection, diagnoses 
and treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancerand treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancerand treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancerand treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 140  and Cancers at 140  and Cancers at 140  and Cancers at 140 
International Air Ports!! WHO MD'sInternational Air Ports!! WHO MD'sInternational Air Ports!! WHO MD'sInternational Air Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for lost all respect for lost all respect for lost all respect for suggestion like Scan + Treat all at  suggestion like Scan + Treat all at  suggestion like Scan + Treat all at  suggestion like Scan + Treat all at 
the Public Grocery Store or Airports withthe Public Grocery Store or Airports withthe Public Grocery Store or Airports withthe Public Grocery Store or Airports with the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has  the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has  the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has  the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has 
done their "Dirty Work" for thedone their "Dirty Work" for thedone their "Dirty Work" for thedone their "Dirty Work" for the last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO,  last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO,  last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO,  last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, 
the UN + Time'sthe UN + Time'sthe UN + Time'sthe UN + Time's Person of the Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is  Person of the Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is  Person of the Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is  Person of the Year cause the Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is 
aaaa LOSER!  LOSER!  LOSER!  LOSER! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" arebehind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" arebehind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" arebehind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living Room Cam" are the "great equalizer" reducing  the "great equalizer" reducing  the "great equalizer" reducing  the "great equalizer" reducing 
the likelihood of aggression, between Men +the likelihood of aggression, between Men +the likelihood of aggression, between Men +the likelihood of aggression, between Men + Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer  Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer  Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer  Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer 
Statistic today, not 2014 stats on theStatistic today, not 2014 stats on theStatistic today, not 2014 stats on theStatistic today, not 2014 stats on the 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014...  19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014...  19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014...  19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014... 
Happy New Year 2014 and don'tHappy New Year 2014 and don'tHappy New Year 2014 and don'tHappy New Year 2014 and don't get murdered by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of  get murdered by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of  get murdered by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of  get murdered by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of 
Numb Nuts Dictators +Numb Nuts Dictators +Numb Nuts Dictators +Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered  Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered  Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered  Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered 
by a drunk on Newby a drunk on Newby a drunk on Newby a drunk on New Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber  Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber  Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber  Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber 
Alerts!!!Alerts!!!Alerts!!!Alerts!!!

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in NYCbehind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in NYCbehind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in NYCbehind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone  will be mandatory for everyone  will be mandatory for everyone  will be mandatory for everyone 
at "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write thisat "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write thisat "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write thisat "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  app gave his statistics 20K little kids will 
not get the flu... I's sure somenot get the flu... I's sure somenot get the flu... I's sure somenot get the flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being  Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being  Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being  Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being 
tortured by thetortured by thetortured by thetortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will invent the "Gas flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will invent the "Gas flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will invent the "Gas flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will invent the "Gas
Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians,Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians,Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians,Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF  SWF, MWF  SWF, MWF  SWF, MWF 
next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free themnext flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free themnext flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free themnext flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort  from Korean Comfort  from Korean Comfort  from Korean Comfort 
Girls, Oh that was Japan... Girls, Oh that was Japan... Girls, Oh that was Japan... Girls, Oh that was Japan... 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top13 This week's top13 This week's top13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind thebehind thebehind thebehind the "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are Generated, and the invention of the  "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are Generated, and the invention of the  "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are Generated, and the invention of the  "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are Generated, and the invention of the 
"Gravity"Gravity"Gravity"Gravity Engine".  Engine".  Engine".  Engine". 

12121212----12121212----13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion a year EACH since 1980 on  a year EACH since 1980 on  a year EACH since 1980 on  a year EACH since 1980 on 
"War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil"War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil"War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil"War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP Oil Revenues via $4 gasoline.  Revenues via $4 gasoline.  Revenues via $4 gasoline.  Revenues via $4 gasoline. 

12121212----12121212----13 Putin said developing such weapons,13 Putin said developing such weapons,13 Putin said developing such weapons,13 Putin said developing such weapons, just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund"  just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund"  just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund"  just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund" 
has destabilized Korea were after 50has destabilized Korea were after 50has destabilized Korea were after 50has destabilized Korea were after 50 Years the End to the Korean war will be decided in  Years the End to the Korean war will be decided in  Years the End to the Korean war will be decided in  Years the End to the Korean war will be decided in 
2014! You don't have to be a2014! You don't have to be a2014! You don't have to be a2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush 
do this Math asdo this Math asdo this Math asdo this Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! 

12121212----12121212----13 This13 This13 This13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behindbehindbehindbehind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't  doesn't  doesn't  doesn't 
have any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" ahave any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" ahave any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" ahave any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  invention by  invention by  invention by 
"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while thinkinginvention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while thinkinginvention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while thinkinginvention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar"  constantly of a "ElectricCar"  constantly of a "ElectricCar"  constantly of a "ElectricCar" 
invention! invention! invention! invention! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  and iPad on the App Store are  and iPad on the App Store are  and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as how many people will bebehind the "Times" as how many people will bebehind the "Times" as how many people will bebehind the "Times" as how many people will be diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14  diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14  diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14  diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 
Million!!! Million!!! Million!!! Million!!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind thebehind thebehind thebehind the "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, Aircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed
Robberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to seeRobberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to seeRobberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to seeRobberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see the  the  the  the 
"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs new parts,  new parts,  new parts,  new parts, 
batteries, cam lens! batteries, cam lens! batteries, cam lens! batteries, cam lens! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as Stevebehind the "Times" as Stevebehind the "Times" as Stevebehind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this  are sold on this  are sold on this  are sold on this 
Apple Boss!!Apple Boss!!Apple Boss!!Apple Boss!!
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12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as how the number of deaths frombehind the "Times" as how the number of deaths frombehind the "Times" as how the number of deaths frombehind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from CANCER... number of deaths has also  CANCER... number of deaths has also  CANCER... number of deaths has also  CANCER... number of deaths has also 
increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 millionincreased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 millionincreased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 millionincreased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million from 2012 to 2013.  from 2012 to 2013.  from 2012 to 2013.  from 2012 to 2013. 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as WHO described abehind the "Times" as WHO described abehind the "Times" as WHO described abehind the "Times" as WHO described a "sharp rise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the  "sharp rise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the  "sharp rise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the  "sharp rise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the 
incidence and mortality haveincidence and mortality haveincidence and mortality haveincidence and mortality have increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common  increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common  increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common  increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common 
cancer in women in 140cancer in women in 140cancer in women in 140cancer in women in 140 countries.  countries.  countries.  countries. 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The Newbehind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The Newbehind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The Newbehind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The New Manhattan Project for the Rx  Manhattan Project for the Rx  Manhattan Project for the Rx  Manhattan Project for the Rx 
Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure"Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure"Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure"Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure"

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac Pro" Applebehind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac Pro" Applebehind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac Pro" Applebehind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the "Mac Pro" Apple page coming in Dec. so 140  page coming in Dec. so 140  page coming in Dec. so 140  page coming in Dec. so 140 
Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro"Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro"Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro"Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro" after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention  after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention  after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention  after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention 
Projects with links to get you started onProjects with links to get you started onProjects with links to get you started onProjects with links to get you started on the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the  the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the  the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the  the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the 
Universe when you canUniverse when you canUniverse when you canUniverse when you can "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!!  "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!!  "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!!  "Compare" it to the "Surface 2"!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to outbehind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to outbehind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to outbehind the "Times" as HP Workstations "Compare" to out RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha,  RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha,  RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha,  RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, 
ha!!! ha!!! ha!!! ha!!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 1013 This week's top 1013 This week's top 1013 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times"behind the "Times"behind the "Times"behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in  as WHO said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in  as WHO said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in  as WHO said there was an "urgent need" for the advances made in 
detection,detection,detection,detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations  diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations  diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations  diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations 
andandandand Greg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Greg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Greg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Greg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is
Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole FoodsDiscovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole FoodsDiscovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole FoodsDiscovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, put it in Whole Foods Grocery Stores...  Grocery Stores...  Grocery Stores...  Grocery Stores... 
WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breastWHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breastWHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breastWHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast  cancer, and SCAN for Breast  cancer, and SCAN for Breast  cancer, and SCAN for Breast 
Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are  the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as statistics from WHObehind the "Times" as statistics from WHObehind the "Times" as statistics from WHObehind the "Times" as statistics from WHO----WHO predicts theWHO predicts theWHO predicts theWHO predicts the number of cancer cases will  number of cancer cases will  number of cancer cases will  number of cancer cases will 
soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025.soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025.soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025.soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025.

12121212----12121212----13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an ambitious weapons  ambitious weapons  ambitious weapons  ambitious weapons 
modernization program and to expand Russia's military presencemodernization program and to expand Russia's military presencemodernization program and to expand Russia's military presencemodernization program and to expand Russia's military presence in the Arctic region.  in the Arctic region.  in the Arctic region.  in the Arctic region. 
Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the ArcticPutin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the ArcticPutin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the ArcticPutin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic Ocean as one of the reasons  Ocean as one of the reasons  Ocean as one of the reasons  Ocean as one of the reasons 
behind the buildup, saying that Russia is concernedbehind the buildup, saying that Russia is concernedbehind the buildup, saying that Russia is concernedbehind the buildup, saying that Russia is concerned because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to  because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to  because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to  because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to 
16 minutes to reach Moscow from a16 minutes to reach Moscow from a16 minutes to reach Moscow from a16 minutes to reach Moscow from a submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been  submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been  submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been  submarine in the Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been 
spent just on Model 2013spent just on Model 2013spent just on Model 2013spent just on Model 2013 Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the  Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the  Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the  Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the 
Admirals petAdmirals petAdmirals petAdmirals pet rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way!
Are you a Alien? Are you a Alien? Are you a Alien? Are you a Alien? 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravitybehind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravitybehind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravitybehind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't  generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't  generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't  generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't 
have any app for 1,001 Inventionhave any app for 1,001 Inventionhave any app for 1,001 Inventionhave any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by 
"Reading" and looking for the"Reading" and looking for the"Reading" and looking for the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar  "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar  "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar  "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar 
invention in 1980 readinginvention in 1980 readinginvention in 1980 readinginvention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar"  "Animal Farm" while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar"  "Animal Farm" while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar"  "Animal Farm" while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" 
invention! invention! invention! invention! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are  iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as how many people will bebehind the "Times" as how many people will bebehind the "Times" as how many people will bebehind the "Times" as how many people will be diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14  diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14  diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14  diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 
Million!!! Million!!! Million!!! Million!!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind thebehind thebehind thebehind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this "Times" as Steve Jobs died of "CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this
Apple Boss!! Apple Boss!! Apple Boss!! Apple Boss!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  and iPad on the App Store are  and iPad on the App Store are  and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as how the number of deathsbehind the "Times" as how the number of deathsbehind the "Times" as how the number of deathsbehind the "Times" as how the number of deaths from CANCER... number of deaths has also  from CANCER... number of deaths has also  from CANCER... number of deaths has also  from CANCER... number of deaths has also 
increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million from 2012 to 2013.  million from 2012 to 2013.  million from 2012 to 2013.  million from 2012 to 2013. 
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12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are  iPhone and iPad on the App Store are 
behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner isbehind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner isbehind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner isbehind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu Shots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone  Flu Shots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone  Flu Shots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone  Flu Shots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone 
at "Day Care" centers. The MDat "Day Care" centers. The MDat "Day Care" centers. The MDat "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will 
not get thenot get thenot get thenot get the flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being
tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids willtortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids willtortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids willtortured by the flu... but he better watch out, one of these little kids will invent the "Gas  invent the "Gas  invent the "Gas  invent the "Gas 
Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.".Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.".Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.".Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF  White Russians, SWF, MWF  White Russians, SWF, MWF  White Russians, SWF, MWF 
next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort  Nations... free them from Korean Comfort  Nations... free them from Korean Comfort  Nations... free them from Korean Comfort 
Girls, Oh that was Japan...Girls, Oh that was Japan...Girls, Oh that was Japan...Girls, Oh that was Japan...

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low 
Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded same as all cell calls are recorded.  recorded same as all cell calls are recorded.  recorded same as all cell calls are recorded.  recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12121212----11111111----13 Money may13 Money may13 Money may13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are  corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are  corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are  corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are 
generated cangenerated cangenerated cangenerated can prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to  prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to  prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to  prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over "Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to 
ChinaChinaChinaChina as Opium was!  as Opium was!  as Opium was!  as Opium was! 

12121212----11111111----13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis.13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis.13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis.13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis. Calling him "The People's Pope,"  Calling him "The People's Pope,"  Calling him "The People's Pope,"  Calling him "The People's Pope," 
Time magazine Today named Pope Francis itsTime magazine Today named Pope Francis itsTime magazine Today named Pope Francis itsTime magazine Today named Pope Francis its Person of the Year.  Person of the Year.  Person of the Year.  Person of the Year. 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time,"13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time,"13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time,"13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time," its creation by God. "seems To" or  its creation by God. "seems To" or  its creation by God. "seems To" or  its creation by God. "seems To" or 
"Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass..."Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass..."Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass..."Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... Thou Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's  Thou Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's  Thou Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's  Thou Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's 
Suppression Of TheSuppression Of TheSuppression Of TheSuppression Of The ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in  ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in  ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in  ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in 
BP OilBP OilBP OilBP Oil Revenues since 1980.  Revenues since 1980.  Revenues since 1980.  Revenues since 1980. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West Medical School built on  Medical School built on  Medical School built on  Medical School built on 
an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + "Pink"an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + "Pink"an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + "Pink"an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted "Pink" + "Pink" lights, for the Rx Overnight  lights, for the Rx Overnight  lights, for the Rx Overnight  lights, for the Rx Overnight 
Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!!Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!!Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!!Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!! Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS  Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS  Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS  Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS 
Special last night let the Pairs EliteSpecial last night let the Pairs EliteSpecial last night let the Pairs EliteSpecial last night let the Pairs Elite Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for  Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for  Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for  Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer, Poor VictoriaBreast Cancer, Poor VictoriaBreast Cancer, Poor VictoriaBreast Cancer, Poor Victoria Secret Women... stood up by the French Men with Money!!! Lets  Secret Women... stood up by the French Men with Money!!! Lets  Secret Women... stood up by the French Men with Money!!! Lets  Secret Women... stood up by the French Men with Money!!! Lets 
Hope the NewHope the NewHope the NewHope the New Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014...  Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014...  Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014...  Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014... 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says  Secretary Jacob Lew says  Secretary Jacob Lew says  Secretary Jacob Lew says 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai,"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai,"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai,"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, Shanghai, LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II"  LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II"  LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II"  LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" 
$ $ $ $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs13 GM Bailout Costs13 GM Bailout Costs13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says  Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says  Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says  Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says 
MECCA got GM's $177MECCA got GM's $177MECCA got GM's $177MECCA got GM's $177 Trillion in Profits from 1980 to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic  Trillion in Profits from 1980 to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic  Trillion in Profits from 1980 to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic  Trillion in Profits from 1980 to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic 
Crime"Crime"Crime"Crime" against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on
Pedophiles he knows of Today! Pedophiles he knows of Today! Pedophiles he knows of Today! Pedophiles he knows of Today! 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no  their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no  their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no  their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no 
super air bags on the outsidesuper air bags on the outsidesuper air bags on the outsidesuper air bags on the outside $  $  $  $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her "Time" years at the "New  "Time" years at the "New  "Time" years at the "New  "Time" years at the "New 
Product Developments" job she just had is a SCAM $ thatProduct Developments" job she just had is a SCAM $ thatProduct Developments" job she just had is a SCAM $ thatProduct Developments" job she just had is a SCAM $ that caused kids to die in "Hot Cars",  caused kids to die in "Hot Cars",  caused kids to die in "Hot Cars",  caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", 
Drunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM carDrunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM carDrunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM carDrunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM car drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into  drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into  drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into  drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into 
"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's New Products Development job at GM that suppressed  New Products Development job at GM that suppressed  New Products Development job at GM that suppressed  New Products Development job at GM that suppressed 
these GM car accessories fromthese GM car accessories fromthese GM car accessories fromthese GM car accessories from being installed on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by  being installed on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by  being installed on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by  being installed on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by 
Mary Barra!!!Mary Barra!!!Mary Barra!!!Mary Barra!!! Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development  Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development  Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development  Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development 
women whowomen whowomen whowomen who gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the
1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car crashes1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car crashes1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car crashes1st time in history we can invent the GM Car Technology to reduce car crashes repair cost  repair cost  repair cost  repair cost 
by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Trillion Cans of H @  Trillion Cans of H @  Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into aand not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into aand not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into aand not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into a Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck!  Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck!  Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck!  Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck! 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its  $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its  $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its  $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its 
final GM shares Monday,final GM shares Monday,final GM shares Monday,final GM shares Monday, recovering $39 billion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto  recovering $39 billion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto  recovering $39 billion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto  recovering $39 billion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto 
maker fivemaker fivemaker fivemaker five years ago.  years ago.  years ago.  years ago. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says that  Secretary Jacob Lew says that  Secretary Jacob Lew says that  Secretary Jacob Lew says that 
without the bailout, the US would have lost morewithout the bailout, the US would have lost morewithout the bailout, the US would have lost morewithout the bailout, the US would have lost more than a million jobs, and the economy  than a million jobs, and the economy  than a million jobs, and the economy  than a million jobs, and the economy 
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could have slipped from recession into acould have slipped from recession into acould have slipped from recession into acould have slipped from recession into a depression. Research by the Michigan depression. Research by the Michigan depression. Research by the Michigan depression. Research by the Michigan----based based based based 
Center for Automotive Research saysCenter for Automotive Research saysCenter for Automotive Research saysCenter for Automotive Research says the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs.  the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs.  the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs.  the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US government lost $10.5 billion on the  government lost $10.5 billion on the  government lost $10.5 billion on the  government lost $10.5 billion on the 
General Motors bailout, but it says theGeneral Motors bailout, but it says theGeneral Motors bailout, but it says theGeneral Motors bailout, but it says the alternative would have been far worse...  alternative would have been far worse...  alternative would have been far worse...  alternative would have been far worse... 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost13 GM Bailout Cost13 GM Bailout Cost13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $  Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $  Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $  Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM13 GM13 GM13 GM Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure  Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure  Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure  Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 
viaviaviavia Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Alamos Super Computers $ Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Alamos Super Computers $ Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Alamos Super Computers $ Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with Los Alamos Super Computers $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 

12121212----11111111----13 GM13 GM13 GM13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to death in fiery cop  death in fiery cop  death in fiery cop  death in fiery cop 
car wrecks $ car wrecks $ car wrecks $ car wrecks $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven  Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven  Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven  Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven 
or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;"or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;"or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;"or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" the Pentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she  the Pentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she  the Pentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she  the Pentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she 
would not get 72 Virgins inwould not get 72 Virgins inwould not get 72 Virgins inwould not get 72 Virgins in "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $  "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $  "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $  "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $ 

12121212----11111111----13 General Motors Co CEO Dan13 General Motors Co CEO Dan13 General Motors Co CEO Dan13 General Motors Co CEO Dan Akerson will step down next month and be replaced  Akerson will step down next month and be replaced  Akerson will step down next month and be replaced  Akerson will step down next month and be replaced 
by GM "lifer" and globalby GM "lifer" and globalby GM "lifer" and globalby GM "lifer" and global product chief Mary Barra, a sign that the development of new  product chief Mary Barra, a sign that the development of new  product chief Mary Barra, a sign that the development of new  product chief Mary Barra, a sign that the development of new 
vehicles will bevehicles will bevehicles will bevehicles will be the paramount focus of the company.  the paramount focus of the company.  the paramount focus of the company.  the paramount focus of the company. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all "New Product Developments"  the New Woman CEO all "New Product Developments"  the New Woman CEO all "New Product Developments"  the New Woman CEO all "New Product Developments" 
VP job she just had a SCAM $VP job she just had a SCAM $VP job she just had a SCAM $VP job she just had a SCAM $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to Die in a Hot  Die in a Hot  Die in a Hot  Die in a Hot 
Car no Verizon Alerts either $ Car no Verizon Alerts either $ Car no Verizon Alerts either $ Car no Verizon Alerts either $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who had to sell "Sex" to Saudi  had to sell "Sex" to Saudi  had to sell "Sex" to Saudi  had to sell "Sex" to Saudi 
Arabia Princes $ Arabia Princes $ Arabia Princes $ Arabia Princes $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Gas13 GM Bailout Cost Gas13 GM Bailout Cost Gas13 GM Bailout Cost Gas Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by  Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by  Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by  Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by 
Desperate Men $Desperate Men $Desperate Men $Desperate Men $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic +13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic +13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic +13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic + Speaker, ability to  Speaker, ability to  Speaker, ability to  Speaker, ability to 
see driver before red lights go on $ see driver before red lights go on $ see driver before red lights go on $ see driver before red lights go on $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM13 GM13 GM13 GM Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is  Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is  Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is  Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is 
"Gasoline's"Gasoline's"Gasoline's"Gasoline's Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth defects for the next 100 years! Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth defects for the next 100 years! Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth defects for the next 100 years! Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth defects for the next 100 years! "Shock +  "Shock +  "Shock +  "Shock + 
Awe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixedAwe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixedAwe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixedAwe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixed with T with T with T with Texas Oil $ exas Oil $ exas Oil $ exas Oil $ 
will start the New French Revolution in "Time" when somewill start the New French Revolution in "Time" when somewill start the New French Revolution in "Time" when somewill start the New French Revolution in "Time" when some Intellectuals in Paris realize  Intellectuals in Paris realize  Intellectuals in Paris realize  Intellectuals in Paris realize 
"Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity"Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity"Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity"Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Engine" can be Invented $  Engine" can be Invented $  Engine" can be Invented $  Engine" can be Invented $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar New Manhattan Project run by  New Manhattan Project run by  New Manhattan Project run by  New Manhattan Project run by 
Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout13 GM Bailout13 GM Bailout13 GM Bailout Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill +  Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill +  Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill +  Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill + 
MelindaMelindaMelindaMelinda deleted from Win 8.1 fix $  deleted from Win 8.1 fix $  deleted from Win 8.1 fix $  deleted from Win 8.1 fix $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low 
Earth Orbit $Earth Orbit $Earth Orbit $Earth Orbit $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers"13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers"13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers"13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  to 'Cell Satellites" in low  to 'Cell Satellites" in low  to 'Cell Satellites" in low 
Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recordingEarth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recordingEarth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recordingEarth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recording same as all cell calls are recorded.  same as all cell calls are recorded.  same as all cell calls are recorded.  same as all cell calls are recorded. 
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12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low  Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low 
Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, recorded same as all cell calls are recorded.  recorded same as all cell calls are recorded.  recorded same as all cell calls are recorded.  recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12121212----10101010----13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can strengthen morality!  strengthen morality!  strengthen morality!  strengthen morality! 
Headlines... Headlines... Headlines... Headlines... 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming readers to think13 Priming readers to think13 Priming readers to think13 Priming readers to think about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen  about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen  about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen  about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen 
their moral compass...their moral compass...their moral compass...their moral compass... Thou Shall Not Kill.  Thou Shall Not Kill.  Thou Shall Not Kill.  Thou Shall Not Kill. 

12121212----10101010----13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen morality!  "time" can strengthen morality!  "time" can strengthen morality!  "time" can strengthen morality! 
Headlines... Research just published inHeadlines... Research just published inHeadlines... Research just published inHeadlines... Research just published in "Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the  "Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the  "Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the  "Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the 
"Association for Psychological"Association for Psychological"Association for Psychological"Association for Psychological Science."  Science."  Science."  Science." 

12121212----10101010----13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the $177 Trillion in BP Oil  $177 Trillion in BP Oil  $177 Trillion in BP Oil  $177 Trillion in BP Oil 
Revenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar EraRevenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar EraRevenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar EraRevenues made suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era since 1980.  since 1980.  since 1980.  since 1980. 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have to insert this $177 Trillion is the  to insert this $177 Trillion is the  to insert this $177 Trillion is the  to insert this $177 Trillion is the 
worst "Money" crime in the History of Earthworst "Money" crime in the History of Earthworst "Money" crime in the History of Earthworst "Money" crime in the History of Earth + Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think  + Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think  + Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think  + Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think 
they will get to spent all $177they will get to spent all $177they will get to spent all $177they will get to spent all $177 Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year  Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year  Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year  Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year 
Parties with "SexParties with "SexParties with "SexParties with "Sex Slaves!"  Slaves!"  Slaves!"  Slaves!" 

12121212----10101010----13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen morality!  strengthen morality!  strengthen morality!  strengthen morality! 
Headlines... Headlines... Headlines... Headlines... 

12121212----10101010----13 Proxima Centauri is a red13 Proxima Centauri is a red13 Proxima Centauri is a red13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more  dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more  dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more  dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more 
years! years! years! years! 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which exposure to a stimulus influences a  exposure to a stimulus influences a  exposure to a stimulus influences a  exposure to a stimulus influences a 
response to a later stimulus.... Proximaresponse to a later stimulus.... Proximaresponse to a later stimulus.... Proximaresponse to a later stimulus.... Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine  Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine  Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine  Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine 
for 4 Trillion more years!for 4 Trillion more years!for 4 Trillion more years!for 4 Trillion more years!

12121212----10101010----13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima Centauri, 4.2 light  Centauri, 4.2 light  Centauri, 4.2 light  Centauri, 4.2 light 
years from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Ouryears from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Ouryears from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Ouryears from Earth will burn the last of its Hydrogen... Our Sun will burn the last of its  Sun will burn the last of its  Sun will burn the last of its  Sun will burn the last of its 
Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus aboutHydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus aboutHydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus aboutHydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus about "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can  "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can  "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can  "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can 
occur following perceptual, semantic, oroccur following perceptual, semantic, oroccur following perceptual, semantic, oroccur following perceptual, semantic, or conceptual stimulus.  conceptual stimulus.  conceptual stimulus.  conceptual stimulus. 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus". 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus". 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be invented is a "Reality Stimulus".  invented is a "Reality Stimulus".  invented is a "Reality Stimulus".  invented is a "Reality Stimulus". 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Inv13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Inv13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Inv13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Inventionentionentionention of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and  of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and  of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and  of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and 
speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information  drivers frustrated by the lack of information  drivers frustrated by the lack of information  drivers frustrated by the lack of information 
in the Snowy Fatal 50in the Snowy Fatal 50in the Snowy Fatal 50in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----UpUpUpUp waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our  waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our  waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our  waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our 
Government's Numb Nuts Dictators areGovernment's Numb Nuts Dictators areGovernment's Numb Nuts Dictators areGovernment's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell  Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell  Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell  Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell 
in some Distant Galaxy!in some Distant Galaxy!in some Distant Galaxy!in some Distant Galaxy!

12121212----10101010----13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same modality. Priming also  modality. Priming also  modality. Priming also  modality. Priming also 
occurs between modalities, or between semanticallyoccurs between modalities, or between semanticallyoccurs between modalities, or between semanticallyoccurs between modalities, or between semantically related words such as "doctor" +  related words such as "doctor" +  related words such as "doctor" +  related words such as "doctor" + 
"nurse". "nurse". "nurse". "nurse". 

12121212----10101010----13 Doctors + Nurses13 Doctors + Nurses13 Doctors + Nurses13 Doctors + Nurses Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic  Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic  Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic  Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic 
Gamblers in VegasGamblers in VegasGamblers in VegasGamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy!  and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy!  and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy!  and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy! 
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12121212----10101010----13 Free Obama Care13 Free Obama Care13 Free Obama Care13 Free Obama Care like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an  like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an  like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an  like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an 
ElectricWindmillCar!ElectricWindmillCar!ElectricWindmillCar!ElectricWindmillCar!

12121212----10101010----13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have Nursed to  Nursed to  Nursed to  Nursed to 
Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All Nurses who want toDoctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All Nurses who want toDoctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All Nurses who want toDoctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for All Nurses who want to become an MD  become an MD  become an MD  become an MD 
Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paidDoctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paidDoctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paidDoctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paid a "Salary" to attend  a "Salary" to attend  a "Salary" to attend  a "Salary" to attend 
Medical School at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 womenMedical School at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 womenMedical School at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 womenMedical School at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 women enrolled and this was not a  enrolled and this was not a  enrolled and this was not a  enrolled and this was not a 
Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha!Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha!Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha!Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha!

12121212----10101010----13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard Medical School they  Medical School they  Medical School they  Medical School they 
will need a parking permit for their ElectricWindmillCar aswill need a parking permit for their ElectricWindmillCar aswill need a parking permit for their ElectricWindmillCar aswill need a parking permit for their ElectricWindmillCar as Yale + Harvard Campus are  Yale + Harvard Campus are  Yale + Harvard Campus are  Yale + Harvard Campus are 
not safe enough for women to walk home at midnightnot safe enough for women to walk home at midnightnot safe enough for women to walk home at midnightnot safe enough for women to walk home at midnight from the campus library!  from the campus library!  from the campus library!  from the campus library! 

12121212----10101010----13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair...  "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair...  "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair...  "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair... 
exposed CBS Producer of "Thisexposed CBS Producer of "Thisexposed CBS Producer of "Thisexposed CBS Producer of "This Morning" as a Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming  Morning" as a Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming  Morning" as a Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming  Morning" as a Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming 
CBS women viewers toCBS women viewers toCBS women viewers toCBS women viewers to "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline  "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline  "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline  "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline 
RevenuesRevenuesRevenuesRevenues that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon!  that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon!  that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon!  that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon! 

12121212----10101010----13 Implicit13 Implicit13 Implicit13 Implicit memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the  memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the  memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the  memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the 
performanceperformanceperformanceperformance of a task without conscious awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence of a task without conscious awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence of a task without conscious awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence of a task without conscious awareness of these previous experiences. Evidence
for implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measuredfor implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measuredfor implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measuredfor implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they  by how they  by how they  by how they 
have improved their performance on tasks for which they have beenhave improved their performance on tasks for which they have beenhave improved their performance on tasks for which they have beenhave improved their performance on tasks for which they have been subconsciously  subconsciously  subconsciously  subconsciously 
prepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusionprepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusionprepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusionprepared. Implicit memory also leads to the illusion----ofofofof----truthtruthtruthtruth effect, which suggests that  effect, which suggests that  effect, which suggests that  effect, which suggests that 
subjects are more likely to rate as true thosesubjects are more likely to rate as true thosesubjects are more likely to rate as true thosesubjects are more likely to rate as true those statements that they have already heard! Thou  statements that they have already heard! Thou  statements that they have already heard! Thou  statements that they have already heard! Thou 
Shall Not Kill. Don't build theShall Not Kill. Don't build theShall Not Kill. Don't build theShall Not Kill. Don't build the "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built  "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built  "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built  "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built 
it... God will sortit... God will sortit... God will sortit... God will sort this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe! this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe! this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe! this out! How you spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe!

12121212----10101010----13 Practice Makes Perfect 13 Practice Makes Perfect 13 Practice Makes Perfect 13 Practice Makes Perfect ----Evidence for implicit memory arises inEvidence for implicit memory arises inEvidence for implicit memory arises inEvidence for implicit memory arises in priming, a process  priming, a process  priming, a process  priming, a process 
whereby subjects are measured by how they have improved theirwhereby subjects are measured by how they have improved theirwhereby subjects are measured by how they have improved theirwhereby subjects are measured by how they have improved their performance on tasks.  performance on tasks.  performance on tasks.  performance on tasks. 

12121212----10101010----13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik  Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik  Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik  Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik 
MD, what I read yesterday started anMD, what I read yesterday started anMD, what I read yesterday started anMD, what I read yesterday started an new Invention Project for the Observers. What the  new Invention Project for the Observers. What the  new Invention Project for the Observers. What the  new Invention Project for the Observers. What the 
Observers must organize now.Observers must organize now.Observers must organize now.Observers must organize now. Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all  Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all  Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all  Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all 
Textbooks quiz.Textbooks quiz.Textbooks quiz.Textbooks quiz. This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most  This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most  This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most  This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most 
areareareare in the 850 Page link above and links within these 850 pages. So everyone wanting in the 850 Page link above and links within these 850 pages. So everyone wanting in the 850 Page link above and links within these 850 pages. So everyone wanting in the 850 Page link above and links within these 850 pages. So everyone wanting to  to  to  to 
"InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW"InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW"InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW"InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW Inventor of  Inventor of  Inventor of  Inventor of 
our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?

12121212----10101010----13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU +13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU +13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU +13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU + Humanity" to build the "Gravity  Humanity" to build the "Gravity  Humanity" to build the "Gravity  Humanity" to build the "Gravity 
Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's whoEngine" and I hope the little girls mom's whoEngine" and I hope the little girls mom's whoEngine" and I hope the little girls mom's who just watched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox  just watched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox  just watched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox  just watched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox 
CEO on inspiring girls to becomeCEO on inspiring girls to becomeCEO on inspiring girls to becomeCEO on inspiring girls to become engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her  engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her  engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her  engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her 
daughters into a MD fromdaughters into a MD fromdaughters into a MD fromdaughters into a MD from Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

12121212----10101010----13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT  killed 100's of kids and the MIT  killed 100's of kids and the MIT  killed 100's of kids and the MIT 
Engineers had no choiEngineers had no choiEngineers had no choiEngineers had no choice but to build "Weaponsce but to build "Weaponsce but to build "Weaponsce but to build "Weapons of War" or die!  of War" or die!  of War" or die!  of War" or die! 

12121212----19191919----13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los Alamos and ask does she want "Women"  Alamos and ask does she want "Women"  Alamos and ask does she want "Women"  Alamos and ask does she want "Women" 
building the "Death Star Nuke" at Losbuilding the "Death Star Nuke" at Losbuilding the "Death Star Nuke" at Losbuilding the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb  Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb  Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb  Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb 
Nuts Dictators will.Nuts Dictators will.Nuts Dictators will.Nuts Dictators will.

12121212----10101010----13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the Pentagons War Toy MEN  Pentagons War Toy MEN  Pentagons War Toy MEN  Pentagons War Toy MEN 
Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Aliens 4Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Aliens 4Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Aliens 4Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + Observe Aliens 4 light years from Earth... Aliens are  light years from Earth... Aliens are  light years from Earth... Aliens are  light years from Earth... Aliens are 
the only Force in the Universe that canthe only Force in the Universe that canthe only Force in the Universe that canthe only Force in the Universe that can Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth!  Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth!  Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth!  Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth! 

12121212----10101010----13 Debbie Sterling, the13 Debbie Sterling, the13 Debbie Sterling, the13 Debbie Sterling, the chief executive officer of the toy start chief executive officer of the toy start chief executive officer of the toy start chief executive officer of the toy start----up company GoldieBlox, up company GoldieBlox, up company GoldieBlox, up company GoldieBlox, 
joins the "CBSjoins the "CBSjoins the "CBSjoins the "CBS This Morning" co This Morning" co This Morning" co This Morning" co----hosts to discuss her goal of creating toys to inspire younghosts to discuss her goal of creating toys to inspire younghosts to discuss her goal of creating toys to inspire younghosts to discuss her goal of creating toys to inspire young
women to pursue engineering. women to pursue engineering. women to pursue engineering. women to pursue engineering. 
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12121212----10101010----13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT  "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT  "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT  "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT 
Engineers had no choice but toEngineers had no choice but toEngineers had no choice but toEngineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of War" or die!  build "Weapons of War" or die!  build "Weapons of War" or die!  build "Weapons of War" or die! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Memory Rx for "Totalterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Totalterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Totalterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have  Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have  Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have  Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have 
the Memory of a MD the Memory of a MD the Memory of a MD the Memory of a MD 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as longterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as longterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as longterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as long----term potentialsterm potentialsterm potentialsterm potentials
(LTP). (LTP). (LTP). (LTP). 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattanterm potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattanterm potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattanterm potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattan Projects" for Breast  Projects" for Breast  Projects" for Breast  Projects" for Breast 
Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV vaccine inCancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV vaccine inCancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV vaccine inCancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put HPV vaccine in the water, How to stop 19K  the water, How to stop 19K  the water, How to stop 19K  the water, How to stop 19K 
murders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got amurders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got amurders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got amurders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got a Higgs particle with its Paris  Higgs particle with its Paris  Higgs particle with its Paris  Higgs particle with its Paris 
Project! A Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan ProjectProject! A Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan ProjectProject! A Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan ProjectProject! A Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan Project does not turn back the mileage but  does not turn back the mileage but  does not turn back the mileage but  does not turn back the mileage but 
speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universespeeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universespeeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universespeeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe RULED more by Gravity than Higgs particles!  RULED more by Gravity than Higgs particles!  RULED more by Gravity than Higgs particles!  RULED more by Gravity than Higgs particles! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of 
OfficerOfficerOfficerOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  Rome!  Rome!  Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine.13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine.13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine.13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine. Gunmen attacked 12  Gunmen attacked 12  Gunmen attacked 12  Gunmen attacked 12 
liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing nine people,liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing nine people,liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing nine people,liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing nine people, police said, the latest in a  police said, the latest in a  police said, the latest in a  police said, the latest in a 
series of assaults on alcohol sellers in theseries of assaults on alcohol sellers in theseries of assaults on alcohol sellers in theseries of assaults on alcohol sellers in the capital. Police said  capital. Police said  capital. Police said  capital. Police said 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era +term potentials... "Prohibition" Era +term potentials... "Prohibition" Era +term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations of theAlamos Super Computer Simulations of theAlamos Super Computer Simulations of theAlamos Super Computer Simulations of the Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be  Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be  Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be  Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be 
required to take this New Courserequired to take this New Courserequired to take this New Courserequired to take this New Course in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale  in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale  in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale  in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale 
Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a  + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a  + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a  + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a 
Saturday Night! Saturday Night! Saturday Night! Saturday Night! 

12121212----9999----13 Iran Students13 Iran Students13 Iran Students13 Iran Students Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of  Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of  Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of  Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of 
the "Poisonthe "Poisonthe "Poisonthe "Poison Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside your body. Iranian students in U.S. hope
nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog"nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog"nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog"nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" Holocaust  Holocaust  Holocaust  Holocaust 
II by Iran with "Smog". II by Iran with "Smog". II by Iran with "Smog". II by Iran with "Smog". 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... USAterm potentials... USAterm potentials... USAterm potentials... USA Motorists Motorists Motorists Motorists Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50 Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50 Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50 Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 
in PA... 100K PA homesin PA... 100K PA homesin PA... 100K PA homesin PA... 100K PA homes without electricity and no H @  without electricity and no H @  without electricity and no H @  without electricity and no H @ ----254 C in NASA made cans to 254 C in NASA made cans to 254 C in NASA made cans to 254 C in NASA made cans to 
generate your homegenerate your homegenerate your homegenerate your home electricity for heat etc.  electricity for heat etc.  electricity for heat etc.  electricity for heat etc. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... No super airterm potentials... No super airterm potentials... No super airterm potentials... No super air bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No  bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No  bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No  bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No 
heating elements in Red Square or theheating elements in Red Square or theheating elements in Red Square or theheating elements in Red Square or the USA icy highways...  USA icy highways...  USA icy highways...  USA icy highways... 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 
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12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with micterm potentials... Dash Cam's with micterm potentials... Dash Cam's with micterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  and speaker so the cops can talk and  and speaker so the cops can talk and  and speaker so the cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lacklisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lacklisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lacklisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 of information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 
waiting in the Snowy Highway inwaiting in the Snowy Highway inwaiting in the Snowy Highway inwaiting in the Snowy Highway in the middle of the Fatal 50 the middle of the Fatal 50 the middle of the Fatal 50 the middle of the Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up. Up. Up. Up. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials...term potentials...term potentials...term potentials... No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk  No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk  No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk  No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk 
and listen to Everyoneand listen to Everyoneand listen to Everyoneand listen to Everyone in the Fatal 50 in the Fatal 50 in the Fatal 50 in the Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up. Up. Up. Up. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Walterm potentials... Walterm potentials... Walterm potentials... Wal----Mart,Mart,Mart,Mart, has agreed to contribute about $25 million to  has agreed to contribute about $25 million to  has agreed to contribute about $25 million to  has agreed to contribute about $25 million to 
settle unresolved lawsuits filedsettle unresolved lawsuits filedsettle unresolved lawsuits filedsettle unresolved lawsuits filed on behalf of consumers allegedly injured or killed in  on behalf of consumers allegedly injured or killed in  on behalf of consumers allegedly injured or killed in  on behalf of consumers allegedly injured or killed in 
explosions involvingexplosions involvingexplosions involvingexplosions involving portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the  portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the  portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the  portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the 
BurnBurnBurnBurn Units will get all $25 Million of course!  Units will get all $25 Million of course!  Units will get all $25 Million of course!  Units will get all $25 Million of course! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is  potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is  potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is  potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is 
New orNew orNew orNew or the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE the Same Old PR from the Medical News writers is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE
way the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the ratesway the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the ratesway the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the ratesway the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates of  of  of  of 
Vaccinations! Vaccinations! Vaccinations! Vaccinations! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of 
Officer Jason, burned + burned toOfficer Jason, burned + burned toOfficer Jason, burned + burned toOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... For 50 years,term potentials... For 50 years,term potentials... For 50 years,term potentials... For 50 years, contact lenses have been A INVENTION  contact lenses have been A INVENTION  contact lenses have been A INVENTION  contact lenses have been A INVENTION 
Project... as a means of ocular drugProject... as a means of ocular drugProject... as a means of ocular drugProject... as a means of ocular drug delivery that may someday replace eye drops, but  delivery that may someday replace eye drops, but  delivery that may someday replace eye drops, but  delivery that may someday replace eye drops, but 
achieving controlled drugachieving controlled drugachieving controlled drugachieving controlled drug release has been a significant challenge. Researchers at  release has been a significant challenge. Researchers at  release has been a significant challenge. Researchers at  release has been a significant challenge. Researchers at 
Massachusetts Eye andMassachusetts Eye andMassachusetts Eye andMassachusetts Eye and Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston  Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston  Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston  Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston 
Children'sChildren'sChildren'sChildren's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are one step closer to Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are one step closer to Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are one step closer to Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are one step closer to an  an  an  an 
eye dropeye dropeye dropeye drop----free reality with the development of a drugfree reality with the development of a drugfree reality with the development of a drugfree reality with the development of a drug----eluting contact lenseluting contact lenseluting contact lenseluting contact lens designed for  designed for  designed for  designed for 
prolonged delivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for theprolonged delivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for theprolonged delivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for theprolonged delivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for the treatment of glaucoma,  treatment of glaucoma,  treatment of glaucoma,  treatment of glaucoma, 
the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... The contacts were designed withterm potentials... The contacts were designed withterm potentials... The contacts were designed withterm potentials... The contacts were designed with materials that are FDA materials that are FDA materials that are FDA materials that are FDA----
approved for use on the eye. The latanoprostapproved for use on the eye. The latanoprostapproved for use on the eye. The latanoprostapproved for use on the eye. The latanoprost----elutingelutingelutingeluting contact lenses were created by  contact lenses were created by  contact lenses were created by  contact lenses were created by 
encapsulating latanoprostencapsulating latanoprostencapsulating latanoprostencapsulating latanoprost----polymer films inpolymer films inpolymer films inpolymer films in commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their  commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their  commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their  commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their 
findings are described online andfindings are described online andfindings are described online andfindings are described online and will be in the January 2014 printed issue of  will be in the January 2014 printed issue of  will be in the January 2014 printed issue of  will be in the January 2014 printed issue of 
Biomaterials. Biomaterials. Biomaterials. Biomaterials. 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Josephterm potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Josephterm potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Josephterm potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Joseph
Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and lead author of the paper.Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and lead author of the paper.Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and lead author of the paper.Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist and lead author of the paper.

12121212----9999----11113 long3 long3 long3 long----term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it ---- 3% or less of SBW, 3% or less of SBW, 3% or less of SBW, 3% or less of SBW, 
SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it in theSMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it in theSMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it in theSMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to put it in the Water like Dr. Nancy would do  Water like Dr. Nancy would do  Water like Dr. Nancy would do  Water like Dr. Nancy would do 
or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense!or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense!or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense!or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense!

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seventerm potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seventerm potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seventerm potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seven years, uptake  years, uptake  years, uptake  years, uptake 
remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 percent ofremains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 percent ofremains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 percent ofremains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 percent of adolescent girls have received  adolescent girls have received  adolescent girls have received  adolescent girls have received 
the recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. Inthe recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. Inthe recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. Inthe recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. In addition, non addition, non addition, non addition, non----Hispanic black women, Hispanic black women, Hispanic black women, Hispanic black women, 
Hispanic women, and women with low incomesHispanic women, and women with low incomesHispanic women, and women with low incomesHispanic women, and women with low incomes are less likely than other women to have  are less likely than other women to have  are less likely than other women to have  are less likely than other women to have 
obtained the HPV vaccine despite havingobtained the HPV vaccine despite havingobtained the HPV vaccine despite havingobtained the HPV vaccine despite having disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer  disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer  disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer  disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer 
incidence and mortality.incidence and mortality.incidence and mortality.incidence and mortality.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 
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12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of 
Officer Jason, burned + burned toOfficer Jason, burned + burned toOfficer Jason, burned + burned toOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume toterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume toterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume toterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have  have  have  have 
the Memory of a MD the Memory of a MD the Memory of a MD the Memory of a MD 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... synapticterm potentials... synapticterm potentials... synapticterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as long strengthening is known as long strengthening is known as long strengthening is known as long----term potentials term potentials term potentials term potentials 
(LTP). (LTP). (LTP). (LTP). 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic  potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic  potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic  potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic 
plasticity,plasticity,plasticity,plasticity, the ability of chemical synapses to change their strength. Memories are thought the ability of chemical synapses to change their strength. Memories are thought the ability of chemical synapses to change their strength. Memories are thought the ability of chemical synapses to change their strength. Memories are thought
to be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is knownto be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is knownto be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is knownto be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known that LTP and  that LTP and  that LTP and  that LTP and 
memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at theterm potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at theterm potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at theterm potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at the behaviors of proteins  behaviors of proteins  behaviors of proteins  behaviors of proteins 
involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic spines involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic spines involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic spines involved in synaptic plasticity within dendritic spines –––– small bristles on the surface of small bristles on the surface of small bristles on the surface of small bristles on the surface of 
neurons that receive synaptic signals. Thereneurons that receive synaptic signals. Thereneurons that receive synaptic signals. Thereneurons that receive synaptic signals. There are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic  are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic  are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic  are roughly 10,000 spines on the dendritic 
branches of each neuron (and roughlybranches of each neuron (and roughlybranches of each neuron (and roughlybranches of each neuron (and roughly 100 billion neurons in the adult brain).  100 billion neurons in the adult brain).  100 billion neurons in the adult brain).  100 billion neurons in the adult brain). 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials...term potentials...term potentials...term potentials... His team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he  His team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he  His team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he  His team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he 
said, was that inductionsaid, was that inductionsaid, was that inductionsaid, was that induction of LTP in as few as three of these spines was sufficient to exert  of LTP in as few as three of these spines was sufficient to exert  of LTP in as few as three of these spines was sufficient to exert  of LTP in as few as three of these spines was sufficient to exert 
profoundprofoundprofoundprofound effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell nucleus.  nucleus.  nucleus.  nucleus. 
The team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributedThe team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributedThe team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributedThe team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributed over at least two  over at least two  over at least two  over at least two 
dendritic branches for this process to be triggered.dendritic branches for this process to be triggered.dendritic branches for this process to be triggered.dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. Interestingly, efficiency of gene  Interestingly, efficiency of gene  Interestingly, efficiency of gene  Interestingly, efficiency of gene 
transcription was higher with a moretranscription was higher with a moretranscription was higher with a moretranscription was higher with a more geographically distributed pattern of spines.  geographically distributed pattern of spines.  geographically distributed pattern of spines.  geographically distributed pattern of spines. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack oflisten to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack oflisten to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack oflisten to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car Car Car Car 
PilePilePilePile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  from Saudi Arabia by friends of  from Saudi Arabia by friends of  from Saudi Arabia by friends of 
Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fieryOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fieryOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fieryOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French
Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us descended in an elevator 27 storiesGovernment. physicist Joe Incandela with us descended in an elevator 27 storiesGovernment. physicist Joe Incandela with us descended in an elevator 27 storiesGovernment. physicist Joe Incandela with us descended in an elevator 27 stories below a  below a  below a  below a 
French Town. A 17French Town. A 17French Town. A 17French Town. A 17----mile cmile cmile cmile circular tunnel straddling the Frenchircular tunnel straddling the Frenchircular tunnel straddling the Frenchircular tunnel straddling the French----Swiss 17Swiss 17Swiss 17Swiss 17 stories  stories  stories  stories 
underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in  potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in  potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in  potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in 
thethethethe drinking water only way to vaccinate the non drinking water only way to vaccinate the non drinking water only way to vaccinate the non drinking water only way to vaccinate the non----Hispanic black women, HispanicHispanic black women, HispanicHispanic black women, HispanicHispanic black women, Hispanic
women, and women with low incomes women, and women with low incomes women, and women with low incomes women, and women with low incomes 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $1term potentials... $1term potentials... $1term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is  Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is  Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is  Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is 
Gravity Generated!Gravity Generated!Gravity Generated!Gravity Generated!

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why doesterm potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why doesterm potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why doesterm potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why does matter have mass?  matter have mass?  matter have mass?  matter have mass? 
4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in another4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in another4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in another4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so add in another $10 Billion a Year!  $10 Billion a Year!  $10 Billion a Year!  $10 Billion a Year! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... the Higgs boson hasterm potentials... the Higgs boson hasterm potentials... the Higgs boson hasterm potentials... the Higgs boson has been observed at a cost of $20 Billion...  been observed at a cost of $20 Billion...  been observed at a cost of $20 Billion...  been observed at a cost of $20 Billion... 
A SCAM when you read what Greg BuellA SCAM when you read what Greg BuellA SCAM when you read what Greg BuellA SCAM when you read what Greg Buell Lovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to  Lovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to  Lovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to  Lovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to 
discover How Gravity isdiscover How Gravity isdiscover How Gravity isdiscover How Gravity is Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine!  Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine!  Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine!  Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
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listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack oflisten to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack oflisten to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack oflisten to 50 drivers were frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car Car Car Car 
PilePilePilePile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  from Saudi Arabia by friends of  from Saudi Arabia by friends of  from Saudi Arabia by friends of 
Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fieryOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fieryOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fieryOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year forterm potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year forterm potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year forterm potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year for last  last  last  last 
15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can document this as its all15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can document this as its all15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can document this as its all15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon can document this as its all recorded by the NSA...  recorded by the NSA...  recorded by the NSA...  recorded by the NSA... 
grin! grin! grin! grin! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials...term potentials...term potentials...term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  International Space Station set to turn 15  International Space Station set to turn 15  International Space Station set to turn 15 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of 
OfficerOfficerOfficerOfficer Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi Arabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with
skills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of theskills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of theskills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of theskills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of the world world world world’’’’s seconds seconds seconds second----
largest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk oflargest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk oflargest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk oflargest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk of a repeat in Syria, where  a repeat in Syria, where  a repeat in Syria, where  a repeat in Syria, where 
Islamist groups are playing a growing role in the fightIslamist groups are playing a growing role in the fightIslamist groups are playing a growing role in the fightIslamist groups are playing a growing role in the fight to oust Bashar al to oust Bashar al to oust Bashar al to oust Bashar al----Assad, the Assad, the Assad, the Assad, the 
Interior Ministry is widening the rehab program. ItInterior Ministry is widening the rehab program. ItInterior Ministry is widening the rehab program. ItInterior Ministry is widening the rehab program. It opened a second center in Jeddah this  opened a second center in Jeddah this  opened a second center in Jeddah this  opened a second center in Jeddah this 
year, and says it plans three more.year, and says it plans three more.year, and says it plans three more.year, and says it plans three more. Motivated to Fight  Motivated to Fight  Motivated to Fight  Motivated to Fight ---- USA Cops like Officer Jason's USA Cops like Officer Jason's USA Cops like Officer Jason's USA Cops like Officer Jason's 
friends... Officer Jason isfriends... Officer Jason isfriends... Officer Jason isfriends... Officer Jason is one of 10's of thousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery  one of 10's of thousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery  one of 10's of thousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery  one of 10's of thousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery 
Cop Car Wreck orCop Car Wreck orCop Car Wreck orCop Car Wreck or "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the  "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the  "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the  "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with the 
Fast andFast andFast andFast and Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and  Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and  Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and  Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and 
hithithithit a Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the driver was a Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the driver was a Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the driver was a Boulder decoration by the City killing the woman passenger... the driver was drunk  drunk  drunk  drunk 
and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Mi----17s are17s are17s are17s are being acquired through the 2011 contract. It  being acquired through the 2011 contract. It  being acquired through the 2011 contract. It  being acquired through the 2011 contract. It 
was awarded without competition towas awarded without competition towas awarded without competition towas awarded without competition to Russia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even  Russia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even  Russia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even  Russia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even 
though the Pentagon condemnedthough the Pentagon condemnedthough the Pentagon condemnedthough the Pentagon condemned the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces  the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces  the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces  the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's forces 
used Ruused Ruused Ruused Russian weapons tossian weapons tossian weapons tossian weapons to "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed  "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed  "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed  "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed 
congressional staff duringcongressional staff duringcongressional staff duringcongressional staff during a meeting held in late September that the cost of a refurbished  a meeting held in late September that the cost of a refurbished  a meeting held in late September that the cost of a refurbished  a meeting held in late September that the cost of a refurbished 
CHCHCHCH----47D would be47D would be47D would be47D would be in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person  in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person  in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person  in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person 
knowledgeableknowledgeableknowledgeableknowledgeable about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of  about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of  about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of  about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of 
thethethethe information.  information.  information.  information. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Mi----17s are big as the17s are big as the17s are big as the17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will  10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will  10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will  10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will 
be... be... be... be... 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... 63term potentials... 63term potentials... 63term potentials... 63 Mi Mi Mi Mi----17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will 17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will 17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will 17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will 
be... be... be... be... 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Mi----17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will
be... be... be... be... 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated fromterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated fromterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated fromterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of  Saudi Arabia by friends of  Saudi Arabia by friends of  Saudi Arabia by friends of 
Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery copOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery copOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery copOfficer Jason, burned + burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los  ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los 
Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.Alamos Super Computer Simulations.
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12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and  cops can talk and 
listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information inlisten to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----7777----13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor" 

12121212----7777----13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO ———— Parliament passed a Parliament passed a Parliament passed a Parliament passed a 
"Secrecy Law" "Secrecy Law" "Secrecy Law" "Secrecy Law" 

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot 
USS Theodore RooseveltUSS Theodore RooseveltUSS Theodore RooseveltUSS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12121212----7777----13 We13 We13 We13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at
Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and  2014 without 10K windmills and  2014 without 10K windmills and  2014 without 10K windmills and 
1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C254C254C254C

12121212----7777----13 MIT scientists tell Congress 13 MIT scientists tell Congress 13 MIT scientists tell Congress 13 MIT scientists tell Congress ---- """"This is the first time in humanThis is the first time in humanThis is the first time in humanThis is the first time in human history we have the  history we have the  history we have the  history we have the 
technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life on othertechnological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life on othertechnological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life on othertechnological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" life on other planets via New Telescopes for  planets via New Telescopes for  planets via New Telescopes for  planets via New Telescopes for 
$4.2 billion! $4.2 billion! $4.2 billion! $4.2 billion! 

12121212----7777----13 Nothing in the News13 Nothing in the News13 Nothing in the News13 Nothing in the News about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II  about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II  about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II  about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II 
that could launch inthat could launch inthat could launch inthat could launch in 2014. And Observe Aliens!  2014. And Observe Aliens!  2014. And Observe Aliens!  2014. And Observe Aliens! 

12121212----7777----13 NASA + MIT news for today was about13 NASA + MIT news for today was about13 NASA + MIT news for today was about13 NASA + MIT news for today was about the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope!  the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope!  the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope!  the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope! 

12121212----7777----13 MIT scientists tell13 MIT scientists tell13 MIT scientists tell13 MIT scientists tell Congress  Congress  Congress  Congress ---- """"This is the first time in human history we have the This is the first time in human history we have the This is the first time in human history we have the This is the first time in human history we have the 
technologicaltechnologicaltechnologicaltechnological reach to find "ALIEN" life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary  reach to find "ALIEN" life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary  reach to find "ALIEN" life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary  reach to find "ALIEN" life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary 
scientistscientistscientistscientist at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing
today. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" intoday. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" intoday. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" intoday. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in the Universe!"  the Universe!"  the Universe!"  the Universe!" 

12121212----7777----13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor" 

12121212----7777----13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO ———— Parliament passed a Parliament passed a Parliament passed a Parliament passed a 
"Secrecy Law" "Secrecy Law" "Secrecy Law" "Secrecy Law" 

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot 
USS Theodore RooseveltUSS Theodore RooseveltUSS Theodore RooseveltUSS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law would strengthen national  would strengthen national  would strengthen national  would strengthen national 
security but opponents warned would stifle democracy.security but opponents warned would stifle democracy.security but opponents warned would stifle democracy.security but opponents warned would stifle democracy. STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL  STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL  STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL  STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL 
ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! 

12121212----7777----13 95 Japan Nuclear13 95 Japan Nuclear13 95 Japan Nuclear13 95 Japan Nuclear Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of  Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of  Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of  Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of 
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95 will be95 will be95 will be95 will be Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big One hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado the  the  the  the 
University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 years or even 3K  years or even 3K  years or even 3K  years or even 3K 
years and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwellyears and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwellyears and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwellyears and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell disinformation is so "Intense!!!"  disinformation is so "Intense!!!"  disinformation is so "Intense!!!"  disinformation is so "Intense!!!" 
Wow! CIA believes their own made upWow! CIA believes their own made upWow! CIA believes their own made upWow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation... as least the University of Colorado  disinformation... as least the University of Colorado  disinformation... as least the University of Colorado  disinformation... as least the University of Colorado 
at Boulder Numb Nuts did!at Boulder Numb Nuts did!at Boulder Numb Nuts did!at Boulder Numb Nuts did!

12121212----7777----13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been undertaken,"  undertaken,"  undertaken,"  undertaken," 
Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th anniversary of STSHoffman said about This month marks the 20th anniversary of STSHoffman said about This month marks the 20th anniversary of STSHoffman said about This month marks the 20th anniversary of STS----61,61,61,61, which would  which would  which would  which would 
become the first of five spacebecome the first of five spacebecome the first of five spacebecome the first of five space----shuttle flights to upgrade the Hubbleshuttle flights to upgrade the Hubbleshuttle flights to upgrade the Hubbleshuttle flights to upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope. On Dec.  Space Telescope. On Dec.  Space Telescope. On Dec.  Space Telescope. On Dec. 
2, 1993, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox,2, 1993, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox,2, 1993, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox,2, 1993, astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox, Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier,  Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier,  Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier,  Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier, 
Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and ThomasJeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and ThomasJeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and ThomasJeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Akers launched aboard the space shuttle  Akers launched aboard the space shuttle  Akers launched aboard the space shuttle  Akers launched aboard the space shuttle 
Endeavour on a mission to correctEndeavour on a mission to correctEndeavour on a mission to correctEndeavour on a mission to correct Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a  Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a  Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a  Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a 
week in orbit, andweek in orbit, andweek in orbit, andweek in orbit, and completed a record completed a record completed a record completed a record----setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. 

12121212----7777----13131313 Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to
provide dazzling and unprecedented views of space that would rewrite humans'provide dazzling and unprecedented views of space that would rewrite humans'provide dazzling and unprecedented views of space that would rewrite humans'provide dazzling and unprecedented views of space that would rewrite humans'
understanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Spaceunderstanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Spaceunderstanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Spaceunderstanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space telescope was  telescope was  telescope was  telescope was 
turned on, mission managers knew something was horribly wrong:turned on, mission managers knew something was horribly wrong:turned on, mission managers knew something was horribly wrong:turned on, mission managers knew something was horribly wrong: Instead of rich and  Instead of rich and  Instead of rich and  Instead of rich and 
vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamedvibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamedvibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamedvibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed back from Hubble were fuzzy,  back from Hubble were fuzzy,  back from Hubble were fuzzy,  back from Hubble were fuzzy, 
and seemed outand seemed outand seemed outand seemed out----ofofofof----focus. It was later discoveredfocus. It was later discoveredfocus. It was later discoveredfocus. It was later discovered that a slip that a slip that a slip that a slip----up during Hubble's up during Hubble's up during Hubble's up during Hubble's 
construction phase left its main mirror flawed.construction phase left its main mirror flawed.construction phase left its main mirror flawed.construction phase left its main mirror flawed. The telescope's blurry vision dealt an  The telescope's blurry vision dealt an  The telescope's blurry vision dealt an  The telescope's blurry vision dealt an 
embarrassing blow to NASA, and the taskembarrassing blow to NASA, and the taskembarrassing blow to NASA, and the taskembarrassing blow to NASA, and the task of repairing Hubble fell to seven astronauts, who  of repairing Hubble fell to seven astronauts, who  of repairing Hubble fell to seven astronauts, who  of repairing Hubble fell to seven astronauts, who 
embarked on a bold mission inembarked on a bold mission inembarked on a bold mission inembarked on a bold mission in 1993 to restore the observatory's sight  1993 to restore the observatory's sight  1993 to restore the observatory's sight  1993 to restore the observatory's sight ———— and, in effect, to and, in effect, to and, in effect, to and, in effect, to 
rescue the agency'srescue the agency'srescue the agency'srescue the agency's reputation.  reputation.  reputation.  reputation. 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China over "Smog" before WW III  over "Smog" before WW III  over "Smog" before WW III  over "Smog" before WW III 
starts with Korea! starts with Korea! starts with Korea! starts with Korea! 

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot 
USS TheodoreUSS TheodoreUSS TheodoreUSS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!

12121212----7777----13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and  10K windmills and  10K windmills and  10K windmills and 
1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C 254C 254C 254C 

12121212----7777----13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up  Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up  Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up  Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up 
withwithwithwith the 1980 Model Elect the 1980 Model Elect the 1980 Model Elect the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! ricWindmillCar! ricWindmillCar! ricWindmillCar! 

12121212----7777----13 Look ahead at WW III with13 Look ahead at WW III with13 Look ahead at WW III with13 Look ahead at WW III with China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
killing millions in Beijing +killing millions in Beijing +killing millions in Beijing +killing millions in Beijing + Shanghai!  Shanghai!  Shanghai!  Shanghai! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at  Aliens 4.3 light years away at  Aliens 4.3 light years away at  Aliens 4.3 light years away at 
Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress ---- "This is the first time in human history we  "This is the first time in human history we  "This is the first time in human history we  "This is the first time in human history we 
have the technological reach to findhave the technological reach to findhave the technological reach to findhave the technological reach to find life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary  life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary  life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary  life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary 
scientist at MIT, said at ascientist at MIT, said at ascientist at MIT, said at ascientist at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing  House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing  House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing  House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing 
today. "People willtoday. "People willtoday. "People willtoday. "People will look back at us as the (generation) who found Earth look back at us as the (generation) who found Earth look back at us as the (generation) who found Earth look back at us as the (generation) who found Earth----like worlds."like worlds."like worlds."like worlds."

12121212----7777----13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered at the Nearest  at the Nearest  at the Nearest  at the Nearest 
Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt from the PentagonStar Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt from the PentagonStar Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt from the PentagonStar Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt from the Pentagon going along with the  going along with the  going along with the  going along with the 
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suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and thesuppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and thesuppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and thesuppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and the 1,001 Invention Projects it  1,001 Invention Projects it  1,001 Invention Projects it  1,001 Invention Projects it 
would have gotten! In 1980 the technology finallywould have gotten! In 1980 the technology finallywould have gotten! In 1980 the technology finallywould have gotten! In 1980 the technology finally was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas  was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas  was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas  was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas 
Industry. 2013 the technology to record everyIndustry. 2013 the technology to record everyIndustry. 2013 the technology to record everyIndustry. 2013 the technology to record every Cell Phone by Verizon was "LEAKED."  Cell Phone by Verizon was "LEAKED."  Cell Phone by Verizon was "LEAKED."  Cell Phone by Verizon was "LEAKED." 
Threatening phone calls from the ex andThreatening phone calls from the ex andThreatening phone calls from the ex andThreatening phone calls from the ex and fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this  fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this  fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this  fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this 
New Technology, as BabyNew Technology, as BabyNew Technology, as BabyNew Technology, as Baby Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the  Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the  Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the  Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the 
technology totechnology totechnology totechnology to find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will Bankrupt find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will Bankrupt find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will Bankrupt find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years from Earth, this Discovery will Bankrupt
the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! Forthe Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! Forthe Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! Forthe Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! For thousands of years,  thousands of years,  thousands of years,  thousands of years, 
humans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere inhumans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere inhumans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere inhumans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere in the universe. Now, the  the universe. Now, the  the universe. Now, the  the universe. Now, the 
technology finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3technology finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3technology finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3technology finally can be Invented to search for it. $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier  Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier  Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier  Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 
1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today  the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today  the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today  the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper today is the new $4.3 Billion  today is the new $4.3 Billion  today is the new $4.3 Billion  today is the new $4.3 Billion 
Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison GasolineAircraft Carrier came from selling Poison GasolineAircraft Carrier came from selling Poison GasolineAircraft Carrier came from selling Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Beijing. Exhaust to Beijing. Exhaust to Beijing. Exhaust to Beijing. 

12121212----7777----13 China's Top News Headlines again today is13 China's Top News Headlines again today is13 China's Top News Headlines again today is13 China's Top News Headlines again today is "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in  "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in  "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in  "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in 
China are not ready to "Leak" theChina are not ready to "Leak" theChina are not ready to "Leak" theChina are not ready to "Leak" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a  suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a  suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a  suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a 
mistake worst than themistake worst than themistake worst than themistake worst than the Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News  Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News  Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News  Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine Base News 

12121212----7777----13 Today13 Today13 Today13 Today Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this  Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this  Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this  Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this 
cover upcover upcover upcover up for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as 100's of Kids drinking Marine for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as 100's of Kids drinking Marine for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as 100's of Kids drinking Marine for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby Killers as 100's of Kids drinking Marine
Base water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crimeBase water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crimeBase water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crimeBase water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime and no  and no  and no  and no 
Marine Generals will ever Hang! Marine Generals will ever Hang! Marine Generals will ever Hang! Marine Generals will ever Hang! 

12121212----7777----13 80 men with Lejeune ties13 80 men with Lejeune ties13 80 men with Lejeune ties13 80 men with Lejeune ties have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of  have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of  have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of  have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of 
breast cancer.breast cancer.breast cancer.breast cancer.

12121212----7777----13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements downplaying health  downplaying health  downplaying health  downplaying health 
risks from drinking the tainted water!!!risks from drinking the tainted water!!!risks from drinking the tainted water!!!risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The most highly The most highly The most highly The most highly contaminated wells were closed in  contaminated wells were closed in  contaminated wells were closed in  contaminated wells were closed in 
1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive testing found dangerous concentrations of  testing found dangerous concentrations of  testing found dangerous concentrations of  testing found dangerous concentrations of 
toxins associated with degreasingtoxins associated with degreasingtoxins associated with degreasingtoxins associated with degreasing solvents and gasoline.  solvents and gasoline.  solvents and gasoline.  solvents and gasoline. 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso'sSpace Telescopes) and Picasso'sSpace Telescopes) and Picasso'sSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's bestcoming from God's bestcoming from God's bestcoming from God's best Invention... Women!  Invention... Women!  Invention... Women!  Invention... Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals whocrime by the Pope + Cardinals whocrime by the Pope + Cardinals whocrime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.  refused to call 911.  refused to call 911.  refused to call 911. 

12121212----7777----13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the  tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the  tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the  tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the 
ground since 1980. ground since 1980. ground since 1980. ground since 1980. 

12121212----7777----13 Not13 Not13 Not13 Not just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive.
The ground water contamination was traced to two primary sources: a leakyThe ground water contamination was traced to two primary sources: a leakyThe ground water contamination was traced to two primary sources: a leakyThe ground water contamination was traced to two primary sources: a leaky on on on on----base fuel base fuel base fuel base fuel 
depot and an offdepot and an offdepot and an offdepot and an off----base dry cleaner. base dry cleaner. base dry cleaner. base dry cleaner. 

12121212----7777----13 Beijing Top13 Beijing Top13 Beijing Top13 Beijing Top Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford +  Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford +  Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford +  Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford + 
ChevyChevyChevyChevy gasoline engine cars every Year!  gasoline engine cars every Year!  gasoline engine cars every Year!  gasoline engine cars every Year! 

12121212----7777----13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are  WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are  WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are  WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are 
Pissed Off to the Max. 1Pissed Off to the Max. 1Pissed Off to the Max. 1Pissed Off to the Max. 1 Billion Children and more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be  Billion Children and more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be  Billion Children and more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be  Billion Children and more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be 
diagnosed withdiagnosed withdiagnosed withdiagnosed with an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top  an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top  an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top  an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and Top 
BrassBrassBrassBrass kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." I have  I have  I have  I have 
never been to London but was told the London Text books don't have thenever been to London but was told the London Text books don't have thenever been to London but was told the London Text books don't have thenever been to London but was told the London Text books don't have the history of Briton  history of Briton  history of Briton  history of Briton 
selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have beenselling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have beenselling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have beenselling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have been deleted from all London  deleted from all London  deleted from all London  deleted from all London 
Textbooks. Textbooks. Textbooks. Textbooks. 
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12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the ElectricWindmillCar but you  ElectricWindmillCar but you  ElectricWindmillCar but you  ElectricWindmillCar but you 
can bet the USA Textbooks next year will not havecan bet the USA Textbooks next year will not havecan bet the USA Textbooks next year will not havecan bet the USA Textbooks next year will not have "Smog" in China was caused by the USA  "Smog" in China was caused by the USA  "Smog" in China was caused by the USA  "Smog" in China was caused by the USA 
suppression of the 1980suppression of the 1980suppression of the 1980suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!!!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!!!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!!!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!!! 

12121212----7777----13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care  Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care  Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care  Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care 
and screening for Marines andand screening for Marines andand screening for Marines andand screening for Marines and their families, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and  their families, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and  their families, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and  their families, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 
1987. The law covers1987. The law covers1987. The law covers1987. The law covers 15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage,  15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage,  15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage,  15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility, miscarriage, 
leukemialeukemialeukemialeukemia and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung
cancers. The law was passed after years of advocacy by former Marines who blamedcancers. The law was passed after years of advocacy by former Marines who blamedcancers. The law was passed after years of advocacy by former Marines who blamedcancers. The law was passed after years of advocacy by former Marines who blamed the  the  the  the 
contamination. contamination. contamination. contamination. 

12121212----7777----13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb  Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb  Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb  Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb 
Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama willNuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama willNuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama willNuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama will never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks"  never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks"  never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks"  never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" 
Act to provide medical care for GasolineAct to provide medical care for GasolineAct to provide medical care for GasolineAct to provide medical care for Gasoline Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit  Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit  Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit  Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit 
Technological Inventions were notTechnological Inventions were notTechnological Inventions were notTechnological Inventions were not invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of  invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of  invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of  invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of 
Manned Space TelescopeManned Space TelescopeManned Space TelescopeManned Space Telescope Inventions... they have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share  Inventions... they have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share  Inventions... they have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share  Inventions... they have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share 
of the $177of the $177of the $177of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.  Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.  Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.  Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980. 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Pica13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Pica13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Pica13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings ofsso Paintings ofsso Paintings ofsso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot  dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot 
USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the KeyUSS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the KeyUSS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the KeyUSS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!  West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12121212----7777----13 We have the technology13 We have the technology13 We have the technology13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at  to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at  to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at  to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at 
Alpha Centauri, MITAlpha Centauri, MITAlpha Centauri, MITAlpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  scientists tell Congress  scientists tell Congress  scientists tell Congress 

12121212----7777----13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and  launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and  launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and  launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 
1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C254C254C254C

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  (Futuristic Manned  (Futuristic Manned  (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage madeSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage madeSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage madeSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  legal to keep the Paintings  legal to keep the Paintings  legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention... Women!coming from God's best Invention... Women!coming from God's best Invention... Women!coming from God's best Invention... Women!

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  not calling 911, a  not calling 911, a  not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions by Yale not  by Yale not  by Yale not  by Yale not 
"LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the"LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the"LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the"LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era that would  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would 
have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 Inventionhave given Cynthia Russett 1,001 Inventionhave given Cynthia Russett 1,001 Inventionhave given Cynthia Russett 1,001 Invention Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League  Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League  Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League  Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League 
Invention Projects 1980.Invention Projects 1980.Invention Projects 1980.Invention Projects 1980.

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
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coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

12121212----6666----13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and  of the ElectricWindmillCar and  of the ElectricWindmillCar and  of the ElectricWindmillCar and 
1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb Nuts1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb Nuts1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb Nuts1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb Nuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same  Dictators who graduated from Yale same  Dictators who graduated from Yale same  Dictators who graduated from Yale same 
year Cynthia did! year Cynthia did! year Cynthia did! year Cynthia did! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned  Inventions (Futuristic Manned 
Space Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's PolygamousSpace Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings  Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings 
coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention...coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a  and not calling 911, a 
crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to call 911.

““““Cynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on theCynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on theCynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on theCynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on the history of American women and the  history of American women and the  history of American women and the  history of American women and the 
intellectual history of 19th and 20th centuryintellectual history of 19th and 20th centuryintellectual history of 19th and 20th centuryintellectual history of 19th and 20th century America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby  America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby  America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby  America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby 
hospice on Thursday morning.hospice on Thursday morning.hospice on Thursday morning.hospice on Thursday morning.

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

CynthiaCynthiaCynthiaCynthia Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book,  Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book,  Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book,  Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book, ““““The ConceptThe ConceptThe ConceptThe Concept of  of  of  of 
Equilibrium in American Social Thought,Equilibrium in American Social Thought,Equilibrium in American Social Thought,Equilibrium in American Social Thought,”””” Russett took a particular interestRussett took a particular interestRussett took a particular interestRussett took a particular interest in the effect of  in the effect of  in the effect of  in the effect of 
science on nonscience on nonscience on nonscience on non----scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of "Baby Killer13 This is a case of "Baby Killer13 This is a case of "Baby Killer13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of thes" from Vietnam in charge of thes" from Vietnam in charge of thes" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST  Dept of Educ who LOST  Dept of Educ who LOST  Dept of Educ who LOST 
+ STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... No Child+ STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... No Child+ STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... No Child+ STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On  Left Behind or given... "Hooked On  Left Behind or given... "Hooked On  Left Behind or given... "Hooked On 
Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer:Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer:Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer:Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Our four Our four Our four----step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we 
take the time to really get totake the time to really get totake the time to really get totake the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven  know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven  know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven  know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven 
tutoring approachtutoring approachtutoring approachtutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the  that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the  that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the  that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the 
iPadiPadiPadiPad® ® ® ® for afor afor afor a truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience. 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust II

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the  China Opium, today the  China Opium, today the  China Opium, today the 
British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 millionBritish sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 millionBritish sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 millionBritish sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused  knowing gasoline exhaust caused  knowing gasoline exhaust caused  knowing gasoline exhaust caused 
childhood birth defects and cancers... Babychildhood birth defects and cancers... Babychildhood birth defects and cancers... Babychildhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators  Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators  Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators  Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators 
Today! Today! Today! Today! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) ---- Hundreds of flights wereHundreds of flights wereHundreds of flights wereHundreds of flights were
delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's commercial hub of Shanghai as recorddelayed or cancelled on Friday in China's commercial hub of Shanghai as recorddelayed or cancelled on Friday in China's commercial hub of Shanghai as recorddelayed or cancelled on Friday in China's commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of  levels of  levels of  levels of 
air pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities toair pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities toair pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities toair pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of  issue the highest level of  issue the highest level of  issue the highest level of 
health warning. health warning. health warning. health warning. 

12121212----6666----13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a Cause Cause Cause Cause----Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar 
Era...Era...Era...Era... Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history + future "Patch Delivery System" Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history + future "Patch Delivery System" Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history + future "Patch Delivery System" Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 history + future "Patch Delivery System" of Rx  of Rx  of Rx  of Rx 
Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that aDrugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that aDrugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that aDrugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that a liposome laden with a  liposome laden with a  liposome laden with a  liposome laden with a 
payload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail anpayload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail anpayload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail anpayload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail an ultrasonic "wind" should be able  ultrasonic "wind" should be able  ultrasonic "wind" should be able  ultrasonic "wind" should be able 
to traverse the epidermis and enter the body.to traverse the epidermis and enter the body.to traverse the epidermis and enter the body.to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. An adjustment to the ultrasound frequency  An adjustment to the ultrasound frequency  An adjustment to the ultrasound frequency  An adjustment to the ultrasound frequency 
could then pop the microbubbles andcould then pop the microbubbles andcould then pop the microbubbles andcould then pop the microbubbles and split open the liposome to release the medicine. In  split open the liposome to release the medicine. In  split open the liposome to release the medicine. In  split open the liposome to release the medicine. In 
1980 this was the next step1980 this was the next step1980 this was the next step1980 this was the next step for the group... 2013 will be to fine for the group... 2013 will be to fine for the group... 2013 will be to fine for the group... 2013 will be to fine----tune the ultrasound patch tune the ultrasound patch tune the ultrasound patch tune the ultrasound patch 
delivery systemdelivery systemdelivery systemdelivery system and work toward a successful transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE  and work toward a successful transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE  and work toward a successful transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE  and work toward a successful transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE 
WORKSWORKSWORKSWORKS by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, most  most  most  most 
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of this was given to MIT for War Toys! of this was given to MIT for War Toys! of this was given to MIT for War Toys! of this was given to MIT for War Toys! 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust II

““““Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,”””” whichwhichwhichwhich examined how  examined how  examined how  examined how 
VictorianVictorianVictorianVictorian----era scientists attempted to prove women inferior to men,era scientists attempted to prove women inferior to men,era scientists attempted to prove women inferior to men,era scientists attempted to prove women inferior to men, won the Berkshire  won the Berkshire  won the Berkshire  won the Berkshire 
Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award.Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award.Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award.Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award.

Cynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventuallyCynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventuallyCynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventuallyCynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventually becoming the  becoming the  becoming the  becoming the 
Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, she was alsoLearned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, she was alsoLearned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, she was alsoLearned Professor of History. From 1992 through 1995, she was also a fellow of the Whitney  a fellow of the Whitney  a fellow of the Whitney  a fellow of the Whitney 
Humanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chairedHumanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chairedHumanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chairedHumanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chaired the Yale College Executive  the Yale College Executive  the Yale College Executive  the Yale College Executive 
Committee and served as director of undergraduateCommittee and served as director of undergraduateCommittee and served as director of undergraduateCommittee and served as director of undergraduate studies of the History Department  studies of the History Department  studies of the History Department  studies of the History Department 
during her time at Yale. She also was a memberduring her time at Yale. She also was a memberduring her time at Yale. She also was a memberduring her time at Yale. She also was a member of the executive committees of the Yale of the executive committees of the Yale of the executive committees of the Yale of the executive committees of the Yale----New New New New 
Haven Teachers Institute and theHaven Teachers Institute and theHaven Teachers Institute and theHaven Teachers Institute and the Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in  Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in  Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in  Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in 
2012 but remained an2012 but remained an2012 but remained an2012 but remained an active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale  active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale  active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale  active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911Yale + Harvard for not calling 911Yale + Harvard for not calling 911Yale + Harvard for not calling 911

12121212----6666----13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and  ElectricWindmillCar and  ElectricWindmillCar and  ElectricWindmillCar and 
1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts Dictators1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts Dictators1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts Dictators1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb Nuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same  who graduated from Yale same  who graduated from Yale same  who graduated from Yale same 
year Cynthia did! year Cynthia did! year Cynthia did! year Cynthia did! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the  history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the  history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the  history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the 
British soldBritish soldBritish soldBritish sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused
childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nutschildhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nutschildhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nutschildhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts Dictators  Dictators  Dictators  Dictators 
Today! Today! Today! Today! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 201313 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 201313 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 201313 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  (Reuters)  (Reuters)  (Reuters) ---- Hundreds of flights were Hundreds of flights were Hundreds of flights were Hundreds of flights were 
delayed or cancelled on Friday in China'sdelayed or cancelled on Friday in China'sdelayed or cancelled on Friday in China'sdelayed or cancelled on Friday in China's commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of  commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of  commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of  commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of 
air pollution shrouded the cityair pollution shrouded the cityair pollution shrouded the cityair pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of  in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of  in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of  in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest level of 
health warning.health warning.health warning.health warning.

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a
crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic Church millions. Verizon iscrime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic Church millions. Verizon iscrime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic Church millions. Verizon iscrime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the Catholic Church millions. Verizon is paid  paid  paid  paid 
Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" AndBillions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" AndBillions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" AndBillions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And what we all  what we all  what we all  what we all 
know about not having a conscience and people mostly men with noknow about not having a conscience and people mostly men with noknow about not having a conscience and people mostly men with noknow about not having a conscience and people mostly men with no conscience. In "War +  conscience. In "War +  conscience. In "War +  conscience. In "War + 
Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stationsPeace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stationsPeace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stationsPeace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas stations and drive by shootings with no Dash  and drive by shootings with no Dash  and drive by shootings with no Dash  and drive by shootings with no Dash 
Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are theCam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are theCam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are theCam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are the Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell  Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell  Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell  Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell 
Era. They put in a "Black Box" to recordEra. They put in a "Black Box" to recordEra. They put in a "Black Box" to recordEra. They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by  speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by  speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by  speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by 
Shooting! They put in a "BlackShooting! They put in a "BlackShooting! They put in a "BlackShooting! They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of  Box" to record speed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of  Box" to record speed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of  Box" to record speed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of 
"Smart Cars" or the"Smart Cars" or the"Smart Cars" or the"Smart Cars" or the Semi Trucks!  Semi Trucks!  Semi Trucks!  Semi Trucks! 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to McDonalds +  McDonalds +  McDonalds +  McDonalds + 
Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions of dollars.Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions of dollars.Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions of dollars.Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the Billions of dollars. McDonalds + Walmart  McDonalds + Walmart  McDonalds + Walmart  McDonalds + Walmart 
taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dentaltaxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dentaltaxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dentaltaxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dental Emergencies not preventive dentistry...  Emergencies not preventive dentistry...  Emergencies not preventive dentistry...  Emergencies not preventive dentistry... 
Manpower Temps must be owned by aManpower Temps must be owned by aManpower Temps must be owned by aManpower Temps must be owned by a "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers  "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers  "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers  "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers 
are lower down on the Povertyare lower down on the Povertyare lower down on the Povertyare lower down on the Poverty Income Charts and get more Food Stamps + Medicare than  Income Charts and get more Food Stamps + Medicare than  Income Charts and get more Food Stamps + Medicare than  Income Charts and get more Food Stamps + Medicare than 
Walmart employees! YetWalmart employees! YetWalmart employees! YetWalmart employees! Yet the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the  the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the  the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the  the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the 
serfs of 2013.serfs of 2013.serfs of 2013.serfs of 2013. "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention  "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention  "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention  "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention 
ofofofof Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1.  Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1.  Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1.  Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1. 
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12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations worldwide,  worldwide,  worldwide,  worldwide, 
Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K women in the USAVerizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K women in the USAVerizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K women in the USAVerizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K women in the USA murdered by a drunk  murdered by a drunk  murdered by a drunk  murdered by a drunk 
man in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" of cell phonesman in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" of cell phonesman in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" of cell phonesman in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" of cell phones invention to Humanity, to save  invention to Humanity, to save  invention to Humanity, to save  invention to Humanity, to save 
her life! her life! her life! her life! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the  dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the  dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the  dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the 
auditoryauditoryauditoryauditory building blocks of language and where it processes them may be to blame for building blocks of language and where it processes them may be to blame for building blocks of language and where it processes them may be to blame for building blocks of language and where it processes them may be to blame for
dyslexia, a new research suggests. dyslexia, a new research suggests. dyslexia, a new research suggests. dyslexia, a new research suggests. 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer:
Our fourOur fourOur fourOur four----step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get tostep Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get tostep Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get tostep Sylvan Insight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your  know your  know your  know your 
child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approachchild and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approachchild and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approachchild and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing  that blends amazing  that blends amazing  that blends amazing 
teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadteachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadteachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadteachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® ® ® ® for afor afor afor a truly engaging learning  truly engaging learning  truly engaging learning  truly engaging learning 
experience. experience. experience. experience. 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of "Baby13 This is a case of "Baby13 This is a case of "Baby13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST  Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST  Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST  Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST 
+ STOLE millions of+ STOLE millions of+ STOLE millions of+ STOLE millions of Childrens lives from Bush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Childrens lives from Bush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Childrens lives from Bush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Childrens lives from Bush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On
Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our fourPhonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our fourPhonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our fourPhonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four----step Sylvan Insight™step Sylvan Insight™step Sylvan Insight™step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we  process, where we  process, where we  process, where we 
take the time to really get to know your child and develop atake the time to really get to know your child and develop atake the time to really get to know your child and develop atake the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven  plan for success. Our proven  plan for success. Our proven  plan for success. Our proven 
tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers withtutoring approach that blends amazing teachers withtutoring approach that blends amazing teachers withtutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the  SylvanSync™ technology on the  SylvanSync™ technology on the  SylvanSync™ technology on the 
iPadiPadiPadiPad® ® ® ® for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while never ever again from  never ever again from  never ever again from  never ever again from 
the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of Educationsthe New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of Educationsthe New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of Educationsthe New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of Educations waste of Trillions on Public School  waste of Trillions on Public School  waste of Trillions on Public School  waste of Trillions on Public School 
Teacher Bonus $ while suppressing SylvanTeacher Bonus $ while suppressing SylvanTeacher Bonus $ while suppressing SylvanTeacher Bonus $ while suppressing Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Tutoring Programs offer: Our four----step Sylvan step Sylvan step Sylvan step Sylvan 
Insight™ process, where we takeInsight™ process, where we takeInsight™ process, where we takeInsight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your child and develop a  the time to really get to know your child and develop a  the time to really get to know your child and develop a  the time to really get to know your child and develop a 
plan for success. Ourplan for success. Ourplan for success. Ourplan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with  proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with  proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with  proven tutoring approach that blends amazing teachers with 
SylvanSync™SylvanSync™SylvanSync™SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad technology on the iPad technology on the iPad technology on the iPad® ® ® ® for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.

12121212----6666----13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress  testify that the late actress  testify that the late actress  testify that the late actress 
told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in hertold her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in hertold her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in hertold her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal.  home was owned by Ryan O'Neal.  home was owned by Ryan O'Neal.  home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. 
Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas atFawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas atFawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas atFawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its  Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its  Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its  Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its 
lawyer David Beck said the schoollawyer David Beck said the schoollawyer David Beck said the schoollawyer David Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. Stole  preferred the trial continue. Stole  preferred the trial continue. Stole  preferred the trial continue. Stole ---- Andy Warhol Andy Warhol Andy Warhol Andy Warhol 
portrait... of Farrah Fawcettportrait... of Farrah Fawcettportrait... of Farrah Fawcettportrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan  + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan  + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan  + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan 
O'Neal but by theO'Neal but by theO'Neal but by theO'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911Yale + Harvard for not calling 911Yale + Harvard for not calling 911Yale + Harvard for not calling 911

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at 
Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----5555----13131313 Stole  Stole  Stole  Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure forAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure forAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure forAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  Anus  Anus  Anus 
Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA,Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA,Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA,Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  Jimmy Carter + Yoko  Jimmy Carter + Yoko  Jimmy Carter + Yoko 
Ono! A reality television producer told a jury on WednesdayOno! A reality television producer told a jury on WednesdayOno! A reality television producer told a jury on WednesdayOno! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 12 12 12----4444----13 that he believes Ryan 13 that he believes Ryan 13 that he believes Ryan 13 that he believes Ryan 
O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of FarrahO'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of FarrahO'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of FarrahO'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the  Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the  Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the  Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John LennonElectricWindmillCar was invented and John LennonElectricWindmillCar was invented and John LennonElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980 before he  was murdered in 1980 before he  was murdered in 1980 before he  was murdered in 1980 before he 
could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Modelcould "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Modelcould "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Modelcould "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have 
gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer ingotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer ingotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer ingotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer in 1981!  1981!  1981!  1981! 
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12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus 
Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko 
Ono! One of Farrah Fawcett's careOno! One of Farrah Fawcett's careOno! One of Farrah Fawcett's careOno! One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told  givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told  givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told  givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told 
her an Andy Warholher an Andy Warholher an Andy Warholher an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's  portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's  portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's  portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's 
alma mater, thealma mater, thealma mater, thealma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David University of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David University of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David University of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David
Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYC

12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Jimmy Carter Jimmy Carter Jimmy Carter Jimmy Carter ---- Clinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx OvernightClinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx OvernightClinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx OvernightClinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx Overnight Cure for Farrah Fawcett's  Cure for Farrah Fawcett's  Cure for Farrah Fawcett's  Cure for Farrah Fawcett's 
cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "Warcancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "Warcancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "Warcancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this "War Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure  Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure  Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure  Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure 
in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait...in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait...in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait...in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait... "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be  "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be  "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be  "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be 
Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer"Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer"Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer"Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer" Rx Cures in "Han Rx Cures in "Han Rx Cures in "Han Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. d to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. d to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. d to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. 
Stole Picasso's PolygamousStole Picasso's PolygamousStole Picasso's PolygamousStole Picasso's Polygamous Marriages Made Legal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris!  Marriages Made Legal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris!  Marriages Made Legal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris!  Marriages Made Legal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris! 
Paris TodayParis TodayParis TodayParis Today "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in
"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today working for  working for  working for  working for 
the French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire orthe French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire orthe French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire orthe French Oil Company "Total" will be burned in a gasoline fire or infect their children  infect their children  infect their children  infect their children 
with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fieldswith leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fieldswith leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fieldswith leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fields covered in "Oily Poison  covered in "Oily Poison  covered in "Oily Poison  covered in "Oily Poison 
Molecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't knowMolecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't knowMolecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't knowMolecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't know what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom  what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom  what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom  what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom 
Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil Molecules!Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil Molecules!Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil Molecules!Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil Molecules! USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion  USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion  USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion  USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion 
were Stole from Farrah Fawcett andwere Stole from Farrah Fawcett andwere Stole from Farrah Fawcett andwere Stole from Farrah Fawcett and given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen Money on  given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen Money on  given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen Money on  given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen Money on 
MIT Drones! A realityMIT Drones! A realityMIT Drones! A realityMIT Drones! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12----4444----13 that he believes 13 that he believes 13 that he believes 13 that he believes 
RyanRyanRyanRyan O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980 before heElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980 before heElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980 before heElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980 before he
could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era thatcould "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era thatcould "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era thatcould "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  would have  would have  would have 
gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer in 1981! gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer in 1981! gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer in 1981! gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer in 1981! 

12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus 
Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko 
Ono! Ono! Ono! Ono! 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYC

12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + theYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + theYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + theYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting  Vatican... Yoko missed getting  Vatican... Yoko missed getting  Vatican... Yoko missed getting 
the Nobel John Lennon would certainly havethe Nobel John Lennon would certainly havethe Nobel John Lennon would certainly havethe Nobel John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the  gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the  gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the  gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the 
ElectricWindmillCar... inventedElectricWindmillCar... inventedElectricWindmillCar... inventedElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK----JOCK Rush JOCK Rush JOCK Rush JOCK Rush 
Limbaugh has accused theLimbaugh has accused theLimbaugh has accused theLimbaugh has accused the Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease  Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease  Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease  Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease 
among US Christianamong US Christianamong US Christianamong US Christian conservatives with the pro conservatives with the pro conservatives with the pro conservatives with the pro----poor stance of the first pontiff to come from poor stance of the first pontiff to come from poor stance of the first pontiff to come from poor stance of the first pontiff to come from 
SouthSouthSouthSouth America. INVENTION PROJECTS America. INVENTION PROJECTS America. INVENTION PROJECTS America. INVENTION PROJECTS----POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting 
aaaa % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God for  for  for  for 
forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion Georgeforgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion Georgeforgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion Georgeforgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 184 Trillion George Orwell "cameras"  Orwell "cameras"  Orwell "cameras"  Orwell "cameras" 
behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To exposebehind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To exposebehind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To exposebehind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To expose the Numb Nut Dictators...  the Numb Nut Dictators...  the Numb Nut Dictators...  the Numb Nut Dictators... 
though Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014"though Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014"though Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014"though Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014" with many wives and the ending  with many wives and the ending  with many wives and the ending  with many wives and the ending ----
""""Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera" getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI over the  getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI over the  getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI over the  getting the call form NSA, CIA, FBI over the 
"crime" of breaking the Mirror"crime" of breaking the Mirror"crime" of breaking the Mirror"crime" of breaking the Mirror hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God  hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God  hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God  hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God 
about Fiery Cop Carabout Fiery Cop Carabout Fiery Cop Carabout Fiery Cop Car Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR  Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR  Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR  Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR ---- Yoko Yoko Yoko Yoko 
Ono and TokyoOno and TokyoOno and TokyoOno and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the  have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the  have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the  have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the 
NobelNobelNobelNobel John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the
ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! 

12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus 
Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko 
Ono! Ono! Ono! Ono! 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYC

12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 
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12121212----5555----13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 12 12 12----5555----13 Reuters CEO knows about 13 Reuters CEO knows about 13 Reuters CEO knows about 13 Reuters CEO knows about 
the suppressthe suppressthe suppressthe suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On theed Invention "Super Air Bags On theed Invention "Super Air Bags On theed Invention "Super Air Bags On the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby  Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby  Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby  Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby 
would be alive today if Reuterswould be alive today if Reuterswould be alive today if Reuterswould be alive today if Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! 

Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pmReuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pmReuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pmReuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 12 12 12----5555----13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she 13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she 13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she 13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she 
had fallen asleep while driving, Marshad fallen asleep while driving, Marshad fallen asleep while driving, Marshad fallen asleep while driving, Mars was driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it  was driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it  was driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it  was driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it 
crossed into oncoming traffic andcrossed into oncoming traffic andcrossed into oncoming traffic andcrossed into oncoming traffic and collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene  collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene  collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene  collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene 
Ellisor, 86, died at theEllisor, 86, died at theEllisor, 86, died at theEllisor, 86, died at the scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months  scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months  scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months  scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months 
pregnant andpregnant andpregnant andpregnant and lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women in the vehicle were briefly lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women in the vehicle were briefly lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women in the vehicle were briefly lost the baby she was carrying. Four other women in the vehicle were briefly
hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15thhospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15thhospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15thhospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15th----richest American withrichest American withrichest American withrichest American with wealth of  wealth of  wealth of  wealth of 
$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500 fine and suspended  fine and suspended  fine and suspended  fine and suspended 
her license for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives anher license for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives anher license for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives anher license for six months. Brainstorm with Greg + Wives an Invention Project to prevent  Invention Project to prevent  Invention Project to prevent  Invention Project to prevent 
Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... NumbDrivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... NumbDrivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... NumbDrivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this  Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this  Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this  Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this 
Invention Project in the article by ReutersInvention Project in the article by ReutersInvention Project in the article by ReutersInvention Project in the article by Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12----5555----13 13 13 13 

NEW YORK (AP) NEW YORK (AP) NEW YORK (AP) NEW YORK (AP) ———— It's sometimes called highway hypnosis orIt's sometimes called highway hypnosis orIt's sometimes called highway hypnosis orIt's sometimes called highway hypnosis or falling asleep at the wheel,  falling asleep at the wheel,  falling asleep at the wheel,  falling asleep at the wheel, 
and it's familiar to anyone who has driven longand it's familiar to anyone who has driven longand it's familiar to anyone who has driven longand it's familiar to anyone who has driven long distances along a monotonous route.  distances along a monotonous route.  distances along a monotonous route.  distances along a monotonous route. 
Drivers are lulled into a semiDrivers are lulled into a semiDrivers are lulled into a semiDrivers are lulled into a semi----trance statetrance statetrance statetrance state and reach their destination with little or no  and reach their destination with little or no  and reach their destination with little or no  and reach their destination with little or no 
memory of parts of the trip.memory of parts of the trip.memory of parts of the trip.memory of parts of the trip. Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84  Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84  Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84  Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84 
from Key West afrom Key West afrom Key West afrom Key West a Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for construction and it rammed  Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for construction and it rammed  Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for construction and it rammed  Semi rear ended another Semi Stopped for construction and it rammed 
anotheranotheranotheranother Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001
Invention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 FixInvention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 FixInvention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 FixInvention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 Fix "Several" PC Users  "Several" PC Users  "Several" PC Users  "Several" PC Users 
would have come up with a "Invention" much more realisticwould have come up with a "Invention" much more realisticwould have come up with a "Invention" much more realisticwould have come up with a "Invention" much more realistic than "Google Glasses!" Bill +  than "Google Glasses!" Bill +  than "Google Glasses!" Bill +  than "Google Glasses!" Bill + 
Melinda spent this interval of time on MicrosoftMelinda spent this interval of time on MicrosoftMelinda spent this interval of time on MicrosoftMelinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft Condom Invention Grants of $100K each  Condom Invention Grants of $100K each  Condom Invention Grants of $100K each  Condom Invention Grants of $100K each 
and spent Several Million dollars!and spent Several Million dollars!and spent Several Million dollars!and spent Several Million dollars! Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade  Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade  Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade  Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade 
in reality TV Shows asin reality TV Shows asin reality TV Shows asin reality TV Shows as in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving  in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving  in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving  in my link above of 850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving 
to Bostonto Bostonto Bostonto Boston who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her
memorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention ofmemorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention ofmemorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention ofmemorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention of Inventors not at  Inventors not at  Inventors not at  Inventors not at 
Yale working, thinking, every page and article they read theyYale working, thinking, every page and article they read theyYale working, thinking, every page and article they read theyYale working, thinking, every page and article they read they are looking for the  are looking for the  are looking for the  are looking for the 
"Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent"Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent"Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent"Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent all Drivers from Falling  all Drivers from Falling  all Drivers from Falling  all Drivers from Falling 
Asleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! AnotherAsleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! AnotherAsleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! AnotherAsleep at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Another 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity  1980 Invention Stole from Humanity  1980 Invention Stole from Humanity  1980 Invention Stole from Humanity 
by Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Gradsby Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Gradsby Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Gradsby Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Grads too!  too!  too!  too! 

12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus 
Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko 
Ono! Ono! Ono! Ono! 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYC

12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

12121212----5555----13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 12 12 12----5555----13 Reuters CEO knows about 13 Reuters CEO knows about 13 Reuters CEO knows about 13 Reuters CEO knows about 
the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On thethe suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On thethe suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On thethe suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On the Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby  Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby  Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby  Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby 
would be alive today if Reuterswould be alive today if Reuterswould be alive today if Reuterswould be alive today if Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed13 Lockheed13 Lockheed13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

NBCNBCNBCNBC’’’’s Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jennas Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jennas Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jennas Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jenna Welch Bush Hager was on the  Welch Bush Hager was on the  Welch Bush Hager was on the  Welch Bush Hager was on the 
Today Show again today with part 2 about what teensToday Show again today with part 2 about what teensToday Show again today with part 2 about what teensToday Show again today with part 2 about what teens + their parents talk about. Lias  + their parents talk about. Lias  + their parents talk about. Lias  + their parents talk about. Lias 
Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries dueMeyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries dueMeyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries dueMeyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries due to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel.  to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel.  to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel.  to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel. 
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MIT demonstration that pouringMIT demonstration that pouringMIT demonstration that pouringMIT demonstration that pouring the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine  the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine  the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine  the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine 
"sparks" you can't see go"sparks" you can't see go"sparks" you can't see go"sparks" you can't see go up the nozzle and the plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh  up the nozzle and the plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh  up the nozzle and the plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh  up the nozzle and the plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh 
filter thatfilter thatfilter thatfilter that prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were
burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking"burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking"burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking"burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking" this  this  this  this 
against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS Dictators! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
MoscowMoscowMoscowMoscow + NYC  + NYC  + NYC  + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

I searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armedI searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armedI searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armedI searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armed robberies and found 2.5 percent of  robberies and found 2.5 percent of  robberies and found 2.5 percent of  robberies and found 2.5 percent of 
400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so you do the math or we can wait for Bush  you do the math or we can wait for Bush  you do the math or we can wait for Bush  you do the math or we can wait for Bush 
Daughter to do the math on her NextDaughter to do the math on her NextDaughter to do the math on her NextDaughter to do the math on her Next Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami  Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami  Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami  Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami 
gas station by a guy from Southgas station by a guy from Southgas station by a guy from Southgas station by a guy from South America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches,  America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches,  America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches,  America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches, 
blood all over herblood all over herblood all over herblood all over her blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will  blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will  blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will  blouse, and a split lip scar for life... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will 
getgetgetget life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell!  life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell!  life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell!  life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
MoscowMoscowMoscowMoscow + NYC  + NYC  + NYC  + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Teen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking aboutTeen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking aboutTeen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking aboutTeen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking about Facebook, "go kill yourself post"  Facebook, "go kill yourself post"  Facebook, "go kill yourself post"  Facebook, "go kill yourself post" 
and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginaland drinking at 16, nothing about vaginaland drinking at 16, nothing about vaginaland drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal warts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions  warts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions  warts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions  warts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions 
of cells a day in 16 year oldof cells a day in 16 year oldof cells a day in 16 year oldof cells a day in 16 year old growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research  growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research  growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research  growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research 
found causes of spinafound causes of spinafound causes of spinafound causes of spina bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a  bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a  bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a  bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a 
contributingcontributingcontributingcontributing factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube defects, including spina bifida. factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube defects, including spina bifida. factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube defects, including spina bifida. factor in the pathogenesis of neural tube defects, including spina bifida.
Supplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence ofSupplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence ofSupplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence ofSupplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence of neural tube  neural tube  neural tube  neural tube 
defects by about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of thesedefects by about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of thesedefects by about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of thesedefects by about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of these defects when they occur. It  defects when they occur. It  defects when they occur. It  defects when they occur. It 
is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!! Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of  Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of  Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of  Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of 
the teens should of asked the teens whothe teens should of asked the teens whothe teens should of asked the teens whothe teens should of asked the teens who wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid  wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid  wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid  wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid 
works? works? works? works? 

12121212----4444----13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
MoscowMoscowMoscowMoscow + NYC  + NYC  + NYC  + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Whooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel moleculesWhooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel moleculesWhooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel moleculesWhooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel molecules when you shake hands or  when you shake hands or  when you shake hands or  when you shake hands or 
hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood leukemia fromhug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood leukemia fromhug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood leukemia fromhug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood leukemia from growing kids + teens, cells  growing kids + teens, cells  growing kids + teens, cells  growing kids + teens, cells 
dividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit bydividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit bydividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit bydividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit by Diesel fuel atoms and you get  Diesel fuel atoms and you get  Diesel fuel atoms and you get  Diesel fuel atoms and you get 
childhood leukemia. wow childhood leukemia. wow childhood leukemia. wow childhood leukemia. wow 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYC

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Co13 Lockheed Martin Co13 Lockheed Martin Co13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Donrporation: When What You Donrporation: When What You Donrporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Norovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should haveNorovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should haveNorovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should haveNorovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should have mentioned of everyone  mentioned of everyone  mentioned of everyone  mentioned of everyone 
getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West is givengetting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West is givengetting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West is givengetting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West is given Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the  Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the  Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the  Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the 
Norovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's atNorovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's atNorovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's atNorovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's at the 7 the 7 the 7 the 7----11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 
bag bring it back on the Carnivalbag bring it back on the Carnivalbag bring it back on the Carnivalbag bring it back on the Carnival SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the  SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the  SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the  SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the 
Oreo's you touch theOreo's you touch theOreo's you touch theOreo's you touch the Norovirus on the outside package of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and  Norovirus on the outside package of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and  Norovirus on the outside package of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and  Norovirus on the outside package of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and 
eat theeat theeat theeat the Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers.  Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers.  Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers.  Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers. 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYCMoscow + NYC

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Motivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill fromMotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill fromMotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill fromMotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the crime was often  committing the crime was often  committing the crime was often  committing the crime was often 
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mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 7----11111111 page.  page.  page.  page. 

Southland Corporation (former name of 7Southland Corporation (former name of 7Southland Corporation (former name of 7Southland Corporation (former name of 7----Eleven Corporation)Eleven Corporation)Eleven Corporation)Eleven Corporation) conducted an in conducted an in conducted an in conducted an in----depth depth depth depth 
study into convenient store robberies and the individualsstudy into convenient store robberies and the individualsstudy into convenient store robberies and the individualsstudy into convenient store robberies and the individuals most likely to commit the crimes.  most likely to commit the crimes.  most likely to commit the crimes.  most likely to commit the crimes. 
They discovered that the most important thingsThey discovered that the most important thingsThey discovered that the most important thingsThey discovered that the most important things would would would would----be robbers considered when be robbers considered when be robbers considered when be robbers considered when 
deciding whether or not to commit a crime weredeciding whether or not to commit a crime weredeciding whether or not to commit a crime weredeciding whether or not to commit a crime were the ease of escape from the  the ease of escape from the  the ease of escape from the  the ease of escape from the 
store/surrounding area and how much money theystore/surrounding area and how much money theystore/surrounding area and how much money theystore/surrounding area and how much money they thought the store would have on hand.  thought the store would have on hand.  thought the store would have on hand.  thought the store would have on hand. 
They also discovered that while theThey also discovered that while theThey also discovered that while theThey also discovered that while the acquisition of money was the most important  acquisition of money was the most important  acquisition of money was the most important  acquisition of money was the most important 
motivation for robberies, a sense ofmotivation for robberies, a sense ofmotivation for robberies, a sense ofmotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the crime was often  power or thrill from committing the crime was often  power or thrill from committing the crime was often  power or thrill from committing the crime was often 
mentioned as well.mentioned as well.mentioned as well.mentioned as well.

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Gasoline Czar in  Gasoline Czar in  Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don What You Don What You Don What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

I told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions likeI told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions likeI told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions likeI told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions like Picasso Painted New Paintings  Picasso Painted New Paintings  Picasso Painted New Paintings  Picasso Painted New Paintings 
she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Husband"she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Husband"she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Husband"she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive Husband" who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic  who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic  who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic  who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic 
invention project in Microsoftinvention project in Microsoftinvention project in Microsoftinvention project in Microsoft Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels  Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels  Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels  Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as she feels 
energetic, herenergetic, herenergetic, herenergetic, her hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace,  hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace,  hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace,  hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace, 
EndEndEndEnd to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is to Crime. Brave New World Novel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is not  not  not  not 
a Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year olda Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year olda Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year olda Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year old Korean War Vet  Korean War Vet  Korean War Vet  Korean War Vet 
for "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillinfor "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillinfor "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillinfor "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for  Overnight Miracle Cure for  Overnight Miracle Cure for  Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know willBreast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know willBreast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know willBreast Cancer are both futuristic Events we know will happen!  happen!  happen!  happen! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of  expect the influence of  expect the influence of  expect the influence of 
social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "Warsocial networks to be so great. Face Book is a "Warsocial networks to be so great. Face Book is a "Warsocial networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War Crime" when we are able to get the NSA,  Crime" when we are able to get the NSA,  Crime" when we are able to get the NSA,  Crime" when we are able to get the NSA, 
CIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBookCIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBookCIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBookCIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBook post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic...  post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic...  post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic...  post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic... 
swearing! Socialswearing! Socialswearing! Socialswearing! Social networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology
professor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that social networks are the singleprofessor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that social networks are the singleprofessor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that social networks are the singleprofessor Andrew Papachristos has discovered that social networks are the single most  most  most  most 
predictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networkspredictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networkspredictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networkspredictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networks constructed from arrest  constructed from arrest  constructed from arrest  constructed from arrest 
records explained violent crime better than gender, racerecords explained violent crime better than gender, racerecords explained violent crime better than gender, racerecords explained violent crime better than gender, race or gang affiliation in a subset of  or gang affiliation in a subset of  or gang affiliation in a subset of  or gang affiliation in a subset of 
the Chithe Chithe Chithe Chicago population. While other studiescago population. While other studiescago population. While other studiescago population. While other studies have looked at crime as a disease, this study is  have looked at crime as a disease, this study is  have looked at crime as a disease, this study is  have looked at crime as a disease, this study is 
among the first to rigorouslyamong the first to rigorouslyamong the first to rigorouslyamong the first to rigorously model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating  model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating  model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating  model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now collaborating 
with policewith policewith policewith police departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as  departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as  departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as  departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as 
opposedopposedopposedopposed to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target entire demographics. to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target entire demographics. to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target entire demographics. to more traditional methods of crime prevention that target entire demographics.

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  Gasoline Czar in  Gasoline Czar in  Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don What You Don What You Don What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

““““This is the antiThis is the antiThis is the antiThis is the anti----stopstopstopstop----andandandand----frisk,frisk,frisk,frisk,”””” Papachristos said.Papachristos said.Papachristos said.Papachristos said.

The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network,The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network,The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network,The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network, assuming that those  assuming that those  assuming that those  assuming that those 
arrested together knew each other. The analysis revealedarrested together knew each other. The analysis revealedarrested together knew each other. The analysis revealedarrested together knew each other. The analysis revealed that for every social tie  that for every social tie  that for every social tie  that for every social tie 
separating an individual from a homicide victim, oneseparating an individual from a homicide victim, oneseparating an individual from a homicide victim, oneseparating an individual from a homicide victim, one’’’’ssss chance of being killed decreased  chance of being killed decreased  chance of being killed decreased  chance of being killed decreased 
by 57 percent. While this result came as noby 57 percent. While this result came as noby 57 percent. While this result came as noby 57 percent. While this result came as no surprise to Papachristos, who has been working  surprise to Papachristos, who has been working  surprise to Papachristos, who has been working  surprise to Papachristos, who has been working 
with social networks for years,with social networks for years,with social networks for years,with social networks for years, study coauthor Yale sociology professor Christopher  study coauthor Yale sociology professor Christopher  study coauthor Yale sociology professor Christopher  study coauthor Yale sociology professor Christopher 
Wildeman said he did notWildeman said he did notWildeman said he did notWildeman said he did not expect the influence of social networks to be so great.  expect the influence of social networks to be so great.  expect the influence of social networks to be so great.  expect the influence of social networks to be so great. 

12121212----4444----13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
MoscowMoscowMoscowMoscow + NYC  + NYC  + NYC  + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44 billion worldwide in 2013 and  billion worldwide in 2013 and  billion worldwide in 2013 and  billion worldwide in 2013 and 
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the $37 billion last year spent on Sony andthe $37 billion last year spent on Sony andthe $37 billion last year spent on Sony andthe $37 billion last year spent on Sony and Microsoft "Games"!  Microsoft "Games"!  Microsoft "Games"!  Microsoft "Games"! 

44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 

SonySonySonySony said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after less  less  less  less 
than three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft and Nintendo forthan three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft and Nintendo forthan three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft and Nintendo forthan three weeks on the market, as it battles Microsoft and Nintendo for supremacy in the  supremacy in the  supremacy in the  supremacy in the 
lucrative gaming sector. The eagerlylucrative gaming sector. The eagerlylucrative gaming sector. The eagerlylucrative gaming sector. The eagerly----awaited PlayStation soldawaited PlayStation soldawaited PlayStation soldawaited PlayStation sold more than one million  more than one million  more than one million  more than one million 
units in just one day after its November 15 debut in Northunits in just one day after its November 15 debut in Northunits in just one day after its November 15 debut in Northunits in just one day after its November 15 debut in North America and Sony said Tuesday  America and Sony said Tuesday  America and Sony said Tuesday  America and Sony said Tuesday 
it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 5.0 million units by March.  million units by March.  million units by March.  million units by March. 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed13 Lockheed13 Lockheed13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 

1 LOST invention1 LOST invention1 LOST invention1 LOST invention or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the
Dentists warn us that too many sweets can cause cavities. In fact, it's notDentists warn us that too many sweets can cause cavities. In fact, it's notDentists warn us that too many sweets can cause cavities. In fact, it's notDentists warn us that too many sweets can cause cavities. In fact, it's not candy, but  candy, but  candy, but  candy, but 
bacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reducebacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reducebacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reducebacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reduce the amount of cavity the amount of cavity the amount of cavity the amount of cavity----
causing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is itcausing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is itcausing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is itcausing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is it just one of 44 Trillion  just one of 44 Trillion  just one of 44 Trillion  just one of 44 Trillion 
Inventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do theInventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do theInventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do theInventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You do the Math as Bush + Bush know the  Math as Bush + Bush know the  Math as Bush + Bush know the  Math as Bush + Bush know the 
correct answer.. and do a Google Image search ofcorrect answer.. and do a Google Image search ofcorrect answer.. and do a Google Image search ofcorrect answer.. and do a Google Image search of Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the  Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the  Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the  Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the 
bottom, his top teeth aren't all thatbottom, his top teeth aren't all thatbottom, his top teeth aren't all thatbottom, his top teeth aren't all that great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was  great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was  great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was  great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was 
a SCAM if you considera SCAM if you considera SCAM if you considera SCAM if you consider Bush Sr!  Bush Sr!  Bush Sr!  Bush Sr! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in  the Gasoline Czar in  the Gasoline Czar in  the Gasoline Czar in 
Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don When What You Don When What You Don When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

12121212----3333----13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman Today. Gov. Chris Christie  Today. Gov. Chris Christie  Today. Gov. Chris Christie  Today. Gov. Chris Christie 
will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loudwill Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loudwill Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loudwill Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud illiterate bully! Teen conversations about  illiterate bully! Teen conversations about  illiterate bully! Teen conversations about  illiterate bully! Teen conversations about 
shoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebookshoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebookshoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebookshoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebook bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens  bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens  bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens  bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens 
by Jenna Welch Bushby Jenna Welch Bushby Jenna Welch Bushby Jenna Welch Bush Hager had nothing about invention projects, Hager had nothing about invention projects, Hager had nothing about invention projects, Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Universe,  the Universe,  the Universe,  the Universe, 
Vaccinations, whatVaccinations, whatVaccinations, whatVaccinations, what teens what to see invented in a New Manhattan Project lead by Dr  teens what to see invented in a New Manhattan Project lead by Dr  teens what to see invented in a New Manhattan Project lead by Dr  teens what to see invented in a New Manhattan Project lead by Dr 
Nancy SnydermanNancy SnydermanNancy SnydermanNancy Snyderman Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing  Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing  Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing  Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing 
any homework onany homework onany homework onany homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT  100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT  100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT  100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT 
Thinking ONThinking ONThinking ONThinking ON FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna  FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna  FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna  FACEBOOK to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna 
WelchWelchWelchWelch Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone with  with  with  with 
No Direction Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + WarNo Direction Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + WarNo Direction Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + WarNo Direction Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + War linked to  linked to  linked to  linked to 
Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm"Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm"Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm"Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for "Desert Storm" then "Shock + Awe"  then "Shock + Awe"  then "Shock + Awe"  then "Shock + Awe" 
when the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era'swhen the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era'swhen the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era'swhen the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era's Euphoria Suppressed... to teens  Euphoria Suppressed... to teens  Euphoria Suppressed... to teens  Euphoria Suppressed... to teens 
to invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" liketo invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" liketo invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" liketo invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Facebook and Teen  Penicillin! Facebook and Teen  Penicillin! Facebook and Teen  Penicillin! Facebook and Teen 
Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversationsConversations. Several Thousand teen conversationsConversations. Several Thousand teen conversationsConversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Brainstorming about "Penicillin"  Brainstorming about "Penicillin"  Brainstorming about "Penicillin"  Brainstorming about "Penicillin" 
Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014 Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be  Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be  Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be  Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be 
the most "Hated" Bush on Facebookthe most "Hated" Bush on Facebookthe most "Hated" Bush on Facebookthe most "Hated" Bush on Facebook if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for  if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for  if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for  if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for 
the "War... was a Crime" wasthe "War... was a Crime" wasthe "War... was a Crime" wasthe "War... was a Crime" was for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle  for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle  for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle  for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle 
Drugs of 2014 a WarDrugs of 2014 a WarDrugs of 2014 a WarDrugs of 2014 a War Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes!  Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes!  Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes!  Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes! 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don What You Don What You Don What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Troops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their WivesTroops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their WivesTroops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their WivesTroops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their Wives + Girl friends even still  + Girl friends even still  + Girl friends even still  + Girl friends even still 
TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon fromTODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon fromTODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon fromTODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from Headlining these Killings of Women  Headlining these Killings of Women  Headlining these Killings of Women  Headlining these Killings of Women 
keeping the Statistics of 19K women murderedkeeping the Statistics of 19K women murderedkeeping the Statistics of 19K women murderedkeeping the Statistics of 19K women murdered by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013  by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013  by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013  by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 
and 19K more women will be murdered byand 19K more women will be murdered byand 19K more women will be murdered byand 19K more women will be murdered by drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out  drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out  drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out  drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out 
any Amber Alerts for these 19Kany Amber Alerts for these 19Kany Amber Alerts for these 19Kany Amber Alerts for these 19K women... who don't know they will be murdered in 2014 by  women... who don't know they will be murdered in 2014 by  women... who don't know they will be murdered in 2014 by  women... who don't know they will be murdered in 2014 by 
drunk men and Troopsdrunk men and Troopsdrunk men and Troopsdrunk men and Troops coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators  coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators  coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators  coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators 
Bush + Bush areBush + Bush areBush + Bush areBush + Bush are Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her  Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her  Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her  Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her 
Husband hasHusband hasHusband hasHusband has no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to the  no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to the  no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to the  no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded Warroriors marching to the 
SouthSouthSouthSouth Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust II.  II.  II.  II. 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ,BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ,BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ,BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ, your Emotional Intelligence EI,  your Emotional Intelligence EI,  your Emotional Intelligence EI,  your Emotional Intelligence EI, 
Your Inventor Intelligence II, your GeorgeYour Inventor Intelligence II, your GeorgeYour Inventor Intelligence II, your GeorgeYour Inventor Intelligence II, your George Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a  Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a  Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a  Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a 
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teen Bouncer when next News Storyteen Bouncer when next News Storyteen Bouncer when next News Storyteen Bouncer when next News Story is... DAMASCUS, Syria  is... DAMASCUS, Syria  is... DAMASCUS, Syria  is... DAMASCUS, Syria ---- The mother superior of a Syrian The mother superior of a Syrian The mother superior of a Syrian The mother superior of a Syrian 
convent says 12 nunsconvent says 12 nunsconvent says 12 nunsconvent says 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel----held held held held 
town. Rapedtown. Rapedtown. Rapedtown. Raped of course by Troops is a sure thing in "War."  of course by Troops is a sure thing in "War."  of course by Troops is a sure thing in "War."  of course by Troops is a sure thing in "War." 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Next News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIVNext News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIVNext News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIVNext News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIV research initiative during a  research initiative during a  research initiative during a  research initiative during a 
speech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 Trillionspeech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 Trillionspeech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 Trillionspeech to commemorate World AIDS Day. $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue is classified  dollars in Oil Revenue is classified  dollars in Oil Revenue is classified  dollars in Oil Revenue is classified 
as Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg hisas Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg hisas Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg hisas Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg his Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's  Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's  Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's  Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's 
expected ruling by a federalexpected ruling by a federalexpected ruling by a federalexpected ruling by a federal judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in  judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in  judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in  judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in 
Bloomberg NewsBloomberg NewsBloomberg NewsBloomberg News Tomorrow about Mecca the New Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177  Tomorrow about Mecca the New Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177  Tomorrow about Mecca the New Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177  Tomorrow about Mecca the New Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion dollars in Oil Revenue!  dollars in Oil Revenue!  dollars in Oil Revenue!  dollars in Oil Revenue! 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don You Don You Don You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today.Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today.Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today.Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today. Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter  Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter  Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter  Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter 
data at its fingertips. Earlier this year thedata at its fingertips. Earlier this year thedata at its fingertips. Earlier this year thedata at its fingertips. Earlier this year the company announced that it had indexed  company announced that it had indexed  company announced that it had indexed  company announced that it had indexed 
Twitter's complete aTwitter's complete aTwitter's complete aTwitter's complete archive of publicrchive of publicrchive of publicrchive of public tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the  tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the  tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the  tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the 
New England Journal ofNew England Journal ofNew England Journal ofNew England Journal of Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD  Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD  Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD  Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD 
Charts of BP,Charts of BP,Charts of BP,Charts of BP, blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars worth of IBM super blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars worth of IBM super blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars worth of IBM super blood test etc for All of Los Alamos Trillion dollars worth of IBM super
computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMIcomputers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMIcomputers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMIcomputers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMI calculations...  calculations...  calculations...  calculations... 
but invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin wasbut invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin wasbut invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin wasbut invent several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin was Headlined in the New York  Headlined in the New York  Headlined in the New York  Headlined in the New York 
Times as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds ofTimes as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds ofTimes as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds ofTimes as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014.  Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014.  Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014.  Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014. 
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Oxytocin Oxytocin Oxytocin Oxytocin ---- the sothe sothe sothe so----called "love hormone", will be given thecalled "love hormone", will be given thecalled "love hormone", will be given thecalled "love hormone", will be given the Nobel Peace Prize when Dr,  Nobel Peace Prize when Dr,  Nobel Peace Prize when Dr,  Nobel Peace Prize when Dr, 
Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. OxytocinNancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. OxytocinNancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. OxytocinNancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. Oxytocin ---- 1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" 1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" 1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" 1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" 
like Penicillin that would have beenlike Penicillin that would have beenlike Penicillin that would have beenlike Penicillin that would have been invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic  invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic  invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic  invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not Psychotic 
War Criminals $$$$ Gravity ofWar Criminals $$$$ Gravity ofWar Criminals $$$$ Gravity ofWar Criminals $$$$ Gravity of this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and  this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and  this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and  this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and 
the Gravitythe Gravitythe Gravitythe Gravity Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformation Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformation Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformation Engine! Faster than the Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformation
PR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera wasPR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera wasPR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera wasPR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti Cholera was caused  caused  caused  caused 
by UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knowsby UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knowsby UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knowsby UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows who in the USA  who in the USA  who in the USA  who in the USA 
spreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment inspreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment inspreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment inspreads hepatitis C to (dozens of patients getting treatment in hospitals in Maryland and  hospitals in Maryland and  hospitals in Maryland and  hospitals in Maryland and 
around the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years inaround the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years inaround the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years inaround the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years in federal prison) 10 million others  federal prison) 10 million others  federal prison) 10 million others  federal prison) 10 million others 
each year just in the USA but WHO at the UNeach year just in the USA but WHO at the UNeach year just in the USA but WHO at the UNeach year just in the USA but WHO at the UN cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via  cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via  cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via  cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via 
Cholera from Nepal Troops thenCholera from Nepal Troops thenCholera from Nepal Troops thenCholera from Nepal Troops then trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for!  trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for!  trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for!  trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for! 
$177 Trillion$177 Trillion$177 Trillion$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the UN.  dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the UN.  dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the UN.  dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the UN. 
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Today of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PRToday of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PRToday of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PRToday of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PR story hiding the Headlines $177  story hiding the Headlines $177  story hiding the Headlines $177  story hiding the Headlines $177 
Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed theTrillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed theTrillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed theTrillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer...  Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer...  Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer...  Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... 
who should have thrown out $177who should have thrown out $177who should have thrown out $177who should have thrown out $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow  Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow  Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow  Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in Moscow 
has spent 100 Trillionhas spent 100 Trillionhas spent 100 Trillionhas spent 100 Trillion in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the
reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope!reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope!reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope!reputation of Serf's battle with the Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope! Ballerinas will  Ballerinas will  Ballerinas will  Ballerinas will 
Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer PavelDance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer PavelDance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer PavelDance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Dmitrichenko was sentenced to  Dmitrichenko was sentenced to  Dmitrichenko was sentenced to  Dmitrichenko was sentenced to 
six years in a highsix years in a highsix years in a highsix years in a high----security prison on Tuesday forsecurity prison on Tuesday forsecurity prison on Tuesday forsecurity prison on Tuesday for ordering an acid attack that nearly  ordering an acid attack that nearly  ordering an acid attack that nearly  ordering an acid attack that nearly 
blinded the artistic director of the Bolshoiblinded the artistic director of the Bolshoiblinded the artistic director of the Bolshoiblinded the artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the  Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the  Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the  Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the 
renowned theatre. A judge announcedrenowned theatre. A judge announcedrenowned theatre. A judge announcedrenowned theatre. A judge announced the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and  the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and  the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and  the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko and 
two cotwo cotwo cotwo co----defendants of the attackdefendants of the attackdefendants of the attackdefendants of the attack on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous  on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous  on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous  on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous 
rivalries over roles,rivalries over roles,rivalries over roles,rivalries over roles, money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural  money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural  money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural  money and power at one of Russia's most prominent cultural 
institutions. Yuriinstitutions. Yuriinstitutions. Yuriinstitutions. Yuri Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in  Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in  Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in  Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in 
Filin'sFilin'sFilin'sFilin's face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove
Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova saidZarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova saidZarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova saidZarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four years. Judge Yelena Maximova said
Dmitrichenko and two coDmitrichenko and two coDmitrichenko and two coDmitrichenko and two co----defendants had intentionally caused grievous bodilydefendants had intentionally caused grievous bodilydefendants had intentionally caused grievous bodilydefendants had intentionally caused grievous bodily harm.  harm.  harm.  harm. 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

A big study out Monday says thereA big study out Monday says thereA big study out Monday says thereA big study out Monday says there’’’’s no such thing as healthys no such thing as healthys no such thing as healthys no such thing as healthy obesity. Good lab values don obesity. Good lab values don obesity. Good lab values don obesity. Good lab values don’’’’t t t t 
protect people from the effects of fat. If yourprotect people from the effects of fat. If yourprotect people from the effects of fat. If yourprotect people from the effects of fat. If your BMI is in the overweight category, NBC BMI is in the overweight category, NBC BMI is in the overweight category, NBC BMI is in the overweight category, NBC’’’’s Dr. s Dr. s Dr. s Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman warns, you shouldNancy Snyderman warns, you shouldNancy Snyderman warns, you shouldNancy Snyderman warns, you should not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by  not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by  not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by  not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by 
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opposition fighters and takenopposition fighters and takenopposition fighters and takenopposition fighters and taken to a rebel to a rebel to a rebel to a rebel----held town in Syria and Pope France is held town in Syria and Pope France is held town in Syria and Pope France is held town in Syria and Pope France is 
complacent... Teens on Facebookcomplacent... Teens on Facebookcomplacent... Teens on Facebookcomplacent... Teens on Facebook Toda Toda Toda Today are complacent... not doing any homework on y are complacent... not doing any homework on y are complacent... not doing any homework on y are complacent... not doing any homework on 
100's of Miracle Drugs like100's of Miracle Drugs like100's of Miracle Drugs like100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England  Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England  Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England  Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England 
Journal of MedicineJournal of MedicineJournal of MedicineJournal of Medicine wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical  wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical  wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical  wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical 
articles andarticles andarticles andarticles and crunch them at Los Alamos!  crunch them at Los Alamos!  crunch them at Los Alamos!  crunch them at Los Alamos! 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don What You Don What You Don What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Mecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declaredMecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declaredMecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declaredMecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declared Bankrupt Today, but teens  Bankrupt Today, but teens  Bankrupt Today, but teens  Bankrupt Today, but teens 
who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressedwho know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressedwho know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressedwho know the ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's  since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's  since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's  since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's 
Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get intoGodsend! Bush + Bush failure to get intoGodsend! Bush + Bush failure to get intoGodsend! Bush + Bush failure to get into Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth  Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth  Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth  Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, birth 
defects from SMOG in yourdefects from SMOG in yourdefects from SMOG in yourdefects from SMOG in your bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms  bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms  bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms  bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms 
of poison SMOGof poison SMOGof poison SMOGof poison SMOG cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the  cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the  cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the  cause DNA mutations! Yale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the 
image ofimage ofimage ofimage of Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 years! MD  years! MD  years! MD  years! MD 
assembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolutionassembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolutionassembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolutionassembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolution Castro with his 100K  Castro with his 100K  Castro with his 100K  Castro with his 100K 
MD's in South America will never ever get as much done!MD's in South America will never ever get as much done!MD's in South America will never ever get as much done!MD's in South America will never ever get as much done!

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’tttt ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

12121212----2222----13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes,  since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes,  since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes,  since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes, 
Murders, Lies via Murders, Lies via Murders, Lies via Murders, Lies via ““““Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,”””” andandandand Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What You Don Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What You Don Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What You Don Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Is Is Is 
Holocaust IIHolocaust IIHolocaust IIHolocaust II

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar,13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar,13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar,13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for  Rx Cure for  Rx Cure for  Rx Cure for 
Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super 
Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deckAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deckAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deckAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at ----
254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army 
to spend $1to spend $1to spend $1to spend $1 Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Trillion on MIT "War Toys" invented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly
Combat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALLCombat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALLCombat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALLCombat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL DEAD +  DEAD +  DEAD +  DEAD + 
Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this preLockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this preLockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this preLockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this pre---- existing "Cancer"existing "Cancer"existing "Cancer"existing "Cancer" under ObamaCare!  under ObamaCare!  under ObamaCare!  under ObamaCare! 
No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from SaudiNo, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from SaudiNo, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from SaudiNo, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca for the Rx  Arabia + Mecca for the Rx  Arabia + Mecca for the Rx  Arabia + Mecca for the Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!!Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!!Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!!Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!!

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... successful in suppressing  successful in suppressing  successful in suppressing  successful in suppressing 
the 1980 to 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillCar +the 1980 to 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillCar +the 1980 to 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillCar +the 1980 to 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillCar + Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion  Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion  Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion  Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For theconfiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For theconfiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For theconfiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the "New Manhattan Project" Rx Overnight  "New Manhattan Project" Rx Overnight  "New Manhattan Project" Rx Overnight  "New Manhattan Project" Rx Overnight 
Breast Cancer Cure! Breast Cancer Cure! Breast Cancer Cure! Breast Cancer Cure! 

12121212----2222----13131313 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes,  Rapes,  Rapes,  Rapes, 
Murders, Lies via Murders, Lies via Murders, Lies via Murders, Lies via ““““Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,”””” and Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What Youand Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What Youand Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What Youand Poison Gasoline Exhaust: When What You Don Don Don Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Is Is Is 
Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II Holocaust II 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  PURPOSE...  PURPOSE...  PURPOSE... 

12121212----1111----13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No!13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No!13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No!13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No! No! No! Not reinvented by  No! No! Not reinvented by  No! No! Not reinvented by  No! No! Not reinvented by 
Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if itLockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if itLockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if itLockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works put it in the water!"  works put it in the water!"  works put it in the water!"  works put it in the water!" 

12121212----1111----13 1 billion people drink dirty water13 1 billion people drink dirty water13 1 billion people drink dirty water13 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are  today because of Lockheed's innovations are  today because of Lockheed's innovations are  today because of Lockheed's innovations are 
paid for by the Pentagon Generalspaid for by the Pentagon Generalspaid for by the Pentagon Generalspaid for by the Pentagon Generals who put Polio Vaccine in H2O, who who put Polio Vaccine in H2O, who who put Polio Vaccine in H2O, who who put Polio Vaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not  ordered WHO to Not  ordered WHO to Not  ordered WHO to Not 
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put any Polio Vaccine input any Polio Vaccine input any Polio Vaccine input any Polio Vaccine in the water shot drop given to million kids!  the water shot drop given to million kids!  the water shot drop given to million kids!  the water shot drop given to million kids! 

12121212----1111----13 No! No! No!New13 No! No! No!New13 No! No! No!New13 No! No! No!New Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III  Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III  Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III  Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III ---- Not  Not  Not  Not 
advancedadvancedadvancedadvanced apps accessories for the "ElectricWindmillCar!"  apps accessories for the "ElectricWindmillCar!"  apps accessories for the "ElectricWindmillCar!"  apps accessories for the "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12121212----1111----13 Google Glasses13 Google Glasses13 Google Glasses13 Google Glasses will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See"  will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See"  will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See"  will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See" 
everythingeverythingeverythingeverything and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight. and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight. and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight. and everyone in "Spy" app... Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight.

12121212----1111----13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything,13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything,13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything,13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything, every cell call and everything  every cell call and everything  every cell call and everything  every cell call and everything 
overheard in the conference room or living roomoverheard in the conference room or living roomoverheard in the conference room or living roomoverheard in the conference room or living room with its super mic app. More than just a  with its super mic app. More than just a  with its super mic app. More than just a  with its super mic app. More than just a 
Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses you willDash Cam app, a Google Glasses you willDash Cam app, a Google Glasses you willDash Cam app, a Google Glasses you will not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same  not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same  not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same  not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same 
recordings! recordings! recordings! recordings! 

12121212----1111----13 Laws13 Laws13 Laws13 Laws make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying  make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying  make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying  make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying 
VerizonVerizonVerizonVerizon Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to order Verizon Amber Alert Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to order Verizon Amber Alert Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to order Verizon Amber Alert Billions to record all cell calls... and failed to order Verizon Amber Alert calls to  calls to  calls to  calls to 
Mom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough orMom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough orMom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough orMom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or the flu.  the flu.  the flu.  the flu. 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... honors "Homeless"  honors "Homeless"  honors "Homeless"  honors "Homeless" 
women ! women ! women ! women ! 

12121212----1111----13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World 
Wide Wide Wide Wide 

12121212----1111----13 "Innovation"13 "Innovation"13 "Innovation"13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of  at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of  at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of  at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of 
2013.2013.2013.2013.

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care workers refuse the flu  workers refuse the flu  workers refuse the flu  workers refuse the flu 
and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. 

12121212----1111----13131313 Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous
Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people drink dirty waterQuote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people drink dirty waterQuote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people drink dirty waterQuote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of  today because of  today because of  today because of 
Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals!Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals!Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals!Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals!

12121212----1111----13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of $100K for a  $100K for a  $100K for a  $100K for a 
total of several million dollars! total of several million dollars! total of several million dollars! total of several million dollars! 

12121212----1111----13 "Women" God's best13 "Women" God's best13 "Women" God's best13 "Women" God's best invention  invention  invention  invention 

12121212----1111----13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's best invention to "Leak" the  best invention to "Leak" the  best invention to "Leak" the  best invention to "Leak" the 
"ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National Laboratories  Laboratories  Laboratories  Laboratories 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... honor women !  PURPOSE... honor women !  PURPOSE... honor women !  PURPOSE... honor women ! 

12121212----1111----13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida NOT God's best  of Central Florida NOT God's best  of Central Florida NOT God's best  of Central Florida NOT God's best 
invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"

12121212----1111----13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year 900 Breast Cancer  900 Breast Cancer  900 Breast Cancer  900 Breast Cancer 
Deaths! Deaths! Deaths! Deaths! 

12121212----1111----13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized by Lockheed Martin!  by Lockheed Martin!  by Lockheed Martin!  by Lockheed Martin! 

12121212----1111----13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like Proxima Centauri as your "Soul  Proxima Centauri as your "Soul  Proxima Centauri as your "Soul  Proxima Centauri as your "Soul 
Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... intoMate" for at least 4 Trillion years... intoMate" for at least 4 Trillion years... intoMate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into infinite Space!  infinite Space!  infinite Space!  infinite Space! 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as the "senior" subcontracts  the "senior" subcontracts  the "senior" subcontracts  the "senior" subcontracts 
manager, This being her career accomplishment."manager, This being her career accomplishment."manager, This being her career accomplishment."manager, This being her career accomplishment."

12121212----1111----13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and Sandia Labs are  Sandia Labs are  Sandia Labs are  Sandia Labs are 
owned by Lockheed. This being her career accomplishment, atowned by Lockheed. This being her career accomplishment, atowned by Lockheed. This being her career accomplishment, atowned by Lockheed. This being her career accomplishment, at Lockheed because 1,001  Lockheed because 1,001  Lockheed because 1,001  Lockheed because 1,001 
Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda  Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda  Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda  Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda 
paid for with $100K each before they were evenpaid for with $100K each before they were evenpaid for with $100K each before they were evenpaid for with $100K each before they were even manufactured!  manufactured!  manufactured!  manufactured! 

12121212----1111----13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She"13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She"13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She"13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She" get even 1 invention?  get even 1 invention?  get even 1 invention?  get even 1 invention? 
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12121212----1111----13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show Friday and had the comment all she ate  Friday and had the comment all she ate  Friday and had the comment all she ate  Friday and had the comment all she ate 
was a "Cheese Cube" other women had awas a "Cheese Cube" other women had awas a "Cheese Cube" other women had awas a "Cheese Cube" other women had a comment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza  comment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza  comment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza  comment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza 
on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy wason Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy wason Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy wason Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy was not invited into this conversation as if she was not invited into this conversation as if she was not invited into this conversation as if she was not invited into this conversation as if she was Dr.  Dr.  Dr.  Dr. 
Nancy would tell these 2Nancy would tell these 2Nancy would tell these 2Nancy would tell these 2 women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of  women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of  women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of  women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of 
Heart Attacks andHeart Attacks andHeart Attacks andHeart Attacks and Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!!  Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!!  Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!!  Cardiac Arrest... And cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!! 

12121212----1111----13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how they fuel Breast Cancer to go  they fuel Breast Cancer to go  they fuel Breast Cancer to go  they fuel Breast Cancer to go 
faster! faster! faster! faster! 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of  born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of  born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of  born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar.the ElectricWindmillCar.the ElectricWindmillCar.the ElectricWindmillCar. Fuel Bush + Bush feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil  Fuel Bush + Bush feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil  Fuel Bush + Bush feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil  Fuel Bush + Bush feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil 
Revenues of $177Revenues of $177Revenues of $177Revenues of $177 Trillion since 1980.  Trillion since 1980.  Trillion since 1980.  Trillion since 1980. 

12121212----1111----13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi  have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi  have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi  have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia + Mecca! For the New ManhattanArabia + Mecca! For the New ManhattanArabia + Mecca! For the New ManhattanArabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle  Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle  Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle  Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer.Cure for Breast Cancer.Cure for Breast Cancer.Cure for Breast Cancer.

12121212----1111----13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President!13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President!13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President!13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President! Not recognized by  Not recognized by  Not recognized by  Not recognized by 
women who graduated Summa Cum Lauders from the University ofwomen who graduated Summa Cum Lauders from the University ofwomen who graduated Summa Cum Lauders from the University ofwomen who graduated Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida in  Central Florida in  Central Florida in  Central Florida in 
2013. 2013. 2013. 2013. 

12121212----1111----13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of Central Florida!  Central Florida!  Central Florida!  Central Florida! 

12121212----1111----12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of "1,001 Invention Projects"  "1,001 Invention Projects"  "1,001 Invention Projects"  "1,001 Invention Projects" 

12121212----1111----13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get  Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get  Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get  Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get 
$1 Trillions for the New Manhattan$1 Trillions for the New Manhattan$1 Trillions for the New Manhattan$1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Project to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Project to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Project to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Project to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer? Cancer? Cancer? Cancer? 

12121212----1111----13131313 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1  born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1  born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1  born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1 
invention for the Rxinvention for the Rxinvention for the Rxinvention for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum  Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum  Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum  Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum 
Lauders fromLauders fromLauders fromLauders from the University of Central Florida!  the University of Central Florida!  the University of Central Florida!  the University of Central Florida! 

12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill +12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill +12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill +12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill + Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia +  Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia +  Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia +  Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia + 
Mecca! Mecca! Mecca! Mecca! 

12121212----1111----13 "Homeless"13 "Homeless"13 "Homeless"13 "Homeless" in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers  in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers  in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers  in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers 
abused, raped,abused, raped,abused, raped,abused, raped, killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators watch all the time. killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators watch all the time. killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators watch all the time. killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts Dictators watch all the time. 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In Mecca she can't drive a  Mecca she can't drive a  Mecca she can't drive a  Mecca she can't drive a 
ElectricWindmillcar! ElectricWindmillcar! ElectricWindmillcar! ElectricWindmillcar! 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush13 Jenna Welch Bush13 Jenna Welch Bush13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in  Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in  Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in  Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in 
Combat..." WW III is foughtCombat..." WW III is foughtCombat..." WW III is foughtCombat..." WW III is fought over the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New  over the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New  over the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New  over the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New 
Manhattan Project"Manhattan Project"Manhattan Project"Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super  lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super  lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super  lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super 
Computers andComputers andComputers andComputers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia +  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia +  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia +  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + 
Mecca!Mecca!Mecca!Mecca!

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" would  Exhaust" would  Exhaust" would  Exhaust" would 
have been history in her Yale History Classes! have been history in her Yale History Classes! have been history in her Yale History Classes! have been history in her Yale History Classes! 

12121212----1111----13131313 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High
cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast cancer cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast cancer cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast cancer cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of breast cancer 

12121212----1111----13 Proxima13 Proxima13 Proxima13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion  Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion  Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion  Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion 
moremoremoremore years!  years!  years!  years! 

12121212----1111----13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through convection and the star's  convection and the star's  convection and the star's  convection and the star's 
relatively low energyrelatively low energyrelatively low energyrelatively low energy----production rate suggest that itproduction rate suggest that itproduction rate suggest that itproduction rate suggest that it will be a main will be a main will be a main will be a main----sequence star for sequence star for sequence star for sequence star for 
another four trillion years,or nearly 300 timesanother four trillion years,or nearly 300 timesanother four trillion years,or nearly 300 timesanother four trillion years,or nearly 300 times the current age of the universe.  the current age of the universe.  the current age of the universe.  the current age of the universe. 

12121212----1111----13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in  are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in  are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in  are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in 
our galaxy. our galaxy. our galaxy. our galaxy. 
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12121212----1111----13131313 Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are
fully convective. fully convective. fully convective. fully convective. 

12121212----1111----13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen is constantly  fusion of hydrogen is constantly  fusion of hydrogen is constantly  fusion of hydrogen is constantly 
remixed throughout the star, avoiding a buildupremixed throughout the star, avoiding a buildupremixed throughout the star, avoiding a buildupremixed throughout the star, avoiding a buildup at the core. Red dwarfs therefor at the core. Red dwarfs therefor at the core. Red dwarfs therefor at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop e develop e develop e develop 
very slowly, having a constantvery slowly, having a constantvery slowly, having a constantvery slowly, having a constant luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of  luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of  luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of  luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some trillions of 
years, untilyears, untilyears, untilyears, until their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe,
no red dwarfs of advanced no red dwarfs of advanced no red dwarfs of advanced no red dwarfs of advanced 

12121212----1111----13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in the same way that it is in the Sun, namely  the same way that it is in the Sun, namely  the same way that it is in the Sun, namely  the same way that it is in the Sun, namely 
through the fusion of hydrogen intothrough the fusion of hydrogen intothrough the fusion of hydrogen intothrough the fusion of hydrogen into helium. Because of their lower mass and core  helium. Because of their lower mass and core  helium. Because of their lower mass and core  helium. Because of their lower mass and core 
temperature, though, the rate oftemperature, though, the rate oftemperature, though, the rate oftemperature, though, the rate of nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller  nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller  nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller  nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller 
amount of light. Evenamount of light. Evenamount of light. Evenamount of light. Even the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun’’’’s light, while the s light, while the s light, while the s light, while the 
smallest havesmallest havesmallest havesmallest have just one ten thousandth of the Sun just one ten thousandth of the Sun just one ten thousandth of the Sun just one ten thousandth of the Sun’’’’s luminosity. In all stars energy from thes luminosity. In all stars energy from thes luminosity. In all stars energy from thes luminosity. In all stars energy from the
core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection,core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection,core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection,core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection, losing a  losing a  losing a  losing a 
large amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, arelarge amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, arelarge amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, arelarge amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, are fully convective.  fully convective.  fully convective.  fully convective. 
This means helium does not accumulate at the core, and theThis means helium does not accumulate at the core, and theThis means helium does not accumulate at the core, and theThis means helium does not accumulate at the core, and the stars can continue to burn  stars can continue to burn  stars can continue to burn  stars can continue to burn 
hydrogen for a much longer time than other starshydrogen for a much longer time than other starshydrogen for a much longer time than other starshydrogen for a much longer time than other stars

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star is determined by the  is determined by the  is determined by the  is determined by the 
temperature! temperature! temperature! temperature! 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that13 Hydrogen burning process that13 Hydrogen burning process that13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned  dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned  dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned  dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned 
subsidiary of AT&Tsubsidiary of AT&Tsubsidiary of AT&Tsubsidiary of AT&T Corporation, managed and operated the laboratory until October  Corporation, managed and operated the laboratory until October  Corporation, managed and operated the laboratory until October  Corporation, managed and operated the laboratory until October 
1993. The United1993. The United1993. The United1993. The United States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National  States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National  States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National  States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National 
laboratory in 1979.laboratory in 1979.laboratory in 1979.laboratory in 1979.

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National Laboratories  Laboratories  Laboratories  Laboratories 
(SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned(SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned(SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned(SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of  subsidiary of  subsidiary of  subsidiary of 
Lockheed Martin Corporation, and includes governmentLockheed Martin Corporation, and includes governmentLockheed Martin Corporation, and includes governmentLockheed Martin Corporation, and includes government----ownedownedownedowned facilities in Albuquerque,  facilities in Albuquerque,  facilities in Albuquerque,  facilities in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA);New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA);New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA);New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA); Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai,  Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai,  Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai,  Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, 
Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largestHawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largestHawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largestHawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largest laboratory, employing more than 6,600  laboratory, employing more than 6,600  laboratory, employing more than 6,600  laboratory, employing more than 6,600 
employees. employees. employees. employees. 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen13 Hydrogen13 Hydrogen13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super 
Aircraft CarrierAircraft CarrierAircraft CarrierAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at ----
254 C254 C254 C254 C

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation...13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation...13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation...13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  JFK Super  JFK Super  JFK Super 
Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans ofAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans ofAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans ofAircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  NASA made H at  NASA made H at  NASA made H at ----
254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for  ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for  ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for  ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for 
Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super  Innovation... JFK Super  Innovation... JFK Super  Innovation... JFK Super 
Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  Trillion Cans of NASA made H at ----
254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 
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Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1STGREG'S 1STGREG'S 1STGREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  VIDEO HERE !  VIDEO HERE !  VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos
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11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY...  of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY...  of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY...  of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY... 
No! No! No! Israel Generals say! IsraelNo! No! No! Israel Generals say! IsraelNo! No! No! Israel Generals say! IsraelNo! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on  Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on  Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on  Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on 
MIT War Toys. Dr. NancyMIT War Toys. Dr. NancyMIT War Toys. Dr. NancyMIT War Toys. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star
for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think 
On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4 
Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 
Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star
for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think 
On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr.  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr.  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr.  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr. 
Nancy can't have $1 TrillionNancy can't have $1 TrillionNancy can't have $1 TrillionNancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No!  DAY... No! No! No!  DAY... No! No! No!  DAY... No! No! No! 
"Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast"Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast"Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast"Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan  Cancer a "New Manhattan  Cancer a "New Manhattan  Cancer a "New Manhattan 
Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use ofProject" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use ofProject" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use ofProject" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and  all Los Alamos Super Computers and  all Los Alamos Super Computers and  all Los Alamos Super Computers and 
a $1 Trillion dollar budget, moneya $1 Trillion dollar budget, moneya $1 Trillion dollar budget, moneya $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 "Poison Gasoline13 "Poison Gasoline13 "Poison Gasoline13 "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for  Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for  Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for  Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for 
$177 Trillion in BP$177 Trillion in BP$177 Trillion in BP$177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! Oil Revenues from suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! Oil Revenues from suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! Oil Revenues from suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas Holocaust II... WW III  Holocaust II... WW III  Holocaust II... WW III  Holocaust II... WW III 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
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11111111----28282828----13 Women in13 Women in13 Women in13 Women in "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women  "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women  "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women  "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated  Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated  Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated  Dead in 2013 to Women in "Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated 
unwinnableunwinnableunwinnableunwinnable by the Pentagon Generals!  by the Pentagon Generals!  by the Pentagon Generals!  by the Pentagon Generals! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a nine nine nine nine----branched candelabrum used on branched candelabrum used on branched candelabrum used on branched candelabrum used on 
the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bigthe Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bigthe Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bigthe Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two big menorahs are in New York City, each standing at  menorahs are in New York City, each standing at  menorahs are in New York City, each standing at  menorahs are in New York City, each standing at 
32 feet. One is at Grand Army32 feet. One is at Grand Army32 feet. One is at Grand Army32 feet. One is at Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other is  Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other is  Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other is  Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the other is 
lit at Fifth Avenuelit at Fifth Avenuelit at Fifth Avenuelit at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000 and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000 and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000 and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000----pound pound pound pound 
structure, it isstructure, it isstructure, it isstructure, it is the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights,  the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights,  the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights,  the work of Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights, 
ConConConCon Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Futuristic  Futuristic  Futuristic  Futuristic 
invention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded byinvention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded byinvention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded byinvention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded by Verizon... its iPhone007  Verizon... its iPhone007  Verizon... its iPhone007  Verizon... its iPhone007 
app can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert toapp can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert toapp can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert toapp can see and smell, send the cops an Amber Alert to pull over the driver!  pull over the driver!  pull over the driver!  pull over the driver! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star  Proxima Centauri will be a shining star  Proxima Centauri will be a shining star  Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years...for the next 4 Trillion Years...for the next 4 Trillion Years...for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think 
On Your Sins!On Your Sins!On Your Sins!On Your Sins!

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4 
Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 
Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star
for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think 
On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls  overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls  overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls  overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls 
for the first candle of eightfor the first candle of eightfor the first candle of eightfor the first candle of eight----daydaydayday Hanukkah to be lit The roots of the holiday can be traced  Hanukkah to be lit The roots of the holiday can be traced  Hanukkah to be lit The roots of the holiday can be traced  Hanukkah to be lit The roots of the holiday can be traced 
to the defeat of theto the defeat of theto the defeat of theto the defeat of the Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish  Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish  Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish  Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish 
Maccabees between 175Maccabees between 175Maccabees between 175Maccabees between 175 and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews  and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews  and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews  and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews 
found thatfound thatfound thatfound that there was only enough oil to keep the menorah  there was only enough oil to keep the menorah  there was only enough oil to keep the menorah  there was only enough oil to keep the menorah ———— a lamp that was an a lamp that was an a lamp that was an a lamp that was an 
importantimportantimportantimportant part of daily service in the temple  part of daily service in the temple  part of daily service in the temple  part of daily service in the temple ———— lit for one day. But according to Rabbilit for one day. But according to Rabbilit for one day. But according to Rabbilit for one day. But according to Rabbi
Zippel, "it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil wasZippel, "it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil wasZippel, "it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil wasZippel, "it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was produced."  produced."  produced."  produced." 

11111111----28282828----13 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 198013 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 198013 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 198013 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 1980 to 2013 from Breast  to 2013 from Breast  to 2013 from Breast  to 2013 from Breast 
Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from theCancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from theCancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from theCancer and none buried at Arlington on orders from the Pentagon Generals... no women  Pentagon Generals... no women  Pentagon Generals... no women  Pentagon Generals... no women 
protesters, now you know why! protesters, now you know why! protesters, now you know why! protesters, now you know why! 

11111111----28282828----13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! 13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! 13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! 13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! ---- NO To The "NewNO To The "NewNO To The "NewNO To The "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.  Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.  Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.  Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. 
Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast CancerNancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast CancerNancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast CancerNancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a  Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a  Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a  Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a 
WAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators inWAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators inWAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators inWAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators in Israel now want to Screen 1 million  Israel now want to Screen 1 million  Israel now want to Screen 1 million  Israel now want to Screen 1 million 
Israel women for the Breast Cancer GenesIsrael women for the Breast Cancer GenesIsrael women for the Breast Cancer GenesIsrael women for the Breast Cancer Genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan  BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan  BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan  BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan 
Project" lead by Dr. NancyProject" lead by Dr. NancyProject" lead by Dr. NancyProject" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has  Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has  Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has  Oppenheimer! No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has 
spent $1 Trillionspent $1 Trillionspent $1 Trillionspent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from 
SaudiSaudiSaudiSaudi Arabia + Mecca!  Arabia + Mecca!  Arabia + Mecca!  Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca 

11111111----28282828----13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los  Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los  Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los  Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los 
Alamos Super Computers and a $1Alamos Super Computers and a $1Alamos Super Computers and a $1Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline  Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline  Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline  Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust" Exhaust" Exhaust" Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Israel 90013 Israel 90013 Israel 90013 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison  Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison  Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison  Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison 
GasolineGasolineGasolineGasoline Exhaust"  Exhaust"  Exhaust"  Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas Holocaust II... "Poison  Holocaust II... "Poison  Holocaust II... "Poison  Holocaust II... "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" Gasoline Exhaust" Gasoline Exhaust" Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 KFAR SABA, Israel 13 KFAR SABA, Israel 13 KFAR SABA, Israel 13 KFAR SABA, Israel ———— Such family debates are playingSuch family debates are playingSuch family debates are playingSuch family debates are playing out across Israel these days.  out across Israel these days.  out across Israel these days.  out across Israel these days. 
The country has one of the highest rates of breastThe country has one of the highest rates of breastThe country has one of the highest rates of breastThe country has one of the highest rates of breast cancer in the world, the so cancer in the world, the so cancer in the world, the so cancer in the world, the so----called Jewish called Jewish called Jewish called Jewish 
breast cancer genes have preoccupiedbreast cancer genes have preoccupiedbreast cancer genes have preoccupiedbreast cancer genes have preoccupied women here for years, but after the actress Angelina  women here for years, but after the actress Angelina  women here for years, but after the actress Angelina  women here for years, but after the actress Angelina 
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Jolie revealed in May thatJolie revealed in May thatJolie revealed in May thatJolie revealed in May that she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested  she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested  she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested  she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested 
positive for such apositive for such apositive for such apositive for such a mutation, coverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows  mutation, coverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows  mutation, coverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows  mutation, coverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows 
featuring Israelifeaturing Israelifeaturing Israelifeaturing Israeli women grappling with similar decisions.  women grappling with similar decisions.  women grappling with similar decisions.  women grappling with similar decisions. 

11111111----28282828----13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info th13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info th13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info th13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancyat Dr. Nancyat Dr. Nancyat Dr. Nancy will never ever get the Rx  will never ever get the Rx  will never ever get the Rx  will never ever get the Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "NewOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "NewOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "NewOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy  Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy  Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy  Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers andOppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers andOppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers andOppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!

11111111----28282828----13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men 13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men 13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men 13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men ———— who are just as likely to who are just as likely to who are just as likely to who are just as likely to 
pass the mutations to their children and who arepass the mutations to their children and who arepass the mutations to their children and who arepass the mutations to their children and who are themselves at increased risk for some  themselves at increased risk for some  themselves at increased risk for some  themselves at increased risk for some 
cancers cancers cancers cancers ———— also be tested? Willalso be tested? Willalso be tested? Willalso be tested? Will ultra ultra ultra ultra----Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a 
positive test could hurtpositive test could hurtpositive test could hurtpositive test could hurt their family their family their family their family’’’’s chances of making a good marriage match? s chances of making a good marriage match? s chances of making a good marriage match? s chances of making a good marriage match? 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina13 Rina13 Rina13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian----born born born born 
OrthodoxOrthodoxOrthodoxOrthodox mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks openly about her experience mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks openly about her experience mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks openly about her experience mother of seven who now lives in Israel, talks openly about her experience
because she wants to reach other religious women. because she wants to reach other religious women. because she wants to reach other religious women. because she wants to reach other religious women. 

11111111----28282828----13 13 13 13 ““““You know whyYou know whyYou know whyYou know why God did this to me? God did this to me? God did this to me? God did this to me?”””” she said. she said. she said. she said. ““““Because IBecause IBecause IBecause I’’’’ve got a really big ve got a really big ve got a really big ve got a really big 
mouth.mouth.mouth.mouth.”””” In fact,In fact,In fact,In fact, some 900 Israeli women die of breast cancer each year, she had her  some 900 Israeli women die of breast cancer each year, she had her  some 900 Israeli women die of breast cancer each year, she had her  some 900 Israeli women die of breast cancer each year, she had her 
breasts andbreasts andbreasts andbreasts and ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community  ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community  ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community  ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community 
thatthatthatthat genetic screening can save lives.  genetic screening can save lives.  genetic screening can save lives.  genetic screening can save lives. 

11111111----28282828----13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever get the Rx  never ever get the Rx  never ever get the Rx  never ever get the Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "NewOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "NewOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "NewOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the "New Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy  Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy  Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy  Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers andOppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers andOppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers andOppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!

11111111----28282828----13 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $113 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $113 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $113 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since  Trillion US dollars since  Trillion US dollars since  Trillion US dollars since 
1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free 
Medicare for All like Mecca has!Medicare for All like Mecca has!Medicare for All like Mecca has!Medicare for All like Mecca has!

11111111----28282828----13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast Cancer so  Cancer so  Cancer so  Cancer so 
Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online health insuranceNumb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online health insuranceNumb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online health insuranceNumb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed online health insurance enrollment for  enrollment for  enrollment for  enrollment for 
small businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deathssmall businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deathssmall businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deathssmall businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deaths all women in 2014  all women in 2014  all women in 2014  all women in 2014 
and Saudi Women can't drive a car but have health insuranceand Saudi Women can't drive a car but have health insuranceand Saudi Women can't drive a car but have health insuranceand Saudi Women can't drive a car but have health insurance for free via $4 gasoline...  for free via $4 gasoline...  for free via $4 gasoline...  for free via $4 gasoline... 
Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison GasolineHolocaust II Combat deaths from Poison GasolineHolocaust II Combat deaths from Poison GasolineHolocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline Exhaust are classified by the CIA!  Exhaust are classified by the CIA!  Exhaust are classified by the CIA!  Exhaust are classified by the CIA! 

11111111----28282828----13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for All like Mecca has!  All like Mecca has!  All like Mecca has!  All like Mecca has! 
Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not KeyHomeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not KeyHomeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not KeyHomeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi Arabia not Key West... minimum wage for  West... minimum wage for  West... minimum wage for  West... minimum wage for 
Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month forSocial Security at 65 will be $2K a month forSocial Security at 65 will be $2K a month forSocial Security at 65 will be $2K a month for everyone$$$ Nothing Less!  everyone$$$ Nothing Less!  everyone$$$ Nothing Less!  everyone$$$ Nothing Less! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star  Proxima Centauri will be a shining star  Proxima Centauri will be a shining star  Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years...for the next 4 Trillion Years...for the next 4 Trillion Years...for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think 
On Your Sins!On Your Sins!On Your Sins!On Your Sins!

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4 
Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 
Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star
for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillionfor the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think  years! 007 Think 
On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! On Your Sins! 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  THANKSGIVING DAY...  THANKSGIVING DAY...  THANKSGIVING DAY... 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... 
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11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... 

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los  Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los  Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los  Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los 
Alamos Super Computers and a $1Alamos Super Computers and a $1Alamos Super Computers and a $1Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
so Dallas Oil Men could make $177so Dallas Oil Men could make $177so Dallas Oil Men could make $177so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 
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11111111----22222222----13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed Mary Kennedy by torture of taking  Mary Kennedy by torture of taking  Mary Kennedy by torture of taking  Mary Kennedy by torture of taking 
away her 5 children, bribing the Judge inaway her 5 children, bribing the Judge inaway her 5 children, bribing the Judge inaway her 5 children, bribing the Judge in front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide!  front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide!  front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide!  front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide! 

11111111----22222222----13 DALLAS 13 DALLAS 13 DALLAS 13 DALLAS ---- Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John F. Kennedy, the president who  F. Kennedy, the president who  F. Kennedy, the president who  F. Kennedy, the president who 
promised to use his presidency to excite a newpromised to use his presidency to excite a newpromised to use his presidency to excite a newpromised to use his presidency to excite a new generation to dedicate itself to saving the  generation to dedicate itself to saving the  generation to dedicate itself to saving the  generation to dedicate itself to saving the 
nation and eventually the world.nation and eventually the world.nation and eventually the world.nation and eventually the world.

11111111----22222222----13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent of $177 Trillion in oil revenues  of $177 Trillion in oil revenues  of $177 Trillion in oil revenues  of $177 Trillion in oil revenues 
for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions offor MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions offor MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions offor MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of Children died from this support of suppressing the  Children died from this support of suppressing the  Children died from this support of suppressing the  Children died from this support of suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar! CIAElectricWindmillCar! CIAElectricWindmillCar! CIAElectricWindmillCar! CIA killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model  killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model  killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model  killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 Model 
of 1 Trillionof 1 Trillionof 1 Trillionof 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  NASA made cans of H @  NASA made cans of H @  NASA made cans of H @ ----254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!

"Millions "Millions "Millions "Millions 

of Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust IIof Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust IIof Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust IIof Cancers via Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so  millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so  millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so  millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so 
Dallas Oil Men could make $177 TrillionDallas Oil Men could make $177 TrillionDallas Oil Men could make $177 TrillionDallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 
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11111111----22222222----13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a  Years... Proxima Centauri will be a  Years... Proxima Centauri will be a  Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 
shining star for the next 4 Trillionshining star for the next 4 Trillionshining star for the next 4 Trillionshining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding into infinite space that must be 4  Years... expanding into infinite space that must be 4  Years... expanding into infinite space that must be 4  Years... expanding into infinite space that must be 4 
trillion years long fortrillion years long fortrillion years long fortrillion years long for the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on  the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on  the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on  the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on 
the idea ofthe idea ofthe idea ofthe idea of 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best
invention is Women! invention is Women! invention is Women! invention is Women! 

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would he13 President John F. Kennedy... would he13 President John F. Kennedy... would he13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so  kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so  kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so  kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so 
Dallas Oil Men could make $177Dallas Oil Men could make $177Dallas Oil Men could make $177Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar?  Trillion by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11111111----22222222----13 Would13 Would13 Would13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring  President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring  President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring  President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring 
InventorsInventorsInventorsInventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? 

11111111----22222222----13 Would President John F.13 Would President John F.13 Would President John F.13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring  Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring  Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring  Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring 
Inventors for $177 BillionInventors for $177 BillionInventors for $177 BillionInventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  in Microsoft Cash?  in Microsoft Cash?  in Microsoft Cash? 

11111111----19191919----13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non----Hodgkin'sHodgkin'sHodgkin'sHodgkin's lymphoma. Her death came  lymphoma. Her death came  lymphoma. Her death came  lymphoma. Her death came 
very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed.very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed.very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed.very quickly. She died 5 months after being diagnosed. She passed away in her sleep on  She passed away in her sleep on  She passed away in her sleep on  She passed away in her sleep on 
May 19, 1994. May 19, 1994. May 19, 1994. May 19, 1994. 

11111111----19191919----13 Seriously! How13 Seriously! How13 Seriously! How13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
not "Leak" thenot "Leak" thenot "Leak" thenot "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via
pollution? pollution? pollution? pollution? 

11111111----19191919----13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and suppressed by Teddy  suppressed by Teddy  suppressed by Teddy  suppressed by Teddy 
Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never thinkingKennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never thinkingKennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never thinkingKennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never thinking the Euphoria + "Windmills"  the Euphoria + "Windmills"  the Euphoria + "Windmills"  the Euphoria + "Windmills" 
would get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for Allwould get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for Allwould get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for Allwould get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for All Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer  Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer  Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer  Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer 
killed Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! killed Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! killed Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! killed Teddy Kennedy! Ironic! 

"Poison Gasoline "Poison Gasoline "Poison Gasoline "Poison Gasoline 

Exhaust" Exhaust" Exhaust" Exhaust" 

11111111----19191919----13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx Overnight Miracle  Manhattan Project to get a Rx Overnight Miracle  Manhattan Project to get a Rx Overnight Miracle  Manhattan Project to get a Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Cancers! SuppressedCure for Cancers! SuppressedCure for Cancers! SuppressedCure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!  since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!  since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!  since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! 
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11111111----19191919----13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God"13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God"13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God"13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy!  over Caroline Kennedy!  over Caroline Kennedy!  over Caroline Kennedy! 

11111111----19191919----13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
not "Leak" the suppression of thenot "Leak" the suppression of thenot "Leak" the suppression of thenot "Leak" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980?  ElectricWindmillCar since 1980?  ElectricWindmillCar since 1980?  ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? 

11111111----14141414----13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy,  surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy,  surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy,  surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy, 
on Wednesday called Tokyoon Wednesday called Tokyoon Wednesday called Tokyoon Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up  "one of our greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up  "one of our greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up  "one of our greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up 
the post of USthe post of USthe post of USthe post of US ambassador to Japan.  ambassador to Japan.  ambassador to Japan.  ambassador to Japan. 

11111111----14141414----13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not  2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not  2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not  2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not 
suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedysuppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedysuppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedysuppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or  knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or  knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or  knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or 
NBC Nightly News!NBC Nightly News!NBC Nightly News!NBC Nightly News!

11111111----14141414----13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly News "Orwellian  News "Orwellian  News "Orwellian  News "Orwellian 
Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar AComments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar AComments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar AComments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrierircraft Carrierircraft Carrierircraft Carrier under construction Today  under construction Today  under construction Today  under construction Today 
without 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Madewithout 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Madewithout 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Madewithout 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @  cans of H @  cans of H @  cans of H @ ----254 Below Decks... 254 Below Decks... 254 Below Decks... 254 Below Decks... 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4 
Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 
Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----14141414----13131313 Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. 

11111111----14141414----13 Rome, Mecca + The13 Rome, Mecca + The13 Rome, Mecca + The13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food  Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food  Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food  Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food 
program. "Oilprogram. "Oilprogram. "Oilprogram. "Oil for Food" was a scam.  for Food" was a scam.  for Food" was a scam.  for Food" was a scam. 

11111111----14141414----13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks  in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks  in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks  in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks 
Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq'sHitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq'sHitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq'sHitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14  oil revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14  oil revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14  oil revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 
Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USSBillion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USSBillion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USSBillion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USS Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft  Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft  Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft  Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft 
Carriers all paid forCarriers all paid forCarriers all paid forCarriers all paid for with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues...  with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues...  with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues...  with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues... 

11111111----14141414----13 When gasoline would13 When gasoline would13 When gasoline would13 When gasoline would have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the  have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the  have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the  have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the 
ElectricWindmillCar wasElectricWindmillCar wasElectricWindmillCar wasElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not  not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not  not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not  not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not 
"Leak" it on"Leak" it on"Leak" it on"Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!  "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!  "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!  "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! 

11111111----14141414----13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and  the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and  the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and  the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and 
Pope Frances in Rome... this isPope Frances in Rome... this isPope Frances in Rome... this isPope Frances in Rome... this is unbelievable when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are  unbelievable when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are  unbelievable when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are  unbelievable when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are 
being "Gassed" bybeing "Gassed" bybeing "Gassed" bybeing "Gassed" by "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----14141414----13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm  Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm  Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm  Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm 
offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poisonoffensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poisonoffensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poisonoffensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the  Gasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the  Gasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the  Gasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 toElectricWindmillCar from 1980 toElectricWindmillCar from 1980 toElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013...  2013...  2013...  2013... 

11111111----14141414----13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013,  from 1980 to 2013,  from 1980 to 2013,  from 1980 to 2013, 
million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poisonmillion have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poisonmillion have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poisonmillion have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo,  Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo,  Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo,  Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, 
London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison GasolineLondon, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison GasolineLondon, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison GasolineLondon, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what  Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what  Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what  Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what 
the Chairman of China has keep classified asthe Chairman of China has keep classified asthe Chairman of China has keep classified asthe Chairman of China has keep classified as Top Secret since the 1980 invention and  Top Secret since the 1980 invention and  Top Secret since the 1980 invention and  Top Secret since the 1980 invention and 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!

11111111----14141414----13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in  embroiled in  embroiled in  embroiled in 
10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war reparations from10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war reparations from10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war reparations from10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war reparations from suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care andElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care andElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care andElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care and University Education like  University Education like  University Education like  University Education like 
Saudia Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... howSaudia Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... howSaudia Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... howSaudia Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... how could Numb Nuts Dictators get  could Numb Nuts Dictators get  could Numb Nuts Dictators get  could Numb Nuts Dictators get 
Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this?Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this?Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this?Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this?

11111111----14141414----13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and Second Punic  Second Punic  Second Punic  Second Punic 
Wars. Wars. Wars. Wars. 

11111111----14141414----13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all patents Microsoft has goes to the  patents Microsoft has goes to the  patents Microsoft has goes to the  patents Microsoft has goes to the 
Department of Education. 1,001 InventionDepartment of Education. 1,001 InventionDepartment of Education. 1,001 InventionDepartment of Education. 1,001 Invention Projects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001  Projects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001  Projects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001  Projects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 
Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fixInvention Projects. Win 8.3 fixInvention Projects. Win 8.3 fixInvention Projects. Win 8.3 fix with links to click on to get you started  with links to click on to get you started  with links to click on to get you started  with links to click on to get you started 
InventingSomething! App to record thisInventingSomething! App to record thisInventingSomething! App to record thisInventingSomething! App to record this internet session as a YouTube Video so you can  internet session as a YouTube Video so you can  internet session as a YouTube Video so you can  internet session as a YouTube Video so you can 
share your "Brainstorming" isshare your "Brainstorming" isshare your "Brainstorming" isshare your "Brainstorming" is installed too.  installed too.  installed too.  installed too. 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

11111111----14141414----13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in  offensive embroiled in  offensive embroiled in  offensive embroiled in 
Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCarHolocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCarHolocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCarHolocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013...  from 1980 to 2013...  from 1980 to 2013...  from 1980 to 2013... 
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11111111----14141414----13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy,  of slain US president John F. Kennedy,  of slain US president John F. Kennedy,  of slain US president John F. Kennedy, 
on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of ouron Wednesday called Tokyo "one of ouron Wednesday called Tokyo "one of ouron Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up  greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up  greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up  greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up 
the post of US ambassadorthe post of US ambassadorthe post of US ambassadorthe post of US ambassador to Japan.  to Japan.  to Japan.  to Japan. 

11111111----14141414----13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not  ElectricWindmillCar was not  ElectricWindmillCar was not  ElectricWindmillCar was not 
suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this andsuppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this andsuppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this andsuppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or  will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or  will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or  will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or 
NBC Nightly News! NBC Nightly News! NBC Nightly News! NBC Nightly News! 

11111111----14141414----13 Numb13 Numb13 Numb13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ? Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ? Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ? Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ?

11111111----14141414----13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ?  Kennedy, Why + How ?  Kennedy, Why + How ?  Kennedy, Why + How ? 

11111111----14141414----13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news today, asking for programmers to write  today, asking for programmers to write  today, asking for programmers to write  today, asking for programmers to write 
apps when Los Alamos Scientists canapps when Los Alamos Scientists canapps when Los Alamos Scientists canapps when Los Alamos Scientists can crunch trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause  crunch trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause  crunch trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause  crunch trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause 
cancer if they have not alreadycancer if they have not alreadycancer if they have not alreadycancer if they have not already done this Super Computer Simulation...  done this Super Computer Simulation...  done this Super Computer Simulation...  done this Super Computer Simulation... 

Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7 in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy  in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy  in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy  in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "NewOppenheimer $1 Trillion "NewOppenheimer $1 Trillion "NewOppenheimer $1 Trillion "New Manhattan Project" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use  Manhattan Project" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use  Manhattan Project" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use  Manhattan Project" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use 
$ Trillions of$ Trillions of$ Trillions of$ Trillions of dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos.  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos.  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos.  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos. 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4 
Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 
Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!

TimeTimeTimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now  Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now  Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now  Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now 
knowknowknowknow how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravity Engine" will be how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravity Engine" will be how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravity Engine" will be how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravity Engine" will be
INVENTED... INVENTED... INVENTED... INVENTED... 
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11111111----11111111----13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for  were swindled by BP Oil for  were swindled by BP Oil for  were swindled by BP Oil for 
$177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013$177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013$177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013$177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline!  Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline!  Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline!  Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! 

11111111----13131313----13 Yale Today News 13 Yale Today News 13 Yale Today News 13 Yale Today News ---- Sustainable space travel. If YaleSustainable space travel. If YaleSustainable space travel. If YaleSustainable space travel. If Yale University won University won University won University won’’’’t divest, itself of t divest, itself of t divest, itself of t divest, itself of 
"Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can"Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can"Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can"Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale  at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale  at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale  at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale 
student... "Rocket Scientists"student... "Rocket Scientists"student... "Rocket Scientists"student... "Rocket Scientists" Glen Meyerowitz  Glen Meyerowitz  Glen Meyerowitz  Glen Meyerowitz ’’’’14 and Patrick Wilczynski 14 and Patrick Wilczynski 14 and Patrick Wilczynski 14 and Patrick Wilczynski ’’’’16 have 16 have 16 have 16 have 
engineered a smallengineered a smallengineered a smallengineered a small----scalescalescalescale hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era  hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era  hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era  hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era 
of Space Travelof Space Travelof Space Travelof Space Travel gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy  gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy  gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy  gets the Pentagon's $1 Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy 
Oppenheimer'sOppenheimer'sOppenheimer'sOppenheimer's Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers  Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers  Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers  Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers 
atatatat Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on their  their  their  their 
decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @ decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @ decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @ decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @ ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

11111111----13131313----13 In 10 days,13 In 10 days,13 In 10 days,13 In 10 days, students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village  students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village  students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village  students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village 
next to thenext to thenext to thenext to the Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 years old) Harvard Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 years old) Harvard Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 years old) Harvard Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I was 13 years old) Harvard----Yale tailgate at Yale tailgate at Yale tailgate at Yale tailgate at 
thethethethe Yale Bowl in 2011  Yale Bowl in 2011  Yale Bowl in 2011  Yale Bowl in 2011 ———— a woman was struck and killed by a Ua woman was struck and killed by a Ua woman was struck and killed by a Ua woman was struck and killed by a U----Haul truck... with NOHaul truck... with NOHaul truck... with NOHaul truck... with NO
SUPER AIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin offSUPER AIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin offSUPER AIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin offSUPER AIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions  inventions  inventions  inventions 
from the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yalefrom the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yalefrom the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yalefrom the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Several Yale fraternities are planning  fraternities are planning  fraternities are planning  fraternities are planning 
mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 invention projects and polygamous  invention projects and polygamous  invention projects and polygamous  invention projects and polygamous 
marriage made legal. Lining up some wives! Shemarriage made legal. Lining up some wives! Shemarriage made legal. Lining up some wives! Shemarriage made legal. Lining up some wives! She said she would support Yale in whatever  said she would support Yale in whatever  said she would support Yale in whatever  said she would support Yale in whatever 
the University chooses to do to make Thethe University chooses to do to make Thethe University chooses to do to make Thethe University chooses to do to make The Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women in our  Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women in our  Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women in our  Game as safe as possible. She, a Yale Women in our 
George Orwell 1984 SocietyGeorge Orwell 1984 SocietyGeorge Orwell 1984 SocietyGeorge Orwell 1984 Society has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era  has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era  has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era  has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era 
that started inthat started inthat started inthat started in 1980 and the 1 Trillion U 1980 and the 1 Trillion U 1980 and the 1 Trillion U 1980 and the 1 Trillion U----Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women 
waswaswaswas killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE ON  ON  ON  ON 
UUUU----HAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kickHAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kickHAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kickHAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kick off at noon.  off at noon.  off at noon.  off at noon. 
Kick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects sinceKick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects sinceKick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects sinceKick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects since the 1980  the 1980  the 1980  the 1980 
ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by Numb Nuts Dictators atElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by Numb Nuts Dictators atElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by Numb Nuts Dictators atElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale!  Yale!  Yale!  Yale! 

11111111----12121212----13 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,00113 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,00113 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,00113 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,001 InventSomething... Invention  InventSomething... Invention  InventSomething... Invention  InventSomething... Invention 
PPPProjects on this web with links you can click on torojects on this web with links you can click on torojects on this web with links you can click on torojects on this web with links you can click on to get started InventingSomething!  get started InventingSomething!  get started InventingSomething!  get started InventingSomething! 

11111111----11111111----13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia! 

11111111----11111111----13 VA13 VA13 VA13 VA Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on
an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, cause them to become Astronautan Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, cause them to become Astronautan Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, cause them to become Astronautan Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, cause them to become Astronaut Clones and  Clones and  Clones and  Clones and 
be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School.be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School.be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School.be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. 1,776' high, distinction  1,776' high, distinction  1,776' high, distinction  1,776' high, distinction 
of being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is onof being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is onof being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is onof being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is on Veterans Day a Causality of war!  Veterans Day a Causality of war!  Veterans Day a Causality of war!  Veterans Day a Causality of war! 

11111111----11111111----13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia! 
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Veterans were Veterans were Veterans were Veterans were 

swindled by BP Oil swindled by BP Oil swindled by BP Oil swindled by BP Oil 

11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar11 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14  Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14  Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14  Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14 
Billion dollar VABillion dollar VABillion dollar VABillion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key Hospitals) were built with "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key Hospitals) were built with "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key Hospitals) were built with "illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key
West Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after theWest Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after theWest Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after theWest Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after the
ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4  shining star for the next 4 
Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way toTrillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima  hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 
Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!Centauri... Click HERE!

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! TimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! TimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! TimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now  Change, we now  Change, we now  Change, we now 
know how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravityknow how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravityknow how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravityknow how time and gravity are generated! We now know the "Gravity Engine" will be  Engine" will be  Engine" will be  Engine" will be 
INVENTED... INVENTED... INVENTED... INVENTED... 

11111111----11111111----13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for  1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for  1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for  1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for 
$177 trillion in oil revenues from$177 trillion in oil revenues from$177 trillion in oil revenues from$177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline!  1980 to 2013 Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline!  1980 to 2013 Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline!  1980 to 2013 Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! 
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Veterans were Veterans were Veterans were Veterans were 

swindled by BP Oil swindled by BP Oil swindled by BP Oil swindled by BP Oil 

11111111----11111111----13 Chaney is the only one who13 Chaney is the only one who13 Chaney is the only one who13 Chaney is the only one who got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at  got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at  got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at  got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at 
Disney too) and he wants toDisney too) and he wants toDisney too) and he wants toDisney too) and he wants to attack Iran when the ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would  attack Iran when the ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would  attack Iran when the ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would  attack Iran when the ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would 
have Bankrupt Iranhave Bankrupt Iranhave Bankrupt Iranhave Bankrupt Iran with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013.  with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013.  with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013.  with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013. 

11111111----11111111----13 Chaney, Bush13 Chaney, Bush13 Chaney, Bush13 Chaney, Bush Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of  Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of  Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of  Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of 
Bush + ChaneyBush + ChaneyBush + ChaneyBush + Chaney after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was  after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was  after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was  after he got a new "Heart". $14 Billion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was 
builtbuiltbuiltbuilt instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School.  instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School.  instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School.  instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School. 

11 11 1311 11 1311 11 1311 11 13 "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide!
Statistics are Classified Top Secret! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! Statistics are Classified Top Secret! 

11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM,  out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM,  out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM,  out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM, 
Toyota's all come withToyota's all come withToyota's all come withToyota's all come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every  Poison Gasoline Exhaust that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every  Poison Gasoline Exhaust that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every  Poison Gasoline Exhaust that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every 
City onCity onCity onCity on Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut by  by  by  by 
40% in 2014. 40% in 2014. 40% in 2014. 40% in 2014. 

11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush +  let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush +  let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush +  let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + 
Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's ---- STD's STD's STD's STD's ---- to a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC,  to a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC,  to a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC,  to a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, 
Paris, London... Carter, Clinton,Paris, London... Carter, Clinton,Paris, London... Carter, Clinton,Paris, London... Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's ---- STD's  STD's  STD's  STD's 
to women world wideto women world wideto women world wideto women world wide knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease!  knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease!  knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease!  knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease! 

11111111----11111111----13131313 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a
1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from the  the  the  the 
euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes ofeuphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes ofeuphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes ofeuphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the 1980's. Free  the 1980's. Free  the 1980's. Free  the 1980's. Free 
Health Care and University Education for Saudi ArabiaHealth Care and University Education for Saudi ArabiaHealth Care and University Education for Saudi ArabiaHealth Care and University Education for Saudi Arabia criminals! Criminal seizure of  criminals! Criminal seizure of  criminals! Criminal seizure of  criminals! Criminal seizure of 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

11 11 1311 11 1311 11 1311 11 13 Chairman Ma Chairman Ma Chairman Ma Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Dayo's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Dayo's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Dayo's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Day
Today got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes inToday got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes inToday got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes inToday got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could not refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes in Secret  Secret  Secret  Secret 
Swiss Bank Accounts! Swiss Bank Accounts! Swiss Bank Accounts! Swiss Bank Accounts! 

11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell  people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell  people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell  people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell 
1984 in London and Beijing...1984 in London and Beijing...1984 in London and Beijing...1984 in London and Beijing... Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's...  Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's...  Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's...  Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... 

11 11 13 This is a Real11 11 13 This is a Real11 11 13 This is a Real11 11 13 This is a Real World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope!  World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope!  World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope!  World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope! 
Natural GasNatural GasNatural GasNatural Gas Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" are just as Poisonous in fumes given off Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" are just as Poisonous in fumes given off Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" are just as Poisonous in fumes given off Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" are just as Poisonous in fumes given off
cooking RICE. cooking RICE. cooking RICE. cooking RICE. 

11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a Emergency cut of "Natural Gas  Emergency cut of "Natural Gas  Emergency cut of "Natural Gas  Emergency cut of "Natural Gas 
Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading thisCooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading thisCooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading thisCooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading this make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows  make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows  make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows  make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows 
"Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC"Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC"Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC"Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News!  Nightly News!  Nightly News!  Nightly News! 

11 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 201311 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 201311 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 201311 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 2013 + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K  + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K  + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K  + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K 
IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans FatsIN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans FatsIN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans FatsIN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans Fats Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is  Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is  Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is  Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is 
the Top Story in Beijing Today. the Top Story in Beijing Today. the Top Story in Beijing Today. the Top Story in Beijing Today. 
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11111111 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted disease  disease  disease  disease 
and they cause cervical cancers in tens of thousands of deaths in 2013 +and they cause cervical cancers in tens of thousands of deaths in 2013 +and they cause cervical cancers in tens of thousands of deaths in 2013 +and they cause cervical cancers in tens of thousands of deaths in 2013 + 2014 in the USA +  2014 in the USA +  2014 in the USA +  2014 in the USA + 
Worldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without tellingWorldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without tellingWorldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without tellingWorldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without telling her, then lie and lie and  her, then lie and lie and  her, then lie and lie and  her, then lie and lie and 
lie... lie... lie... lie... 

11 11 13 Chinese women were infected11 11 13 Chinese women were infected11 11 13 Chinese women were infected11 11 13 Chinese women were infected (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus,  (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus,  (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus,  (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus, 
(and EVERY OTHER sexually(and EVERY OTHER sexually(and EVERY OTHER sexually(and EVERY OTHER sexually transmitted disease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and  transmitted disease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and  transmitted disease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and  transmitted disease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and 
they can't sue Clintonthey can't sue Clintonthey can't sue Clintonthey can't sue Clinton or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be  or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be  or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be  or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never be 
scanned atscanned atscanned atscanned at the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's
the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News tomorrow! the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News tomorrow! the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News tomorrow! the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News tomorrow! 

11111111 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with the  the  the  the 
New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because 100K a year in 2020 willNew Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because 100K a year in 2020 willNew Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because 100K a year in 2020 willNew Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... because 100K a year in 2020 will die a tortuous  die a tortuous  die a tortuous  die a tortuous 
death from cervical cancer in Beijing! death from cervical cancer in Beijing! death from cervical cancer in Beijing! death from cervical cancer in Beijing! 

11 11 13 Airport11 11 13 Airport11 11 13 Airport11 11 13 Airport Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in  Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in  Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in  Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in 
thethethethe Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 million light years from Earth! Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 million light years from Earth! Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 million light years from Earth! Real World not Super Gravity of a Black Hole 84 million light years from Earth!

11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West Medical Schools  Medical Schools  Medical Schools  Medical Schools 
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect Beijing in 2014!built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect Beijing in 2014!built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect Beijing in 2014!built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect Beijing in 2014!

11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the next Chairman of  next Chairman of  next Chairman of  next Chairman of 
China is a MD Women who was given warts... (Condyloma acuminataChina is a MD Women who was given warts... (Condyloma acuminataChina is a MD Women who was given warts... (Condyloma acuminataChina is a MD Women who was given warts... (Condyloma acuminata (genital warts) are  (genital warts) are  (genital warts) are  (genital warts) are 
a sexually transmitted infection that causes small,a sexually transmitted infection that causes small,a sexually transmitted infection that causes small,a sexually transmitted infection that causes small, skin skin skin skin----colored or pink growths on the colored or pink growths on the colored or pink growths on the colored or pink growths on the 
labia, at the opening of the vagina, orlabia, at the opening of the vagina, orlabia, at the opening of the vagina, orlabia, at the opening of the vagina, or around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the  around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the  around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the  around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the 
most common sexuallymost common sexuallymost common sexuallymost common sexually transmitted infection in the United States. Although warts affect  transmitted infection in the United States. Although warts affect  transmitted infection in the United States. Although warts affect  transmitted infection in the United States. Although warts affect 
both genders,both genders,both genders,both genders, more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the  more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the  more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the  more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from the 
United States.United States.United States.United States. China women at  China women at  China women at  China women at 

Yale will return home with warts! Yale integrity ofYale will return home with warts! Yale integrity ofYale will return home with warts! Yale integrity ofYale will return home with warts! Yale integrity of facilities to preserve public health and  facilities to preserve public health and  facilities to preserve public health and  facilities to preserve public health and 
safety gets a F grade in the realsafety gets a F grade in the realsafety gets a F grade in the realsafety gets a F grade in the real world.  world.  world.  world. 

Vaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is TrichomonasVaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is TrichomonasVaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is TrichomonasVaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is Trichomonas vaginalis is an anaerobic,  vaginalis is an anaerobic,  vaginalis is an anaerobic,  vaginalis is an anaerobic, 
flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. Theflagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. Theflagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. Theflagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. The parasitic microorganism is the  parasitic microorganism is the  parasitic microorganism is the  parasitic microorganism is the 
causative agent of trichomoniasis, and is thecausative agent of trichomoniasis, and is thecausative agent of trichomoniasis, and is thecausative agent of trichomoniasis, and is the most common pathogenic protozoan  most common pathogenic protozoan  most common pathogenic protozoan  most common pathogenic protozoan 
infection of humans in industrializedinfection of humans in industrializedinfection of humans in industrializedinfection of humans in industrialized countries.[1] Infection rates between men and  countries.[1] Infection rates between men and  countries.[1] Infection rates between men and  countries.[1] Infection rates between men and 
women are the same with womenwomen are the same with womenwomen are the same with womenwomen are the same with women showing symptoms while infections in men are usually  showing symptoms while infections in men are usually  showing symptoms while infections in men are usually  showing symptoms while infections in men are usually 
asymptomatic. Transmissionasymptomatic. Transmissionasymptomatic. Transmissionasymptomatic. Transmission takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not  takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not  takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not  takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not 
have a cyst. Thehave a cyst. Thehave a cyst. Thehave a cyst. The WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired  WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired  WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired  WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired 
annuallyannuallyannuallyannually worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8  worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8  worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8  worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America alone are between 5 and 8 
millionmillionmillionmillion new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each
year. year. year. year. 

11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with the Clinton's back in  the Clinton's back in  the Clinton's back in  the Clinton's back in 
the White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key Westthe White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key Westthe White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key Westthe White House... black hole humor from Greg in Key West on 11 on 11 on 11 on 11----11111111----13 TGIF. 13 TGIF. 13 TGIF. 13 TGIF. 

11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video went viral yesterday just before  went viral yesterday just before  went viral yesterday just before  went viral yesterday just before 
her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimerher double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimerher double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimerher double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer and the Manhattan Project for the Rx  and the Manhattan Project for the Rx  and the Manhattan Project for the Rx  and the Manhattan Project for the Rx 
Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer has notOvernight Cure of Breast Cancer has notOvernight Cure of Breast Cancer has notOvernight Cure of Breast Cancer has not been viewed on a YouTube Video.  been viewed on a YouTube Video.  been viewed on a YouTube Video.  been viewed on a YouTube Video. 

11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of  new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of  new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of  new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of 
11 million people 10K will get11 million people 10K will get11 million people 10K will get11 million people 10K will get cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired  cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired  cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired  cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired 
Electric Power Plants!Electric Power Plants!Electric Power Plants!Electric Power Plants!

11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on MIT War Toys  MIT War Toys  MIT War Toys  MIT War Toys 
believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel in Medicinebelieving Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel in Medicinebelieving Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel in Medicinebelieving Castro's MD's in Havana would get the Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Overnight  for the Rx Overnight  for the Rx Overnight  for the Rx Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Cancer Miracle Cure for Cancer Miracle Cure for Cancer Miracle Cure for Cancer ———— Evelina Gonzalez was supposed toEvelina Gonzalez was supposed toEvelina Gonzalez was supposed toEvelina Gonzalez was supposed to undergo cancer surgery in  undergo cancer surgery in  undergo cancer surgery in  undergo cancer surgery in 
July following chemotherapy but wound up shuttlingJuly following chemotherapy but wound up shuttlingJuly following chemotherapy but wound up shuttlingJuly following chemotherapy but wound up shuttling from hospital to hospital in search of  from hospital to hospital in search of  from hospital to hospital in search of  from hospital to hospital in search of 
an available operating table. On thean available operating table. On thean available operating table. On thean available operating table. On the crest of her left breast, a mocha crest of her left breast, a mocha crest of her left breast, a mocha crest of her left breast, a mocha----colored tumor colored tumor colored tumor colored tumor 
doubled in size and now bulgesdoubled in size and now bulgesdoubled in size and now bulgesdoubled in size and now bulges through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list  through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list  through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list  through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list 
of 31 breast cancerof 31 breast cancerof 31 breast cancerof 31 breast cancer patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest  patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest  patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest  patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest 
medicalmedicalmedicalmedical facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above to Greg's 850 facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above to Greg's 850 facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above to Greg's 850 facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. Click on the link above to Greg's 850 pages  pages  pages  pages 
and you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumorand you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumorand you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumorand you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumor coming through  coming through  coming through  coming through 
her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background!her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background!her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background!her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background! This is a Holocaust by  This is a Holocaust by  This is a Holocaust by  This is a Holocaust by 
"Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid"Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid"Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid"Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," stupid criminals finally exposed, the  criminals finally exposed, the  criminals finally exposed, the  criminals finally exposed, the 
motive was Greed! Clinton could never win amotive was Greed! Clinton could never win amotive was Greed! Clinton could never win amotive was Greed! Clinton could never win a Presidential Election against an MD Woman  Presidential Election against an MD Woman  Presidential Election against an MD Woman  Presidential Election against an MD Woman 
who leaks Hillary's best **** starwho leaks Hillary's best **** starwho leaks Hillary's best **** starwho leaks Hillary's best **** star YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model +  YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model +  YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model +  YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 
2014 Model2014 Model2014 Model2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of  ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of  ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of  ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in Beijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of 
NYCNYCNYCNYC will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model of  of  of  of 
the ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! the ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! the ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! the ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
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RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated!  and gravity are generated!  and gravity are generated!  and gravity are generated! 

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED!  how time and gravity were INVENTED!  how time and gravity were INVENTED!  how time and gravity were INVENTED! 

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! God's  now know how time and gravity are generated! God's  now know how time and gravity are generated! God's  now know how time and gravity are generated! God's 
best invention is "Women!"best invention is "Women!"best invention is "Women!"best invention is "Women!" Time + Gravity! Time to Change Marriage, make Polygamous  Time + Gravity! Time to Change Marriage, make Polygamous  Time + Gravity! Time to Change Marriage, make Polygamous  Time + Gravity! Time to Change Marriage, make Polygamous 
Marriage Legal withMarriage Legal withMarriage Legal withMarriage Legal with 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial  24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial  24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial  24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial 
Forms!Forms!Forms!Forms!

http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ 

Link to End War On EarthLink to End War On EarthLink to End War On EarthLink to End War On Earth

http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/ speed.com/ speed.com/ speed.com/ 

Link to Inventor OfLink to Inventor OfLink to Inventor OfLink to Inventor Of Warp Speed Which Is Possible! Warp Speed Which Is Possible! Warp Speed Which Is Possible! Warp Speed Which Is Possible!
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1 Trillionth 1 Trillionth 1 Trillionth 1 Trillionth 

ElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off theElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off theElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off theElectricWindmillCar would HAVE been coming off the Ford + GM assembly line!  Ford + GM assembly line!  Ford + GM assembly line!  Ford + GM assembly line! 
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Copyright Greg Buell 2013 Copyright Greg Buell 2013 Copyright Greg Buell 2013 Copyright Greg Buell 2013 

 "Love Bird" Statue BDay  "Love Bird" Statue BDay  "Love Bird" Statue BDay  "Love Bird" Statue BDay 

present... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess ofpresent... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess ofpresent... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess ofpresent... Aphrodite the Greek Goddess of love. Roman goddess is Venus. Today God's Best  love. Roman goddess is Venus. Today God's Best  love. Roman goddess is Venus. Today God's Best  love. Roman goddess is Venus. Today God's Best 
Invention is Women, just look atInvention is Women, just look atInvention is Women, just look atInvention is Women, just look at the picture of her axon's and the long ago realization  the picture of her axon's and the long ago realization  the picture of her axon's and the long ago realization  the picture of her axon's and the long ago realization 
they/she is fueled bythey/she is fueled bythey/she is fueled bythey/she is fueled by "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our  "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our  "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our  "Electricity," this hits a nerve in "Brain" storming and dissecting our 
BrainsBrainsBrainsBrains for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar which the Pentagon for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar which the Pentagon for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar which the Pentagon for Miracle Godsent Inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar which the Pentagon
gave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT ongave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT ongave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT ongave to Mecca for Mecca's 1980 BDay Present. A Evil deed! Mary "Shrieked OUT on Greg's  Greg's  Greg's  Greg's 
BDay I will help you Brainstorm a "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett,BDay I will help you Brainstorm a "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett,BDay I will help you Brainstorm a "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett,BDay I will help you Brainstorm a "Cure!""... FOR Farrah Fawcett, millions of Farrah's the  millions of Farrah's the  millions of Farrah's the  millions of Farrah's the 
PENTAGON + NY Times never let them be buried atPENTAGON + NY Times never let them be buried atPENTAGON + NY Times never let them be buried atPENTAGON + NY Times never let them be buried at Arlington Cemetery!  Arlington Cemetery!  Arlington Cemetery!  Arlington Cemetery! 

1111----26262626----14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump14 Sunday Fed's Numb Nuts Dictators Trump Over Key West Numb Nuts who's Chef's +  Over Key West Numb Nuts who's Chef's +  Over Key West Numb Nuts who's Chef's +  Over Key West Numb Nuts who's Chef's + 
CooksCooksCooksCooks are a diseases as they are... laid are a diseases as they are... laid are a diseases as they are... laid are a diseases as they are... laid back pay everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can  back pay everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can  back pay everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can  back pay everyone in CASH is the 1st Shock how can 
everyone including Victoreveryone including Victoreveryone including Victoreveryone including Victor Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...???  Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...???  Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...???  Cushman Pay all their workers in CASH out in the open...??? 

1111----26262626----14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a14 IRS puts has put the poverty stricken waitress in a Federal Prison for not reporting  Federal Prison for not reporting  Federal Prison for not reporting  Federal Prison for not reporting 
her tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman andher tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman andher tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman andher tips... for decades now! Victor Cushman and I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer  I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer  I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer  I imagine his lawyer John Marston Lawyer 
1011 Truman avenue 1011 Truman avenue 1011 Truman avenue 1011 Truman avenue • • • • key west Florida key west Florida key west Florida key west Florida •••• 33040 tel 305.294.0120 33040 tel 305.294.0120 33040 tel 305.294.0120 33040 tel 305.294.0120 • • • • fax 305.296.7314 fax 305.296.7314 fax 305.296.7314 fax 305.296.7314 
marston@keywestlaw.net also paysmarston@keywestlaw.net also paysmarston@keywestlaw.net also paysmarston@keywestlaw.net also pays employees workers in cash. This is not heard of in  employees workers in cash. This is not heard of in  employees workers in cash. This is not heard of in  employees workers in cash. This is not heard of in 
Colorado... wow! Colorado... wow! Colorado... wow! Colorado... wow! 

1111----26262626----14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his14 Well I go to court against Victor Cushman and his lawyer this week. I have a  lawyer this week. I have a  lawyer this week. I have a  lawyer this week. I have a 
Trump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor CushmansTrump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor CushmansTrump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor CushmansTrump Card a invoice for cleaning up Victor Cushmans BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome  BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome  BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome  BM mess Irritable Bowel Syndrome 
or his Colon Cancer I will make a invoice foror his Colon Cancer I will make a invoice foror his Colon Cancer I will make a invoice foror his Colon Cancer I will make a invoice for $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up  $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up  $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up  $500 for 2 times I was forced to clean this up 
at 909 Grinnell in Key West. Andat 909 Grinnell in Key West. Andat 909 Grinnell in Key West. Andat 909 Grinnell in Key West. And Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's AIDS  Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's AIDS  Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's AIDS  Victor Cushman told me he had Hepatitis, HIV, STD's AIDS 
etc... so this was aetc... so this was aetc... so this was aetc... so this was a Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I charged him $500 for  Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I charged him $500 for  Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I charged him $500 for  Hazardous BM Shit waste to clean up and I charged him $500 for 
cleaning thiscleaning thiscleaning thiscleaning this twice he didn't make it top the toilet and when he did Victor Cushman  twice he didn't make it top the toilet and when he did Victor Cushman  twice he didn't make it top the toilet and when he did Victor Cushman  twice he didn't make it top the toilet and when he did Victor Cushman 
ExplodedExplodedExplodedExploded Shit in a huge radius of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Shit in a huge radius of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Shit in a huge radius of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at Shit in a huge radius of 10 feet! wow... Hope Amy Heavilin the Court Clerk at
Clerk of Court 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. Clerk of Court 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. Clerk of Court 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. Clerk of Court 500 Whitehead Street Key West, FL 33040. 

BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUSTBY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUSTBY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUSTBY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE  II POISON GASOLINE  II POISON GASOLINE  II POISON GASOLINE 
EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight...EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight...EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight...EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... not sick workers... norovirus,  not sick workers... norovirus,  not sick workers... norovirus,  not sick workers... norovirus, 
the leading cause of food borne illness. Thethe leading cause of food borne illness. Thethe leading cause of food borne illness. Thethe leading cause of food borne illness. The likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health  likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health  likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health  likely culprit? Sick food service workers. Health 
Department has concluded thatDepartment has concluded thatDepartment has concluded thatDepartment has concluded that sick workers were the likely or suspected cause of over 72  sick workers were the likely or suspected cause of over 72  sick workers were the likely or suspected cause of over 72  sick workers were the likely or suspected cause of over 72 
percent of allpercent of allpercent of allpercent of all norovirus cases on average each year.  norovirus cases on average each year.  norovirus cases on average each year.  norovirus cases on average each year. ““““ItItItIt’’’’s one of the biggest problems in s one of the biggest problems in s one of the biggest problems in s one of the biggest problems in 
foodfoodfoodfood state Health Department state Health Department state Health Department state Health Department’’’’s food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants ands food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants ands food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants ands food borne disease investigation unit. Restaurants and
food service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep illfood service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep illfood service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep illfood service operators are supposed to have strong practices to keep ill employees out of the  employees out of the  employees out of the  employees out of the 
kitchen. But sometimes, policies arenkitchen. But sometimes, policies arenkitchen. But sometimes, policies arenkitchen. But sometimes, policies aren’’’’t adequate ort adequate ort adequate ort adequate or properly communicated to workers, who  properly communicated to workers, who  properly communicated to workers, who  properly communicated to workers, who 
often have an economic incentive to workoften have an economic incentive to workoften have an economic incentive to workoften have an economic incentive to work because otherwise they won because otherwise they won because otherwise they won because otherwise they won’’’’t get paid. t get paid. t get paid. t get paid. 

BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUSTBY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUSTBY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUSTBY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff WILL NOT WRITE ABOUT HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE  II POISON GASOLINE  II POISON GASOLINE  II POISON GASOLINE 
EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight...EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight...EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight...EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor Cushmans white roof fight... but not Holocaust II Beijing's  but not Holocaust II Beijing's  but not Holocaust II Beijing's  but not Holocaust II Beijing's 
air would be step up for smoggy Delhi. Inair would be step up for smoggy Delhi. Inair would be step up for smoggy Delhi. Inair would be step up for smoggy Delhi. In mid mid mid mid----January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad January, air pollution in Beijing was so bad 
that the government issuedthat the government issuedthat the government issuedthat the government issued urgent health warnings and closed four major highways. But  urgent health warnings and closed four major highways. But  urgent health warnings and closed four major highways. But  urgent health warnings and closed four major highways. But 
in New Delhi, wherein New Delhi, wherein New Delhi, wherein New Delhi, where pea pea pea pea----soup smog created what was by some measurements even more soup smog created what was by some measurements even more soup smog created what was by some measurements even more soup smog created what was by some measurements even more 
dangerous air,dangerous air,dangerous air,dangerous air, there were few signs of alarm in the country there were few signs of alarm in the country there were few signs of alarm in the country there were few signs of alarm in the country’’’’s boisterous news media. Key s boisterous news media. Key s boisterous news media. Key s boisterous news media. Key 
WestWestWestWest News Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! by News Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! by News Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! by News Media goes along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! by Adam  Adam  Adam  Adam 
Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. Linhardt Key West Citizen News Paper. 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not overSunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not overSunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not overSunday, January 26, 2014 Roof paint row not over Energy Energy Energy Energy----saving devices at core of case BY saving devices at core of case BY saving devices at core of case BY saving devices at core of case BY 
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ADAM LINHARDT Citizen StaffADAM LINHARDT Citizen StaffADAM LINHARDT Citizen StaffADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com  alinhardt@keysnews.com  alinhardt@keysnews.com  alinhardt@keysnews.com 

A fourA fourA fourA four----year legal battle between a Bahama Villageyear legal battle between a Bahama Villageyear legal battle between a Bahama Villageyear legal battle between a Bahama Village property owner and the city of Key West  property owner and the city of Key West  property owner and the city of Key West  property owner and the city of Key West 
over the color he wants to paint hisover the color he wants to paint hisover the color he wants to paint hisover the color he wants to paint his roof is inching toward resolution. And that resolution  roof is inching toward resolution. And that resolution  roof is inching toward resolution. And that resolution  roof is inching toward resolution. And that resolution 
may shed light on amay shed light on amay shed light on amay shed light on a little little little little----known state statute that prohibits local governmentsknown state statute that prohibits local governmentsknown state statute that prohibits local governmentsknown state statute that prohibits local governments from  from  from  from 
banning the usebanning the usebanning the usebanning the use of energy of energy of energy of energy----saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property saving devices. It could feasibly clear the way for property 
owners inowners inowners inowners in the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover their property the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover their property the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover their property the historic district of Old Town to install windmills, or cover their property in  in  in  in 
solar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when property owner Victorsolar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when property owner Victorsolar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when property owner Victorsolar panels or skylights. The issue arose in 2010 when property owner Victor Cushman  Cushman  Cushman  Cushman 
sought to cover his roof with a white, heatsought to cover his roof with a white, heatsought to cover his roof with a white, heatsought to cover his roof with a white, heat----reflecting, energyreflecting, energyreflecting, energyreflecting, energy----savingsavingsavingsaving roof paint. The  roof paint. The  roof paint. The  roof paint. The 
Historical Architectural Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl,Historical Architectural Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl,Historical Architectural Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl,Historical Architectural Review Commission (HARC) cried fowl, and ordered Cushman to  and ordered Cushman to  and ordered Cushman to  and ordered Cushman to 
use a different environmentally friendly paint that was ause a different environmentally friendly paint that was ause a different environmentally friendly paint that was ause a different environmentally friendly paint that was a "buttonwood gray" color and not  "buttonwood gray" color and not  "buttonwood gray" color and not  "buttonwood gray" color and not 
the white he preferred at his properties at 720the white he preferred at his properties at 720the white he preferred at his properties at 720the white he preferred at his properties at 720 and 726 Emma St. HARC guidelines state  and 726 Emma St. HARC guidelines state  and 726 Emma St. HARC guidelines state  and 726 Emma St. HARC guidelines state 
roofs must be silver or clearroofs must be silver or clearroofs must be silver or clearroofs must be silver or clear----coated. Thecoated. Thecoated. Thecoated. The matter was heard before a magistrate judge and  matter was heard before a magistrate judge and  matter was heard before a magistrate judge and  matter was heard before a magistrate judge and 
bandied back and forth until Maybandied back and forth until Maybandied back and forth until Maybandied back and forth until May 2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that HARC  2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that HARC  2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that HARC  2013 when circuit Judge David Audlin ruled that HARC 
cannot tell property ownerscannot tell property ownerscannot tell property ownerscannot tell property owners what "energy what "energy what "energy what "energy----saving devices" they may use, as per Florida saving devices" they may use, as per Florida saving devices" they may use, as per Florida saving devices" they may use, as per Florida 
Statute 163.04. ThatStatute 163.04. ThatStatute 163.04. ThatStatute 163.04. That law states: "The adoption of an ordinance by a governing body ...  law states: "The adoption of an ordinance by a governing body ...  law states: "The adoption of an ordinance by a governing body ...  law states: "The adoption of an ordinance by a governing body ... 
whichwhichwhichwhich prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors, prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors,
clotheslines or other energy devices based on renewable resources is expresslyclotheslines or other energy devices based on renewable resources is expresslyclotheslines or other energy devices based on renewable resources is expresslyclotheslines or other energy devices based on renewable resources is expressly prohibited."  prohibited."  prohibited."  prohibited." 
City of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's rulingCity of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's rulingCity of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's rulingCity of Key West attorneys subsequently appealed Audlin's ruling with the Third District  with the Third District  with the Third District  with the Third District 
Court of Appeals. Oral arguments before that court haveCourt of Appeals. Oral arguments before that court haveCourt of Appeals. Oral arguments before that court haveCourt of Appeals. Oral arguments before that court have yet to be schedule.  yet to be schedule.  yet to be schedule.  yet to be schedule. 

Cushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court willCushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court willCushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court willCushman's attorney, John Marston, is confident the court will rule in his client's favor.  rule in his client's favor.  rule in his client's favor.  rule in his client's favor. 
Lawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINELawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINELawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINELawyer Marston spit on HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor  EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor  EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor  EXHAUST BUT wrote about Victor 
Cushmans" I believe it (Audlin's ruling) will beCushmans" I believe it (Audlin's ruling) will beCushmans" I believe it (Audlin's ruling) will beCushmans" I believe it (Audlin's ruling) will be affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for  affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for  affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for  affirmed," Marston said. "Nothing is for 
sure in this world, but we have ansure in this world, but we have ansure in this world, but we have ansure in this world, but we have an extremely strong case." Marston argued in court records  extremely strong case." Marston argued in court records  extremely strong case." Marston argued in court records  extremely strong case." Marston argued in court records 
that the city presentedthat the city presentedthat the city presentedthat the city presented new arguments via federal regulations and policies that were not  new arguments via federal regulations and policies that were not  new arguments via federal regulations and policies that were not  new arguments via federal regulations and policies that were not 
presentedpresentedpresentedpresented before Audlin, which Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, before Audlin, which Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, before Audlin, which Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary, before Audlin, which Marston said is not proper court procedure. In summary,
Assistant City Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant localAssistant City Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant localAssistant City Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant localAssistant City Attorney Ron Ramsingh wrote that federal laws which grant local
government authority to create historic districts and boards trump state law,government authority to create historic districts and boards trump state law,government authority to create historic districts and boards trump state law,government authority to create historic districts and boards trump state law, specifically  specifically  specifically  specifically 
Florida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be reached for commentFlorida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be reached for commentFlorida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be reached for commentFlorida Statute 163.04. Ramsingh could not be reached for comment Thursday. "The  Thursday. "The  Thursday. "The  Thursday. "The 
appellant court doesn't start from scratch," Marston said.appellant court doesn't start from scratch," Marston said.appellant court doesn't start from scratch," Marston said.appellant court doesn't start from scratch," Marston said. HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE  HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE  HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE  HOLOCAUST II POISON GASOLINE 
EXHAUST, Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil'sEXHAUST, Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil'sEXHAUST, Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil'sEXHAUST, Victor Cushmans profit from BP Oil's poison gasoline Era via our George Orwell  poison gasoline Era via our George Orwell  poison gasoline Era via our George Orwell  poison gasoline Era via our George Orwell 
Dictators spending their cut of $177Dictators spending their cut of $177Dictators spending their cut of $177Dictators spending their cut of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for 15 Super Carriers NOT 15  Trillion in oil revenues for 15 Super Carriers NOT 15  Trillion in oil revenues for 15 Super Carriers NOT 15  Trillion in oil revenues for 15 Super Carriers NOT 15 
Super Shuttles for NASA.Super Shuttles for NASA.Super Shuttles for NASA.Super Shuttles for NASA. Time and How Gravity is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent  Time and How Gravity is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent  Time and How Gravity is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent  Time and How Gravity is Generated. Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent 
Cure for BreastCure for BreastCure for BreastCure for Breast Cancer in 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key  Cancer in 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key  Cancer in 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key  Cancer in 2014 has been stifles by Victor Cushman and his Mafia in Key 
West!West!West!West!

So, the case has become one of legal semantics, but theSo, the case has become one of legal semantics, but theSo, the case has become one of legal semantics, but theSo, the case has become one of legal semantics, but the ramifications of the Third DCA  ramifications of the Third DCA  ramifications of the Third DCA  ramifications of the Third DCA 
ruling could pave the way for widening use ofruling could pave the way for widening use ofruling could pave the way for widening use ofruling could pave the way for widening use of so so so so----called green technology that thus far has called green technology that thus far has called green technology that thus far has called green technology that thus far has 
been banned by HARC. "If you wentbeen banned by HARC. "If you wentbeen banned by HARC. "If you wentbeen banned by HARC. "If you went in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your  in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your  in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your  in tomorrow and wanted to put solar panels on your 
roof and they (HARC) said no,roof and they (HARC) said no,roof and they (HARC) said no,roof and they (HARC) said no, they would not have the power to do that," Marston said.  they would not have the power to do that," Marston said.  they would not have the power to do that," Marston said.  they would not have the power to do that," Marston said. 
"Our case will make"Our case will make"Our case will make"Our case will make that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) already does that." HARC  that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) already does that." HARC  that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) already does that." HARC  that clear, but the law (state statute 163.04) already does that." HARC 
ChairmanChairmanChairmanChairman Michael Miller said it would be inappropriate for him to talk about the case Michael Miller said it would be inappropriate for him to talk about the case Michael Miller said it would be inappropriate for him to talk about the case Michael Miller said it would be inappropriate for him to talk about the case
while the matter is still in court. alinhardt@keysnews.com while the matter is still in court. alinhardt@keysnews.com while the matter is still in court. alinhardt@keysnews.com while the matter is still in court. alinhardt@keysnews.com 
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1111----27272727----14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK...LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK...LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK...LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK...

1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp  bmp  bmp  bmp ---- My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice  My Eviction Notice 
for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman +for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman +for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman +for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell  Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell 
"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG"writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for 
Children about "1,001 Inventions" Title, andChildren about "1,001 Inventions" Title, andChildren about "1,001 Inventions" Title, andChildren about "1,001 Inventions" Title, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens  1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens  1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens  1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens 
Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too)Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too)Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too)Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too)

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next RevolutionCall Greg to InventSomething! ...Next RevolutionCall Greg to InventSomething! ...Next RevolutionCall Greg to InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women!  will be won by MD women!  will be won by MD women!  will be won by MD women! 

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com
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NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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Breast Cancer CureBreast Cancer CureBreast Cancer CureBreast Cancer Cure

Greg BuellGreg BuellGreg BuellGreg Buell Lovestar Lovestar Lovestar Lovestar
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